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. FOREWORD 

n behalf of the Department of Administration of the State of Wisconsin, it is my pleasure to introduce the third 

QO: a six volume series of Historic Structure Reports for the Wisconsin State Capitol. The East Wing and 

Northeast Pavilion Historic Structure Report provides an overview of the history, the use and subsequent 

modifications and, finally, the Restoration and Rehabilitation of the wing and its adjoining pavilion. As this report was 

completed during the final year of the architectural intervention that took place, it describes the outcome of the restoration 

and rehabilitation processes implemented. This is a departure from the more typical approach in historic preservation; 

a historic structure report is usually a prescriptive volume, completed as part of pre-design analysis to offer 

recommendations intended to guide restorative processes. The earlier volumes in the series, compiled for the South 

Wing and the Central Portion, were prescriptive reports. Because the design professionals, contractor and many of the 

subcontractors had participated in previous Capitol projects, when the time came to undertake the East Wing as the final 

phase of a long-term project, they were thoroughly familiar with the techniques associated with this demanding job. 

This familiarity lessened the need for the same level of pre-design planning that had been completed for the earlier 

projects. The Division of Facilities Development arranged for a thorough level of architectural and historical research 

prior to design activities, and those findings were made available to the design and construction teams, but the narratives 

presented in this volume were completed as construction drew to a close. This presented a unique opportunity to 

document the architectural processes implemented in the East Wing that was not available in the two previous reports. 

The writers of this volume were able to discuss pre-design recommendations and the extent to which they were actually 

implemented. In this way, future historians will know what was done to the building without the often-difficult task of 

discerning the difference between what was proposed and what was actually done. 

This volume marks a revision in the series as proposed initially. It had been conceived initially as eleven volumes, but 

economy and efficiency dictated that several discrete thematic areas be incorporated in the comprehensive volume that 

will conclude the series. The historical record assembled in these volumes, I expect, will be indispensable in the future. 

If such an approach had been taken in the 1950s and 1960s, when the need for modernization became apparent, the 

results might have been more sympathetic to the original design intent. The raw material used to compile these volumes 

has existed since the time of original construction, but has awaited the directive of the State of Wisconsin and a capable 

team of researchers and writers to craft it into a cohesive reference tool for future generations. 

Daniel J. Stephans, AIA 

Project Manager 

Division of Facilities Development 

Department of Administration 

31 October 2001 
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Se nae ea Se Geek es ioe Hees Bie ee eas pe ete rare z Chapter One 

A oe : i EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

; 2. 

” ae 
: Bee 

: _ : 4 

i ; a ag si ew York architect George B. Post (1837-1913) was at the top of his profession and the height of his architectural 

wey y oF Nese in 1906 when his firm, George B. Post & Sons, secured the project of designing a new state capitol 

ag a for Wisconsin. Although this is the only capitol Post designed, he was eminently qualified for such a project 

a i Mi id through his extensive experience with the design and construction of large, steel-framed buildings. Post brought skill 

os “ and maturity to the project, in combination with a keenly developed architectural vocabulary. Throughout his long 

, 4 \ career, Post maintained an eclectic approach to architectural form and sought to give expression to a number of stylistic 

; trends current in late 19" century American taste. By the early 1890s, the architect had given himself over to the stylistic 

P # tenets of the French Ecole des Beaux-Arts, which promulgated a brand of classicism that stressed a “proper” use of 

’ a F classical elements, which were inspired by the architects of the Italian Renaissance. This style found application 

 * F Ed po primarily in urban settings, especially in buildings of commerce and government. It was the opinion of Post and his 

A sities “ay & peers, the upper crust of the East Coast architectural establishment, that Beaux-Arts principles could be successfully 

a 3 2 PSS applied to broader urban planning situations as well. 

>. aa aa 

R Ge ata , : Post and his colleagues demonstrated the unifying effect of the consistent application of classically derived form in 

‘ F we Q planning worlds fairs and expositions, the most important being the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition held in Chicago. 

: Y ee Although intended only for temporary service, the exhibition buildings inspired the popular imagination by demonstrat- 

Be as ‘ : ing the orderliness and cohesion a building group or building elements can attain when an underlying stylistic organi- 

ES ri : v MK zation is in place. Post’s Beaux-Arts sensibilities were expressed in his later work, such as his Manufactures and Liberal 

ee Goo j NB Arts Building (1893), which was the largest building at the Colombian Exposition, placed prominently on the central 

Bone : RS ous i - ve lagoon. The New York Stock Exchange (1903) and the Wisconsin State Capitol both represent examples of Post’s mature 

ae 2 : y ae 2 a # fi design in this idiom; the Capitol was Post’s last large building. Begun in 1906, its completion in 1917 came after the 

a8 eee i e architect’s death in 1913. 

e 2 4 | . 4 a8 Reena In the design of the Wisconsin State Capitol, Post was fortunate to have been presented with a site of unparalleled 
‘ : / ‘ ae f Py : prominence, pivotal within a radiating street plan that had established the pattern of the city’s development. The setting 
pepe on _ e Bes Se A also had Arcadian qualities and ample opportunities for sight lines from the building that would carry to the pair of lakes 

: Ba 5 ; 4 a that define the isthmus, which has the Capitol at its center. The Capitol was built in phases, by wings; the East Wing was 

ae nae ; ce ted a Ee ae a the second wing to be constructed. The seat of the executive and judicial branches of state government, the occupancy 
ee 4 i : L : pee oe es, a eae ae: of the East Wing has differed from the other wings. At the time the Capitol was designed, it was intended to house all of 

ee ne ee a ee rem state government, including the various departments and commissions supported by the state. The East Wing provided 

1.1 George B. Post, circa 1910 i quarters for the governor, the attorney general, the Supreme Court and the State Law Library. This has resulted in greater 

< i he a ae epanhinate any» ee ee occupant stability an in other areas of the building and a greater number of more highly finished office spaces. 

the second phase of work. Post appears to have given a great deal of consideration to the important spaces in the Although ornate meeting chambers were afforded both houses of the legislature, private offices were not provided for 

wing, bestowing lavish finishes and materials on the Executive Chamber and Supreme Court Hearing Room. the legislators. In the East Wing, however, private offices were provided for the governor, the attorney general and the 
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Y 2g a pa aa ee ao ie / z Supreme Court justices, as well as for members of their staffs. 

+ ae es 4 =“ ae a a s : os S ae ee : ne SE in ue volume have been Epa with a great sense oe een oe the Ror os George Het and his 

ee c=; s re = ai as . oS re = - ae «i = z integrity as a designer. In the East Wing and throughout the building, Post’s design sensibilities as applied to the 

om 4 pee ——a ee” a lege f wh ae A ee a” f mae : at oeee z Wisconsin State Capitol, even as we consider them today, remain consistent and correct. The general intent of this 

f es i =eh ees Samat f EG) ‘a eee .. “ee Os 5 volume will be to explore and disseminate the ideas behind the design of the spaces, to provide an assessment of 
La Peal Ly 4 pee i ) 5 Ds A ae) » = See ze * i) re : ‘ z conditions in the wing as they were found in 1998 and to describe the effects of the architectural intervention that 

z goad HENS) ah! =| 5 x =] | | ai | : ip? GG x Ege = 3 followed. While this approach to a Historic Structure Report is unusual, it provides an excellent opportunity to docu- 

Sa oe bee oO ean BY ae | wD 5 ee) oe ment both a work completed and a work in progress. 
——— ha ee EG Beli ec ie OS 

— PERE EU ek wi ee, Methodology 
ea 7 ‘i & a ; eG at ap ' 1 . BS iy e i Ps » he: ian EN In undertaking the Pe ying Restoration and Rehabilitation, oe last phase of the larger Capitol project, a seasoned 

me OV hi ed be | 9 fa yi iE es Lux iy au fp project team established a rigorous approach to the work and implemented expediencies that would not have been 
F a a ii Ve A) ‘ BL We ag zg ; a i | V3 yt ee x < oe possible in earlier phases. By 1998, when work on the East Wing began, the restoration process had been underway ten 

= by at 4] = ety PM D8 2 as eS Cae ¥ et Rod fe) fy y years, providing the opportunity for all involved to have cultivated specialized skills relative to the execution of their 

3 a RN ee ee > LT. ¥ ie) 2 respective tasks within a familiar context. An innovative project methodology facilitated the success of the project, 

4 é : P)) al ae a ie S | a | a | / b [= which was completed within the aggressive three-and-a-half year time frame established for it. From the inception of the 

| e as & ot ‘ vf j a, | ( | | s a f ‘| a East Wing project, the importance of efficiency has been stressed. Large-scale preservation projects typically require 

1 fo =] | 4 peg | 4 2 ‘la iat ot i x pS thorough planning as a key component to their successful realization. From a design and construction standpoint, the 

m3 ; : i quality of the information gathered about historical and physical conditions in the building will stand in direct correla- 

FOE ra | os er < Fe Se aaa: Be aN ay ee = - : tion to the quality achieved. The pre-design methodology implemented in the East Wing is thoroughly explored in this 

Aca chapter and the deliverables relative to the design process enumerated. A brief overview of the construction methodol- 

1.2 East Wing project team, 2001 ogy is also provided. 
Members of the East Wing project team gathered on the stairs of the Northwest Pavilion for a recent group portrait. An all- 

Inet Tva ape oaels 2 fearon ee eet ie cone lefing the project efficiently and effectively. Representatives ic Some of the innovations put into practice included the shift of all coordination responsibilities from the Architectural 
groups that were involved in the work are included in the photograph. . : i i ‘ : 

and Engineering team to the General Contractor, J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. of Janesville, Wisconsin. With a thorough 

understanding of the steps required to effectively complete the Restoration and Rehabilitation from a construction 

point of view, they were highly successful in maintaining the project schedule and keeping the flow of necessary 

information moving. Cullen coordinated the work of the various trade and artisan groups along with their own staff 

of over thirty-five, who occupied the East Wing for over nineteen months. Cullen insured the proper phasing of the 

work to make certain that events were properly sequenced. Critical to the process was that project phases occurred 

with a measure of overlap. For instance Selective Removal, a phase that involves the orderly removal of elements from 

the wing, coincided with New Construction both in the preparation of drawings and specifications and in actual 

accomplishment of the project. 

The utilization of an on-site workspace in the Capitol, which was shared by the construction and design teams, repre- 

sented another significant improvement over earlier projects. This arrangement was specified in the contractual agree- 

ments established between the Division of Facilities Development of the State of Wisconsin with its prime contractors; 

it was extended to many of the subcontractors, as well. The proximity team members enjoyed with one another and with 

the building occupants markedly heightened project efficiency, especially in the pre-design and design phases. A linked 

computer network shared by those engaged in the project facilitated the collection and refinement of data and increased 

the accessibility of construction documents and internal memoranda. 
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The narratives provided in the counterparts to this chapter prepared for the South Wing and Central Portion Historic es wl kf fe i z tee on 2 i | z 
Structure Reports describe the architectural and historic pre-design research involved in completing the volume. As this Shi og ee eee ee ee ae eee H | 3 
document is being assembled while the Restoration and Rehabilitation of the East Wing is underway, the opportunity eee i) 7 bE a 5 i SP a ea ree ea ' g 
existed to present a narrative that is more comprehensive in describing general project methodology. Instead of a ee i <n a Pe es a — eae Loff : 2 

discussion focused simply on research methodology, this chapter explores the processes by which the work was vg ie wae ae 4 = geese See : eet ae a - a ee | z 
planned, designed and completed. Because the intent of this chapter, and in fact the entire volume, is not that it offer os j ie af = a Bes es remem Ps ge Ns fs S; | a 
information to guide design processes, it has been condensed in size and increased in scope. ae ne Fa si Peewee ae | Le ge ay is a Ee. jae le } 3 

Oe TE at i Be 2 i | 
veges. e ma... am HN Se 

Historical Overview cougar > | fi) Fee Bok aren | HI 4 | 4| 
The East Wing was constructed between March 1908 and the fall of 1910 when the occupants moved in. It fell almost a 2 } + . . ! Rie ' 

year behind schedule because of late materials, insufficient work force and labor problems, a fire at the woodwork | WZ | 4 aaa Sg, 
contractor’s planing mill, cold and snowy weather, misunderstandings concerning the intentions of drawings and on , cy } Sieg | yi ae \ al 

occasional dissatisfactions on the part of the client, especially the Supreme Court. The carving by Italian artisans of the j Z ‘ 2) : ; ‘ (el i Rip Ie 
sculpture group in the tympanum of the pediment facing King Street was accomplished on schedule between July 1909 ae ; 4) Sg se A ay 
and January 1910, the first of the exterior sculptures created. Karl Bitter, the sculptor, dedicated the group to the theme 4 i enesiae ag) t pase a » 

of justice in recognition of the wing housing the Supreme Court. Design, creation and installation of the mural paintings h > ee ] a * , 

trailed completion of the interior construction by several years—until 1913 in the Executive Chamber and 1915 in the Re i ri) ae | CF o 

Supreme Court Hearing Room. Replacement of damaged marble occurred in 1916, only a year before the entire building ; Se eS RS ce \ ff 
was completed, even though the East Wing was the second component of the Capitol erected. The wing also incorpo- on ‘ a he Ae o) 

rated the latest development in ventilating fan technology, suggestive of a trait of the architect, George B. Post, who was Korres att y $ we yi : 

known for adopting technology when it first appeared. (He had been among the first to use passenger elevators in _ rg 4 og rs Eo 
constructing the forerunners of skyscrapers.) Original figural drinking fountains on the ground and first floors (dol- a . +2 = et Ss cere wg y 

phins and lions’ heads, respectively) were removed in 1912 because they employed common drinking cups, which the p 4 ne ES am om Ne gs ee yo es Se ka oe, 

legislature was on the verge of banning. “f olf eo ees Sra Ses A j 
Rane er ee ee Roo a Es ee at 

The Northeast Pavilion was erected as part of the North Wing between 1914 and 1917. Its construction affected the East 1.3 La Follettes in Executive Chamber, 1924 
Wing because the circular rooms on the second and third floor of the pavilion had to be integrated into office suites that shared Robert M. LaFollette, Sr, awaited returns of the 1924 presidential race in the Executive Chamber together with his two sons, his 

: ie : Z an i 4 7 " daughter-in-law and Governor and Mrs. John J. Blaine. La Follette, Sr., governor from 1901-1906, was instrumental in the the wing and pavilion. The creation of these suites led to early revision of toilet rooms and corridors in the East Wing. movement to build a new capitol. 

Post based the first floor Executive Chamber—the most elaborately decorated smaller room in the entire building—on a 

council room designed in 1574 for the Doge’s Palace in Venice, which was an important landmark of Venetian Renais- 

sance design. The chamber has wood-paneled walls of carved cherry and an elaborate plaster ceiling. Mural paintings 

of both historical and allegorical subjects by Hugo Ballin of Saugutuck, Connecticut decorate the walls and ceiling. 

Those on the walls were the subject of controversy from their installation in early 1913 until the Capitol was completed. 

Ballin repainted sections of some of them in November1913, but critics continued to express dissatisfaction, and the 

situation was left unresolved when the building was finished. Elmer E. Garnsey of White Plains, New York painted and 

gilded the wooden walls, composition ornament and plaster ceiling. 

George Post worked out the design of the second floor Supreme Court Hearing Room in early 1908 with the aid of a 

member of the Capitol Commission, William F. Vilas of Madison. It began as a round room with marble walls, then was 

changed to a nearly perfect square, also with marble walls. The marbles are some of the most rare and carefully selected 

in the Capitol, especially the book-matched wainscot panels of Formosa marble from Germany found on three walls of the 

room and the Benou marble columns from France located behind the justices’ bench. The justices requested a much 
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ry = a a seen 8 : Ba Cae ye Z ee 7 HRS Sas z larger and higher bench than originally designed, called for portraits of past justices to be hung in the spaces reserved 

: i Ca Piao ree’ f: ai ae, Lee ae Pree 8 for murals, altered the design of their conference room by substituting bookshelves for wainscoting, added a pneumatic 

2 oe se ; $e ‘ ia i. A. as s j a a é f= s tube system to connect their chambers with the State Law Library and changed the private elevators in their area from 

<a é < Pe i‘ ee ts a +. a WR S Soe eee a Gg ‘ales he , Z lever-operated to push-button. The discussion over the portraits began in 1909 and ended in 1912 when the justices 
a < oa R AS? is a : ne “4 are i ‘* = = = es: jp EE 2 agreed that the portraits could be hung in the lobby and mural paintings could be created for the hearing room. The 

ee nS 4 a ” i { aah oe ge z justices helped select the historical subjects for the murals and critiqued the artist’s sketches for them. The first choice 
Pr ae . ; : ne gel Z “a — Te ee 5 5 for muralist, Francis Millet, drowned on the Titanic in 1912; the second choice, Barry Faulkner, withdrew because of 

* Ph te AS = CO Ta Pry f SE ees ee oe S P scheduling. It was Albert Herter of New York who finished the four paintings in 1915. The mural subjects include the 

“aN a : n TT i iy : : i <2 Pa A signing of the American Constitution, the signing of the Magna Carta, an episode from the history of Roman law, and the 

me sar \ 3 A ee ee ee eet: trial of Chief Oshkosh as an example from Wisconsin’s judicial past. The plaster surfaces in the hearing room were 

: it Bes y Sy h ; TT BO e hal | aes . , ass ee decorated by the New York firm of Mack, Jenney and Tyler, the firm responsible for decoration of the entire wing. 

iT PO e eee / | al y Wy i LAL ETE Sees 
u a ; ne 3 4 Be! Fy : ae HHL [4 Hii V4 | rt | 11 a | TL zr Besides the governor and the Supreme Court, the wing housed the attorney general, the State Law Library (on the third 
: | rhe % oe | WB aS 28 Nh | i} a eat y* te and fourth floors), the lieutenant governor (after 1971), the adjutant general (until 1958), the administrative offices of the 

a Si= EWGIN . h Vebyads | Ca se! la eae - agricultural department (until 1964) and the kitchen for the restaurant that operated under the Rotunda from 1917 until 

Ppt Se nn cee ee se 7 1927 or 1928. Biographies of some of the wing’s most prominent occupants conclude the chapter. 

a ee pig oy | NI oa. gE a 
On os Pian ce iS ee orcs ge eer Structural Systems 
tees ae BES psa ee z = es eee ee aes ee The chapter on structural systems provides a description of the foundation, steel superstructure, masonry walls and 

E er isa af ie zs ee “Cae Bade : PERE ee Pe roof of the East Wing. The description is divided chronologically: original conditions, modifications and existing 

Z ; Eat 2 as i i Re Nee free me - = conditions prior to 1998, and modifications made during the 1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation. Conclusions 

E ore ge : fe ee Be = at é a a - about the original conditions of the wing are drawn from a review of period correspondence, drawings, construction 

f i j Bi abe ; get pees roe : a contracts, photos and newspaper articles. The balance of the chapter is based on the contemporary observations of 

; B : : : BP i ge are aoe ee Graef, Anhalt, Schloemer and Associates, Inc. (GAS) as well as a review of records of Division of Facilities Development 

Be re Tm a © oh Ww eS : : engineers. The Madison office of GAS surveyed existing conditions in 1998 and designed the structural component of 

. ern a ; Restoration and Rehabilitation. 
1.4 East Wing under construction, 1908 

a fore oles eae te ee serpents) eae fideo fae oe The foundation of the East Wing, completed in just over two months in 1908, consists of concrete tunnels and trenches, 

career and modified his East Wing drawings to incorporate the use of the new Bethlehem steel where appropriate. stepped wall footings and more than fifty spread column footings carrying the weight of the floors. The footings are 

constructed with “I’-beams encased in concrete and are reinforced with square steel bars. The concrete of the founda- 

tion walls was poured to an elevation three feet below ground level so the granite cladding could extend to grade 

elevation. The foundation walls are stepped at the bases to form footings on the hardpan soil. 

Steel for the superstructure of the wing was provided by the Modern Steel Structural Co. of Waukesha, Wisconsin. Steel 

from several manufacturers was used, but more than half the steel by weight was from the Bethlehem Steel Corporation 

of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Bethlehem began to manufacture a new, wide-flange beam in 1908 that had less mass and 

weight than standard shapes and was therefore more economical. Original structural plans were drawn in January 1908 

with notations for standard “I” shapes, but on revised plans the standard notations were crossed out and “Beth” (an 

abbreviation for Bethlehem) was written in. 

The exterior walls are constructed of brick masonry, granite cladding and steel lintels. Interior walls are non-load bearing 

clay tiles or, occasionally, load bearing brick. The interior steel columns are latticed steel channels riveted to steel straps. 

Clay tiles encase the columns and provide fire protection. Typical floors are made of steel beams with flat clay tile arches 
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spanning the spaces between beams, and a poured concrete topping. The gable roof structure consists of steel trusses ee. z 

spanning 45 feet down the center of the wing supported by a steel frame. The lower roof is constructed of brick arches 8 a » y / i 

over concrete and is framed with steel beams. SS! i h : vi | a : 

There had been few substantial modifications to the East Wing structural systems since the wing was completed. One 4 , a ‘ i, ae Bi Ki a 

significant project, the 1989 Primary Electric Renovation, required lowering the perimeter of the basement floor by two BS] Dera — as aM aes eal 5 

feet to accommodate new electrical substations and future development of electric, plumbing, HVAC and steam systems. au ca A . ee MEE. BSS, 5 Pee ene g 
a ; e a 5 ys a; e . Se ‘| 3 . 

Modifications made during 1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation included new mechanical tunnels in the basement, | r | = & Bi a ie ; : ys +] a, oa 

which were incorporated between existing footings. Two bays of existing framing were removed to accommodate a new | iI % Ge i a Le 8 : a bee F By 2 : 
stair between the ground and first floors. A limited use, limited access elevator (LULA) was installed between the third . 2A) | er = ee Bt ‘ a Lae ; = | Gen G.. 2 

and fourth floors. A stair running from third to fourth floors was abandoned. The stair was left intact and the fourth floor 3 2 H ip | lll e 7 “i aes _ Se eT y a J Le 

space over the stair was covered with structural framing to create usable floor space. A portion of the new floor on each a sea H : “H , i L ale reer Nita? 4 Ae) ey Bara wees 
side of the wing consists of glass blocks positioned beneath an existing skylight. This device had been used by Post in Y | k z weet i ih rE aig | { laa i i} \3 | hl Refreshing | 
his original design to allow natural light to penetrate the interior spaces of the building. A new equipment frame was : cd Re paar a mm ; ee re eens |e Il | 
added to the existing fan room on the fourth floor. New openings for mechanical equipment were made in the original yo a Lo , a | 

framing on first, second, third and the fourth floors. Py Se Se a ees See : ae 

GAS’s survey of the wing concluded that the building was generally in excellent condition except for two areas. Slightly 96: re ei ee “as een aie ae 4 Lag Zee eee oo ee = 
sloping floors were observed at the east end of each level due to foundation settlement of approximately 1’ inches. = a - =o Ay ee » Ani eos be eerie Be = Ne ee 

GAS found no structural damage due to the settlement and concluded that no remedial action would be necessary. The ee es Ais aoe oe [oe =A oa =e es “ os ee ea ieee se 
second problem involved movement in the floor of the former Law Library area on the fourth floor. This shift occurred - a ea [s = = = ; : a: SS es as a 
either prior to or very soon after initial occupancy of the wing, and could have been caused by the weight of heavy metal é ae Oe =o rs ay a pee 4 aes goes a. Co a 
bookshelves that were substituted for the lighter-weight wood shelving originally specified for the library. GAS found o eae ee ot i Ga ee pe ae, oe 3 : = — 

that the beams and connections had not failed, and no modification was necessary. For programming reasons, the Law ete RS = ia - pe ones me ; 2 aS Sed gh oe , gg a 
Library has been relocated from the building. Ss ages ee pe ee — ae ss a Se eee a 

. 1.5 View up King Street, 1913 
Exterior The East Wing had been occupied for about three years when this view was taken at the intersection of Butler and King Streets. 

George B. Post & Sons of New York designed the Capitol in the Beaux-Arts style, which is characterized by many The Dome and South Wing were under construction and the old north wing still in place. King Street was an important 

elements found in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion: symmetrical plans and elevations, arched masonry (as in the thoroushiqne i Mado ae 

ground floor pavilions), rusticated rather than flat stonework on the ground story, a massive facade, classical columns, 

decorative brackets and keystones, monumental flights of stairs, balustraded and pedimented windows, symmetrically 

placed rectangular windows and more. 

The entire structure is faced with white granite from Bethel, Vermont. A cruciform building, the Capitol as a whole is 
symmetrical. In addition each element of the composition also is symmetrical, especially with respect to the columns, 

entrances and window placement. The east facade has three sets of doors with ornamental keystones centered between 

two sets of windows on the ground floor; five pedimented and bracketed rectangular windows on the first floor; five 
arched windows with embellished stonework on the second, and five pairs of windows on the third. On the side walls, 
the ground floor has six exposed windows with ornamental keystones (two more windows without keystones are within 
the pavilion). The first, second and third floors each have seven windows on the fagade and an eighth within the 

pavilion. The seven are designed with the same elements as the windows on the east facade, but the sizes differ 

somewhat. The East Wing is the only one of the wings having pedimented, bracketed windows on the first floor end 
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————— ————— a i = facade. The pediments accomodate the interior ceiling height of the Governor’s Conference Room (originally called the 
x See ase ee ea eee gpamrememmenmaacece: 5p oe Jae ee me . eS 3 Executive Chamber), a space illuminated by these windows. The classical order of the east facade is Corinthian, 
: AES POS eae | a wee <a aa ae DN BOOS Bee g surmounted by a traditional entablature and richly sculptured pediment. The order of the pavilion is Ionic. The 
“gee! a a . oe ‘ ae tos o — = y ry e = I ae 2 decorative treatment for doors and windows in the pavilion is similar, but not identical, to that used on the east facade. 

ees a ; a ee : & a oe ee ae se : te wn eg Ss : ack " tsa ‘ i 4 E The Northeast Pavilion has a grand ceremonial staircase with balustrade. The space under the staircase served as tool 
ee Pela | et £ i Ee feg ay all 2. +n Dee) F 4 Ls 4 i j z storage, and a substantial iron or steel eyebolt was affixed in the porte cochere to assist in unloading freight. i / oA a eee ¢ : ee | le i Pu 
a 24 ae A Lo | is be: i A Bete Ria! oo eee a “ = rae \¢ " a se : an t F g ili itol’ i * ia EB , ae “4 ” ae ae ae 8 2 a Re v2 i | : : & Over the years, the ground mech of the onheas! pouuon became pe ee $s service entrance and undenwens more 

th eae men Se ees ws Pete Wee Se ice ta 1s ae ae, changes than any other portion of the building’s exterior. A hydraulic service elevator between the outside entrance to 
Saad Kad ea ede | eee 2 - men Df Seer re i the basement and the heating tunnel below was installed on the entrance deck at an unknown date between the 

Weegee st De aT 4 Pe pr 4 | af | ery a baa ts | building’s completion and the elevator’s replacement in 1963, by which time it was dated and in poor condition. In 1967, 
‘ ie oS ten ce a a thls : gail i ae. 2 , oles 4 3 Le a loading dock and wheelchair ramp were built. In 1970, the inner window on the East Wing side of the pavilion was “a “Se a a a : i rl | | iT 2 : a " * i ol a coy lc a a j reconfigured as a doorway entrance to the dock office. A major rebuilding of the monumental stairs for the pavilion 

Be — 4 { 3 aD ' # | ve a ay ¥ H a . i gh Hy ‘ 2 A % occurred in 1984, and the exterior elements were largely restored as a part of Restoration and Rehabilitation. 

3 é aie oe epg = et = Trias 3 se re ie eee ae ee ee 
, % gost: . F The wing itself underwent few changes compared to the Northeast Pavilion. Along with the rest of the Capitol, the 

: i i : 3 wing’s exterior masonry was repointed in the early 1960s, then was cleaned with a weak hydrofluoric acid solution in 
pipe a fee bu : 1965. Roofs were replaced in 1982 and some skylights were closed or replaced in 1973 and in 1982. 

ae “See 

—— | y : oe 3 — xs fe al ; ae Prior to 1988-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation, the engineering firm of Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates of Chicago 
i ‘ . Ee | oe 1 j and Northbrook, Illinois surveyed and analyzed the masonry of the Dome, West Wing and Northwest Pavilion in 1994. 

1 1 4 . : | : | e That report served as a basis for the specifications and plans for restoring the masonry elements of the exterior of the 
: fo iene ig i ] 5 1 a entire building, written by Wiss, Janney, Elstner in April 2000. The firm also wrote plans and specifications for replacing 

, ere, eee a ' ’ - Ee ieee e the waterproofing on the Northeast Pavilion in August 2000. Wiss, Janney, Elstner received the contract for overseeing PSR cn ec EA eg ee AR : ; ; : : 5 _—” a 1 Sg ae = 2 C4 Be we CS gh EES a the conservation of the exterior, which J. P. Cullen & Sons and their subcontractors undertook during 2000 and 2001 in 
einen the closing phases of Restoration and Rehabilitation. As part of the conservation process Wiss, Janney, Elstner noted 

1.6 Supreme Court justices at their bench, 1919 the condition of every stone on the building’s exterior, supervised the implementation of repairs using several standard 
By 1917, the Supreme Court had occupied the East Wing for almost ten years, although the mural paintings on the upper portion of techniques, oversaw the replacement of all mortar joints either with new mortar or sealant and supervised the cleaning 
the hearing room walls had only recently been completed. Other significant occupants of the wing included the governor, the ‘ ae 5 Ri 
attorney general and the Wisconsin State Law Library, the significance of the East Wing occupants has contributed to the stability of the entire building with sponge particles applied under pressure. 
of occupancy in the wing and therefore to the retention of historic building fabric and spatial arrangement. 

Interior 
The intent of this chapter is to describe how the East Wing interior was originally conceived and built, to consider the 
changes and modifications that occurred over time and, finally, to report on the results of Restoration and Rehabilitation. 

Historic Description 
An important element of Post’s design intent for the Capitol was expressed in his emphatic distinction between the 
public and private spaces of the building. Within this context, Post then imposed a hierarchy of space through his use 

of design elements and finishes. The more ornate, public spaces were those areas available to any building visitor and 
were typically distinguished by a complex variety of design elements. Private spaces were considered to be those for the 
use of a specific individual or group of occupants. Within the East Wing, public spaces included the ground through 
third floor main corridors and stair galleries, as well as the first floor Executive Chamber and the second floor Supreme 

Court Hearing Room. Somewhat blurring the distinction between public and private spaces in the East Wing was the 
State Law Library housed on the third and fourth floors. Post’s design also differentiates between the public and private 
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nature of the principal and secondary, or minor, corridors. Principal corridors are considered public spaces, large in scale, stapled along the wood base in numerous offices. Little change took place in the wing in the 1990s, while Restoration 

typically ornate and aligned with the building’s primary axes. Secondary corridors connect offices to lobbies and to the and Rehabilitation was underway in the other wings and Central Portion of the building. 

secondary stairs located near the pavilions in each wing and were used primarily by building occupants. 

1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation 
Post combined the classical elements and formal symmetry of Beaux-Arts design with opulent materials in the ceremonial The objective of balancing the needs of an operational seat of state government with those of a National Historic 

and public spaces of the building. In private areas, his design was more reticent and preference was given to less Landmark was key in undertaking Restoration and Rehabilitation of the East Wing. The most notable modifications were 

extravagant materials. With uncanny foresight, Post envisioned the need for the eventual reconfiguration of space as a made in those areas considered to retain the least architectural and historical significance. The effect of the architectural 

condition of a building functioning as a working seat of government and designed the Capitol accordingly. His use of intervention on the interior of the East Wing is summarized in this chapter; a brief synopsis is provided here. 

a clay tile and plaster non-load bearing interior partition wall system provided an adaptable, easily modified type of 

construction that could be altered to suit the needs of building occupants and to conform to changes in space require- The basement of the wing was lowered to accommodate new and expanded building systems and provide more office 

ments as they emerged over the years. space. The spaces were divided between mechanical systems, maintenance operations, a food service area in the 

location of the original kitchen and offices for executive department staff. On the ground floor, original vault spaces were 

The historic interior of the East Wing included several unique features. As originally designed, a kitchen occupied a not restored; instead, office and work spaces were created as dictated by programming. These spaces were finished in 

substantial portion of the basement; it serviced a restaurant that operated in the adjacent circular area beneath the a manner consistent with original offices. The lieutenant governor remained in the suite of offices on the south side of 

Rotunda. In designing the first floor Executive Chamber, Post envisioned a paneled and gilded reception room designed the wing first occupied by that office in 1971. Members of the governor’s staff occupy the remainder of south side space, 

in the Venetian Renaissance style. The spaces designed for the Supreme Court included an imposing Hearing Room with and Supreme Court staff occupies the entire north side of the ground floor. The main corridor, connecting the entrance 

a wide variety of marbles and four substantial murals, a highly decorated Consultation Room on the second floor and the with the Rotunda, has been restored to its original state, including marble floors, yellowish-toned Kasota stone walls, 

stacks and offices of the State Law Library on the third and fourth floors. Other spaces in the wing, including offices, marble columns, gilded ornamentation, ornate original light fixtures and decoratively painted plaster ceilings. 

vaults, storage spaces and toilet rooms, were designed to be consistent in treatment with those found throughout the 

Capitol. However, the first floor private office suites for the governor and attorney general and second floor justices’ The first floor offices of the executive department and attorney general have been restored to their original appearances, 

chambers were more highly finished than other office spaces in the wing. including the use of historically correct paint colors and decorative finishes. Vault spaces have been rehabilitated as 

office, storage, meeting and workrooms. A new internal stair near the location of an original vault stair connects the first 

Modifications to the East Wing floor executive department with the ground floor and basement areas of that department. The historic condition of the 

Although fully occupied throughout the twentieth century, modifications to the original fabric and spatial organization main corridor and main stair galleries, as well as the secondary stairs and stair galleries, has been preserved. The 

of the East Wing were surprisingly limited. As the principal occupants of the wing did not change significantly, a great Governor’s Conference Room has been restored to its original appearance; the walls have been painted a color that 

deal of remodeling was not needed over the years. This type of activity was limited to the lower levels of the wing. In approximates the historic and re-gilded, and the decorative parquet floor has been refinished. Antique rugs were 

one early modification, the kitchen was removed from the basement in the late 1920s. Minor spatial rearrangements purchased to replace the original rugs originally selected for the room. The use of the space, however, remains in service 

occurred on the ground floor, where offices were reconfigured and vaults subdivided and converted to use as office to the governor as a conference room instead of as a reception room, as originally conceived. The furnishings are 

space. As with the rest of the building, modernization came to the East Wing in the 1960s. During these efforts, many consistent with the current application. 

plaster ceilings were damaged and obscured with the installation of acoustical tile ceilings in suspended grids. A 

significant number of original light fixtures were removed and fluorescent fixtures installed, especially on ground and The second floor was almost entirely restored to its original appearance: new marble floor tiles in the secondary corridors 

second floors. Where ceilings were left intact, fluorescent fixtures often were placed with surface-mounted conduit replace the ruined original stone, and the ceiling of the Supreme Court Conference Room (originally called the Supreme 

affixed directly to the plaster, as occurred on the third and fourth floors in particular. Court Consultation Room) has been restored. Although the justices’ chambers have been finished with a level of detail 

that is more complex than the original scheme, the higher level of finish is in keeping with the original proposal provided 

In the 1960s, a controversial alteration involved painting the walls of the Executive Chamber, or Reception Room, off- by Mack, Jenney and Tyler, the firm that applied decorative finishes to the wing historically. The decorative painting has 

white and installing pale carpeting over the parquet floor. (The painting of the Rotunda an off-white color occurred at been restored in the opulent Supreme Court Hearing Room, as well as in the main stair galleries. The preservation of the 

nearly the same time.) Although this change was primarily cosmetic, it drastically altered the appearance of the room and second floor grand stair and stair galleries, impressive in scale and design, has been completed. Various marbles and 

constituted a dramatic departure from original design intent. Following these modifications, the name of the space was stone, iron grillwork, decorative painting and gilding characterize this imposing space, which is open to the fourth floor 

changed, as well. Having been referred to previously as the Executive Chamber or Reception Room, following the barrel vault above. 

alterations in the 1960s it became known as the Governor’s Conference Room. By this time, the single table that 

originally furnished the room had been supplemented by several large tables and seating for dozens. In other moves As part of the 1998-2001 project, the State Law Library was relocated from the Capitol. The vacated space on the third 

toward modernization, carpeting was installed over marble in the Supreme Court corridors on the second floor, irrepara- and fourth floors was altered to provide several two-room suites for the assembly and offices and meeting space for the 

bly damaging the marble tile beneath. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, demands for increased electrical and communi- Joint Committee on Finance. A large hearing room, designed with videoconferencing capabilities using the latest 
cations capability resulted in surface-mounted telephone, data and electrical cable being run through holes in floors and technology available, was installed on the fourth floor. Although George Post could not have envisioned this use of 
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ee ee, eee eet space, it remains true to his design intent. The clay tile and plaster wall system originally used for its fire-resistance and 
< = Oe f a ie 2 ‘ 
N SO ee ane flexibility has been used again in creating the interior walls that define the new spaces. Post likely would have appreci- 

) E Ma > i ee = ated the installation of technologically up-to-date equipment as his own career was characterized by the use of then- 

| So “fg Lie: 
eer Pe ea os Fi ae 3 The difference in treatment between the videoconferencing room on the fourth floor and the third floor groin vaults, just 

ve Soe 2 P Gi ag : 2 S x \ eS 1 eigeee a 3 one level below, reflects a juxtaposition of the sympathetic processes of architectural preservation and rehabilitation. 

“ae =] “= > a a ger a ieee oe a An important project goal has been the integration of contemporary technology within spaces that continue to convey 
.— pe ae ae = § Hehe. aa > ia a i i s 5 
boos | See fs ea es Ie . e the aesthetic intent of George Post. The interior spaces of the East Wing have been sensitively modified to this end 

i | PS ar a a Pe ee i aot a during Restoration and Rehabilitation. 

te Se le OA Pe 
Pag ea aa a aie age SS 
Sa Tha ee CRE NAT oe _ rae 
os hae Lae Se . Building Surveys 
eee ee eet ee ee” Sit Oa 3 s - ‘ cs 

‘ pee ag ee ee a <a aN i The comprehensive survey of the architectural and decorative features was an important step in Restoration and 
ae ee See > a BOLE ees " ei as as : s bods 
3 oe page ees EZ a. CAS Ree Rehabilitation of the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. A survey was necessary prior to intervention, in order to 
eee eS | eM gee ONE ie SFG) BV ae “ 4 i J s y F As ‘ 

: — ye a : 3 Oe A ‘33 ns document the existence and location of both historic and non-historic components, their condition and, in the case of 

Poe ey) = oe BE j 5 NK oe Ste eg historic architectural components, the possibility of their continued use. The survey began in May 1998 and included 
Pe meee | y ay bette: Conyer Ps P y Deg! Yy 

pe Oe. | ge gO EN om Pie items such as grilles, doors and casings, door hardware, windows and casings, artwork and decorative finishes, light y — Se OEE g 8 g el 
hips! Fy hee Ree Ss eee fixtures and furniture. 

. jo) ee RS Ce Se <j r 
Sita pe Pe Reet ye 

SE ‘ — gee Sere cae a 
od Se naan | poe Separate from their work as General Contractor for the East Wing project, J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. was awarded a contract 

sedi SS ise ae ee =a VJ aii te ” to manage the survey portion of the work. Most portions of the survey work were competitively bid, and in some cases 
. — Se eee s { iy 1 ARS “| i. ( an iB YP P 7 P 

a ; Se Ee Sa ges B ) Be oe SY = survey work (used to derive the project budget) was performed by different subcontractors than those who actually 
| ee es PSN as _ me > oe 2 ‘ 

| vies di ro 4 = BS 1 performed the subsequent work. Custom Metals, Incorporated of Madison surveyed the metal grilles, LaForce Hard- 

pi | ae : . = (tte ware and Manufacturing of Madison and Lange Bros. Woodwork Company of Milwaukee surveyed the doors and 

puesta es Sy ell ie ; 4 frames, and Custom Metals and LaForce surveyed the door hardware. Monona Masonry, also of Madison, undertook 
r : ae ae = ehh i Re y ry. 

i —— a ‘ we) = ta two marble surveys, one focused on marble components throughout the building and the other concerned only with the 
meen 8 eo . Oe re ee ae ‘| ‘ condition of marble in the Supreme Court Hearing Room. Garland Guild, Inc. of Indianapolis, Indiana conducted the 

P ihe a | oe om = decorative finishes survey while Constance S. Silver, Preservar, Inc. of New York, examined the murals in the Governor’s 

a y | — 24 ar Conference Room and the Supreme Court Hearing Room. Cunningham-Adams Fine Arts Painting Conservation of 

v j rr aoa Sandy Hook, Connecticut completed a second survey of the Governor’s Conference Room murals in late 1999. Diane Al 

BS ea Shihabi Historic Restoration, Inc. and James Dieter Antiques, Decorative Art and Design analyzed the furniture in the 

. wing and pavilion. No formal survey was conducted for the East Wing windows, window casings and light fixtures. ig Pp y g 8) 

Surveys of these items were prepared with Restoration and Rehabilitation of previous wings, and due to their similarity, 

Baa the objects were handled according to steps previously taken. 

Specific forms created for each survey team were intended to organize the collected data and make the surveying a 

careful and methodical procedure. However, the process was adapted slightly by each team of surveyors to fit their 

needs and the items surveyed. Some survey teams took advantage of data management software, such as Microsoft 

1.7 Supreme Court Hearing Room, 1998 Access, to store and easily manipulate raw data. The furniture, decorative finishes and artwork surveys produced 

Survey work throughout the building included probes in areas where original decorative finishes were thought to detailed reports with color images. 

exist; layers of paint were carefully removed to reveal original colors, decorations, stencil patterns and types of 

finish. Other surveys involved such building components as doors and door casings, door hardware, window i Ay ae F shasta 3 hs 
casings, marble, lighting, artwork and furniture. Survey information was used to determine scope of work, Whether the survey data was entered into a database, distilled into a report or merely compiled in binders, the informa- 

derive project budget numbers and inform preservation, design and planning decisions. tion was essential for use throughout the Restoration and Rehabilitation. Identifying numbers given during the survey pro, I pi ig) Pi IS 2! ig 2! 
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to even the smallest items, such as individual door hardware components, allowed for their disassembly and reuse, either ' ee eae oe ey s z 

in the original or new combinations. This process also provided effective tracking of existing building components. : 4 ee ie ; 3 8 

Whenever possible, historic items were reused in either the original location or in another appropriate place. Some : 4 4 5 eee s 3 

historic building components were removed for repair and refinishing; others were simply protected and left in place a : ee : : : 2 

during subsequent construction. (ees 4 : 2 

oat Os ae ' 
Acomprehensive survey of the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion was an integral part of Restoration and Rehabilitation. pee e | Lad : a 

The use of subcontractors to conduct surveys in their respective areas allowed those who ultimately performed the work ee 5 r Ee 

to have direct access to the information they needed early in the process. Experience from previous restoration in the a "ee . a i : 

other areas of the Capitol combined with the streamlined procedures made possible a thorough understanding of the iS r - x 

historic and non-historic components of the East Wing and allowed an efficient Restoration and Rehabilitation team to eae a 

proceed swiftly and smoothly through the New Construction phase. : = ee ae 2 

p oes Se ag Et 

Building Systems ‘lees 55 oa 
The mechanical and electrical systems of the East Wing include heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing, fire : r eye's i? P 2 s 3 pee 2 4 

protection, electrical, communications, lighting, elevators and an internal vacuum cleaner. This chapter describes ees Re te: = pe a. se 

original conditions, modifications since completion and modifications made during Restoration and Rehabilitation for = nad i 0 oe 8 

each system. Conclusions are based on original construction drawings, photos and correspondence, as well as past ee ti : he = oe 

project specifications and field surveys by the Madison office of Affiliated Engineers, Inc. (AEI). ee : ot aS iV eh ae Lene a 

The original mechanical ventilation system in combination with traditional perimeter room radiator heating was state-of- ce _ Pas : 4 , a , Re eo = 

the-art when construction of the East Wing began in 1908. The ventilation system was a constant-volume air system : a he " 7 aoe a: <3 ae 
that drew outside air from the Observation Deck, then filtered, heated and humidified the air and distributed it through- P es ie ae ia ee oc hs a ee 

out the wing via a manifold duct system. Two single intake centrifugal fans supplied tempered air to the wing, while a ee ae 2 Se: 2 Avg 
double-inlet fan in the attic exhausted building air and a single intake fan exhausted air from the kitchen in the basement. : es iS : , a # [ee : 2 - we a er 

The East Wing was heated by steam transported through a tunnel from the Capito] Heat and Power Plant at 624 East i eee ae igh Ace 

Main Street. Post had incorporated a “cooling system” in which outside air was routed through the basement tunnels, . ee ae 7 Bea ica 2 

where it was naturally cooled and humidified. The air was drawn up into the Capitol, both by the fans through the duct ; Se ae . Se ia 2 

system and through the natural tendency for warm air to rise into the high reaches of the Rotunda where it was exhausted see = oe e wee ee 

through operable window openings in that space. This natural gravity exhaust system kept the building comfortable on si i : 

all but the hottest and most humid days. During Restoration and Rehabilitation, new air-handling equipment was : 

installed in the basement, replacing the original Sturtevant fans. New reheat coils were installed in the basement supply i — 

air ductwork. Air conditioning was installed. A digital control system managed by Capitol maintenance staff now ego i 

monitors and regulates all elements of the heating, ventilating and air conditioning system. Ba 

The original plumbing system included domestic hot and cold water, sanitary and rainwater drainage, fire suppression ‘ 

and drinking water. Original plumbing specifications were detailed, specifying the types of pipe used for different | \A 

functions, such as wrought iron for mains and risers, cast iron for below-ground sanitary piping and nickel-plated brass 

for exposed piping. A major renovation of the plumbing systems in 1968 replaced original iron piping with copper, es 

provided new fixtures and faucets, and replaced the water heater, softener and chiller. In the course of Restoration and 1.8 Sturtevant fans, 1992 

Rehabilitation all domestic, waste and vent piping was replaced with new copper piping featuring lead-free joints. Post s specification of ventilation fans provided by the B. F: Sturtevant Company of Boston, Massachusetts 
typified his insistence on the use of the most recent technology available. The design for this fan was so 

new that the patent was under dispute at the time of East Wing construction. These fans remained in 

The original fire protection system was installed as part of the plumbing contract. The plumbing contractor installed operation until the 1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation, when they were replaced. 
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B . ee z decorative “badger” hose racks on each floor of the wing, provided by the interior iron contractor. These were equipped 

oy Ree a 3 with linen fire hoses, and each rack was placed near one of the four standpipes positioned for fire protection on each 
pect ats . "sie : : : : ; 

a” Qa = ant Le — 3 floor. The 1968 plumbing renovation resulted in replacement of the fire hose racks with bronze cabinets; black steel . Me: e _ p 8 P 

Ws %. ae ee 2 replaced iron fire lines. Partial automatic sprinkler systems were installed in the basement at the same time. All existing 

ERE os ie ce At i ee a y = basement sprinklers and fire mains were replaced during Restoration and Rehabilitation. A complete fire alarm system 
sa aN aS Y re te we 2 , ¥ ss ; ‘ a 

ITS S SA Sig % 3 ee was installed, including smoke detectors, horns and strobe lights. New valves were installed in the existing bronze hose 
f? \VGETS fos Ne Ges eG i 

} mY shh fs me or = ee se vt) eal cabinets, and the hoses were removed. 
NY GI a gee Fe a a 

ae ay a) Al eg ie ce a | The original electrical contract included a power distribution system, circuits for lighting, drop lights in offices, switch- 

aS Ts “IgE WV De. BSS “al : Be =| board, branch wiring, panelboards, connections to heating and ventilation equipment and communications systems. 

| : 4 ae mS oe E | | The nearby Capitol Heat and Power Plant was the source of direct current for the building when it was originally 
ae Pees ff ee SS Maen ee ie 1 ; c i ‘ 
8 i =: go Be fee 3 : Hy constructed. Subsequent changes to the electrical system included the conversion from direct to alternating current 

he AN at y aot ae aN | = (1958-63), the installation of a new power feeder in 1985 and the renovation of the primary and emergency secondary 

ay ww N 5 meet ea _— ee distribution system in 1989. All electrical risers and receptacles were replaced during Restoration and Rehabilitation. An 
oe ~ | oa Sa Ne | pee F bee ane Ra 
= i ep a ee eh ae ee underfloor duct system was installed in private offices to provide power and communications. A speaker system was 

a } <p Bo ea : Bare =| installed so occupants can monitor legislative proceedings. 
A! co rINa - f— ee ae pS 

’ yECTEFEDTTSEN COD | , a Original communications systems, installed as part of the electrical contract, included telephone, telegraph, messenger 
Peeve ees) |= lh Oabeae | eee — i : 

fae gee SS. | | 2 : call, call bell, master/secondary clock, watchman’s clock and key stations and the Supreme Court pneumatic tube 

Eee ai | message system. All original systems had been removed or replaced prior to 1998. New telephone, high-speed data and ————— 3 & ge Sy: ginal sy: placed p' P igh-sp 
mT ee > ‘ = video systems were installed during Restoration and Rehabilitation. 

ee ae Ses am 
=a te ace 6h ie ae ; o 
7 ES] Santas b = st we é ae ie Ofall the building systems, lighting has retained the largest number of original components. Mitchell-Vance of New York 

eee a p et H oa City provided most of the original fixtures for the East Wing; the majority were the same as those in the West Wing, 
aa y) b pais: { 2 P & s 4 s 
ees “ z ae — except for special fixtures designed for areas such as the Executive Chamber and the Supreme Court. Most fixtures in 

= 4 = Es fa public spaces have remained in use since their original installation; they were altered to accept alternating current during 
ES. a Re Loa % < ; A Z jaa! i 

yi = j Se — the 1958-63 conversion and were rewired and refurbished in Restoration and Rehabilitation. New compact fluorescent 

= ney Fy — oe ee pendant fixtures were installed in offices and justices’ chambers. These fixtures were designed to adapt to future lamp 
a 2 "i eee 8 sh = S a technologies in order to enable replacement of the lamp or ballast rather than the entire fixture. All historic special 

ir - hia fe eee mene Sees Ee vis |B fixtures were still in use in 1998, but lamps had been changed to brighter filaments. During Restoration and Rehabilita- ry Ee se : i ; fo / Pes ee - tion, these fixtures were rewired and refurbished. 

0 re a Four elevators were originally installed in the East Wing: two public passenger elevators and two private elevators 

1 é Sos ¥) ae] A 8 serving the attorney general, the Law Library and the Supreme Court. All four were gearless traction electric elevators, 

‘ i ee soe ie : a technology first introduced only five years prior to installation in the wing. One of the passenger elevators was also 

Siete ae i ( paae 0 used for freight and had a higher weight capacity. The passenger elevators were operator-controlled. The passenger 

at ae Teese elevator cars, doors and machinery were all replaced in the 1960s, and the motors were converted from direct to 

Z alternating current. The northeast elevator was converted to freight-only at that time. The attorney general’s elevator 

1.9 Barrel MauEE fron furs [lage Rotunda, circa 1915 : ) eae was replaced in 1966, and the court’s elevator was abandoned at that time. Some time prior to 1960 a hydraulic freight 
The Capitol is characterized by large open spaces penetrating multiple levels, with exiting Q ae z Tone 
available through the center of the building rather than at the ends of the wings on upper elevator was installed in the Northeast Pavilion, operating between the ground and basement levels; this elevator was 

floors. These conditions are prohibited by contemporary building codes. Because replaced in 1963. As part of Restoration and Rehabilitation, the interior of the passenger elevator was remodeled and the 

compliance with code would have severely interfered with the character of the Capitol, machinery upgraded. Both private elevators and the hydraulic freight elevator were removed. 
special legislation shifted responsibility for life safety to the Division of Facilities 

Development and enabled planners to employ innovative techniques to provide safe exiting i : : . : 
in the event of a fire. A central vacuum cleaning system made by the Palm Vacuum Cleaner Company of Detroit was installed in the wing 
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during construction. Connecting the system was part of the plumbing contract. The vacuum system was abandoned : ee te 5 : a Wi SL et SME 

prior to Restoration and Rehabilitation. Original brass inlet covers were left in place. a eet ‘ Ss Vine,,, Be ty ge oe ff oe x se : oe a 

‘ : : : SoC ek se oe Ce eae j eet hos ee a a . A 
Ay hea a § is 6 ED it i eal "i i em Zz 

Code Analysis °° ae —— nae 
The design and construction of the State Capitol began at a time when there were no governing building codes in Ne SS Pe g Bee a ‘ ig Cae i z 

Wisconsin. Rather, the architect was responsible for the safety and function of his buildings. George Post was highly i Ae i x ES 5 ee ey SS lO z s & h 2 

qualified to assume responsibility for safety in design as his firm, George B. Post & Sons, maintained a position at the a a eC OO ee ot a ae me Zw os Ss Ai fous Me Ey : 

forefront of architectural technology at the turn of the century, incorporating accepted standards of design and con- ee : enn Sree ee A 5 Ces Les See : 
struction with the latest in building systems and fire-resistant materials. Without Wisconsin building codes in place it a x het Stas: = settip gs Ss is ao 7 FG a cee = : \ 

is likely that Post relied on early New York City code in the design and specification of materials for the Capitol. The d oe, ae i Z Z Z a oo A ae 4 

Wisconsin Capitol Commission, having recently experienced the devastating 1904 fire that destroyed much of the SE 23595. Oe Fi Ae os ee ‘Ba i - ie 5 

previous building, insisted that fire-resistance be a characteristic of the new building. Post satisfied this requirement in oa eeeaaes a4 as feiss = no ey po ae ae ee Z ES F) ' F 3 ig af 

his selection of materials, which included structural steel encased within floors of poured concrete over clay tile arches eH [ae ae e aa : ae Tap ce i - been he Ve, - 

and walls of plaster over clay tile. The architect’s use of clay tile and plaster provided a strong yet lightweight interior 4 s b os ae | a : | = A P| i A a | 

wall system that was inherently fire-resistant. The exterior granite-clad brick walls were also fire-resistant. eos : : Sas ae ec | : * - Ful ae Be A E 

In 1987 the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization issued the Capitol Master Plan. Working within the guidelines : a. BS e] 4 a Rial! ! ; : a fa | Es 4d ee ae E 

established by the Master Plan, the state began developing an approach to work in the North Wing when a conflict : : ; \ Ss U a ps re 

emerged between the preservation of historic building fabric and compliance with life safety issues. A resolution was s i —— gu, ra Gee nt = 

forced when the Wisconsin Division of Facilities Management submitted North Wing plans to the Department of = | = sie & a é 2 “ he cy 

Industry, Labor and Human Relations for approval. The decision came in the form ofa legislative bill, adopted in 1989, ES ag SS ; i 

that created an exemption for the Capitol from all Wisconsin building codes, although federal rules and regulations A A : uz => Sm 

would remain in force. This legislation allowed planners to use innovative means and new technologies to provide life a = 3 : 

safety. Rather than standard exiting procedures, equivalents could be employed that allowed for retention of historic a= = 3 = 

building fabric and appearance. Ultimately, this legislation shifted the burden of oversight of life safety from the = ; Boe es a SS 

Division of Safety and Buildings to the Division of Facilities Development (DFD). CANT oe 2 
1.10 Governor’s Conference Room, 2001 

Preservation Recommendations were based upon the careful analysis of each space using National Park Service criteria. The 

Following Restoration and Rehabilitation of the North and West Wings, a code compliance study was completed in Governor s Conference Room received a very high rating based upon each of the factors considered, which included architectural 
advance of work in the South Wing. The material compiled and the decisions that resulted were so comprehensive they significance, historical significance, architectural integrity and architectural context. The preservation of the space was recom- 

were determined applicable to the East Wing project. This offered a tremendous efficiency to contractors and architects in mended; this was the treatment implemented during Restoration and Rehabilitation of the East Wing. 

accomplishing their work. The greatest number of design issues as related to building code had to do with compliance with 

the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 26 January 1992. ADA is a Federal Civil Rights Act that guarantees building 

access to persons of all physical abilities. The scope of the work undertaken at the Capitol required that the building fall 

under section 4.1.7 “Accessible Buildings: Historic Preservation.” This section requires that the building be in compliance 

with requirements for accessible routes, ramps, entrances and toilets, except in situations where compliance would threaten 

or destroy historic fabric or significance. In practical terms, spaces were to be in compliance with ADA guidelines as fully 

as possible. When this was not possible, as in the case of historic marble drinking fountains that could not be made 

compliant, alternatives were added, in this case new accessible drinking fountains adjacent to the historic ones. 

The 1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation of the East Wing has offered project designers opportunities for creatively 

incorporating contemporary safety requirements within the context of a comprehensive restoration of a National His- 

toric Landmark. The results have included the implementation of numerous state-of-the-art building and systems 

technologies, successfully enclosed within the grand historic spaces of the East Wing. 
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Preservation Recommendations 
Writing this chapter has involved a circumstance that is unusual in the preparation of a Historic Structure Report. 

Typically the findings of an HSR, particularly its “recommendations,” will help inform decisions on the part of the design 

team relative to the architectural treatments to be implemented. Frequently, it is used as a tool to establish priorities for 

the work. Because this report is being prepared as the project draws to a close, these more typical applications are not 

in place. Given an opportunity for hindsight, it is appropriate to look again at the preservation recommendations that 

were established in 1998 and consider the extent to which they were implemented in completing Restoration and 

Rehabilitation of the East Wing. 

In establishing a proposal for the appropriate preservation treatment for each area of the wing, the team recognized that 

its conclusions would be subject to compromise with the programmatic needs of the building occupants. Other factors 

with potential impact on the recommendations put forth in the Preservation Plan included the requirements necessi- 

tated by the intended upgrade of mechanical, electrical and communication systems and, to some extent, the personal 

tastes and preferences of the occupant groups. 

The establishment of preservation recommendations is intended to be as objective an exercise as possible. It is 

imperative that building survey and research have progressed to a degree that sufficient information is available to 

provide a clear understanding of the locations of existing historic fabric, where historically significant events occurred 

and the modifications that have been implemented in the intervening years. The spaces were evaluated based upon 

criteria that included architectural significance, which is conveyed by the degree a space is distinctive or not, and 

historical significance, which considers the association of important individuals or events with a space. Architectural 

integrity, the extent to which historic fabric remains in place, and architectural context, or the significance a space holds 

relative to its original setting, were also established as criteria. Each area in the wing was assessed, leading to the 

establishment of what would be, in ideal circumstances, the preferred preservation treatment. The 16 October 1998 

Preservation Plan, issued by East Wing Architects, proposed varied levels of restoration for areas within the wing. 

Using definitions supplied by the National Park Service, a recommendation for “preservation” implies the stabilization 

and repair of historic architectural elements within the context for which they were designed. The “restoration” of a 

space assumes that the architectural features may require some repair or that incongruous elements may need to be 

removed to return it to an appearance consistent with a specific period in time. “Rehabilitation” is the process of 

establishing a contemporary use of a historic space through repair and alteration while retaining those portions that 

convey the cultural, historical or architectural value. “Renovation” is the least preservation oriented of the treatments 

mentioned. It typically involves the removal of historic or existing elements and advocates their replacement with new 

fabric and materials that are contemporary in nature. 

In this chapter, a summary of the treatments prescribed for the East Wing is presented along with the plans that informed 

and summarized the recommendations for the wing. The process by which the recommendations were established is 

fully explored and the extent to which they have been implemented in the 1998-2001 project is summarized. 
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wy aE SS cs Ey eS eg Chapter Two 

7 EMR ys te oP et i 
pio ! 3 5 oY Nhe nny: eS s ie 7! Br me | Bx! we } 4 fas a, he Restoration and Rehabilitation of the Wisconsin State Capitol has been underway for more than a dozen 

LSaEaeE Sl | a) at anh ie =< BE = , det ul mn e Aes pre Ss gs years. The general approach, or methodology, to each of the five sequential phases has varied from wing to 

a Li 4 ag iN fe ‘the a ay vl 3 P ee iN Be a { i wing. Each component phase built upon the information gathered and the strategies developed during the 
le | a ‘1 = Ey FE Pe ZA awe ae se am 1 i } ZS yf = a 4 Da & =| previous phases. When work on the East Wing began in May 1998 as the closing phase of the entire Capitol project, 

[ss ‘2 a 2 . we ‘ fy ae ‘ sy ; Bs) Be - = 5 j 5 methodology was revised again. General experience and specific techniques of building analysis, design and construc- 

f j I 4 ye yh ig hf AVR \ Wr ’ \f | tity 4 Y Le NEN Be ce tion that had evolved over time enabled the East Wing team to implement measures that resulted in a highly efficient 

: ea =~ a) ee! y Ly \ fal }. fe ¥ 5 avi 3 vA io | y ng E project approach. 

— Vy ea ay |S eh oe | ee See ae (ae ne 
| 2 7 i a ae a ce cy Te \ ei S The most significant change in methodology implemented in the East Wing has been the shift in coordination, budget 

at ! P) : a { 1 : | ig , j 2 and scheduling responsibilities from the Architectural/Engineering team to the General Contractor, J. P. Cullen & Sons, 

fb s a) a il B | i 5 ss Inc. of Janesville. In many ways, East Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation has been conducted similarly to a design/ 

7 ; | = ZL a. A . a build project with the design team and the contractor working closely. The State of Wisconsin, represented by the 

=o ge S ae ae sie e 3 5 Division of Facilities Development (DFD), an agency within the Department of Administration (DOA), established the 

rs x» : es ae tae cay x 5 - ; team configuration based on its view that the contractor, seasoned with experience, was in the best position to coordi- 

— . : SE ee nate the design and construction schedules. Cullen & Sons contracted the myriad consultants and subcontractors 

2.1 East Wing team photo, 2001 required by the project and expedited their activities under a separate project management contract. 
With the completion of work on the East Wing approaching, construction, design and research teams gathered for a photograph on 

Sei ec erence i Cote ee in its dmnistative capacity, Cllen & Sons stesed the importance ofexpetiney and maintained an aggressive 
on previous phases was proven a valuable teacher. project schedule. Typically in undertaking large-scale preservation projects, thorough planning is key to successful and 

effective implementation, with the quality ofinformation gathered about building conditions standing in direct correlation 

to the quality achieved in the overall project. In the East Wing project, the appropriate information was gathered at the 

outset and facilitated both design and construction processes. The pre-design methodology implemented in the East 

Wing is explored in this chapter and the deliverables relative to the design process are enumerated. A brief overview of 

construction methodology is provided, with the illustrations in this chapter intended to provide a photographic overview 

of the construction phase and document this unique episode in the Capitol’s history. Unlike the narratives provided in 

the previously completed Historic Structure Reports, which document the historic and pre-design conditions of an area 

in advance of architectural intervention, this document is being prepared as construction is being completed. Therefore, 

the opportunity exists to explore the intervention by which the public and semi-public spaces of the wing were restored 

and the private areas rehabilitated, with their historic appearance reinstated. 

Project Overview 
East Wing Team Structure 

J.P. Cullen & Sons had developed expertise at managing the Capitol Restoration and Rehabilitation through its involve- 

ment with the project since March 1991, and the firm was moved into the lead role of managing contracts and all 
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‘ i 3 . F ef B 3s e : ee Ws é c z participants, in addition to functioning as the General Contractor, for the East Wing project. Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. 
aoe or Sea 2S ‘ : ? 3 ‘ : 2 

nC a: 3 wit i) 2 of Milwaukee and Madison, the architect of record for the West Wing, South Wing and Central Portion projects, formed 
Re So “Stes A Hees g mae ; ' : Or CUR ue nee ica 

| va onthe ; a joint venture for the East Wing work with Isthmus Architecture, Inc., a Madison firm that specializes in historic 

i. a be Sb : ¥ a ; ; : e preservation. This joint venture was incorporated as East Wing Architects, LLC and provided pre-design, design and 

sae oy ees 5 construction administration services for East Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation. 

; cs = wt es a & 
a 4s ee z Sea : - it : y i : 

= | | i Bg ag see 8 The principal pre-design consultants included the Madison office of A ffiliated Engineers, Inc. that provided mechanical, 

‘ =< - \ { . eh Se = ? 5 electrical, plumbing, heating, ventilating and air conditioning (MEP and HVAC) engineering services and the Madison 

, e il AE ae Be. . office of Graef, Anhalt, Schloemer & Associates, Inc. that provided structural engineering services. Waveguide Con- 

Es aciiy f 5 i eee pss irre eas ; sulting, Inc. of Decatur, Georgia designed the installation of audiovisual equipment in the areas of the wing designed to 

ae a = tes = ag r— accommodate teleconferencing. Preservation specialists under contract with Cullen & Sons included Diane Al Shihabi 

& ae SS Nm Sr gine 5 ee - Historic Restoration, Inc. of Madison that contributed interior design services, including furniture programming, design 
se —— fer a i i a i TS ' : he | 

: Sees 4 + TS of new furniture, oversight of restoration of historic furniture and the selection of interior carpets and fabrics. Garland 

= a e. ag Guild, Inc. decorative paint specialists of Indianapolis, Indiana analyzed existing and historic finishes in the wing’s 

= al A interior and Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. of Chicago surveyed exterior masonry and roofs. Cullen & Sons also 

a secured the services of two art conservators to analyze the murals in the Governor’s Conference Room and Supreme 

2.2 View from above Southeast Pavilion, 1999 Court Hearing Room: Preservar, Inc. of New York and Cunningham-Adams of Sandy Hook, Connecticut. Many of the 

During the initial phases of construction, the staging area for the East Wing project was the Martin contractors engaged in the pre-design analyses became responsible for the work in the construction phases. 
Luther King, Jr. Boulevard access to the building. Then in late 1999 the area was transformed into a 

construction zone as excavation began for a related project with construction following soon after. It 
resulted in an approximately 22,468-square-foot underground addition to the Capitol that provides a Principal representatives for the State of Wisconsin included Daniel J. Stephans in the role of Project Manager, with 

connection to the tunnel and walkway to the new Risser Justice Center, constructed across the street. Chuck Johnson and Dennis Gleason functioning as Construction Representatives for DFD. Both Stephans and Johnson 

Use Te peatnier ol A digtntsiras on aecupies tie underground ondition, |oeated Retween the Lavi and had pivotal roles in the earlier Capitol projects, and Gleason came to the East Wing project with a great deal of experience 
South Wings and partially beneath the first floor grand exit stair from the Southeast Pavilion; the pets i y i ( ‘ i : 
Justice Center houses the Justice Department and the relocated State Law Library. in historic preservation from work on previous state projects. Mike Bath, the Capitol Restoration Painter with DOA 

Buildings and Police Services, played a significant role in determining paint and stain finishes, and Larry Earll (DFD) 

: Cee = ee planned and coordinated asbestos removal and ensured ADA compliance. Representatives from the offices of the 
ea aa e mc oN eee OD em 2 A . 

Senet Tk Ba =e FBR a z —— es 24? various East Wing occupant groups—the governor, lieutenant governor, attorney general, the DOA, the Assembly, 
SMES ee Be : 3 arr | eet. , e 
aS. es « oe z Legislative Fiscal Bureau and the Wisconsin Supreme Court—also were important team members and related the needs 

ee PE em oe acme i BS , ‘ ; : = < : 
(errr * eters 2) cea = Pa Pea. me SS 2, of their constituents during Programming and the subsequent Schematic Design and Design Development phases. 

a coe os : Le et fea ig +7 | es ios “as zi : The following list cites, as inclusively as possible, the contractors, subcontractors and fabricators of materials that 

Bese : ee 2 La ad oe Vic 7 gee Se contributed to the East Wing project. 
- eee ee ae Bs Spo A NG Ne Bee a i 

Od | , b= Ss ei ss mee ee WE seca Sl ies 7 SS eos =? 

= RC Sa gece ae a oes So . Fa iz 
Se Re een ee 
eee oho oe IM be ete 
cae ad = | i Se 4 E ee a 
Bese! ae) a fe Be Sa ce A ogee oan bo RED a Sadana eae CO eee eae 

ee 2 fey Me rea % <A x eg pe i" oa gee ee 3 Star Mechanical, Inc., Madison Affiliated Engineers, Inc., Madison 

ves Kee a : a =: ae ae es aes Ses Stainless steel flashing for roof and granite Mechanical, electrical, plumbing, heating, ventilating 
. ee ie. and air conditioning 

2.3 Furniture removal, 1999 A&A Sheet Metal Works, Inc., Janesville, Wisconsin 

F uae and furnishings were? emoved fr ll the Cap Htol pri tor to the onset of Selective Removal. Sheet-metal liners for radiator enclosures and copper Architectonics, Inc., Shorewood, Wisconsin 
Diane Al Shihabi Historic Restoration, Inc. directed furniture removal and repair and designed new ‘ i : 

pieces, James Dieter Antiques, Decorative Arts and Design of Milwaukee repaired historic cladding for louvers Architectural services 

furniture, and Carley Wood Associates of Madison built the new pieces. 
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Austad & Son, Inc., Sun Prairie, Wisconsin Electronic Engineers, Inc., Montgomery, Alabama Koch’s Telecommunication Service, Inc., Madison North Shore Marble Maintenance, Bayside, Wisconsin 

Acoustical ceilings Audiovisual and teleconferencing installation Telephone cable installation Cleaning and restoring marble 

Badger Display Signs, Inc., Madison Garland Guild, Inc., Indianapolis. Indiana LaForece, Inc., Green Bay and Madison Parisi Construction Co., Inc., Verona, Wisconsin 

Hand-lettered door numbers Decorative painting New hardware and toilet room accessories Curb, gutter and paving 

Brass Light Gallery, Milwaukee General Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc., Madison Lake City Glass, Madison Phoenix Products, Inc., Milwaukee 

Replicated wall sconces HVAC contractor New glazing in windows, borrowed lights and doors Exterior lighting 

Braun Corporation, Madison George Sexton Associates, Washington, D.C. Lange Bros. Woodwork Co., Inc., Milwaukee Protection Technologies, Inc., McFarland, Wisconsin 

Elevators Lighting design consultant Casework, running trim, restoration of doors, wain- Fire and security alarm installation 

scot, radiator enclosures 

Carley Wood Associates, Madison Graef, Anhalt, Schloemer & Associates, Inc., Madison Robinson Brothers Environmental, Inc., Waunakee, 

Furniture fabrication Structural engineering Light Haus, Inc., Madison Wisconsin 

Repair of Supreme Court Hearing Room ceiling glass Asbestos removal 

Preservar, Inc., New York, New York H& H Electric Co., Inc., Madison 

Art consultation and conservation Electrical contractors Madison Cut Stone, Inc., Madison Simplex Time Recorder Co., Madison 

Replacement granite fabrication Custom clock system 

Country Quilters, Verona, Wisconsin Hellenbrand Glass, Waunakee, Wisconsin 

Draperies Skylights and infill panels for skylights Magaw Electric, Inc., New Berlin, Wisconsin Stalker Flooring, Inc., New London, Wisconsin 

Telephone and data systems Refinishing of wood flooring 

Cunningham-Adams, Sandy Hook, Connecticut J.P. Cullen & Sons, Inc., Janesville, Wisconsin 

Art consultation General contractors, including contract management Manning Lighting, Sheboygan, Wisconsin Stewart Design Associates, Inc., Madison 

services Fabrication of restored light fixtures Foodservice and kitchen consultant 

Custom Metals, Inc., Madison 

Repair of brass grilles and hardware and fabrication of J.P. Phillips, Inc., Schiller Park, Illinois Milwaukee Marble & Granite Co., Inc., Milwaukee Streich Equipment Co., Inc., Wausau, Wisconsin 

new ornamental metals Lathing and plastering Marble and stone subcontractors Installation of foodservice equipment 

Custom Red Iron & Services, Inc., Rockford, Illinois James Dieter, Antiques, Decorative Arts and Design, Monona Masonry, Inc., Madison Super Sky Products, Inc., Mequon, Wisconsin 
Structural steel lintels and beams Milwaukee Survey of marble and stone Installation of metal frame skylights, thermal and mois- 

Furniture repair and restoration ture protection 

Diane Al Shihabi Historic Restoration, Inc., Monona Plumbing and Fire Protection, Inc., Madison 

Middleton, Wisconsin Johnson Controls, Milwaukee Basement sprinklers, roughing in of new plumbing The Lost Finish, Inc., Madison 

Interior design, furniture, carpets, fabrics, decorative Heating and ventilating controls Stripping and refinishing of the Governor’s Confer- 
finishes Nieman Central Wisconsin Roofing Co., Lyndon ence Room walls and refinishing of the Supreme Court 

JSL Pressure Washing, Inc., Franklin Park, Illinois Station, Wisconsin bench 

E & HRestoration, Inc., Davenport, lowa Sponge-jet cleaning of the exterior Roofing 

Exterior tuckpointing and expandable caulking Valda Plastering Co., Inc., McFarland, Wisconsin 

Kirkegaard & Associates, Downers Grove, Illinois Nonn’s Flooring, Inc., Middleton Plaster survey 

East Wing Architects, LLC, Madison/Milwaukee Architectural acoustics design for fans and equipment Installation of carpet and tile 

Architectural pre-design and design services, con- Vierbicher Associates, Madison 

struction administration, interior design, decorative Klein-Dickert Co., Inc., Madison Norlight Telecommunications, Inc., Madison Elevator consultants 

finishes, Historic Structure Report Interior painting, staining Fiber-optic cable installation 
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a & : toe | a Bi: Waveguide Consulting, Inc., Decatur, Georgia Wiss, Janney Elstner Associates, Inc., Chicago, Illinois 

s _  h a a ie fe | 8 Audiovisual and teleconferencing specialists Masonry and roof consultants and engineers 

Sera Sees Se eg P 
Ee be | a es Fe Abbreviated Project Chronology 

i i gy fe “= > Work began officially in April 1998 with a kickoff meeting that assembled the teams that would undertake building 
a! Ee ae ee = Be & ; ‘ é : i 
.  —_ -— He za z survey, programming, historical research and design. These efforts occurred simultaneously so that the occupant 
sea = ee 3 fF : i : : : 
Bs 8 i: os * Aes “= oe groups could approve the program, the preservation recommendations and the schematic design drawings by the end 
eed Ps a tae 5 te ‘ : noel sas . 

: ie a bee e of October 1998. “Teaming” meetings initiated by Cullen & Sons and other efforts created a positive environment for 

pea aS es interaction among the occupant groups, the contractors and the designers. Cullen & Sons further supported the 

4 eam s ——_, a. accelerated schedule by holding weekly meetings for the design and construction teams and by initiating secondary 
oe ae ne ee 5 iali i i istri i ae oe : F S. Perc e Sc omeeed oa level meetings for more specialized groups engaged in a particular component of the work. The firm distributed meeting 

3 s&s i Tr fi j 7 ie 3 2 te minutes that serve as an excellent record of project chronology and sequence. 

Pele 6 ape my Pepe = Piag 2.4 (left) Barricaded construction site, 2000 
Baits ath aa h—U6UlclUh i pen 
= a i i AR ee ___ Barriers restricted access to the construction site for much The design process proceeded through much of 1999. Stops and starts marked the effort at some stages, mostly because 

ee ea Hy ee © re bast ine prajectiineluding chain Ib ehe ite of negotiations with occupant groups about space allocations and design considerations. Delays occurred in “signing 
nS i ae ee ie site's exterior perimeter. The site encompassed an area ‘ 2 : ‘ i c 
——— Sarge enough for staging of work. Once J. P. Cullen & Sons off’ on the Schematic Design set; nevertheless work on Design Development moved ahead, and cost estimates were 

ead =i" } eS jae) ——sformally occupied the site, access was restricted to project established. Construction Documents were issued as two distinct sets: Selective Removal Documents and New Con- 

at ‘sae, 100" members. struction Documents. The proximity of the design team to the building occupants facilitated the work, as they were on 

=a eer { : — hand to participate in much of the design process. Their relocation to temporary quarters outside the Capitol occurred 

oe : = Pod a P Zo (below) Painted plywood barrier, 1999 just as Selective Removal got underway. The governor, who represented the exception, remained in the Capitol with 

a : 2S Soe 6 eee, (Obvious indicators of the work taking place, plywood temporary offices on the first floor of the South Wing. The individual offices handled their own moving arrangements. 
a Git em yy barricades in the interior were positioned at the barrel vault oO h Leathe winee ih 5 fficially b J 1999. with SeléctiveRemaval f Pat 23 Se EE VA in the Rotunda to isolate the construction site and keep the nce the occupants left the wing, the construction processes officially began in June with Selective oval. 

I : pes Se eee ee oS = balance of the building free of dust. Barriers were painted 

ore ese sca = in order to provide a less obtrusive view from within the The Selective Removal phase involved taking out building elements slated for restoration, storage or disposal; the 
Giese: wii 
ae Pe : Rone Selective Removal Documents were released on 21 June 1999, somewhat after the process began. The contractors, 

however, had access to previously issued 75% review copies of the Selective Removal drawing set (issued 10 May 1999) 

PSs ae , z when they started work earlier in June. Architectural fabric removed included floors, walls and obsolescent mechanical 

Ce ee era <a 2 and electrical equipment. New Construction Documents were distributed on 26 October 1999. Construction started 
Nc ae ae 3 Net , _ : 

5 Ree ie os SS in soon after, beginning in the lower levels of the wing while selective removal was being completed on the upper levels. All 

5 Pe eee es 5 work on the wing was to be completed by late summer 2001, with a rededication of the Capitol to acknowledge the 

e a ee os = completion of the larger multi-phase project scheduled for September 2001. 
a ine - sy & 
ere * SS z 

a ee ae ee 8 In January 2001, the National Park Service designated the Wisconsin State Capitol as a National Historic Landmark in 

eee y . be \ a eo recognition of its architectural merits. The National Historical Landmark plaque is scheduled for installation in the fall of 
Fs ‘ of ors A f : eo q 

a Ba ae AB% i and will serve as a perpetual salute to the group that built Wisconsin’s premier landmark and to those who now a 3, Ei : ~ 2001 and will perpetual salute to th p that built Wi landmark and to th hi 

3 A Ia a restore and rehabilitate it for the twenty-first century. 

ae? | PY . a P : ote = = : _— ieee : re-Design Activities 

: - Seo ee Project Planning 
a RE a eee rarwrmersee . P. Cullen ons assumed a leadership role in project planning that included establishing and maintaining a master as ee OR - - J.P. Cullen & S d a leadership rol t pl that included establish d ie ts 

ae Tee eErrrec en Te KER) schedule, estimating costs and overseeing expenditures. Cullen & Sons was also responsible for contracting and 
Pe ee a PS ee 5 aves x : : 

i directing the work of the various trades, the interior design component and the art and decorative finish evaluation. The state 
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2.6 Typical office conditions, 1998 f APS \é ‘ APA fi MANES AN PS AHA hi 

One of the first tasks of the design and construction teams was to assess conditions 2.8 Paint probe, Supreme Court Conference Room, 1999 

in the building. This ground floor East Wing space typifies conditions that mee The Supreme Court's second floor conference room, originally called the Consultation Room, had initially received a very 
pervasive thr ‘oughout the office sues With the exception of the historic grille high level of decorative painting on the plaster ceiling, including gilding. Over the years, a great deal of repainting had 
placed near the ceiling, there is little in place to suggest this office is situated within occurred, fully obscuring the decorative finish treatment installed originally by Mack, Jenney and Tyler of New York City. 
a National Historic Landmark. 

aire 2 z 
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2.7 Granite inspection, 2000 2.9 Paint probe, Supreme Court Conference Room, 1999 

Team members met to discuss conditions and potential treatments of the granite exterior of the East Another view of probe work focuses on the central medallion painted on the conference room’ plaster ceiling. 
Wing. The Chicago office of Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. had been involved in the analysis, Overpainting had completely altered the room’ original color palette. As part of the 1998-2001 Restoration and 

cleaning and repair of exterior stone since the early 1990s and supervised work on the stone facades Rehabilitation, paint probes were implemented that revealed the original colors and decorative schemes, which were 1g Pp wy ip iS 
of the East Wing in the summer of 2001. reinstated as part of the project. 
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= SS eee ae aa i Te PH fe z awarded East Wing Architects (EWA) the prime design contract; EWA established and maintained contracts with the engi- 
Reimer WUD Was ec : : : : vs 5 

aoe ee a | ieear | = a = Z a Bes ne neering firms involved and with some of the design specialists. Project scope documents were prepared for all aspects of the 

e Saas a i ee ai \ ig project as team members were required to provide proposals that detailed the intended scope of work and the associated fees. 

eae / s Was a8 We 3 4 z =. Ae ae i ; = 5 : ; aon F 
ee fan) 1 i = Build-out of workspace in the Capitol and creation of an essential infrastructure to accommodate the project team took 

ae Bi. ‘ i ls : h : : 3 
‘a 4 i x a = place in the summer of 1998. By late July, the design team and construction management had occupied the circle of 

ee ts ee agg ieee =| D £ 5 ‘ ‘ ; 
gee Re Some Sie 8 “banana rooms” on the fifth level of the Capitol, directly below the Observation Deck. EWA had office quarters in the 

a a a Lae alae Ps si eae E east banana room and provided the computer server, which was dedicated solely to the project and which stored the data 

ae a eo: : ee ae files, internal and external correspondence, specifications and AutoCAD drawings. Once construction documents were 
Ss 2 ee) : eat eer = Sly e completed and work in the wing underway, East Wing Architects shared the space with Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates 

ee pe ES ‘ : . 
a + fe he | while that firm oversaw the conservation and repair of the exterior. The west room had been used for dual purposes for 

eee i ee : : f te i ned ; q 
aa _ mee e oe Si aaee several years and its function was not modified. Divided centrally with a partition wall, the south side functioned as the 

aa Be Can  Rinre fo i ee Capitol “brass room” and the north side housed the Capitol archives. Neither function was moved to accommodate 

Es Bp ee q 1 7 : Hee: Restoration and Rehabilitation. Affiliated Engineers and Diane Al Shihabi Historic Restoration occupied the north 
eigape|? IN aa ee ; . } 5 : ‘ : es 
ae : Bre | ee : ee s banana room during the pre-design and design phases. East Wing Architects, in undertaking the organization of the 
oe eee. WB esa oS ao 1 ; ; p : 5 : 
eo | so ad ae 4 i Capitol Archives and HSR projects, moved into the north banana room once construction had begun and the engineers 

sears an ae ae ele ae and design team had relocated from the building. Capitol painter Mike Bath retained space in the south banana room, 
2 tei Pita Bee which also housed Cullen project managers and, later, Job Superintendent Dennis Gleason. Cullen & Sons also provided e f P Pp P 

2.10 Protective barriers, 1999 the team with a large meeting room in the Capitol basement within the construction area. 
Plywood barricades protected the marble that was to remain undisturbed during construction. 

The stonework on corridor walls and on the columns adjacent to the Rotunda was contained az ; 

within temporary structures to prevent them from sustaining damage. Plywood also protected Historical Research 

the stone floors in the central and secondary corridors. With concern for the time typically required to complete a Historic Structure Report, DFD modified the direction of the 

team for compiling and analyzing historical information in advance of the East Wing project. Because the two previous! piling lyzing g Proj P ly 
: — —— eR 4 3 completed Historic Structure Reports on the South Wing and the Central Portion had sufficiently identified issues in the 

fe A ee i 8 building related to pre-design processes, a more streamlined approach was considered appropriate. Instead of preparing 

4 < > LE: yo g a report with narratives, EWA assembled a series of binders with photocopies of pertinent historic documents concern- 

I ee = ing the construction of the building. The team organized the collection thematically and chronologically so information ( 1 oie 3 g 8. gi yi gically 
" i = : eg LP a ae oa 2 concerning construction chronology, design intent, materials, finishes and artwork would be more accessible; each 
i lee eee | ee 2 ‘ : Rois ee “ 

a) . aS | po | Se ee = document was summarized briefly. Packaged in this way, the data easily informed the design team and contractors about 
i} r ee caeeameege sd ee E co Pas as : A s ci : : 

| f Se bi ii ge sat . fae ie the original materials installed, methods of sequencing construction, and the configuration and uses of the wing. The t a ] Fa a7 | a 8) q iS g 8. 
i Ae eee | ee oe data also were critical to the development of the Preservation Plan. 

\ - = ees cat 4 a ee = 
a ne E ea) A | a Bs th r ER ey —- 
at : 7 Soe 4 a Un me ‘ Bees ae 
Y m ef j= pe H J | | ji | = 8 a fi Examination of architectural drawings, correspondence, specifications, contracts and photographs was part of historical 

{ b } oe cee At [3 a. @ & i BX \ research as well. In this preliminary phase, the effort focused on the construction and subsequent remodeling of the 

Vy BA et | ny “ { row a a BS East Wing. As the East Wing project progressed, team members undertook further historical research on an “as needed” 
i \ ho af ph a Go| basis to resolve design and architectural issues and questions as they arose. In the fall of 2000, East Wing Architects 

i pS | = | 2 = ee aS Hf] E contracted with the State of Wisconsin to prepare the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion Historic Structure Report 

ee i] i a i a eee var LS BN i ; which is intended as a repository of information about pre-design and design methodology and construction processes. 

ea saeet | a oo a See I i Its preparation fostered additional research into the history of the wing. 
= saad tg “| Bee Mere eee ff oak aes | ' . 

Sane ; , are : Survey and Documentation 
2.11 Ground floor staging aren, 1999 Pale : : Recognizing that the building is composed of numerous elements that required removal and repair by different special- gnizing is Pp q Ps y P 
Once protected, the corridors were used as interior staging areas. Racks were constructed with ‘ e i i é vee a i i: 

lumber, often reused from earlier projects, to provide temporary storage for new building ists, the intent of the comprehensive survey was to gather information about existing conditions in the East Wing. The 

materials, objects from the building and tools. assessment of the building was scheduled to begin on 10 August 1998 and was largely completed two months later. The 
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2.12 Light fixtures at the manufacturers, 2000 2.14 Sanding wood floors, ground floor, 2001 2.15 Sanding wood floors, ground floor, 2001 
Custom light fixtures for the East Wing were made at Manning Lighting of Sheboygan. Represen- Wood floors on the north side of the ground floor The Supreme Court, current occupant of the 
tatives of Cullen & Sons, East Wing Architects and the Department of Administration visited the were refinished during Restoration and Rehabili- north side of the ground floor, requested that the 
plant to approve the finish of the fixtures. tation. These maple floors were unique as a historic wood floors remain in place, be 

Jinish floor in the East Wing and were placed only __ refinished and covered only with area rugs. 
ai bes e in this location and on the other side of the wing a ray ag aa 

1 : i a er at ae ams in the area that had been assigned historically to 
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ee ; | i 2 —_ 8 the lieutenant governor. 
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eee as : ae cf es OPT place, including the : a Eee aN oe T ma Ree P a 

decorative cast-iron “Tage SEE: ee 7b.) as NG mt 
: —- be ye Frat eee oe eee tak | SARS A 2.13 Reinstallation of concrete floors, 2000 balusters in the ee 2 es ee eee RSS of e: »" Ney A ae 

7 1 ‘ ‘ a Fran napiies a a : SS % 
The original concrete floors were removed so that upgraded electrical and communications wiring stairwells. This te se eS See ae \ “ Nae > 
could be installed. Marble flooring was left in place and repaired. The new wiring is anticipated to process was time- pe pee te SAO es eS : ie 

be sufficient to meet the needs of building occupants for the next several decades. consuming andlabor- | ee Sims eae aes ks 
i i fee Se ae ae Ww intensive. ees 2S Cras ie ee Pere 
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aS eee a = teams assigned to each component of the work developed survey forms that itemized the conditions to be assessed; 
a ce Paper Po See a. e o 3 iP P y 

rs a a5 “Eee an e g when possible, laptop computers were used and the data downloaded into the project’s computer network. EWA and 
# eae eee 3 z , A i 
ee fo eee its i 2 Cullen & Sons worked together to compile survey results and make them available to the design and construction teams. 

= a ce eae st a g The methodology used in surveying the East Wing had the efficiency of being developed by individuals who were 
— eee ee +t a Rae < - saa = ss 

- == a ae m aS 23 = : | Z 217 Repair of marble already familiar with specific building elements and the processes by which they were evaluated for condition, removed 

ea y ae Se a iy @ fountain niche, Governor’s from the building and refurbished. Through the efforts of EWA and Cullen & Sons, special photographic surveys of the 
| er a Poe ae j g z 4 Saas 

' ES og SES 23 ies a = Be) | a pra ence Room lobby, Governor’s Conference Room, the Supreme Court Hearing Room and selected elevations throughout the building were 

— BS a a - & | i % The dolphin fountain and its nese Survey data mcle used to derive project budge, then, instead of the architect preparing bid documents oy 

Eee ate ei. 2 eS Be = marble niche were cleaned, much of this work, prospective subcontractors prepared estimates and proposals based on survey findings and submit- 

= FS E ie eee 2 refurbished and the ted them to Cullen & Sons. Cullen & Sons then entered into contracts for refurbishing of building elements; some of 
SS ae ae > a 1 B p * . : . 

i 2 eee ad se = mes i 2 fountain put into working these contracts were awarded to firms responsible for survey work, while others were not. All work was fully docu- 
2 oe Se ae Ber Hi = order as part of Restoration din th hitect’ t 4 
= 4 ore a te re PBS land Rehabilitation Figural mented in the architect’s contract documents. 

See _ a drinking fountains with 

4 -. ‘Scag common cups were original The Preservation Plan 

aw lx . DON Bele ae The East Wing Preservation Plan was issued on 16 October 1998; this document made recommendations concernin, 
eee §8=_ floors of the West and East g . a. SS . : . . : : . 

| a Wings but were removed the appropriate level of preservation treatment each area of the wing would receive in ideal circumstances. In an 

Z Be et cpecacil ‘or sanitary reasons before attempt to analyze the spaces objectively, zones were established based on criteria that included architectural signifi- 
es fee ™ Pp’ P' ) g) 

2. ey the Capitol was completed. cance, historical significance, architectural integrity and architectural context. Each criterion was assessed a prede- 
ep Only this one remains, 5 4 ‘ 

= : : : termined range of points, and the ratings for each space were added to produce a composite score. The process 
a Pe although, its function has : atk oe Hl 

been purely decorative for referred to as the “Evaluation of Significance” represents the key transitional step between collecting data and 

many years. developing the Preservation Plan. 

aor 3 The Evaluation of Significance occurred at a meeting held at the office of Isthmus Architecture, on 5 October 1998. By 

— es @ y oa 5 this time, the compilation of survey and research data was sufficient to draw conclusions concerning original and non- 

atc Oe ae > | 3 original architectural elements and building components including walls, floors, ceilings, decorative paint and other 

- eee i > finishes and detailing. In advance of a meeting attended by members of the research and design teams and DFD Project 

i is J = CAN Z Uh [ 5 Manager, Daniel Stephans, EWA distributed a study book that provided information concerning the original decorative 

as a l ha |e < aay a oa 2 painting classification system and its application. It also included architectural graphics that replicated the original 

= as eee 4 [4 | YA \) (Yp 2 George B. Post and Sons floor plans for the wing. Delineated in AutoCAD, the intent of the historic drawings was easily 
wees Bees Mo OAS \ i I/ : ne Pate i 5 : 
at es Myo) Ge a) lf AN) y Se y : compared with floor plans representing conditions existing in 1998. The two drawing sets provided an opportunity for 

eae | Ae YA Vi A 2 : : tae B ees By iy, a 2 hears 
—— — NM w 4 = H Be eS Gia 2 Di > the team to consider historic intent relative to existing conditions. Remaining original fabric was highlighted on these 
gn > Ra Sh Snr, ae i 5 fe . = . : : . 
- e Sea. | Ay Po va —_——s 2 plans for ease in identification and evaluation. The levels of preservation treatment considered for each space included 

za > eng AO pee SN 7 a i Se g “Preservation,” “Restoration,” “Rehabilitation” and “Renovation” as defined by the National Park Service. Team 
Be oe SEEN 7 " a a” ‘ é : see . : : 
ba. a ike = LAN | IS. - eo members who attended the meeting, representing assorted professional disciplines, shared information and arrived at 
mh Y if ag AX} Seay A : 

Beret i~ ‘oe ve eS consensus concerning the recommended level of preservation treatment for each area in the wing. The recommenda- 

; ety po Ei Pia HE 7 VK p ee. y tions of the Preservation Plan was integrated with the needs of contemporary building occupants as expressed 

io = ab BS > PANT oe NS - through the building program, issued by East Wing Architects on 6 October 1998. 

a ba i € ; 

M Lg CO a A jl ‘ Pp i 

: ee or os < as 5s A) In the summer of 1998, each of the governmental agencies housed in the East Wing assigned an “occupant project 

. are a representative” to work with the design team. They included Nora Weber, office of the governor; Linda Michiels, office 

2.18 Installation of glass ceiling panel, Supreme Court Hearing Room, 2000 of the lieutenant governor; Sandra Burie, office of the attorney general; Roxanne Nelson, Wisconsin Supreme Court; 
The rectangular glass ceiling of the Supreme Court Hearing Room was dismantled, cleaned ie , i Toe 
and restored by Light Haus Glass of Madison, a subcontractor through J. P. Cullen & Sons. Dale Dumbleton, Department of Administration (DOA); Charlie Sanders, the assembly, and Robert Lang, Legislative 

In September of 2000, the glass panels were reinstalled in the ceiling. Fiscal Bureau. They worked with the design team to develop a space requirement program, which would be implemented 
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2.19 Paint and finish mock-up for attorney general’s office, 1999 a eg , Ap 13 ae p. LA: = Ea € c ae 4 Aq 
Proposed alterations that affect the appearance of the Capitol, including paint colors and erg ae ae Pe: paces oe ae ey 8 Soe a ‘ia . k q LSet 

finishes, were presented for approval to the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board ec ge ee io = ; \) r eet aoa AX < oP a 
a4 ose rome geek ie A fey at. i Pa Mae sy Ns Pd ae at 

(SCERB). The mock-up for the attorney general s office was approved, and decorative be ae PS oii a ( Le s 3 kN € i - Se my L Se Le oe 
a aes ae é a SN eee oe . yee 

finishes were restored along these general lines. nsf fi f bo AS x ‘i ENS Cacao 7 4 ® aR ea pee 
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a oo are a sa Gey 7 2.21 Gilding in Governor’s Conference Room, 2000 
Bite | Reine Bn einen AS Nv : i ; c 
eee eae aia ee ae = z Gold leaf was applied to the ornamental plaster in the Governor 's Conference Room, in the area above the fireplace surround, to heed ieee = Persie de x ie é ipP P| e 
Sees 4 Bs ee oS ey Tei > replace the original gold that had been painted over. 
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2.20 Paint and finish mock-up for governor’s private office, 2000 

Gilding and decorative paint applied to decorative plaster moldings were tested and 

approved prior to their extensive application throughout the governor § private office. The 

two slight variations in treatment seen in this mock-up reflect one sample being glazed and 

the other being unglazed. 
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through the restoration and rehabilitation process. The approach involved a series of workshops and interviews Library outside the Capitol. Additionally, specific offices were proposed for individual staff members within each 

through which both scope possibilities and limitations were established. With the 1987 Capitol Master Plan providing department. Rooms were grouped by types, including “open office areas,” “shared office areas,” “private offices,” etc., 

the basic guidelines, the project team and user group representatives focused on issues intended to assist in formulating and the general features of each space were determined, including types of materials, finishes and lighting. 

their needs relative to the functional use of the wing. 

Furniture Programming 

The Master Plan directed that public spaces, such as corridors and meeting rooms, be restored to original appearance Simultaneous to the completion of the space program for the wing, the identification of appropriate furnishings for the 

while all non-public spaces, including office areas, be rehabilitated to conform to space utilization requirements. The offices and other rooms was undertaken by Diane Al Shihabi Historic Restoration, Inc. resulting in the furniture program, 

Master Plan also directed that mechanical, electrical, communication and plumbing systems be renovated to contempo- which was also issued on 6 October 1998. This document provided information about the specific pieces of furniture 

rary standards and that central air conditioning be added. The design team and the building occupants, working within and equipment required by each staff person for each space within the wing. Al Shihabi then translated these program- 

the perimeters of these directives, identified the space requirements for their work environments, considering: (1) matic needs into furniture layouts for the wing. 

function, or the activities that would take place within the spaces, and the people the spaces would house; (2) form, or 

the physical environment and the quality of space and construction, and (3) time, relative to the past, present and future Photographic Documentation 

and including the influences of history and the inevitability of change. Prior to the start of construction, each room and space was photographed to document conditions as they existed in 

1998. Additional photos were taken after the occupants moved from the building so that conditions of the walls and 

The program for the East Wing, issued on October 6, proposed square-footage allocations for the eight intended user floors were more apparent. Two photographs of each room were taken and collected in binders organized by floor. 

groups and also proposed additional office space for building occupants, in part through the relocation of the State Law Additionally, the spaces were photographed once a week during Selective Removal and once a month during New 
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2.22 Decorative painters’ work space, 2000 2.23 Replication of decorative finishes, governor’s open office area, 2000 

Assorted stencils, based upon the historic patterns revealed through paint probes, were created for use in the project. The stencils Using both stencils and freehand techniques, the decorative painters recreated original designs including panels on the 

were used to replicate, as closely as possible, the original Mack, Jenney and Tyler treatment. Decorative painters used the Supreme pilasters in the governor 8 and attorney general s open office areas. This artisan is painting freehand with a masking tape 

Court Hearing Room, which contained scaffolding throughout most of the project, as a makeshift headquarters for their work. barrier to create a border on a pilaster. An outline of another design is on the left, ready to be painted freehand. 
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Construction to document construction progress and to attempt to record most of the significant changes as they took place among the building occupants, each hoping to secure the most advantageous arrangement. 

occurred. EWA staff alternated between using color film and black and white, and between slides and prints. 

The Schematic Design phase proceeded based upon conditions in the building, in conjunction with the programmatic 

and preservation recommendations that were being established nearly simultaneously. After the drawing package was 

Design: Drawing and Specification Production issued, DFD and the building occupants were asked to review the space layouts and provide written commentary. In 

Drawing Verification response to their remarks, several alternative sets of floor plans were developed before a general scheme was estab- 

In 1994, Kahler Slater, Inc. created record drawings of the East Wing. These drawings were verified at the outset of work lished. During this process, continued delays occurred and the deadline for user approval came and went; the situation 

on the East Wing project and became the base drawings for the project, with all other drawing sets developed from them. was at a stalemate. Some differences remained unresolved and several of the occupant groups did not give their final 

This work was undertaken beginning in the summer of 1998 and was completed in the fall of that year. Through the approval. This might have resulted in delays in developing the drawings had not Cullen & Sons and DFD managers 

process of verifying and developing the preliminary drawings, the architectural team developed a heightened familiarity insisted that design work proceed using the schematic floor plans identified as “Six-Revised” or “6R” as a basis to further 

with conditions in the wing. the work. 

Schematic Design Design Development 

On 16 October 1998, five potential floor plans were presented to building occupants; four more versions were presented Ideally, the preferred schematic design is in place before work progresses to the next phase, Design Development. At 

over the next several months. The process of developing the plans necessitated extensive exchange between the that phase, space assignments already have been established and plans are developed in more detail. Attention turns 

building occupants and the design team. Principal issues concerned space allocations. A fair amount of internal bargaining to addressing specific conditions associated with building fabric and occupants’ needs. 
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2.24 Mural restoration in the Governor’s Conference Room, 2000 2.25 Mural restoration in Supreme Court Hearing Room, 2000 

Preservar, Inc. restored one small ceiling panel in the conference room and removed surface grime from the remain- Murals were cleaned and restored in the Supreme Court Hearing Room, where work entailed removing multiple 

der of the murals. Preservar artisans also inpainted areas where tests had been conducted and then varnished all the layers of varnish, varnish-fixed grime and non-original overpainting. The conservators inpainted abraded areas, 

murals with conservation-grade varnish. spot varnished abraded areas to correct the surface quality and applied reversible varnish to all the surfaces. 
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pa isl z _ pees EEE 3 z Because agreement had not been established with building occupants, they remained actively involved while 6R 

iia os - g underwent dramatic modification as Design Development proceeded. The only spaces on 6R not substantially altered 

en i iinet = during Design Development were the south side of the first floor and all of the second floor, where the historic configu- 

ase fi big Ro ae i ration of rooms was largely reinstalled. The arrangement of offices on the ground floor showed the most marked 
rte Se oan ; ‘ i 

ee 4 fe = g deviation. Design Development drawings were issued on 25 February 1999, and they led quickly to more advanced cost 

2 cs eA — ee 2.26 Sponge-jet conservation of exterior granite, 2000 analysis. The Design Development drawings served as the basis for both the New Construction and Selective Removal 
= : = e) ; | \ iii coc a The treatment used in conserving the exterior granite is widely drawing sets, which were being developed simultaneously. 

sees? wy \ =o See «Ss approved as not destructive to masonry surfaces. Small 
ose eee ae fers Stee > fragments of sponge were impregnated with grit of controlled 2 iy 
fase SS a hardness and sprayed against the building at high volume. The Selective Removal Drawings 
i sponge was then gathered, filtered and reused up to six times The Selective Removal drawing set directed the disposition of existing architectural fabric in the wing and the protection 

. _ LE ® before being sent to.a landfill. of the elements that would remain in place during construction. The undertaking was twofold and involved the elements 

Bee ses PIT ETS i\ _— ime ie MA z that were intended for restoration and reinstallation (and that had been largely identified through the earlier surveys) 
mite a iv Pdi ae CORES, Salinger 6 eee * . 

e - ee aN ; | i ij 8 e@) a sey Go and those that would be removed from the building permanently. Plans called for an exterior staging area and the 
, Te pm oa: peipiiag | Gereaaiy, 5 i i oe te aie 

H | aN } ) Eee | \ | a =] at wea Reo g placement of a trash chute and a hoist to facilitate the eradication of building components. The components indicated 

ae | R ED. , Fi =) ij i = } z ea ee | Paz for disposal included the original concrete flooring, which was removed to make way for new concrete floors that would 

= | j hi 4 ip Pa i fa i = S = aij i vA ey ee Q accommodate new electrical systems. Acoustical ceiling tiles and their supporting metal grid framing, non-original walls 
ss \ r S _ ths a ee 8 = 5 x i a 

d fe i ny a: ee a pN: Bl c and many other features identified as replacement elements, including doors, light fixtures, radiator enclosures and 

oe ‘ a il 3 De. i = Pe wood trim, were removed from the building and discarded or salvaged. Graef, Anhalt, Schloemer & Associates gave 
ee = \ 8 ‘ Ses re ese 3 i . x i 

5 = SE) =| S \ | | a2 2 Fy By 4] tas 2 structural advice about the removal of walls and footings, especially in the basement near the former food service area, 

a ee BY ee | Bi [iy 5 i pe ee me. Ss f and Affiliated Engineers made recommendations concerning the removal of ducts and obsolete fixtures. The plans 
ee ac ; i ,__\ |B "ae Aide EE ae Sits : ; : ; : : 
Bey R& en \ ge 1 : z f ets a Lee Z indicated where to build internal construction barriers and the dust protection barriers that would prevent the infiltration of 

a ee NS ee | Fae S sis Sa ; : i ; ; : 
ae oe: yp | NV oN ne NI lt A | : N 5 | ee oe ae dust into the other wings and the Rotunda. Specific plans concerning the removal and protection of marble were included. 

ga Stee x 7 eae 1 ! } \ iy ‘N ee =) || wo “J ; ye 8 They indicated which flooring required temporary removal and subsequent reuse, which marble was slated for permanent 
t yi .. AW) ey a j 1 : i \\ | eS De { | ‘ : Wea as removal because of damage and which marble would be removed from toilet rooms in order to upgrade the rooms to meet 

te 4 Hi a ld LA = SS Ei RENE Ses ADA accessibility guidelines. The Selective Removal drawing set was issued on 21 June 1999. 

: 7 es Gi am te ELS rr = in| Hi] 2.27 Repairs to east pediment group, 

, [pets aS ek UNI a | H | | | vi a a New Construction Drawings and Specifications 
if gears Nl NB Be aa is istent with the attention to detai ha Ee 5 : 2 ‘ a 

3 Boe ae Ate Ss TRG oe |e SE aes Innovations instituted in the Construction Documents (CDs) prepared by East Wing Architects facilitated the construc- 
pe] ee cae { We Wa SS) , es required to restore artwork in the i . ; 3 ; ¥ cs ‘i 
fae { ee id " y i yy LY . 7 A building, work on the exterior statuary tion process in a number of ways, particularly with respect to the finishes in the rooms. East Wing Architects issued a 

Woe pee ses | > = yer it y also required meticulous care. The customized Construction Documents package, prepared in accordance with DFD policy and procedure requirements, on 

=e \ pt ee eo me | 3 SS nose on the figure had “spalled, ” or 26 October 1999. The CD package included all New Construction drawings and a specification that had been revised 
So Se aes 4 Pei a ar ae (aS peeled away from the rest of the face. fr he South and West Wi s b : he East Wi ihvacl dich tote cena aan ea 

See | aa | i i =I After an unsuccessful attempt to ‘om the South and West Wing projects to be pertinent to the East Wing. In addition to the standard plans, elevations 

mee me a Fede he =e 4 Ee reattach the original nose, a new piece and details, East Wing Architects also issued a Room Finish Guide—a design document developed specifically for the 

Vee | Ne BN | (ees §— 28 carved and attached. East Wing project. Each sheet represented a room or area of the wing and provided a floor plan and elevations at quarter- 
a rel : Bal i ja : ‘ Se ded ¥ ‘ 
ay pe | pis | == I inch scale. The elevations for each wall indicated placement of sconces, clocks, speaker/thermostat units, decorative 

of - iat Bae ee = finishes, chair rail, picture rail, wainscot, flooring and base. Each sheet also included mechanical, electrical and plumbing 
: > a = , : a 8 ‘ 

si fala > PS See F ALE plans at eighth-inch scale, schedules and a reflected ceiling plan. As a supplement to the Room Finish Guide, three 

ae) fe) Fo heg ae WicRoeee HL t “\ separate documents that specified the treatment of wood elements were prepared. The Radiator Enclosure Book, the ae Ay - BI aS E f ne ' i 
pes’ shy 3 ; ak i se ae \ ay Door Repair Book and the Wainscot Book were issued on 26 October 1999. Additionally, the design team supplied a 

; a number of schedules that indicated placement and treatment of specific building elements, including paint and decora- 

2.28 Repairs to east pediment group, 2001 tive finishes, doors and hardware and grilles. 
Conservation and repairs were made to the individual figures of the east 

pediment, the only pediment group to have been carved in place. In addition to ds 2 : ee _ 3 i ? 
repairs to the stonework and carvings, old mortar was sawn out and new mortar Given the inherent complexity of Restoration and Rehabilitation, several separate bid packages were issued, including 

tuckpointed into the joints. The joints in the granite figures await tuckpointing. Interior Design and Furniture (Furniture Plans on 15 March 2000, Carpet Plans on 31 January 2000 and Drapery Plans on 
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15 March 2000), Teleconferencing Systems on 7 November 2000 and the Governor’s Conference Room and Supreme z 

Court Room Package on 21 September 1999. 2 
& 

Construction Methodology Pos oe z 
Throughout the course of the East Wing project, J. P. Cullen & Sons generated and distributed minutes of weekly } ay 

progress meetings that provide an excellent overview of the work undertaken in the wing. As a body of documentation eo es : Ac 3 

that presents important insight into the construction process, these papers parallel those generated during initial As | — s (aay B 

construction by the Capitol Commission in providing information about the intervention that took place. The assimila- tl as Sioek ok we z 

tion of this documentation, which remains close at hand and vast as a result, has proven difficult for the purposes of °) ie a (oe 8 : 

summary in this report. Therefore, the images assembled in this chapter are presented as a photographic overview of the | cael fr Ne eS a eee g 

construction phase of the project. The selection illustrates some of the more specialized aspects of the work in order to aay tbe ee (os aaa =: a] 

draw attention to the sensitivity to detail practiced by the project team. Conditions in the East Wing were unusual during ee Saeko ae mai oS — ee z = ee 5) 

this transformative, albeit brief period in the building’s history, one that fully expressed a state’s respect for the past and 3s EEE A faeces oe 4 ~ ee 

commitment to the future. r eee Tal! . a og of : e aa eh 

Unlike the projects in the previously rehabilitated wings, construction began in the basement of the East Wing and fi : |Z Ae ‘ : : “sm eee - o 3 2 ges 

advanced upward through the levels of the building. Asbestos Abatement, the removal of hazardous insulation, Tee i) ose Ee ee = : ty pi ae ae 

occurred as a first step. The effort was planned and managed by DFD and initiated the Selective Removal process. In z 2 oe pt Se a ty : E =; : 

the meantime, protective barriers were installed to both secure the site and protect building elements that would remain } r ie a Bie 

in place. Staging areas outside and inside the wing were constructed by Cullen & Sons, who with its subcontractors : d is ee a“ 

removed building elements and architectural fabric slated for either refurbishment and reinstallation or disposal. Even } , ee : 

in its early phases, work in the East Wing provided certain challenges because of the relocation arrangements made for ; | 

former Governor Thompson, who remained in the South Wing during construction and was reinstated in his East Wing = | a . 

offices by January 2001. Construction sequencing was further challenged by the delays on the third and fourth floors s } aR 

that resulted from complexities inherent in moving the State Law Library permanently out of the building to a yet ‘ | | 

unrealized facility, the new Justice Center, which has now been constructed across the street from the Capitol. ; 

In overseeing and managing construction activities, Cullen maintained its highly aggressive schedule. The floor was 

lowered in the basement and new mechanical systems installed. Throughout the rest of the wing, concrete floors were a 

taken up and re-laid with an upgraded electrical service installed. Where interior walls were rebuilt, the construction fe 

methods established by Post & Sons, calling for clay tile walls, were utilized. Wholly updated mechanical and commu- ‘ 

nications systems were installed throughout the wing. Once the base floor and interior walls were back in place, the os 

walls and ceilings were plastered and the floors refurbished. Work began on reinstalling restored and new doors, other / a 

wood features and trim. The installation of restored, replica and compatible newly designed fixtures, hardware, clocks and 2.29 Moving furniture into the East Wing, 2001 

decorative finishes, the elements most apparent to the building occupant and visitor, and the installation of other furnish- During the closing stages of the project, new and restored furniture was moved into the building in 
ings and furniture completed the process. preparation for reoccupancy. The executive department on the first and ground floors was occupied in 

December 2000. The process of reinstalling both restored and new furniture continued during the 
spring and summer of 2001. 

Construction Administration 
While Cullen & Sons managed the various subcontractors and oversaw adherence to the general schedule, EWA 

assumed responsibility for Construction Administration and provided resolution to design issues presented as work on 

the site progressed. EWA also facilitated the flow of project information through a sophisticated database, designed 

specifically for the project that, in addition to being a powerful communication tool, managed building information 

Methodology e 2-13



A = eee oF i ee ; z effectively. The EWA project office, which was maintained through construction on the fifth floor of the Capitol, housed 

be BS | oe ep sit ’ 3 hard copies of all drawing sets and other project documentation and made them available to contractors. The team 

| a Lk , 4 3 updated drawings periodically to reflect changes and revisions that were implemented on-site or initiated through 

~~ V3 p A 4 F Requests for Information (RFIs) and Construction Bulletins (CBs). The shared database, through which RFIs and CBs 

oes ce ' a i . f] : were handled, made project information immediately accessible to all team members. The experienced decision-making 

iN ; ca nd Fy gay zg and effective dissemination of information on the part of both EWA and Cullen contributed to the success of the East 

“4 : BaP a Wing project. 
a ae | [oo 4) - 8 Proj 

= . pee E 

, ae Capitol Archives Project 
x Ty In the spring of 2000, EWA was contracted to organize a collection of documents, drawings and other materials that had 

ja a Pe ee : . 2 

Nae ™ o— proccess ee ~———— been ne on the fifth floor of the Capitol for the ie twenty years. This ee Hes been used as a general 

epeaerarmee anny © mcyn rere iy i —_ eas oe ee Fe repository for project-related documents and the papers resulting from other state projects. Little effort had been made 

“ tie i y pg | (ig Oo ae to impart or maintain an organization to the collection and much duplication of material existed. With the larger intent 

A i he me z : iy af ee that a series of Historic Structure Reports on the Capitol be completed that would document work in the North and West 

a i aaa ees EAN : mn ee ee ae Wings, in addition to the East Wing, the collection was organized, in part, to facilitate its eventual use in preparing these 

: hase amas = A AALS ae - oi volumes. Following the state’s approval of a general accession policy, the papers and drawings were culled for duplica- 

eS a nee & ee a] P| B Poe tion, organized by wing, sorted chronologically and arranged by project. A database, designed specifically for this 

= 2a — Ue CU ee = (ee = application allows relatively easy, although highly limited, access to the collection. It is intended that the collection 
eg re oe, B = ae Se : , Meee ouee: ‘ 

a S Se ; ss Pie, 3 eventually be placed in the permanent care of the Wisconsin Historical Society. 
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2.30 Packaged light fixtures awaiting installation, 2001 

The second floor stair galleries were used repeatedly as holding and staging areas for items awaiting 

installation in the wing. Early in 2001, boxes of light fixtures were stacked in the galleries; later in the 

year, rows of office chairs occupied these spaces. 
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ie at 1 Be 
| ae ‘ge - tl Ss r [= East Wing possesses some of the most sumptuous rooms in the Capitol, comparable in decorative effect to 

| = i bs a the opulence of the Rotunda. The history of the wing’s construction demonstrates the difficulties inherent in 

‘i MY , : 4 - translating architectural concepts from paper into marble, wood, canvas and paint. The timelines and narratives 

‘ ay “€ © Sel provided are intended to make the history of the original construction of the wing and the Northeast Pavilion more easily 

M | a | ks accessible. This chapter also provides information on the history of the wing’s occupation and use by various state 

ml ices : i agencies including the executive branch, the judicial branch, the attorney general, the adjutant general, the State Law 

bey a ll Library, the agriculture department and the legislature. Biographical information on the many significant occupants of 

: Pe H ; the wing—former governors and lieutenant governors, justices of the Supreme Court, attorneys general, adjutants 

tn is: nee general and figures associated with the Law Library and the various agencies housed in the wing—is also provided. 

treme : : y Construction on the East Wing began on 7 March 1908, the second phase of a project that had been initiated a little more 

F 5 : than a year earlier with the building of the West Wing. Because construction of the two wings occurred nearly in tandem, 

- eS a : ef Be the assignment of contractual responsibilities often occurred in tandem as well. Contractors successful with their work 

ol hs ; A kd ie é “ , in the West Wing were frequently awarded contracts for work on the East Wing. 

Soe CEES ee eg ee Completion of the East Wing proved elusive. Occupancy had been expected by 1 June 1909, but in fact it occurred only 

3.1 Executive Chamber, 1924 in the spring of 1910. Not until 1916 were the last finishing touches installed in the wing—the four paintings by Albert 

Robert M. La Follette, Sr., former governor and then a U.S. senator, leaned od par hear returns in the November 1924 Herter for the Supreme Court Hearing Room were installed in 1915 and the remaining decorative finishes for that space 

B ees ees are ea oe . nee og seen Spader shortly thereafter. The replacement of some ve marble in the wing occurred in January 1916 only a year before the 

Blaine, wife of the governor; Philip La Follette, son of Robert, Sr., and a future governor, and (far right) Robert M. La Follette, Jr, entire building was turned over by the Capitol Commission to the State of Wisconsin. Such delays might have been 
son of Robert, Sr, and a future U.S. senator. The effort for a new capitol received its initial impetus during the governorship anticipated, for the East Wing is the most elaborately appointed of the wings and accordingly had the largest initial 
(1901-1906) of Robert La Follette, Sr. budget—$700,000. 

The reason for the larger budget was the prominence of the wing’s occupants, which included the governor, the attorney 

general, the adjutant general (until 1958) and the Supreme Court. The Executive Chamber, which functioned as the 

governor’s reception room, and the Supreme Court Hearing Room are the most richly appointed areas in the wing. They 

are even more lavish than the legislature’s chambers, and the effort expended on their design and execution reflected 

their stature as significant spaces within the building.' On its third and fourth floors, the East Wing housed one of the 

nation’s outstanding law libraries, known at the turn of the century as the Wisconsin State Library and now as the 

Wisconsin State Law Library—an adjunct to the Supreme Court that also served the rest of the state. For nearly fifty-one 

years it was led by one of the leading law librarians in the country’s history. 

The Capitol Commission and the architects placed these important offices in the East Wing as a matter of practical 

expediency. But their choice was historically appropriate as well, since the East Wing faces King Street, Madison’s 
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original settlement district. In the early 1900s, two important railroad stations serving the Milwaukee Road and the 21 April 

Chicago & North Western were two blocks east of the base of street. The number of hotels on King Street gave travelers 2 March William Keyes completed the excavation 

easy access to the executive chambers and the court on upper floors, as well as the agricultural department, which from The commission awarded the contract and trenching for the wing." 

1917 until around 1964 was housed on the ground floor. The history of the Northeast Pavilion (facing East Washington “for furnishing, erecting and completing” 

Avenue, a major vehicular axis in Madison) is also described in this chapter. Construction of the pavilion considerably the steel framework to Modern Steel Middle to late April 

trailed that of the wing, as both the Northeast and Northwest Pavilions were built as part of the North Wing project Structural Company of Waukesha for The Frederickson firm began laying brick, 

begun in early 1914 and continued until 1917.> The occupants of the pavilion’s second, third and fourth floors were $51,932. It eventually paid the firm following the progress made on founda- 

associated mostly with the court and the State Law Library. $52,307.77.’ tions. L. B. Gilbert, a Madison masonry 

contractor, probably subcontracted the 

Problems that arose during construction fell into categories common to many building projects. They included late 3 March bricklaying."* 

materials, labor problems, disaster (including a fire at the woodwork contractor’s planing mill), cold and snowy weather, William Keyes of Madison was awarded 

misunderstandings concerning the intentions of drawings, dissatisfaction on the part of the client (notably the Supreme the contract to excavate the basement for 22 May 

Court) and the like. Because the Capitol includes such quantities of unusual stonework and distinctive artwork inside the East Wing and make the trenches for M. M. Doran of Madison was awarded 

and out and because of the scale of the project, even relatively experienced contractors in the Midwest may have lacked the basement walls. He was eventually the contract for building up the West Wing 

the experience necessary to keep such an endeavor on schedule and trouble-free. An extraordinary building produced paid $1,628.04. Proposals had been let terrace with dirt from the East Wing exca- 

extraordinary problems, most of them predictable in hindsight and most of them unavoidable at the time, given human only a month earlier, on 8 February.* vation for a total of $700.75. He was per- 

nature and abilities. mitted to sell excess dirt.'° 

6 March 

J. W. Mitchell of Madison was awarded Late May or early June 

Exterior the contract for the concrete foundation J. W. Mitchell finished the concrete foun- 

The chronology of the construction of the East Wing exterior draws from the minutes of the Capitol Commission, their walls for a bid of $11,150 (he was eventu- dation walls.'® 

contracts and vouchers, reports and memoranda by Lew F. Porter (the commission’s secretary and the building’s ally paid $11,780).° 

supervising architect), clippings in the Madison Public Library and Legislative Reference Bureau, the Wisconsin State 9 June 

Journal (1908 to 1911 only) and other sources as cited. Historically, exterior progress was tracked far more extensively 7 March Masons began laying the granite facing 

through newspaper accounts than was the interior, presumably because the public (and reporters) could watch the William Keyes began excavation for the of the East Wing.!” 

outdoor developments first-hand. Once the building was enclosed, progress took place behind walls and away from wing’s foundations and basement. 

reporters’ daily gaze. 10 June 

Early April The commission authorized the architect, 

Chronology of Construction J. W. Mitchell began forming and pour- George B. Post, to negotiate with Karl Bit- 

ing the foundations while excavation still ter for a sculpture group in the East Wing 

housed the Senate on its second floor. continued.!! pediment.'* 

14May The wing was damaged badly in the Feb- 

The Capitol Commission awarded the ruary 1904 fire that prompted erection of 14 April 10 August 

Woodbury Granite Co. of Hardwick, Ver- the new capitol. A.D. & J.V. Frederickson of Madison was Karl Bitter of Weehawken, New Jersey re- 

mont the contract for supplying the gran- awarded the basic masonry and carpentry ceived the contract to sculpt the pediment 

ite facing. Woodbury agreed to “furnish, 23 December contract, including the brick masonry grouping for a $16,500 fee." 

cut, deliver, and set the granite facing for J. W. Mitchell of Madison won the wreck- walls to which the granite facing was at- 

the entire capitol” for $1,945,750, with the ing contract and also the contract for tached, carpenter work, roofing, first- September 

East Wing costing $246,116.4 erecting the tunnel to connect the new stage plumbing (downspouts and a tem- Bricklaying was concluded, according to 

capitol with the new heating plant on East porary sink on the ground floor; the plumb- the commission minutes.” 

18 December Main Street for a total of $42,500.° ing contractor installed all permanent 

The commission issued a call for propos- plumbing), construction of the hollow clay 22 September 

als to wreck the old capitol’s east wing, a tile floors and more, for the sum of $63,445 Karl Bitter wrote that he had begun studio 

semi-circular, porticoed structure that had (eventually the firm was paid $63,410).'? work for the pediment group.”! 
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14 November ning of the West Wing portico construc- i 3 i z 

M. M. Doran finished removing the dirt tion.” i 3 

from the East Wing excavation site.” a , : a 

eee OI eee ees Construction of scaffolding was under- ip eae z 
4 January way on the front of the East Wing so that pee ; eee : 5 

Astrike at the quarry in Vermont delayed the carvers could work on the sculptural i bade F | : 

deliveries and curtailed progress on fac- group designed by Karl Bitter. The mod- ' Ee ie / 

ing the building.* els on which the carvers based their work 5 1 Fit F | (\j 
were stored in a West Wing vault.” iu BEM | : = 

Snow drifted into the wing through the 10 July i \ \ = ADA ge yee ao a oe 

open roof; a temporary roof was planned “The stone cutters working for Mr. Bitter, she =o ay ee ce ee y ‘€ j i e Gen 

so that work in the interior could proceed. the sculpturor [sic] of the East Wing pedi- it Rk ile. Sc ra : 1 i i Saka Ne oe 3 
ment started work.”*° ; haya f.. \ , | ; 1 

20 March eee gS Se Wi i. j | wa 
Except for the portico, the granite sheath- 14 October 7 eee AY ey re peas x ae sae Ge 

ing of the wing was complete and Mod- A workman was killed when granite blocks F Se deme re te yt SG Se at Bont o> = eae tile it 
ern Steel Structural Company of tumbled from the West Wing pediment, =e | tL ad eee ASS J ‘ oes oo 

Waukesha had finished erecting the steel an accident that evidently prompted a de- et ae ae ae Tet r= i yf < eS Se 

structure. The steel structure for the roof cision to carve the rest of the exterior a | | Pe “adh aif a RA Seer “TZ . 
was ready for the next step.” sculpture in a shed on the ground.*! V7 a ee <a OE Vd v fF @ zs “ae Rhy , Se é 5 

ON GBR OSIVESRE SP od 
30 April Re eee ee : : 

3.2 Capitol under construction, 1911 

Lew Porter reported that the roof was 19 January As the East Wing (center) was occupied in 1910 and early 1911, the justices of the Supreme Court requested a temporary wooden 

nearly done, that Woodbury Granite Com- The eight or nine Italian carvers who had bridge (visible to the right of center) to connect their former quarters and the law library in the old north wing with the new 

pany had erected a trestle to set stone in been working on the East Wing pediment building. The Dome and South Wing were under construction. 

the portico and that one column of the sculpture finished their work.” 

portico had been completed. A drainage 

line from the East Wing to the King Street 13 December 

storm sewer had been installed to remove The Supreme Court justices requested the 

rainwater from the Capitol and the construction of a wooden passageway 

grounds.” from the new East Wing to the North Wing 

of the previous building, where their quar- 

2 July ters had been. The Capitol Commission 

Porter reported that all the stone was in approved the request the next day.** 

place, including the portico and columns.”” 

3 July 

Derricks for placing the stone on the east 

fagade were moved from the front of the 

East Wing to the front of the West Wing. 

This indicated the end of the exterior con- 

struction of the East Wing and the begin- 
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9 
ee) 2 Stonework 

= : Delivery and placement of exterior stone occasioned some confilict in erection of the East Wing. Certainly the worst 

ere ik SS 3 concerned the Woodbury Granite Co. of Hardwick, Vermont suppliers of the granite facing and much of the decorative 

gO =< 2 stonework. Delays associated with Woodbury slowed the completion of the sculpture in the pediment on the east 

LP ‘ iN 3 facade. The reasons had to do with labor problems both in Vermont and in Wisconsin. In Vermont, a two-month strike 

ZA ; eC ia z occurred at the quarry in the early summer of 1908, just as the company should have begun setting the facing on the 

re ae, - AC ‘ @N 3 i a : é wing.** In Wisconsin, Woodbury evidently could not find enough masons. In early 1909, Lew Porter began complain- 

: ah! 2 e ie SE j =e ia ie { do INt QJ L ing steadily about the situation. On 2 February he wrote that only two masons were on the job. “We think . . . that there 
Oe ) mC IT Yeh AW} Le US We . : : ; 

2 al We Pug Yr @ / | ‘el 3 | i UG ir +6 1 > AN ai\ ° 3.3 Post drawing 518-532 should be at least four.” He also noted problems about managing the stone at the railroad depot (from where it had to be 

MA @ Lili if . Ai oi ft i i (| JA i | \? HG ® i |__| (detail), 1908 hauled to the Capitol): “the stone is so scattered that it is not possible for the setters to start... .”°5 
i tt yi NE at Satirtt He Bf et Hf a i. The drawing for the pediment 

GOP eh th Tiel eta PTY) gh] sparestowetite rane a 
Cty, i orl cy) ed 8. Ee \ | ie el a =! |} al hy £| contractor and the masons It also appears that Woodbury underestimated the complexity of the work and fell behind at the quarry in cutting the 

LL i f Wes’ ist SIs u) Y i mautlaly WC a j iE i a || i = B , { how to cut and join the granite stone to specifications. The failure to meet schedules prompted the commission to send Porter to Vermont in March 1909 

a (A ie SSS) pe = a i\ Y | blocks for the pediment of the onan inspection tour. There he learned that the delays involved turning the “drums” of granite for the twelve massive, 
2 ea = se ba ae 4 SR ee 3 pA East Wing fagade. The outlined ‘ ; é A 
ee fisures sketch die ondary solid-masonry columns, six each for the West and East Wing porticoes, and 252 separate components in total. Porter 

: SS i group designed by Karl Bitter. believed that Woodbury should have run crews overtime to meet its commitment.*® The granite company evidently 

blamed the Granite Cutters’ International Association of America; the association, in turn, denied responsibility and 

= asserted that plenty of cutters were available to do the work. The association responded that Woodbury management 

] Fi | | | zeae : refused to hire enough workers and to use specialized techniques for cutting difficult pieces of stone, such as the drums 

i iF | cette i \ 2 for the exterior columns.°” 
/ | Raa : eye ‘s 

| *® Pe eds oe Cl aa ‘a. 2 
ii nee a a \ 3 : i 

we we eis a , a Sculptural Group in the Pediment 
es ! ey, Ay mie ey : ty St <o ae e The delays associated with the delivery of granite certainly imposed upon the work of Karl Bitter, the sculptor for the 

thea a ‘ a ian: ET Ne <d (J iS net ~ A pine ae ics i pediment group. Entitled “Liberty Supported by the Law,” the East Wing group deals with the theme of “Justice,” in 

wl U | || te Sh, is: | To Wr Et ey HU Hy A Using Ne: recognition of the wing’s housing the Supreme Court. Bitter completed his model for the pediment by 7 February 1909 
— ee me TPA Up? au i ay ge Bey is i ; 

WS yo nie SS SSeS ol ZS Se ie and was frustrated that Woodbury had not prepared and installed the stone so that the carvers could begin work. 

™ tT Ee NTT Woodbury consistently missed promised delivery dates—first in April, then on 1 June and then 15 June. Finally on 30 

3.4 Plaster incdel for the peiliment sen loeure, 1908 June the stone was in place, a scaffold had been built for the carvers and more COMIN ence: Carving during the wee 

Sculptor Karl Bitter made a plaster model of the East Wing pediment sculpture group to guide the carvers in their work. He months proved hard on the craftsmen, many of them Italian for whom a Wisconsin winter was a new experience. Bitter 

entitled the work “Liberty Supported by the Law.” had a stove installed for them beneath their canvas shelter on the scaffold. Complaints arose when the men were 

careless in disposing of stone fragments through the chute provided for this purpose, destroying the chute and 
1 " - ie Dak cE as ij “enw 22 endangering those who found themselves beneath the operation. This prompted an exchange of letters between John 
SRS cs a Wg ae ol * ae es ie 8 Grignola, subcontractor for the carvers and employed by Karl Bitter, and Lew Porter. Grignola promised to admonish the 

ee gy oe ee ee 4 eel eS 
IES a ne afte Fisctah Rete eas § carvers and that was the end of it. 

3 j 2 Me WES 4 BS ee oa A Kagite Bye While carving was underway on the East Wing, Woodbury’s crew was placing the granite for carving into the pediment 

yl: Cex Bee Ps as.- aah Sayre) [3.5 Debris from West Wing pediment collapse, 1909 of the West Wing. Although the construction of the West Wing had preceded work on the East Wing by a year, work on 
: ONO ate ea pommaereneaneaie, (47 accident during the placement of stone for the West the sculptural groups for the West Wing principal facade was delayed until after such work on the East Wing had 

TOS ONE seat Ie : <2 es Wing pediment sculpture took the life of an employee of oop : ese alte < : 
! Nie Wy Re Saga cr aes commenced. On 24 October 1909, a Sund: block of dislodged fr he West Wi d t bags |, Meee a eae Fe ee, © the granite company that supplied and laid the stone for On ctober , a Sunday, a block of granite dislodged from its position in the West Wing pedimen 

Gey is ee ae eutind 5 the Capitol. The accident changed the way sculptures and took one of Woodbury’s employees to his death on the ground below. All the stone for the sculptural group fell to 
ad ot ena fn, ee ty: Pee Org. = * : . iis s ‘ 

ge #5 i, i Bei ps oe By eet re hey 2 were created and put in place. The East Wing pediment the ground and was damaged or broken, necessitating replacement and delaying the completion of the statuary by up to 
7 RM ioe ee 4 4 <P ys eee, = group was carved in place. The rest were carved ina s Z ae fe Rips 
Foe fox MM rca Tek pees es on sae a 3 i 4 PRO. fete OS ae - aad S jenporat thed arthe West Wachineren enue ne six months. The accident drew criticism about the Woodbury crew working on Sunday in order to put the building back 

(Sie Bo gee, ep Re elie : : ia on schedule, despite statutes forbidding Sunday work. It appears that the accident prompted a decision to carve the rest Cea a 4 ry ; Dy ¢ eo oe and then installed. The fallen worker is shown in an inset is PP! prompt 

Schad pede 3) Ng Eaateke! § photo at the upper left of the photo of the collapsed stone. of the exterior statuary in a shed at the West Washington Avenue rail yards, although no mention of the accident occurs 
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in the commission’s minutes concerning where to undertake the carving. Given this change in approach, the East Wing HE Hi : rm 2 

pediment group was the only one of the four pediment groups carved in place. The decision to carve the figures on the A i + ¢ : ; : ; . 

ground was made over the objection of Woodbury’s management, which was concerned with the safety of the figures I conned Bor, Bi! ees esa Staats 2 / ie 

during installation. Woodbury declined responsibility, so the sculptor and the architect assumed it.” | i s | & 

Ornamental Metal fe i} SSeS EN sy = 
A less dramatic but more contentious conflict occurred with the Bradley Iron Works, suppliers of the bronze portico i fi Pea be oo om Sal Big Gy; 3 * = os : t 3 

railings for the ends of the principal fagades of the West, East, and South Wings. At each portico, the exterior railings are Ee i ns + ia 2 a < | 

positioned between the six colossal columns; a small section of railing also returns to the building on each side of the h \ fk EERE AG Pree i 

portico, between the outer columns and the pilasters immediately behind them. Post & Sons originally called for plated 4 - b= : | Cee Pete 2 E 

iron railings and these were installed on the West and East Wings, but by January 1910 they had begun to stain the Fae Se ree SSS Er cea 

granite with rust. The commission decided to replace them with bronze railings and wrote the South Wing metal contract a oe ee ee HHH eS PINS: oO 

to specify bronze railings. ie eee Po | ee 

In remaking the railings, Bradley Iron Works apparently misunderstood the architects’ drawings and brass tubing was yi ee “ae a ieee ee 

substituted for solid bronze. As Jesse C. Bradley, president of the firm, had calculated his bid on manufacturing the ee : Sue a : 

railings from hollow brass, he estimated suffering a $3,000 loss ifhe had to redo them. The commission agreed that the eee mr : : : ©) 

drawings were susceptible to misunderstanding and on 9 May 1911 it granted him $1,500 more to make the railings as i af : é 

specified. Bradley held out for the higher fee, the architect rejected the railings, and in November the commission 3.6 Post drawing 518-606, Section AA (detail), 1908 

resolved not to interfere with the architect’s decision. In the meantime, Bradley Iron Works acquired Vulcan Iron Works Initially, the architects specified a brass-plated iron railing for the exterior portico at the first 

of Milwaukee, the firm that held the contract for supplying exterior metal for the West and South Wings. Vulcan had Alor level, as indicated by the Post drawing dated 24 July 1908, revised 17 May 1909 and 18 
gers . - May 1915. Rust stains on the granite prompted a change to bronze, and a squabble with the 

gone bankrupt, and on 10 November 1910 the commission accepted the transfer of the South Wing contract (which contractor over the change came to the point of litigation. 

included all the railings) to Bradley. Bradley Iron Works, in turn, was acquired by (or was reincorporated as) the Republic 

Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee some time in 1911. EE FIORE aR i Er a © 

Matters reached a stalemate and Republic stopped work, severely delaying completion of the South Wing, insisting the Ret ee Psy SN ate eee ee pes a ea sar on Se 3 

commission accept the railings before it would resume work. On 16 January 1912, the commission turned over the matter Pape | Hi | ! ij | } pee ae ee —, (Fi ga: 

to the attorney general, seeking authorization “to have such work completed at the expense of said contractor and its aa ee. ope | | 1 | i 1 == Be Bocas —— H as $ 

surety [bonding company].” On 15 February 1912, a contract for the manufacture of new exterior railings and the pasts [ee —" Se z 

completion of interior ornamental iron for the South Wing was let to Hecla Iron Works of Brooklyn, New York. Hecla be 2 © ee a eis ac ee y i ra. Pe Z| z 

apparently supplied the railings eventually, and the attorney general’s office was still working on the problem of the : ‘ Se i‘ i. ee 43 8h me oe tee [gti ; ~ ales 2 oe . 

Bradley/Republic default in 1914—an occasion of significant financial loss to the state. *° ray Ta Pens ae = —— eae —— ae eal : oh = ae 1 
i ‘3. eee eae At 4 z i : anon . = 

Interior EAL} € Raa, a Ga sd sealer) ba 
The chronology of the construction of the East Wing interior draws from the minutes of the Capitol Commission, their ‘ Ree Alascr > ie J + : i Beh IICRICA As fice i 

contracts and vouchers, reports and memoranda by Lew F. Porter, clippings in the Madison Public Library and the Jer | (AN , ; i Jt e “aN at hacen Gia ee 

Legislative Reference Bureau, the Wisconsin State Journal and other sources as cited. The interior work received less | OStat E foo iz ao sa j aa emoe zs ; me Pea AnGa to 

public attention than the exterior construction because it occurred inside the closed construction area. Interior comple- te ; hee 5 Be } Wes m ; HM t . Sue Pa 

tion can be tracked most readily through the commission’s records and Porter’s reports and memoranda. Kae. fe IA ey NA tag et SG Reais A aoe | oe cline TL 

: ea zs 2 aa : fe : : ee BEL lee | 

3.7 Post drawing 518-651 (detail), 1908 

A subsequent drawing showed the change to bronze for the portico railings above the ground floor entrances and between the 

large columns at the street fagade. The drawing is dated 1 October 1908 and revised 20 May 1915. 
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Finished First Floor Gr t+ /#26" Oe) 7 ———— 

| Se eeapeeat 8 2 ey facture hardware to specifications and 
Oe ocak aaa be es 2 11 September with Kiefer-Haessler Hardware Co. of Mil- 

“ QO} iO Peo : | ai Bl. & & IATA ar Le ot ue a be ] Poke 3 The Capitol Commission awarded several waukee to supply all additional hardware. 
ee L) | B p 0 Oy OF. br I Q L 5 ES 2 | OI ee eo} a, z contracts: interior finish carpenter work, Both firms had had held similar contracts 

; je iC 3 “ey j OF Ol : oT s OFO\ ‘ : AS aah a LI : : a J. H. Findorff of Madison, $36,500; orna- for the West Wing project.*” 
ae Ee coe Ory : te ay Cle cerry: ee : Ss | ea ae) mental metal work, Duffin Iron Works of 

Bor epi ae ae TANS Se ee ee Cea le et pee Sere + ee aah! Chicago, $24,900; masonry and plaster EE ee ed 
pe ues Nore Mbezods hed. Dae ove. Doles o; edkele a ae work, McNulty Bros. of Chicago, $58,500; 16 January 

: 5 ; ae ae plumbing, H. Kelly & Co. of Minneapolis, The plumbers and steamfitters began their 

Dean te oct how to install the clay tiles to enclose the steel beams. Two additional layers—a ee JSC ng oe mor and LemipOrary eat was efiicipated 

cinder mixture, then cement—were laid over the arched clay tile structure. The floor construction detail is from a drawing dated of Chicago, $15,174; and furnishing and in late January. 
15 January 1908 and revised 24 June and I July 1908. installing stone and marble, Grant Marble 

Company of Milwaukee, $134,219.*! 19 January 

Partitions were ordered to protect the el- 

8 October evator machinery in the basement from 

Downey and Kruse Company, Milwaukee, construction dirt and dust. Acquiring the 

received the heating and ventilating con- proper fans to distribute the temporary 

tract in the amount of $29,150.” heat was proving difficult.” 

14 October 20 February 

Installation of the hollow-tile floors was The temporary heat was about to be turned 

completed through the second floor.” on, but the fans were still a problem.*° 

19 November 6 March 

Lew Porter instructed the heating and ven- Steam heat was turned on and a consider- 

tilating contractor to being work at once.“ able portion of the galvanized iron duct 

work was in place.*! 

21 November 

Paul E. Harloff of Madison was awarded 30 April 

the contract for electrical work for McNulty began laying the cinder concrete 

$14,560. layer over the hollow clay tile floors, pre- 

paring them for a final four-inch concrete 

1 December surface. The construction of the clay tile 

Porter directed the heating and ventilat- walls had begun, and Grant Marble Co. of 

ing contractor to install the galvanized iron Milwaukee was notified to begin setting 

ducts immediately.*° marble the following week.* 

18 December 13 May 

The commission entered into contracts for Fire destroyed the Findorff planing mill in 

, door and window hardware for the East Madison, thus delaying interior finish car- 

Wing with Russell & Erwin Manufactur- pentry work by an estimated two months. 

ing of New Britain, Connecticut to manu- The loss to Findorff was $20,000. 
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14 May City for special lighting fixtures and all 13 June it are now occupied. In a few days the 

The architect approved the design and other necessary fixtures for the wing. Ina The commission selected “Waupaca” governor will be settled here in the fine 

colors of the glass for the Supreme Court contract executed on 12 October 1909 cus- granite for the ground floor piers to be apartment now almost ready for him. The 

ceiling. tomized fixtures were secured for the placed at the west end of the wing where attorney general has moved into the el- 

governor’s offices and Supreme Court and it meets the Central Portion.® egant rooms there assigned to him.” 

7 June library rooms, at a cost of $9,351.50. Fix- 

The Grant Marble Co. was setting the tures intended to be similar to those in- 28 and 29 June 6 September 

marble on the ground floor, while McNulty stalled in the West Wing were contracted The Snead and Company Iron Works of The governor, attorney general and bank 

Bros. had finished plastering the basement for $21,255.50.° Jersey City, New Jersey was awarded the examiner moved into their first floor quar- 

ceiling and was making progress in the contract for the metal book shelves in the ters. The railroad rate commissioner, ad- 

upper stories. The guides were in place for 1 December library for $12,606; the contract called for jutant general, state forester and land of- 

all but one of the East Wing elevators.** Although the marble and ornamental iron shelving with cast-iron ends, cornices and fice had already moved into their ground 

work remained behind schedule, the ba- intermediate supports. Gimbel Brothers floor offices. The Supreme Court cham- 

1 July sic interior masonry on walls and floors of Milwaukee received the contract for bers and law library quarters were nearly 

The marble setters in both East and West was completed. The carpenters had in- carpets and rugs in the East and West ready, but the court had not yet relocated 

Wings went on strike for higher wages.*° stalled the finish woodwork where they Wings at an estimated cost of 37 cents a because the bookshelves were not in- 

could, steamfitters were installing the ven- square foot, with the East Wing requiring stalled. Defective pieces of marble were 

5 July tilating plant, and the large openings in a total of 14,161.5 square feet.© discovered during the rubbing work and 

The construction of interior walls and their the east wall were closed temporarily so required replacement.” 

plastering was “going ahead rapidly.”*” the entire wing could be heated properly.*! 1 July 

Construction was “practically completed” 31 December 

10 August except for varnishing some woodwork, The Supreme Court and the law library had 

Although a strike settlement may have February “rubbing” (grinding and polishing) the moved into the wing. Despite numerous 

been reached, only a small group of marble The Land Office moved into space on the marble floors, cleaning ornamental iron problems and complaints articulated dur- 

setters was at work. The Duffin Iron ground floor, but the staff members com- work, adjusting and cleaning plumbing ing construction, the justices and library 

Works had fallen so far behind in fulfilling plained so bitterly about conditions that and heating fixtures, replacing the parquet staff seemed pleased with the outcome 

its ornamental metal contract that Porter the commission moved the office again floor in the Executive Chamber and install- and their quarters.” 

told them that it was the cause of consid- temporarily to the West Wing. ing carpets.°” 

erable delay.** De eee 
7 April 26 and 27 July 6 April 

31 August The Capitol Commission reconsidered the Conrad Schmitt submitted a proposal for According to a memorandum issued by 

The plastering was nearly done and the type of shelving for the law library and a decorative finish scheme for the Supreme Lew Porter, the “[c]Jontractors have en- 

marble setters were back at work with a changed it from wood to metal, thereby Court Hearing Room. The commission tirely completed their work in the East and 

crew of thirteen; most cement floors were adding considerable weight to the third responded that it was not yet ready to West Wings,” except for a small amount 

laid except where pneumatic tubes were and fourth floors.® entertain such a proposal, but asked of marble work in the East Wing where it 

being placed within the Supreme Court Schmitt for an estimate to paint the walls joins the Central Portion.” 

areas and the Wisconsin State Library. 3 June of the second floor. The next day, Schmitt 

Duffin Iron Works was still behind.*° The governor’s and attorney general’s submitted his bid and the commission ac- 10 September 

offices were ready for painting, and the cepted his proposal. * A blueprint room was being built in the 

21 September commission voted on June 3 to engage East Wing basement for the Railroad Com- 

Negotiations for special lighting fixtures the Conrad Schmitt Co. of Milwaukee for 31 August mission. It was originally planned for the 

had begun in April, but on 21 September $2,650. Schmitt was instructed to proceed According to the Wisconsin State Jour- North Wing.” 

the commission approved the bid of the immediately with painting the walls and nal, “The east wing is ‘outwardly’ com- 

Mitchell-Vance Company of New York applying decorative finishes.“ plete but it is not done inside. Portions of 
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"June 25, 1909,, 1S Construction 3 nose ope 3 ’ * eee 3 . . . 2 7 ij ; oe —aeaiaaey “Raa 2 As with the exterior, problems involved supply, the quality of the materials and workmanship and the demands put on 

Mr. Geo. H. D. Johnson, de . 5 contractors who may not have been accustomed to working on buildings of this scale. George Post was accustomed to 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. ee iS having his way and readily insisted upon adherence to his firm’s specifications and contracts. Another difficulty 

= ee : = involved the optimistic construction deadline (1 July 1909) imposed by the Capitol Commission for the wing—a deadline 
1. % te = 5 i 2 i ; - ‘5 ar Mr gon ee z reflected in all the major construction contracts for interior work. Completion of the wing to the point of occupancy 

I am sending enclosed herein Capitol Commission 2 trailed this projection by a year, despite what seem to have been earnest attempts by most of the contractors to move 

voucher No. 356 in favor of Kaestner & Company for $2599.40 1z things along, especially when they were prodded—as they often were. Plumbing, electrical work, masonry and plaster- 

Goutenecce Ce we ie : § ing, carpentry and lighting installation—all seemed to move smoothly in comparison to marble, iron and heating work. 
on account of eley. of 3 if F : A - 4 < 

e Svoten more ta be fee Ss ccd The installation of murals and decorative finishes in the two major rooms in the wing—the Executive Chamber and the 

architects certificate upon which it is based. Supreme Court Hearing Room—were another matter. Each involved some delays in design, contracting and execution, 

I am also sending the architect's certificate No. 9272 although the results were spectacular. 

in favor of the Duffin Iron Works for $3504.76. I have sent 
Stonework 

them the voucher corresponding with this certificate, and The Grant Marble Company of Milwaukee signed its contract with the commission on 11 September 1908. Already on 15 

directed them when they had made out the affadavit, to send September the architect was pointing out errors in shop drawings and questioning substitutions of one type of stone for 

Pi Ms gout TE whtar Sou cecal V4, gon ell apovoxe 16 paoeee William J. Grant, the firm’s principal, worked closely eae his counterpart who held ne marble contract for the 

West Wing, Fred Andres of Andres Stone and Marble Co. of Milwaukee. Grant Marble provided stone to Andres when 

and send it along I will be obliged. the architect and commission decided on substitutions to achieve the shared effects they desired for the public areas of 
Setters on the Fast Wing are dissatisfied with the all the wings.” Grant tended towards independence in proposing changes in the stone specified, and sometimes the 

wagee that they are getting, and that they propose on July : architect chided him in strong language. Post wrote to Grant, “The drawing we disapprove as we find our corrections to 

oa 6 i i the previous copy received . . . have not been followed” and “Your suggestion as to writing specifications is interesting 

SBE FO e0 On a ieee - Tey are tow getting $4.60 a: day, but it is not our custom to leave the selection of materials to contractors.””° 

and they demand 35,00, which is, I understand, the going 

wage in Chicago. e y Grant Marble suffered delays because the building was not on schedule for its workers to begin setting stone. Grant 

= : lained to Porter, “We held on t ig bunch of for this wing to get ready but the wait | WHE Shand Sint Giece & Picsnd otiiiecds Chissic, a complained to Porter, “We held on to a big bunch of [masonry] setters for this wing to get ready but the wait was Ione eE 

than they could stand and they have been gobbled up by other contractors, so that we have to collect them again.” 

Grant }arble Company then at work on the Armowr residence, Then labor problems occurred. The marble setters struck from 1 to 13 July 1909, seeking a raise from $4.50 to $5.00 a 

held off several weeks before they gave in to the men, giving day.”* These circumstances, in addition to what appeared to Porter as a lack of initiative, caused Grant to fall further and 

as tly season for tA Het Gmy aid mot intend te allow wie further penne ins prompted Porter in Cling 1909 pa the governor, James Davidson, to call on William ea 

? personally to “impress upon him the necessity of crowding the work more than he has done heretofore.” The ploy did 

men to demand an additional wage, but proposed to make at not work. In January 1910 Porter wrote, “We are very much delayed in the East Wing by the Grant Marble Company.” 

least a show of a fight. I am greatly worried for fear that The Capitol Commission instructed Porter to write Grant “and insist upon them fulfilling their contract obligations.” 

some thing similiar to that #111 Happen here, and 1 think nord blamed Grant’s apparent unwillingness to hire enough workmen, the same complaint he had about the granite- 

setting workforce on the exterior.” Complexities involving the Supreme Court Hearing Room, including changes in 

dey mou One wel litt you e nage a oak andes ie types of marble for the sake of color, delayed its completion until March 1911. Not until January 1916 would Grant finish 

matter over with him and ascertain what his position will be, replacing defective marble and stone throughout the wing and complete his contractual obligations.” 

and if possible, get him to make sufvicient co 

ee ea ee Ornamental Metal 

ee Ses ee The problems with Duffin Iron Works of Chicago over interior ornamental ironwork were less serious than those 

: ; ; experienced with Vulcan/Bradley/Republic in the South and West Wings but still serious enough. (Hecla Iron Works of 

3.9 Letter from Lew Porter regarding a pending strike, 1909 { \ ee New York took over the job for the next two phases, the North Wing and the Central Portion, and received high praise 
Preparing and installing the marble in the East Wing occasioned costly delays in completing the building. g 5 i ao 3 S : 
One of the issues involved the workmen and a strike in July 1909. Lew Porter, the commission's secretary, from Lew Porter.) Interior ornamental ironwork included drinking fountains, elevator fronts, gratings, hose racks, iron 

reported the situation candidly in a 25 June 1909 letter to George Johnson, a commissioner from Milwaukee. doors, iron grilles for the lobby of the Supreme Court, staircases and vault doors, among others. Duffin started well in 
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early 1909, but within six months the work had bogged down and continued to be a problem until most of the work was ue ee oS = ee ae Dae = = = aS ae 3 : oe i : ry z 

done in July 1910. Work was not wholly completed until 8 December 1910, a year and a half past contract deadline. No bf eee A ee ee eae : Ss Soe Bs 2 

reasons other than slowness of manufacture appear in the correspondence. But it would appear that Duffin was not A oe ey Re 2 | ey ae a We , i. a . as ) f ae \ [i qh i Le S \ A ‘ e 2 

equipped to work on such a large project within the contractual time constraints.” | a S| i 5) A 1 4 a 4 Pe : r ie ‘ Ver \ AN i i er a ak : 

entiation seni TD) Corie) Ale le pl: 
The architect’s decision about using a new type of ventilating fan and a dispute over manufacturing rights to the fan & 1 PACD se Nel NG i Hag Gag fd nies ri “y i 

delayed the work of Downey & Kruse Co. of Milwaukee, the heating and ventilating contractor. The firm had been uo on ope pas : Ms ene ; os ‘ ee d oes ; ” +2 e ere ‘ a e 

contracted to provide the large intake and exhaust fans intended for placement in the basement and attic of the wing. ‘ie LAs Het IN al ieee yh ey : lees) ae) Hi Ni i) Bia ee re) 

Difficulties began in the summer of 1909 and dragged on for months. It appears that the architect’s specification called aS FER WN Cm is Spikes see ements aa 
for three “Multiblade Fans of the B. F. Sturtevant Manufacture.” The specifications for the West, East and South Wings | % Ct Tene i ities i § c , - ‘ PAGEL aici : es 

read nearly the same; but for the last wing erected, the north, the specifications read: “provide . . . centrifugal fans of the te crm Wei) I Me eens | Fa Sales be a Sac: ba AB se :| 

Sirocco or Multivane type.” The mention of Sirocco for the North Wing was no accident, since the Sirocco firm claimed Bik RE eh Gg a ee A Se eee betes ears ee : om 

manufacturing rights to the multiblade fan and was involved in a dispute with Sturtevant, a Massachusetts firm. In 3.10 Nemeplace froma Seavevane ame ao 

October 1909 and pending resolution of the patent dispute, Sturtevant executed a special indemnification that released George B. Post & Sons, the architects, employed the latest developing technology as the building progressed. In the East Wing, 

the Capitol Commission from any obligation with regard to the East Wing fans should Sirocco prevail in the dispute. specification of a newly invented, efficient fan for the ventilating system led to a problem because of patent issues. Although fans 

Downey & Kruse proceeded with installation of Sturtevant fans and received an extra $664.00 to cover an increase in the Jrom the B. F. Sturtevant Company were installed, that company was involved in a patent dispute that was not resolved at the time 
A : esi ‘ yas . : of installation. This plate was removed from an original Capitol fan that has been replaced, it is located in the Capitol Archives. 

size of the fans for the East Wing.*®° In insisting upon the latest in building technology for the Wisconsin State Capitol, 

Post firm’s continued to distinguish itself, as it had from the beginning when it became known, especially in New York 

City, for the design of tall buildings that incorporated elevators and for exceptionally large steel-frame buildings.*! 

The Supreme Court 

In the design and construction of the East Wing, the Supreme Court proved to be a highly engaged client group. The 

justices, especially Chief Justice John B. Winslow and Justices Roujet D. Marshall and William H. Timlin, made numer- 

ous requests and prolonged selection of a mural artist owing to their insistence upon hanging former justices’ portraits 

in the Supreme Court Hearing Room. Matters were resolved typically in a gentlemanly fashion, though tension can be 

read between the lines in much of the surviving correspondence. In matters of art and design, the justices lost; in matters 

of practical arrangements and conveniences, they won. In truth, the match was somewhat even. Design and construc- 

tion of the interiors of the Supreme Court and the State Law Library occasioned numerous discussions fueled by the 

justices’ preferences. In July 1906, soon after selecting Post as architect, the commission decided to house the court in 

the North Wing, as it had been located in the old capitol. Three months later, Chief Justice John B. Cassoday provided 

an architectural program to Lew Porter and asked that Post & Sons draw a proposal at one-eighth scale, presumably 

within the context of the round design that originally characterized the Supreme Court Hearing Room. Six weeks later, the 

justices found the resulting arrangements “inconvenient.”*? And so it was to go for the next decade. The architects 

would propose, the justices would object, and compromises and changes resulted. 

The first major change was in the shape of the Supreme Court Hearing Room itself. In late 1907, Post’s plans for the East 

Wing show around room, a configuration that apparently met with the justices’ approval. In March 1908 the commission 

let construction contracts for such aroom. Then in the spring of 1908, Post made changes in the steelwork configura- 

tion, adjusting it for a nearly square room (40 feet from front to back, not including the door recesses and 41 feet wide). 

Post did not believe the resulting room varied much from the 1907 plans. “Our original plans contemplated the construc- 

tion of aroom very similar to that which has been built,” he wrote in a long letter to Chief Justice John B. Winslow in late 

1911, indicating that he believed that the basic design of the room remained much the same, whether circle or square. He 

also told Winslow, “The details of the design of the Supreme Court Room were made under the direct instructions and 
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: e fe . . a ae : a ee| < ae - ee Z largely under the supervision of Colonel Vilas [chair of the executive committee of the Capitol Commission] who 

poe : eee be ee, 2 ee : 8 happened to be in New York City when the working drawings were on the draughting boards.”** 

eS ee SO : 8 Post’s letter to Winslow, who became chief justice upon the eau of eassocey) (30 December 1907), addressed ge 

eet 2 would become a lengthy struggle over the aoe to be placed in the hearing room. Post wanted murals; the justices 

x a | a Ce ea wn 3 3.11 Post noes ar wanted portraits of their predecessors. The disputes, focused on artwork but encompassing much more, appear to have 

a cm ra a ee ' ca ea ian ae a cn ya court Hearing begun in November 1909; this was more than a year after the plans for the room were developed, but not long after 

VGA. ce A a at ee Ny ee Post & Sons presented a Winslow became chief justice. Once begun, however, communications over this matter continued until the court’s 
Wy ‘| ie : ; Ni ae a a A ai 5 iy ; ‘| bee concept drawing on 21 May quarters were completed. On 16 November the commission’s executive committee acceded to the court’s request to hang 

tie i i ‘| i | | is a be 1908, showing the Pere i portraits in the hearing room, thus displeasing Post and touching off several years of debate and negotiation. Justice 

ee I iirc nan Rout Maal, who was kno fori short tempt entered the dlogus, fen communicating deat his end 
aay seule = | | eer tre ar, seg A ey ee He Wepeeny fic coast on the commission, George H. D. Johnson of Milwaukee. Eventually Post prevailed. The commission first hired Francis 

Mn 1 ee eh behind the bench. These Millet; upon his death, an attempt was made to secure the services of Barry Faulkner. When that failed, the commission 

K He ie ne a a hd ae Me gies hed pi) finally contracted Albert Herter for the murals in the Supreme Court Hearing Room, and the justices’ portraits were hung 

a Hh ui Ht Wes Geis ASE Ky | cS ie ae ee oe in the Hearing Room Lobby. 

US eee ea || BEY) creme ao shows me A 
“Pete 2 i ae oe ape a. a a ain Sor the gine! As a matter of course, the justices presented om See to Lew CHET aa Porter passed them along to Post & Sons. 

eA Tees Pe oe pean a COW OYE ieee On 15 November, Porter wrote to Post that the justices wanted to raise their bench to twenty-two inches above the floor 

(a foot higher than the planned ten inches). Additionally, Porter communicated that they did not want the seats 

positioned between the marble columns, or sedelia, behind the bench. The commission agreed that Post should raise the 

initiate Manno z height of the bench by a foot, while the justices threw out a new complaint. Their bench in the previous capitol was 

: = rs 2 twenty-six feet long and the justices felt it to be too short and desired something “more commodious.” Porter wrote to 

: Sy RLS 3 ne 2 Post, “I submit the problem to you.” Porter and Post picked their fights, caving in on smaller issues, such as the bench, 

, 3 ey H ass. = gag a he : z and saving their energy for the struggle over murals in the courtroom. Early in the game, Porter wrote to Commissioner 

b | a ” oe ie a a0 ie | i ow wee a M Le Pee : i Johnson, “The more I think about the matter the more doubtful I become as to whether or not the arrangement of the 

i g ae i} ne ; | 10 bp aaa : Ng 4 ad te j Z panels for the portraits should be done, and I shall, therefore, delay as long as possible taking any steps looking to such 

{ , fa ) ; e ef i —— ’ Van « ; aoe ag an arrangement.”** Post did not delay, however, in accommodating the justices’ desires about a bench. Revised plans 

ee a= ; 4 i & eee Ho Pi Ge arrived in Madison on 26 November, showing a foot added to the height by putting in two steps and lengthening the 

Abeer : J fe rl make ‘§ si +] aah ems ee se working surface to nearly twenty-eight feet. Post’s initial concept was for a working surface about eight feet shorter than 

: | | é f a ie “y i oa wo yy ae) anal a j / 3.12 Supreme Court Hearing the final product. He had intended the justices to sit more closely together, their chairs aligned with the marble columns 

Na iat a a — fae di at fe q Roomas realized, 1987 behind them.** The specifications for the bench were ready by March 1910 and the Wollaeger Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee 

Nh ion | bs: A veel La dj : Post & Sons quickly acceded to was contracted to build it. It was ready for installation by 21 November 1910. Later, in 1927, the court wanted more chairs 
5 pian Seas ee f the courts 1909 request for a 5 E 4 i ps 

= z = longer, higher and more in the public area of the hearing room. Accordingly, the bench was moved 2 feet 9 inches toward the east wall, the top 

. commodious bench, even platform was removed and the lower platform (where the justices’ chairs stand) was raised an inch and a half. With this 

es ey ¥ ee .  _ though the change cost the modification, the platform stands about 18 inches high.*° 
peer Pea (| b room some of its symmetrical 

i : aa a | , | appearance. Candelabra light iN ee : iM ; E ais ' 
ete (fixtures were placed in the round January 1910, the justices decided to convert their intended consultation room into a combination consultation 

= We = niches rather than statuary. room and library. This disappointed Post, who wrote, “In other State Capitols we find this room to be attractively 

designed and furnished as a meeting place for consultation among the Judges, in which the portraits of the Judges are 

hung.” Post pointed out that putting 3,000 books into the room would require shelves to the ceiling and ladders, and 

recommended shelving only six or seven feet high, with supplementary stacks in the adjoining hallway. Justice Marshall 

replied in frosty language: 

I trust Mr. Post will be made to understand that the requirement as to the Consultation Room so as to 
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accommodate the necessary books cannot be dispensed with. The judges . . . cannot bring them- ee et tee z 

selves to think that decorations can be substituted for books. Placing the Library on the floor above Fe es 4 Sees ee ao at — oe s 
the judge’s [sic] chambers, which is regarded as a most unfortunate arrangement, makes it imperative 1 aga | aM fee = ee ag e eS : 3 

that all available wall space in the Consultation Room and corridors should be devoted to books. It ee te ve c 2 

will not do to restrict it at all for the purpose of accommodating decorations. ..._ I hope Mr. Post will { : he = 4 Le a z 

further be made to appreciate the great mistake of displacing portraits of the Justices from the court , a a oes i ee fal : : ; i 

room walls and putting them away in a private room. a rel Lk | =e Fy eo : 

Apparently, Justice Marshall had wasted his time since Post had already acquiesced. The Post firm had written to the so a a ee ye 4 & Pes be a see 8 

contractor, J. H. Findorff of Madison, on 18 January instructing that the company “omit the wood wainscot” in favor of ae ok ot al, on ee ie : ee 

bookcases. Chief Justice Winslow on | February stipulated shelves 7 feet high, a table reduced in size from 12 feet by eee ee oe : kel pat 4 : f a ; oF 
7 feet to 12 feet by 6 feet, and a rug rather than carpet. *” ae eS 2 = a : bi Ly ae : Be a a es 

As Justice Marshall indicated, the Law Library on the third and fourth floors occasioned some redesign, particularly in tee ce ere 

addressing issues of accessibility. The justices required extra stairs between the third and fourth floors and a pneumatic oe oe ae L es \ fa oe | om bs Z 

tube system between the third floor librarian’s office and the seven justices’ second floor offices so that they could send oe ee I : a 

memoranda back and forth, despite the availability of telephones and call bells. Originally the fourth floor space appears ee a = eee ‘ oe 2 ie ae 

to have been designed as a lecture hall, with no internal connection to the third floor. When it became obvious that the oe 4 pease =| opetlpel a 
library would require both floors, a connection became necessary. The Wisconsin Iron & Wire Works of Milwaukee won Ae ei ane eo er, 

the bid to build the two staircases in July 1909 for $1,640. Bids for the pneumatic tube system, a common device in that ' es pe ae ee ee Pee 

era used in department stores and businesses of all kinds, were sought in August 1909. Construction delays occurred s oo is - pean aa e — eh hin ee 

because the openings for the tubes had to be determined and made before pouring the floors. The Lamson Consolidated oe eee Court justices "reques 2 The enlisgomene ofthe mee oe ate re ios oes 

Store Service Company of Boston received the contract on 15 November for $1,508."* The justices also voiced concern bench required precise placement of furniture, as the measure- Lipccay eee Os RRs 7 

about the operating arrangements for the private elevators, one of which (on the north) connected the third floor library, ments indicate. RS ae 

second floor Supreme Court offices, and the first floor attorney general’s quarters. The elevator on the south served 

only the second and third floors. The elevator specifications called for equipment that had to be run by an elevator TS = 

operator. Chief Justice Winslow complained: “We are all very strongly of the opinion that the elevators should be : : Pr : 

automatic and for the following reason, if for no other. We do not want a man or boy loafing in our corridors, waiting for , i ; 3 

acall to run the elevator.” The commission delayed a decision until later and in January 1910 Post & Sons told Lew Porter iS Ou * i é ey 

that it would cost $1,083 to make the change from a lever-operated to a push-button-operated elevator system, which rid me Court Consultation A OWA A ES : oe i 3 
. ‘ oom, pisate 

evidently was installed. At the justices’ request, a library ey Saar ton me j bl ee i 
component was added to their 5 " oad tet a 3 

Not all the problems arose because of a client’s demands. Post & Sons established its own very high standards, as consultation room, prompting b _ a as Lig Pa a 

occurred with the marble for the Supreme Court Hearing Room. The marble program for the room is complex and colorful, substi tution of bookcases fe or the a , — k cS 

and has been described numerous times, including in the guidebooks to the Capitol. Two issues concerning quality pehaciambie o eam. Po Nog = re » : 

arose during construction. In one instance, the Grant Marble Company proposed cutting a block of Italian Breche Supreme Court Conference Room tC pt = 

Coralline marble for pilasters in a way that did not fulfill the architects’ intention. William Otis Post, one of George Post’s for many years. Window shades, = ] 

sons, responded dismissively: “We would of course not pass upon any such point nor approve it in any manner and so rather than Glinasop - ey fe ce 

stated to them... .” In the other instance, Grant followed orders and by November 1909 had installed bookmatched Wii ke wee a: . A ow es 

Roseal marble panels around the periphery of the room, each featuring four rectangular slabs with patterns that con- are Chief Justice (1929-1950) : P 

verge in the center. The outcome was not what Post wanted and he wrote to Grant, “Two or three of them are fine. The Marvin B. Rosenberry and Justices ss ero oe 

rest are so little better in color and marking than ordinary Knoxville marble that they look simply like bad specimens of peas oe . ds : ; ie Log 

that article.” Grant agreed and suggested Formosa marble from Nassau, Germany. It was ordered in March 1910 and Wiskhem George B. Welson ainal i a! C fi A 

evidently installed soon thereafter. A dispute over an extra charge arose and was settled in Grant’s favor in 1911 for Joseph Martin. p 4 : ea fs a 
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: ce . - ail i z $383.68. These colorful marble panels are almost perfectly bookmatched, although two at the back of the room are less 
; = “s : ee ee 2 perfect than those at the sides. It is often said about them, incorrectly, that World War I prevented replacement of the two 

- i 2 panels, when in fact they had been accepted by the architect and installed four years before war broke out in Europe.” 
z 

Sa a > By December 1910 the justices had moved into their new offices and courtroom, and the librarian of the State Law Library, aa = os = ‘ ms — r i Gilson Glasier, had assumed his quarters in the library. The outcome was better than Porter had anticipated. “I am glad 
ale cs ee : 4 : to say that they seem pleased,” Porter wrote to George Johnson, his confidant on the commission. Porter continued, “In 
ES oe As —— ie = fact several of them have gone out of their way to say that their quarters are fine and they would forgive me every thing.” 
ae py 3 5 |: iy z A few details trailed on, and in May 1912, the justices decided they wanted a railing outside the clerk’s office, but the 
See 7 eee 5 3 a s Be & relatively small improvement took time, prompting Johnson to write to Porter in January 1913, “I should not like to have 
oe See ee ao ce ; E B Justice Marshall speak to me again about it.” At the same time they rejected drinking fountains in their corridors and 
ae : oy oc veh Of aa : fF found it “desirable” that “fly screens” be placed on the lower half of the windows. They further advocated “a safety 
a See / 2 : $ ees device by which the windows can be washed without danger ofa man being killed.” Finally on 2 December 1912, Chief a ame, — = oe A “e 7 CI Bos a a Justice Winslow wrote to Porter: “I would like very much to know why it is that the judicial department cannot have the 
a = : een gr r g Beli =. vacuum cleaning apparatus put in commission. The janitors here have beautiful rooms and beautiful carpets to take care 

pre io Be ey ay a3 ‘ Se 4 ea > 4 of, but have not the modern implements for the purpose. If you can throw any light upon that dark subject I wish you 

i / uy og all srEE Bi The Executive Chamber 
= | Y a wee F The first floor Executive Chamber, now known as the Governor’s Conference Room, was conceived as a lavish reception 

i = sees q Bsn a ee room, and Post himself was thoroughly involved with its design and execution. “We are just starting to make designs for 
— a ge | : : —— ae a the Governor’s Room,” he wrote on 5 May 1908 to William Vilas, chair of the commission’s executive committee. Post 
ie Fo b - ~ an Lg . ; ; Sgr. sought Vilas’s approval “in advance” of advocating painted wooden walls “because our arrangements for a painted 

a | - ST et room for the Assembly Parlor met with so much disapproval.” Post intended to “make this design Venetian.” “As far as 
om ee - I know,” he wrote, “all the elaborate rooms in Venice are painted and not executed in the natural woods, and we believe 

ons _— 4 that it will be possible to make a far handsomer room with properly painted surfaces in this case than by the use of natural 
3.15 Supreme Court Hearing Room, 1917 woods.” Vilas and the commission evidently agreed.” 
Bookmatched panels of Formosa marble from Nassau, Germany, serve as wainscoting below the mural paintings. The heavily 
patterned marble is sawn so that four matching slices from the same slab are installed with the pattern radiating from the center to The room was finished with cherrywood walls, which were painted and gilded, an elaborate plaster ceiling, oil-on-canvas the sides of the wainscot panel. Formosa marble was substituted in 1909 for less distinctive Roseal marble. Se és murals, a parquet floor, a spectacular hearth and plaster and composition decorations on the walls. The space was 

uniquely appointed with specially designed furniture, recessed crystal light fixtures and hand-woven Oriental rugs 
selected for color value and size. The decorative scheme, especially that for the ceiling, is based upon the Hall of the 
College in the Doge’s Palace in Venice. This room was designed about 1575 by the famed architect Andrea Palladio 
(1508-1580) for the city of Venice’s ruling body, composed of the doge (duke) and twelve others who were members of the 
aristocracy. The Hall of the College was where the political leaders of Venice received ambassadors and other important 
visitors and where they deliberated. The famed Italian painter Paolo Caliari Veronese (1528-1 588) depicted the history of 
the city and its virtues in the murals throughout the room. The room is one of the most significant architectural 
expressions of the Venetian Renaissance, and Post attempted a similar scheme, with paintings intended to capture the 
history of Wisconsin and its virtues. 

Both the Executive Chamber and the Hall of the College have a grand approach internally. In the Doge’s Palace, the Hall 
of the Ante-College provided an extravagant place to wait, being lined with benches and ornamented with stucco and 
frescoes in a white and gold color scheme, which was used by Post for the Executive Chamber Lobby. Post also played 
on light and interior and exterior views. Like the prominent rooms in many European palaces, the center window of the 
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Executive Chamber framed a spectacular view that was visible from the Rotunda when the doors were open. The ye : se mes i ee oo’ yyy. i approach to the room was intended to be enticing and spectacular, a long, teasing approach to a light-filled, colorful and a ca / - 1 & eS of WB g 
dramatic space. The gilded wood, patterned parquet floor, textiles and lavish furniture symmetrically placed in the center BY: ‘ ~ et | eee és dl i EY ry a 
promised a sumptuous conclusion, and Post did not disappoint.” 4 | a Hs eae ees Lae, rf g 

Full-sized plaster models by Rochette and Parzini of New York City (contract dated 18 September 1908 for $3,120; ae ea 4 ae [e i a | j Ve E 
ultimately paid $3,198) were used as guides in executing the three-dimensional decorative features in the room, much of ae “i yt iB a i ie Py fi Sy if Ae 
which was made of wood composition. Rochette and Parzini provided models for all interior ornamental work for the ms | os :e i" sf A iy L ‘i 

entire wing, including stone and marble, plaster, iron and carpentry. Thirty-seven different model numbers appear on the ee eat Equa j aot i j 
drawing for the Executive Chamber, more than half of the sixty or seventy models secured for the interior of the entire as ee Ej 5 ahs — Pia 
wing. An existing list indicates little duplication of models from one part of the wing to another. This statistic testifies . Sa ope Pf erent ) 
to the significance attached to design and execution of the room, one of the most important in the entire building.™ Recenscies IP ge es SS 

J. H. Findorff of Madison installed the finish carpentry as part of his $36,500 contract for the East Wing interior, and =p tl aghab inl te eben — a 
despite the complexity of the Executive Chamber, Findorff accomplished this part of the work unremarkably. The only Palladio, inspired George Post's design for the Executive Chamber, 
change was in the core material—the wood itself. Instead of using white pine for the wall panels, the architect and now called the Governor s Conference Room. The ceiling is made of 
carpenter agreed on cherry, an excellent cabinet and carving wood that also matches window frames and stair railings carved and gilded wood with paintings drawn from Venetian history 
throughout the building. John Gormley, Post’s on-site supervisor, wrote to Findorff that the firm was “particularly eater 
desirous of having the decoration of the pilasters and the omamented mouldings of the wall panels and doors carved. - ‘ S 
The ornaments of the wainscoting and other ornaments of the room are of less importance, though we are desirous of : Ba Pia kck te ! EA g 
having them of carved wood also.” oe : eu, ee s , Ppa z 

The parquet floor, made of quarter-sawn white oak, teak and both dark and white mahogany, proved problematic. Slight BS oe ~ Is ~ z 
design changes were made in March 1909, including narrowing the white mahogany strip and widening an oak strip by Scat ee : F 
a quarter of an inch. E. R. Newcomb, a subcontractor under Findorff, undertook construction of the floor. He seems to = PZ 2 } a 
have attempted to substitute veneer for solid wood, meeting with strenuous objections. “When the specification was ; j gas ; Rea eee fe oo 3 
written requiring the flooring to be one inch thick the subject was thoroughly considered and we see no reason to =e ti ‘ = ie ee =e Ne 
change the requirements of the specification by substituting % inch veneer,” Post & Sons wrote to Findorff on 13 May. < Meee = arn Ce a ace 
“You will therefore please instruct Mr. Newcomb that the specifications are to be followed literally.”* Newcomb did as Fee. eg eal SS 7 ao 4 4 | ms 
instructed. The floor of the Executive Chamber adheres closely to the working drawings and was completed using a field ; P| i ie ee >i = ; rl , su ' i in ar | i 4 is be: 
of teak with borders of quarter-sawn white oak, dark and light mahogany. The shapes of the border echo those of the y ; | : | B a ge a Pesci fe 

ceiling with respect to the openings for the light fixtures. The lobby floor has no dark mahogany strip as the working Pe Pore OE Balle He Y | a 
drawings indicate, having been constructed wholly of quarter-sawn white oak. |i ie nd 4 E i ee | , 

Interior Artwork and Decorative Finishes =I ee 
Integrated into George Post’s comprehensive approach to the building as a whole and the East Wing specifically, the = 
artwork and decorative elements installed in the wing have distinctive and complex histories. The mural paintings, = 
decorative finishes and even the leaded-glass ceiling in the Supreme Court Hearing Room underwent changes between = 
inception and completion. The architect, the commission and its secretary, the justices and the governor solved each , 
difficulty slowly, patiently, persistently and thoughtfully. Correspondence and minutes sometimes express exasperation 3.17 Governor’s Conference Room, 2001 
and often scheming and displeasure, but the overall tone is polite with only an occasional edge of pique. the less a ate eetling aie chamaer shales Manyinciys tte He te ie Dose ue nace Venice, but is executed in painted and gilded plaster, not wood, with electric lighting fixtures in some of the 

recesses. The ceiling paintings are by Hugo Ballin and address allegorical themes. His paintings on the 
wall draw from Wisconsin history. 

a ea a Pg aS MOC a Rise IU, 
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Ke Pa eo : PAS ie as z Supreme Court Murals 

a 2, FN dean BM. 7 a Chronology 

pO ea « Ey CNR 
se aes \ foe Ute | DR Z eye ee eee portraits, hanging them in the “Legal Hall 

\ Pee O ae BY Oe LEY a z 10 June of Fame,” a public corridor at the entrance 

\ i Se no ; The commission directed the architect to to the State Law Library. 

i Al BIC Zan" iy Re AG a & py eagHalons with artists for the mu- 

if ee re ASA rals in the Executive Chamber and the Su- 19 April 

8 ae aS oes a : preme Court Hearing Room.” The dustites objected and Post offered 3 

i < . one pa ke i 4 / try to oes a way to hae ne portraits 

He. ‘— a iaee | : 21 July so “they will be as unobjectionable and 

, . seg | : Fhe ae Francis D. (Frank) Millet, a noted painter as unobtrusive as possible.”! 

| 7 ie % 3.18 Reception Room for the Hall of the oe Poet Boson and Washing- 
My r 5 College, Doge’s Palace, Venice, 1973 ton, appeared before the commission and 9 June 

aD & The reception room presents a highly rococo discussed the mural paintings for the Ex- Post informed Porter that he was attempt- 

Beers ee ie appearance. The plaster and painted surfaces are ecutive Chamber and the Supreme Court ing to devise ways “to arrange the por- 

ce Pe a oe. a sie OCs Hearing Room.” traits of the Judges in the panels [in the 

courtroom] so that they will not be as of- 

y fensive as if hung in individual frames.” 

g 15 and 16 November He also designed a corridor for the “Legal 

: 2 The Supreme Court justices informed the Hall of Fame.”'™ 

: commission that they preferred oil por- 

: : z traits of past and present justices instead eee eee 

= — - ——s ‘ ee z of murals in the hearing room; the com- 23 August 

aa ————— z mission acceded.” The commission resolved to employ 

se a ale a Bee f r se ip ge ie 2 Francis Millet to create the murals for the 

ce fae ee | | at 3 27 November Supreme Court Hearing Room for a fee of 
: Ga al v SR a i i ne = ie i Fae ie i i Post & Sons submitted a scheme for hang- $24,000. They also decided to employ 

Ea tees al i al j -- * ; Le | | ing portraits, but Lew Porter expressed Hugo Ballin to paint the murals for the 

a ue i [ : ‘ io ¢ doubts and wrote that he has decided to Executive Chamber for $25,000.' 

Mee] “delay as long as possible taking any 

sess 7% ! a steps looking to such an arrangement.” Late summer 

j » Porter planned to arrange a consultation Post told Chief Justice Winslow that “the 

y ae zs among all parties.’ best possible disposition for the portraits 

a = Ds . .. was to place them in the lobby of the 

x Pa = Eee Court Room” in identical new frames, as 

: 28 January small as possible.'° 

‘ Justice Roujet Marshall asked Porter to 

5 persuade George Post of “the great mis- 8 November 

take of displacing portraits of the Justices The failure to resolve the portraits versus 

from the court room walls.”!"! murals struggle delayed Millet’s signing a 

3.19 Lobby of the Governor’s Conference Room, 2001 contract.!°7 

The classical design of the lobby departs significantly from the Venetian elements in the chamber. Post & 12 April 
Sons did use much the same color scheme, however: gold and ivory, contrasting with the dark red or 

maroon of the conference room itself. Post suggested an alternative plan for the 

i alcatel decpacematpaes ata igieiplibcnn 
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28 December executive committee voted to employ a ee ee Gee er eee eC ee z 
Post wrote a personal letter to Winslow Faulkner.!!? BE ee ae ‘ 

saying that he had exhausted his ingenu- ; ae ses ae , 3 
ity in finding a way to hang the portraits 10 July i i 5 iG i oe ae g = ‘ a 
in the hearing room. Again he offered the The executive committee accepted is Les ne =) i clay e 
lobby as an alternative and sent sketches Faulkner’s proposal to execute the paint- . — = | 4 i z | See IS ail = g 

for hanging the portraits there.'* ings for $24,000.'"* ‘ : Oe lp ee ee the 4 48 

[Pipe te ta cet le 
10 December e RR al et 

20 January Faulkner declined the contract “because . , AX peste 3 a HE eet 
Justice Winslow indicated to Post that the of the time limit.” Post then recommended ca baa be ; : i ae Bilon Le ee a My et 
justices agreed the portraits should be Albert Herter, whom the commission en- Py Toa re =" See . Nee eae ee | i 

hung in the Hearing Room lobby and that gaged for $28,000 pending a formal can- i oo Sh i | bel a 1 2a a i 
murals should be prepared for the hearing cellation of the agreement with Faulkner. : : ert aie ; ey, ne dee ste ie ne cl aifeeiy room if they “have opportunity to consult Herter agreed to a completion date of 1 i Le ; i fe | Foe Sy ae re iB i 
with the Capitol Commission and the art- May 1915. All parties agreed that the sub- elt nee seca Silo | ol BEN eee 
ists upon the subject.” ject matter would be historical, not alle- | = Bue See i i a ep ae at re i 

gorical, and that the themes would repre- \ THE ee le ‘ { cet wee 
23 February sent Roman Law (a holdover from the te BCE I en oe eb ee || 
Millet proposed three of the four subjects themes established for Millet), Anglo- (eres ea > || “auc” | 
for the murals, leaving the fourth to the Saxon or Common Law, establishment of | 4 - bes ae i Begs” | 
justices. He suggested a depiction of a U. S. Federal Law and some application of al gee sess iu 
Roman court held in the Forum, the trial in Wisconsin Law."'5 : : ee “wl 
Boston of Anne Hutchinson in 1637 for ak Se Ee Sy 

religious heresies and the Dred Scott De- 3.20 Post drawing 518-661, Plan of Floor & Ceiling, Executive Chamber, 1909 
cision by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1857 8 April Post & Sons spelled out in detail the floor pattern and choice of woods as well as the plaster detailing for the ceiling. Light and 
declaring no slave or descendant ofa slave After an interval ofa year, Herter was ready dark mahogany, white oak and teak comprised the floor; the border echoed the ceiling configuration. The drawing is dated 9 

aa February 1909 and revised 20 May 1915. 
could be a U.S. citizen.'!° to submit sketches to the commission and 

wrote that he was “anxious to study the 

15 April color scheme of the Supreme Court 

Millet drowned in the sinking of the 7i- Room—making color notes before the 

tanic, eight days before he was to present meeting” scheduled for May.''® 

his ideas to the Capitol Commission. On 

23 April the commission put on record “an 20 May 

expression of profound sorrow over the The commission changed the subject for 

loss.;}4! the English Common Law mural from the 

trial of Charles I to the signing of the Ma- 

27 May gna Carta, somewhat delaying Herter’s 

Post recommended Barry Faulkner to re- work."!” 

place Millet, but the executive committee 

rejected the proposition.'? 8 June 

It was determined the subjects of murals 

14 June would be “Signing of the Constitution,” 

Post protested the 17 May action and the “Signing of the Magna Charta [sic],” “Trial 
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ee eS eee ee a & of Chief Oshkosh” and a Roman scene.!!® eee EON RS ee | 

et ee eae ee eee ee ee a 9 October Herter and his employees installed the mu- 

on i) ce oe = OSS = E oe Sea oe ee ; ae a ae ere q 8 Herter was engaged in painting the “Ro- rals, which were thoroughly described in 
ee = : ci & ere sche ees dg Spee Ce y = a zg man, Colonial and Wisconsin” murals, but the fine arts publication International Stu- 
Le ae ee ce ‘ 2 Se ee = a i he had not yet submitted a full cartoon dio the next Dene Porter wrote to 

oe a a  ) aiemiomaa ee os A a He eS hy aoe ae pe ee as eee Ee including several members of the Supreme 
5 - e se I ie a es a s . eae E . a | . a s iy oe nee eg Eo a e 17 October Court... , have expressed themselves as 
bet ae) oo c Pe | eae eal ae i : a) oot s y : oe oe es ee Chief Justice Winslow and Justice Roujet being delighted with your work. . . . I feel 

pee as Re le oe | ae iL Pe ee eee dl lye 4 es | Se oe D. Marshall critiqued the Magna Carta sure [it] will be universally appreciated.”!”! 

es | one oe Pecans kaniarn ee Ae a eee re ar eee seen oP a eee reese cee eee |e ee een oe ele : susie ‘ Se ; eee oe a eae hy E =o i di Say a fe Se ‘at as : erate fe wey |e The story of the Supreme Court murals ranks as one of the most interesting in the history of Capitol, incorporating three 

ee Heil cS i eo E ee eee a \ Ee i Boe Ft i a ane oe le artists (one of whom had the bad luck to sail on the Titanic), persistent justices and an equally persistent architect. The 
a eS Hee. iP oes eee P| lee mee result was, predictably, a compromise. Both portraits and murals eventually were placed in the major rooms of the 
pee re Pls eV ies || ce i Ne ie ie ta Supreme Court’s quarters. The portraits became an additional decorative element in a space not designed for them, but 

LS TM a: Mt oo tb Alea ee | ae the courtroom was completed much as George B. Post and commission member William Vilas had envisioned it in the 
Be a ee ee ee oS oo spring of 1908. (Vilas, a member of the Capitol Commission, was one of Wisconsin’s principal tastemakers and an avid 
bees oes been Ge ate oe oa ae collector who filled his large house with objects by the leading designers and artists of his era.) 

ee ee ONGITGINNNL Section Ue 
3.21 Post concept drawing for hanging justices’ portraits, 1910 Post made earnest attempts to advance his artistic program and see to the installation of murals in the Supreme Court 
Post & Sons submitted a drawing to the justices to show how portraits of their predecessors might be hung in the hearing room Hearing Room. In April 1910 after a meeting with Justice Marshall, he wrote him a lengthy letter in which he tried to 
instead of murals. The justices wanted portraits; George B. Post prefer red mural paintings. The drawing also demonstrates how convince the justices to abandon their insistence upon having their predecessors’ portraits in the courtroom or lobby. the justices’ bench was pushed forward and raised two steps from the original plan. Post expressed regret that he had not been told at the outset that “you and the other Judges considered this matter of 

hanging the portraits . . . of fundamental importance, in order that we might have attempted to study the Supreme Court 

Room in such a way that the portraits could be hung with effect in it. Unfortunately we had no such information until the 

room had been entirely designed and its construction almost entirely completed.” Post then tried to sway Justice 

Marshall, the leader of the opposition, with both social and artistic arguments. He pointed out that the room was actually 

for the citizens of state, “who certainly have some right in the matter,” and that for them the room should “be interesting, 

imposing and highly architectural, and that from this point of view a better result can be obtained with proper decorative 

paintings than with a display of portraits of the Judges.” 

On the artistic side, Post argued that “with the room completed as it is . . . the portraits hung in the high panels would be 

evidently improperly placed, and the effect from an artistic point of view would be far from satisfactory.” He went on to 

say that he doubted if it was possible to have designed a courtroom that “could properly serve as a picture gallery” and 

“which would have as fully the characteristics of monumental dignity as the design which we have made.” He then 

offered the third floor corridor at the west end of the library as an alternative space, carefully decorated with wainscoting 

and proper lighting for the pictures. He believed that “it would be one of the show rooms of the Capitol.” He appealed 

to the justices’ vanity with respect to European precedent, “It would be following the general idea . . . of the greatest 

portrait gallery in the world; that connecting the Pitti and Ufizzi Palaces in Florence which runs across the Arno.” All was 

for naught. The justices objected because of the loss of room and shelving, temporarily convincing Post, as he wrote to 

Porter a few days later, “that it is idle for us to attempt to avoid having the portraits hung in the Supreme Court Room.”!? 
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Post then let matters stand as Porter had suggested in late 1909 when he wrote to George Johnson that he believed the we Ce a= ae SS ee TS et ae: 
commission should delay a decision on hanging the portraits in the hearing room for as long as possible. In June 1910, a5. & =e TES oe o2 s ee (sa : a nie - 2 
Post suggested that Porter have the hearing room painted “with a creamy white priming” and thus “let the Jugdes [sic] . nr | i i ie ae ‘ eee = as ee Bk Be Lie é 
do what they please about hanging their pictures until such time as we are permitted to do the real decorative work, when i = 2s es = ae es Beer ee’ z 
pictures would necessarily be removed.” Post waited until after the justices were ensconced in their quarters, and late : s 2 eS : a 2 7 . 4 2 
in summer 1911 he met personally with Chief Justice Winslow in Madison and they discussed hanging the portraits in : ae ee ee see =e ee os! j a 
the lobby of the courtroom. Post did not act immediately on the suggestion, and in the interim reported that he had i a a oe Ge OE A oe a: a. Ze . 8 
“exhausted my ingenuity” in finding a way to hang the portraits in the courtroom without “destroying” the effect of the 23 ree = ae oe eee Pee as oe ee i 
room’s design. On 28 December, he submitted some sketches to Winslow for hanging the portraits in the lobby and 8 ae : : ae ote te bo id 
wrote a long letter to him. On 20 January, Winslow replied on behalf of all the justices that reframing the portraits, putting a! = oo wee See a a a © 
new nameplates on them and hanging them in the lobby would be “entirely satisfactory.” He cautioned that the justices ; , Se ae 74g 
wanted to review subject matter for the murals. Post moved quickly to “clinch the matter by getting estimates for the pam SSE a ne t —_ 

. * . : « 99123 tags Pa necessary frames . . . and having the pictures hung in conformity with the sketches.”! rs oe al — _— iu a P cay Been = =. ‘ ¥ i — 

esr ef = ee oc Oe eae ee eee ae aay 
Once the decision was made to proceed with the murals, the remaining hurdles had to do with securing an artist and 4 < E # tea cae ee Fi e Bes a ce a aot ag 
establishing the subject matter. The commission had already engaged Frank D. Millett on 23 August 1911, but he did not a, oe 4 eS bel ee a Ries ea ee if pee . ORE 
begin the work until after the long portrait struggle had concluded. On 15 February 1912, he suggested to Chief Justice cue wee aa ea ee ee . oe 
Winslow that “the themes should be wider in interest than any incidents of local history and should be selected in order ) fa ed Pi y ed io ¥ os Tene et a i 
to show how law is based on accumulated experience on record and in tradition.” About two weeks later he proposed ae seo Sa ae 
as subjects: “Hortensius the Advocate” from the //iad, which would serve as an episode from the Roman courts; “King 

St. Louis in the XIII century holding court under a tree” as an example of European legal history; the trials of Anne 

Hutchinson and Peter Zenger together with the Dred Scott decision as examples from U.S. history. He requested 

assistance in determining a Wisconsin subject.'™* pre £3 , F — on ne 

The court reacted less than enthusiastically to Millet’s suggestions, but offered commentary that proved helpful in the : ; 
fj saa ee : 5 ; A - 3.22 Supreme Court Hearing Room without murals, 1911-1915 

end. Justice William H. Timlin said Millet’s ideas were “strained, farfetched, fantastic and small.” He held out for “the The court held sessions in the Hearing Room from 1911 to 1915 without murals. Primer coats of paint covered the areas where 
trial of Christ before Pilate” over “St. Louis holding court under a tree.” He liked the Roman trial, mistakenly rejected the murals would be mounted. Once the justices agreed to placing portraits in the lobby and murals in the hearing room, Post & 
Anne Hutchinson as the defendant in a “witchcraft” trial and decried Dred Scott’s trial as one that “showed the Sons immediately submitted drawings for portrait placement in the lobby. Composition of the court remained constant during this 

impotency and lack of foresight of courts.” Justice Timlin recommended two separate alternatives for the four panel i pole ce ae un 7 a8 a cn 
series. The first included representations of the trial of Christ before Pilate, the trial of Charles I, the landing of Columbus 

and the signing of the Declaration of Independence. His second recommendation for the themes of the individual 

paintings included the judgment of Solomon, a court in the Roman Forum, the signing of the Magna Carta and the 

signing of the Wisconsin constitution. These suggestions impressed Post favorably and two of the subjects were 

eventually incorporated in the artistic program for the room.'?5 

Before thematic content was fully settled upon, Millet lost his life in the sinking of the Titanic on 15 April 1912. The 

commission went through some turmoil in selecting a replacement and settled on Albert Herter in January 1913. At first 

it engaged painter Barry Faulkner, who subsequently withdrew because of scheduling difficulties. George Post had 

recommended Faulkner, and the executive committee initially rejected him on 17 May 1912, apparently because of his fee, 

which had been set at $32,000. Post responded on 3 June that he was “disappointed at the action of the Executive 

Committee, with regard to Mr. Faulkner’s appointment.” Then matters turned around. On 14 June, the committee 

reversed its decision and offered a contract to Barry Faulkner for $28,000, and Post authorized him to prepare studies for 

the murals. In the interim, Faulkner had reduced his fee to $24,000 but the offer had not reached the commission before 

it tendered $28,000. So on 10 July, the committee reduced the contract fee to $24,000." What happened between July 
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; See er ee z and December with B Faulkner is unclear, but as of a 10 December 1912 meeting he and the commission had not Be ee 8 eee s 
enn nrc sone non 2 reached terms about the schedule for completion, and Faulkner “refused to enter into a contract.” Post was present, 

Re crea Hl i 4 along with an alternative artist, Albert Herter, whom he suggested for the mural commission, making it abundantly clear 

S feb Ve eee a Uae 3 F that a good deal of negotiation had occurred in the interim. Herter agreed to a fee of $28,000 with a completion date of 

ae a Fe: aa = a> 5 31 May 1915; a contract and bond were executed on 30 January 1913. The commission agreed on historical themes: “one 
Sa > 5 2 i Hi Boos epg 2 ry 

2 L = ae ee) a ‘ ib. ae PC wat aed & representing the Roman Law, one the Anglo Saxon or Common Law, one the establishment of Federal Law, and one the 
ee oa ae Oe ee a ee el og, pie : : ” k La Sa ae ee ate ks gt fe) ee application of Wisconsin Law.”'”” 

; _ ; / oa y es P . a oa 

@ fa . @ me ii se in. Bl 3 5 Pare : 5 
ei # 4 : ‘ [ t i J 5 a ow Albert Herter may have become more famous for his parentage and descendants than as a painter in his own right. His 
a i. : Pl il ‘ 4 ‘ : 

2 : a) aw ! i Hi + father was Christian Herter, one of the founders of the internationally famous Herter Bros., a decorating and furniture- 

H - ane hi making firm in New York in the late 1800s; Albert’s son, also Christian, became governor of Massachusetts and secretary he | il : | | a Te " f] 13 of state in the Eisenhower administration. As a boy, Christian sat for one of the Supreme Court Hearing Room murals, 
=) ° Rani HR i paler: ° . a . 

| i a > y | / | “The Signing of the Magna Carta,” where he is the young man with the dog in the left foreground. Albert Herter painted 

as litt oS os seats ST et La WS, murals in the Connecticut Supreme Court’s courtroom, the House of Representatives in Massachusetts and the St. 
(Ubetpsaineeteaisinerdeetesbernsce cetera - seer sare Sos seth sergio re cette ae Pp P 

: ‘ > \ ‘ ‘, y z a Francis Hotel in San Francisco. He became a successful portrait artist, dividing his time between homes in Santa Barbara 
os wc. eas BA 7s 2 wee <eieeeeas — 8 

re. ae Freres oF eran a ey A ay TTT Sere and Long Island, and was the founder in the late 1890s of Herter Looms in New York. 

3.23 “The Signing of the American Constitution,” 1987 . ‘ A * ‘ e 

Albert Herter became the mural artist for the Supreme Court Hearing Room after the first choice, Frank Weve aE unit Boog One aac eee ae execution cite eon ane eompledon Coe 

Millet, drowned in the Titanic disaster and a second, Barry Faulkner, withdrew because of scheduling. murals provoked some anxiety on the part of the Supreme Court justices. In April 1914, Chief Justice Winslow inquired 

The American subject chosen for the room depicts the signing of the Constitution and mistakenly includes about the schedule and put Lew Porter on notice, “When the artist comes here to lay his sketches before the Commission 

oe 0 ee fel of the seated figure, nh ge We oS in . pore ri ‘son was in the Judges will, of course, expect to be consulted.” Indeed they were. On 20 May, Herter made his presentation with the 

rds a thesis (1787). Lies paraniie Gapears over ie sestiees. vencl on te east wa justices in attendance. “Considerable discussion” ensued and the justices decided to convene among themselves 

about the “appropriateness” of the trial of Chief Oshkosh as the Wisconsin scene, which they shortly approved. The 

rea ee eee z commission also changed the subject of the mural representing Anglo Saxon Law from the trial of Charles I to the signing 
ns a a ee ee re) o 8 a} P 

a saa a ert seen ee LS of the Magna Carta.’ Development of the Magna Carta sketch dragged on until October, despite Porter’s plea to Herter 2 " a) el Wee S P en 8 P P 
ates ti) ieee aS ‘ a mS in June for early completion “because of some experiences which we have had before where the Artist failed to submit 
MN ae ee ne : EP ye °, P 
ae Bf Ba ey hs pa \a dia a et a detail sketch and later on the painting was most unsatisfactory to the Commission.” In October, the justices made 

a : FE N J i j ‘ A Coa F iH Pe j | bes 3 some suggestions about the demeanor of Stephen Langton, the figure depicted as presenting the charter to the king. 

| eee 2 gue la SG pRB STi Be gl ae | ib il | Cae ee Winslow wrote, “His attitude in the sketch gives the impression . . . that he is humbly petitioning for something. While ca is ai ¢ se or Tap 1 gees me | a? g yp ig 8. 
eae ia RP Sig en Bh geo a ) meee that was nominally the fact, I understand that he was in truth stoutly insisting on the King’s signing the Charter and was 

a NN ove. = Ee ie > : g Sepa 
na 2 |, ee RS 5 Pua . me conscious that he had behind him the power to make his insistence good.” Marshall suggested further “that Pandulph, 

ee IB ; _ . are, ae s ce / i tod the pope’s Legate, be moved a little further to the right of the King and quite apart from the bishops with whom he had 
2 j a YS Re Pe eB ae: is ae ) oy 5 i : 

I oe! LA eS olga eee a ‘pes || rg no sympathy; that he should be given an expression of protest, rather [than] supporting the King’s reluctance.” The 
a 44 a ee i By ee a 

icy | a9 gee ae | ae ie od completed painting indicates that Herter adopted both suggestions.'? 

aq ii ee re ee co eS os 2 te eee ae OES i ~ Completion of the murals and their installation occurred as planned. Herter appears to have had studio space at both his 
‘ * Ra a ot i Aleta Nake eee EE a arr! we 

& ‘esgibeeetesisattateeediunresvens tect tres ennai E sree ae ESTEE ANTE TTT, Hh Herter Looms headquarters on Madison Avenue in Manhattan and also at his East Hampton, Long Island home. Since 

a ee : ° Herter Looms, Inc. was an interior decorating firm as well as a manufacturer and distributor of “Aubusson tapestries and as RETRO se sirifitn ev urine s P 
; ‘ “Oa, rugs, handwoven textiles for curtains, portieres, etc.,” it can be assumed that he had assistants for some aspects of the Sea P P' 

3 work. By mid-May 1915, the Hearing Room was available to Herter, the murals were ready, and the decorative finish g 
3.24 “The Signing - the Magna Carta,” i 7 ; ‘ ee painters were on notice to complete their work immediately after the murals were installed. “The Signing of the American 

ihe org ell mucus devoted 22 EE, ea he develop Mie OF Eagliss daw aud dep oe eee Constitution” takes the most prominent position in the room, above the justices’ bench on the east wall. Set in 
of the Magna Carta at Runnymeade in 1215. The justices made suggestions to Herter about improving i a 4 i P i rae 
the historical accuracy of this work, and he seems to have honored them. Herter also incorporated his son, Philadelphia in 1787, George Washington sits behind the table, with James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, Benjamin 

Christian, in the composition; he is the boy seated with the dog on the lefi. Franklin and, mistakenly, Thomas Jefferson, who was in Paris at the time, elsewhere in the painting. On the north wall, 
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“The Signing of the Magna Carta” depicts this event as it might have occurred in 1215 on the meadows of Runnymeade, econ i Ser ee a <a z 
England. King John and his prelates are on the right and Stephen Langton and the angry barons are on the left. On the ————— SS . — a2 
west wall above the door, “The Appeal of the Legionary to Caesar Augustus,” illustrates a legend about a legionary a os ES ; : i 2 
(Scutarius) who as youth had fought for Augustus and now successfully appealed to him for his help in a legal matter. E = - Ss ce - 2 a : -% aS : z 
Finally, on the south wall and representing Wisconsin law, is “The Trial of Chief Oshkosh by Judge Doty.” The painting 5 et ee | ; 1 aS 
is based on an 1830 case in what was then Michigan Territory, with James Duane Doty as the sitting U.S. judge for the : ui = is : & A ; Pe a a H a Z 
Wisconsin region. Doty decided in favor of the Menominee chief, Oshkosh; although he had killed a Pawnee Indian, A ’ Pe Gs a us 2 a Me \ z ye A _ é L Hi z 

p ; : 130 is : ZRECAG gn - ee ‘ je ET Doty ruled that Oshkosh had acted in accord with Indian law. C | as ie - en . * ae PS : : 4 . q ; 

ta] oe ai oF .. i A ab Pen et iS 
By 9 June 1915 with his work done, Herter slipped out of town before Porter could thank him personally. Instead, Porter | i > ‘ & IG oti S y f: = a RA is tat oa E 
put on paper his sentiments of “appreciation of the work which you have done and the manner in which the work in the | t L sate ee : gai iS 4 a i, ai. Wi ; ‘ q iF 

building was carried on. Every one with whom I have talked, including several members of the Supreme Court and some ei | ; es coe . = a ¥ i a es is ie 
of the Capitol Commission, have expressed themselves as being delighted with your work. It certainly adds greatly to ql E (ee rs -* Bee ZL Bae, oe. ” ee ‘ rad : pe I 
the room and I feel sure will be universally appreciated.”?! a ais al cee a Sr a : a 

— oe es Meo eee — — 
Supreme Court Hearing Room Leaded Glass Ceiling ieee | Sone eat SE 2 a Vs” Ly aoe 

In addition to the installation of the four murals in the Supreme Court Hearing Room, the space was also furnished with aa. mel HD ee | Died es ee aetuga ee 
a leaded glass ceiling based upon a relatively simple pattern that had been developed by George B. Post & Sons. James 3.25 “The Appeal of the Legionary to Caesar Augustus,” 1987 
Dougherty of New York executed the work. Dougherty had signed his contract with the Capitol Commission on 14 A historical mural from Roman law appears on the west wall above the central entrance. It illustrates a 
October 1908, agreeing to finish the ceiling by 1 July 1909 for $2,228. He provided samples of glass to Post for approval legendary episode in which a legionary appealed a case successfully to Caesar Augustus on the basis of his 
and on 14 May 1909 Post instructed him to use “the lightest shade of amber . . . for the field, the golden for the small SEC Lee a er AIT 
border, and the opalescent for the egg and dart border.” Changes in both the choice of glass and in construction i . eM SURE TE PEEPS RL RE meets , 
occurred while the work was underway. On the first of July, Post & Sons approved a customized iron system to support ms % re : SS aa a % : 3 
the glass as recommended by Dougherty. A week later, the firm agreed to a modified glass selection, which had been A SS ee eo 2 z 5 
submitted by Dougherty for approval. Instead of the amber colored glass initially specified for the field portions, the Bia 5 AS 2 
panels were installed using a patterned translucent glass that admits abundant light. The edges of the ceiling were "| : : 1. . z 
completed in shades of gold and amber that harmonize with the marble in place on the walls. "2. Even with the changes et Wy) | rT PTT] gee Al > 
he initiated, Dougherty appears to have completed the ceiling near his deadline in either July or August 1909. ak | | / Pid Ca lite a Bs 

Executive Chamber Murals | daif* 4 P dae i an a a. 
The construction of the East Wing had been underway for only three months when the Capitol Commission addressed ; i: A. + ] ‘ » Fy a © if re q 
the subject of murals for the Executive Chamber. On 10 June 1908, the commission instructed the architect to begin ca r % ie a ne = I f 
negotiations with artists. A year later, on 21 July 1909, Francis Millet appeared in Madison to discuss the possibility of ths . Sy es : ; i of 
his creating paintings for both the Executive Chamber and Supreme Court Hearing Room with the executive committee : | ip ae ae 3 ee i S 

of the Capitol Commission. Two years went by before the commission settled on an artist. George Post had mentioned i eae ee me ao 
Howard Pyle as the muralist for the Executive Chamber, but his death in 1911 removed him from consideration. In August a : Se ee si Be i o 
1911, the committee selected Millet to complete murals for the Supreme Court Hearing Room and Hugo Ballin for the a ee sell x 
Executive Chamber. Hugo Ballin of Saugatuck, Connecticut was contracted for twenty-seven oil paintings on canvas for TET ; a eee “ ty 
asum of $25,000, although the room actually contained twenty-nine spaces for oils, including two small lunettes and five } ° wae “8 eee ie 
panels of lettering. He signed his contract on 3 January 1912 and promised completion by 31 December 1913.!34 ra: 

3.26 “The Trial of Chief Oshkosh by Judge Doty,” 1987 

Ballin appeared to have been an excellent choice, although of the fine artists employed to work on the East Wing his work So RRR dt ane eee hae of A oa became the subject of the most dispute. At the time of his contract, Ballin’s qualifications included the Shaw Prize in Duane Doty, a federal judge for Michigan (of which Wisconsin was then a part), found in favor of Oshkosh 
1906, awarded to him for having painted the best canvas by any American artist that year, regardless of age or subject. because he had acted legally under tribal law. 
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: Welt eee ty Ld if See phn LON NUS PUTIN a iy 
. yoo facie coh RN oh aes Se are ee \| Z \\ ue oN 3.27 Post drawing 518-698, Ceiling 

i loc lle teaa reared dela a eccampae amis) epee On ON eee \ A\ | yf / some ; Lights in Supreme Court (detail), 1909 
| i Lj a i ug k x wee / , io ? roe aie \ V4 Wi / Neer , (inset photo) Supreme Court Skylight 

: Ld ES se SS) Sy eae 4 \ NY \ : i < (detail), 2001 
| if fa i hata Pe ee %\ Re a ey fee! eee ees at hi Post & Sons’ original design called for 

| | beg os Peet A i See Scie ae pak so eee eed ee ee aa a ; Hoe i more amber glass in the Hearing Room 
| { | rplengs eee ee Ls ae eeuen| qe 4 Ae fons oe ay Ls Esra ie ee ; : \ ceiling than was installed. The ceiling 

: Ws ae. ae oe cng) Peete eee eer a Sy mem ae ie fe | was completed with amber, gold, apa (Ca ee NOS ey NIE OF ON he eae ' hee it | opalescent and colorless glass. The 
: Ae 13 | {3 fos et Mi us & Ny oe ii Ke BN KY Lhe WE Hl ae >AQY if Hes a if i a fs z a oa | i ot a a = : : maker of the ceiling also altered the 

rape oth ae oe Gy if pes \: \ YH [ailtee AW bE. Se ES rN Melly fle Rae Soe BET : i suo : : 4 structural scheme, with the architect s 

poe bee Tee Pe Hotes LAY i AMBER} Wenge vise VTE Sie WEE acs eee ee 20 ee aos aetna approval. The drawing is dated 
"ee E ae 3 Bs Bo ee Ep eee te zy eee Te a ices H ys ie etl ch i ae ee re : ie k 2 ae eR OL a) Ns | 29 April 1909 and revised 2 June 1909. 
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ped {C pe Eee) ee Je CS Ee ee eS | asre-eos | 
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He also won the Thomas B. Clark Prize in 1907 for another oil, “Mother and Child,” the Hallgarten Prize in 1907 for “Three z 

Ages,” the Isadore gold medal and three medals from the Architectural League of New York for competitive designs. 4 

Following his work in Wisconsin in 1917, Ballin began art direction for movies, and later became a movie director, wares i ih be a atest ee & 

production designer, writer, producer and actor in Hollywood. He worked on more than one hundred silent films and oe . > 2 i 4 fT oe eee 3 

directed Jane Eyre and East Lynne, both in 1921. He was also a writer and published four successful novels. When | ie ; ’ cin ck a ey ae 

talking pictures began, he returned to mural art and decorated, among other spaces, the Carew Memorial Chapel in San ashe SS ‘ as ; evaded Sore oe oo / ‘ as 4 : 

Francisco and the Griffith Observatory, Warner family mausoleum and the B’Nai Brith Temple in Los Angeles. His ee r Di ee =e |S Ta ee e 

paintings appear in at least nine museum collections, including the Smithsonian in Washington and the High Museum ee ; Ne PO Uo eed bt ahaa 3 

of Art in Atlanta. At the time of his death at the age of seventy-seven he was working on murals for a Catholic church a ee : . i ” Poy | vA 3 4 if ee F 

in Hermosa Beach. Given this background and future career, he does not seem the sort of individual who could have had ae Aaa Te 7. aay nage Pg 7 ee F 

a difficult relationship with the Capitol Commission.'*° ea fon Be ; Fe oo L g 

After signing his contract in early 1912, Ballin plunged immediately into the work. He asked Lew Porter to make ‘yi \ a ae a Nae Bt ae ‘\3 a 

arrangements for photographing the walls and ceiling of the Executive Chamber and conducted research into the a s : = eee = se oat et Po os if iz b | ca 

themes for the paintings, going so far as to get in touch with the daughter of Increase Lapham, one of the Wisconsin pond ee a: oe es s si \ { i Y ; Q 

historical subjects depicted. Presaging complaints to come, at one of their meetings members of the commission Yee q ' ae Ret tes 4 i eS rs 3 ¥ 4 a 

questioned “the wisdom of having descriptive lettering on some of the paintings.” The artistic team in attendance a ee Ve Pe Ae pe mer ad : r 

at the meeting—architects George B. Post and his son James Otis, sculptors Daniel Chester French and Attilio OY a _ ‘ ee a tage { Wd m 

Piccirilli and painter Kenyon Cox—supported the lettering, calling it “customary, desirable, and artistic.” The com- 1 pe ee oe pe ; 

mission also established some historical Wisconsin themes for the wall paintings, including Nicolet’s 1634 visit to Py b . - 7. : a pila , 

Wisconsin (a suggestion of William Vilas in 1908), the surrender of Red Bird in 1827 and a Civil War theme. At that j ji2na<=_ s= se as oS E 

point, all seemed well.!°° ua iF ie » a » 4 | y A ee ae fs 

By the end of December 1912 or early January 1913, all the paintings were in place, a full year ahead of schedule. Even ES q , ‘ z= VW re Px ay ee 

before they were finished, they were the subject of a review by Louis Untermeyer, the distinguished critic, in the | sie % 4 H( A 5 sr ss te ae S | 

September 1912 issue of Art and Progress. On 15 January 1913, immediately after they were installed, the commission’s ate 2a sé. Q Po LS ‘ = Pe ' 

executive committee examined them; the same day Ballin sent Lew Porter a night letter asking for another payment. As i Ss YY le a ) a By Fe ee | 

with the first set of murals, the commissioners made “certain criticisms” (this time at an executive committee meeting) eee. ae 3 es a oer oe eal Poesy 3) 

and decided to ask for “possible alterations.” '°7 ao ¥ Ogee = Fs ae Sees? a 

ee ii ————w— SS, 
Ballin was proud of his Wisconsin work and immediately began preparing a booklet about the murals that he had printed ae ; ! mes 

in New York in mid-1913. With Lew Porter’s help, he hired a Madison photographer to take views of the completed room 

in January. The publication describes his work in detail. “The ceiling is purely symbolical, depicting the State and its 

attributes; the side walls illustrate instances in the history of Wisconsin.” The circular central panel of the ceiling ; : 

“represents Wisconsin surrounded by her attributes.” The four T-shaped paintings represent Pioneering, Charity, tin te ee or ee ns ba We lrllinc tt ae a 

Invention and Justice. The rectangular paintings to the north and south of the central panel represent “the seeker of diameter and installed in 1912, represents an allegorical theme, as do all the ceiling panels. The attributes of Wisconsin as 
knowledge at the shrine of wisdom” and “Labor, attended by the spirits of rain and sunshine.” Two L-shaped paintings portrayed by Ballin include beauty, strength, patriotism, labor, commerce, agriculture and horticulture. 

address religious tolerance and art; two semi-lunettes depict war and peace. 

The paintings on the walls illustrate “important events in the development of Wisconsin.” On the west wall, Nicolet is 

shown meeting Wisconsin Indians in 1634, and Major Whistler accepts a peace calumet from Red Bird after an 1827 

incident in southwest Wisconsin. The large canvas on the south wall addresses Civil War themes, with the central 

figure representing Unity, “the spirit of the Civil War.” It also depicts heroes of the Wisconsin effort in the war, including 

Cordelia A. P. Harvey, who convinced President Lincoln to let her open a hospital in Wisconsin so that wounded and ill 
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Se ; = oe iq a pin aoe ae rs we Aare § - i : ve ae z men could be brought home to recuperate. On the east wall, two tall, narrow paintings illustrate two of the three previous 
et esl Stirs ee el eat ae eg Re a - 2 Wisconsin capitols and two rectangular canvases depict Increase Allen Lapham, an important scientist and naturalist, 
= a — Ses ue gs ee eS i > a SE 2 and Colonel Joseph Bailey, who saved a fleet of Union ships during the Civil War by erecting a dam under harrowing 
yy y ay = a mage ree oe se = < OS s conditions. On the north wall, two tall feminine figures signify Madison—the Lake of the Morning CS onona} and the wll AL AO) La _ HONS Pe . : ol Se Ee mn aN \ eo z Lake of the Evening (Mendota), as suggested in a poem about the city by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Finally, on the 

. ani ACO iy Lee Se TH Bs a = west wall, under the clock, four narrow canvases depict the seasons and the signs of the zodiac. The signs of the zodiac 
ee a = = el BO) OG) Ef i PO a2 = a i 3 decorate the clock face in the eee chamber of the Doge’s Palace in Venice, an admitted inspiration to Post & Sons in 

| Pees ee ay v ee ; aay Se a i designing the Executive Chamber. 

| a -) De Kn EE MP OO ces ig 

‘| = 5 Bf ; ; ie j Fg pe ay hy | My x & Mt Discontent on the part of the commission that began in January 1913, just following the installation of the paintings, was 
nl Pree oe i la 4 ae PUP ie v a Hy ce ee 4 articulated in a letter written by Lew Porter in April 1915. Porter seems to have supported Ballin as much as he could, 

Si ee a i a s ah) | us y a given his position as the go-between for the Capitol Commission. In writing to Ballin “unofficially,” he said: 
ae TS eae ae eee 

4 a a Sm y il iis Ky | oy i} 1 a a le a I think that a great share of the criticism which has been made of your paintings has come from outside 
"| eS : 5 i" 3 sj || ( s 4 } A i rs i Lay | of the Commission and from people who are credited with being good artistic critics. The universal 
4 oe i Py i aes hi Y f. Y Va a x opinion among those who have expressed themselves is that your work on the ceiling is unsurpassed, 

{| i a ‘ | | % Li | | ; a | na that your paintings on either side of the mantel [Monona and Mendota] are most beautiful and that 
3 ce Pe aie | hel 5 ae ‘ : | the pictures of the Surrender of Redbird and Lapham are all that they should be. 

Soha aad i ee | | — ae a: i cach iy ] | Tee i : i a The rest are regarded as unfortunate. Whether or not this is because of the choice of subject, in the 
Ms AUR cea ll ie ea: | j ( r if execution, or in the conception of what the pictures should portray, I am not able to state. I trust, Mr. 
5 \ | | | : i : ; a Ballin, you will pardon my writing you frankly. . . . [A]ny general criticism pains me as much as it 

& aan errneerers ee) } | | ire | a possibly could the artist. This [is] because of the fact that I am with it every day and because of my 
Fs Pd | area =| | mae } Catt Se 4 intense desire to have the Capitol all that it should be in every line." 

3.29 Southwest corner, Executive Chamber, 1917 Some of the criticisms did indeed involve outsiders. At the first full commission meeting in April 1913 the daughter of 
ae a a biped : a Pio ie sj aaah nage oh Co — wh oe < yw an bee General Starkweather “appeared at her request . . . and made some criticisms of the picture and likeness of her father.” 

received well and was criticized for historical accuracy. It addresses Civil War themes in Wisconsin history and is dominated by Were changes to be made in the picture, the commission agreed that Ballin should consult her. The commission also 
an allegorical central figure who represents Unity. sought the opinion of Edwin Howland Blashfield, the New York artist contracted for the oculus painting in the Rotunda 

and the mural in the Assembly Chamber.'*° Some of the problems originated with the work of the commission itself. To 

assist Ballin, the commission had provided information for the Civil War painting that proved misleading—something 

the commission learned immediately after the painting was adhered to the wall. Many of the faulty details came from 

General Charles King of Milwaukee, a Civil War veteran and prolific writer of military history and novels. By 18 January 
1913, Lew Porter had learned that King’s statements unfortunately strayed from verifiable facts, and members of the 

G.A.R. organization in Madison provided solid information to refute them. Porter wrote, “I found that with reference to 

General Starkweather, the facts were very different from what we had been led to suppose, and I doubt very much, after 

finding out what the facts were, that it would be just to change the personnel of the group. You of course will appreciate 

that it is a very different thing to omit a person from the group than to put him in and later change him.”"! 

The commission withheld final payment in June 1913 “because the paintings of Mr. Hugo Ballin are not entirely satisfac- 

tory,” and requested that Post & Sons ask Ballin and the decorator of the room, Elmer Garnsey, to come to Madison “at 

the same time and finish the room together.” Post himself or members of the firm made some specific suggestions to 

Ballin about improving the murals in response to the criticism, and Ballin tried to schedule a visit immediately in July, but 
Garnsey was ill. Meanwhile, some of the canvases loosened from the wall and developed bubbles, requiring releading 

hetero te ipa aah eterna Secale sail aia i 
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and reattachment, tasks that an employee of Ballin accomplished. Ls i pee is We i ze 

ie 3 NEE aE al eae the ie aie om: Ballin waited several months attempting to schedule a visit in conjunction with Garnsey, but in the interests of finishing : eemeper oe & 
the job before his deadline of 31 December 1913, he journeyed alone to Madison in November (against the advice of Post Paid g oe 2 3 = ni 5 5 
& Sons) and made a number of changes to the paintings. He reworked all of the Red Bird painting and partly remounted Ag ; re ae ee ek ae es 

Ce BR es a eae 2 | ee ee CS 
it. For the large Civil War painting, he reduced the central female figure “in value,” put the cannon into perspective and ee ow bor fie a -~ ee si Fe Jee i 
worked on Mrs. Harvey and the small boy. He “toned” the paintings of both previous Capitol buildings. On the Bailey e- ca 4 i ial Wy bs aie ig ae B 

painting, he made the figure in the background “much lighter in character and somewhat darker in tone” and he repainted > 4 ¢ — -opelilggee eee | : 8 
es ae ag ie : Bailey’s left shoulder. He altered the background in the Lapham painting. He “considerably worked on “the Mendota 7 ee ha . Sa el = 

: - a aa . saa . ; y 7 >, hd ae Seen gO painting, especially the background.” And in the painting of Nicolet’s visit, he “reduced and softened” the drapery of 3.30 Nicolet meeting Native Americans in 1634 ; 4 " i ee iE ee) ie 2 

Nicolet’s costume and retouched other parts of the work.” '7 near Green Bay, 1913 ; SAGO 5 AMIN igs ey ne s ae < 
Of all Hugo Ballin’s Executive Chamber murals, PF ea: WD te ics | & j ie) Piel 4 f <a 
the one of Nicolet aroused the most controversy. (ae f ish fn) Yen ts Ne aS 

Ballin completed these revisions in early November and Porter responded by telling him, “It will give me great pleasure Critics challenged Ballin’s interpretation of the ‘ eh Aa i AL vag” Dae 

to bring the matter of your final payment to the attention of the Commission or its Executive Committee at the very scene. After three years of exchanges, Ballin oho ls F CHE Se ] Ve 
i i Re Nea) oi eae CP ri ag earliest opportunity.” Before that opportunity arose, George Post died on 28 November and Ballin lost his primary alte rea gn DUC ae aiech bu Te Ce at eee ees ies, si at” i Z ZA E i Commission never acted on it before turning over er ees a Sree ae Faas i advocate, as did all the artists and designers connected with the Capitol. Post had wanted artists who had given the Capitol to the state government in 1917. ers yy ata ; 

“absolute proof” of their ability to produce “distinguished excellence of work” to create the Capitol artwork, and he 

clearly felt Ballin fell into that category. Post believed that work at that level was necessary to achieve the overall goal s , : 4 TT AP z 
ofa capitol that “would be a model for buildings of its class, and which would as such exert a great educational influence os g pa * v ie 5 7 iy ‘ 2 
throughout the land.” '“ a 3 Sab) UAE won ‘ i 

a x Se 2 i 3 a 

Porter was as good as his word and suggested to the commission at its next meeting on 19 December 1913 that it nf bee oul \ coe 

authorize Ballin’s final payment of $1,800. The commission declined and instead suggested that Governor Francis . y : SRO Re ee é ae MG i CF a 

McGovern write to Ballin personally about the paintings. It also asked James Otis Post, George Post’s son who took ae D/C ; he on -. OGe Gl > 
over supervision of the project upon his father’s death, to tell Ballin “that it was the opinion of the Commission that he is - aise = nh ao re Sha Bye cam = 
could improve the Nicolet painting.” Judging from Porter’s letter to Ballin in April 1915, the commission took this action ; £ Eo tek] 2 ASS: ‘ eae Bore : fy 2) 
because of a stiff letter that Ballin had written to the governor in advance of the meeting stating that “it is absolutely ee ee "| P 4 5 San ws es ae Be nie 5 

a 4 poteiee weap ba eed te aS g impossible for me to improve the Nicollet [sic] picture,” which had become the source of the greatest dispute. In that p aa Bi! < ee ea i es Mee | S 
Be i a pays i och ree} s Selma) Gieane oar’ | eta g letter, Ballin cited the opinion of an Indian expert, DeCost Smith, that the Nicolet painting was “most convincing.” The ene | io fon” 6B a . ir as ac e 

merfnatbes § iy i 4 ae: wr S commission obviously did not concur. J. A. Van Cleve, a member from Marinette, stated outright, “Personally I have not se fied 4 Ba = a | ne oa 3 Ss 
as -_ Re op ; ert tnt ® been very favorably impressed with all of Mr. Ballin’s work” but noted that the commission had no provision for a referee OE =| ae ; Cae aed . 

and therefore should pay him.'** a ; ’ BA 3 eee. see : 

After the December meeting, Ballin turned somewhat conciliatory. He wrote to Porter in early 1914 saying that he had Re * oe # ? pate Pa om 
told the governor that he “would do anything he might suggest concerning the Nicolet picture.” McGovern did not aos . 
reply, and in late 1913 Ballin asked Lew Porter to raise the matter of a final payment once again with the commission. This 3.31 (above left) Colonel Joseph Bailey in 1864, saving Union Navy gunboats, 1913 
time the commission awarded payment, but the matter dragged on.'*°_ The intervention the commission requested of Th painting of Colonel Bailey is another controversial mural in the Executive Chamber. The hovering figure behind Bailey 
James Otis Post also took some time to accomplish. More than a year later, in March 1915, Ballin personally told the represents Bonga WaT aa emo ascraw nine Jum for his engineering achievement of consiructing a wing damiand |) i 3 Le yy : sae improving the flow of water to carry eleven gunboats over the rapids on the Red River in Louisiana during the Civil War. Critics 
younger Post that he would repaint the Nicolet canvas completely, remove the “flying figure” in the Bailey painting and disapproved the figure of Forward and wanted it removed. Ballin said the entire composition of the painting depended on her 
move the cannon “sideways from under the central figure” in the Civil War painting on the south wall. The Post brothers presence. 

portrayed Ballin as cooperative and told the commission that he would “conform to what seemed to be the universal i 
GpinionicG i sorennnoiiadisesnisiearareaiss 3.32 (above right) “Lake of the Morning” (Monona) and “Lake of the Evening” (Mendota), 1913 

P i The two panels representing Madison’ principal lakes appear to the left and right of the elaborate marble fireplace in the Executive 
Chamber. While other paintings in the room engendered harsh criticism, these two were regarded as “most beautiful.” Ballin 

At that point, other events intervened. Emanuel Philipp had taken office as the new governor, the war in Europe was drew his interpretation from a poem by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow about Madison, “The Four Lakes of Madison.” 
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a SSR rrr IP Og ZEEE z underway, and the Capitol Commission had become less active. These developments did not augur well for a resolution 
aye Rarer eect ga mans © P : : ; 

peta = oe Dn esate "i CF = 8 of the problem, and a subsequent letter by Ballin to Porter in March 1915 was less sanguine. He complained that 

i 2S on ie ge a ee SM ee A 4 : : : EN 
Ss 38 a, 2 i 2 gs Ce Pe es 2 Governor McGovern had not responded to his letter of a year earlier and he repeated his promise to repaint Nicolet. 

Bh eae A eR ee oe | NES ma 2, ; A eee & . . ss . 

es Sa So Set {Z f =) AES z Ballin claimed injustice, however, in the expectation that he complete the work without additional payment. He believed 

So SP an Sea See ij Go ro LZ Zee —— 3,33 South and west walls, mia A \ . i 

ONO as eer, S| NEO Ph) err 5 > t 5 ted 
SHOCK an Toco is. FW i Be eed % Executive Chamber, 1913 he new painting would take three months and said, somewhat petu mae as my picture was approved, accepted and 

R . om iam ose} ee: Oreo] rie 2 Inconnection with publica- paid for, I cannot see under what code you make this demand of me.” He went on: 

any aes LT pa ab BENess>) | i f= tion ofa small book about 
: oO mor Oy E Bbecek Co ee é Bs hi intine i Dh : eer e A eee : sae 

See ay} iP ® a Pee | i "Ot ieee dy | his mural paintings ng After it is all done, will your commission give me any sincerer appreciation than it has, and will it 

‘ : i nee Ades 4 ee fam | i . ‘ - ‘ 

! ha ty ) i ON A || 1 : a i ie | | | | | ae “a approve of my new effort? How are we to determine what Nicolet was like when he went into the then 

Me wes est IN ' iM | m2 , i | / a 5 Aa iahirel menieviere back-country, to show two pistols to a group of Indians who were not half as surprised with Nicolet 

Lo oa Ms = i | | =o BRR felt a ___ installed: a highly embel- as was Nicolet with them. Any explorer confronted with a colossal miscalculation and receiving the 

a | 1G i i i i IF \\} \ ia eer || ig)’ (lished iron fireback for the impression of his fallacy through oriental needlework, would hardly care to meet a Winnebago face to 
i) iS ea |) \ Ae REE 4 Baa i : fireplace in July 1913 anda : A i ss i 

ee : > hae | large bronze and alabaster face. I have gone into this very carefully and feel that my interpretation is commendable, but if you 

am — @ a a 23 nO): he | | lamp for the center table in desire to have Nicolet jumping out of a canoe, firing his two guns, which most likely did not explode 

|e aa€ :— \ i ew oh i ae my (JER setts )§=—(1914. Because the lamp is the first time he tried, with a group of astonished Indians taking flight, it can be done. I do not believe 
Hi yo eer Oma (UFsaad 1 By Fh enna | = <5 eal in place, th h o 3 Z a en i: 

j es e _¥ =" SS iS ae i eee : IRs “ete: ia veprmennancn it happened in this fashion. Each version is correct. Dramatically you are more so. 

e \ 5 anne EON een » fa | ae — 4 oS The open doors at the right 

PS NE 8 ee lead to the lobby. Despite his pique, Ballin succumbed to a complaint of his fellow Capitol muralist, Edwin Blashfield, whom he admired. 

Ballin had been told that Blashfield questioned “the significance of this painting.” Blashfield’s reaction, Ballin wrote, 

ng rts Pa a7 aN sag em z “clearly illustrates that the subject needs an explanation.” Ballin concluded his March 1915 letter by asking for a 

Sob. me I : pee 3 response from the commission."4” 

ee RRR eA At ak : sore cee 5 ae 
5 . he ec Or ign - % Another year went by and Ballin had heard nothing, so in February 1916 he wrote again to Porter and the commission. 

ing Sa a ae pia WO crea ey He reported that he had made a sketch for the new Nicolet painting that was “a more dramatic and improbable represen- 

ne Cy — — Sey “ie a A tation,” along the lines the commission wanted. He indicated he already had shown it to the architect, even though the 

Ba we CS. Sa Bo = airy aoe eee ‘ eg & : diets F . ‘ 

sie DW oe a | lin SS eee 3 prospect of making a new painting rankled him. He also revealed to Porter the he did not want to replace the “flying 
: ee Ones Gira eae — 2 > baht say 6 : Pa iri 

PMs ey oe a — = i a F SSS eee = figure” behind Bailey. “That change would completely ruin the composition . . . I beg of you to remember that the original 

Gig | rn ese ors i issi ? 
: Fi ies eee i sae i e ; | je sketch was approved.” He reminded the commission that the figure represented “Forward,” the state’s motto and “the 

a eee ioe ht ooo & Bes F i eae es ‘i 

= bat Sor ' € 4 a 3.34 West and north great spirit back of the modest man, the thing that lies within and that is hidden and shrouded under a noncommittal 

feel ans - Th ‘| éy ee 7 walls, Executive Chamber, expression.” He concluded, “[Mly heart is not at ease over this matter.” There the Hugo Ballin episode ended. The 

io @) Ai Oa dy eee 1913 oe : : : 
: pe | a RTE et Al The seoonl of he twa commission did not respond, the construction of the Capitol drew to a close, war was on the horizon and the new 

fe | : | i ; oe z ry sa r ee) - — | views taken for Ballin’s governor did not take the interest in the Capitol that the previous one had. Nicolet still is presented in the less dramatic 

ey | Ae | eS | | ‘Vee aa f | , 1913 publication shows fashion that Ballin desired (and the commission regretted) and “Forward” hovers still behind Colonel Bailey.'** 

- | | I i ol 3 B is | | neither the fireback nor the 

e el i a ‘eel Wh ‘gs & table lamp in place, but the Be 

u | at gg Ké ge | ‘iy 4 a furniture installed as the Decorative Finishes 

ae ae : eee ) eae ca architects intended. There In 1909 George Post wrote a strongly persuasive letter to commission member George H. D. Johnson to convince him of 

a ret ~~ - q ° : +e . . . . . . . * 

ei | y a < . is a shelf for a bronze bust the necessity of hiring tried and true artisans for the application of decorative paint in the Capitol: 
ie eal | e <a ron nell over the mantel, but no 

Tee mn Sings a Me t..E sculpture was commis- ; ‘ aay: i ? a 

nae ee H on ad * sioned for it. After the appointment of proper artists for mural paintings there remains the question of paintings 

[sic] the walls and ceilings to harmonize with both the architectural design and the decorative materi- 

als which are an essential part of it. This painting should serve to unite the work in one harmonious 

whole. To secure a perfect result requires not only mechanical skill and thorough appreciation of color 

but great experience. 

ci al antic on ilcainitaaatie tenet, 
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He conceded that Wisconsin artists “of promise” should be permitted to “show what [they] can do,” but the commission lobby primed “with a creamy white as a preliminary, and the Governor’s rooms, and any other rooms in which it is necessary 
should confine them “to points in the structure where a failure to produce a great result will not destory [sic] the unity to paint, may be painted in any simple neutral tone which will form a good background for pictures, leaving the small 
of the whole building . . . and its effect as an artistic whole[.]”!” The finishes eventually applied in both the East Wing decorative work which might be necessary for future consideration.” Finally, in August 1911, the commission awarded 
and throughout the Capitol testify to Post’s success in convincing the Capitol Commission to employ leading and highly Garnsey the contract for the Executive Chamber and lobby for $5,000. It took action at the insistence of Governor Francis 
experienced artists and interior designers from the center of artistic activity in New York City. Only one Wisconsin McGovern who wanted to use the room, since it had been “ready for decorating for several months, possibly a year.”! 

contractor, Conrad Schmitt Co. of Milwaukee, got involved in creating decorative finishes, and in the end Schmitt’s work 

was almost completely replaced by the designs and painting of an important New York firm, Mack, Jenney and Tyler. Max Philipp, Garnsey’s foreman, began work in late September 1911 and Garnsey himself promised to come to Madison 

on the twelfth or thirteenth of October “to inspect the same and arrange for the finishing of it.” Porter described the basic 

Between 1910 and the time of completion of the Capitol, three separate contractors applied decorative finishes to the color as “a dark maroon” with “a large amount of gold.” Presumably these first stages were quickly completed, although 
East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. Between 1910 and 1911, Elmer E. Garnsey of White Plains, New York designed and Garnsey could not complete his work until the mural paintings had been installed and approved. The ceiling paintings 
executed the paint and gilt decorations in the Executive Chamber and its lobby for $5,000. Also in 1910, the Conrad were installed in April 1912. Garnsey evidently did not return to finish the necessary work on the ceiling, possibly 
Schmitt Co. of Milwaukee completed basic painting on the first through fourth floors of the East Wing and applied preferring to wait until after the installation of the wall paintings so the entire room could be completed. However 
decorative stenciling in offices on the first floor for $6,900. Between 1915 and 1917, the New York City firm of Mack, Garnsey submitted his final invoice without the work having been completed, and in May 1912, Governor McGovern 
Jenney and Tyler designed and executed the paint scheme and decorations for the entire building at a cost of $174,642. withheld his signature on the voucher for payment. He offered his reason as being that “he did not consider that the 
The portion of the sum assigned to the East Wing came to $39,342.!°° Chamber had been decorated in a satisfactory manner and that he therefore thought that the contract had not been 

completed.” The commission turned over the matter to the architects, who believed more work was needed on both 

Elmer Ellsworth Garnsey painting and gilding and indicated that someone from Post & Sons should be on hand when Garnsey did the additional 
Elmer Ellsworth Garnsey implemented the decorative finish scheme in the Assembly Chamber and Assembly Parlor in the work. Garnsey visited Madison in late September and early October 1912 and probably worked on the ceiling, since the 
West Wing, as well as the Executive Chamber and its lobby in the east. He was one of the most distinguished wall paintings had not yet been installed. But no Post & Sons representative was present as required.'* In December 
architectural decoration specialists in the United States from the 1890s until his retirement in 1917. Although he declined 1912, Garnsey appeared before the commission and agreed that he would “retouch the side walls” after all the murals 
to compete for the job of applying a comprehensive finish scheme to the interiors of the Wisconsin Capitol, he estimated were in place and he waived further payment for this work, an action that prompted the commission to authorize the 
the job at $203,000 and said he would take it if it were given to him. His remarks to the Capitol Commission at that time $1,000 remaining on his contract. He was ill in late 1913 when Ballin finished his repainting work on the wall murals, and 
echo Post’s own remarks about the importance of interior decoration. it is not known if Garnsey ever returned to retouch the walls. 

Acres of plaster surfaces must be brought into harmonious relation with the other great acres of Conrad Schmitt Co. 

splendid marbles, exquisitely modeled ornament in bronze and wood, paintings and sculpture. The Although Conrad Schmitt had successfully completed preliminary painting and the application of decorative finishes in 
decoration by color and applied ornament must be studied in relation to these other surfaces and some the more prominent rooms in the East Wing in 1910, he lost on his bid to apply a comprehensive decorative to the 
textures, not only on paper in the studio, but directly on the walls and ceilings, where local entire building a few years later. On 9 May 1910, the executive committee had instructed Lew Porter to secure from Post 
variations of light, shadows and reflections may be observed and allowed for, but also augmented & Sons “a general scheme for the decorations” of the rooms on the first floor assigned to the governor and the attorney 
or neutralized. Few problems demand more of the artists, and opportunities for gaining the general, excluding the Executive Chamber. By 3 June, Schmitt was in Madison to present a proposal to the committee. He 
essential knowledge and experience are limited.'*! offered to prepare the walls for painting and apply four coats of paint “with such ornamentations as in his judgment 

might be desirable,” all for $2,650. And he said he would complete the work by 20 June, less than three weeks away, thus 
Garnsey’s concepts for the Executive Chamber were fairly developed by January 1909, when he submitted his specifica- enabling early occupancy by the governor and attorney general of their offices. The executive committee immediately 
tions and an estimate of $3,750 to Post & Sons. He proposed a gilded ceiling and cornice, with “dull red color in agreed, and Schmitt and his crew were at work three days later.'** 

backgrounds of ornament.” Garnsey further offered that the “pilasters, doors, wainscot and trim are to be painted a 

reddish-brown, and after painting, the woodwork is to be waxed and rubbed, to give it an antique finish. The carved Porter then asked Schmitt to prepare a sketch and estimate for decorating the second floor Supreme Court Hearing Room 
ornament in wood-work is to be touched up with gold, the gilding to be diminished in quantity toward the floor.” He and lobby. Schmitt replied promptly on 23 July 1910 and estimated the work at $3,000. He proposed to prepare the 
wanted “first quality gold-leaf, ... lacquered to an antique finish.”!? plaster, apply four coats of oil paint, the last coat “to be genuine imported French zinc, ground in poppy-seed oil, and to 

be stipple faced.” He called for lacquered gold leaf for the ceiling and a dull ivory color, with glazes, for the ornamental 
In April 1909 Garnsey refined this proposal to include the Executive Chamber Lobby and the governor’s private offices, plaster. He also offered to help find a gold-colored carpet for the room. He presented his plan to the commission on 26 
but no action was taken until the spring of 1910, when the rooms were ready for painting. At that time, Garnsey warned July, but the commission decided not to proceed at that time. Instead, it asked Schmitt merely to paint the second floor 
against putting a primer coat on the wooden walls of the Executive Chamber, because that would subsequently make it rooms, not decorate them. The next day Schmitt submitted a bid of $2,700 for this work and the commission accepted it, 
“absolutely impossible to produce the effect of the old Venetian woodwork.” Post & Sons accordingly recommended stipulating “that the work must be done under the supervision of the architect.”!"’_ Schmitt evidently finished this phase 
leaving the room “without painting until such time as we are permitted to do the real decorative work,” but wanted the of the work without difficulty, and the executive committee authorized payment on 12 October 1912. Just nineteen days 
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es (alee i a  , . cone ib finish ihe the East os i top ni es 1 7 a the a se - fe 

oe ey ee f : el ing for $3, a, ‘to begin work at ence chmnitt Prcros only ree coal s 0: ae ico lors in the matte finish” plus 

ie €] Ff i —— = AU 5 stippling for the third and fourth floors, evidence of their lesser status in the Capitol’s hierarchy.'** 

pai [° OUR 
Ea PDN SEDEN  TYERE [| eeesmi || £ Mack, Jenney and Tyler 
Pied : W he N 3 The next decorators hired by the commission came on Post & Sons’ recommendation. They were the firm of Mack, 

yi pelea VAM, pole A Jenney and Tyler of New York, a relatively young company but one with excellent credentials and a roster of projects that 

a ee He S| on g came to include some of the most important public buildings in the United States. The principals were Charles E. Mack, 

feet YANO a j Edgar W. Jenney and Ernest F. Tyler; Jenney and Tyler appear to have been in charge of artistic design and execution. 

NAY OS 
4 ‘i ie Og j lil’ Q Post & Sons must have initiated negotiations with Mack, Jenney and Tyler to decorate the Capitol some time before the 

Bea BWV ma 20 May 1914 meeting of the commission at which the firm showed “sketches . . . [of] interior decorations of public 
A oeay rN (cM Ve g ieee buildings.” The commission asked Mack, Jenney and Tyler to prepare a proposal, and it promptly complied, sending it 
ie cy a (\ Ls) yj ; ey uy ; to Post & Sons on 8 June. This proposal is the document that divides the building into five classes of decoration, based 

ih iP iy a Ax WAN upon the public importance and grandeur of the spaces. Class I finishes were proposed for such spaces as the Rotunda, 

is Fy I | eo ? Ny the main corridors and stair galleries and the Supreme Court Hearing Room, and it included many colors of paint and as 

eel DECORATORS | et muh poll leaf as seemed suitable. Class II we reserved e eee - the crab oo me: — —- 

; 1 | ; mon k 3.35 Mack, Jenney and Tyler bookplate, 1911 stenciling, gold leaf and several colors: ClassiIt involved app ication of no mare t ay our colors and simple ornament; 

4 bel i O ==. oO i pireraty Ernest F. Tyler, one of the principals in the New York firm that Class IV, three colors and some simple stencils; Class V, a single color of paint, as in closets and workshops. In actual 

ae = 2 4 cour = es = aes decorated the Capitol between 1914 and 1917, designed a execution, however, Mack, Jenney and Tyler adjusted this hierarchical scheme to suit conditions, as in the chambers of 

Ee ) Ji aH | 4 bookplate for his company (founded in 1906) that suggests the the justices. They had been proposed for Class II treatment, but received Class I1I]—the level of finish that had been 
(Ga LU Ay ® B= style of decorative elements employed in the Capitol. The plate 

Ds a OE seees=r== = appears in materials that he gave to the Century Association in specified for the rooms occupied by clerks and stenographers.'” 
SS New York and is dated 1911. 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler formally submitted its proposal to the Capitol Commission on 29 September 1914, but, “after 

ee % TT z considerable discussion,” received only a partial contract—$10,000 for the upper portion of the Dome. The firm 

ae : Hea . completed the work by mid-December and was duly paid. Some legislative delays occurred in securing an appropriation 

5 7 3 fi a to complete the decorations for the rest of the building, and that may have accounted for the partial contract. Despite not 

ae 2 4 4 Ma : having a contract in hand, Lew Porter instructed Mack, Jenney and Tyler to proceed with decorating the Supreme Court 

fe E is 4 3 Hearing Room immediately after Albert Herter mounted his mural paintings in the room in May 1915. This appears not 

Se ; i $ to have disturbed Mack, Jenney and Tyler, since members of the firm met with Herter in New York “to talk over the 

ae oS aw s 4 2 treatment of the ceiling,” obviously with the intention of painting it before a contract was in effect. Therefore, the 

a ee ee : | 3 commission must have assumed that Mack, Jenney and Tyler would receive the contract for the building. Some of the 

Ae a ees a HE 2 firm’s artisans and painters continued to labor in the building long after they completed the Dome, and at the end of June 

2 . 2 ies A 3 1915 Mack, Jenney and Tyler asked Post & Sons to approve an additional payment of $24,950. Finally, on 24 August 

ae Pe Pees Hid i 1915, the commission awarded the company the job of decorating the building for $174,642, “this contract having been 

ee Cer a i 9 previously agreed upon by Mack, Jenney & Tyler and the Commissioners,” with the proportion assigned to the East 

po ee : be z Wing amounting to $39,362. Porter had encouraged Edgar Jenney to attend so that he could immediately begin to work 

as aa = Ge : ‘i on the Supreme Court Consultation Room which the court wanted finished by 14 September, a further indication of the 

. 2 ia ; 3 reg See ee ae eee ee ee a ule previous understanding between the commission and Mack, Jenney and Tyler. Ofall the artwork and decorative finishes 

ae 2 F ‘Sill = Mack, Jenney and Tyler, the New York decorating firm that created for the East Wing, the work of Mack, Jenney and Tyler proceeded the most smoothly. ' 

ee ae - : $ received the Capitol contract, painted the detailed ceiling of the 

ame crane ‘ 5 courts consultation room using a design vocabulary reminiscent Drinking Fountains 

aaa aap : Caan yoaear en faa Tee d Gilded cast iron drinking uaa the shapes Gs a dolpnin and a lion’s Bead originally ee ee on the oe 

elias ! Rehabilitation. and first floors as part of the plumbing and decorative iron contracts. Details on an elevation indicate that the dolphins 
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were mounted in the marble niches on the ground floor adjacent to the elevators, and the lion’s heads were mounted on FF Bee Hoan iH Fi ae ea | : fe ; see z Ree: ae el z 
the first floor in the corresponding locations. A dolphin-shaped fountain was placed in a more elaborate marble niche in cos Sonate Al heed Et ie uel bmn tome TY Phen Z . cies eoome e 
the lobby of the Executive Chamber. Drinking water from a well in the Capitol basement was chilled as it passed through ee eae nes Pe eee DON aces SS 4 a oe 3 ae és ‘a ee 2 

. : a : ‘ : Saat ie Rose M4 ete] < Fe ee eee ey s, 
coils in a tank filled with ice, then transmitted to the fountains where it was controlled by a spigot with a decorative eee Piaites: aah wpe iL: ea ss ae a g 

BR re a re Ba | eet] 9 areca c es handle. Thirsty souls could open a spigot and fill an ornamental, silver-plated, common drinking cup affixed to a igoe ae ie oat sees ela Rd Rs aM : he aol gs bee 3 

fountain with an equally decorative chain. ee he Lr ee cS Bill foea a4 | ee x Wersceae = po i > 

peta eper ee me re tg th iy oR an | bee a F 
he ao Try ee ees) = eae 8 

~ een S * A Z Stes el phentet aa Aat Atos Wega Ls ea te te ens SAN esa > oe he - 
In October 1910, the Capitol Commission advised Post & Sons to change the specifications for the South Wing to call for f Stee Pal — ‘ d is eee es of NO 4 Fe ee re | OG 

‘ . oe fears Per eer etl oak te Rea eae Legg eo. eee co A oan ae 
bubbling fountains because of “a state law which recently took effect” that prohibited “public drinking cups.” The E ae aot rae od A cae ia ‘ ob . tei [z3 af B fe 

a zi z USES bce sia epee PhS ER peered ce Coickaheg oes > Nae pad «eee Pele 
commission also asked the architects to find ways to adapt the fountains already installed in the East and West Wings, i Ate Sl ie coe ies ai ; Ht rae a ait Vy in aa baa e ee 

as ont * * . weg RL LE pe fod bear ap Shee sls) NADINE | Re Ne LE and cautioned that a dolphin “with a turned-up pipe in its mouth would look too much as though it had just been hooked, ; ee ee ey at a 4 3 ' Bea v ut io ae cee a 
but perhaps you can suggest some change that will not be objectionable.” No such law appears to have been passed Se at epeapa ets Peete rer a ee e eee Bee eS a 
by 1910, although a broad movement to outlaw common drinking cups was underway throughout the country, and the eS ae es Be ee 

progressive-dominated legislatures of Wisconsin likely were in agreement with the movement. But whatever the status eT rr Toe Th Beri NV a 
i 7 issi « . Peapod ee IES Be OSES Be SMa t ee coc NAS A Pere Bon F : 

of legislation, the commission voted on 25 January 1911 to change the ornamental fixtures “to bubbling fountains,” pescct Hoe rod Coe et ka is rs i] eee ea 3.38 Cast iron lion’s head fountain, 
A i ores ; ae co pth ee Reet US weet SIR ec 2001 pending a report on costs. The legislature moved more slowly than the commission and finally did pass an anti-drinking- Bes beeches He LES Deere el aM Tet 2 (> Rese il : a poo preppet ages ies oe Soe |. fe 7s gens A sole surviving example of a lion’s head 

cup law in April 1913. Porter, anticipating that the legislature would adopt the law at a special session in 1912, instructed ‘e ee PAs FS a ee ENA Pe : ip P : > pating 8 P Pp ? pare Eta ee Pea Nee ee ONSET fountain of the type used between 1910 
the Andres Stone & Marble Co. of Milwaukee, the West Wing stone contractor, to begin work on the modifications in ors a vega ir i = i poner | eo ie Behe yi 4 ie and 1912 in the East Wing appears in the 
March 1912. In June, the decision was made to remove the ornamental fixtures and redesign the marble to accommodate Burs ae i 4 ig : ae aL han Se ee exhibits adjacent to the observation deck 

4 f po, pete ee a ; itol’s si abe the new bubbling fountains or bubblers. By the end of 1912, the work had been completed at a total cost of $4,646.'%! SAG Ste hte iacl sfeek ore aS en ain onthe Capiial s-aisth level bs Ggut 
i 5 pee ck Ue UA fon a oN A nineteen inches in diameter and shows 
Seon REC a NESE ae ceitecse fae traces of original gildin 

Conclusion to Historic Overview Cede ee en RS oe y : state SHE AEE: 
The design and execution of the East Wing posed great challenges because of its rich interior spaces and the involve- : = ba 2) ORs acess bere head a Pepa Sf RE ; : Hato. seh.) Nahe ere a te aaron (one gee NG. 
ment of the Supreme Court, the governor and the attorney general who would occupy most of the space. On the exterior, <A | iS ne | pee here ate | ae | | cigars : Nie 

RS ee ES Hiligee as SNe 
excavation and foundation work were accomplished rapidly and without incident. Exterior masonry construction suf- | SH ie ] Te a. i 4 tee & Me i 

fered from delays at the quarry in Vermont and a shortage of workmen. Lew Porter found it necessary to visit Vermont | ae tg | casa pepe | Ryo bet UI j 
i i ea es aa pl | : 

personally and investigate the situation on behalf of the commission. The tragic collapse of the West Wing pediment, Sy : he Pp ieee ee | I ees 

while the East Wing pediment was underway, and the loss of a life indicate the challenges posed by construction in that i 
Brecti fth 1 hiveburbeme ed k heldain fs i i Onth 3.37 Post drawing 518-608, Transverse Section CC and DD (detail), 1908 

era. Erection of the steel structure went smoothly, but being tied to masonry work, was held up from time to time. On the Cast iron water fountains in the shape of dolphins on the ground floor and a lion’s 

interior, the ornamental aspects of the building, especially the decorative metalwork and the marble, occasioned delays. head on the first floor were part of the East and West Wings from completion of 
Despite a fire at a planing mill, the woodwork installation proceeded uneventfully. Walls, floors, electrical work and each wing until removal in 1912. A detail from drawing 518-608, dated 24 July 
plumbing moved smoothly and were installed without incident when the structure was ready for them. 1908, shows placement (ete ties eadia eg uae y ouuanis were removed tre 1912 

to conform to a forthcoming state law that imposed penalties for common 

drinking cups used in public places. 
Artwork proved a stumbling block in some instances. Selecting experienced artists, negotiating their contracts, estab- 

lishing historic themes, coordinating the installation of artwork and decorative finishes and achieving satisfactory 

completion all proved problematic. These episodes provide some of the most intriguing stories in the history of the 

Capitol. Struggles over the decoration of the Supreme Court Hearing Room resolved themselves in the end and the 

justices moved contentedly into their quarters. No such satisfactory outcome occurred with respect to the Executive 

Chamber. The muralist, Hugo Ballin, and the commission never reached an accommodation, and Ballin was left with 

heartache and the commission with dissatisfaction. Numerous small episodes enliven the history of the wing, such as 

the installation and removal of decorative drinking fountains in favor of bubblers, the replacement of exterior bronze 

railings, the drowning of Francis Millet on the Titanic and George Post’s incorporation of the latest technologies into the 

structure itself. 
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z ieee wr ie ee ets ee 2 The history of East Wing design, construction and decoration demonstrates that George B. Post & Sons, the Capitol 

8 4 TEL fe ee Se ae ae ae Commission and Lew F. Porter were still feeling their way when the wing was begun in 1908. But at the end, in 1916, they 

FS Nt 3 es DIR § Sia Pe ee eee fe were functioning as a fully-fledged team that could solve any problem and see it through together. The team kept its 

iia 3 PS 75 re aa eee ee 3 eyes on the main goal of creating a masterpiece despite the enormity of the task of creating a building that had to delight 

} a 5 272 ee the eye and function as a government center and public attraction simultaneously. The East Wing and its history open 
A ee — : Sao: se # ‘ . : : 

i E oe a - i : z a window into the history of the Capitol as a whole. 

; le F ae : ° 162 
we 7 ie East Wing Occupancy, 1910-1998 
ee a | . The occupancy of the wing and pavilion has been relatively stable from construction to the present. From the beginning 

be 3 My the governor and attorney general occupied the first floor, the Supreme Court the second floor and the Wisconsin State 

i it Law Library the third and fourth floors. This left the basement and ground floor open to change, and the changes began 

A ie ee almost immediately upon completion of the wing. After initial occupation, general changes can be traced through the 
Pe Hi 

'y up gi 2 

: TGA AS departmental listings in the various Capitol and state government telephone directories that survive. 

3 pee 28 % The Land Office was the first to move into the wing by February 1910, bringing with it hundreds of volumes of land 

Es ieee ee ot records and maps that required safe storage in a vault. While the room assigned to the Land Office on the south side of 

has (I aS the wing and the vault across the hall from it seem to have been ready for occupancy, the east-west corridor between 
x arpa Pel (et aot aT a 8 y; 

3.39 Lew F. Porter, secretary of the Capitol kes rs aa al nl ele them was not. Floors had not been laid, nor lighting installed, so the employees were forced to walk on the cinder layer 

Commissary circ TAL i ; 3 PSE Li Lt P| of the floors before concrete was laid. The secretary of state, with whose division the Land Office was connected 
Porter oversaw construction of the entire Ss a é : : ; 

Capitol for the commission and had as his : i — eee _ tt aS bureaucratically, complained, and at least temporarily the Land Office was moved to the West Wing.'® 

goal an “intense desire to have the Capitol all : Sees S 

that it epee be a eco, oe ” In his : ie Bas In 1913, the Capitol telephone directory indicated that the engineering staff and a blueprint room occupied the basement 
capacity, he was the principal negotiator wit! ose SARE : ] : ‘ eaieae 3 
ee Cres et cnd with the comuraciors for the re an : of the wing. te restaurant ae not yet opened, so the kitchen was not in use. By this time, the north side of the ee 

Capitol Commission. be eet L floor was occupied by the Railroad Commission; the south side, by the adjutant general, forester and Land Office. This 

lees a is . fies : 3 ee record of occupancy contradicts the “Floor Plan Assignment” that Post & Sons revised as of 12 May 1914. That plan 

ES | : ees : oe : shows the Civil Service Commission on the north side of the floor, but in fact the commission never occupied the wing 

ee gee oe ee fee ee ‘ but remained in an office in the Washington Building on East Washington Avenue through 1915, then moved into the 

: Brea a ose : : : a North Wing by 1926. In 1913, the governor, attorney general and Supreme Court occupied the first and second floors, the 

| os ee : Soe geen bape ee Law Library was on the third floor, which it shared with the Supreme Court reporter. The Railroad Commission and the 

[es SS a 4 Tie en revisor of statutes occupied two rooms of the fourth floor. By 1915, the basement had acquired various maintenance 

3.40 Capitol Directory, 1926 offices for the superintendent of public property, who then bore responsibility for the physical plant. Occupation of the 

Ananalysis of Capitol telephone directories revealed little change in remainder of the wing remained unchanged in 1915. 
occupancy of the East Wing from the time of completion in 1910 to 1998 when 

Restoration and Rehabilitation began. Only the ground floor experienced i sad A ‘ 
shifting occupancy. ‘Occupancy of the other floors remained constant: the Construction of the Northeast Pavilion, completed in 1917, provided more space to the Supreme Court and the Law 

governor and attorney general on the first floor, the Supreme Court on the Library. But the pavilion’s round rooms were not conveniently connected to offices in the East Wing in the original 

second floor and the State Law Library on the third and fourth floors. The plans. To create suites of offices for the clerk of court on the second floor and the revisor of statutes on the third, the 

Capstol Cafe referred to on the cover was in qperation from 1917 uni) aie modification of toilet spaces into offices and corridors was recommended and appears to have been implemented. 
1927 or early 1928. Its kitchen was in the basement of the East Wing. ee ee =e 

Similarly, the second floor round room of the pavilion was subdivided for the clerk. The Supreme Court recommended 

the changes and Capitol Commission left it to the architects to work out the details “to the best of their ability.”"* Pp 

In late 1916, a few months before the Capitol Commission turned over the building to state officials, its minutes recorded 

the departments that occupied the building wing by wing and floor by floor. At that time the south side of the ground 

floor of the East Wing was home to the board of regents for the state’s normal school system and to the adjutant general, 

— rrr nnn 
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while the Land Office had moved to the north side of the floor. The statistical offices of the Railroad Commission (which Ground floor occupancy from 1968 through 1998 has been marked by temporary use by a number of groups. The 1968 

had jurisdiction over utilities generally and later became the Public Service Commission) had the rest of the space on the state directory lists only the commissioner of public lands as a ground floor occupant in 1968 and the Judicial Council 

north side of the wing; it, too, required vault space for records. The rest of wing was occupied as it had been since it and the office of the highway safety coordinator in 1970. In 1971, the Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission office also 
opened—first floor, governor on the south side, attorney general on the north; second floor, Supreme Court; third and was housed there. In 1972, two senators shared the floor with the coordinator and the commission. From 1973 through 

fourth floors, Law Library. 1976, the Supreme Court used some of the rooms on the north side, and the governor housed his Council for Consumer 

; Affairs on the south side. In 1977, members of the Assembly took over the north side of the floor, with offices of the 

At its last meeting on 9 February 1917, when it turned over the building to state officials, the commission decided to lieutenant governor and some other executive branch offices on the south side. That situation continued until 1998. The 
exchange the location of the Railroad Commission on the ground floor with the Department of Agriculture on the fourth history of occupancy of the Northeast Pavilion is much the same, although less well documented. Various Supreme 
floor of the South Wing. This was an attempt to make the agricultural offices more convenient to visiting farmers. The Court or court system offices occupied the second and third floor pavilions. The agriculture department vacated the 
administrative offices of the Department of Agriculture remained in the East Wing until the early 1960s.'° fourth floor pavilion in 1964, and the space became an Assembly hearing room, as it remained in 1998. 

From 1917 until 1927 or 1928, the kitchen for the State Capitol Restaurant occupied the west end of the wing, adjacent to 

the Rotunda Basement where diners were seated. The restaurant was to open 9 February 1917. Following the restaurant Biogr: aphies 
closing in the late 1920s, the kitchen was dismantled.'® Apart from that ten-year period of kitchen use, occupancy of the The Office of the Governor in the Twentieth Century 
basement and the upper floors of the wing remained virtually unchanged through 1998. In the basement, the agency During the nineteenth century, the limited scope of state government demanded little from the governor. The chief 
running the Capitol building (there were a number of name changes over the years) maintained offices and workshops executives tended to be party loyalists or military heroes and needed only to be competent administrators to be 
there; over time, they included a carpenter and paint shop, service and maintenance facilities, a mimeograph facility and successful in office; not so in the twentieth century. Beginning with Robert La Follette the governor became an 
a typewriter repair shop. Some shifting appears to have taken place in basement occupancy when the State Office increasingly important figure, elected to office with a personal platform, and someone who worked with the legislature 
Building was completed in the early 1930s. and outside experts to enact specific policies. As society became more complex, the governor became responsible not 

merely for enacting the laws passed by the legislature but for articulating and pursuing a clear agenda. Under the 

From 1917 through 1998, the first floor has housed the attorney general on the north side of the wing (although the progressive governors from 1901 to 1915, for example, the state began to address the economic and political inequalities 
growing justice staff came to be scattered elsewhere in the building and eventually outside it) and the governor’s office. of the time, making Wisconsin a widely known “laboratory of democracy.” 

Some offices of the executive department took up the south side of the first floor. Various special executive department 

undertakings (for example, the division of departmental research, the division of industrial development and the mental Symbolic of this change was the new Wisconsin State Capitol itself. In 1903 a commission began investigating plans for 
health advisory committee) found quarters in the governor’s suite. On the second floor, the Supreme Court occupied its expansion of the building in order to accommodate the increasing responsibilities of state government. The 1904 fire led 
same quarters; the court’s clerk traditionally had an office on the south side of the building, and the Supreme Court to an entirely new building with space for the new or expanded government agencies, bureaus and commissions that 
reporter worked out of the Northeast Pavilion. The third and fourth floors were given over mostly to the library, with the characterized the Progressive Era, and the governor often had the responsibility to appoint key personnel to these new 
revisor of statutes generally occupying the Northeast Pavilion on the third floor. The fourth floor of the Northeast bodies. With the expanded role of government came increasing conflict in the new capitol as the governor and legisla- 
Pavilion was home to agricultural department offices from 1926 until about 1964 when they moved to the Hill Farms State ture disagreed over policy and prerogatives. In the 1920s, tax policies and Prohibition fired a feud between conservative 
Office Building, several miles west of the Capitol. The Governor’s Commission on Human Rights had fourth floor legislators and Governor John Blaine, and in the 1930s the Great Depression spurred new efforts toward reform, which 
quarters from 1948 until 1958 and the Judicial Council had its office on the south side of the fourth floor from 1954 brought Governor Philip La Follette into a bitter fight with a skeptical state senate. 

through 1958. 

A number of recent constitutional changes further contributed to the increasing authority of the governor. Originally 
The ground floor has had a more varied history of occupancy. The adjutant general and various veterans’ and defense the governor was elected for a two-year term. Not only did this give the incumbent limited time to complete an agenda, 
services connected with his office occupied the south side of the wing until the adjutant was moved to the Wright Street but a significant portion of the term often could be given up to campaigning for reelection. Moreover, since the governor 
facilities near Truax Field (on Madison’s east side) about 1958. The adjutant’s former offices appear to have been used and lieutenant governor were elected separately, it was not unusual for the two of them to be from different parties. Since 
by a variety of agencies between 1958 and 1971. From 1958 until 1964, the board of regents for the state colleges had its 1970, all constitutional officers have been elected to four-year terms, and the governor and lieutenant governor have 
quarters in that area. In 1971, the lieutenant governor took over the southeast corner of the ground floor. On the north been elected jointly, allowing the two principal elected executive officials to function as a more closely related team. 
side of the floor, the Land Office (or commissioner of public lands) and the agricultural department, under varied names, Other state officers, however, are still elected separately, sometimes producing strong differences between parts of the 
occupied the spaces. In 1964, the Hill Farms State Office Building opened and the agricultural offices moved there. (The executive branch. In addition, the number of state boards and agencies headed by gubernatorial appointment gives the 
agricultural department had additional offices scattered around Madison and at the University of Wisconsin.) The Land governor far-reaching and long-lasting influence in determining state policy. 
Office remained on the north side of the floor until 1968. The attorney general’s department (with principal offices one 

floor above) took over the vacated agricultural offices from 1964 to 1968, at which time the department moved to the 

Loraine Hotel building except for the attorney general himself and his principal aides. 
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SEERA | a Se Biographies of governors having offices in the East Wing'” 
RS A eee ee — e i torn Robert M. La Follette (Republican; born Primrose, 14 June 1855; died Washington, D.C., 18 June 1925; governor 1901- 

ae Rileteae 0 YOCOS, i ¢ | g 1906; married Belle Case, 31 December 1881.) Although La Follette left office before the Capitol became a reality and 

e S =a: aa | Wess pee ¢ a == _ 2 € ri 2 never occupied quarters in the new building, he was largely responsible for its coming into existence. He was already a 

ee a i Fs te 6d|ll (ale) CE ET B well-known figure when he took office in 1901 and enhanced his reputation as a political reformer by vigorous! on ca 2 “4 cS eae ee ig Pp Pi y vigi y 
peu Lf 3 i Mi os eae OE Ey a : : | |i be a advancing a number of significant changes in state government. Under his administration, the legislature enacted the 
Soul hs Nee |) (BS See j eeu ‘ : _ ‘ i i ae a, tenes 

Pas ps i a a a es E piso is it ei | Ce nation’s first statewide primary election law, a law regulating railroad service and a civil service act. Despite intra-pa 
a fi i fe Ee eee eee Pee ee t p ry P P 
a aI | i eee eee @ | cea : hostility to his platform, La Follette was reelected in 1902 and 1904. In 1905, the legislature elected him to the United 

. face. |< poe Be : 9 A 2 yi States Senate, an office he held until his death in 1925. As governor, La Follette supervised the initial planning of a much 
\ ia = Ss ATS Ze eo | OES Saas a i ee i 2 

eee KS I | i | ee exon i /] he a larger capitol to serve not only as the seat of government but also as a monument to democracy and to progressives’ 

i i] ia FO Al { “| 7 Ih | iP bs ar i belief in good government. His son Robert, Jr., succeeded him in the U.S. Senate; his son Philip Fox won three terms as 
| HI. i [ 4 fe \ eM a 4 i | 5 | governor; and his grandson Bronson Cutting La Follette was a long-time attorney general. 

0) ee | 
| eee: " eS a - i 4 | | il James O. Davidson (Republican; born Norway, 10 February 1854; died Madison, 16 December 1922; governor 1906-1911; 

SS een oan pe | & married Helen Bliss, 21 February 1883.) Davidson took office after La Follette’s resignation, and he, too, left an impres- 
BON Shy So aioe, | SEES | z sive record as governor and furthered progressive reforms, particularly in the area of business regulation. Davidson’s 

re SRP eutaeeeiea ad i chief strength as governor lay in his ability to appeal to all factions, a welcome change after La Follette’s stormy tenure. 

re eee a i He signed into law the regulation of public utilities and a corrupt practices act. He was reelected in 1906 and 1908. ' GS ; €.. : i ign gi PI P’ 
Bice td p ol ae onl He Having served in a number of state offices, including assemblyman, treasurer and lieutenant governor, Davidson was 

. Cs) Rea etl oe coe ee familiar with the workings of the state government and well suited to overseeing the initial construction of the Capitol. 

ee, me ee a ee os He was the first governor to have an office in the new building, and he retired to Madison in 1911. 

3.41 Governor’s Conference Room with Robert M. La Follette, Sr., bust, 1938 : poets a d ‘ 

During the governorship (1931-33, 1935-39) of Robert La Follette’s son Philip, Philip placed the bronze Jo erancls E. McGovern (Republican; born Elkhart Lake, 21 January bese died Wood, 16 ey LatG BO vw 1-1 EE 

Davidson bust of his father on the mantle of the Executive Chamber. The senior La Follette had enterprised the unmarried.) During McGovern’s two terms as governor, progressive reform reached its highest point in Wisconsin. 
new Capitol after the 1904 destruction by fire of a substantial portion of the previous structure. Drawing on the expertise of university faculty, labor leaders and social workers, the legislature passed the nation’s first 

workman’s compensation law, adopted the first constitutionally acceptable state income tax law, established the voca- 

z "> F 3.42 (far left) Governor James 0. tional school program and began a large-scale program of road-building. Coming from Milwaukee, where he had served 

3 a, Davidson, cirea 1106 as a reform-minded district attorney, McGovern represented a new, urban-based form of progressivism and promoted 
De 5 § Davidson became governor upon the i I ee oe ft 3 
oo” & 4 resignation of Robert La Follette, Sr, reforms that benefited urban workers. His anti-prohibition stance brought him into conflict with older progressives from 

5 a ee 2 in 1906 and he served until 1911. rural areas. McGovern lost his bid for the U. S. Senate in 1914, and although he would later run several times, he never 

: _ B Bee & Under his leadership the Capitol again held elected office. 

Sd g ta = project moved swifily ahead. He 

. 2 rine 2 became the first governor to occupy my é é ‘ E 
; ‘ the first floor quarters devoted to the Emanuel L. Philipp (Republican; born near Sauk city, 25 March 1861; died Milwaukee, 15 June 1925; governor 1915-1921; 

] ¥ = oe > is ssi executive branch in the East Wing. married Bertha Schweke, 22 October 1887.) Emanuel Philipp was one of several twentieth-century governors who were 

— " successful in business but who had little political experience before becoming governor. Phillip made a fortune in the 
‘ me ee 3.43 (near left) Governor Francis . fi a é R by 

9. 4 2 EB McGovern cifep 1OiT manufacturing of refrigerated railroad cars and served in no other public office before his election as governor. He was 

> = Pe : McGovern served from 1911 to 1915 the first conservative governor elected since 1898, and although he opposed the domestic policies of Woodrow Wilson, 

P| J 1 a a. and took a personal interest in the he vigorously aided the home-front efforts during World War I and advocated support for returning veterans. Despite 

i aS Oe eee construction of the Capitol. His his emphasis on economy and efficiency, he did not try to undo the reforms of the preceding decade and instead 
= ‘ x ae insistence led to completion of the z, Ba aguiis : A athe 

2 executive Chambering nines stressed the need to balance the state’s responsibilities with sound financial principles. 

; f fashion, and he carefully observed 

the quality of the work in the room. John J. Blaine (Republican; born Wingville, 4 May 1875; died Washington, D.C., 16 April 1934; governor 1921-1927; 

married Anna McSpaden, 23 August 1904.) Blaine had a long career in politics, serving as mayor of Boscobel, in the state 

senate and as attorney general before his election as governor in 1920 as a progressive Republican. He was a popular 
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governor and made great use of his ability as a speaker on the stump, although some of his associates thought him a Kae ee ewe ee Z ges as z 

somewhat superficial politician. Like his predecessor, Blaine was a persistent champion of economy in government, and z see oe ye ae : x Fs oes 3 

he pursued a tax program to shift the burden to wealthier citizens through increased income and inheritance taxes and ae = Se ‘ - i 

reduced property taxes. In 1926, Blaine was elected to the U. S. Senate and served one term. ee | & Same || 2 Seas a eee |i a 

Fred R. Zimmerman (Republican; born Milwaukee, 20 November1880; died Madison, 14 December 1954; governor a ~ { | $a: ad ] a 

1927-1929; married Amanda Freedy, 8 September 1904.) Zimmerman’s political reputation came more through his time as eas | & Be 4 : 

secretary of state (1923-1927, 1938-1954) than through his single term as governor. He was a compromise candidate boa a j a | | 4 | 

between conservative and progressive Republicans, a political lightweight and something of a glad-hander who was a ee xa J y || : 1 Ae | : 

good administrator but unable to articulate state policy or lead a fractious legislature. His term produced the longest ‘'c¢ Z i " ee | | ae { NE | 

legislative session to hat time but accomplistied little. The Republican party did not renominate him in 1928. His son 4 Ae 7) ee e Ss 7) a 7 | F] 

Robert, whose personality resembled his father’s, also served as secretary of state (1957-1975). : A af i : id iA . x” 

i ag i 
Walter J. Kohler, Sr. (Republican; born Sheboygan, 3 March 1875; died Kohler, 21 April 1940; governor 1929-1931; a e an Ff ; f 

married Charlotte Schroeder, 17 February 1901.) Another of Wisconsin’s “businessman governors,” Kohler worked in a al ye 5 = : Be 4 4 

his father’s machinery factory from the time he was fifteen, eventually becoming president of the Kohler plumbing he Mi an ‘ae y S ‘ 

factory. His reputation was based solely on his business acumen since he held no other elective office before becoming br Seed es > ; ; 2 * ¥ Z ; 

governor. Kohler’s term saw the onset of the Great Depression, but he did not focus on relief or recovery and instead y vy) Le - 7) la Ee 

emphasized efficiency in government. He consolidated and reorganized several state agencies. Despite his background 4 = q te fl 3 : ae 

in industry, he was not unsympathetic towards labor, and he signed the bill outlawing the yellow-dog contract and wal hy a" f P s ‘ ss 

implemented the eight-hour day for public workers. Kohler lost his bid for renomination to Philip La Follette. His son , rie r | f = fs 

also later served as governor. Yee ! 

a me a a co 
Philip F. La Follette (Republican, Progressive; born Madison, 8 May 1897; died Madison, 18 August 1965; governor | 2 " “he * 

1931-1933, 1935-1939; married Isabel Bacon, 14 April 1923.) La Follette, son of former governor Robert La Follette, | s s 

became in 1931 the youngest—and most controversial—governor in a century. La Follette was a well-known campaign 7 

speaker for progressives, but before his election as governor, he had served in only one elected office, district attorney 

for Dane County. During his first term, La Follette implemented a number of measures to combat the Depression, 3.44 Governor Emanuel L. Philipp with a delegation of Ojibwa Indians, circa 1918 
: 4 : é : a ? Philipp, a more conservative governor than the three who had overseen the Capitol ’s welfare from 1904 through 1915, took office 
including a public works project, property tax reduchoniandithe nalionls erat unemployment compensation law. He lost after World War I broke out in Europe; his election brought to a close the Progressive Era that had been associated with his 
his bid for renomination in 1932 to former governor Kohler, but was elected again in 1934 and 1936 as the candidate of the predecessors. He oversaw the completion of the Capitol and served until 1921. 

new Progressive Party, founded by him and his brother, Robert, Jr. His second and third terms were marred by contro- 

versy and by his increasingly radical proposals. He advocated long-term economic and agricultural planning, but the 

courts threw out his plans. His efforts to strengthen the executive branch made him unpopular, and he lost his fifth 

consecutive gubernatorial race in 1938 and never again sought public office. 

Albert G Schmedeman (Democrat; born Madison, 25 November 1864; died Madison 26 November 1946; governor 1933- 

1935; married Kate Regan, 1 June 1892.) The first Democrat elected governor since 1892, in part on the coattails of 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Schmedeman took office at the depth of the Great Depression, but his timid personality 

prevented him from dealing effectively with the crisis. Although he did close Wisconsin banks to prevent a widespread 

banking failure, he also received much criticism for calling out the National Guard against farmers during the Milk Strikes 

and against workers striking at the Kohler plumbing factory. He did manage to reduce taxes as a stopgap measure, but 

he pursued no long-term recovery program. In 1934 he lost the governorship in a three-way race to former governor 

Philip La Follette. 
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Julius P. Heil (Republican; born Rhineland, Germany, 24 July 1876; died Milwaukee, 30 November 1949; governor 1939- governor, he continued the Wisconsin tradition of innovation and political reform by supporting a stringent lobbying 

1943; married Elizabeth Conrad, 4 June 1901.) Heil was a political newcomer when he was elected governor in 1938 as an law, increased funding for educational institutions and a life insurance fund for state employees. He was defeated for 

anti-La Follette, Republican-Democrat coalition candidate. He had become a millionaire through his manufacturing reelection in 1958, but was elected to the House of Representatives in 1960 and served until 1975. 

company, but he had little interest in politics or government, and his boisterous, clownish personality chafed many state 

politicians and employees. While governor, he spent more time in Milwaukee than in Madison and often neglected state Gaylord A. Nelson (Democrat; born Clear Lake, 4 June 1916; governor 1959-1963; married Carrie Lee Dotson, 15 

business. He worked most notably to promote the dairy and tourism industries of the state he dearly loved. He lost his November 1947.) The first Democrat elected governor since 1932, Nelson was one of the leading figures in reviving that 

bid for reelection in 1942 and never again sought public office. party and making it a competitive organization. Nelson set forth an ambitious program as governor, calling for increased 

state spending on health care and higher education and advocating the development of state parks and other outdoor 

Orland S. Loomis (Progressive; born Mauston, 2 November 1893; died Madison 7 December 1942; married Florence Ely, recreation areas. Governor Nelson State Park in Dane County is named for him. Choosing not to run for reelection in 

22 June 1918.) Loomis was one of the leading progressives in the 1930s, serving in the assembly, the senate, and as 1962, he was elected to the United States Senate and served until his retirement in 1981. Nelson is best remembered as 

attorney general. He was elected governor in 1942, due in part to widespread dissatisfaction with Governor Heil. His an environmentalist who sponsored the first Earth Day in 1970. 

death a month after election, however, set off a constitutional crisis over who would succeed him to the office and all but 

ended the Progressive Party. John W. Reynolds (Democrat; born Green Bay, 4 April 1921; governor 1963-1965; married Patricia Brody, 25 May 1947.) 

Like Gaylord Nelson, Reynolds, son of former Attorney General John Reynolds, was one of the young politicians 

Walter S. Goodland (Republican; born Sharon, 22 December 1862; died Madison, 12 March 1947; governor 1943-1947; instrumental in resurrecting the Democratic party, and he was elected attorney general in the Democratic sweep of 1958. 

married Christena Lewis, 26 April 1883, Anne Lewis, 7 February 1898, Madge Risney, 7 January 1933.) Goodland came to He was elected governor in 1962, but spent most of his time as governor battling the legislature over the controversial 

the office under unusual circumstances. He had been elected lieutenant governor in 1942, but after the death of the issues of the sales tax, of which he was an outspoken foe, and legislative reapportionment, two battles fought on strict 

governor-elect, the Supreme Court declared him acting governor. He had long experience with public affairs, however, party lines. Reynolds was the chief casualty of these fights, and he narrowly lost his bid for reelection in 1964. In 1967 

both as a newspaper publisher and state senator. His crusty personality and stubborn independence helped make him President Lyndon B. Johnson appointed Reynolds a federal judge. 

immensely popular; he won reelection in 1944 and 1946 over the opposition of his own party. During the war, he built up 

an enormous surplus to be used to fund the transition back to a peacetime economy, a policy that financed the early Warren P. Knowles (Republican; born River Falls, 19 August 1908; died River Falls, 1 April 1993; governor 1965-1971; 

post-war building boom in state-owned buildings. He died at age eighty-three in 1947 (the oldest governor), just a few married Dorothy Guidry, spring 1943.) Knowles was the last governor to be elected to a two-year term. Like his 

months after beginning his third term, leaving the governorship as abruptly as he had entered it. predecessor, he had a long career in state politics, serving in the state senate from 1941 to 1954 and as lieutenant 

governor from 1955 to 1959 and from 1961 to 1963. Knowles presided over a moderate Republican administration and 

Oscar Rennebohm (Republican; born Leeds, 25 May 1889; died Madison, 15 October 1968; governor 1947-1951; married sought to avoid controversy and partisan conflict. He extended Governor Nelson’s outdoor recreation program and 

Mary Fowler, 8 September 1920.) Rennebohm, like Kohler and Heil, began his political career at the top; his first elected supervised the transition of the executive branch from the old system to the new system of four-year terms. 

office was lieutenant governor in 1944. His was already a household name around Madison, however, because of the 

chain of drug stores he established during the city’s period of great growth. He became acting governor on the death of Patrick J. Lucey (Democrat; born La Crosse, 21 March 1918; governor 1971-1977; married Jean Vlasis, 14 November 1951.) 

Walter Goodland and was reelected governor in 1948. As governor, he supervised a systematic expansion of the state When Lucey became governor in 1971, he was already an experienced politician, having served in the assembly and in 

building program, including a much-needed expansion of the University of Wisconsin and state college campuses. Congress and as lieutenant governor. He was a leader of the revitalized Wisconsin Democratic party and helped mold it into 

Rennebohm set the pattern for governors of the next twenty years: he was a quiet man of moderate politics who tried to a liberal organization; he was also a leading realtor in the Madison area. As governor in the 1970s, he emphasized 

unite all parties. government economy and energy conservation measures as the state struggled with economic recession and energy 

shortages, and he also oversaw the controversial merger of the University of Wisconsin and the state universities. In 1977, 

Walter J. Kohler, Jr. (Republican; born Sheboygan, 4 April 1904; died Kohler, 10 March 1976; governor 1951-1957; Lucey resigned to become ambassador to Mexico, and in 1980 he ran for vice-president on the independent ticket headed 

married Celeste McVoy, 1932, Charlotte McAleer, 1948.) Kohler, son of former governor Walter J. Kohler, Sr., began work by John Anderson. He later taught political science at the UW-Madison and has since retired from public life. 

at the Kohler plant when he was fourteen and eventually became its director. Prior to his election as governor, his only 

other elective office was as a delegate to the Republican National Convention in 1948. He was reelected in 1952 and 1954. Martin J. Schreiber (Democrat; born Milwaukee, 8 April 1939; governor 1977-1979; married Elaine Thaney, 3 June 1961.) 

During his administration, he continued the moderate policies and reserved leadership of Governor Rennebohm. The Schreiber had served in the state senate before being elected lieutenant governor in 1970, and he brought with him much 

expansion of state services continued apace with special emphasis on the state college system. political experience. He became governor when Lucey resigned and continued Lucey’s involvement in consumer affairs, 

most notably by sponsoring an investigation into the conditions of nursing homes. Schreiber’s administration also 

Vernon W. Thomson (Republican; born Richland Center, 5 November 1905; died 2 April 1988, Richland Center; governor grappled with continued inflation and recession and with a strike by the state employees union. He lost his 1978 bid to 

1957-1959; married Helen Davis, 6 June 1936.) Unlike his immediate predecessors, Thomson came to the governorship continue in office. 

in 1957 after a long career in state government. He was a member of the assembly from 1935 to 1949, where he became 

widely known for his sponsorship of a stiff anti-gambling law, and he served as attorney general from 1951 until 1957. As Lee S. Dreyfus (Republican; born Milwaukee, 20 June 1926; governor 1979-1983; married Joyce Urke, 5 April 1947.) 
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Following several governors who had long political careers, Dreyfus revived the “political maverick” character long z { b l ae . z 

familiar to Wisconsin voters. When he was elected in 1978, he was chancellor of UW-Stevens Point and had never held ae ye 3 aN 2 

an elective office. He nonetheless won the Republican nomination and went on to defeat Governor Schreiber in the 3 ice ~ » a> ee 2 

general election. In office Dreyfus fostered his reputation as something of a character and tried to garner support from Son . . ey a 3 <2 * a . z 

members of both parties despite his generally conservative policies of reducing taxes and curbing government spend- = : , aa BS My ed a z 

ing. He chose not to run for reelection and returned to Stevens Point where he became an executive in Sentry Insurance Be v } + ce ay 2 

and a professional public speaker. 4 ear i ee Cs 

Anthony S. Earl (Democrat; born Lansing, Michigan, 12 April 1936; governor 1983-1987; married Sheila Coyle, 11 August 5 A Per Si > 7 “p eo q Bs 

1962.) Earl took office in challenging times: the state faced huge budget deficits and high unemployment. He was a ” BB Sy & # fing ’ ie 

political veteran of the “new” Democratic party and had served in the assembly and as secretary of the Departments of : ee BS % y : & 4 x 

Administration and Natural Resources. Earl was also stubborn in his principles and he usually followed his convictions i ps " Bow _ SS y ey 

even if doing so hurt him politically. He balanced the state budget but received criticism for raising taxes, and he : c i} a Oh ~~ eo  X i 

pursued the construction ofa prison in Milwaukee, which alienated large numbers of urban Democrats. Despite his own j f ss <f) Lge sree 4 see i ~ ‘ 

personal warmth, he lost his reelection bid in 1986 to Republican Tommy Thompson. } fg i By ee as 4. Fad ; 

Tommy G. Thompson (Republican; born Elroy, 19 November 1941; governor 1987-2001; married Sue Ann Mashak, 29 ‘, : ; i 7 nt a i i 

March 1969.) Thompson was governor for fourteen years, longer than any other, and was elected an unprecedented four ‘ \ 4 : i pos aN ki ie 4 

times. He had also served in the legislature since 1967 and so came to the governor’s chair as the ultimate political a | <5 eo cd q e it 

insider. Thompson combined a folksy public image with consummate political skill in pursuing his agenda: he promoted ¥ / nae ts ts 

state tourism, offered tax incentives for businesses to relocate to the state, set in motion widespread reforms of the state H eA ; 

welfare system and threw support behind the Restoration and Rehabilitation of the Capitol. He also greatly increased g < é ey 

the power of his office by increasing the number of officials appointed by the governor. He resigned in January 2001 to Da RNY 

become U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services. @ ee ie 

Scott McCallum (Republican; born Fond du Lac, 2 May 1950; governor 2001- ; married Laurie Riach, 19 June 1979.) a Sn 

McCallum became governor in 2001 after the resignation of Governor Thompson. He had served fourteen years as 5 Sr? 4 a 

lieutenant governor and therefore faced the considerable challenge of beginning his term in the shadow of the popular a 

Thompson. Determined to be a forceful executive, he pledged in his first few days to lower taxes and impose spending u 

caps in response to a predicted state deficit. 3.45 Governor Warren P. Knowles and Mrs. Dorothy Knowles, 1967 
Knowles wife Dorothy, an interior designer, led a movement to redecorate the 

Lieutenant Governors Governor s Conference Room (formerly the Executive Chamber) in the late 1960s, 

Two significant constitutional amendments have affected the office of lieutenant governor and where it was situated in HOTS aS ee ERM el ree a ee eae 
ss i : : 4 c ‘ From 1965 to 1971 other significant changes occurred in the buildings fabric, 

the Capitol. First, an April 1967 amendment required electing the governor and lieutenant governor with a single ballot especially installation of dropped ceilings and fluorescent lighting. 
beginning with 1970. Second, a 1979 amendment allowed the state senate to elect its own presiding officer. Prior to this 

amendment, the lieutenant governor’s primary function—similar to the U.S. vice-president—was to act as president of 

the senate. Accordingly, the office of the lieutenant governor had been in the South Wing where the senate is situated. 

During the tenure (1971-1977) of Martin J. Schreiber, the first lieutenant governor elected jointly with the governor, his 

quarters were moved to the ground floor of the East Wing. The new location, directly beneath the governor’s quarters 

on the first floor, gave the governor and lieutenant governor easy access to one another through an internal stairway. 

Since 1979, the lieutenant governor, freed of his duties with the senate, has acted as a general assistant to the governor, 

representing the state at official functions and representing the governor on state boards. Besides Schreiber, three 

lieutenant governors have had their offices in the East Wing: Russell A. Olson (1979-1983), James T. Flynn (1983-1987), 

and Scott McCallum (1987-2001). McCallum was elected four times with the popular governor Tommy Thompson and 
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a. a wd ee E ae ¥ 3 fe] =e ‘ Po ‘ z held the office longer than any other lieutenant governor, becoming governor after Thompson resigned in 2001 to 

Ee —— 4 oo ee ee ae S BP: become Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
—. Be ff. gE aS 
Me a : . a cB i 3 The Governor’s Messenger'® 

-~— - 2S : 3 Some of the most respected and prominent individuals to work in the East Wing from the time it was built until 1947 were 

——/: = : = = z not elected officials but the governors’ personal messengers, who were traditionally African-American. Three of them 

: eee 4 ‘ ee ey ‘ ae ~ s a were William Miller and Samuel and Theodore Pierce. Their job entailed supervising some staff in the executive offices, 

a ee 4 es eS i scheduling the Executive Chamber (now the Governor’s Conference Room), greeting and introducing visitors and 

a 3 z 3 q dignitaries and the carrying and receiving of confidential messages. In the business world, this was a traditional and 

ee 7 . 3 Fae ay a highly respected occupation for African-Americans from the last half of the nineteenth century until the middle twenti- 
— >. ge eth century, requiring great geniality and a kindly, sophisticated demeanor. The most prominent such messenger in 

.. el Wisconsin was Ezekiel Gillespie of Milwaukee, a personal aide and messenger to Alexander Mitchell, the state’s most 

Se successful entrepreneur in the nineteenth century. It was in Gillespie’s name that African Americans won the right to 

A vote in Wisconsin. 

u ; William Miller, whose Madison home is on the National Register of Historic Places, was born in Richmond, Kentucky in 

b ¢ 1872 and was educated at Berea College and at a law school in Chicago. Around 1900, while he was working as a waiter 

: ie P at the Plankinton House in Milwaukee, Miller met Robert M. La Follette, Sr., and La Follette invited him to move to 

A —- Madison and become his messenger. Miller became an organizer of the African Methodist Episcopal Church in Madi- 

Z . a son, and he helped develop the NAACP in Wisconsin. He served as messenger until his death in April 1920, working for 

Fi i 2 all the governors from La Follette through Philipp. Miller’s children and grandchildren continued the family’s tradition 

Fe . J of leadership in Madison’s African-American community. 

el 
' ; c ; Samuel Pierce was born on 17 March 1870 in New Orleans; his parents were former slaves. He migrated to the North early 

a in his life, and in Wisconsin he worked as a Pullman porter on the train between Madison and Milwaukee. In 1925 

& yi Governor Blaine appointed him messenger. Samuel Pierce served in this capacity successively for Governors Blaine, 

vg Zimmerman, Kohler, Sr., and Philip La Follette until his death on 14 May 1936. He was particularly close to La Follette, 

. = ra who on his death ordered the Capitol flag flown at half-staff, the first time that had ever been done for an African- 

: ia 7 American. La Follette later commissioned a portrait of Pierce to be hung in the governor’s reception room. 

. on eS he After Samuel Pierce’s death in 1936, Governor La Follette appointed Theodore Pierce, Samuel’s nephew, to succeed him. 

me os Theodore had been born in Chicago on 18 March 1907 to Omar and Ida Caire, who was Samuel’s sister. In 1910, he moved 

to Madison and was raised by Samuel and Mollie Pierce as their own son. Theodore Pierce served as the governor’s 

3.46 Governor Tommy G Thompson, 2000 { messenger until 1947 when Governor Rennebohm eliminated the position. He went on to work for the UW-Madison 
The Thompson administration, 1987-2001, provided impetus to Capitol Restora- : ue i Zi i 
tion and Rehabilitation. In 1998, after work was completed on the Central Portion Memorial Library and was active in the Madison NAACP. He died of leukemia on 2 January 1999. 

and Dome, he rededicated them. In late 2000, as work on the East Wing was 

drawing toa close, Thompson briefly occupied the refurbished governor s ; Attorneys General 

Woe fe become q qeember Of the Cecruc ; Bush administration The attorney general is one of the six constitutional officers elected directly by the people. The attorney general heads 

the Department of Justice and serves as the chief law enforcement official of the state. The attorney general (or a deputy) 

represents the state in federal court and provides legal opinions for state officials. Most recently, James Doyle repre- 

sented Wisconsin in the billion-dollar settlement with the tobacco industry in a suit to recover state money spent on 

health care for tobacco users. Until 1970, attorneys general were elected to two-year terms and since then have been 

elected to four-year terms, in accord with all other executive-branch officers. The office is the most demanding position 

in the executive branch, with the exception of the governor, and has historically attracted serious legal scholars. More 
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than any other executive post, the position has led to higher office. In the twentieth century, attorneys general Walter new units, stepped up volunteer recruitment and eventually supervised the draft. Holway’s administration was so 
Owen, John Martin, Grover Broadfoot, and Thomas Fairchild all became justices of the state Supreme Court, and John efficient that Wisconsin troops were among the first to be sent to France. In 1919, Congress passed the National 
Blaine, Orland Loomis, Vernon Thomson, and John Reynolds have been elected governor. Herman Ekern, long a Defense Act requiring every state to have a national guard membership totaling 800 men for each member of the state’s 
workhorse for the progressive Republicans, was appointed lieutenant governor in 1937. The longest-serving attorney congressional delegation. Holway completed this task by 1922 and established one of the largest guards in the nation. 
general has been Bronson La Follette, grandson of Governor Robert La Follette, who held the position from 1963 to 1969 Holway died of pneumonia on 3 February 1923, survived by his widow and three children.'” 

and 1974 to 1987. Like the office of the governor, the attorney general’s office has grown dramatically since it has been 

housed in the Capitol. In 1911, the entire staff numbered only eight; in 1999, the staff was over 550. Ralph Immell was born in Blair (Trempealeau County) on 11 September 1894. He served in the First World War as a 

lieutenant and attended the UW Law School when he returned to Madison. He was an enthusiastic supporter of the 
Attorneys general having offices in the East Wing: progressive Republicans, and in 1923 Governor Blaine appointed him adjutant general. His youth caused some contro- 

Frank L. Gilbert (1907-1911) Grover L. Broadfoot (1948) versy, but Immell’s energy and administrative talent quickly quieted critics, and he transformed a badly under-funded 
LeviH. Bancroft (1911-1913) Thomas E. Fairchild (1948-1951) National Guard unit into a model of efficiency. Philip La Follette made use of his talents and appointed him chair of the 

Walter C. Owen (1913-1918) Vernon W. Thomson (1951-1957) Progressive party and to the state conservation commission and to the state WPA, neither of which had anything to do 
Spencer Haven (1918-1919) Stewart G. Honeck (1957-1959) with the military. He was on active duty in the Second World War and returned to Madison in 1945 a major general. He 
John J. Blaine (1919-1921) John W. Reynolds (1959-1963) resigned in May 1946. He ran for governor that year and in 1948 as a progressive Republican. Immell had married Hazel 
William J. Morgan (1921-1923) Bronson C. La Follette (1963-1969, 1974-1987) Gray in 1922, and they had two children. After his unsuccessful gubernatorial races, he retired to private law practice in 
Herman L. Ekern (1923-1927) Robert W. Warren (1969-1974) Madison. He died on 28 August 1969.'” 
John W. Reynolds (1927-1933) Victor A. Miller (1974) 

James E. Finnegan (1933-1937) Donald J. Hanaway (1987-1991) Ralph Olson served from 1950 until 1969 and oversaw the move of the adjutant general’s office from the East Wing to 
Orland S. Loomis (1937-1939) James E. Doyle (1991-) Truax Field in Madison. Olson was born in Marinette in 1904. After graduating from Ripon College in 1928, he worked 
John E. Martin (1939-1948) for the Wisconsin Telephone Company and started his own business, Olson Glass. He entered the military in 1942, and 

Governor Rennebohm appointed him adjutant general in 1950, the year the Korean Conflict began. As adjutant, he 
Adjutants General reorganized the National Guard in order to have troops stationed in each county. In 1954 he married Ruth Razan of 

Although the governor is the commander-in-chief of the Wisconsin National Guard, the daily management of the Madison. Olson and his wife were both killed in a military airplane crash with two others on a flight from Milwaukee to 
Department of Military A ffairs is supervised by the adjutant general, who is appointed by the governor for a five-year Madison in January 1969.!7! 
term. The adjutant general’s office was in the East Wing until about 1958 when it moved to Wright Street adjacent to the 

Truax Field air facility in Madison. The adjutant general is required to be an officer on active duty in the armed forces of Department of Agriculture!” 
the United States. Although political appointees, adjutants general have usually not been active in politics. An The administrative offices of the state agency responsible for agriculture were located on the ground floor of the East 
exception was Ralph Immell, who was a leader in the Progressive party and a Republican candidate for governor in 1948. Wing from 1917 until they moved to the just-completed Hill Farms office building in 1963. The offices had been on the 

third floor of the South Wing from about 1913 until 1917, when the Capitol Commission moved them to make them more 
Adjutants general having offices in the East Wing: convenient for visiting farmers. The agency went through a number of organizational transformations in a short time and 

Charles R. Boardman, 4 January 1897 to 30 September 1913 is a prime example of the frequent reorganization of state agencies as the government tried to balance broad services with 
Orlando Holway, | October 1913 to 3 February 1923, died in office administrative efficiency. 

John G Salsman, acting , 9 February 1923 to 1 June 1923 

Ralph M. Immell, | June 1923 to 11 May 1946 From 1911 until 1915, the agency was known as the Wisconsin State Board of Agriculture. Its governing body was 
Alvin A. Kuechenmeister, acting, 10 October 1942 to 25 September 1946 composed of unpaid members from around the state appointed by the governor, with a secretary managing the Capitol 
John F. Mullen, 26 September 1946 to 30 July 1950 office. The secretaries were R. W. Rowlands (1911-1912), J. C. Mackenzie (1912-1914) and O. E. Remey (1914-1915). In 
Ralph J. Olson, 4 October 1950 to January 1969, died in office 1915, the board was reorganized into the Department of Agriculture, headed by a single commissioner who was ap- 

pointed by the governor to a four-year term, an arrangement that lasted until 1931. Three men held the commissioner 
Three adjutants are especially notable for length of service and their tenure during wars. position: C. P. Norgord (1919-1923), John D. Jones, Jr. (1923-1927) and Walter A. Duffy (1927-1931). Governor Walter J. 

Kohler, Sr., consolidated the department with the department of markets, the dairy and food commission and the 
Orlando Holway was born in 1857 in La Crosse County and attended military school in Connecticut. He joined the agricultural agent in the state treasury into a new Department of Agriculture and Markets. The department was headed 
Wausau Light Guards in 1882 and later the La Crosse Home Guard. When Congress declared war on Spain, he joined the by a three-person board with a secretary occupying the Capitol office. From 1931 until 1937, the secretary was O. J. 
United States Army and eventually attained the rank of colonel. In 1913, Governor McGovern appointed him adjutant Thompson. In 1937, the department—still called Agriculture and Markets—was reorganized yet again into a seven- 
general. He immediately began to reorganize and update the guard. As war seemed likely with Germany, he organized person board appointed by the governor; the board appointed a department director. In 1939, the department was 
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renamed the Department of Agriculture, but the appointed board and director remained. Ralph E. Ammon served as Ann Walsh Bradley (1995-) David T. Prosser, Jr. (1998-) 

director from 1937 until 1943, and Milton H. Button served from 1943 until 1949. In 1949, the board appointed Donald N. N. Patrick Crooks (1996-) Diane S. Sykes (1999-) 

McDowell director, and he served in that capacity until the administrative division left the Capitol in 1963. Despite 

bureaucratic shuffling, the duties of the agency remained remarkably consistent: managing the state fair, supporting Biographies of Chief Justices!” 

agricultural research, issuing advice to farmers and keeping agricultural statistics. John B. Winslow (justice 1891-1920, chief justice 1907-1920). Winslow was born in New York on 4 October 1851, but his 

family moved to Racine when he was a child. He attended Racine College and graduated from the UW Law School in 

The Judicial Branch 1875. Prior to his election to the Supreme Court in 1891, he served as Racine city attorney and circuit judge. Winslow 

The Supreme Court remained an academic at heart, and in 1912 he wrote The Story of A Great Court in part to educate younger lawyers about 

The Wisconsin Supreme Court has been housed in the East Wing since 1910 in the quarters designed specifically for the the court’s rich history. He died on 13 July 1920. 

court’s use. In that period, fifty-five justices have served on the seven-person court. Justices are elected for ten-year 

terms in non-partisan, spring elections, and the justice with the longest tenure on the court acts as chief justice. Robert G. Siebecker (justice 1903-1922, chief justice 1920-1922). Siebecker was the first Supreme Court justice to be 

Although Supreme Court justices are elected, the governor appoints replacements to fill out the remainder of the term in born in Wisconsin, in Sauk County on 17 October 1854. After graduating from UW Law School, Siebecker served as 

the case of death or retirement. Thirty-six of the fifty-five justices first sat on the bench by appointment rather than Madison city attorney and circuit judge. In 1904, Robert La Follette, Siebecker’s brother-in-law and law partner, ap- 

election. Incumbent status is significant. In the twentieth century, only four sitting justices lost their bids for reelection: pointed him to the Supreme Court. Siebecker was reelected twice. He died on 12 February 1922. 

Robert M. Bashford in 1908, James W. Rector in 1946, Emmet L. Wingert in 1958 and George R. Currie in 1967. 

Aad J. Vinje (justice 1910-1929, chiefjustice 1922-1929). Vinje was born in Norway on 10 November 1857, and his family 

lustives oftie Sunrenie Court haying offices inthe Fast Wing: settled in Iowa in 1869. He graduated from the UW Law School in 1887 and, after working in the State Law Library and 

John B. Winslow (1891-1920) John E. Martin (1948-1962) a acourt reporter, he moved to Superior to practice yy He served asa cree judge, and oor oy a appointed 

Roujet D. Marshall (1895-1918) Grover Broadfoot (1948-1962) him a ie pupenle com uo ee. He was reoeced in 1911 and1 E 1. Vinje gained a reputation for being a reflective and 

Joshua Eric Dodge (1898-1910) Timothy Brown (1949-1964) attentive justice, but his opinions were concise and forceful. He died on 23 March 1929. 

Robert G. Siebecker (1903-1922) Edward J. Gehl (1950-1956) i ee is HEAR 
James C. Kerwin (1905-1921) George R. Currie (1951-1968) Magan B. Rosenberry (justice 191 ot 200; chief justice 1929-1950). Rosenberry grew up ona farm in Michigan, and after 

William H. Timlin (1907-1916) Roland J. Steinle (1954-1958) eraue ae from law school at the PnIVersIty of Michigan, he opened a practice in Wausau. In 1916, Governor Philipp— 

Robert M. Bashford (1908) Emmert L. Wingert (1956-1959) Cee the fact that Rosenberry had no oa ADEE Ce Ar DOUNEC him to the Supreme cour and he was reelected 

John Barnes (1908-1916) Thomas E. Fairchild (1957-1966) in 1919, 1929, and 1939. He became chief justice in 1929. Rosenberry retired in Pt ater Senne as chief justice for 

Aad J. Vinje (1910-1929) E. Harold Hallows (1958-1974) twenty-one years and pene over some of a most contentious court cases in Wisconsin ae Coe was 

Marvin B. Rosenberry (1916-1950) William H. Deitrich (1959-1964) 2 el respected that in 1951 he was made chair of the committee to study and recommend legislative redistricting. He 

Franz C. Eschweiler (1916-1929) Myron L. Gordon (1962-1967) eto. 
Walter C. Owen (1918-1934) Horace Wilkie (1962-1976) a Alri Wigs Ad ‘ SS 
Burr W. Jones (1920-1926) Bruce Beilfuss (1964-1983) Cer M. Fritz iustiee 1929-1954, chief. aes 1950-1954). Fritz was born in Ee on3 aie 1878 and attended 

Christian Doerfler (1921-1929) Nathan S. Heffernan (1964-1995) SHE public schools. After graduating from the UW Law School in 1901, he practiced law in Dalyan and sat as 

Charles H. Crownhart (1922-1930) Leo B. Hanley (1966-1978) a circuit judge for seventeen years. In 1 yea) Covemsy Kohler, Sr., appointed Fritz to the Supreme Court; Fritz sat on the 

E. Ray Stevens (1926-1930) Connor. Hansen (1967-1980) bench for over twenty-four years, becoming chief justice in 1950. He died in 1957. 

Chester A. Fowler (1929-1948) Robert W. Hansen (1968-1978) Rea) ee ert ie : ‘ 
Oscar M. Fritz (1929-1954) Roland B. Day (1974-1996) Edward a Fairchild (justice 1930-1957, chief justice 1954-1957). Fanchild was born in Pennsylvania on 17 June 1872 and 

John D. Wickhem (1930-1949) Shirley J. Abrahamson (1976-) grew up in Bpste New York. EG was admitted to the New York bar in 1894, even though he did not have a law degree. 

Edward T. Fairchild (1930-1957) William G. Callow (1977-1992) In 1897, Fairchild moved to Mul Naukee where he practiced law. Before Governor onl Sr., appointed him to the 

George B. Nelson (1930-1942) John L. Coffey (1978-1982) Supreme Court, he had been an assistant district attorney for Milwaukee County, served in the state senate, had run 

Theodore G. Lewis (1934) Donald W. Steinmetz (1980-1999) unsuccessfully for governor in 1910 oe served as circuit judge for Milwaukee County. A Betis man, Fairchild 

Joseph Martin (1934-1946) Louis J. Ceci (1982-1993) fostered a Sone aod of cae on the bench, and before his retirement in 1957, swore in his son Thomas as a 

Elmer E. Barlow (1942-1948) William A. Bablitch (1983-) nape oeess Nese: Pe ied in 1965: 
James Ward Rector (1946-1947) Jon P. Wilcox (1992-) ae Pen uee ; 
Henry P. Hughes (1948-1951) Janine P. Geske (1993-1998) John E. Martin (justice 1948-1962, chiefjustice 1957-1962). Born on 15 November 1891, Martin grew up in Green Bay and, 

after attending the University of Wisconsin and Marquette University, received a law degree from Notre Dame in 1916. 
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He practiced law in Green Bay and Milwaukee before his election as attorney general in 1938. He served as attorney Nathan S. Heffernan (justice 1964-1995, chief justice 1983-1995). Heffernan was born on 6 August 1920 in Frederic. He 

general until 1948, when Governor Rennebohm appointed him to the Supreme Court. He was reelected in 1950, and attended public schools in Sheboygan, then the University of Wisconsin where he received his law degree in 1948. 

became chief justice in 1957. He retired in 1962 and became Wisconsin’s first court administrator. He died in 1967. Heffernan practiced law in Sheboygan, during which time he served as city attorney and deputy attorney general. In 

1962, President Kennedy appointed him U.S. attorney, and in 1964, Governor Reynolds appointed him to the Supreme 

Grover L. Broadfoot (justice 1948-1962; chief justice 1962). Broadfoot was born in Independence (Trempealeau County) Court. Heffernan became well-known for his commitment to civil liberties and his work on the court reorganization plan 

and graduated from the UW Law School in 1918. He had a long political career before his appointment to the court in of 1978. He also taught law at the UW Law School. Heffernan became chief justice in 1983 and retired in 1995. 

1948: he served as Buffalo County district attorney, in the legislature and as attorney general. Governor Rennebohm 

appointed him attorney general in 1948 to replace John E. Martin and to the Supreme Court later that year. He was Roland B. Day (justice 1974-1996, chief justice 1995-1996). Born on 11 June 1919, Day grew up in Eau Claire and attended 

reelected in 1952 and 1955. Broadfoot died on 18 May 1962, just five months after becoming chief justice. the University of Wisconsin, receiving his law degree in 1947. He served as legal counsel to Senator William Proxmire 

from 1957 to 1958, and practiced law in Madison until Governor Lucey appointed him to the Supreme Court in 1974. He 

Timothy Brown (justice 1949-1964, chief justice 1962-1964). Brown was born in Madison on 24 February 1889 into one was reelected in 1976 and 1986. He became chief justice in 1995 and retired in 1996 at the end of his second full term. 

of the city’s oldest families. He earned his law degree at Harvard and returned to practice law in Dane County. He also 

served as executive counsel to Governors Goodland and Rennebohm. Rennebohm appointed him to the Supreme Court Shirley J. Abrahamson (justice 1976-, chief justice 1996-). Abrahamson was born in New York City on 17 December 1933. 

in 1949. Despite his impish sense of humor, he presided over a number of landmark cases, most significantly the case that She earned a law degree from Indiana University in 1956 and a doctor of juridical science from the UW Law School in 

overturned a law prohibiting picketing by organized workers. He became chief justice in 1962 and retired in 1964. Still 1962. Abrahamson practiced law in Madison and taught law at UW-Madison and Marquette before her 1976 appoint- 

active in retirement, he co-founded the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. He died in 1977. ment to the Supreme Court—the first woman on the court. Abrahamson was reelected in 1979, 1989, and 1999. She 

became chief justice in 1996 after the retirement of Justice Day. She played a very active role in the observations of the 

George R. Currie (justice 1951-1968, chiefjustice 1964-1968). Currie was born in Princeton (Green Lake County) on 16 state’s sesquicentennial and in developing histories of the court. 

January 1900. He graduated at the top of his class from the UW Law School in 1925 and practiced law in Sheboygan until 

Governor Kohler, Jr., appointed him to the Supreme Court in 1951. He became chief justice in 1964, but in 1967, he became State Law Librarian’ 

one of the few justices to lose a bid for reelection, due in part to an unpopular court ruling that allowed the Braves Congress created the State Law Library in 1836 when Wisconsin was organized as a separate territory, and except for the 

baseball team to leave Milwaukee. After leaving the bench, he taught at the UW Law School. He died in 1983. early years, it was located in the Capitol. From 1910 until 1999, the library was on the third and fourth floors of the East 

Wing, where it was easily accessible for the Supreme Court justices and the attorney general via internal stairways and 

E. Harold Hallows (justice 1958-1974, chief justice 1968-1974). Hallows was born in Fond du Lac on 20 April 1904. He private elevators. It also served as a general law library for the state of Wisconsin. From the time the library moved into 

attended Marquette University and received a law degree from the University of Chicago in 1930. He returned to the wing until it moved out in 1999, only four chief librarians were in charge. 

Marquette University to teach law, and became president of the State Bar Association in 1953. Governor Thomson 

appointed him to the Supreme Court in 1958, and he was reelected in 1959 and 1969. He became chief justice in 1968. His Gilson G. Glasier served from 1906 until his retirement in 1956. When Glasier took over the collection, there were about 

most famous opinion was the majority in Wisconsin v. Yoder that declared that the state law requiring Amish children to 30,000 volumes, and when he retired, the collection had grown to over 125,000. Glasier was also a founding member of 
remain in school past the eighth grade was an unconstitutional violation of freedom of religion. Hallows retired in 1974 the American Society of Law Libraries and was its president in 1920. He was born in Muscoda (Grant County) in 1873 and 

and died later that year of leukemia. graduated from the UW Law School in 1900. He practiced law in Milwaukee for a few years before becoming secretary 

to Justice Roujet Marshall. Under Glasier’s tenure, the library not only expanded in size but it also became a thoroughly 

Horace Wilkie (justice 1962-1976, chief justice 1974-1976). Wilkie was born in Madison on 9 January 1917. He gradu- indexed and organized research facility. Glasier died in Tuscon, Arizona on 1 March 1972 at the age of 98. 

ated from the University of Wisconsin and received a law degree from George Washington University. Wilkie was twice 

an unsuccessful candidate for Congress, but he served in the state senate where he successfully wrote and introduced Edwin Jensen served as librarian from 1956 until 1967, and William Knudsen from 1967 until 1974. 
the state’s open meetings law. Governor Nelson appointed him to the Supreme Court in 1962, and he was reelected in 

1964 and 1974. Wilkie became best known for writing the state reapportionment decision in 1964, which divided the Marcia J. Koslov took over the library in 1974 when it had a staff of two persons. With the library pressed for space, 
senate and assembly into districts of roughly equal population, ending nearly two decades of partisan wrangling. He Koslov oversaw much reorganization, culling outdated and useless volumes from the stacks, transferring much informa- 
became chief justice in 1974 and served until his death in 1976. tion onto microfilm and transferring the catalog to electronic format accessible from the World Wide Web. The result was 

a library much more available to the general public, and a staff of eighteen that fielded hundreds of inquiries a day. 

Bruce Beilfuss (justice 1964-1983, chief justice 1976-1983). Beilfuss was bom in Withee (Clark County) on 8 January 1915. Koslov retired in 1999 after overseeing the move of the library from the Capitol to temporary quarters on Capitol Square, 
He attended the University of Wisconsin and after receiving a law degree from the UW Law School in 1938 returned to Clark from where it was to move into the new Risser Justice Center in 2002. 
County to practice law. Active in local politics, Beilfuss also served on the county’s board of supervisors. In 1948, 

Governor Rennebohm appointed him circuit judge, a position he filled until he was elected to the Supreme Court in 1963. He 

was reelected in 1973 and became chief justice in 1976. Beilfuss retired in 1983 and died in 1986. 
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RE i OT lata NET) an oe: Endnotes 
aFy ise" a see a eee = eee 3 ' Wisconsin State Journal, 7 March, p. 7, and 17 May, p. 4, 1908, and 25 May 1915, no page. Whenever page numbers for 
rE  - a Sa - < aa me 2 newspaper articles are available, they appear in the footnotes. Many clippings consulted for this chapter had no page 
eo £ . SS SS af z numbers or headlines, merely the name of the paper and the date. 

Fest eee erent — esata ee eee, ? The change in name occurred in 1977. See Laws of Wisconsin, 1977, Chapter 29, Section 1393. 
a ep 

ex Pa 

iss Pe EN Si = << Te Sn seen 3 The construction of the pavilion can be traced roughly in the contracts for the North Wing as found in the Capitol 

es NSS ONG ee Se SSS) SS  pEeereses OS Commission’s financial records, vol. 3, ser. 833, Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Society, especially pp. 139, 147, BT aie ne Femina a ane! Swe * z ies 
Saas ee 138, 160, and 171, and vol. 2, p. 10, hereinafter referred to only as Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. The exact 

Bednar ere . sentne ehlesthicar dani & chronology of the pavilion’s construction will be detailed specifically in the North Wing report, since the North Wing 

3 Bes Se i S11 ie. 5 BOS ic contracts and records cover the Northeast Pavilion. The pavilion’s construction history will be treated only generally in 

eae iF OS | HOS | pres F this chapter. 

aoe a ZS | a 2 aS Ae perc! ‘ Financial records, vol. 3, pp. 5, 109, and 147, ibid.; J. Wesley Miller, “Bethel’s Finest Product: The Wisconsin State 

1S nnn fii 4 as = Capitol,” Journal of Historic Madison, Inc. of Wisconsin 1978, p. 43. 
een ae eas ay { Ye eee] a Sb are ~ 

; ia hy: east 1 ee 8 BAe SrA 5 Commission Minutes for 18 December 1907, vol. 1, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; Stanley H. Cravens, “Capitals 
i] Deer pe ales HE ees. and Capitols in Early Wisconsin,” Wisconsin Blue Book, 1983-1984, pp. 143-144. 

Sent Seam Phas Bmtcs I fore, Bod Bd | So LE Tea 

pas H 2 Ws : ou i rl i} | Hos He tia 2 6 Financial records, vol. 3, p. 397; and contract with J. W. Mitchell, folder 3, box 43, both in Capitol Commission records, 
Saye tl 2 NA Kx ae ee | OA Dia ser. 833. 
Seale 2S Lm ICN ie S NZ 1 | at 

i it ae g ra at aM 4 Tc "as ee 7 Contract with Modern Steel Structural Co., folder 3, box 43, ibid. 

i Poens ea Oe OK Oa tie tees LTE sc ® Commission Minutes for 10 February and 3 March, 1908, vol. 1; financial records, vol. 3, pp. 28 and 31; and William 
CE, ee a ae y eae te Keyes contract and bond, 5 March 1908, folder 1, box 43, ibid. 

é Nene. 8 pS ° Minutes for 10 February and 3 March 1908, vol. 1; contract with J. W. Mitchell, folder 3, box 43; financial records, vol. 

mon oe ES EE =e Ges ge '° Wisconsin State Journal, 7 March 1908, p. 8. 

aw it cama ce we " Thid, 21 April 1908, p. 8 
He a be} : ue 

H Ve ® Contract with A. D. & J. F. Frederickson, Madison, folder 5, box 42; financial records, vol. 3, p. 47; Specification for 

vat, Ps Mason Work, Carpenter Work, Roofing Work, etc., for the East Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol . . . in Accordance 

with the Drawings Prepared by George B. Post & Sons... (New York: Martin B. Brown Co., n.d.), box 41, all in Capitol 
3.47 Entrance to the Supreme Court Hearing Room, 1917 C mee d 833 

The elaborate marble finishes of the second floor hearing room frame the view of the decorative CU AEMISS IOUT ECOTES, Sets ‘i 

cast iron gates that lead to the Central Portion and Rotunda. The view is from an Architectural aes aj ; 

Record feature article published in 1917 on the occasion of the building's completion. Wisconsin State Journal, 21 April 1908, p. 8. 

'4 Tbid., 9 June 1908, p. 2. L. B. Gilbert is mentioned in the Wisconsin State Journal on 10 June and 5 December 1908, even 

though the commission never executed a contract with him. 

'S Commission Minutes for 22 May 1908, vol. 1, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

‘© Commission Minutes for 1 July 1908, vol. 1, ibid. ; Wisconsin State Journal, 17 May 1908, p. 4. 

'’ Wisconsin State Journal, 9 June 1908, p. 2. 
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'8 Commission Minutes for 10 June 1908, vol. 1, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. William A. Van Deusen recollections in the Wisconsin Historical Society archives. Van Deusen gives a personal account 

of this accident and another fatality associated with construction, as well as details about other events concerning 

'9 Financial records, record of contracts, 1906-1918, vol. 3, p. 397; Lew F. Porter memorandum or report, 21 July 1908, box Capitol construction. 

la, ibid. Hereafter Lew F. Porter, the secretary of the Capitol Commission, will be referred to only as “Porter.” 
4 Minutes for 16 January 1912, vol. 1, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833, summarizing the entire episode to that date, 

20 Commission Minutes for 11 September 1908, vol. 1, ibid. and commission minutes for 15 February 1912. See also Porter to Johnson, 11 January 1910, in folder 6, box 13 and Porter 

to W. W. Gilman of the attorney general’s office, 10 January 1914, in folder 10, box 10, ibid. 

21 Bitter to Porter, 22 September 1908, folder 1, box 5; Porter memorandum or report, 21 July 1908, box la, ibid. 
4! The contracts are in folders 5 and 7, box 42 and in folders 1 and 2, box 43, ibid. 

22 Wisconsin State Journal, 14 November 1908, p. 3. 
* Contract in folder 4, box 42, ibid. 

3 Ibid., 4 January 1909, p. 4. 
4 Porter memorandum or report, 14 October 1908, box 1a, ibid. 

4 [bid., 28 January 1909, p. 2. 
“ Porter memoranda or reports, 20 November and 1 December 1908, box 1a, ibid. 

25 [bid., 7 April 1909, p. 7; Porter memorandum or report, 20 March 1909, box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
45 Contract in folder 7, box 42, ibid. Harloff secured the contract as an individual, though his invoices appeared on 

26 Porter memorandum or report, 30 April 1909, box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. letterhead for the Harloff-Pence Company. See invoice in folder 2, box 30, ibid. 

27 Telegram from Porter to John Grignola, 1 July 1909, folder 5, box 10, ibid. 4° Porter memorandum or report, 1 December 1908, box la, ibid. 

28 Wisconsin State Journal, 3 July, p. 1, 16 July, p. 1, and 19 July, p. 8, 1909. 47 Commission Minutes for 18 December 1908, vol. 1, and Porter to Kiefer-Haessler Hardware Co., 26 December 1908, 

folder 10, box 14, ibid. 

2° Porter report, 5 July 1909, box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
48 Porter memorandum or report, 16 January 1909, box la, ibid. 

*° Porter memorandum or report, 10 August 1909, ibid. 
4° Porter memorandum or report, 19 January 1909, box la, ibid. 

3! Wisconsin State Journal, 25, pp. 1, 2, 26, p. 1, and 28, p. 8, October 1909. The accident did not occasion comment in 

the commission’s minutes, nor has it been mentioned in standard histories of the Capitol. 5° Porter memorandum or report, 20 February 1909, box la, ibid. 

»Ibid., 22 January 1910, p. 3. 5! Porter memorandum or report, 6 March 1909, box la, ibid. 

>3 Porter memoranda or reports, 14 and 19 December 1909, box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. The Frederickson >? Porter memorandum or report, 30 April 1909, box la, ibid. 

firm received the contract on 19 December for $850. 
°3 Wisconsin State Journal, 31 May 1909, p. 1. 

34 Wisconsin State Journal, 16 July 1908, no page. 
54 Post & Sons to Jas. Dougherty, 14 May 1909, folder 4, box 34, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

>> Porter memoranda or reports, 11 and 28 September 1908, 2, 3, 4 and 6 February 1909, box 1a, Capitol Commission 

records, ser. 833. 55 Porter memorandum or report, 7 June 1909, box la, ibid. 

3° Porter memoranda or reports, 10 and 19 March 1909, box la, ibid. 56 Porter memorandum or report, 5 July 1909, box la, ibid. 

57 George B. Post & Sons (hereafter Post & Sons) to Woodbury Granite Co., 18 November 1908, folder 10, box 36; James 57 Porter memorandum or report, 5 July 1909, box 1a, ibid. 

Duncan to Porter, 16 April 1909; Duncan to Woodbury Granite Co., 16 April 1909, all in folder 17, box 9, ibid. 
58 Porter memorandum or report, 10 August 1909, box 1 a, ibid. 

>8 Karl Bitter to Porter, 5 December 1908, folder 1, box 5, ibid. 
°° Porter memorandum or report, 31 August 1909, box 1a; Commission Minutes for 31 August 1909, vol. 1, ibid. 

*° Numerous letters by Bitter, Porter, and George H. D. Johnson (hereafter Johnson), a commissioner, address the 

developing situation. They appear in folders 2, 3, 13, 14 and 15, box 5; folder 5, box 12, and folder 5, box 13, ibid. © Post & Sons to Mitchell-Vance Co., 13 April 1909, folder 11, box 35; “Schedule of Lighting Fixtures of Special Design,” 11 

Grignola’s letters to Porter appear in folder 17, box 9, ibid. For the accident, see the Wisconsin State Journal, 25,26 and August 1909, folder 3, box 43; contract in folder 3, box 43; “Copy of Order for Lighting Fixtures (Of same design as supplied 

27 October 1909 in which it received extensive coverage. The victim was Daniel Logan, thirty-two, Chicago. See also in West Wing),” n.d., folder 3, box 43; Porter memorandum or report, 21 September 1909, box la, all ibid. 
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°! Porter memorandum or report, 1 December 1909, box la, ibid. 34; letters to Johnson from Porter in folder 5, box 17; commission minutes for 16 April and 31 August 1909, vol. 1, all ibid, 

and secretary’s reports for 19 October 1908, 19 January, 20 February and 31 August 1909 in folder 6, box 2, Capitol 

© Porter memorandum or report, 15 March 1910, box la, ibid.; monthly reports of Porter to the governor, 7 February and improvement and supply records, 1839-1917, ser. 138. 

15 March 1910, folder 6, box 2, Capitol improvement and supply records, ser. 138, Archives Division, Wisconsin Histori- 

cal Society, hereafter Capitol improvement and supply records, ser. 138. 5! Sarah Bradford Landau, George B. Post, Architect: Picturesque Designer and Determined Realist (New York: Monacelli 
Press, Inc., 1998), Chapter 2. 

6 Porter memorandum or report, 7 April 1910, box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

82 Commission Minutes for 24 July 1906, vol. 1; Cassoday to Porter, 24 October 1906, folder 13, box 23; Johnson to Porter, 
Porter memorandum or report, 3 June 1910, box 1a; Conrad Schmitt Co. contract, folder 1, box 44, ibid. 10 December 1906, folder 1, box 12, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

** Commission Minutes for 13 June 1910, vol. 1, ibid. 83 See letters from Post & Sons to Modern Steel Structural Co., 6, 7, 15 and 20 May and 24 July 1908, in folder 12, box 35; 

Post & Sons to J. H. Gormley, 23 and 26 June 1908, in folder 5, box 23; Geo. B. Post to John B. Winslow (chief justice), 28 
°° Porter memoranda or reports, 28 and 29 June 1910, box 1a; “Carpet Furnished by Gimbel Bros.,” folder 5, box 42; and December 1911, all ibid. 
Snead & Co. Iron Works contract, folder 1, box 44, ibid. 

*4 Porter to Post, 15 and 17 November 1909, folder 16, box 19; Porter to Johnson, 27 November 1909, folder 5, box 13; and 

°7 Porter memorandum or report, | July 1910, box 1a, ibid. Executive Committee Minutes for 16 November 1909, box la, ibid. On Marshall, see Trina E. Haag, ed., Portraits of 

Justice: Wisconsin Supreme Court 1848-1998, Wisconsin Supreme Court (1998), 26. 
8 Commission Minutes for 26 and 27 July 1910, vol. 1, ibid. 

85 Porter to Johnson, 27 November 1909, folder 5, box 13; two undated drawings (plan and longitudinal section) of the 

® Wisconsin State Journal, 31 August 1910, p. 10. courtroom, showing the bench plan as realized, plus portraits, in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. See also 
drawings 518-3213 (Supreme Court furniture plan) and 518-3219 (Supreme Court bench and platform details) in the 

Porter memorandum or report, 6 September 1910, box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. Capitol Archives. 

” Porter or John H. Gormley to Johnson, 31 December 1910, folder 6, box 13, ibid. 8 Specifications for the justices’ bench (giving a completion date of 5 September 1910), folder 9, box 37; a justice (no 
signature) to the Capitol Commission, 11 November 1910, folder 17, box 23; and Wollaeger Mfg. Co. to Porter, 21 

” Porter memorandum or report, 6 April 1911, box la, ibid. November 1910, folder 3, box 27, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. The 1927 changes appear in a drawing in the 

Capitol Archives entitled “Diagram showing relocation and alteration of furniture, Supreme Court Room,” dated on the 

” Porter memorandum or report, 10 September 1911, box la, ibid. reverse 13 September 1927. Inspection shows that that arrangement remains today. 

™ Post & Sons to W. H. Grant, 16 October and 25 November 1908, 3 March 1909, all in folder 13, box 34, ibid. 87 The relevant correspondence appears in folder 1, box 22; folder 17, box 23; and folder 10, box 34, ibid. 

® Post & Sons to Grant, 10 May and 29 December 1909, both in folder 13, box 34, ibid. 88Porter to Johnson, 20 July 1909, folder 5, box 13; minutes for 31 August 1909, box 1a; Porter to Barr Cash & Package 
Carrier Co., 4 August 1909, folder 13, box 5; Porter memorandum or report, 31 August 1909, box 1a; and contract and bond 

7° Grant Marble Co. to Porter, 22 May 1909, folder 17, box 9; Porter to Johnson, 25 June, 7 and 13 July 1909, all in folder with Lamson, folder 2, box 43, all ibid. On library space, see a letter signed by all the justices to the Capitol Commission, 
5, box 13, ibid. 24 May 1910, folder 3, box 27, ibid. 

77 Porter to Johnson, 5 October 1909, folder 5, box 13; Porter to [Johnson?], 5 January 1910, folder 6, box 13; Minutes for ® Post & Sons to Porter, folder 1, box 22; Gilson Glasier to R. D. Marshall, 28 April 1910, folder 3, box 27; Winslow to 

10 January 1910, vol. 1; Porter memorandum or report, 15 March 1910, box la, all ibid. Porter, 12 December 1910, folder 17, box 23, ibid. The underscoring appears in the original letter. 

*$ Grant Marble Co. to Porter, 20 January 1910, folder 18, box 9; Post & Sons to Grant Marble Co., 1 March 1910, folder 13, ° William S. Post to J. H. Gormley, 9 July 1909, folder 8, box 31; J. H. Gormley to William J. Grant, 1 November 1909, 
box 34; Grant Marble Co. to Porter, 22 March 1911, folder 19, box 9; and Grant Marble Co. to Post & Sons, 25 January 1916, Gormley to Grant, 1 March 1910, Post & Sons to Grant, 8 March 1911, all in folder 13, box 34; William Grant to Porter, 20 
folder 11, box 6, all ibid. January 1910, folder 18, box 9; Post & Sons to Porter, 5 April 1911, folder 5, box 42, all ibid. The stories about the Formosa 

panels were legend among Supreme Court justices and staff and among tour guides in the last quarter of the twentieth 
” Porter to Johnson, 19 February 1909, folder 5, box 13; Porter, memoranda or reports, 5 July, 10 and 31 August 1909, 1 century. 
December 1909 and 15 March and 1 July 1910, all in box 1a; Duffin Iron Works to J. H. Gormley, 5 January and 8 and 24 

February 1910, all in folder 1, box 30; and Duffin to Gormley, 17 March 1911, folder 2, box 30, all ibid. °! Porter to Johnson, 31 December 1910, folder 6, box 13; John Winslow to John H. Gormley, 24 May 1912, folder 4, box 
30; Winslow to Porter, 2 December 1912, folder 8, box 27; and Johnson to Porter, 7 January 1913, folder 2, box 13, all ibid. 

8° See the sections dealing with centrifugal fans in the specifications for heating and ventilating work for the West (box 

41), East (box 39), South (box 41) and North (box 40) Wings; Downey & Kruse Co. contract and bond, and indemnifica- ° Post to Vilas, 5 May 1908, folder 3, box 21, ibid. 
tion document, both in folder 4, box 42; numerous letters among Porter, Post & Sons and Downey & Kruse in folder 7, box 

°} Umberto Franzoi, The Doge's Palace in Venice (Venice: Edzioni Storti, 1992), 78-84. 
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°** Rochette and Parzini’s contract and a partial listing of their model work attached to a letter from the firm to Porter, 16 "5 Executive Committee minutes for 12 December 1912, vol. 1, and agreement in folder 7, box 42, ibid. 
February 1909, both appear in folder 1, box 44, Capitol Commission records, ser 833. The calculation was made from 

drawing 518-638, which includes numbers from 111 through 160; the Rochette and Parzini list includes numbers from 103 "6 James Otis Post to Porter, 8 April 1914, folder 5, box 22, ibid. George B. Post had died on 28 November 1913 and his 
through 135 (with many a, b, c, etc., drawings—l 14a, b, c, and d, for example), which accounted for forty-five models son James Otis took over principal responsibility for the Capitol. 
only. Thirty-seven model numbers appear on the drawing, from 111 through 160. 

"7 Capitol Commission minutes for 20 May 1914, vol. 1; Herter to Porter, 12 June 1914, folder 19, box 10, ibid. 
°° Gormley to Findorff, 5 January and 2 March 1909, folder 10, box 34, ibid. 

"8 Porter to Herter, 8 June 1914, folder 6, box 11, ibid. 
°° The floor discussion can be traced through correspondence in folder 10, box 34, ibid. The quote appears in Post & 

Sons to Findorff, 13 May 1909. See also drawing 518-661 of the floor in the Capitol Archives. '? Post & Sons to Herter, 9 October 1914, folder 2, box 39, ibid. 

°7 Commission Minutes for 10 June 1908, vol. 1, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. "2° Winslow to Herter and Marshall to Herter, both 17 October 1914, folder 7, box 29; Herter to Porter, 22 October 1914, 

folder 6, box 11, ibid, and Herter’s completed “The Signing of the Magna Carta” in the Supreme Court Hearing Room, 
°§ Commission Minutes for 21 July 1908, vol. 1, ibid. especially figures on the right. 

* Porter to George B. Post, 15 and 17 November 1909, folder 16, box 19, ibid. "1 The installation can be traced through letters in folder 6, box 11 (especially Porter to Herter, 9 June 1915), and folder 

20, box 10, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. See also C. de Kay, “Murals at Madison, Wisconsin—Four Historical 
'° Porter to Johnson, 17 November 1909, folder 5, box 13, and Porter memorandum or report, 1 December 1909, box 1a, Paintings by Albert Herter for the Supreme Court,” /nternational Studio 57 (December 1915), xliv-xlvi. 
ibid. 

' Post to Marshall, 12 April 1910, and Post to Porter, 14 and 19 April and 9 June 1910, all in folder 1, box 22, Capitol 
'°! Roujet Marshall to Porter, 28 January 1910, folder 17, box 23, ibid. Commission records, ser. 833. 

' Post to Marshall, 12 April 1910, folder 1, box 22, ibid. ' Porter to Johnson, 27 November 1909, folder 5, box 13; Post to Winslow, 28 December 1911, Winslow to Post & Sons, 

20 January 1912, both in folder 5, box 34; and Post to Porter, 9 June 1910 (quote), folder 1, box 22, and 22 January 1912, 
'3 Post to Porter, 19 April 1910, folder 1, box 22, ibid. folder 3, box 22, ibid. 

104 Post to Porter, 9 June 1910, folder 1, box 22, ibid. 14 Millet to Winslow, 15 and 23 February 1912, no folder or box numbers, ibid. 

15 Minutes for 23 August, 1911, vol. 1, ibid. 5 Timlin to Winslow, 28 February 1912, and Post to Commissioner Magnus Swenson, 3 June 1912, both in folder 3, box 
22, ibid. 

'°6 Post to Winslow, 28 December 1911, folder 5, box 34, ibid. 

"°° Executive Committee minutes for 27 May, 14 June and 10 July1912, vol. 1; correspondence in folder 3, box 22, ibid. 
'°7 Johnson to Porter, 8 November 1911, folder 8, box 12, ibid. 

7 Executive Committee minutes for 10 December 1912, vol. 1; Herter contract and bond, folder 7, box 42, ibid. 
'°8 Post to Winslow, n.d., folder 5, box 34, ibid. 

"8 Porter to Winslow, 7 April 1914, folder 7, box 29, and Winslow to Porter, 8 April 1914, folder 4, box 28; Capitol 
' Winslow to Post & Sons, 20 January 1912, folder 5, box 34; Post to Porter, 22 January 1912, advising him “to clinch the Commission minutes for 20 May 1914, vol. 2, ibid. 

matter by getting immediate estimates for the necessary frames,” folder 3, box 22, ibid. 

2? Porter to Herter, 8 June and 16 October 1914, folder 6, box 11; Winslow and Marshall comments, both 17 October 1914, 
‘0 Millet to Winslow, 23 February 1912, no folder or box numbers, ibid. folder 7, box 29, ibid. 

" Porter to Winslow, 13 April 1912, folder 5, box 29; minutes for 23 April 1912, vol. 1, ibid. Francis David Millet and Butt- ‘8° Herter’s murals are best described in de Kay, “Murals at Madison,” and the Capitol Guides. 
Millet Memorial Fountain, 1913, entries in the Encyclopedia Titanica, an Internet page at www.encyclopedia-titanica.org. 

The fountain was designed by Millet’s friend Daniel Chester French, whose statue “Wisconsin” stands atop the Capitol ‘5! Documents related to creation and installation of the murals are scattered in folder 6, box 11 (esp. Porter to Herter, 9 
Dome, a further indication of the network of artists and architects responsible for the Capitol. June 1915); folder 1, box 17; folders 19 and 20, box 10; folder 5, box 16; and folder 1, box 36, ibid. Herter Looms, Inc. 

letterhead describes the firm’s services; see Herter to Porter, 20 October 1914, folder 19, box 10, ibid. 
'? Executive Committee minutes for 27 May 1912, vol. 1, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

'? Ibid. Steve Melahn of Glass Haus in Madison repaired and restored the ceiling as part of East Wing restoration and 
"3 Executive Committee minutes for 14 and 21 June 1912, vol. 1, ibid. rehabilitation. He believes all the glass, except for scattered earlier pieces that were replaced after having been broken, 

is the original color. The glass itself was made by the Kokomo Opalescent Glass Co. of Kokomo, Indiana, which made the 
"4 Executive Committee minutes for 10 July 1912, vol. 1, ibid. necessary replacement glass that Melahn used in all the stained-glass work in the Capitol. Melahn telephone conversa- 
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tion with John O. Holzhueter, 17 April 2001. ' Post to Johnson, 21 April 1909, folder 5, box 21, ibid. 

'3The relevant letters appear in folder 4, box 34, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 'SeVolume 3, pp. 397-400, ibid., summarizes the contracts. 

134 Minutes for 10 June 1908 and 12 and 23 August 1911, vol. 1; Porter memorandum or report, 21 July 1908, box 1a; and ‘5! Garnsey to Post & Sons, 8 January 1914, no folder number, box 9, ibid.; National Cyclopaedia of American 

Ballin contract and bond, folder 2, box 2, ibid. On Howard Pyle’s receiving first consideration, see George B. Post to Biography, XXXV, c.v. Garnsey, Elmer Ellsworth, 348-349. 

William F. Vilas, 16 July 1908, and Post & Sons to Porter, 27 July 1908, both folder 4, box 21, ibid. 
182 Garnsey to Post & Sons, 4 January 1909, folder 1, box 22, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

'35 Ada Rainey, “The Mural Decoration in the State Capitol of Wisconsin Painted by Hugo Ballin,” /nternational Studio 

LI (February 1914), clxxxiii-cxcii; Hugo Ballin entries in the Internet Movie Database Ltd., http://us.imdb.com/ 133 Post & Sons to Porter, 14 March and 9 June (quote) 1910, folder 1, box 22; executive committee minutes for 9 May 1910, 

Name?Ballin.+Hugo, http://www.lamurals.org/MuralistPages/Ballin, http://www.griffithobs.org/Mural/muralindex and vol. 1, and Porter to Garnsey, 30 August 1911 (quotes), folder 7, box 10, ibid. 

http://askart.com/Museums.asp, and “Hugo Ballin, 76, Noted Muralist,” New York Times, 28 November 1956, no page. 

He was 77 when he died, not 76, having been born in New York City on 7 March 1879 and having died on 27 November 154 Garnsey to Porter, 25 September 1911, folder 19, box 9; Porter to Johnson, 5 January 1912, folder 8, box 13; executive 

1956 in Santa Monica. committee minutes for 27 May 1912, vol. 1; Johnson to Porter, 17 September 1912, no folder or box numbers; Post & Sons 

to Garnsey, 18 September 1912, folder 5, box 34; and Porter to Garnsey, 12 October 1912, folder 8, box 10, ibid. 

36 Minutes for 23 April 1912, vol. 1, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. Vilas’s role in planning the Capitol and his 

suggestions about artwork are described in Post & Sons to Porter, 27 July 1908, folder 4, box 21, ibid. 155 Minutes for 10 December 1912, vol. 1, ibid. 

137 Minutes for 10 December 1912 and Executive Committee Minutes for 15 January 1913, vol. 1; and Ballin night letter to 156 Executive committee minutes for 9 May and 3 June 1910, vol. 1; Porter to Johnson, 6 June 1910, folder 6, box 13, and 

Porter, 15 January 1913, folder 6, box 5, all ibid. Louis Untermeyer, “Hugo Ballin’s Decorations for the Capitol at Conrad Schmitt Co. contract and bond, July 1910, folder 1, box 44, ibid. 

Madison,” Art and Progress 3 (September 1912), 699-702. 
157 Schmitt to Porter, 23 and 29 July 1910, folder 17, box 23; Minutes for 26 and 27 July 1910, ibid. No contract has been 

'38 Ballin to Porter, 26 February and 19 March 1913, folder 6, box 5, and Porter to Ballin, 24 March 1913, folder 17, box 5, found for this phase of the work. Post & Sons may have considered Schmitt one of the artisans about whom George 
ibid.; Hugo Ballin , Mural Paintings by Hugo Ballin, in the Executive Chamber, State Capitol Building, Madison, Wis. Post expressed caution, and that may have been a reason why Schmitt did not receive contracts for decorative painting, 

(New York: privately printed, 1913). as opposed to flat painting. 

59 Porter to Ballin, 2 April 1915, folder 19, box 5, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 158 Executive committee minutes for 12 and 27 October, 1910, vol. 1; Conrad Schmitt Company to the commission, 26 

October 1910, and Conrad Schmitt Co. contract and bond, 31 October 1910, both folder 1, box 44, ibid. 

140 Minutes for 29 April 1913, vol. 1, ibid. 
‘59 Minutes for 20 May 1914, vol. 1, and Mack, Jenney and Tyler (MJT) to Post & Sons, 8 June 1914, possibly box 2, ibid. 

'4! Porter to Johnson, 18 January 1913, folder 9, box 13, ibid. See Chapter Six, pp. 6-3 to 6-5. 

1 Porter to Ballin, 13 June (folder 17, box 5), 1 (folder 1, box 34) and 9 (folder 17, box 5) July 1913, Ballin to Porter, 19 June, 1©0 Minutes for 20 May and 29 September 1914, and 24 August 1915, vol. 2; Porter to MJT, 14 May and 19 August1915, 

July (n.d.) and 20 November, folder 6, box 5; Post & Sons to Ballin, 8 November 1913, folder 1, box 34; and Ballin to Col. folder 1, box 17; MJT to Porter, 18 May 1915, folder 5, box 16; Post & Sons to Porter, 25 June 1915, folder 1, box 36; MJT 

McGregor, 12 December 1913, folder 6, box 5, all ibid. contract and bond, 2 October 1916, folder 2, box 43, ibid. Besides the lack of an appropriation, the commission’s 

extended discussion about engaging MJT suggests that the commission may have desired that Post & Sons and the 

'8 Porter to Ballin, 24 November 1913, folder 17, box 5; George Post to Johnson, 21 April 1909, folder 5, box 21, ibid. commission agree unanimously on the quality of design and execution of MJT’s work before entering into a full-scale 

agreement. No evidence to this effect has been found. 

'44 Minutes for 19 December 1913, vol. 2, and Ballin to McGovern, n.d. but “over ten months since this work has been 

placed [in December 1912],” folder 6, box 5, ibid. '*! For the fountains generally, see “Transverse Section C-C And D-D,” drawing 518-608, 24 July 1908, rev. 7 October 
1908, Capitol Archives; Specification for the Plumbing Work for the East Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol . . . in 

'45 Porter to Ballin, 9 January (folder 15, box 5) and 26 February 1914 (folder 18, box 5); Ballin to Porter, 22 and 24 February Accordance with the Drawings Prepared by George B. Post & Sons... (New York: Martin B. Brown Co., n.d.), 20-21, in 

1914, folder 7, box 5, and 18 March 1915, folder 8, box 5; Porter to J. A. Van Cleve, 9 January 1914, folder 4, box 26, and Van box 39, and the similar specification for the West Wing, 22-24, in box 41; Capitol Commission to Post & Sons, folder 2, box 

Cleve to Porter, 12 January 1914, folder 10, box 25, all ibid. 20; minutes for 15 January 1911, vol. 1, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. About bubbling fountain legislation see the 

Capitol Commission of Wisconsin (dictated by Johnson) to Post & Sons, 24 October 1910, folder 2, box 20, and Porter to 

14 Post & Sons to Porter, 5 March 1915, folder 1, box 36, ibid. Andres Stone & Marble Co., 19 March 1912, folder 12, box 4, ibid. For specifications for the change, see “Memo 

Specification for Changes in Drinking Fountains,” n.d., in folder 1, box 38; for removal of the ornamental heads see Post 

'47 Ballin to Porter, 18 March 1915, folder 8, box 5, ibid. & Sons to J. H. Gormley, 24 June 1912, folder 8, box 32; for completion date see Post & Sons to Andres Stone & Marble 

Co., 16 December 1912, folder 9, box 32, all ibid. For costs, see Post & Sons to Porter, 29 March 1912, folder 1, box 42, 

'48 Ballin to Porter, 23 February 1916, folder 9, box 5, and minutes for 29 February 1916, vol. 2, ibid. Porter to J. A. Van Cleve, 1 December 1914, folder 4, box 26 and order No. 9, vol. 3, p. 86, ibid. The legislation became 

Chapter 158 in the session laws of 1913, which originated as Assembly Bill 183. The lion bears the model number 61, and 
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the dolphin, 62. For the cups, see Geo. B. Post & Sons to H. Kelly & Co., 22 May 1909, in ser. 833. Michael Keane of the 
Legislative Reference Bureau checked relevant statutes on 14 June 2001. Although to the modern eye the dolphin looks 
like a large fish, Porter calls these fountains “dolphins and lion heads” in his letter to Van Cleve. 

'® Occupancy of the wing over time was determined by analyzing surviving telephone directories for the Capitol and for 
state government generally. The books appear in the collections of the Wisconsin Historical Society, both in the 
government publications section and the telephone directories section. They are available for the following years: 1913, 
1915, 1926, 1930, 1934, 1937, 1939, 1940, 1943, 1944, 1946, 1948, 1950, 1954, 1956, 1958, 1960, 1961, 1963, 1964, 1966, 1967, 
1968, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1980, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991-92, 1992-93, 
1993-94, 1993-95, 1995-96, 1997-98, 1999, 2000. The directories are not adequate to prepare room-by-room analyses 
because departmental phone listings do not include all their subdivisions with room addresses. They do, however, give 
good general impressions about occupancy. 

'® Monthly reports of Lew F. Porter to the governor, 7 February and 15 March 1910, folder 6, box 2, Capitol improvements 
and supply records ser. 138. 

' Commission Minutes for 11 February 1914, vol. 2, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. The minutes include letters 
from the revisor of statutes and the chief justice, both of whom made specific suggestions about how to solve the space 
issues for the revisor and the court reporter. The commission, however, left the decision to the architect. 

‘6° Minutes for 27 December 1916 and 9 February 1917, vol. 2, ibid. 

'° Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Division of Facilities Development, et al., Historic Structure Report. 
Book V, Wisconsin State Capitol: Central Portion—Dome and Rotunda (Madison: Division of Facilities Development, 
1997), 6-2 and 6-3. 

‘7 Biographies of all the governors from Nelson Dewey through Vernon Thomson appear in the 1960 Blue Book. 
Information about subsequent governors comes from later B/ue Books and from William F. Thompson, The History of 
Wisconsin, Volume VI: Continuity and Change, 1940-1965 (Madison: State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1988). 

'* Biographies of Samuel and Theodore Pierce, along with a description of the position, appears in the finding aid to the 
Theodore Pierce Papers, Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Society. 

'® Blue Book 1921, pp. 392-404; Wisconsin State Journal, 4 February 1923, p. 1. 

' Blue Book 1944, pp. 246-247. A biography of Immell is included in the finding aid to the Ralph Immell Papers, Archives 
Division, Wisconsin Historical Society. 

'” Wisconsin State Journal, 30, p. 1, and 31, p. 1, January 1969. 

'? Information about the various manifestations of name and organization of the Department of Agriculture appears in 
the Blue Books for 1911 through 1960. 

'® Biographical sketches of every Wisconsin justice appear in Haag, ed., Portraits in Justice. 

' Julie Tessmer of the library supplied biographical information about the librarians. See esp. “Gilson G. Glasier 
Dies; Longtime State Librarian,” Capital Times (Madison), 2 March 1972, p. 30; “Gilson Glasier, State Librarian From 
1906 to 1956, Dies at 98,” Wisconsin State Journal, 3 March 1972, section 1, p. 2, and “After Three Decades of 
Revolutionary Change, Koslov Moves On,” The Third Branch 8 (Winter 2000), 2, 16. 
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—— Pare , oars a. mE Ce ae px 24 = a i Chapter Four 

er ee STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 

eee me —— ee 
ey, SS Om . ee a ea 
Ae. : f HT ) Ny ‘2 Bees eae 

ek: 3 ie Sy es aS s = om T= chapter offers an account of original and existing structural conditions in the East Wing and provides a 

i) eter, eI iS es 7. ‘f weil ae = — description of the work completed in the 1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation. The original conditions are 

i ® Bie ( pee i a | = vy i ee & ¥v a ge considered relative to the foundation, steel superstructure, walls and roof. Conclusions are based on original 

te oe ed Me fe Phe a / et Tob PFs es correspondence, construction contracts, period newspapers, original construction drawings generated by the archi- 
co HiRes 4 Nap | Ht Ly ah A | | rd its ot Ue tects, George B. Post & Sons of New York, and shop drawings issued for steel construction. Discussions of existing 

{| TE 5 i O " r i el Wy, i | BY on E E ot ae conditions and 1998-2001 modifications are based on the work of the Madison office of Graef, Anhalt, Schloemer & 

== ote le ar as = es oe a ey | 4 Associates, Inc. (GAS), structural engineers. GAS surveyed and documented existing conditions in 1998 and planned the 
x te eae] me z ; San =e “§ structural component of the restoration project. Few original structural elements had been changed since initial construc- 

: = Sa * Bs eas, Sia fae a = a og = is a SS tion of the building, and the survey concluded that the building was generally in excellent condition, except for two areas 

esr oe ~ at the east end of the wing where settling of the foundation and cracking of the floor had occurred. Modifications made 

ne aha b RPC te during Restoration and Rehabilitation included improvements for compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, new 

ai PPS os Sth aS a é tunnels to accommodate mechanical needs and the installation of a stair serving the governor’s office. 

Yas (Gee Foundation 
Pee ae ae Construction of the East Wing began following the demolition of the east wing of the former Capitol, which had burned 

y z f phe is S . ; in 1904. J. W. Mitchell of Madison was awarded the demolition contract, which included wrecking, debris removal and 

Hs ee : 7 eee é . building and waterproofing a tunnel connecting the power plant to the new East Wing. In addition to Mitchell’s contract 

: amount of $42,500, he was paid $14 per linear foot for providing extra waterproofing to a portion of the new tunnel. The 
4.1 Construction of East Wing, 1908 c : = 

By 1908 the construction of the exterior granite clad walls was well under way. On the ground floor the steel structural elements contract was dated 23 Te cember #20), Wrecking andidebris removal were to'be completed by 1 March 1908 and the 

were in place, including columns to the first floor. Timber and steel jib cranes were used to assist the stone setters and masons. tunnel by 1 September 1908.! 
Portions of the previous Capitol remain extant in the background. 

Excavation of the new wing started after the debris was removed. Under two separate contracts, William Keyes of 

Madison undertook the excavation, and M. M. Doran removed the excavated material to the West Wing terrace wall. 

Both contracts were issued on the basis of unit cost. Keyes was paid $0.23 per yard for general excavation and $0.35 per 

yard for digging trenches and pits for a total of $1,628.04. Doran was paid $0.25 per yard for a total of $700.75. The 

Wisconsin State Journal reported on 7 March 1908 that Keyes had started work that morning and “we shall see the dirt 

fly from now on until the finish, as Mr. Keyes is a rusher.” Almost all the trenches were finished by 21 April 1908.2 

J. W. Mitchell was contracted on 6 March 1908 to install the concrete foundations for $11,150 plus an extra $630 for 

additional concrete. Remarkably, the Mitchell company finished the foundations just over two months later. Mitchell 

started work in early April before the excavation and trenching were complete; by 21 April almost all the trenches were 

finished and the concrete work was “well underway,” according to the Wisconsin State Journal. On 17 May the Journal 

reported that the foundation would be finished within ten days.’ 

The basement and foundations consist of spread column footings, stepped wall footings and concrete tunnels and 
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trenches. More than fifty column footings carry the floors of the wing and vary in size from approximately 7/-by-3 feet an e 2 € De eee ee = = pe a : e 3 z 

to 10-by-10 feet. The footings are constructed with I-shaped beams encased in concrete. Steel work specifications for = Pe ae Si Bae one : ] e 

the East Wing indicate that the grillage beams were to have been available from the steel supplier by 1 April 1908 for use yee Finished Heer Ground. Hecr lev. =@00%) 3 

in the concrete foundations. The specifications also indicate that the ground floor structural steel members were to have : ee f - e cae a = ‘ So 7 2 

been available on 20 May 1908, so they could be used in building the masonry walls once the foundations were in place.* i . 3 ‘ = Pl ee ee * : 7 aS : 3 

The poured concrete foundation walls vary in thickness depending on their placement. Foundations near the east SoU chiat ige mes 2 x ca aE = : eee oe 

entrance are up to 74 feet wide, to support both the exterior walls and the massive stone columns (4 feet in diameter) se eee ee ees = 

used in the east facade. More typically, exterior foundation walls are 44 feet wide, as constructed beneath the north and By: as = 4 : i axe « A : : ae ne pve s 

south walls of the wing. Keyed, reinforced construction joints are shown on the plans spaced approximately 15 feet ae 3 es ae coy - a af : Ears 

apart. Concrete construction joints were installed to accommodate bulkheads that contained wet concrete. In this way, BSC Re Ee eet ee ee lca whe eon eee 

the contractor could work in small manageable sections. The specifications do not discuss where horizontal joints ee 4 C Ae Cente on oe 

should be placed, only that they occur “as needed by the contractor.” The horizontal joints were prepared by wetting 2 a ae wee Sr % oe ree ee ee ees 

the set concrete and applying a “neat cement mortar” to bind the layers together. The foundation walls were stepped at : : Ge 2 4 a ce a os ne 5 ie MIRE SAREE = 90" 

their bases to form footings on top of the hardpan soil. Typically the rise of each step is 1 foot and the tread is 7’ inches. es SE ee ae Me eee ree en 
The undersides of the footings were reinforced with square steel bars twisted to engage the concrete. ore ee ee ea Bua 7 : aie! * 

2 ore 
Structural plans indicate that several openings were constructed through the concrete foundation walls of the base- : 3 | eee ae me pales i meh 

ment. Two 5-foot-wide, north-south tunnels at the perimeter of the wing exit though the foundation wall at the west end ope a i Rae 
to give access to the Central Portion and the other three wings. Another 26-foot opening was established in roughly the : : me A ee oo ee a Ss eee 

center of the west foundation wall to facilitate circulation between the kitchen and dining room of the restaurant, which 4.3 Post Drawing 518-512, Transverse ; E ge ae S oF ES x, ee ea 

was initially installed in the basement. Doorway-sized openings were placed in the wall at each of the pavilions and the pest: for apy tae oe es a pe ae emer as : a Re : : 

wing’s north foundation was constructed with a 9-foot-wide opening to the tunnel that runs from the East Wing This Stele séetion Hautes the ee ‘ Bee Hae Pp oe a 

basement to the Capitol Power Plant. The walls of the tunnel were constructed with 8-inch-deep “I” grillage/header concrete footings and foundation wall. The Lee. coo 2 ; : 
beams cast into the concrete wall. concrete was poured to an elevation three feet Se CHO. 7 3 thr = side on ols: ee : aos 

below the ground floor so that the granite : ok : oe : S 

could extend to grade elevation. t é Rn sia e Tae prekan 

Steel Superstructure eri 
The Modern Steel Structural Co. of Waukesha provided the structural steel for the East Wing superstructure. The eee ee eames a : 

contract, signed 2 March 1908, was for $51,932 “less $1000 if Bethlehem beams are used throughout or less a propor- = a oe Sus " [= . , ’ See i 

tional amount if used in part.” Essentially, the contract established that the State of Wisconsin would save up to $1000 — ws mhidoaeee a oes = =e es ee 3 

in payments to Modern Steel if “I” beams that had been recently developed by Bethlehem Steel were used. With thinner oe = ee Se a se 

webs and wider flanges than conventional “I” shapes, the Bethlehem Steel product was available at lower cost. Due to Bee fk. Bases ua : es 

their efficient design, the beams could be manufactured with less mass, hence less weight and cost. Modern Steel was & - : = = Be a sos BRR Oecd z 
paid $52,307.07, reflecting a deduction of $583 for its procurement of Bethlehem Steel, but realized a profit because of the ee “$i See ike es eee ee : 
lower-than-anticipated cost of the steel. The grillage steel was to be in place by 1 April 1908, the ground floor by 20 May, po ee eh “ ae f) 7 Ai) Boe Ec as g 

i i s 4.4 Cambria steel beam, 1999 pee ee ac ec ee ee first floor by 24 June, second floor by 23 July, third floor by 26 August and the attic steel by 23 September. Be ce ee 1 eehcinsn oS ae se se oe oe Sa 

The East Wing was under construction at a time of new innovations in steel fabrication. In 1908 Bethlehem Steel ma gee roled sural ae sung A i ‘ << = ee ‘ a = ees Be ee Inspection reports from Pittsburgh Testing Rae : Fee a NTA ig re SM ies oe hg 

Corporation of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania first began to manufacture the new type of beam that would make steel Laboratory indicate several different brands ME OER PR eta Pe K = need fags abe 

construction more economical. The old standard “I” shapes had thick, heavy webs and required more steel than the new of steel were used in the East Wing, including ee : See Saas a Bhi 
“wide-flange” shapes. This new series of steel shapes found excellent application in the construction of the Capitol, Cambria Steely Beacham ie bu cckawanna | Pi “¢ pee ee Bie Ate, — 2 

3 2 3 Steel, Interstate Iron and Steel, Portsmouth 3 Sema sine =. oe ‘ eure i 
where the requirement for flexural strength (beams with bigger flanges) exceeded that for shear strength (beams with Steel, Inland Steel, Illinois Steel, and Jones Ween ea i a, Bee 

bigger webs). The floor beams from Bethlehem met the required capacities with 10% less weight than the competitors’ and Laughlin Steel. an ne eS Pat ieee ee 
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| ey tl cea 2 7 Pa 2 beams.® The structural drawings indicate that many of the beams specified for use initially were switched to the 

bed pal ( ae ae o natal ss . c. i Bethlehem product, which was better suited to the loading conditions of the building. Since cost is directly related to 

aT oe.0) ates a kal os ere ES Pee aa : er | E 3 steel weight, the typical savings for each beam replaced ranged from 10 to 20%. Modern Steel used 58.3% Bethlehem 

leek rennet aa = en i @) “6 mts beams measured by the weight of all the beams used in the East Wing.’ 

{a F@ a Sth | a i St ali ' oe pe ; 3 Re ff z The steel specification outlines inspection and testing responsibilities, which were to be subcontracted by the architect 

# | on 1 ee TS aei e but paid for by the Capitol Commission. The inspector was to have free access to the shops and mills supplying steel 

: | oe ee Serer ee : 5 ie oS | to the project and the steel contractor was to provide all test specimens, testing equipment and machinery free of charge. 

5 a! 5 x ' ~} RS | : Post appointed Chambers & Hone Consulting Engineers of New York City and Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory of 

a 4 { + Be a dart g ot one 8. oy : 3 ort . ‘ x Pittsburgh as the steel inspectors. Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory also provided a testing facility. The laboratory was 

ae = i on ie 3 ‘ ‘ | paid $0.23 per net ton for mill inspection, $0.27 per net ton for shop inspection and $0.50 per net ton for complete mill and 

p* ving L, | I & Ny eee mae soa" SAC SS he shop inspection. Since Pittsburgh Testing served as the inspecting agency and the contractor’s testing facility, it is not 

. | N ‘ . HF 2s clear how the costs were divided for the work performed. The steel was inspected at the mill for chemical composition 

: S : , i oy A Te w—baree 12 ar anmee 0 oth Zeer. —— ’ and at Modern Steel’s shops in Waukesha for quality of fabrication.* 

gn ul hig -| Roor House | . sgl 
pS BP le BAT pm cm tee nee cere bane: seas sa ne nae re moa 7h : Oe There were several problems with the delivery and placement of the steel. After the grillage beams were positioned, 

eH . “eH 3 i th ee ca =! 1 Shits ee | i subsequent steel deliveries were delayed. Architect George Post wrote to Modern Steel on 2 July 1908 that “you are 

5 H a FS = ] Is * : ' i | i ar 2 H Aca about six weeks behind hand in your deliveries.” In October he wrote, “You [have] not shipped all of the third floor 

A = # ie b tie Jeth Cue r +The eens: ay Gi beams, although it is specified in your contract that these beams are to be erected by August 26". We fear that the non- 

; ‘Tall: “Sir x ee Te co a iy ie "i 4 delivery of your material will cause serious delay to the work of other contractors.” Post also had concerns about the 

: ts ¢ . : Es ee 3 ki° . a att quality of the work. In October 1908 he referred to a report from one of the inspectors: “In one truss alone he was 

H ihe | | I za “LY s T ate manger | Se) a) ae | astonished to find 21 loose rivets which had to be cut out and replaced... . [SJuch careless workmanship is of course 

--4 rn h BR ROPES ae dere tmertmene meee oes fm a . £2 Hl <4 not permissible.” By 20 March 1909 Lew Porter reported that the necessary roof steel was at the site and on 7 April 1909 

af cum , i ea if, 25k, | 4 | ‘ the Wisconsin State Journal announced that the last pieces of steel framework were put into place.” 

ho | oe. eo Se T 
ef 3 Zi J "s Ahanh Bek SEES ates. PAsb dot ; Specifications for the composition of steel used in the East Wing were similar to those for the other three wings and the 

Bt Peel bore ae 7 . 2: | Central Portion. The steel was to be made by the open-hearth process and was to contain not more than .08% phospho- 

: ‘ee at Ui 3 7 : ce ee Pr rus or .05% sulfur. The ultimate strength was to be 60,000 to 68,000 pounds per square inch with an elastic limit of not less 

5 i : é than 32,000 pounds per square inch and elongation of not less than 25% in 8 inches. A test bar was to bend cold 180 

caine SR i tata! heh degrees without fracture to a curve the diameter of which was equal to the thickness of the pieces tested. ag 

4.5 Post Drawing 518-507, Roof Plan Structural (detail), 1908 

Revisions made to Post's structural plans indicate where Bethlehem beams were substituted for standard I shapes. The Bethlehem The floors and attic are composed ofa structural steel skeleton. Built-up steel columns extend from the footings to floor 

product was implemented in areas where it was determined it would represent an economy. The standard beams were retained girders and beams. The exterior brick walls support the perimeter ends of the structural steel framing. The floors were 

when they were considered as efficient and cost-effective as the Bethlehem beam. jie 
originally designed with conventional “I” shapes, although specific beams were replaced with the new Bethlehem wide- 

flange shapes. Substitutes were typically not used for channel beams and larger girders, only the lighter repetitive joist 

type beams. The deepest beams found on the ground and first floors are 12 inches deep. The typical beams found on 

second, third and fourth (attic) floors are 12 inches deep, with 15-, 18- and 20-inch deep beams installed in several 

locations to support the walls of the Supreme Court Hearing Room, stairs and skylights. Beam depths are more 

substantial in the area of the State Law Library above the court’s quarters. The typical structural steel floors were 

designed to support approximately 100 to 200 pounds per square foot. The wide range reflects the variation in capacities 

dependent on the quantity of stone-clad interior walls that share the floor space with the framing being considered. The 

third floor Law Library floor was designed to support approximately 250 pounds per square foot. 

The middle section of the attic roof (approximately one-third of the wing’s roof area) is framed in triangular sloped top 

a a aes a a ae 
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‘Dake PITTSBURGH TESTING LABORATORY, ey _#°* & PITTSBURGH TESTING LABORATORY, >, 
i Se PITTSBURGH, PA. 3 E a Q. PITTSBURGH, PA. f ae Pee i 3 

__ Report of Inspection and Tests of Steel manufactured by BETHLEHEM STEEL CO. g E : beth crorr OF INSPECTION OF STRUCTURAL WATERI EL : OO é 

_ For Contract No. 952 MODERN STEEL STRUCTURAL CO. 5 at . MODERN STEEL STRUCTURAL CO. | Contract No. 682 ma 
Structure “ISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL - EAST WING, = for WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL £457 WING. A : ; ‘ a z 

Reported toQEO. 8. POST & SONS,ARGHTS., NEW YORK CITY. Date FEB. 26, 1908. E ac a oak es ns eek Saat ee 

i ee ee ee a ee 
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4.6 Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory mill inspection report, 1909 4.7 Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory shop inspection report, 1908 

Mill inspection reports from Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory typically indicated the melt identification number, A Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory report made at Modern Steel's shop in Waukesha addresses a problem concerning 

strength characteristics (elastic limit, ultimate strength, percent elongation and reduction in area and fracture rivets on several of the roof trusses. As the comments refer to pieces not listed in the member description, the 

toughness) and the chemical and material content percentages (carbon, manganese, phosphorus, sulfur) of the inspector may have been using the report to convey miscellaneous news on shop progress. Another possibility is 

specimens. The East Wing steel specifications carefully limited the elastic limit, strength, elongation, fracture that the inspector may simply have been reporting on a developing situation so the components would pass at the 

toughness and amounts of phosphorus and sulfur, but did not specify limits for manganese and carbon. time of the final inspection, avoiding a project delay. 
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al f il Hi wh re ote : LEPee 4 a z chord roof trusses, which support several copper skylights and masonry roof tiles. Areas outside the trusses of the attic 
| He a le : : 4 g roof are level framed steel beams with brick pavers over sloped concrete topping and typical “terra cotta,” now referred 

7. 4 it EB : 3 to as clay tile, flat arches. The roof of the fourth (attic) floor is framed with level steel beam construction with brick pavers 
a Hi ‘ EC ! L a F and sloped concrete fill over the clay tile arch system as found on the other floors. The two roof sections, on the north 
an a) | Poe Zz oe tee , a 3 and south, flank the middle raised area of roof and comprise approximately two-thirds of the roof area. 

Fa Hees: Cas : be s ree | | 3 z aa es a i : E Masonry Walls 
i ie boty eye PO PO f a8 ‘ | a A .D. & J. V. Frederickson were awarded a general contract on 14 April 1908 for structural work to include masonry, 
a 4 i Ee 2p a ; > & ‘i 2 carpentry, roofing and plumbing. The contract amount was $63,445 and the company eventually received $63,410. The 
i if ee de ui iq BG SL cog Re as Se os oe 4 ‘| contract included all of the masonry including the construction of exterior brick walls, clay tile masonry arch floors, roof 
ig as 4 ig Lp heey ae a > kK & ee: = x e f x ; construction between structural steel beams and interior clay tile masonry walls. Some of the labor was subcontracted 

Hi ; ia i q C he are a iG ne e 5 ac ee CN aN to other firms. Frederickson probably completed the rough interior carpentry, the floors and temporary plumbing." 

i a” he ll Exterior walls 4 i Hh a Y rN Ee = J VL ft ee in ad Although Frederickson was the contractor for the exterior walls, it appears that Madison builder Leigh B. Gilbert was 
; i mie ON He | Yo 9 ee fa ie subcontracted to install the brickwork to which the granite exterior cladding is attached. The Wisconsin State Journal 

f ae af Berets ™ iz. yo ee \§ 4 refers to Leigh B. Gilbert as the masonry contractor, although no contract or record exists to indicate the extent of 
ae Ay ep ; i oN ie ase | Gilbert’s involvement. The brickwork was almost finished by September 1908.'2. Woodbury Granite of Hardwick, 

y S _— cs A - De wee eo 4 a i Vermont provided the granite cladding. The State of Wisconsin signed a five-year lease with Woodbury on 25 May 
4 haga? if ee, ce | | 4 a 4 ute a ‘a 4 4) 1907 for its quarry near Bethel, Vermont. ihe stone, known as “Bethel White Granite,” is still produced as of 2001. 

wil ie / i i oe ae ye Cf no , ] me E 1 fe The first stone components for the East Wing were placed on 9 June 1908. The Wisconsin State Journal noted that 
eae Lie Mee we 3 os Bs cs \ i quarry work and stone cutting was complete as of 3 July 1909. Woodbury’s contract for the stone work was for 

i! He : i ee OG — oy IS a gh cs aes al ia ie $243,000, estimated at $0.90 for each cubic foot of stone produced. Eventually Woodbury received $246,116, reflect- 
i he a a Re Mee i ae g BES . a : ‘| 1 ing several increases for change orders.'? Ae oe ga es a a a Ne oe : a 

a 1 Ue & Pik oT ie ys 28 ag | : i ‘ : The exterior walls of the East Wing are typical of those throughout the Capitol, constructed of brick masonry, granite 
He \g aca nN a Se a oe cladding and steel lintels. The concrete foundations were built to Ground — 3’0”, or an elevation three feet below the 
a Cae Se Zs ae ‘a yw y ee 7 ! ground floor. Historic photos and wall sections suggest the masonry and cladding were placed simultaneously. The 

cue | BRC NN oon / yy Hae Ad { | e wall sections show that brick sometimes nests in the stone and stone occasionally nests in the brick. The masonry and 
iy i i ee ae ne ye E SN & Le he ee : ie a ess granite exterior walls extend upward to the floor of the attic level, at Ground + 59’8”. At this level the exterior wall steps 

Ae i neal i SN ; a . > ’ F 7. ee { a a toward the interior of the building approximately 22 —— continues . to the roof of the attic level, at approximately 
i a 4 ee oa a ~ Re hag | be _ I = Ground - TSO", JG thickness of the Brice masonry varies from Spe) 8 inches to 4 feet, while the thickness of 
Aen i a “i i Si Ke De Sy i a f ir the granite pgeine ranges between 6 eee aud 4 feet. Structural beam framing from each level bears on the masonry ve a ny i aa ‘ ‘e en oe | e 4 a | walls. Steel bearing plates are shown in the building sections. 

a ya a y a ae oo i] a : Interior walls ie 
aA ea : A io : SN uP eee { Hi rae. : Two firms were contracted for the completion of the interior masonry. It is not clear how construction efforts were divided. 
Et ae of " i cee x Baraca q | oe ee McNulty Brothers of Chicago was contracted for $58,500 on 11 September 1908 (the company was actually paid $59,851.64, 
a8 a 3 BOR Hp 24 pe : RE see oN 4 | ra i: : including an additional $1367.60 for change orders). A. D. & J. V. Frederickson received the contract for structural masonry 
oT Sane Peer eee : Poe aera PF work, presumably floor and roof construction and bearing walls. By 14 October 1908 the hollow tile flooring work on the 
4.8 Second floor structural column, 1999 : second floor was completed. The construction of the interior tile partitions began by 30 April 1909 and was completed by 1 Typical latticed columns were composed of steel channels riveted to steel straps. The columns were : : 3 : ? ‘ encased in terra cotta tile, which provided fireproofing. Terra Cotta was the historical term for what December 1909. The placing of cinder concrete in the floors was in progress as of 30 April 1909. According to Lew Porter’s 
is commonly referred to as clay tile as of 2001. reports, as of 5 July 1909 the plastering and masonry were progressing quickly. The plastering and the concrete floors were 
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4.9 Post Drawing 508-514, Column Schedule and Typical Details (detail), 1908 4.10 Post Drawing 508-514, Column Schedule and Typical Details (detail), 1908 

Basement columns were encased differently depending on their placement and configuration. Where no cladding was required in Column encasement varied less on ground floor and above than in the basement. The fireproof encasing consisted of clay tile 

the basement, the brick encasement became the final surface. The brick was durable enough for use in mechanical rooms and was masonry with plaster parging. The plaster surface was either painted or clad with stone. 

easily finished with paint. ‘ 

9 

= 

Finished First Floor Gr t/#-6" : pene i is 
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4.11 Post Drawing 518-503, First Floor Plan Structural (detail), 1908 

Various beam section profiles detail the different methods of encasing the beams within the floors. The beams differ in location 

respective to their depth within the floor and in how they were enclosed within the clay tiles. Designed with low arches between the 

beams, the clay tile supplied strength to the floor and also provided fireproofing. 
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z nearly done as of 31 August. The masonry work was completely finished by 1 December 1909.'* z ry ig! iP! 

ee ; 
a= = 2 The Grant Marble Company of Milwaukee provided and installed marble for the interior. Its contract in the amount of 

Ni eel) < a 5 ¥ c os 
eee by a= S $134,219 was dated 11 September 1908. Grant was ultimately paid $136,847.08, including an additional $2,644.08 for i a P YP 

eh JBBTE = = change orders. Porter told Grant on 30 April 1909 to begin work the following week, but in July the setters working on the 
Ves athe ie = 5 : 
I he 7 Soll] he = East and West Wings went on strike against Grant Marble for higher wages. Work resumed by 31 August 1909 and was 

ee : : a completed by 6 April 1911. A change order was issued as late as 5 April 1911 to substitute Formosa marble for Roseal in Hn one cae en ee . : zi oe = the Supreme Court wall panels.'° 

He ef eae f= eee a Sa The composition of the interior walls is non-load-bearing clay tile masonry. However, structural section DD on sheet e ieee z Se ae Pp ry 
oe ar + re aera ber ' 518-512 shows that some of the interior walls were made of brick. The structural plan of the ground floor indicates that 

Lied poe ee ae . A A 
“ae a Dike =] : the brick masonry walls north and south of the main stair are bearing walls for the floor under the stair. These walls 

Le t ca 1 extend to the second floor to support the interior stonework of the vault over the main stair. As the East Wing was 
ya oe aa) L 1) le Le constructed before the construction of the Central Portion, the west end of the wing was terminated with wood framing 

Ve ean ‘ cealeaal he Mg peal \ } placed over the massive masonry walls that curve at the pavilions. The thickness of these masonry walls ranges from 
LY tke sen ep crmewaeee NI 
a Sug mo a rs ae 2 feet to 5 feet. 

a eae ee ter Roof 
ie eee , : 
ve i [een 7 i The roof was also part of A. D. & J. V. Frederickson’s $63,445 contract for the structural work. It included placing 

: ve } ene pete ccenoas' concrete floor topping, masonry, roofing materials, copper flashing, skylights, miscellaneous iron and the flagpole. The ay ue Eee 1 Hep te eS ee P’ is 
; li yy | este Se eo =) Wisconsin State Journal reported on 4 January 1909 that the East Wing was nearly ready for the roof, but due to delays 

Ye ae " ra at the quarry, the granite was not available. A temporary roof was planned so work on the interior could continue 

en meet 3 |— 1” without snow drifting into the building. Porter reported on 20 March 1909 that the ironwork for the roof was in place and 

ZH, frsnicse| SES (Ee the clay tile work was progressing. On 30 April the roof was close to finished. Tile and concrete were in place, much of | ee ira : : LS i eae ; the copper flashing had been placed, and the installation of felt and other waterproofing had been started.'¢ 
MY, ie fb 

[i MS wy pte pr The roof structure occurs at two levels. Section BB on drawing 518-511 illustrates the roof framing for the north and 
Gy, rues |e 

eZ) : SF sce i al south sides of the wing. A 20-foot-wide area of roof, extending east to west, is positioned at the fourth (attic) floor 

A ; : | ten framing and flanks the long gabled attic roof. The lower roof is framed with steel beams bearing on the exterior masonry C iw onc Wine g 2 
H i Am a ee NS a and collected by the interior girders and columns. The structural floor plan for the attic indicates that the lower roof is 

(ey ; ae ke] Ld | eae if > MADIION Wiscoksnr brick; drawing 518-511 illustrates the brick as veneer pavers over concrete sloped for drainage. The gable is framed with 
' es eee tor oma ne soe o eA ih 08: steel trusses of angles and gusset plates to steel beams and columns. The span of the trusses is approximately 45 feet. 
wf ey Wns wna VATION. gis < is - - 3, . “4 i cn 2 peas eeCTee Ar ‘ The gabled roof is infilled partially with skylights and partially with clay tile masonry. 

Rsitenaee i fetes es) ‘ . 

a epi: Deets 

ie FD gram wert Modifications to structural elements prior to 1998 
qeaver ats giants fe 2 Papin 2 5 2 se oie wal s * is ; - < : 

Ly Pee a i eee ae 2), RP Biricson’ sat Sion “A> In 1998 most East Wing structural systems remained in place without any substantial modifications having occurred Ly oo ee hs Speer reer e 
on Se ON ig, ae Ge ON gd, (oo agentes oer eermn ee een since 1911 when the wing was completed. J. P. Cullen & Sons of Janesville conducted a preliminary evaluation of 

Sr ee eee “eae ees RS ae ste eee earae a 73 structural components, and Steve Young, construction supervisor for Cullen & Sons, indicated that other than the base- 

gr i SSE Se a eas a ment, he did not observe any instances of modifications to the original structural elements prior to the beginning of the East 
4.12 Post Drawing 518-508, North End Elevation Structural (Section B-B and A-A), Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation. There were areas where interior clay tile masonry walls and floors were modified for a 

1908 / 1968 plumbing remodeling and several skylights were infilled, but the infill did not change the structural framing."” Ls g g 
Wall sections illustrate the integration of the structural masonry (hatched) with the granite 

Sacade (stippled). The lintels over the window openings are double channels oriented 

vertically and infilled with concrete. The floor structure was recessed slightly beneath 

windows so that the space could be used for heating equipment. 
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4.13 Model of typical wall, 2001 = cee ——— Sore ee PEER an ent ARPS ee 

The interior partition walls are made of hollow clay tiles (A) covered with three coats of plaster: the . Bo ee eet oo : = 

scratch coat (F), the brown coat (G) and the finish coat (H). The finish coat is then painted. The clay 

tiles in the floors encase the structural steel beams and are then covered with cinder concrete anda 4.15 Post Drawing 518-511, Main Transverse Section B-B Structural (detail), 1908 

setting bed layer. Marble, carpeting or wood is then installed as the finish flooring. The model is This drawing illustrates a typical attic roof truss showing angle sizes, member spacing and gusset plate sizes. The truss is 

permanently displayed in the Capitol s sixth level museum area. symmetrical about its centerline. 
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Gee o*, 1 z Foundations and Basement Floor 
ee ne ss ey es : & The Primary Electric Renovation in 1989 (Project 8812-10) required lowering the basement floor by two feet to provide 

i \ : SS giles ORS : g z F 4 : - . ee | ihrer \ “SS2 : FA space for new electrical substations. Deep pits were constructed adjacent to the exterior foundation wall to accommo- 6 ee eM Ns P PP j . ; <2 a a ee a ry . . : . Ss a \ J ' \ f Se So ere a | 8 date current and future development of the primary electric, HVAC, plumbing and steam systems. For this project the 
eer PW LD rptes\Gutfork ctaiase \ | s Pe = SEBS, SLES suit is anes ae Ne: ie Din eee / (emtipist int \/ he i So = co | ae 2 Division of State Facilities Management (now Division of Facilities Development) of the Department of Administration a ec a oO ee PEE. PY) i un i ia — i | PT torte aa = (DOA) established guidelines for basement remodeling that would be used for future projects. These guidelines 

SSS wy Bhee eo a ‘i i Fy LpEe aap east) & is 2 fs ¥ y ; : a : : H 7 Pol cater =e, i ff cue i é indicated how the foundation would be treated, including exterior wall openings, lintel details and excavations, both ce Sn ' i rrr j BO) Bcsupeted cel szeg > | 5 a i bo i 4 
ee TT pes pa Bes = a eee fe below exterior wall footings and adjacent to interior column footings. 

peer che BY: EE se | ie iH 
ny fo | Wel IZ RRR od la. { 

re hs BL A Cn ee Ne SS SH 3 ; a “le Project 8812-10 used a fly ash and sand flowable backfill for subslab excavations for the complex array of rigid conduit. 
ae a | wg Y LOVE SWS 4 phy all The decision to use flowable backfill was based on concerns regarding the friable soil beneath the floor, vibration ead fps oy YY: ey) bf. Ve | dees Vb 7 i i . " € i Pie amma ore | — Ah | P//y + ha NS ZEN | eee ge induced by mechanical compaction and the need for settlement-free backfill. The backfill, used here for the first time on 
i a ' ; f/ > > Ey Cah ies = ees a state project, was pumped directly into the excavation and was able to support foot traffic within hours of placement. o 

i Be Ha HY “ \ eal Wig Ley 
; pos | A Paya. \ wea Za Nh h | Fl Ce ox Sr) Jas, ela low \ ! Roof 
Ade ol Jed fe FSS came ys. | on || i fi Steel straps were added to the roof system to stabilize the pediment sculpture. The pediment was in danger of being 

ja rei ra i or nec rae eed f Hi i i i pushed off the end of the wing due to thermal movement of the roof components. The foundation settling at the end of 
SES ri ine as po Sas fa ii ai Hi s H the East Wing may also have contributed to the pediment’s movement. The pediment work was part of Project 7913-03; yee oe] ol ee ea Semen Ped TPL pt Pe a itp ei ji A wt th a0 ee d YS Pee? Bye ait E ag | si] drawings in DOA records are dated 9 June 1983. 

4.16 Post Drawing 518-608, Transverse Section C-C and D-D Near West Wall (detail), 1908 

Trusses were varied slightly based on their location in the roof. The lower gusset plates were enlarged 

and angle hangers were added to the trusses from which the large plaster and glass barrel vault over 

the Grand Stair is suspended. 
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4.17 Attic trusses, 1999 4.18 Post Drawing 518-511, Main Transverse Section B-B Structural (detail), 1908 
Upside-down steel tees were placed on the structural steel trusses to support masonry roof tiles. The This framing section shows the difference in elevation between the two areas of roof flanking the central gabled roof. The 
spacing of the steel trusses ranges from 3 feet 10 inches to 4 feet 4 inches center-to-center. Slat areas are sloped with concrete fill. The surface is covered with brick pavers to provide a durable walking surface. 
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4.19 Lowered basement flor, 1999 Er ne ede During the basement excavation, the team discovered that foundations were placed deep relative to the ica ee ee eel ef 
basement floor slab. Several small mechanical tunnels were originally constructed below the slab enn 
utilizing part of the space. The new mechanical systems installed in 1999 demanded much more air ly-io va" 

movement and consequently enlarged mechanical tunnels. Paths for mechanical, plumbing and 

electrical systems were placed below the slabs in new crawl space tunnels. 4.20 Typical detail and reinforcing schedule at crawl space tunnels, 1998 

In the new basement mechanical tunnels, the capacity of the floor slab over the tunnel is typically over 

400 pounds per square foot for spans up to 10 feet and 175 pounds per square foot minimum for spans 

= * : a e : ae,” z up to 13 feet. 
= re re : 
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Le : i 4 x ee ; 
Pes 4.22 Typical lintel detail at new openings through 

E : exterior bearing walls, 1998 

3 This detail shows several steel tube shapes supporting 
4.21 Lintel at opening in basement foundation, 1999 the width of the wall. A top plate was added to connect SECTION : ) 
Several new openings were required in the existing concrete foundation walls. This steel lintel supports all of the tubes together and make the pieces perform 
Jive levels of masonry in addition to floor and roof framing. as a single component. 
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eae a ae ee 7 z Modifications, 1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation 
F A : MS , ff E Foundations and Basement Floor 
af : s ~ 4 2 Approximately 220 lineal feet of excavation, footing and walls for new mechanical tunnels were incorporated between 

Pf a P existing footings. The widths of the tunnels and chases range from 2 feet to 7 feet. The tunnels were approximately 4 feet 
| if | j = = : é deep and covered in concrete on metal deck, bar grating or %-inch-thick checkered plate. Areas of new and existing 

a, é es a oe z concrete-covered tunnels have fire access panel blockouts and cutouts in the concrete. Several new openings to 
% 7 2 accommodate mechanical needs were cut into existing concrete walls. The support for the openings is provided by large 

eG a 5 lintels composed of four hollow tube steel sections, connected by %4-inch-thick plates, that span from one side of the 
y Me es ea es NS opening to the other. Several concrete ramps were installed in the basement to provide ADA access and connect spaces 

ye Sr a) a ry | with different floor elevations. 

Pasle A ee é at Se Ground Floor 
ee: = oe - sg pa : - sg holes in new Modifications were made to the structural steel to accommodate a new stair and mechanical openings. The modifica- : “Sa. i - oe \ KS yj eat ically secured teal tions were accomplished by removing floor infill (concrete and clay tile masonry) and adding steel beams. The existing 

; ee < . ss ae oe oo me 3 press was used to make structural steel was field-drilled for new bolts rather than welded because the age of the steel indicates likelihood that it 
ay Ce oe connections to new beams when would contain high amounts of carbon, causing welds to be brittle and relatively weak. A 10-inch-deep steel beam was 

: é zi . > ee = : <s a : a hoe Ste varie. va added to frame the east side of the opening. Clay tile masonry was replaced where possible and grouted. 
— : owe a ere ee ee = used to bore connection holes 

ae Sie PT I eR oe oe SO Pare ee eee "where new steel was affixed to A new stair was added from the basement to the ground floor and from the ground floor to the first floor. The stringers 
aE EN SD See ce a existing steel beams. are comprised of 12-inch steel channels. Two complete bays of existing framing were removed at the ground floor for the 

new stair, new floor framing and new openings for mechanical chases. New framing members are typically 8-, 10- and 12- 

aa jo ee Re eee = inch deep steel beams. 

ee g 
CE he ee ee ee First Floor 

am neg i tee os me —- P Additional openings were framed for mechanical needs similar to those mentioned on the ground floor. One in particular 
i Le 7 oe z was framed with 8-inch-deep steel channels added on each side of the new opening. A 10-inch-deep steel beam collects the 

H io 4 h Be ; é = channels at the north end of the stair and frames into the existing steel beams. The existing framing collects the south ends 
i i Q Se Z e of the new channels. The stair that extended from the ground floor required new framing that necessitated the removal of 

} ‘ ., | 3 5 two and a half bays of existing framing. The new framing members are typically 6-, 8-, 10- and 12-inch-deep steel sections. 
ee wee 2 5 

j | j j Second Floor 
/ a i) a» | | Several mechanical openings using typical structural details were created in the original framing. 

es Third Floor 
hee <i a an ce ee a 4.24 Reconstruction of clay A limited use, limited access (LULA) elevator was installed between the third and fourth floors. The third floor concrete 
| ; se ae - sere aN tile wall, 2000 ; topping was removed so the bottom of the elevator could recess into the floor. Several mechanical openings using typical 
| RS Gas ye : ‘ The restoration project structural details were incorporated into the original framing. 
} ~db ep included new room 

h : arrangements. New partition 
; 4 } | y s | walls were constructed with Fourth Floor (Attic) 

eri = ahs : the same type of plaster aver. A new equipment frame was added in the existing fan room. The frame covers a 5-by-20-foot area and is framed with 16-inch 
bis 3 c e ; « A ree Spretp ie: eS steel beams connected to 6-by-6-inch steel tube columns resting on the existing steel framing of the fourth (attic) floor. A 

return air plenum is supported under the fourth floor framing by ‘/s-inch diameter threaded rods. The hangers have springs 

mounted within their length to provide uniform tension to each hanger. The rods are connected to the existing framing 

of the fourth floor above and to 5-foot-by-3-inch tube steel support beams under the mechanical plenum. 
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A stair leading from the third floor to the fourth floor was abandoned. The floor space on the fourth floor over the stair Endnotes 

was covered with structural framing and converted into useable floor space. The stair was left intact from the third floor ‘Contract with J. W. Mitchell, folder 3, box 43, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; Contract Account Summary ledger, 

to the fourth vol. 3, ser. 833, both in the Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Society, hereinafter referred to only as Capitol 

: Commission records, ser. 833. 

Special Problems 2 Contract with M. M. Doran, folder 4, box 42; contract with William Keyes, folder 1, box 43; Contract Account Summary 
Two problems were found in the initial stage of the Restoration and Rehabilitation. Slightly sloping floors were noted at ledger, vol. 3, p. 28 and 31, ibid.; “Jud Stone’s Gleanings,” 7 March 1908, p. 7, and “Many Watch Work on Capitol,” 21 

the east end of each level. The team identified the cause of the sloping to be foundation settlements occurring in the east April 1908, p. 8, Wisconsin State Journal. 

wall of the wing. The extent of the settlement was determined to be approximately 1/4 inches. GAS found no structural if : , i d 
damage that could be attributed to the settlement, and determined that no action would be necessary to correct the oe with J. by cueeee folder 3, box a ana. see hat o ip = a 

problem. The second problem noted was cracking in the floors of the fourth (attic) floor in the State Law Library. te eee SS eee ork on Capitol, Ee PD MRI ON ame aca 
ie 2 : eA: ‘ 17 May 1908, p. 4, Wisconsin State Journal. 

Although the fourth floor was originally intended for library space, initial planning was based on the use of wood 

shelving for library stacks. Prior to occupation, a decision to implement metal bookshelves instead of wood may have 4 Specification for Structural Steel Work for the East Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol . . . in Accordance with the 

resulted in a heavier load than originally intended. The fourth floor was designed for nearly 100 pounds per square foot Drawings Prepared by George B. Post & Sons... . (New York: Martin B. Brown Co., n.d.), 6, box 39, Capitol Commission 

less capacity than the third floor. In its investigation GAS examined the beam ends where the floor cracks were found. records, ser. 833. 

The beams and connections had not failed; therefore GAS concluded from its review that no modification was necessary 5 Contract wth Mdary eel Caen Reds Conese A ts led isp eee list 
: : : Pai ‘ontract with Modern Stee ic ‘0., folder 3, box 43; Contract Account Summary ledger, vol. 3, p. 30; itemized lis 

SHAE IGE I.E GAL GERNOT ENS TIT TE Sn en RST of contract amount and changes for Modern Steel Structural Co. (undated), folder 1, box 22, all ibid. 

° Bethlehem Steel Corporation website, www.bethsteel.com; Gene Harrington, Bethlehem Steel Corporation engineer, 

conversation with Gerilyn Schneider, 21 March 2001. 

7 Itemized list of contract amount and changes for Modern Steel Structural Co. (undated), folder 2, box 22, Capitol 

Commission records, ser. 833. 

8 Chambers & Hone to Post, 26 December 1907, folder 5, box 43, ibid. 

° Post to Modern Steel Structural, 2 July and 27 October 1908, folder 12, box 35, and Lew F. Porter (hereafter Porter) 

memoranda or reports, 20 March 1909, box 1A, ibid.; “To Finish Roof of New Capitol,” Wisconsin State Journal, 7 April 

1909, p.7. 

'° Specification for Structural Steel Work, 11. 

"' Contract with A. D. & J. V. Frederickson, folder 5, box 42, and Contract Account Summary ledger, vol. 3, p. 47, Capitol 

Commission records, ser.833. Frederickson’s contract is for “structural work (being mason work, carpenter work, roofing, 

plumbing etc).” It is not clear from the contract what work Frederickson did and what was subcontracted to others. 

Frederickson may have installed temporary plumbing or connections to outside plumbing, although J. Kelly was the 

main plumbing contractor for the wing (see Chapter Nine, “Building Systems”). 

'2 Porter memorandum or report, 11 September 1908, box 1A, ibid.; “Jud Stone’s Gleanings,” 10 June 1908 (no page), and 

“Madison Men of Affairs,” 5 December 1908, p. 1, Wisconsin State Journal. 

Contract with Woodbury Granite Company, folder 2, box 44, and Contract Account Summary ledger, vol. 3, p. 109, in 
Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; “First Stone is Laid,” 9 June 1908, p.2, and “Jud Stone’s Gleanings,” 3 July 1909, p. 
1, Wisconsin State Journal. 

'4 Contract with McNulty Brothers, folder 2, box 43, and Porter memoranda or reports, 14 October 1908 and 30 April, 7 

June, 5 July, 31 August and 1 December 1909, box 1a, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

'S Contract with Grant Marble Co., folder 5, box 42, and Porter memoranda or reports, 30 April, 5 July and 31 August 1909, 
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and 5 and 6 April 1911, box 1A, ibid. 

'© Porter memoranda or reports, 20 March and 30 April 1909, box 1a, ibid. ; “Prepares to Raze Old South Wing,” 4 January 

1909, p. 4, “Madison Snowbound, Zero Weather Next, Storm Toll is High . . . ,” 28 Jan 1909, pp. 1-2, Wisconsin State 

Journal. 

Steve Young of J. P. Cullen, conversation with Gerilyn Schneider, 26 February 2001. 

'8 Gregory C. Bares, Department of Administration, electronic mail to Melinda Osman, 24 July 2001. 

'° The information in this portion is taken from structural drawings completed by Graef, Anhalt, Schloemer & Associates, 

Inc. (GAS) and informal discussions by Kurt Straus of GAS with David A. Nelson, P.E. (registered Professional Engi- 

neer), GAS project manager. 
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. yo ‘ oe wie ei in i 

hm \ 4 : POL lied 

a a Le A \g ho a y = J gp in 

mE ee <4 FS re. ; I Aeew, A », 2 his chapter is divided into four sections. The first provides a historical overview. The second describes the 

4 5 : ; (ET oY | aA Wt | appearance of the exterior of the wing and pavilion as they were designed and constructed. The third briefly 
jae : i ewan ye 3 | he cite ‘ ; explores modifications in the exterior from 1917 to the 1980s, particularly of the Northeast Pavilion ground story; 

| aah | a | iid 7 | fi an (ica | i the changes also include various cleanings of the building and repairs and replacements of the roof and skylights as far 
— Se i aoe Fy —_ I of eu as they can be determined. Finally, the chapter describes the condition of the wing as it was revealed in surveys prior to 

ee SS 2 1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation, the reasoning behind the recommendations made for restoring and rehabilitat- 
e fe ‘ ‘ . o 4 ing the wing and the treatments implemented. 

Se =/ a SN ee Historical Background 
5 =ay eae sa eS = x ie Ses = From the early 1890s until his death, George B. Post (1837-1913) was one of the United States’ leading architects of 

= A a ie oe [si < : ise << a Se ee buildings in the French Beaux-Arts style. That style dominated America’s public architecture from the World’s Columbian 
A ge Pte ay [eee ee ay Be Ss Sie at Exposition in Chicago of 1892-93 until the conclusion of World War I in 1918. Post has come to be known especially for 

<a ps ee cad (ee : ite b See Se = ae four Beaux-Arts buildings: the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building at the Chicago exposition (1892); the Bank of 
(a gel ie aa aes baat eee ae Pittsburgh (1895); the New York Stock Exchange (1901-03), and the Wisconsin State Capitol (1906-17). Post considered 
a ed : igh ee . pe os - = ee #8 ee < oS Se PAS - oe = = a ee the Capitol, his last major undertaking “an architectural monument” that would be “a model for buildings of its class, and 

ee ee ee which would as such exert a great educational influence throughout the land.” Post also had a keen interest in 
5.1 The Capitol from King Street, 1913 technological innovation. In 1868, he was responsible for the first elevators in an American office building, the Equitable 

The East Wing was completed about three years before this picture was taken from the corner of King and Butler Streets. In 1913, the Life Assurance Society building in New York. The enormous steel spans in his Columbian Exposition building made it 
dome remained under construction. Before large buildings were constructed at the end of King Street, the view from even the lower the largest structure under a roof at that time. In the Capitol, he introduced the latest ventilating fans and a new type of 
levels of the Capitol included a glimpse of Lake Monona. 

steel beam.! 

In the initial stages of designing the Capitol from 1906 to 1908, Post worked personally with William F. Vilas of Madison, 

one of the Capitol commissioners, a former U.S. senator, a former cabinet member in the Grover Cleveland administration 

and a “taste maker” for the city and the state. Like Post, Vilas desired that the building become a model of its type and 

insisted upon excellence in design, materials and execution. Vilas died in the summer of 1908, just as the Capitol was 

beginning to take shape physically but after most of the important design decisions had been made for the West and 

East Wings and the rest of the building had been thoroughly conceived.” 

A widely consulted architectural dictionary defines the Beaux-Arts style in this way: 

A grandiose architectural style as taught at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris primarily in the 19th 

century, widely applied until 1930 to large public buildings such as courthouses, libraries, museums, 

railroads, and to some pretentious residences. Characteristics often include formalism in design, 
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LX a aoe 2 wa i = symmetrical plans, heavily rusticated arched masonry, ashlar stone bases with rusticated stonework, 3. aan ys i A ‘ Sf Ey Bs > < A igi, + = (a ; & especially on the ground floor and raised basement levels; sculptured figures; a massive and symmet- ERIN . o SL Cae £ y ZO, ferent, & x 4 pads na DS EES oS Coon) ak tl Rory, ee S ric fagade, often with a projecting central pavilion; a monumental attic story; commonly decorated SEPT MORI DN iT ieee eae apne L GS Lae ep eee ae 2 s i x : ‘ ‘ Eau RU ae 2 PLN Te Capitay ie Pr hae cw (ae esecco | |B with dentils; enriched entablatures; monumental flights of stairs; classical columns often set in close & ad ee ‘Lg f iii W\scousin” / ee Lee ‘we ee 2 ‘ fosbeas (se fae go, me ee eats [ERC i see) | pairs; banded columns, engaged columns, coupled pilasters; highly decorated pilastered parapets; (cy ori esses Be Cee es Seed teases ate) wae Line tease aot fi é P Bek eras et SS Se cnet Saul Garin bed ee —meccsnocen | | & balconies; sculptured spandrels; decorative brackets; . . . ornamental details such as cartouches, : Ss (ese Ca Ws ey Ge Serge EE ey Soares} |e a : Sao fi ee Se i Seuetie ee floral patterns, Greek key designs, ornamental keystones, medallions; elaborately decorated panels, Ge ee ee es oD pagttiens cams Ee ecaet Peat (ice eee cea | - F . . ae ee ae ce cee Cake ally eo z and the like; the roof, commonly a flat or low-pitched, hipped, or a mansard roof: often, domes and “ahs (Ses Gas Eee = gute MoE RSE (gst: Wee caren [SSA [Eo AE EET GP mene ee ae reaee arma tor P| SE i 4 Jain a C Sn ee Preto ees ae ras eae ee] 1S rotundas; rectangular windows symmetrically placed, with lintels overhead; arched dormers, eid (RSS Ss i ae terran Ee des 2 afte ey GEsey “I. 8 sj a Z : 5 ae on ea Be ee i eee pales oa @ “ee | 3 balustraded windows, pedimented windows, or windows with balconets; doors, commonly paneled i Ss ee nes CG | eS es oe ed ee . i i oe eae ees Ks f Ee ae Te Pe Ly ae ne Se \ with a glass-paneled canopy over the primary entryway, flanked by columns or pilasters; a wrought- 
tEeeesee Se ee Sst ae ae ss : iron grille on the exterior side of the entry door. 

hile pip LAK Zaha SO Es ES =e a EL Se aegis : aiieet ' ae 20 aS fl ASS PO BEES ES a | eee Post employed many of these characteristics in his design, drawing his footprint for the building from the program 
eee coe ee established by the Capitol Commission in 1905. It required a building in “the form of a St. Andrew’s cross” or across in 

5.2 Original plat of Madison, 1836 an X shape with equilateral arms, thus assuring that the wings of the cross face the corners of the Capitol Square, . 
James Duane Doty presented this plat map to the territorial legislature in 1836 when the group selected Madison, although only a comprised of four city blocks or about 13.4 acres. The plat for the prospective city of Madison (1836) had scaled the 
“paper city,” as the Wisconsin capital. The earliest plan for Madison, it was largely implemented and included four broad radiating streets at the Square’s comers at a relatively narrow, residential or retail/commercial width, with grander 

pine dhs hp a ant ede sreteelgaons yn ft eee onpublic buildings Vater, Rost aligned tne ceremonial boulevards extending from the centers of the sides of the Square where arms of the cross would meet at the ‘orm ‘monial é: e A li y se 
A 4 () ‘e 

center. Thus, the commission’s program and the city plan together can be said to have dictated that the ceremonial progr Pp g 
entrances to the Capitol coincide with the boulevards, leaving daily pedestrian access to the ground-floor entrances of c p g daily p gr 

: i 2 the wings and pavilions.* ; 2 ia 8 
aes is z 

woes we RS OP ae We re 
oy ates eu aa, 2 a 

; ok eee RN A 2 Pe Ses ee ; = 
eee ee. - \ SER rere f zg Be. Ys * af 4 feet eee bea sae Gay a ata aes 1, yaar j SPSS 2 

ea Ble oe ees : ; a SN sg esha DT Peat me ae Mes ao = be « Rest ES ioe , ce. oe Ps : at Be, » ie NS Wy peN , 34 East Washington Avenue 
oo eT ee ee ned tae Srom the Capitol, circa 1917 hs deel a a Eh a ee | o ea The early commercial 

; Rats eee Mia eu iG Fea va ie ce m. buildings situated at the top of 
Beet ; Bi eae tact A Oe hla ae ar Pina. 4 ae — ae East Washington Avenue are 

pi ab SSeS ee geted PB mi | are : a eerie yy apparent from the Northeast 
ie ae be as : ee as : Pavilion. The water tower in 

Sosesnielaats Bes Ro s oer es hen , the center was erected in 1889 ( eh Se ca eee gh 4 and demolished beginning in 
are Seis oN 3 3 sate, §=— 5.3 East Washington Avenue toward the Capitol, circa ap a -4 October 1920. One of the 

ee Res eee = (1930 o Loe : 5 Capitol s last finishing touches, 
pee. se Sued : eT, g ee Sek The city once maintained East Washington Avenue as a fae 4 i beta bronze urns on pedestals in the cae ca ae P ey 2 —!andscaped boulevard, which provided an elegant P 3 : Te semi-circular exedras, had not mrad wee aE as etiesee © approach to the Capitol. E- Ps: " N yet been put in place. 

iia i Td 
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The East Wing faces King Street, the historic “first settlement” district of Madison, and originally enjoyed fine views of La a z 

Lake Monona before large buildings were erected where King Street meets Wilson Street. The Northeast Pavilion faces ze © . 

East Washington Avenue (which actually runs northeast). At the time the Capitol was constructed, it was a business —— mmo | 

one pscaae boulevard for four w five blocks. Near the panera ee (fourteen blocks from the Capitol), a RUGEEEL 5.5 Principal elevation, East Wing, 2000 Sas ee 

district had developed by the late nineteenth century, and the section of the avenue between the foot of the hill on which The pediments above the first floor windows and the shorter Seo ee — eee ie 

the Capitol stands and the Yahara was low, marshy ground. It was filled gradually and by 1920 was a thing of the past, second story windows distinguish the East facade from the fee== @2020:0:02=== e 3 

leading eventually to the installation of a four-lane boulevard with a landscaped median strip. An excellent view of the three other principal facades of the building. The Executive Bessese ea tee moe 
: i . 7 Chamber, on the first floor, required that taller windows be Fg pl peg g 

Capitol could be had along the avenue’s length, and conversely an excellent view of the city could be had from the : ty ee: PaaS Hee en ee ee fF 
re ae ; 3 F ‘i installed to accommodate ceiling heights in that room. eo ee Re ee ee Bee g 

Northeast Pavilion. The view is especially fine from the grand stairway leading to the first floor exterior doors atop the Drawings generated during the 1998-2001 Restoration and SSS = 

ground floor porte cochere. Rehabilitation accurately depict both the differences and See Se Sa oF 

similarities in the Capitol s fagades. eT TT Tl F 
ce i ito | ie cel i feral rH 

a g 

Description of the Exterior ——— <= A 

The exterior is constructed of monument-grade, white Bethel granite from Vermont, a stone that glistens and changes <r a 3 

visual appearance as it reflects the prevailing colors of the sky. The street facades of the East Wing and Northeast eee a eS eS a fer 2 

Pavilion were designed to resemble their counterparts around the building, with rusticated masonry in which the aoe eS SS eSB 

horizontal joints of the stones are recessed, thus creating a substantial looking base for the entire building. Heavy, rustic ea Ht HI ri Ht | i 

arches also characterize the ground floor entrance areas of the pavilions. On the principal King Street fagade, six, 5.6 Principal elevation, West Wing, 2000 Ea a ae ee g 

approximately 43-feet-tall Corinthian columns together with entablature support the pediment that contains monumental The windows of the West facade also vary from those in the Ee tet Pet feat Pees 8 

s ; pa - z other wings to accommodate interior ceiling heights. The Beso fe Red He HE ee : 

tympanum sculpture in classical arrangement. The pavilion features a monumental stair that faces East Washington second story windows that illuminate the Assembly Chamber SS SS eee 

Avenue and terminates in a quarter-circular portico with four 36-foot Ionic columns surmounted by an entablature and rise a full two stories, eliminating the necessity for third story SS SS ee a 

low domed roof. The entablature continues along the north side of the wing, creating a course that ties the wing to the windows. SE tte ns 
glee Y : S yy 

pavilion in a continuous architectural rhythm. cc AA 5 
es é 

These massive entrances correspond visually to the volume of the building and make the interior of the building easily eS 
c fi E rir ’ [Dp] lol io _ol__Or_1ol 1) ea & 

recognizable and understandable from the street. Historically, the two pavilions used most for ceremonial purposes Sa eS SS: 

seem to have been the southeast and southwest. The southeast has the best natural light and level ground, and was eee i 

designated by George Post as the principal entrance to the building; the southwest was close to the Milwaukee Road’s eeatoew Woe Wee Wew Vee pete F 
a : Fete TEA Ra) TH fel fay 

passenger depot. The use of the ground level of the Northeast Pavilion as an early service entrance would have been prea ed ee 

a logical choice because of its proximity to rail and highway routes and its level approach.° eae 
5.7 Principal elevation, South Wing, 2000 peered (El IEEE Ese: 

Like all the wings, the East Wing consists of five levels—basement, ground, first through third floors and the attic, or EE Ngan ed the i aaa a of ihe wings SS a a 
: eee : eas ; sea constructed, have identical fagades with the exception of the See ee aS . 

fourth floor. The wings measure 125 feet in width, 187 feet in length and 85 feet in height. Pitched skylights in the roof sculptural groups in the pediments. ee 

illuminate interior spaces all the way to the first floor level. The side fagades of the wings are virtually identical for the 3 

entire building, while variations exist in the street-end facades . The North Wing and South Wing street fagades (the last TUT EET) z 

to be built) are identical, while the West and East Wing facades are each distinctive. The Northeast Pavilion, too, is Ca 8 

virtually identical to the others. The overall design of the pavilions is circular, and the portion that is exposed on the eee al 8 

exterior constitutes a quadrant or one-fourth of the circle. r = COE Coe o-oo z 

5.8 North elevation, East Wing, 2000 See AAAS eT ey 5 

The organization of East Wing interior space informed exterior window organization and decorative treatment on the The north and south facades of the East Wing are virtually ees EET ELE Sea 4 

principal King Street facade, distinguishing it from the other wings. Otherwise the architectural arrangement of the identical. The elevation of the Northeast Pavilion, at the right Senet ena eet i 2 

Northeast Pavilion and the street and side wall facades of the East Wing are virtually identical to those elements side ofthe drawing; demonstrates the typical juncture between oo eet SS eS 
oy the wall and pavilion. The windows at the end of the wall are Sees saan aoe a ame pa a eee | 2 

throughout the building. located within the pavilion’s portico and their design has been pee el Ge Bed el ed Be = 
2 Stee a ee et. f 

modified slightly. eT 7 T T T T 7 1 T Poe 
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ee : : z North and South Facades 

; 7 : - The rusticated ground floor is separated by a belt course from the stories above, which are faced with flat stones. Eight 
es 2 ‘ iN 3 

; Al 3 window bays exist at each of the four levels. On the ground floor, two window bays at the west end of the wing are 

ae : hi Thy : % positioned within each porte cochere, associated with the Northeast and Southeast Pavilions; on the upper floors, the 

: ae Pues : f i eel : 5 pavilions’ roofs extend above one window bay on each floor. On the ground floor, all windows have six-over-six sash. 

ce Say Ss 4 minty “: Be A scrolled keystone with double helixes and acanthus leaves on either side appears above each of the six easternmost 

aoe coe ; 6 mae : = windows. The ground story pavilion windows are treated more simply; they have no ornamented keystones, and their 

ee é y | if f Wa fee stone framing is less elaborate. Stonework under the pavilion decks is flat, not rusticated, but the space under the 

otic poe | Ere biel SE Lee a 5.9 George B. Post & pavilions’ first floor decks features broad arches and stone piers. The ground floor windows have segmented arches, as 

f me er a are a peetasina) Sons’ competition do those on the east fagade. The radii vary according to the width of the openings in order to create a consistent 

Wiittaa= ic meeetee ETN — sepeatentenn nes TA Re = Wee WeOe aad bh | Uieeed El if i A F As is the case with 

NE aa eae AP UITIL most initial concept dion term inthi 
Beeman opal — == 5p be ee ey eae drawings, the The Ionic columns of the pavilion terminate several feet lower than the capitals of the Corinthian columns on the east 

eae ‘ = : eae See: eS a ee eet ies § perspective submitted fagade. The pavilion entablature consists only of an architrave-comnice, lacking a frieze. It is surmounted by a balustrade 

Re ee aac Ahmninua a A dt) si tar ge ts Z rhe ee it 4 : feat Pe : 5 

—— | RE Sa “gg ae, eee to the Capitol that begins at the line of the frieze above the Corinthian columns on the street fagades. Thus the pavilion ties to the wing 
SS fies PF eo Commission featured isuall ith th hitr: 5 ¢ th ili tani 1 th airs] dth f th ; 

elements that didnot visually, with the architrave-cornice of the pavilions continuing along the north wall, around the corner of the eas! 

vette ae aa ace eas See === appear inthe final facade and terminating at the Corinthian colonnade. 

Jy ee : : building, including 

Per ee ee ean ee : Eh ens onthe The windows on the first floor have pedimented lintels with double-helix brackets enriched by an acanthus motif on each 
reas — - See st se “~~ second story. if i f se ge i F 

™ = side and below. The sash is six-over-six. The window in the eighth bay within the pavilion portico has no pediment, but 

the sashes are the same as the other seven. 
SSS i~] 

a ae The arched second story windows create the suggestion of an arcade along the side walls and the pavilion at that level. 

ee Rees || a 3 Post’s Capitol competition perspective indicates balustraded balconies outside these windows. Balustrades without 

¥ ORS eZ ses | parr i . . . spas . . 

Wi & SE | Ss | 2 balconies appear in the finished building on the street fagades of the other three wings, where the second story windows 

Bg AIR RIG |]. 8 et ; a 
' ky AN ' z continue below the balustrade railing. The windows are the most elaborate and among the largest on the building 

t fy XY |) x exterior, being 11 feet tall and 6 feet wide. (All dimensions provided derive from George B. Post & Sons drawings.) A 

: i : : A E @ keystone scroll with double helixes and acanthus appears above all the windows at this level, including the one under 

~ haa aT the pavilion roof, which is slightly narrower than the others. Swags of fruit appear in each corner, visually secured by 
he ae to & 8 P 

ce ey te | rosettes and ribbons. Cyma reversa moldings at the top of the arch and below the base of the arch feature waterleaf 

1 na e carvings. The windows are double-hung with six narrow lights and one large light below, and seven narrow lights and 

i : he one large light above. 

a L 
| | : The third floor fenestration course consists of seven double windows and one single, located within the pavilion. The 

He | i! double windows have openings that measure about 5 feet high by 3 feet wide; the single window is wider. All windows are 
i | pening, igh by g) 

; \ double-hung with two-over-two sash. Each pair is divided by a pilaster or pier that separates the windows vertically. 

I 

= hates | The attic story is set back 20 feet from each side wall and cannot be seen from the street, hidden by a balustrade at the sides 

oe | oe ee pores not and by the attic pediment and parapet wall on the east end. The balustrade that forms the parapet continues the line of the 

t | ‘ 4G 3 re tae 

' eee it frieze, which is established by the entablature above the Corinthian columns of the street fagade. The balustrade is divided 

; j EET | ' by piers that are placed to emphasize the organization of the windows beneath and punctuate the balustrade above each 

ee igo wa sft 5.10 Post drawing 518-22, West Wing Elevation (detail), 1907 as ‘ ‘ i i a Th 

hl a — a 4 | 2 Racy anion ine non ord soush walle ofhelen Wie Uiehrst partion of mg pavilion columns. aoe oe runs continuously from ae side ce one sume to ao crossing the pavilion e 

| eg Spica ay | It of the building erected, were used for the other wings as well. This detail attic story has modest detailing in the stonework, and fenestration consists of six sets of paired windows on either side. 

‘ {er eee eee it Ut shows the typical second story window treatment. Each window has two-over-two sash. 
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The East Facade sia Pai | z o ee ee po SB 

Both practical and symbolic organization mark the design and execution of the East Wing’s principal fagade. The : s Wye == | . = a ie “ 8 

exteriors of the North and South Wings are identical; the East and West Wings vary, reflecting the activities occurring re ; f a - : a 4 E > : 

in those wings. The increased ceiling height of the Executive Chamber on the first floor led to changes in window height : 1 End | a a i & § : = < 3 es Z F 

and decoration that accommodate these interior conditions. The East fagade is symmetrical with two narrow, flat walls fas el 1 : q Mie 1: L o 3 — ———— sf 3 

on the outside of the wing, recessed from and flanking the wider, highly ornamented, heavily fenestrated central fagade Jo or nen fos ie ee qe 7 s + oA ake “ Sus P a z 

behind the colonnade. Except for two small windows in each of the narrow elements on the ground floor, these walls rise eye 4 Bp Steet I ose Z| : Z | “4 ¥ | a Ss : q : i 

blank, flat and without ornament to the cornice that circles the building. These unadorned walls had been designed with — fA ae 4 a Sete ae 2 df Fe a A ™ E 

relief statuary in the initial conceptual phases, but George Post abandoned the idea early in the design process. 4 ee fa. ee tr Q el 2 a ee a 4 - ce : | 

4 =)" ae fo lc 
On the ground floor, three central doorways and four windows are arranged symmetrically. The walls are capped by the L = = EI 5 ee [| & * - 1 rs — P 4 

belt course that circles the entire building, joining the ground floor to the first floor. Segmented arches surmount the I ie air = re 3 i “st ee lawl z . a : a 

seven openings, with doors and windows constructed to match. There are scrolled keystones above the doorways but = He Pes | f : _ ca Hi 4 i : a 

not the windows. Exterior masonry continues inside the doorways for 6 feet. The doorway keystones are scaled slightly = Pewsct oi ‘ = ae ae ) _— ; " t a ; 1 a 

larger than those above the windows of the north and south side walls, but they share design features of two helixes and FY y ; oad : | = Se A 

acanthus leaves. Three low granite steps lead to the entrance doorways. The first two steps are broad, measuring 14 = 4 a a 2 on Mae | wal .— | | -—— \ ae = — - 

inches; the third constitutes an 8-foot-wide stoop. From the stoop, a 5-inch step gives final access to doorways. Four Ere te Ff gi ie ed iesoe i] f=) ‘ei 

granite lamp bases flanking the doorways align with four columns above; the five-globe bronze standards have lion- ht Se | a ole oe ma | Ca & lh 

head and lion-paw motifs that are repeated in the ground story interior hallway. Statuary had been planned for the base a J. ee yo = ae F es F ey | 

of the balusters at each wing but was never fully designed nor executed.® ee ee Saee Si | Fr po oN Re iz yy gen 

ie a | eens eeemen-ttaeeee 
The six granite Corinthian columns and surmounting pediment of each wing are, along with the dome, the most dramatic 5.11 Post drawing 518-508, East Wing, North 5-10 Fast facade barricaded for Restoratioh and Rehabilita- 

and recognizable components of the Capitol. The Capitol’s columns are positioned at a distance from one another that Elevation Structural (detail), 1908 tion, 2001 

is twice their diameter (4 feet) just above the base. They stand atop an 8-foot-wide portico, and the pilasters behind them The massiveness of the Corinthian colonnade on the During Restoration and Rehabilitation of the East Wing, 

echo the columns’ detail precisely. The columns and pilasters are approximately 43 feet high; Post’s drawings show their eer S Aca e this jh be a ae pe ‘ es e aes be me ee restricted to the members of 

capitals as 5 feet 7/8 inches high and the entablature as 9 feet 9% inches high. The columns are textbook examples of their sae Lona oe eect i Se RON Carne asta 

type, as are the Corinthian pilasters immediately behind them that repeat the columns in rectangular form against the profile of the column, is evident in the drawing. This 

wall. Rising from square plinths, the columns have standard tori molding of semicircular profile and scotiae (a hollow device was used to offset the optical illusion of 

molding between tori) at their bases. The shafts swell slightly in the middle and taper near the capitals. Astragals concavity that characterizes straighi-sided columns. 

separate the shafts from the capitals, whose leaves (caulicoli), flowers (fleurons) and helixes imitate the standard Te aes = a ~ 3 

drawings available in nineteenth-century pattern books from Europe and various reprints of the works of Andrea BS a - : be S| 3 Seite (7 3 

Palladio, a sixteenth-century Venetian Renaissance architect and author. S < ee : ee a 2: z g el Pag 

There are five bays of windows across the east fagade. In scale, the first story windows resemble those of the other SS y jj r a : ae 2 

wings’ principal fagades. The openings are 9 feet 10’ inches by 4 feet 7 inches, with six-over-six sash. The lintels are ee : i i 4 = Pa Y we S 

capped by pediments, similar in design to those over the first-floor windows on the sides of the wings. As an added ae oe | | | iy : p ry es : 

element, the pediments accommodate an increase in ceiling height for the Governor’s Conference Room (originally called @  aseuaniaias we ae : i a i | | c : a im a = 

the Executive Chamber). All the other principal fagades have less elaborate lintels at the first floor level. 4 a at i | ia” "i oa F 

At the second story, the five arched windows are nearly a foot shorter than the comparable windows in the North and BS is Se eee | LY sat 

South Wings. The lower sashes of seven panes resemble the lower sashes of the side elevations and those of the North 5.13 Column base, east facade, 2001 5.14 Capital, east facade, 2001 — ; ca 

and South Wing street facades. But the upper sashes are shortened by two panes; side fagades and North and South oe Be es ae, Te eich ries ese a. ae eee ii ing. 

Wing street fagades have eight-pane upper sashes, the East Wing upper sashes have six panes. Post’s drawings show of the base appear. A pair of hollow moldings, called scotiae, separates it from the shaft of the column. The capitals elements 
the measurements as 10 feet 33/s inches in height and 5 feet 9 inches in width. This compares to wider and taller windows separates two sets of stepped rounded moldings called tori. include leaves (caulicoli), flowers (fleurons) and helixes. 
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: ee ee z me =a at this level on the sides of the building (11 feet tall, 6 feet wide), and taller and narrower windows in the North and South 
: Be ee Sorta © Es 2 : A ; i j j 4 a : z SE SSE Sane eee 8 Mees 8 Wings (11 feet 1% inches tall, by 4 feet 6 inches wide). As at the side facades, all are enriched with carvings of fruit, a 5 . ‘ 5 8 y fe 

3 Pine 3 keystone scroll with helixes and acanthus and waterleaf embellishments on the cyma reversa.? Between the second and 

J 3 a sh a] . z third story windows, Post placed a three-step or three-facia course (that resembles the architraves of the exterior), an 
(ee eran See, al S * . : . soe oer reneutcopoaeraranteneine reece om egg-and-dart molding and a sill for the third story windows, thus establishing a boundary between the elaborate second 

: Beer nee eer adel = i in thi i pS oe as eee mae z z story windows and the plain third story windows. 

SR hoe g 
OE E 

i on —— ar errr E 5 At the third story, there are five bays with pairs of windows that hang with four-over-four sash. The openings are the 
Be ee ree Nee ees ie : . ‘ F ‘ 
an ee: ee CREA same at this level for the East, North and South Wings—7 feet 1 inch by 2 feet 10 inches. Between each window in the 
mere “Agecas oneness se : ae ieeatre intern tre pairs is a stone pier 1 foot 5 inches wide.'° The lintels and stone courses above these windows rise behind the architrave 

ee. Sea ee ee to meet the coffered ceiling of the portico. 
ee ne ee i ek Se. med , ! ; Dee eer Bod woe ot Above the columns, Post designed a classical entablature and pediment, with an attic story behind the pediment. A 

a oe Cee er classical entablature consists of three elements, from bottom to top, an architrave, a frieze and a cornice. For the 
‘ Sas ee ON a RS : : 5 ‘ 
Se ee Soe: “4 entablature, Post selected a standard design of three stepped fascia separated by decorative moldings. The lower face ta Pn TM aR ae a ign PP! Pi y, 8 
aes ‘os Be oe ee lee (which is slightly battered, meaning that it tilts against the vertical) is the narrowest, the top the deepest. Altogether the Har ea RR Ee ead F 4 ; 5 ; , ; 

: Sos mo Se Se Pecekse entablature is 3 feet 1’ inches tall. An unenriched cyma reversa molding separates the architrave from the frieze. The 
oO eps ene A és Ce ° frieze is simply decorated with plain rondels (round ornaments; in this case they have two fields each, or one circle within 
Pes ee Ne SS IN ae MM 6 ie ap et er too i : : : d : eee Pee Sy ge ee Paes Se bey : another) above each column and one at the side. Between the frieze and the cornice there is an undecorated ovolo 

t cs eae co Sa Le ee e/ ising molding—shaped like half an eggshell. The cornice, too, follows basic classical arrangement. First comes a course of 
DG id yt ae tee NS et a ; ‘ f . s a . * ° ° es ey s Ps eae Bese << F denticulated or tooth-like stone. The standard dentil, as show in Post’s drawings, is 6 % inches wide, separated by a gap ee a eames ee i i i ies sli i aed fe o> te Be gaat 8 a of 37/s inches, though the width of the dentils and gaps varies slightly at the corners of the portico and above the 

gl AR es Se ee ——— Si columns in order to make them fit the facade. Modillions or two-helix scrolls, laid horizontally, contrast with the vertical 
Be ea a e 3 . Ie eee TR ee : 5 : 

. PRESEN EMSA SS — - , scrolls used with windows as brackets or keystones. These are separated by coffers that step into the base of the 

5.15 Second floor window and cornice, east facade, 2001 5.16 Frieze and cornice, east facade, 2001 pediment. Post also employed dentils, modillions and coffers in the gable of the pediment. Bronze dowels tie the stones 
The decorative elements depicted include waterleaf carving on The elements of the entablature include the frieze, here with together. 

the arch, swags with fruit and ribbons, and a rosette. A stepped two-field rondels as decorative elements. The underside of the 

cornice with an egg-and-dart molding separate the second floor pediment s horizontal cornice has been designed with dentils . i = es fe , 4 iy 5 
windows from the sills of the third floor windows. and projecting acanthus leaf modillions separated by coffers. The triangular pediment rises above the level of the attic, giving the impression of substantial height. A horizontal 

The architrave (not shown) is situated below the frieze. cornice and two raking cornices enclose the triangle and surround the tympanum. The tympanum sculpture by Karl 

Bitter is a classical composition of figures in triangular arrangement; the theme is “Justice.” Bitter described his work 

i] [| ' Bal | 1 \ 3 thoroughly in a 1908 letter to Lew Porter, secretary of the Capitol Commission. 
a a 4 4 3 // Be 7 $ Nh 7 a ) S 

lp Bi / | oe il \ | g : : : : ne G en ml // FI Wie Sy) Vy ee ca \ S | g To interpret this subject on lines distinctly American I placed a statue representing “Liberty” in the 
yi i i rs Be La YW Wd bd - SNES: a) . K \ \ \ 3 center, reasoning that without Liberty “there can be no justice”. Liberty is represented in the act of 

y, “ ! Es KY aes —s WY ee ee St . \ ' wae = bringing light to “Justice” and shielding and protecting “Truth.” Both Justice and Truth are repre- 
| } a eM i a ry YS ay f fhe ee A i sented by seated figures, the former holding aloft the scales, the latter the mirror, being long accepted 

‘ Pe ey We Se ME TISEES RUE eK cE ie F 2 i ed j - ee di “Me Fo ai Ve iy a 0 . LES. ee) ee | ws > and customary symbols of these allegorical figures. 
=r Mi aa wi cf 5 a Wr We \ iy) ee i rete FAT, aaa - 
Peay Coe Sees iA Be RIES IAD At a” NA) Lo Re \ 3 

ee gh Bie oA SANG Abel PS 2- AEN? pee z . 2 aoe mS SS OAT pan ad BS aa, I IF de e Grouped with Justice I show the figure of an aged man with the tablets containing the Ten Command- 

ments, intended to point to the origin of our conceptions of the moral elements in law, while as a 
5.17 Model of the East Wing sculptural group, 1908 rf P ide of = P 3 hh 
A scale model of Kar! Bitter s pediment group was “pointed up” to full size by Italian carvers at the site. Themes related to justice counter mone on the 4 e of Truth I have a figure of an Anglo Saxon youth holding the ea Cc arte 
were considered appropriate since the wing houses the Supreme Court. He called the central figure “Liberty” because without [sic], thereby introducing the other principal sources whence sprang the laws by which our race is 
liberty no justice can be had. governed. 
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The composition is completed on the left by a group representing “Tradition”, a mother imbuing her eS : z 

children with the first and primitive ideas of right and wrong, while the extreme right shows a group of te Oe 2 

men engaged in the study of practical law. By these groups I intend to point, on the one side at the : ; 2 

hereditary and instinctive ideas of right, which are not the result of special training, but lived and do : * z 

live for generations as characteristics of our race; while the other side leads to the intricate details a zs 
? & 

which the practical application of these ideas necessarily brings about. : 
a ez 

The three principal figures of Liberty, Justice and Truth are placed about a monumental seat, the Ls E oe 
I ‘cal detailaofwhichawill h the fact that thi fthe buildi ill fe th © §.18 Ground floor entrance, Northeast Pavilion, 2001 

allegorical details of which will have reference to the fact that this part of the building will also form the The steel eye suspended from a beam in the ceiling suggests that the ground floor 

seat of the Executive branch of the Government of the State." pavilion entrance may have been used, from early in its history, as the Capitol ’s 
: service entrance. Ropes strung through the eye would have been used to unload 

% as heavy items from wagons and trucks. 

Behind the pediment, the attic or fourth floor is subtly expressed; a stone wall, capped by a simple cornice, extends 

horizontally from near the midpoint of each raking cornice (although several feel behind the front edge) to a point in line Boece scan RI re eal i . ey eee ee | 2 

with the entablature below. The wall then returns to the central portion of the fagade, which expresses the width of the Pe A Seas ales a eee amern vole, seie : sS oe. |e 

attic and frames the entire portico. ® oe “iT: iz" Py ape eae ey f Bh ine Same 8.18 

ee es ote 7 ta ees The Northeast Pavilion gay <i sae aro: » : Ths Fla Ee [| t eo eos ee le 
aye gee IN SAL 4 i x A ek ee * : ig Same oe 

The first floor pavilion entrances are the ceremonial entrances to the Capitol. It appears that the Northeast Pavilion has e boca talons ee apes (7 Si. ata . ee Rapti oc LH Ne eh tale 

been seldom used for this purpose, and at the ground story it had become the service entrance to the building, although airs fo eee, Anise ys A sete i ol A (ee -: Sag. 

this function was not apparent in original drawings and has ceased as of 2001. An old, perhaps original, steel eye PR ie a : hos ets a | ; : | x : x i ic at etn : 
ke cee.” a Dns Suge ed ‘ i Pw) Weaties 4. . : y - r 

attached to a structural beam in the ceiling of the porte cochere provides a purchase for a hoist from wagons or trucks, LES re cines eutey en : 4 amet ee Bos Rosie 

suggesting the early use of the pavilion as a service entrance. The Northeast Pavilion receives little sunlight except in Hono iie tees eee Liou “seat th aioe | ates Lachacel, ate tak] coat plitered: a = | ees 

the mornings, so the more logical pavilion for ceremonial use is the southeast, which George Post considered the celaeee ee e spike it a ry eo i 7. ee, PE le we te oe & # 

principal entrance to the building. Both the northeast and the southeast sides of the Capitol Square are relatively level, et le ane Lis 4 me 4: ae ae y- i fos digth. aeee ang dhgam ea 9): 
Set ; ee ee z eo Pie ewe ari 

making them the logical sites for ceremonies, erection of platforms for visitors and large events. Meee ; 4 : ‘ Meee 2 le) Ash Oo of Screg utes ae cepeers Sh ig g) Pp gi Paes cN \ is WN i Hu: 

alee ANY ee els Ae ae ae 
We Pula , 4 a ee ; J See cane et od TO MR eked? pei 

Compositionally, the Northeast Pavilion ties the east fagade of the North Wing and the north facade of the East Wing % ht 2 = is elt ly ery SY aS sick of cbepes ees tareri ogg 2 
ae erases a is i Tac ca a Ae . in Pin en big wd 

into a single element. Its flat dome helps provide a visual base for the statuary group at the drum of the dome. ants oat tae NB os Re. rhe =e SPER MA. -- Sones 

The floor plans of all four pavilions are virtually identical and essentially circular. The drawings reveal that they are feat ud ey 5 3 : ie See esta ie ot 

based on radii centered in the rooms. Although they were designed in connection with the Central Portion and Dome, ea canines lie ern gS? a. aa. fon ae : a wee eed 
fechas coe x, Z i Jo ee ee fe oneal KB POE fee a Phd 

the pavilions abutting the North Wing were constructed with that wing between 1914 and 1917, the last parts of the alg Be oe ae ‘ ey. Sa iee Me eles eae: ey i Fe ees 

Capitol to be built. The pavilion is included in this report because its refurbishment was undertaken as part of East Wing Ne ea een ete ey Lae a. ler gl exe a) i, as ty a weed TES 
: Stee oO ORO rh cite see eee ee We ese oe oe a ie a a Meee eens. C 

Restoration and Rehabilitation. Sacre} andy pee wine, be es be eee f fucka Tas SUE a ee 

Boy Seer a Gent t2: hy Qf ees \ wg pr yo 
a ; ‘ : De pee a eM Pe ee Se Sp aes: port a wtih, a 

At the ground level, the pavilions feature a grand staircase leading to the first story, plus a porte cochere for vehicles and “3h é pet” ie Le ree “ive 4 ae ee ee ga RU a 2 RTA 

pedestrian entrances. The stonework is flattened at the porte cochere, giving extra width for vehicles. A tool shed bie ORE ented oP Rigce: * od SS keys ft DRA Cte aoe Pee ed ‘ihe : de Re ipa 
“ e i 7 “ ae Ref Sl Fan cahs Stel, scariest Tas gs ai a Se Ot i a eter ere St Loti eas 

measuring about 20 feet square occupies the space under the ceremonial staircase. It has no windows. The two similar i re pose ee ae SN eed aes hecs EME SS paced BS y ER a8 Pe APR Tat eg. La Rc, Z aor She RATS ey Shae Ra ee a Fe 

spaces at the Northwest and Southeast Pavilions each had two windows each because they were public toilets originally. nS og $n thn Pans) ae AT ae AS Seer Aah ot See eae pas 
RES an Lid sortie tae a eee SN rs a cat Sema SRS ei Ra Maar aaa 

The rusticated stonework of the ground story carries around the exterior of the pavilion and staircase. The two major 5.19 Post drawing 518-2052 (detail), 1909 
i hh cide oF th ili er h ne other Hea oth led The four circular pavilions, which are nearly identical, are organized similarly from wing to wing and from floor to floor. The 

epenines al sl SNe mee eee CL nore ene ere, the of . or pedestuans---hoth nave scrolle organization of the lower quadrant of the plan for the second floor shows its division into eighths. The architect used the same 

keystones with two helixes and acanthus enrichments, similar in shape but not in size to those above the ground story structural plan for both the Northeast and Northwest Pavilions, which were built with the Central Portion. 
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Benne ee ae eae fe : ir ; ee j ses a é Ed i ! i femine © SECTIONS © > 4 1909 ? 

a ) (perce ce------4---+--- —— Ie = = bey {paces | Of Hicsiaianas | te te Laat x AND vn eg 2 i 
ig ‘ # oe , eee t ; i SRSTION ONT | { ; Rie as ii mA” et Le a RUEVATIONS ©” [- Post's sections and elevations 
Reccih 3. Suc a MALT IRONT: BLEVATION HALE ELEVATION on.” | ee ' to 1° sdevlon on -Lineeaa | i eid ob i ; eas for the corner pavilions include 
POM ce 4 ; LINE B-BF : ' 1 ' 5 { ' ie ea A I it net 4 scatt 4inCH=1 Foor — +} 
meee LT! Petal: Woe Sel ct aa a ea ee yas Ae : en aoe Be pre eterno mee gm COCKS O/ granite O7 Tale 
eee Ps oh ae ge A es ea Be Z ss : : Vas caer g “ere fesygtiond Rt og 1 positioned at the ends of the 
Ee ee ee [pe coli, Phe Ae hese 9 ee ies af ts ; oe es ce ek i : oe es ie Ee el grand staircases that were to be 
es oe ee a ae ee a) ; ; ua . pe SE aes haps ud eee carved into ornamental 
ae ei _ fe lees ee ey ae ae Me * : ; PG ae ee : ee ste cog in on +2 gee: 1 ae aaa we il sculpture. The ground level 

eee a sith ae oe beth Ee A a : : es : eerieensies Okt Jessie. BAS ig: top athe oie exterior sculptural program for 
RE eS re Se Maaaae ubet BG y eae ec te cy oe Sanat ere pies ee ee at i ce eta lg ammeter aie RAGA To Etna ~~ the Capitol was not realized. 
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windows. Inside the porte cochere, the walls are plain. Two windows (six over six with segmented arches) of the East the first story, three glazed double doors provide access to the building. A belt course acts as a connector to the first 

and North Wing ground floors are positioned inside the porte cochere, and there are three double entrance doors, story windows of the adjoining wings. 

curved and arched, each with one light. 

At the second story, the three tall arched windows are linked with pilasters and have the effect of an arcade. The 

The organization of the pavilion ground floor is complex because of the number of openings and arches. The use of pilasters conclude where the arches begin, terminated by a molding enriched with waterleaf carving. The outermost 

rusticated stone and relatively flattened arches gives the impression of great weight and massiveness, as though the piers molding of the three-part arch also has waterleaf enrichment. Scrolled keystones with helixes and acanthus appear 

and walls support the building, which they do not, although they do support the columns and porticos of the pavilions. above each window. The carvings in the spaces between the arches consist of swags of fruit joined by the scrolls and 

The ceilings are built of arched brick within a steel framework. The floors above are concrete and granite. Compared to by carved wreaths at the widest points. A continuous molding that connects the pavilion to the wings surmounts the 

other exterior arches in the building, the radii specified for those in the ground floor of the pavilions are very broad—20 feet carvings. The glass in these windows is slightly curved, as are the window frames, with eight panes in the upper sash, 

for that of the porte cochere and pedestrian entrances, and 15 feet 3/s inches for the entrance to the tool shed.'? seven in the lower. 

The stairway to the first floor level has two granite pedestals at its base that were intended to support figural sculptures. The third story pavilion windows are not pairs, as is the case in the sides of the wing, but are single windows, with three- 

The stairs rise to a landing just above the midpoint of the story (but visually at the midpoint because of the stone over-three sash that are slightly curved. The stonework surrounding them is unremarkable, but the molding above them 

newels), then continue to a rectangular platform at the first floor level. Bronze light standards with five globes surmount constitutes a final horizontal course. There are seven windows in the attic or fourth story of the pavilion, looking out 

the newels at the top of the stairs. Stairway, platform and portico floor railings are composed of vase-turned balusters over the roof to the balustrade. They also received relatively simple treatment and have two-over-two sash. 

with solid piers at corners. The balustrade continues along the edge of the portico until it intersects with the East and 

North Wing walls. The platform floor pitches slightly for drainage. Where it meets the portico, there is another step to 

a slightly pitched floor. At the pavilion entrance are three doors similar to the double doors in the ground story. There Modifications, Repairs and Cleanings, 1917 to 1988 

are no windows in the first-floor pavilions, which act as entrance lobbies to the building. Except for the roof and skylights, the exterior of the East Wing—as well as the exterior of most of the Capitol—remained 

largely unchanged from construction until the Capitol Restoration and Rehabilitation began in 1988. No records of work 

The most dramatic feature of the portico is the set of four, 36-foot-tall Ionic columns and two pilasters which rise to the on the building exterior have been located for the period prior to the mid-1950s. Extant records indicate that cleaning, 

cornice that wraps the wings and pavilions just above the third story windows. The shafts have a diameter of about 4 tuck pointing, roof replacement and closing and repairing skylights occurred from the 1960s through the early 1980s. 

feet 3 inches where they meet their bases. The outer columns are positioned very closely to the pilasters. Both columns Modifying the ground floor of the Northeast Pavilion into a service entrance, however, brought about significant 

and pilasters are plain, not fluted, and have Ionic capitals consisting of double helixes. Because of the curvature of the changes in its appearance beginning at an earlier date. The pavilion was included in all tuck pointing and cleaning that 

portico, it is difficult to measure the spaces between columns precisely, but the intercolumniation appears to be about 6 involved the entire building."* 

feet 6 inches, or about one-and-a-half times the diameter of a column." 

Tuck Pointing, Cleanings, Skylight and Roof Repair and Replacement 
The columns are not surmounted by a traditional entablature, but rather an architrave-cornice. This feature runs from the In 1959, the building maintenance committee of the Wisconsin Legislative Council recommended a number of improve- 

pavilions to the sides of the wings and around the narrow sections of the principal fagades, tying the pavilions to the ments for the exterior, particularly the continuation of tuck pointing (cleaning and refilling of old masonry joints with new 

wings compositionally. The architrave has three fascia, like those in the Corinthian entablatures, but these lack enrich- mortar) that had started on the Dome in 1958. The Council also recommended cleaning the masonry elements of the 

ment except that the lowest course is battered, just as is the King Street fagade architrave. Behind the architrave, the building subsequent to tuck pointing and called attention to the bad condition of the skylights over the Senate and 

portico is sheltered by a coffered ceiling. Above the architrave, a simple course of molded stone and a cornice of dentils Assembly Chambers. The maintenance committee report remarked that the appearance of the exterior “has been the 

is surmounted by another molded course. Above that, the balustrade has piers positioned to correspond to columns subject of much comment by many people during the past several years.” Over the next few years, the legislature 

and pilasters. appropriated funds for many of the committee’s recommendations.'* 

The attic of the pavilions consists of a low shallow-domed story with seven windows and an exterior deck that originally Additional tuck pointing projects were undertaken in 1963 and 1964-65. When Governor Warren P. Knowles dedicated 

was tiled. The deck continues behind the balustrade along the wings. Access is from small doorways in the wings at the the Capitol on 7 July 1965 (because of World War I, it was not dedicated when completed) he spoke about the entire 

rear of the secondary stairs. Six large granite buttresses (12 feet high, 3 feet across and 3 feet deep) support the low dome structure having been recently tuck pointed and chemically cleaned. Accordingly, tuck pointing of the East Wing and 

but are not required structurally, although they guide the eye up towards the sculpture groups at the base of the dome. Northeast Pavilion apparently took place between 1963 and the spring of 1965, when chemical cleaning of the entire 

The three small windows at the fifth level, above, draw the eye still higher. structure occurred.'* 

Windows in the pavilions appear much the same as those on the wings and fagade, but are treated differently both in The chemical cleaning in the 1960s was among the most controversial projects involving the Capitol’s exterior. At that 

individual and overall design. The pavilion windows, treated as horizontal courses, are proportioned and enriched time, the granite facing had “heavy accumulations of grease, oil, soot and dirt” on its surface. The Bureau of Engineer- 

uniquely. There are three windows or doors on the first through the third stories and the attic has seven windows. At ing had experimented with various techniques on test spots in the 1950s and leaned towards “a chemical solution and 
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2 water or steam,” rejecting sandblasting as a method. In 1965 the department contracted with the R. E. Doebler Co. of 

5 Milwaukee for $41,000 to clean the building with a solution of 4% hydrofluoric acid, 14% detergent and 82% water. First 

S) S Ae oe Ee CAP) ae NS z the building was washed with clean water; then workers flowed the acid solution over the stones, and finally the 
& y 

5 washed off the solution with water from hoses under 1,200 pounds of nozzle pressure. Hydrofluoric acid is used to etch 

Sw VAS Vy SS 2 glass and is a powerful compound. As a cautionary measure, the Bureau of Purchases and Services warned parking 

z permit holders around the perimeter of the Capitol Square that “the acid content of the cleaning solution is sufficient to 

a cause damage and . . . it is impossible to control wind carried spray.” While no damage appears to have occurred to 

—— : automobiles, damage did occur to the building. A7 June 1965 report lists nearly twenty-five separate items that required 

: f attention. They included damage to window glass and paint, to shrubbery and grass, to light standards and to quarry 

a [=] U cg. | tile on the Observation Deck and the fourth floor decks, as well as blackened areas on stone and metal surfaces, 

' q (i \ corrosion of conduit and hardware, stained stone and broken balustrades. Some cleanup occurred immediately, but 
}} } t 0} { 

e ; | Re a ii; reglazing of damaged glass had not yet been accomplished by October 1965.!7 

| [] : Between 1966 and 1969 the entire building was again repointed, with mortar cut from defective joints back to solid 
| te | gs 8 Pp 
| {aa ies A ‘¢ ; t material. The state provided the contractor with polyethylene foam “for new backing, when required.” During the same 
| mee] e { 5 . ; ; 
i /| G } ria ms @): period, the roof tile decks on the fourth and sixth levels floors were replaced during the summer months.'* 

J a a r 
" Beh & i 

Sat q 3 The Capitol’s skylights have been a nearly continuous cause of concern throughout the history of the building. 

y = —i Surviving records from the 1950s indicate that the skylights had undergone earlier repairs, replacements and removals ea y! 
-O-—~B... between the completion of the building in 1917 and the 1950s. At the latter date the building maintenance committee of 

JSS a ee ‘ loos beh —— Lint : the Joint Legislative Council drew attention to the skylights over the legislative chambers. Between 1967 and 1974, 

oa | considerable skylight work occurred, although its nature and extent remain unclear. In 1976, the Division of State 
eat PH I aw . oe 4 

Ge : : 3} ; c 3 : ie Facilities Management looked into resetting all existing glass in the skylights and replacing all broken panes; in 1977 and 

i i ig » FH oa [-] 4 1978, the Division of Facilities Management evaluated various skylight alternatives and in 1981 decisions were made. 
3 : Psa) ws " 

o\ ie 
[L mo @ cares ic Poa nase ae Sha SS NL o [ ay 

EE pest arse AE : ie 5; REMOVABLE PANELS ee gs 
i fe Saree ONO ame Nata a eT pase pal Ss 

Bak) 0 ie eS errr a * & 
1 . of] ae aie it Deals ror i a 2 

eet Ee i eee 3 
1 n : fea | ii £ 
hay V4 : ri fo i 4 if ; + z 

i a Hal fot : al: 
owe ia} il om i Dea AAs SIDES“ SAME DESIGN 3 & 

\ a : Hl ei | the eaaaal i eee Ht = mal 5 
ty Doren. sxrvieuts Heid ee feeccow teal || | | ae 

} i ; Les ST ‘ ee 

B tl crese SkYLUGHTS i] il ‘| | i = / | : — a | Pe SP pe 
Al | i t f I | Loo | i 5.22 Elevator replacement project 

G wa} et awed g 5533 (detail), 1963 
= ae : oT (GATE = pba as When the exterior freight elevator 

L ze J 1 os et eiey: CONTRACTOR : awe e t on the ground floor of the 
: vie EE VATE IOREY. WW nocet == ee Northeast Pavilion was replaced in 

5.21 Capitol skylights project 7912-03, 1981 Scacen us’: ito” “ie 4 1 ty i é : 1963, state architects designed two 

The East Wing fourth floor had eleven skylights originally; the third floor had four. By the early 1980s they had deteriorated a a aa oy e alternatives for enclosures. The 

and needed repair or replacement. A Department of Administration project in 1982-83 refurbished the copper roofs and s Se, to s he grille shown in “Elevation ‘Y’” 
skylights throughout the Capitol. The solid black lines indicate skylights that were retained and left open; the dotted lines ea : pF meee would have blended with the 

indicate skylights that were closed. u eS a Capitol s historic architecture. 
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Finally, in 1982 a $1,674,000 contract was let to Bachmann Construction of Madison to renovate (and to replace, when Four years later, the elevator was augmented by a loading dock on the east side of the pavilion. The dock required 

necessary) the copper roofs on the building and all the skylights. The four skylights over the third floor State Law reconstruction of the tunnel under the approach to the pavilion. At the same time a wheelchair ramp—the first for the 

Library were reopened (the date they had been closed has not been determined). Originally, eleven skylights had Capitol—was built on the north side of the pavilion.” 

illuminated parts of the fourth floor. Two over the secondary stairwell had been closed but were reopened as part of this 

project. Two over the elevator shafts were still open; they were closed and the curbs for them on the roof were removed. The final significant alteration to the ground floor of the pavilion occurred in 1970, when the doors to the storage area 

Two over the mechanical equipment rooms in the center of the wing also remained open but were closed and their curbs under the grand staircase were removed and a rolling steel overhead door was installed. Also, the innermost window on 

removed. The large skylights over the barrel vault gallery and the Supreme Court Hearing Room were open and remained the east side of the pavilion was removed and a door to a new loading dock office constructed in the northwest corner 

open. The large skylight over the State Law Library reading room on the fourth floor had been closed at an earlier, of the East Wing.” In 1984, the pavilion’s exterior staircase was rebuilt to replace the original (but by then displaced) 

unknown date and it was reopened. The two small skylights over the original private elevator shafts had already been brick walls with concrete. All of the displaced stonework was “reset to proper alignment.” The project followed similar 

closed and they remained closed; their curbs were removed. At the same time the aged copper roofs were replaced or building of the southwest and northwest stairs the year before.” 

renovated. From the early 1980s until 1994, occasional repairs were required, especially on the skylight ridges." 

i i ili ie ee fe y 
Modifications to the Northeast Pavilion gee oe: eee ped ec. : Pen ae oe 3 

’ - Sik) ORS is a acigtee ieee ea eT rae : = 
When the building maintenance committee of the Legislative Council issued its 1959 report, it observed that the existing So OS price or se, | Be. he ewe 3 

exterior ground floor hydraulic freight elevator at the Northeast Pavilion was “obsolete.” The elevator was operated “by ‘ oes pr eee fe eae ae LE ee 8 

water pressure from the service water mains, the pressure on which is subject to fluctuation, repairs are difficult to ae ! ie a ve PULTE =e. ds 
obtain, and the wood platform is not structurally stable. Employees forced to use the elevator are subject to a consid- : oe ey ee ae a) 7 ioe SS oI = aa Rie ey 

erable accident hazard.” It is not known when this elevator had been installed, although the description suggests that ae feel es Meee ef oi. | : es >. mies? g 

it had been in place for many years. No such elevator was indicated on the original drawings for the wing. In 1963, the ; Al [TPs Say te Ear I eee i eee. | a 
elevator was replaced by the Northwestern Elevator Co., Inc., of Milwaukee which installed a Dover brand elevator. The ' ? s Sola aa Se oe ; : 

replacement occupied the position of the previous elevator but with a new enclosure and a modern hydraulic system that oi es a ON oe | eae | ae oe eas 
would not vary according to external water pressure. Two alternate designs were created for the enclosure. One called eae ee UES. Feo! eee es Bees eee 

for a decorative grille to surround the door and blend appropriately with the building’s architecture. The second a Ae ee : 
alternative of vertical metal strips was chosen instead. The hoistway to the basement was not altered.” Ocoee ee ELEVATION OF RAILING 

Ta a ce sy 5.24 Wheelchair ramp project 6701-13 (detail), 1967 : 

De Se Oe oe Ne i Suara | s. This detail shows the elevation of the railing for the Northeast Pavilion wheelchair ramp—the first such entrance to the Capitol. It 
ha A ee a Be Aes ros Re ea ae 3 was built in 1967, at the same time a loading dock for trucks was constructed in the pavilion. 

ee a ee 
Tote eS See 2 

TT ie 5 See es 219 

TET Slee ee es : 
Se | 

I PAS eee core RI A Tomb (BC Rig! es 
BE | ee | eas eo 

; SEA eee ere bee ba eg nc) 
1 ea i ee ee 

I | ee PAAR aed ees Ae ee 

| Tl Weer |] [| 5:23 Elevator replacement project PISS ti | 5835 dein, 1963 
Heo eee ea i th | sCThe alternative selected for the 
| ee Al eee cal bb I. Be Be pg tal eth Sreight elevator enclosure was the 

Tiered ane ae eee eg ee teins sheet metal structure represented by 

ae OE Sey : ; ‘ “Elevation ‘Z’,” which had a more 

: aa vos ere DOA REL Ey contemporary appearance. The 

ELEY (NTION (Z RE ake elevator was removed during the 
SCALE=- Va" = Gee Se | 1998-2001 Restoration and 

i see Rae pe Rehabilitation. 
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Z Condition Survey of 1994, 
: g Restoration and Rehabilitation of 2000-2001 

Eee = 2 In the fall and winter of 1993-94, the engineering firm of Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. of Chicago conducted an 

c e exterior and roofing survey and analysis of the Capitol’s Dome, West Wing and Northwest Pavilion. The survey was 

q md Sa = eee é contracted by the Division of Facilities Development as part of Restoration and Rehabilitation of those areas of the 

Le a [Aa =: ‘ 2 Capitol. Wiss, Janney, Elstner found the granite “in good condition with only limited stress observed.” Findings 

= ey g included some localized areas with displaced stones, cracks and spalls, only some of which would require repair; early 

i a oo ec “dutchman” repairs that would require proper anchorage (a dutchman is a new piece of stone cut to fill a void caused by 

oe cracking, etc.); some dirt and occasional bird droppings, and mottling that had resulted from natural weathering. The 

& ae eS s report recommended against trying to correct the mottling. The roof, the firm reported, was in “good condition with the 

bag ie : ay : exception of sealant work at the counterflashing.” Wiss, Janney, Elstner recommended new membranes in some areas.” 

: ! On the basis of this survey and report, the Division of Facilities Development asked Wiss, Janney, Elstner to prepare 

| plans and specifications for the conservation of the entire Capitol exterior as part of overall Restoration and Rehabilita- 

; & 5.25 Converted window, Northeast Pavilion, 2001 tion. The results were published on 17 April 2000. The specifications called for the following work: 
i In 1970, the innermost ground floor window on the north 

pond of Hdinebbninipuegnamied oe e Using the Sponge-jet treatment on all granite surfaces to remove “surface alteration minerals, soiling, stains and 

window has been restored as part of the 1998-2001 organic growth” 

Restoration and Rehabilitation. e Grinding out and pointing mortar joints between granite units 

e Grinding out and sealing joints between granite units 

| SE 4 Res ; ‘ : Say 2 e Fabricating and installing granite dutchman repairs to replace portions of cracked granite units 

ae 4 i : \ : q oe : : a e Installing through-pin anchors to secure cracked granite units 

ye j | b ‘ ‘ d ed aera 3 e Carving decorative granite dutchman 

1 Cape: Re eae” yg GN LIS oe Hi e Grinding out mortar from selected joints where expansion occurs and installing sealant 

Rare a Ed * a 2G z u ae € e Applying chemical treatments for removing ferrous and nonferrous stains, calcite deposits and organic growth 

ae Pa Se E lel a A 83 pe | : a F e Rebuilding portions of the granite facing 
> ah Es 2 ies ee 5 Ae ae ae e Installing new sheet metal roofing 

4 , ae is ra <j oa we MS FRE e “Redressing” granite surfaces that were significantly deteriorated, using a brush-chiseled finish, so they would 

i ere = 6 fe fe more closely match the original appearance 

aoe p: pees i 2 meg [ta , On 11 May 2000, Wiss, Janney, Elstner received the contract to supervise the conservation of the exterior, and work 

2 ds gr: os <dtes Mes - ae yy. a ree began not long after. It had 545 days to complete the project. Completion was due to occur in August or September 2001, 

‘ zo & se S GEE oe < : ES iy i 3 Z a e, well within the contracted stipulations. In addition, the firm received the contract to oversee the waterproofing on the 

bees oe es A ; a = . : ies ‘ i= Pee ee a exterior of the Northeast, Northwest and Southwest Pavilions to “eliminate water leakage and reduce premature deterio- 

et 3 rs S 2 S A 5 ? ces : ration of the granite.” 

Bots Saree aces A — SANs a : 

Capitol project Ce = 3 : Be : : er homeo The process began with sponge-jet cleaning so that dirt would not mask damage or damage new repairs, mortar and 

; A worker straightens one’ of the granite’ spindles fates Bask is So me ‘ & sealant. Small Particles of sponge from an eighth to a quarter of an inch in size were impregnated with grit, then blasted 

pojseie age cae OLS ice Mie oa = «|| TS-year-old ‘red-brick hase wast eoplasod waist under pressure against the granite. Altogether, 280,000 pounds of sponge were used. The pellets were cleaned and 

{Capitol sig echedaled S60 oe pleiton: ini’ mid September. conerete. The stairs were then reassembled... =) -. A reused as many as six times before being discarded in a landfill to decompose.” 
RoR Sees rari aa SS -- e ASR AT me Bie RON Me 

5.26 Rebuilding the Northeast Staircase, 1984 ; j Repair of the stonework followed. Crews ground out old mortar and sealant from masonry joints throughout the Capitol, 
Due to masonry displacement, the pavilion staircase was dismantled and the deteriorated brick structure under- : ; . Bae ae 

neath was replaced with reinforced concrete. The granite stones were then reset to correspond with original then replaced the mortar and sealant with new material. They used sealant where earlier expansion joints had been 

alignments. identified, since sealant does not crack and separate from the granite as mortar does. 
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About 3,000 individual stones were repaired. For the entire Capitol, masons estimated that they had tuck pointed more i z 
than 12.5 miles of joints.” Wiss, Janney, Elstner photographed every damaged stone digitally before and after repairs. oon SES ss z & 

© oes 2 The firm also prepared diagrams of repairs for particularly challenging areas such as the sculpture in the east pediment. eS ca SS a 
Repairs of the dentils on the East fagade also proved difficult. Repairs fell into the following categories: IEE Bor © SE 2 wee? SEZ 

Se" Nae essen e Remove “exfoliation” (thin layers of stone where it had peeled, swelled or scaled) and blend edges nese == BEL Z Zag 

rt i se & e Fill cracks with grout ia ce a EEA cide oF 
e Fill cracks with sealant gr 3 
e Install stainless-steel, spring-loaded pins to hold separated pieces of granite together eee | =6(O] & Oe SON: 

7 cape re So: od a oe como meee IY e Make and install rectangular dutchman where stone was missing or broken aS Pe eee ee eee a 
e Make and install irregularly shaped “decorative” dutchman — ——— +h At 4 Pat A F| 8 

. 2 s S — TF Hi e  Recarve a granite element for sculpture or decorative capitals—a seldom-employed repair ie er ee | Ae 
SS | 

gee a eS SaaS 
fa. te E J eM 
[i= 1 eee KRY 

ee 7 
© Se ee ee ee 
[eos ae eee Geese 

= eye | ea ae Biss: ae 
G3 feeclertepetee > dies oa Ll | SEES 

eo 
eS) ro 
eee | | eee | Roa 

Se ee ee 
Ree eee | | ea ae Ne ae 

eee ee gees hee Ne |) esha Ses Ee 
Ef ae j RSS RU Seay ea 5.28 Expansion joint replacement, 2000-2001 ee ES NT ee eee 

ee ale ft Ek ae aay es ets ee ees Aa etn eee © Elstner Associates, Inc., prepared drawings that Ten Poe mete =| 
ian: Shetek eh aed | G as epee Sarkis PAP ee ore, ues ht Seas 3 P Pp ie ene oeeemeeeeie et eames ‘ es ee 4) = eae me Ba pas at: ¢ = show the location of eparsieg Joints that had ; Ea; aie Sein | pees fF pee Ess eo “oa 2 opened. On the principal facade of the East Wing, EE SES or eee Ul fT TT 

eae oe iF ep sec | B ae B P= as i eat oa eee efor a paeorteeds a oe oS s Fa Se a 4 e a are aan — 3 open joints had developed along the walls flanking a | eae) Steer fo 
bekgeae Ss ae el a j 3 MR ee ee eee pe ee eee! OF the Corinthian colonnade, as indicated by the = | Rh. fe ee pA eat 3 “aoe f ¢ a co ie Sah a Ten in ee a et’ seas 1% bop ace aaa eer Pes doly 
Memmi see iy A ae eee © heavy lines. They were caulked with flexible li = eS ES 

ee & Goes See ea ee eee iz sealant, rather than mortar, so they would not (Hn 
te eee © =. es ep ese aera eee 2 reopen or cause additional damage to the stone. Weal Ve p S| esa teat eee Oe [a Poe oa ease ae nde ke 8, ree ap Met cate) ae ee 2 

a A irs Bric ee) > 

ae 7 i bse i a Eas = } : ave 1 ty : = igs emesis. Ae Te > BS v = Pe a = i SSE _ ea : we ee i ee 4 vam : if ae a, a! a Sr g 

oa 1 | aa eat = oy a. i 
“ Bee | eee 5 | SSE PSS Ss o 

— ee ete as Bae a atl] |} Whe ™ we 
j “= ig. ne Sg faa Bi , Gg pe : q Po aed I = ee _ ceed, 5.29 Masonry repair of sculptural group, 2000 te 7 

Wiss, Janney, Elstner prepared diagrams that i Hilt { Hilib Ee 5.27 Cleaning the exterior, 2000 detailed the number and types of repairs to be made | t | i i 
Team members sprayed the Capitol exterior with small bits of sponge that had been infused with grit of controlled to the sculptural elements of the east pediment. This BS 
hardness and applied under low pressure. The process began in May 2000 in advance of repairing the granite drawing indicates the extent of work required to x 
facing. A clean swath of granite appears on the right. restore Karl Bitter s East Wing group. Fi 
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i z : seinen eer SS eRe pia pee RS a eae BN OS Ae ae 5 Bere eens ceekaet fe aeons = 

ite: 7 oS at ales Pera eat og te oe BP ee ae RE NEA, 2 SE che z Breet ees emcee ai RA ee 
4 MAE AEE 2 Sa iene tates fo he seed BEN ewan Se Sg FT RA GS, a aaa eee Eg SSR ek A aera ease hal ite co CS >. q A si bee Oh PERS Ca to tna 4 tee oranges eC MaMa CURR MA DANY “ogi TR OR # te ie Pas, ee ae PROCTER pale cee tae 4 Be Ee Paige, Tate i ig ee 

i ii Be REDE At SO pee rea a hi a 3 BN TSUN MMEMIN ES | AE Sg ON, age ees 
5.30 Spall on pediment sculpture, 2000 5.31 Repair of the spall, 2000 Ree CROSS a BEA ee NSE LEY Sse : pecestrseressct coca pensitii hn A aia 

s . : ; F 7 BT i AI NM eerie coer Lee Ede oo 2 MSS Noo SRS ERE : 
Most of the masonry repairs took place in late 2000, including The spalled portion of the figure s nose was not repaired ae lad PRA r cet cee RGSS Pe SER n 4 

5 ; E : ? eS Nee ose nap tates oo eS Rape any vetep ey Sate wou greag 
the repair of a spall that had nearly detached the nose from one __ successfully with a pin; therefore, it was necessary to imple- ating SO Ay heer) ey = oe poe ees es 

of the figures in the pediment. The engineers recommended ment the dutchman repair. , Bete coi oh oh, eS - Ree nes cy ae 

Hike ; . : aete eee eg ge oe ee Pes ae aie ON aS 
pinning the fragment to the nose with a stainless steel pin. If the se AN ah be Ste Raine RR ee CE 

oe Be Pee eee Et arr aN Sh a : 

fragment were to break, they recommended carving a dutchman pe mS Serie ne eS — ° 
Mle oi a eee See eee 7 Me een eae Oe ack pa eee . 

a er 2 SON See Hg 

5.34 Large cracks, east pediment, 2001 5.35 Triangular dutchman, 2001 

ot oe x3 ; ve ce Oe ora ae sae ter aT i aK oe +E Several cracks had developed in close proximity to one another _ The mason used a triangular rather than rectangular dutch- 
ee a 2B SRR Ebi ae _ EN Se ee ede Ae Mt’. 8 : 2 A : : i aa 5 

ae ee , 44 5 es ee, ae See Tee: Nal 3 in the pediment. The engineers recommended a different man for this repair and created an expansion joint at its left 
nee , Dee Be Fest yee aE IF a an : : 

; — en ated ges be a re, ip y See ee treatment for each. One was recommended for sealing, the side. 
aL a te ip ee Ws Me se @ Migs oa ie ee ; F i 

- - ae a ne fe 2 tee Lo a eee ie i a8 ait eS second for the installation of a dutchman (piece of replacement 
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5.32 Damaged Corinthian capital, east facade, 2000 5.33 Repaired capital, east fagade, 2000 Paes ee 2 weet fos ep fg z ze SS P< ar a i 

The third Corinthian capital from the left (facing the east fagade) _ The grouted repair is visible appearing as a darker, thicker ed suk’ gy get AE ce ie ee = see Se Ba i 
ate. an 3 " Sg a Me OPS yy & fa ee | See 

had developed a crack, which is visible at the left center and line than the others in the picture. Pa eo Mees ees Po Aap: aa = ea Cees A toe a 

runs under the flower to the upper right. The recommended pro agss | oe ie AS he cea” : Seige te : sf 

repair was a stainless steel pin and grouting of the crack. eg poe Sy nae a Se ae oa 
ee a sets ee ‘ te ie ; 

5.36 Granite exfoliation, east pediment, 2000 5.37 Repaired element, east pediment, 2000 Pi "P , Pi , 
Exfoliation, or peeling of the granite, had affected a helix in the Very few instances of recarving occurred during the 1998-2001 

pediment group. Wiss, Janney, Elstner recommended the stone __ Restoration and Rehabilitation. This photograph shows the 
be recarved in accordance with the lines applied in the results of the repair and recarving in the exfoliated area of the 

enhanced photograph. helix. 

a 
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Endnotes ’ Building Maintenance Committee, in Wisconsin Legislative Council, General Report, vol. 5 (January 1959), 3-5, copy 
"Sarah Bradford Landau, George B. Post, Architect: Picturesque Designer and Determined Realist (New York: Monacelli in Legislative Reference Bureau file 336.45 W7z. 
Press, 1998), provides the best summary of Post’s architecture. Post’s quote appears in George B. Post to George H. D. 
Johnson, 21 April 1909, folder 5, box 21, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833, archives division, Wisconsin Historical '° The Division of Facilities Development of the Department of Administration supplied annual lists of active projects 
Society. Hereinafter, George B. Post will be referred to as Post; Lew F. Porter will be referred to as Porter, and the Capitol from 1962 through 1998, including project numbers. The number for the 1963 project was Work Order Number 6202-22; 
Commission records, ser. 833, will be referred to without the designation of the archives division and the Historical for 1964-1965, the number was 6310-7. Governor Knowles’s press release on the occasion of the dedication mentions the 
Society. Chapters Three and Four herein describe the ventilating and structural steel innovations. project. It is dated 14 June 1965 and appears in file 336.45 W7z at the Legislative Reference Bureau. No records have 

been located that spell out the details about the tuck pointing projects. 
? Post to William F. Vilas, 16 July 1908; Post to Porter, 27 July 1908, both in folder 4, box 21, Captiol Commission records, 
ser. 833. '’ The project number was 6410.22. Numerous clippings about the cleaning appear in file 336.45 W7zat the Legislative 

Reference Bureau. See especially “$41,000 Scrubbing Started on Capitol,” Milwaukee Journal, 9 April 1965, no page, 
* Dictionary of Architecture & Construction, ed. Cyril M. Harris, 3rd ed., c.v. Beaux-Arts style, 89. and William C. Adams, “Capitol Gets Acid Treatment—Cleaned for First Time Since 1917,” Wisconsin State Employee 

June 1905, no page See also the folder labeled “6410-22 Capitol Building—Cleaning the Exterior” in the Capitol Archives 
“National Historic Landmark Nomination form for the Wisconsin State Capitol, prepared by Anne Biebel of East Wing which includes 7 June and 10 June inspection reports and a 26 October 1965 letter from the T. C. Esser Co., window 
Architects, LLC., June 2000, in project files. The size of the park was calculated from its dimensions of 765 feet ona side glazers, to the Bureau of Engineering. See also Building Maintenance Committee, 2-5. 
for a total of 585,225 square feet, with an acre consisting of 43,560 square feet. The current edition of the Capitol 
guidebook states that the lawn consists of 6.25 acres and that sidewalks, terraces and drives consist of 4.9 acres, 'S The work order number for the tuck pointing project was 6512-27. See also Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. 
meaning that the Capitol itself covers about 2.25 acres. Exterior Survey and Analysis of the Wisconsin State Capitol Dome, West Wing, and Northwest Pavilion (Chicago: the 

author, 1994), 6, copy in the Capitol Archives, and lists of Bureau of Engineering active projects, 1966-69. The minutes 
* See three drawings, “East Elevation Exterior Cut Stone Work,” 518-515, for the East Wing, and “Ground and First Floor for 17 February 1968 of the State Capitol and Executive Residence board in the Capitol Archives describe the replacement 
Plans Structural,” 518-2051 and “Sections and Elevations,” 518-2053, for the pavilion, all in the Capitol Archives. of roof tiles, with a work project number of 6512.24. 

° The State Street facade of the West Wing constitutes the other major exception to this organization. Its second floor The work order or project number for the 1967-74 work was 6707.18; for the 198 1-83 work, 7912.03.5. This discussion 
windows extend from the first to the third floor to accommodate the height of the Assembly Chamber ceiling. is based on documents in the following folders in the Capitol Archives: DOA Active Project Lists, 1967-98; 1981, Copper 

Roof & Skylights Replacement; Capitol Roofs, 1981; 1982, Capitol Skylights, Hardware Replacement, Locks, Secretary of 
7 The side windows have a radius of 8 feet 7 inches; the east facade windows, 6 feet 3 % inches, and east facade doors, State Bid Documents; Capitol Roof/Skylight 7912-03.5 and a similarly titled folder, 79 12-03.5 Capitol Roof/Skylights 1982- 
10 feet 7 inches. In the Capitol Archives, see drawing 518-515 for the street facade radii, and “Detail of South Elevation 84; 95807—Capitol Roof & Skylights 1984-95, and Roof Replacement 1998. 
of West Wing,” 518-22, which is the standard elevation for all the eight identical side facades of the entire building. No 
standard elevations were prepared for the north and south facades of the East Wing. * Building Maintenance Committee, 7-8. See also specifications for “One Hydraulic Freight Elevator and Hoistway 

Enclosure . . . (Project No. 5533)” and enclosed drawing and the binder labeled “Freight Elevator” in the Dale Dumbleton 
* About the statuary, see two letters by Porter to O. H. Ingram and one to his son, E. B. Ingram, 9 January, 12 February files in the Capitol Archives. 
and 20 March 1917, all in folder 17, box 11, and minutes for 17 January 1917, vol. 2, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
The onset of war and the lack of an appropriation defeated the project. *! The project was number 6701-13. See the “Capitol Loading Dock” folder in the Dale Dumbleton files, Capitol Archives. 

’ See drawings 518-22 and 518-515, as well as sheet A9.1 in the South Wing drawings prepared by Kahler Slater, all in the ” The project numbers were 6910.11 and 6910.12. See the folder labeled “Capitol Vault and Dock Remodeling Project” in 
Capitol Archives. the Capitol Archives. 

'° See drawings 518-515 and 518-1017, which are elevations for the cut-stone work for the street ends of the East and ® See folder labeled “7912-03.8 Steps W. Wash/Wis. Ave., 7912-03.11 Steps, E. Wash.,” in the Capitol Archives. 
South Wings respectively. The South and North Wings have identical exteriors, so examining one set of drawings 

suffices. ** Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., Exterior Survey and Analysis of the Wisconsin State Capitol Dome, West Wing, 
and Northwest Pavilion, 5. 

" Karl Bitter to Porter, 5 December 1908, folder 1, box 5, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

** Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., Wisconsin State Capitol Restotation and Rehabilitation, Exterior Conserva- 
“Central Portion Corner Pavilions,” drawing 518-2055, indicates radii. The drawings for the pavilions begin with 518- tion (Northbrook, Illinois: the author, 2000), A-1, B-11 and Section 01010-1 and 2; Construction Bulletin No. 1, Wisconsin 
2050 and end with 518-2057. Allare in the Capitol Archives. State Capitol Restoration and Rehabilitation, Exterior Conservation, 9 August 2000, describing the waterproofing of the 

pavilions. Both documents appear in the Capitol Archives. 
"Drawing 518-2053 of sections of elevations of the pavilions and columns in the Capitol Archives. 

*° “Sponge-jet cleaning makes Capitol’s exterior gleam,” J. P. Cullen & Sons newsletter for April 2001, p. 9. 
‘Records created by the various agencies responsible for maintaining the Capitol from its construction until Restoration 
and Rehabilitation have not survived for the most part. Piecing together an account of changes in the exterior requires 77 Ibid. and “Exterior Facade Repairs,” sheet 1, project 2000, Wiss, Janney, Elstner, copy in Capital Archives. 
searching of newspaper clippings in the Legislative Reference Bureau and Madison Public Library. 
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Sage ang ¥ deer onl bas fate : A ac A Pee ae na he East Wing has been important from its inception because of its occupants and the quality of the architecture 

%. pee ly ra =T at : i gut? bls Head LE eo = elie, 2s } ais an and art bestowed on their quarters. Over the years, some original occupants and functions relocated from the 

7 @ (FE tee mi i A ai 4 ‘ aut ai ra a i nT : ml EB wing and its grand spaces, but the primary occupants (the executive and judicial branches) have not changed. 

k Pick Sela a | i J | a ca = ae ce } a a i < The move in 2001 of the Joint Finance Committee into former library spaces on the third and fourth floors arguably 

=a ; Onis tS as eer ae are increases the number of important occupants in the wing. 

a — Te e 5 Historically, two trends had major impacts on space use and spatial arrangement in the Capitol. The first was the rapid 

"pal | = a expansion of the staffs of the original departments, bureaus, etc. in the building. The second was the legislature’s 

Parc ae inet Bee aR constant need for more space, a need that particularly affected rearrangement and reassignment of spaces. The Capitol 

=e wre. ae. <n oie was designed to house functioning governmental departments; legislators, who then met in session for only a few 

4 1 ; months every other year, were provided meeting rooms and desk space in their respective chambers, but not private 

5 ! - os / 4 : / offices. In 1927, at the request of the interim committee on administration and taxation of the Wisconsin legislature, the 

i — / poy attorney general issued an opinion that “a bill making provision for offices for individual members of the legislature 

4 CSRs Tae F a : would be constitutional and within the province of the legislature to decide.”! Once the first legislators began to acquire 

. fe oe ee 2 “ ee ee SE ne eS individual and staff office space, the outcome was inevitable: all legislators pouldiscele to acquire similar Sree The 

Se ier eRe ae eae : ead Fe ee TOS in a press for legislative office space accelerated after World War II, and the 1959 legislature was the first to continue its 

6.1 Supreme Court justices at their bench, 1919 : apt dee : session indefinitely without adjourning sine die until the start of the new legislature.? The consequence was twofold. 

ee ee we OU Ie i ee a ae cocupare of the a Wine. | Others First, government offices would begin to move from the Capitol. Second, large spaces would begin to be divided into 

smaller office suites. 

Commissions and departments originally housed in the Capitol required different types of space than the legislative 

staffs that ultimately usurped them. Therefore, George B. Post’s original design provided a number of vaults, including 

nine in the East Wing at the time of first occupancy: five on the ground floor, two on first floor, a small one on the second 

floor, and a very small one on the third floor. Originally designed as one very large space, the executive department vault 

on the ground floor was subdivided prior to completion of construction.* The vaults on the lower floors were quite 

large, relatively unfinished spaces that were easy to divide and alter for other uses. As the various commissions were 

moved from the building, heavy vault doors were removed and vault space was remodeled and subdivided in all wings 

of the building. In 1998, the only original East Wing vault that remained was in the third floor library. 

Due to the significance of the departments in it, the East Wing was immune from much of the space shuffling that 

occurred over the years. As of 1998, the wing retained much more of its original configuration and building fabric than 

previously restored wings. Most East Wing reconfiguration prior to 1998 occurred on the ground floor. In 1971, the 

lieutenant governor and his staff moved into ground floor space immediately below the governor’s first floor offices on 

the south and east sides of the wing. The executive department has never moved from its first floor space, although it 
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: bo ee 5s ‘ a < z has expanded into space formerly occupied by other departments. The governor’s neighbor on the first floor, the 

3 - eet ; g attorney general, has retained most of his department’s original space allotment on the north and east sides of the wing, 

Ee nf . 4 although the attorney general’s department, the Department of Justice, has grown significantly over the years and most 

‘ ad F = of the staff is housed in another building (or, at times, buildings). Similarly, the Supreme Court has remained on the 

ss . 2 second floor, although it, too, expanded to include space on the ground and third floors, space that the court has 

y s retained partially in 1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation. This project led to one significant change on the upper 

3 I 1 | fs g floors: the State Law Library relocated from the Capitol into temporary quarters before moving into the new Risser 

} \ | FE Justice Building (under construction in 2001), and the Joint Finance Committee moved into much of the library’s vacated 

| third and fourth floor space. (During construction of the justice building, the library occupied temporary quarters at 1 

a H " ee : fi ~ East Main Street on the Capitol Square.) 

ee ese © ae ee ee Lae ce Rae Ce 
bs PS a at iy y(t, Sad pi 

ra \ ’ et ie. \\ a eee Historic Interior 
a ! " F hk. a4 i 3 f ¥ MI a } Py George B. Post, in the manner of the Beaux-Arts, involved himself and members of his firm (George B. Post & Sons) in 

} F P cy NG i “VY 4 Ee. i im . every aspect of design of the Capitol. The Post firm planned even the smallest details, discussed them with the Capitol 

; ‘ \ ~ we \ } \) y a A ats u) Pee Agee he Commission, and ultimately designed them and oversaw their execution. For the interior, this included larger elements 

a is = Lm “Wie aN i : a7 ee Le | wm Swe sl ig like marble types and what classical orders to use for the various columns and other classical features of the building, as 

a. eer de ea: 4 a ) ‘ ee Cs 5 well as smaller considerations like molding patterns, light fixtures, furniture, floor coverings and fabrics. The architect 

3 | | 4 ¥ we had approval rights for the artists responsible for the decorative finishes and artwork, discussed their work with them in 
. cs ga a j =o advance of implementation and passed on it after completion. 

6.2 Governor's private office, priorto 1915 It appears that the architect carefully selected even paint colors, since survey work revealed a very rich color palette, 

The painted decorative borders visible near the tops of the walls are the work of Conrad Schmitt, a Milwaukee painter contracted unique to the East Wing, the selection of which possibly can be attributed to the effects of natural light in the wing. 
to finish several prominent rooms in the East Wing prior to the implementation of a comprehensive finish scheme for the building. Colors used on the south side of the wing were cool and fairly dark; the intense southeast light would have warmed and 

it fe ae set Fa Jirm of Mack, Jenney and Tyler installed finishes throughout the building just afew years later, obliterating brightened the rooms. Conversely, paint colors on the north were warmer and lighter colors that would have been 

; washed out by the intense light on the opposite side of the wing but would have been set off well by the indirect 

northeast light. The rich dark red used in the Executive Chamber (now the Governor’s Conference Room), with its gilded 

accents, would have been beautifully displayed in the direct morning light. 

Public Versus Private Spaces 

The building’s basic design distinguished between public and private spaces. In general, public spaces are areas that 

are always available to a visitor. A complex variety of design elements, decorative finishes and materials distinguishes 

public spaces, which generally are also larger in scale than private spaces. Access to private spaces generally is more 

limited, and the spaces are smaller than public spaces and are intended for use by building occupants, not the public. 

Offices, secondary corridors and toilet rooms all meet this definition. In general, private spaces are more simply 

designed and finished than the public spaces. 

Typical room finishes within private spaces included carpet over concrete floor, plaster walls and ceiling connected by 

variations on a simple radial cove with moldings, and quarter-sawn white oak doors and casings, window casings, 

radiator enclosures, base and chair rail. In addition, most office or working spaces contained a painted pine picture rail 

at the transition from wall surface to cove. Window treatments were typically utilitarian, consisting of cloth roller 

shades.’ In some private spaces, such as toilet rooms, floors were of marble; in those instances, quarter-sawn white oak 

door casings rested on marble plinths. Typical toilet room finishes, whether small private toilets or larger, multiple- 

fixture, public ones, included marble floors, base, wall panels, partitions and sink countertops containing vitreous 
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porcelain sinks. Toilets and urinals were porcelain fixtures; hardware fittings were made of either white metal or crown a : a Pe. 5 a a LS eo 4 z 

silver, while legs supporting the sinks and countertops were of heavy nickel-plated brass. Public toilet rooms and a : & es ae cg i a4? 

multiple-fixture toilet rooms located within departments were all located on exterior walls and included a window. Private 4 i S Bees Bo j Ca i se! aaa = 5 ee ee \ 3 

toilet rooms, however, in the governor’s and attorney general’s suites and justices’ chambers, were interior rooms. Some —— ee ee 3 ea i; a ~ sl st ae a Z 

natural light was provided, in the case of the justices’ private toilet rooms, through borrowed lights, framed in white oak at ; —* | SE ————— : } Sa eo —— 2 

and containing patterned glass. ' | Be Pa. a ee 4 7 = 7 Srey _— Z ce ee ae 4 ‘ 

In the East Wing, some spaces blur the distinction between public and private. The Governor’s Conference Room j a [Seon Sl = = aa 4 ic y cP. : eae B 

(originally the Executive Chamber and for many years called the Reception Room) is a very significant public space: Post h A vi ® b= i j A 5 hi . a Hi 

conceived it as one of the grandest rooms in the Capitol. Currently, it is open to the public whenever the building is open if [ee wy  Maeae | ‘ h Fa! P| \ wo Le wy | ; ‘ i H 

and whenever it is not being used as a private conference room for the governor and his staff, or for an invitation-only j | : a \. we i ¥ See! lt ie i — al i oe i i % i i | 

event. Even when it is open to the public, a Capitol police officer positioned in the main corridor restricts access to the room ae i Cs p oe faa ESTEE ch % 
and its adjoining lobby or anteroom. Conversely, the governor’s private office, although much simpler than the conference a i J mY ae. el LAL it eau fi eae Gt al 

room, received a high level of finish and is a comparatively grand private office within the overall context of the Capitol. " TE f = = ig iF H ay yh j yy} 14} i} : 7 Wy a q a Ry 
Pi ic a lhe = i a ee ; 4 

Principal Versus Secondary Corridors ee \ s & ome aw) ie iy : Reo oe 

Principal corridors are public and provide primary routes to move people into and throughout the building. Large in i ‘er >) rea = ee ow ‘ a ce. 

scale, typically ornate and aligned with the building’s primary axes, corridors on the ground through third floors meet pis Ne a ae owe = te es j hy 

these criteria. Principal corridors on the fourth floor originally provided access to the upper floor of the library at each Oe a at a : : , as ge . we 

side of the barrel-vault light court; these corridors were narrower, and the level of decorative finish in them was much = = 2a bi = =: % ie mia : phe ay 

simpler than the finish in the principal corridors on lower floors. i : = mS ce po cae Bi = J ee a ‘e 

Secondary corridors connect offices to lobbies and to the secondary stairs located in each wing near the elevators and d —_ soe eS Pe. a ; — : es, ag 4 

the junctions with the pavilions. On drawings and in specifications, Post referred to these as “minor” corridors, and they - 2] Si 2 eS pee oe 2s Be Ges FS » <r 4 | i 

were often separated from the stair landings by doors. Although the doors provide a connection available to any ee ae, ee See = 
person, a closed door conveys the impression of private space and discourages passage. 6.3 Governor's privale office 1016 

A highly finished private space, the governor & office included mahogany cornices, leather doors, a plaster frieze and decorative wall 
Mack, Jenney and Tyler Decorative Finish Scheme and ceiling painting. The cuspidor, prominent in the foreground, is one of many created from a design issued by the Post firm. 

The hierarchy of spaces within the East Wing, and consistent throughout the Capitol, was originally designed by the This level of interest in the suitability of furnishings is indicative of Post's comprehensive approach to designing the Capitol. 

architect and reinforced by the class system of decorative finishes imposed upon the spaces by the New York decorating 

firm engaged to decorate the building, Mack, Jenney and Tyler. This firm was nationally renowned for its decorative 

painting work in substantial public and private buildings such as hotels, colleges, auditoriums, etc. Post implemented 

a consistent selection of materials throughout the Capitol to convey importance of space. Floors of significant public 

spaces were made of marble or similar stone; in significant areas, the stone floors were laid in patterns. Walls of the large 

primary corridors and stair galleries were faced with the warm-toned Kasota stone quarried in Minnesota. Various 

marbles were used throughout the areas of highest finish, in floors, base, walls and ornamental structures such as 

columns and pilasters. Doors in some of the significant areas, like the Supreme Court Hearing Room, were made of iron 

grillwork or were upholstered in leather. Most doors were of quarter-sawn white oak, the typical wood used throughout 

the Capitol. In other significant areas doors were given importance by the addition of large wooden pediments, transoms 

and sidelights. Some were double-leaf doors, as in the entrances from the first floor main corridor to departmental suites 

for the attorney general and governor. Window trim throughout the building was made of quarter-sawn white oak, as 

were radiator enclosures, borrowed lights, wood base and most wainscoting, although some mahogany was used in 

important spaces like the governor’s private office and for the Supreme Court’s bench. Walls and ceilings in private 

areas were plastered, with various ornamental friezes and ceiling coves serving to differentiate more important spaces. 
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Marble base was used where rooms contained floors of marble or other stone, and a marble plinth was used in conjunc- public areas and important private areas, including: 

tion with the quarter-sawn white oak casings at door openings. The class system of decorative finishes complements 

and reinforces the architect’s hierarchical intent. e Main corridor and entrance lobby at ground floor 

e Corridor belting the Rotunda at ground, first, second, third and fourth floors® 

In its proposal of 8 June 1914, Mack, Jenney and Tyler distinguished five classifications of finish that reflected the e Pavilions at ground, first, second, third and fourth floors 

number of colors to be used and the amount of gold leaf to be applied in any given space.* Class I represented the e Secondary stairs at ground, first, second, third and fourth floors 

highest level of decoration or finish (as opposed to mere painting), class IV the lowest. Class V indicated the application e Main corridor at first floor 

of plain paint of only one color. The proposal sets forth the differences among the classes of finish. e Attorney general’s departmental business office and private offices at northeast corner of the wing 

e Executive department business office and private offices at southeast corner of the wing 

Class Distinctions e South secondary corridor, first floor, executive department 

Crass I e The easternmost of the two stenographer’s rooms along the first floor south secondary corridor 

Decoration of class I is work of the highest type and is to be the equivalent of the decoration already e Justices’ Consultation Room on the second floor 

finished in the Assembly Chamber and adjacent rooms. This class provides for as much variety of e All justices’ private chambers 

color and such use of gold leaf as may be found desirable. e Reading-room portion of the library on the third floor 

Crass I e Librarian’s office on the third floor 

Decoration of class II is somewhat similar in type, although still permitting a great variety and use of 

gold leaf in ornamental borders and diaper patterns. It is work of this class, which we propose to use Mack, Jenny and Tyler’s proposal included Class III finishes for lesser private spaces, including: 

in the Executive Suite and rooms of similar importance. 

Crass TT e All ground floor private offices 

Decoration of class III is still simpler and would consist of the use of not more than four colors in one e North secondary corridors at ground and first floors 

room and borders of simple painted ornament with comparatively little gold leaf. This class is designed e Three private offices along the first floor north secondary corridor in the attorney general’s department 

for Secondary offices, Minor Corridors and Minor Committee Rooms. e One stenographer’s office in the executive department along the south secondary corridor 

Crass IV e Three corridors and stack rooms serving the Supreme Court on the second floor 

Decoration of class IV is simplest. It consists of stripes and borders of not more than three colors in e Offices of the secretaries serving all of the Supreme Court justices on the second floor 

one room and the use of simple stencils where desirable. It is specified for all work where something e Offices for the attorney, clerk of court and deputy, all on the second floor 

a little better than plain work is necessary. e Library areas on the third floor 

Cuass V e Offices for the librarian’s assistant, the court reporter and assistant on the third floor 

Class V is plain paint, to be finished in four coats of lead and oil paint, the last coat to be stippled. e Receiving room on the third floor 

It is understood that the use of one color for ceiling and another for walls in each room of this class is e Women’s restroom on the third floor 

provided for in this estimate. e Library areas, corridors and secondary stair halls on the fourth floor 

Application of Finishes Class IV finishes, the simplest type of ornamental finishes, were proposed for only one East Wing space. This room, on 

Class I, the highest level of finish, was proposed for the most important public spaces. These spaces were highly ornate, the south side of the fourth floor, was described on the floor plans as an office, not originally assigned to an occupant.” 

and included special features such as the leaded glass skylights over the main stairs and Supreme Court Hearing Room 

and the mural paintings in the Supreme Court Hearing Room. Class I finishes were proposed for: Class V finishes (plain paint) were proposed for the least significant spaces in the building, including: 

e Ground floor grand stairs and main stair galleries e Restrooms and coatrooms on ground, first, second, third and fourth floors, with the exception of the 

e First floor grand stairs and main stair galleries women’s restroom on the third floor 

e Second floor main stair galleries e Vaults on ground, first, second and third floors 

e Supreme Court Hearing Room and lobby e Storage rooms on ground floor 

e Third floor main stair galleries e Secondary corridor on the south side of the ground floor 

e Internal stairs connecting the third floor library to the second and fourth floors 

Class II finishes were the ones most frequently applied in the East Wing. While somewhat less ornate than Class I, this e Fan room, motor rooms and skylight areas of the fourth floor 

class of finish was intended to convey the considerable importance of a space. Class II finishes were proposed for many e Fourth floor secondary stairs 
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Mack, Jenney and Tyler did not propose any decoration for the Executive Chamber and its lobby or anteroom, which a eo oe Te ae ee | a <a z 

already had been completed at the time of their proposal in 1914. Elmer Garnsey was responsible for painting and gilding Be Be Be i \ 4 Me: 

the wooden paneling and decorations in the Executive Chamber, and the painted ceiling panels and murals were the work on oe ee oe ee ae ee eX wa p : 

of Hugo Ballin, who entered into a contract for them on 3 January 1912. A Milwaukee artist, Conrad Schmitt, provided me ee ee a ee a of 

decorative finishes for several important first floor offices in 1910, including the office of the governor’s secretary, the 2 pe ea ee ee ee  & 
governor’s private office, the executive department business office and the spaces in the attorney general’s department. ; oo ae : : 2 . kg a & 

When the Mack, Jenney and Tyler scheme was implemented throughout the building, Schmitt’s decorations in those j ‘| ; an : ee cee ee j oe a i 

areas were obliterated and, in some instances, wall sconces were even moved to accommodate the new decorations.* ~ SSS Eo SS = Son ————— == Co “i E 

With the implementation of the Mack, Jenney and Tyler proposal, the intent was to provide a unified and orderly scheme ‘ Z Beas es. ae i ii 2S) a i : 
; mre ee a Ua oi Dip Gairrmaaeen, re 

as well as a clear hierarchy of spaces throughout the building. f Z ye dhl A De eal ek i i) es: Me 2 

Some areas of the East Wing were finished differently than proposed. Perhaps the most significant examples of this were , - = a HN Ha ‘ie =: = ay ERY es 4 % 

the office suites on the second floor. Mack, Jenney and Tyler proposed that the seven private chambers for the Supreme a i i i : s ae ua AD es = a - Pte i ye ee u i} ie : 

Court justices be finished as Class II spaces, while the adjacent secretaries’ offices were to receive Class III finishes. i mn er Ey, aw Li a 3 ri ZF eS) 
During probe work, the only Class II finishes found in the private portion of the second floor were those in the Supreme ee ae aa hecoee ae EES oe a 

Court Consultation Room at the southeast corner of the wing. Possibly because furniture placement would have a5 Se eee ei hh bh i { Hay i . fh cet a ; ae q | \ | 

covered the bulk of the decorative finishes in the justices’ chambers, these spaces all received similar decorative finishes a ne SCC ae mone ie Sie Sra ii im | 220 

consisting of Greek key panel borders on each wall, a cove pattern and a ceiling border pattern. The finishes in all these } a UGRGE TEU tae Savacire se eemmnestt ay ie, = 

spaces fit the description of Class III more closely than Class II. Ze ee meee ti iB ee ae ae ee iy 

Third floor library spaces were all finished more simply than proposed. The reading room was slated to receive ornate i i 3 Sees Be ey oe ies ait S Resa 

Class II finishes, but only two very similar paint colors were revealed, without the application of decorative stencils. \ 4 ie ; : aed PY 

This oe in eno may have occurred pecs book stacks filled the moon practically from the beemning: 6.4. Clay tile wall construction, 2000 

Rooms in the Northeast Pavilion on the second, third and fourth floors also were finished more simply than originally During the 1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation, contractors utilized materials similar to those installed in the initial 

proposed; the decorators proposed Class II finishes for these rooms, but none received decorative stenciling or more than construction of the building. Post had the foresight to design an interior wall system that could be modified over time to accommo- 

three colors of paint. Corridors on the fourth floor, proposed to receive Class II finishes, were given two colors of paint, one date the changing needs of the occupants. The contemporary clay tile construction of interior walls replicates the original method 

above the chair rail and one below it. This was a Class IV finish, according to the Mack, Jenney & Tyler proposal. of comstcsetion: 

Post’s Intent Concerning Adaptability of Building Space 
George Post recognized that space-use needs within the Capitol would change over time. Accordingly, he designed a 

system of wall construction that allowed for relatively easy and economical changes. Interior partition walls in the East 

Wing, typical throughout the building, were constructed of four-inch, hollow, terra cotta blocks, also referred to as clay 

tiles and as “T C” on drawings, with one inch of plaster on each side of the wall. Exterior walls were designed with an air 

space between the brick exterior wall (faced with granite on the outside) and a two-inch clay tile wall, with an inch of 

plaster on the interior surface. This method of wall construction allowed for relative ease in making interior modifications 

to the spaces. Thus, any reconfiguration of private space that does not intrude upon public spaces can be considered 

to be within the spirit of the architect’s original intent. 

Description of Materials and Finishes 
in the Historic Interior 

Basement 

Originally, a restaurant occupied the basement of the Rotunda, with the requisite kitchen located in the East Wing. The 

architect’s floor plans showed a commercial kitchen connected to the basement of the Rotunda by a wide corridor that 
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, 4 é ate *., r eS ° ! ‘es ma aca a j i functioned as the serving area for the restaurant. Evidence of this use as a service area is found in the notations on the 
| Fs aS is u es net a ' Ss ; = : eae : ue plans for a serving table, “dressers,” a “glass and silver sink” and a dishwasher. Within the kitchen itself, notations call 

Enotes Greene Pee Berke VRE ee es hE wea for plate and cup warmers, a counter for urns, a gas table, carving table, bain marie (a warm-water bath used to keep 

[ans tides I eaaInes x ove si raaeeeensic |: Buren: oh Suef 8 containers of food warm), pastry oven, gas range and broiler. An opening in the east wall of the kitchen provided access 
i wee OS Sey peetateieuminc ; Xs ’ ce ; \ Paraypy canna i } 3 ' ; : z to a butcher shop, complete with chopping block and sink. The butcher shop was also equipped with two storage 
1 ze fy md ee Ser- : 1 ieee? [i f Vs ee 4k compartments, one for vegetables and one for meat and fish, separated by an ice compartment. A corridor from the 

psy A : 4 Pg eee : em paye ie eae (inset o. a : ie a é butcher shop divided the two remaining rooms in the sequence, one a storeroom and one a room for garbage storage. ° 

a ae een ot ee : pps et a 
as ahs Li aes a iy fete Pe fas, a ere a how wl ‘Ny Discussions to outfit the kitchen were underway by 1915.!° In late November 1916, Lew Porter submitted a list of 

t ey Nh ea ‘ wt I es 3 ot ee 2 eh ae % oO necessary equipment, including cooking apparatus, tables, counters, refrigerators and miscellaneous items to a pro- 
aos Doses be gerne: 1 ere: ee Be oe the 5-4 Fx capes wan ney _~ s = > spective bidder.'' In December, Porter communicated to the Post firm that he was involved in a process to “furnish and 
mie ea fig oo see sede germ! ee + = 4 ies arama q a a awe Ta ee fit out the kitchen and restaurant.” Utilitarian ceiling-mounted light fixtures were specified for the kitchen, storage and 
Se oie ste} Bi. espn tf ive ir 4 lic “AP = Abed 4i--# Peon = oy .. SSR garbage areas. These light fixtures, types I, J and K, were relatively inexpensive one-, two- and three-light “Old Brass & 
Spe eee ore moe nee Lice, ae We ee wow oak” t Lc teee ease aces Black” electric fixtures; types J and K were utilitarian fixtures, while type I was a wall sconce used in the serving area.'° 

: ' i ey : ; et! flees i (eee pe wee “ps i ae 4 Tile floors, walls and cove base were installed in the kitchen and butcher shop beginning in January 1917.'* The kitchen 
heal ast. oP Ty Hh eecaapict [euTstam ” ite (so | Aine, was probably put into use soon after the contractor installed the tile. faim: ei gees vs Seepere eae loging tar i tf Lz ei a iat a oe *. ae : j cade beieeal cogs zea If ea i iF ae 

' Eamets ieee ictenes ae alate nL wr E | Deas od HEA ae 4 The main switchboard for the Capitol was located in the basement of the East Wing immediately north of the kitchen. 
fay ar ca o ‘ i i i : | 4 ; STOR & ROOM ' hl | EE The entrance to the tunnel connection to the off-site Capitol Power Plant was located on the north side of the wing near 
berlin 2 pera oak re ay 4 s 3] li foie ' i : tier He the Northeast Pavilion, in an area called the Receiving Room. A women’s toilet room and one for the kitchen help were 

FETE dacadee ite ae A mnie = att H ‘ ra va located near the junction with the Southeast Pavilion. In a configuration similar to those of the other wings of the 

ae Se one - we eae ce i pts a Capitol, two air filtering chambers and a pump pit were located along the central axis of the wing, near the midpoint of the 
Bs os =y ig i Ee Reise: i ry " AG wing. As in the other wings, elevators were located along the north and south sides of the wing near the Northeast and 

Peal Soa eee ti aes at ! mates Peb ssnper. 3 Southeast Pavilions.'* 

6.5 Post drawing 518-600, Basement Plan (detail), 1908 

A full-service kitchen once occupied the basement of the East Wing, but it was in use only until the late 1920s. The adjoining Basement space was primarily utilitarian; the grand stairs in the East and West Wings do not continue to the basement, 
Rotunda basement was an elegantly appointed dining room. while the stairs do continue to the basement in the North and South Wings. Therefore, the bulk of this space was not 

public and was finished in a manner consistent with its use. The location of the tunnel connection within the wing makes 

it reasonable that some building maintenance facilities have always been housed there. 

Ground Floor 
The ground floor of the East Wing is similar in layout to the ground floors of the other three wings of the Capitol. A large 

public corridor originates at the entrance lobby and provides a connection with the Rotunda. From the Rotunda, the 

open grand stairs to the first floor flank the main corridor to the north and south. Secondary internal corridors serve the 

offices and vaults, arranged on the north and south sides of the wing. Secondary stairs, located on the north and south 

sides of the wing, near the Northeast and Southeast Pavilions, serve the secondary corridors. 

Public Spaces, Ground Floor 

Three sets of exterior double doors made of quarter-sawn white oak provide access to the ground floor from the east; the 

central doors open onto a revolving door connecting to the east main lobby. The revolving doors, including the solid 

wood circular enclosure, also are made of quarter-sawn white oak. A set of quarter-sawn white oak double doors flanks 

the revolving door, forming airlocks to the north and south. The lobby is in effect a cross corridor, perpendicular to the main 

public corridor, with double doors at the north and south to departmental reception areas. Sidelights and transoms of 

patterned glass flank these departmental entrance doors; ornamental brass grilles are located at either side of these sidelights. 
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Three brass fixtures on the ceiling, each containing five globes, are centered within gold-leafed medallions applied to the Y i =e ‘ # : ; el z 

plaster ceiling. These fixtures, together with four brass wall sconces, provide illumination in the entrance lobby. enue : ' || a 

George B. Post & Sons designed the lobby and main corridor sequence as both a visual and a physical connection Ve 3 

between the entrance and the Rotunda. The Post firm specifically selected the various types of marble and stone used % : * | HIS. 

throughout the building. The broad central corridor terminates in sets of marble columns at either end. The patterned oe Seta BR Date as | 
marble floors, beginning in the lobby and continuing the length of the corridor, complement the warm-toned, yellowish RAS : : = © 7 pe 

Kasota stone of the walls, which are punctuated by regularly spaced pilasters of the same stone. In the corridor, an — <— a ei we ‘ | E 
ornate plaster frieze forms the transition to the decorative plaster ceiling, adorned by a stenciled border featuring the ‘ e tg ae ‘ é 

names of Wisconsin counties. Brass wall sconces, eight in all, combine with two five-globe fixtures to provide a S ~~ a ‘ Sag i j x 
somewhat dim light along the route to the brightly illuminated Rotunda beyond. One marble-framed opening appears in 2 | fen bush ; pe ae perrinirette = 

the main corridor, on the south side, containing a pair of double-leaf doors upholstered in leather with rectangular panels ce ] - oa . Se lp : 3 e 
of semi-transparent patterned glazing. ; F ag ; — z 

The grand staircase consists of sets of wide marble stairs flanking the main corridor. Again, Post used various marbles S y 4 od i . = ea a E 

for the stairs and elements of the balustrade to create a particular appearance. A balustrade delineates the grand stairs ks E et >> Daal ee I eG ae ee Pq 

over the main corridor. Although the grand stairs between the first and second floors are located directly above the = i ; / | i I hoe as i Pi Re 

grand stairs from ground to first, the ground floor main corridor opens all the way to the leaded glass skylight in the 4 ee ie Ee a j —= 3 ; 
fourth floor barrel vault directly above. Decorative painting based on classical mythology adorns the plaster ceiling 2 : eae Be | == od ; ie 
over the stairs between ground and first floors. A wall sconce is located on either side of the main corridor between the a | : } if 4 } a : 

stairs. The outer wall of each set of stairs is composed of Kasota stone; walls of this same stone form the side corridors s ee / 4 ; e = : 

that Post referred to as Main Stair Galleries. The outer stair walls display three wall sconces. a | . i : 

a a Rk 
The stair galleries, flanking the main stairs, are connected by a cross corridor (structurally a part of the Central Portion); : / the 3 i ee ' 4 r es 

these spaces display the same warm-toned stone walls and patterned marble floors as the main corridor. Molded pilaster 4 as eh i 

caps and a decorative frieze adorn the spaces, and the ceilings contain decorative painting with gilded accents. Graceful 4 P + ie i i 

Kasota stone arches mark the transition of these halls into the Central Portion; niches made of Athens stone contain os 3 a 

drinking fountains that were originally cast iron dolphins that were removed in 1912 to make way for bubbling fountains. é fw. = - . a ted 

Elevators are located opposite one another, at either end of the space formed by the junction of the cross corridor with peice i ee EEA a as Sa a 

the main stair galleries. Bee Soles ee Se eae 

Elevators are located on the north and south grand stair halls near the base of the secondary stairs. According to anil sy zs 

specifications, the elevator cars were constructed of cast iron. Their floors originally were made of Athens stone, a — 

patterned to match the adjacent corridors, and the walls of the elevator cars were ornamental brass-plated iron grillwork, or, oy eee cee : ; i : 

backed by wire-mesh plate glass. The front of each car was fitted with a bronze-plated iron accordion gate. The doors és es : Sree Ts 
of the elevator enclosures, at each floor, were similar to the walls of the cars; an ornamental wrought- and cast-iron, a oe ad ee 
bronze-plated gate was backed by quarter-inch, wire-mesh plate glass. The two exterior gates for each elevator were pS ae Ke 

more ornate than the grillwork walls of the cars. Each featured a large “W” surrounded by garlands, centered under a vs as = 

grille and all were bronze-plated. The gates at each floor were designed so that one section of the gate slid past the other : 4 rac 

for passenger access to the car. In addition, the entire frame for the two-section gate was hinged so that it could be 

opened as a unit when full access to the elevator opening was needed. Car position indicators were mounted within 6.6 Ground floor elevator corridor, 1917 

ornamental, bronze-plated iron grilles or transoms above the elevator opening at each floor. Within each grille a surface- A carefully orchestrated composition of decorative elements and finishes, including molded plaster elements, 
cK z deen pe aes ‘ several types of marble and stone, decorative painting and bronze light fixtures, marks the main corridor at mounted circular bronze plate with a needle indicated the position of the car within the shaft. Elevator design and the transition from the wing to the Central Portion. Doors with ornamental iron grillwork provide access to 

location were uniform throughout all four wings of the Capitol, and the car of each elevator operated within a shaft lined each elevator. 
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f 3 gk i i é s ee u k : eee ye as g with white ceramic tile that would reflect light into the car. Skylights above each shaft provided overhead illumination 

ee i i i ; i : i = MP» a i i ‘ : i} : “Ne af : within the car and the ambient light that reflected from the ceramic tile.'* 

eh opal) Ie ge Be 
5 a. 48 eee a : paca at ie ie : ‘ e 4 S fey : is “ee e Stair treads, risers and landings of the secondary stairs, at all levels, were and are meadow gray marble from Tennessee. 

} Boe 4 7 B Es b She in BF ee ik : ata it ae 7 es = An ornamental cast-iron railing, with bronzed highlights and topped by a handrail made of cherry, borders the outer 
bg | : E. he 5 PEAR a ae {-- $4 fri a g edges of the secondary stairs. A corresponding handrail, also cherry, attaches to the stair wall. On the ground floor, a 

: oy: ep : ae 2 oe a ted ee “ar & a Ki ; & decorative stencil was painted on the outer wall just above the handrail. 

ee Ares Ly, a Se Sega gz SA i : ae S i ae a x ee Three sets of entry doors provide ground floor access to a circular lobby occupying the Northeast Pavilion. This lobby 
oe 4. 8 BOs 1 als oe 2 ce o ke meet 1g Savas 4 woth zs a is open to the corridor belting the Roum ong provides a direct connection from a sielred entrance at the porte- 

é p ee on, me 43 a eas vg! m7 eS 1a ; fm Jee ae ker eR Se a cochere beneath the monumental exterior stairs that lead to the first floor level of the pavilion. Kasota stone walls and 
ae ‘Cea i | aes a v eh IN : ee " ee ou RAS ee ty es ka bordered marble floors accent the circular shape of the room. The round plaster ceiling and ornamental frieze are 

i | : oe Pe le S bea oi oe ss ae iP Pre: e envy 2g fod decoratively painted with a motif that includes the names of cities throughout the state, similar to the decoration used in 
. 5 5 Ob BENG Fe, Pass oe ANE : pa : bi ae e 2 v i i . the main corridors. A centrally located, multiple-globe brass light fixture provides illumination within the pavilion. 

BS geet oa oe a ree i ee Pe Las a Private Spaces, Ground Floor 
es : oe i i ? - oe ihe re os Ee a i D | . eS 4 Anarchitect’s drawing dated 1909 shows two major departments on the ground floor, the Civil Service Commission north 
go285 A 5 sae a Hd S | oe Se DG, eS a [ ae 2 Le - a a a i cs : a : i a of the main corridor and the Adjutant General’s department south of it. Other records indicate, however, that the Civil 

ae - 4 ee t a a is Lae : = x p J - a ae a k 4g = aS oy Be Q te x Service Commission never occupied this space. Rather, the Railroad Commission appears to have been the initial 
eS a cog ee ee a Ee i -—_ a er : Be Ree ee a occupant of the bulk of the office space on the north side of the wing, only to be removed to other parts of the Capitol 

Baba a poe pe eg Ba in 1917, when the Department of Agriculture took over that space.'” 

6.7 Post drawing 518-1633, Elevator Grilles (detail), 1908 

The Post firm implemented classical motifs throughout the building, although sometimes introducing decorative elements specific Both the north and the south private areas were entered from the main lobby. Double, quarter-sawn white oak doors 

HU COT st, coclualtis He elevator eviiles jeaturiiaa earianded leven Milan thelgates, provided public entrance through reception areas, which the architect called “lobbies.”'* Minor corridors bisected both 

departments from east to west, providing a series of office spaces along the north and south exterior walls of the wing 

as well as vault spaces (that had no source of natural light) on the interior sides of the corridors. 

Wooden floors of maple, an unusual floor finish in the Capitol, were installed in the offices positioned along the north 

and south exterior walls as well as in the departmental reception areas. Walls in these offices were of plaster, painted two 

or three colors, and contained quarter-sawn white oak base and chair rails as well as painted pine picture rails. Plaster 

ceilings with simple radial coves were installed in these offices. Vault and storage areas, located opposite the offices and 

constructed with concrete floors and plaster walls, were generally painted one color. Minor corridors throughout the 

Capitol were finished with Napoleon marble base and Athens stone and marble floors; these corridors had plaster walls 

and ceilings with a simple radial cove. Quarter-sawn white oak door casings rested on marble plinths, and chair rails of 

the same wood protected the walls. The minor corridors received three colors of paint, and the south one was decorated 

with a stenciled band. The south men’s coatroom, proposed to receive plain paint, actually was decorated with stenciled 

bands above the chair rail.’ The north corridor had been proposed to receive Class III finishes, while Class V finishes 

had been proposed for the coatroom and south corridor. Therefore, both of these examples indicate a level of finish 

consistent with Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s Class IV, thus departing from the firm’s 1914 proposal. 

Doors, framing for sidelights, borrowed lights, transoms, window trim, chair rails and radiator enclosures were made of 

quarter-sawn white oak, stained and varnished in a manner consistent throughout the entire building. Glass installed in 

interior doors, sidelights, borrowed lights and transoms was not clear, but rather was of a molded swirl pattern that 

rendered it translucent rather than transparent and provided privacy to those within. Glass in the entry doors was clear. 
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North of the main public corridor, occupants had access from the minor corridor to a very large vault. A much smaller EE eee Z 
vault could be entered from the business office in the northeast part of the wing. A concrete elevator shaft, located SS ee ee ea le 

4s i Se ee ee ee ee ina SLs eet eto 3 Ne within the smaller vault, held a small private elevator that operated between the first, second and third floors (from the ——— a ee a Gi 
attorney general’s office, to the Supreme Court chambers, to the State Law Library). This elevator did not serve the | TT F< i i... ATM § mm a =| ee = 
ground floor, and only a small service or access door opened into the shaft. In the south side of the wing, three vaults Py a ps —_ : iLL ett ae Sos |_| a 
were constructed along the inner wall, one off the business office assigned to the adjutant general, one off the second- Bea ne oe ee {5 ie 

: z ‘ ‘ ei a ee a z ary corridor for the State Land Office (which had many cumbersome volumes of Wisconsin’s original land surveys and wae i] 4 7 fe je at 
transactions) and one for use by the governor’s office that was connected to the first floor by an internal stairway. It Ps || eed _] eel I A 4 ea 
appears that what was originally planned as one very large vault was divided into two separate vaults circa 1909, when ie | He ee — ajn oe =f ee ‘ ae - ‘i Se ee en BT ff 4 4 ile the Land Office occupied the building prior to its completion.”” BRS rs Se ion meme ae esa 

a eS eS ae 

Originally there were three toilet rooms on the ground floor. Public toilets, both for men, were located adjacent to the Te A feelin) & aa 
5 as . i ppg P fn | oe ie Boa ea tH t ess secondary stairs. In addition, a men’s toilet and coatroom were placed ona south exterior wall of the wing, in the adjutant ey oad EL 4h Z ‘ i Bale 

general’s area. Toilet rooms were finished with marble floors, base and wall panels. Ceilings and walls above seven feet = — el | = ges | fl Ct _f te SAAC om a fees ah 
. Pia ec ne ee | | were plastered and the transition handled with a simple curved cove. Toilets and urinals were installed on marble slabs. 6.8 Post drawing 518-609, He a eS eo ry 

These rooms were fitted with marble partitions, quarter-sawn white oak paneled stall doors, marble vanities on nickel- ee Secon ee QB ao i i | cn im § ray WH : : 
, HEE be Bt aH ae ‘ plated brass legs, china sinks and either white-metal or crown-silver plumbing fittings.’ Like other public toilet rooms A number of design elements Le ie Haat Ble it tg [it at t 

eae : : s : i : ; : : Pe BSG ee Cec ce pee in similar locations on other floors, these toilet rooms contained large windows with quarter-sawn white oak casings. reinforced the hierarchy of spaces Fb Sn ee ee i F ae 
within the wing, including door ee tS —- —o i! et —— feats Sig ge aay So 3 =| First Floor types, sidelights and transoms, ee =a a 15 i ; 

é ; ; borrowed lights, wainscoting, we 4 i i 78 ko Jt 
Like the ground floor, offices on the first floor are accessed by a large main corridor and by north and south secondary several types and sizes of windows pot Ree ter cee cy eh is |e i : 

corridors. In the East Wing, the main corridor leads directly to the lobby of the Governor’s Conference Room and the and some types of window 35 SES cea ma spe fe ant ol eee nl 
suite of offices occupied by the governor. Originally, the executive department occupied the entire south side of the pais including first floor | er Nene ican |e eae yea re aig ena iu 

: : gs . *. window cornices. 2 i aga . 
wing in addition to the rooms behind the four southernmost window bays on the east wall. The attorney general’s 

department occupied the remainder of space on the north side of the wing and one room on the east wall. 

et ee TT ee Ti “11 ea aa f= = i eae 9 
3 “ee! be ah ? eeaees | | cae: i 4 i y ery TH 2 spagenhe iL. ee. age | RE Ea ee Le 

The grand main stairs and the main stair galleries afford a direct link to the Executive Chamber, which was designed as ae pia i est pe eee tL} 
the most ceremonial room in the Capitol. Both the vistas to the chamber from the Rotunda and from the chamber to and gg ieee anne ee oo iN aR Milter retpinins new wi & 

through the Rotunda are among the most impressive in the building. Access to the Northeast and Southeast Pavilions a a Cag ttn eee serena rained bP ts ae ee OPE ee ager hime [= 
i ; = 2 . f ‘ ; as ‘ - J A | | A ee ee es — eal oar MY Tal teh es oy S| eae | aS) |S is available via a cross-corridor in the Central Portion that connects the stair galleries and pavilions. This connection [ea i hae “ie OT CRE EF is ee ii eu iz 

i i i ‘i es de a: | Brea: | * net Ot | Vite me 4 SS Pes | vimecemmeeieneatictoy | ba Par Ae continues around the Rotunda at all four wings, serving as a bridge between the structural elements of the Central B Ae iil Al Hi Fi it Hi 1k La erases th BTR | eeeeiaeyme | Bal 4 a i 3 ¢ ee : ‘ : , Re i: } aah i Hf ‘ AIBA ANE AS Faeyr PARE BM 
Portion and the wings and pavilions. The supporting structure of the Dome and Central Portion concentrates in the f Hf 4 i i 4 Ty rie Hi Ae H Hi Bt yi yee ee 7 FY d i . 

j it aT fe Hil oe Ue UT PAAR ATR OU bd aol A ee eR ITT masonry masses at the inner edges of the wings, enabling the clear views through the entire building from the centers of r a Fj n i! He i tbe { ei, it 5 H ie be lel i t lH | eet q : 
} oa} H my Rt > fa Pe CI TEL i H Coal a the wings. Hap hat dt Me ey Dap speeal + | aad HH ! JO oa Lond H <a Hh EU FTR Sea feo feean cece Pine OP ad me eT re SOREN rise ast respe iis at ane SSI ipa alt Stes Tea eee yy hl 

Highly ornate surfaces in both the East Wing’s first floor and the Rotunda connect them visually and in design, just as egw mes) —e beara ee ee cen ee ane rere 
with the other three wings. Red granite pillars, supporting a second floor balustraded gallery that joins the wings and the ita Ht mee ca q t eae es rh, ! A r+ ce ry =a rt Lf Ee 

Central Portion, delineate the junction of the main grand corridor and the Central Portion of the building. Similar to the TT vac ie 4 1 tal — 4 H Te | re | as ly =I | ‘ tea fotep ore beep bebe dy. abt ot fae be fell [fl ground floor, the grand stairs are open to the center, over the ground floor corridor, while outer walls are of the Kasota ft. “it ; ca ogi a a ORT pp emmen dH nit 1 i a] f ¥ a {ae i We | a | Ky 
stone used throughout the building. Post specified various marbles for the treads and risers, as well as elements 

" : “ ‘ : * 6.9 Post drawing 518-606, Section AA (detail), 1908 th trades. A th t i 
euIpoeinel ie aa ute mn ee a . Dae vault ore above the stairs, creating a brightly lit stairway. By Pediments and sidelights lent importance to the first floor business department entrances; the north entrance is visible in this 
contrast, and almost certainly by the architect’s intent, the main corridor appears rather dark. The approach from the east building section. The architect's intention to bestow ornate finishes on the Executive Chamber and its lobby is also apparent in this 
entrance towards the Rotunda, through the main corridor, has the effect of passing through a lower and darker space drawing. 
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The ornate Executive Chamber is connected to the main corridor by the lobby or antechamber and is entered through a Seabee 4 Bey he et ol leg eg ee a 

shallow vestibule. Cherry doors to small closets north and south of the entry vestibule match the curves of the walls, » <s ee Sea See BER i per § 

reflected in the ceiling panels above at those locations. George Post designed the room in the Venetian Renaissance bie / ore Rees Da er ae 3 a ial eo sone eg : 

style. The walls and doorframes are of hand-carved cherry, painted a rich dark-reddish color, as are the non-gilded parts ee hs es ope a SoD ee Pe lag pean pen™ is oes yaa Std 

of the ceiling. The lower portions of the walls consist of ornamented, hand-carved paneled wainscot. Upper portions of a Ty pA — “ype & -! iat : Sam pe 5 lias 

all walls contain murals surrounded by frames of gilded ornamentation. Ornamental panels above the doors and ; m PEt eter apes eae 5 5 

garlands made of composition wood at each side of the doors continue the highly decorative theme, along with a scp 5 2ge? APIS eis Pe EE ater” fa jt ae : 

bracketed frieze around the entire perimeter of the room. The elaborately molded plaster ceiling features a central panel Ney Ms x = se ei ag a 2 Ere rs e os eles 0 ae 

painting, nine feet in diameter, and several smaller painted panels. These ceiling paintings, along with the ceiling- Bedtime... PERO EIO PPO EM Sk pacar = 

mounted light fixtures, are set within highly ornamented recesses; between recesses, the plaster has been modeled in See eae ae e+ 2 : } 5 

low relief. Throughout the room, some of the decorations are carved from cherry, while some were molded of a wood fe . Seis Si ee @ a , | 

composition material and then applied to the cherry panels. These elements were also painted in the same rich color, and : Re eee eee i, 4 Sok ra ; 3 

then gilding was applied. Elaborate carved pediments crown the door and window openings. Wall sconces resembling Be: ee ; EB enn ee «| ee OTe ‘a~ 

triple-armed candelabra are mounted at a uniform height at intervals throughout the room. An intricate parquet hard- | ra aa : e ey | ; al 8 { = | 

wood floor was installed in this room, using teak (principally), oak and mahogany. Twenty-nine murals and ceiling eles on Pa ha — cp I | ta \ 

paintings adorn the space. A full-height fireplace of hand-carved Italian Botticino marble, flanked by a pair of Corinthian BG! ; : se" eee AS Page ii : 

columns and surmounted by a traditional entablature (both echoing the wing’s exterior), dominates the north wall of the a be =o = “ses ; ‘ 7 UG 

room. Elaborate brass sconces and light fixtures completed the original décor. Three windows in the east wall, ornately / i ae ot Fae | i ' ay Bi) Y 

draped, accented the room and provided a fine view toward King Street and Lake Monona. These draperies were the only | ea T cena” ane eG : E = | ri ; 

ones originally in the East Wing, and photographic evidence indicates that they were hung well after initial occupancy. J i 8 i ij eeey ne is a4 - iM f } f 

The Northeast Pavilion—one of four important ceremonial entrances to the floor—contains three sets of curved, | ie > VP el 8 a y 

quarter-sawn white oak double doors with clear glazing. Entry doors open into a round lobby, similar to the arrangement oe) | a : \ : y cy meet a 

of the pavilion at the ground level. On the first floor, however, the lobby is entered from a grand exterior staircase, aligned ig a e x om : - | a 4 ‘ 

with East Washington Avenue. Inside, the lobby is finished in a manner typical of first floor pavilions throughout the a 3 ‘ yi carci | : 3 P 3 “ 

building. Eight pilasters with molded plaster capitals punctuate the Kasota stone walls. The transition from wall to ection J - 5 coment r 

ceiling includes several types of plaster molding: dentil, egg and dart, and two types of beads. The decorative round co ee 24 P ay 

ceiling, within a plaster cove molding, features a central starburst medallion surrounded by classical motifs and signs of Bots of: cae iaa E Par’ Be Bes phe 

the Zodiac. Raised portions of these designs are gold-leafed, as are portions of the moldings. The marble floor pattern p noe acces ee ai gs aes aes : 

echoes the circular shape of the room. Massive granite corner piers anchor the transition of the space into the corridor : Be ‘ ee Migs he Sere et 

in the Central Portion that connects all four pavilions and effectively encircles the Rotunda. ca ¥ ea ae oe 

Private Spaces, First Floor ‘ 

Private spaces on the first floor originally included the spaces for the executive department on the south side of the wing ak apy ] . a Phiaid Gapearionee of the thom ineluded aimurble fireplace and 

and the attorney general’s department on the north side. Ina similar configuration to that of the ground floor, secondary surround, mural and ceiling paintings, carved and gilded walls, an oriental rug and carved table with 

corridors divided the two areas from east to west. Offices were arrayed along north and south exterior walls while chairs. In 1917, draperies for this room had not yet been installed. The lamp standard with alabaster 
storage spaces occupied the internal areas. shade, no longer existing, was designed to illuminate the table as shown. 

Although Class I finishes were applied only within the stair galleries, the level of finishes throughout the entire first floor 

was relatively high. Class II finishes were proposed throughout for the attorney general’s and governor’s departments, 

including the business offices, as well as in the main corridor. This level called for application of gold leaf as well as 

stenciled bands and patterns in several colors. Both business offices were finished with panels of decorative painting 
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: ai e ye soe / % | ee = ——t the cornices featured a dentil course beneath a wide crown molding. These elements were made primarily of quarter- a] a b 1 | ie Oe | | ; rie ri : i : ©) a ea I (all sawn white oak, except in the case of the two executive department offices on the east end of the wing which were fitted 

; = t i z a : il ; | | \ dae 4 | Sant | | —— with mahogany woodwork. Although not ornate, these cornices added weight and importance to the appearance of 
| S 7. os ‘ f | f fae ‘i ‘a : aa Ii these rooms. Throughout the spaces, wooden elements included paneled wainscoting, wide window moldings, radiator 

4 4 : : fc a “2 8 : i | , We Z enclosures, borrowed lights, sidelights, transoms and doors. Within the business offices, structural columns were 
; fa * a Bs / fi ee. . at a completely clad with quarter-sawn white oak paneling with wooden crown moldings; this paneling was stained in a 

| a ii Lea _ 8 medium finish to match that used throughout the room. Exceptions to this use of oak occurred in the governor’s private 
; Q an ll office and the office of the governor’s private secretary, where mahogany was used. Painted pine picture rail was used 

1 a ee | : (oe ; : throughout the spaces. Also, doors to the private offices east of the business offices, for both the governor’s and 
ree TH q Ee ; attorney general’s departments, were upholstered in brass-studded leather and contained glazed upper panels. Entry to 

/ = \ yi i i ; the main corridor from both business offices was gained through quarter-sawn white oak double doors. Above the 
al 4 5 = = eo es < : : doors a quarter-sawn white oak pediment in front of panels of matching wood added importance; sidelights flanked the 

So) So ae ae Se a So Se doors at either side. Glazing in the doors, transoms and sidelights was patterned rather than clear. 
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a We The att P’s private offi ied th rth of the Executive Chamber. This offi dorned with oy eee ae j wee Se ; e al lorie ae 's private ie Decupie he space noi Pe: e au ive amber. This office Ha lorned wit 
— s Sere ae rc eee ee ee So Class II finishes in a manner consistent with its importance, including stenciled wall panels containing brass wall 

ane 4 : nae Saal sconces and an ornamental band at the ceiling inside the cove. Two other offices for high-ranking deputies occupied the 
6.13 Governor’s Business Office, 1914 northeast corner of the wing; these offices were finished in a manner similar to the attorney general’s office. A small minor 

es Ee ie bu pines Oia rchided Paseo Ss: paneled ee wood cores nap pester Gullncods Will i corridor connected these offices to the business office, while a small vestibule served the attorney general’s private office. decorative borders. Furniture was fully integrated in Posts comprehensive design for the building. In 1914, the Conrad Schmitt 
decorative finishes were instill place. The attorney general’s office suite also included a private toilet room as well as a small internal elevator connecting the 

department with the Supreme Court on the second floor and the State Law Library on the third and fourth floors. 

The north secondary corridor formed a connection from the attorney general’s business office to the secondary stairs 

near the Northeast Pavilion. Floors in the secondary corridors were made of Athens limestone with Pink Tennessee 

marble borders and Napoleon marble base. The north corridor was adorned with four colors of paint and borders above 

the chair rail; the south corridor was painted three colors with no border. Floors within the offices themselves were 

carpeted. Within the attorney general’s department on the north side of the wing, office walls were decorated with 

stenciled bands above the chair rail and a ceiling pattern at the inner molding. 

The chief executive’s department occupied the remainder of the space on the first floor. The office of the governor’s 

secretary was located between the Governor’s Conference Room and the governor’s private office immediately south; it 

served as a connection between the two spaces. Two separate doors in the north wall opened into the conference room, 

and another in the south wall opened directly into the governor’s private office. This large office occupied the entire 

southeast corner of the first floor, with two windows in the south exterior wall. A second door in the governor’s office 

connected it to the open business office to the west. A third door in the north wall opened into a private corridor that 
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connected the governor’s suite of offices directly to the antechamber outside the Governor’s Conference Room. \ ; | | sf || |e ce a = = ee z 

Doors in the governor’s and secretary’s offices were given importance by means of wooden cornices composed of Baked | iI AW o.) Wile ‘ oe is | ae 

dentils and crown moldings above them, similar to the previously described window cornices. In these spaces, wooden A di La | | be aS Hi ; 4 hed: E Sy | Se i | S J 5 

elements, including paneled wainscoting door and window trim, were crafted of mahogany. Doors in the governor’s i / | | eo | Ee = ——— | x | . ie : le Eo e 

office were upholstered in leather. In the governor’s office, a patterned border accented the field carpet. Nine regularly i | i i EA cea), U ies ll i] a 3 

spaced wall sconces mounted at a uniform height throughout the room, as well as a central ten-globe chandelier, / ry | \ et rf | iE : i oo. 

provided artificial light. The secretary’s office, by contrast, contained one five-globe ceiling-mounted light fixture. i i ia a i : : Ren | fe ° a S 
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The private corridor connected the governor’s private office directly to the antechamber or lobby outside the Governor’s P ae , ) é x to Lt i 

Conference Room at the terminus of the main corridor. By means of a door in the corridor’s west wall, the private corridor Be | Sf 4 if : * 4 ; 

also connected to the lobby of the business office to the west of the governor’s private office. Along the east wall of the : vy ! a Y Bi f c 

corridor, doorways opened into the secretary’s office and a small private toilet room immediately to the north. Two large Pa o Se : : a 

closets were located at the entry to the secretary’s office, in effect forming an entrance corridor. ad MM t= rs 4 

The business office and the lobby connecting it to the main corridor formed a large open area that comprised a at | S(t ei : = - po - 

substantial share of the executive department space on the first floor. This space was directly opposite the attorney si — mee so ass ree ; (e y 

general’s business department and mirrored that space in size, arrangement and finishes. A large storage vault was ; } fi i} j ‘ 

located immediately west of the business office. This vault again mirrors the corresponding vault in the attorney hI i iT i i | i 

general’s department in terms of location; however, it contained an internal stair connection to the ground floor vault ‘ ree | 

directly beneath it. South of the vault was a minor corridor serving the remainder of the executive department along the 5 | : ' r : 

south side of the wing. Two offices west of the business office served as stenographers’ offices. A men’s coatroom and —— 

toilet room occupied the westernmost spaces along the corridor. Two offices on the south exterior wall of the wing were are ana , 

more ornate than corresponding offices on the north side, with stenciled bands above the wainscoting and on the Bi ra ee ev ol 

ceiling, including a Greek key border with medallions. j a 3 

Scoand Floor 6.14 Governor Philipp’s private office, 1919 

The second floor of the East Wing was designed to house the Supreme Court. Spatial arrangement on this floor differs Mack, Jenney and Tyler imposed chatter finishes in a scheme that reinforced George Post's hierarchical intent for the building. 
from the two floors beneath it. The Supreme Court Hearing Room is central to the second floor, and all other spaces are These finishes included stenciled borders and panels in a carefully selected color palette with gold leaf accents. 

arranged around it, while on the lower floors the important spaces hug the exterior walls with service spaces in the center. 

The Supreme Court Hearing Room receives natural light by means of a skylight, as do the large central rooms on the 

second floor level in all the wings. 

Public Spaces, Second Floor 

The grand stairs and main corridor on the second floor connect directly to the ornamental iron double doors of the outer 

vestibule of the Supreme Court Hearing Room. The inner lobby is a shallow rectangular space connecting to the hearing 

room by a double door and two side doors. Each door opening accommodates two doors: leather swinging doors and 

sliding mahogany doors. Back in the main corridor, ornate stair galleries flank the main stairs to the north and south, and 

secondary stairs are located immediately to the north and south of the galleries. A unique floor treatment in the Capitol 

occurs within the second floor stair galleries. Glass blocks in an iron frame, set in the floor between marble tiles, provide 

light to the first floor stair galleries below. Elevators serving the second floor open onto the main stair galleries at the 

cross corridor, near the entrances to the secondary corridors. 

Both the lobby and the hearing room are grand public spaces that received Class I finishes, as did the main stairs and 
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ES = Ee eee . re oa z stair galleries and the cross corridor at the top of the stairs. 
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ea ee | eee s 0 \\ Ree ee aS either side of the lobby entrance. A plaster badger peers over the pediment, and seven shields are arrayed in coffered 
ca ae a we A ie oz ods i ea a es Ta VO e | “amen 7 eee 5 openings in the arched wall above. Gold-leaf elements accent the barrel vault and east wall, although photographic 

Wee 2h / ay FS = ae a ys A evidence along with Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s 1914 contract and records of occupancy prove that the building was in 
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nel : ae F eet The double doors to the Supreme Court lobby are composed of cast- and wrought-iron grilles; narrow grilles flanking the 

: —————— —— doors, as well as a larger one above the doors, are similarly constructed. Also, large grilles are located in openings at 
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¥ ae tae) = ae either side of the columns flanking the doors. Plate-glass panels mounted within iron frames and hinged to open for 
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ce | a : eae ventilation back all of these grilles, including those of the doors. The lobby of the Supreme Court, a long and narrow 
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a EE ee or es ae , rectangular space, contains paneled, quarter-sawn white oak doors at its north and south ends. Walls of the lobby are 

fe eC fae of light Italian Botticino marble with decorative panels of yellow Siena marble. The floor includes White Rutland and 
| ae a 2 5 =H / I seat : Verde Antique types of marble. Leather-clad double doors with oval glazed openings, directly opposite the ornamental 

j ee ae a cea iron doors, form the main entrance into the courtroom. Similar leather single doors are located on either end of the 

os ie RS mes lobby’s east wall, near the north and south walls of the courtroom, providing two secondary entrances. These doors are 
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es Be pests aa tg ornamental; for security and privacy purposes mahogany pocket doors back them. The plaster ceiling in the lobby was 

Oe I { { { ! { { { it painted in an extremely ornamental fashion, with a stenciled panel containing an elaborate central motif. A gilded egg- 

Pe nus pe and-dart molding borders the ceiling. Three ornamental brass, six-globe light fixtures are suspended from the ceiling. 

Sats a ‘ — : = Former justices’ oil portraits in identical frames were hung on the marble walls of the lobby. 

6.15 East Gallery, circa 1917 The Supreme court Hearing Room, orlemally called the Supreme Court iene a elaborate and carefully planned 

The open second floor gallery, actually part of the Central Portion, forms the connection between the north and south sides of space that continues the extremely high level of finish found in the spaces preceding it. In contrast to the dark tones of 
the wing at the Rotunda. The gallery provides an impressive view into the Rotunda and the West Wing beyond. the Governor’s Conference Room on the first floor, this room is light in tone and very fine, of Class I distinction. 
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The Supreme Court Hearing Room is essentially a 42-foot square. The floor was carpeted in a yellow-gold that comple- Se Per g 

mented the mahogany furnishings of the room. The ceiling contains a large central skylight consisting of leaded glass 2 es . ; a i 

panels set within a coffered frame. Ornamental gilded plaster modillions, above egg-and-dart and dentil moldings, Z | psi ee : ‘Le g 

border the light-colored ceiling over the frieze at the upper walls. Gilded medallions punctuate the plaster frieze, beneath | | aN : se aes E 
which gilded Corinthian capitals crown full-height pilasters of heavily veined Breche Coraline marble from Italy. There Lge Se as a : oe 

are two full-height pilasters on each wall flanking the murals, and two more forming each corner of the chamber. The walls of i a  < ee ee fe 4 | 

the room are finished with panels of Italian Botticino marble. On the side and rear walls, fine panels consisting of bookmatched et | | : es ‘ Dae | Eb F 

Formosa marble are inserted between the Italian Botticino panels. Opposite the leather-clad entry doors at either end of the | : ae a 4 : a 

west wall, two more leather doors on the east wall provide entry from the justices’ private corridor east of the room. Half- | | i d | : ee eae se # 

height marble pilasters beneath a marble entablature flank all of the entrances into the room. Brass candelabra-type light gene ' | P BS Ba i = 

standards are mounted in arched marble niches that align above the single doorways on the east and west walls. On the i ‘ | | : Re ree) 8 

north and south walls, identical fixtures in identical niches occupy similar locations in the walls above marble ventilation — Ye ee erat é 
grilles. Other gilded, very ornate grilles similar to those in the Governor’s Conference Room are placed above the niches oe : er reo i P g 

between the large capitals of the full-height pilasters. The carved mahogany Supreme Court bench occupies a platform 6.16 Entry to Supreme Court lobby, 1917 a aie i, Ke ar — 

at the east end of the room. During court sessions, the justices sit in seven, hand-carved, high-backed mahogany chairs Like the entrances to the grand second floor central spaces ~~ ing Sia ee 
placed at the bench. Behind the bench and in front of recessed marble wall panels stand eight small Composite columns 2 oe op ae eta oe = 2 ee ene 

of French Benou marble, with seats and capitals made of very white marble from Hagerstown, Maryland; this architectural tion with marble, stone and gilded plaster. as — 
feature resembles a sedalia, a row of seating niches delineated by columns and found in European church architecture. This 

feature terminates at a frieze and cornice beneath a mural featuring the signing of the American Constitution. aaa = 

This mural represents American legal history. Its placement behind and above the bench gives it prominence among the a é 

four paintings created by muralist Albert Herter that are centered on the upper portion of each wall of the room. On the 3 
north wall, the mural features the signing of the Magna Carta; on the east wall, Roman law; on the south wall, the trial of es a 

Chief Oshkosh, an episode in Wisconsin history. Herter blended the color schemes of his paintings with the finishes og = — i q i 

throughout the room. qi : aoe a 3 

Private Spaces, Second Floor a oe " . eee ee 2 a sl 
Private spaces on the second floor were arranged along corridors that flanked the courtroom to the north, east and eo oes ia 7 a ” = oe ; a a. 3 
south. Wood double doors from the main stair galleries provided a connection to vestibules at the west ends of the Pies 2 Slee — ie , ce | Pes cee - 5 

north and south secondary corridors. These secondary corridors were wide and accommodated bookshelves in niches = ee e ae or ry i sy ie 4 eee Se 3 
located on the corridors’ interior walls adjacent to the hearing room. Stairs at the eastern half of the north and south SS re at aa oe = rn ge r 8 = 5 

corridors provided access to the library on the third floor of the wing. Natural light illuminated these stairs; it passed ae [> eee : — ae i a ge Ta a “aie . Te ln: e 

from a roof-mounted skylight through a light shaft over the stairs. The east corridor at the rear of the courtroom was ines ee Ei oe ea E bE Ee i ieee ee: 
accessible only by way of four steps at either end of the corridor. This change in level accommodated the ceiling height ae Le is a hese : : ig { ne aie | | oe eee eee 5 

in the Governor’s Conference Room directly below. The north, south and east corridors, as well as the steps at either end a : el i = @ a a pine : 2 
of the east corridor and those from it to the hearing room, were surfaced in marble. aR S sas oon ze Sepa ole) : Pes g 

The seven justices’ chambers opened off these corridors along the north, south and east exterior walls of the building. — | br gm Ck \ . —_— a =a re 2 

Although actual layout varied, the justices’ chambers consisted of a small vestibule, a secretary’s room, a justice’s “g p Ee NG [call] Sie | ‘ 

private study and a private toilet room. Three justices’ chambers were located along the north wall, three along the east one i 3 Sa. nk 1 

and one on the south. ES cle ‘ i ef 1 

i ee : 2 ? f és 6.17 Supreme Court Hearing Room, circa 1920 
Vestibules within the office suites contained marble floors that continued the marble from the corridors. Secretaries’ The importance of this room and the proceedings held there is implicit in the extensive use of marble and gold 
offices and justices’ chambers were to have been covered with cork flooring over which area rugs could be laid. leaf throughout, together with the four very large murals depicting legal history. 
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¥i<e = — A tay oe T £ Research indicates that, although the justices considered using rugs over cork flooring in their chambers, they and the 
yd 2 eae iE ls fe é ; , z architects ultimately decided to install carpet of a uniform brown color, like the carpet in the governor’s private office, in 

ip 4 ‘ ee ae if en i a ae g all of their personal offices as well as their consultation room.” It is not known if the flooring was used in other offices 
a P| fiom. ef! ¥ Z Wy aaa y £ a i ' 7 . in their area, but it did appear in the East Wing in the library on the third and fourth floors. Surviving examples show it 
S ae ; a a | : y Ze, Ya ak b to have been thin sheets of cork affixed to the concrete floor. Second floor offices feature mullioned, double-hung 

i yj eo] j | ' 1 { 4 é ; windows with curved tops set within rectangular frames. Only window shades were installed in these rooms. All wood 
" y a = | i } ae a i trim within these spaces was quarter-sawn white oak, including doors, door trim, chair rail, wood base and borrowed light 

‘ 4 . e A x 4 | y gf z trim. Justices’ personal chambers included oak wainscoting, while offices for secretaries and other staff members had 
a j i Cees E : Fr ZA e % none. Plaster walls and coves were decoratively painted. Although the original decorative finish proposal specified 
| [ i th 5 i eS ‘ F \ a x Sg : Class II finishes for the justices’ private chambers and Class III finishes for the adjacent secretaries’ offices, these spaces 

ie : Cea | Cu“ Fe | 9 were all finished similarly and in a manner consistent with Class II. Greek key panels adorned the walls above the chair : fi | Ce li Za ie i rail, a stenciled frieze ornamented the cove and a border of stylized leaves and flowers accented the ceiling panel in each 
a q WA | ZA Sa Zz ee J] g room. It appears that the decorators may have determined that the substantial furniture supplied to these chambers and 

; a | eZ > Cs By fi : 24 ‘ its placement obscured much of the proposed ornamentation, since the justices had already occupied their offices when 

nS 3s ES F ee a f a g a decorative painting took place. 
3 Rt | ee Pea c 5 " 

iS <I J g en ¢ i 5 q oat . : Ceiling-mounted, six-light fixtures suspended from an ornamental chain provided primary light within the justices’ 
‘a Sou 1 aor | 4 La ee a # ih - ie] private chambers. Auxiliary light from four wall-mounted sconces, each containing three globes, accented the spaces. 

Hl - Al i u 2 4 - 5 fi a] : = : i a In the secretaries’ offices, similar sconces were found on the walls, but the ceilings contained larger profile central 

es eg 4 3 : es i S i = fixtures mounted closer to the ceilings. 

oa a j a a a 
/ : } eS ; Ee fb | ret ee Marble-floored toilet rooms within the chambers were elevated one step above the adjoining rooms. These rooms, like 

2 i Er S é ie a : Fy | = those for the governor and the attorney general on the first floor, contained the same finishes as larger public toilet 

a od 3a: F| | : i a (3 ie rooms. These finishes included marble wall panels to seven feet, marble base and plinths at doorways, marble stall i aa ‘ E ] a is Et : : partition walls, quarter-sawn white oak stall doors and plaster walls above seven feet with simple cove transitions to 
A 1 : las : = ee ss) Ee A a es BS plaster ceilings. Slender, nickel-plated brass, curved legs supported marble vanities that contained china sinks and 

| ; i { wg es = : a x == =a a white-metal or crown-silver-over-brass fittings. Borrowed lights in the walls between the toilet rooms and the adjoining 
: / jak oe | ; = : = —. office spaces augmented the illumination afforded by ceiling-mounted light fixtures. 

— SE ee ee : : 
= ra a a p . Court staff members occupied much of the space on the north side of the wing. The court reporter’s staff and his 

i | ae assistant were located in the Northeast Pavilion. After its construction, the pavilion was made accessible from the public 

= seeing a corridor and contained two storage areas as well as the offices. The areas of the East Wing adjoining the pavilions were 
— : ca» i 2 renovated in 1916-17 to accomodate offices on both the second and third floors. A connection was established from the 
Se. assistant’s office in the pavilion to the court reporter’s private office and a small private toilet room was located within 
ee Re : the space connecting the two rooms. 

gee oe a anaes eat da “sedalia” 1s composed of eight regularly From the east corridor, access to the courtroom was gained through doorways at the north and south ends of the east 

spaced Composite columns and seven seats and niches—one for each justice—immediately behind the wall of the chamber. The doorways were contained in niches two steps down from the corridor. Shelving along the west 

Supreme Court bench. side of this corridor was contained in a recess in the plaster wall. The east corridor was higher than the north and south 

corridors that connected to it; access to it was by four steps at either end. The floors in the north, east and south 

corridors were of Athens limestone with Pink Tennessee border and Napoleon base. Door trim in the corridors was of 

quarter-sawn white oak, resting on marble plinths at the floor. Plaster walls were finished with quarter-sawn white oak 

chair rail, three colors of paint and a stripe above the chair rail. The plaster ceiling began with a simple curved cove above 

the painted picture rail. 
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Two private elevators were located in the east corridor near the steps. The north elevator served the first through third : a z 
floors, while the south elevator served only the second and third floors. Smaller and less grand than the public elevators = 2 

paces B in the main corridors, these elevators were for the use of the Supreme Court, the attorney general and the librarian. F “f ae 

Bronze-plated bypass doors contained wire-mesh plate glass windows in the upper half of each panel, and were adorned fo zg 

with a fairly simple border motif. Similar to the larger public elevators, private elevator cars were made of bronze-plated a 3 

wrought iron. Each car contained a sturdy wood floor, over which an Athens stone floor with marble border provided a 

visual consistency with the adjacent corridor. Inside each car, a folding, bronze-plated, wrought-iron gate closed off the g 

elevator cab. Elevators were called by means of simple buttons mounted on the frames of the openings; there were no 6.19 Borrowed light, Supreme E 
car position indicators. Court justice’s chambers, 1999 po —Eg i 

Original borrowed lights, still in aes | . coe | ae 

: : : : : : i in 1999, oe 4 
The south corridor narrowed considerably west of the internal stairs to the third floor library because a large vault PB ee rae Se f Oo i ee 

rovide natural light to the justices Ace. a ; : ee ae ; BI g . = occupied the space just west of the justice’s chambers, protruding into the corridor space. The office of the clerk of court private toilet rooms.These lights Boe mere a os | ;. 

was located along the south exterior wall of the wing. Two spaces lay east of that office and were accessible only have been retained as of 2001. AS pidsehei/ 

through that office: the vault, which was divided into two parts internally, and a deputy’s office. A men’s toilet room was 

adjacent to the clerk of court’s office. An attorneys’ room was located at the end of the corridor nearest the south Sse pe RC pact OSE as ee Ts POLY KEE 2 
‘ i i d é ge gi ee en re, ee NN Wee oe 8 

secondary stairs. A small coatroom, accessible from the attorneys’ room, was fitted into the irregularly shaped space 2 ere Spel? SS PS eA a eee S 
‘ ‘ nies ‘ ; meee ac. Oe E between the curved northeast portion of the pavilion wall and the staircase. These utilitarian offices and toilet rooms << Ss ee ee \ a foe 3 

: : : a a ioe ttC<“‘i‘“‘<‘ Se ON were finished in the manner typical of such spaces throughout the building. SN q ea)) > a e\ cA s - {E % 
at me RS fad —I fe oe nee A oN: SEA Be Al a = 

The Supreme Court Consultation Room, located in the southeast corner of the second floor, received a high level of i Re i er eee — Ss 2“ AAS eee & 

decorative finish, although not exactly as envisioned by the designers. Due to the justices’ decision to install bookcases ee Raa ioe eee Sy oe = Se E 

around the entire perimeter of the room, there was no need for wall decorations or for the wainscoting originally we ee Ree e Seo ges 6 ate: g 

designed. Therefore, decoration was confined to a gilded frieze on the upper walls and ornamental ceiling painting. The HIS targa — ee SSS a ee me 
ane : $ Fe oe EAA et meee emi SSeS ge cit > 

ceiling featured a large central medallion from which an ornate brass chandelier was suspended. Various painted ‘ e See ——— SS eee uate a 
(ST See at Beant y EB 

decorations based on the themes of justice and the law formed the remainder of the decorative ceiling composition. SS ea i eis id 3 

ee ek Gady 3 

* Third Floor = ee ee aia «CN § 

The third floor was almost entirely dedicated to housing the State Law Library and its staff. Mack, Jenney and Tyler t : _— Be ; oe ae rin ibe 2 

proposed Class II and Class III finishes for most of this floor, indicating that the firm considered this space to be of some ee Oy i | | ey y By | | | ig spike | iq ie vy gai = 
3 . i fia i 3 Sn ota aa Beara sie eae Bt , UN il 2 importance. Probe work, performed by Garland Guild, Inc. in 1998, revealed that these areas had not been decorated at ee} | boll CE es geen iil (i Fa i su TI 9 

i igi ithi i i i ot a Aen Sa rrea ea em TTR me TRL 3 that high level originally; most areas within the library proper had received only one or two colors of paint. f uy etal pi bi TRE Pa Steal Ui Mi ie hh Un i Wa ti Hy it tl = = Z 

| 12 ‘| J Hl | ii iii rrr el it Ea iH H Hs pha ; Ee in 
Public Spaces, Third Floor iit | Hak i Fi Rea pau ri ii} 4 Titian tae Titi 

Public areas on the third floor diminish in floor space because of the large opening under the barrel vault. However, the Be pati i) fess s 4 Lo ee F reat i teh : : 

stair galleries maintain Class I finishes consistent with the second floor stair galleries, forming a cohesive visual whole. i os gi! for Peet Cee tin raat Se j Vsti He 
{Sil cest Hm - lean iat ssa 1) = = me ry A view over the great stair and into the Rotunda is available from the north and south stair galleries which have open cee ee e ee aia 3 | a y if rT y 

pees ae 4 ww ee ; ihebee 5 
metalwork railings between the upper portions of the second floor pilasters. Egg-and-dart plaster capitals surmount the i a i 5et ia | A a "Lea a gfe : Si sa ani ¢ ( 
columns; three arches above the columns frame the view of the barrel vault over the main stairs. The arches dictate the se - PTT anges 1] P : = fa! i tk J 
rhythm of the groin vaults that form the ceilings of the galleries. The three vaults are plastered and decorated with Ciel } Pies ; — PO a .é / eg vi i 

5 | al : —— eee oe 
themes of Wisconsin attributes: courage, tenacity, endurance, fortitude, cunning and vogue on the north; strength, es ‘ for £ ee Ae Be = Vie: 

skill, adventure, stealth, daring and agility on the south. 620 Supreme Court Consullation Room, circa 1920 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler had planned a high level of finish for this room, but the justices wish for walls lined with bookshelves 

The stair galleries terminated at the entrances to the State Law Library. On the south side of the wing, a minor corridor required modification of the proposal. The firm confined ornamentation to the upper walls and ceiling. 
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proceeded east from the secondary stairs toward the library, providing access from the secondary stairs to the library. Public Spaces, Fourth Floor 

Elevators opened onto the stair galleries near the library entrance doors. Primary corridors connect the East Wing to the North and South Wings and the Northeast and Southeast Pavilions. 

Stairs to the fifth level are situated at the junction of the wings, near the pavilions, and are structurally part of the Central 

As in the main corridors and stair galleries on the lower floors, the floors were surfaced with Athens stone and marble Portion. Secondary stairs from the third floor open onto the north and south corridors at the exterior walls of the wing. 

with Napoleon marble base. Quarter-sawn white oak trim at the door openings rested on marble plinths. Walls at third As with all wings, exterior walls of the fourth floor are recessed from the exterior walls of the lower levels of the building; 

floor level were plaster instead of the stone used at lower levels in the main corridors. thus, the secondary stairs are adjacent to the exterior wall of the fourth floor; at either end of the wing opposite the head 

of the stairs and near the junction with the Central Portion, public doors (one step up from the corridor) opened to the 

The library occupied the entire area of the third floor east of the barrel vault. In practice, the Supreme Court made primary balustraded decks on the north and south sides of the building—a public feature of all the wings that has been closed 

use of the library, although it was also available to the larger legal community of the entire state and so could be for decades to the public. Walls surrounding the barrel vault and supporting the skylight over it occupy the center 

considered a public space. It was not, however, a large open space. Because the Supreme Court Hearing Room on the section of the western third of the wing and define the circulation pattern of the corridors. The skylight over the Supreme 

second floor is a two-story space, the room was composed of north, east, south and west areas arranged around the Court chamber is housed in another walled enclosure near the center of the wing. This skylight chamber, combined with 

upper walls of the courtroom below. The large open area east of the central wall was designated as the reading room; a large fan room between the two skylight enclosures, creates a pair of east-west corridors and two north-south 

most library stacks were located in the north and south portions of the library. corridors. Elevators near the top of the stairs open into the larger corridors, opposite the barrel vault enclosure, which 

the architect called a “light court.” The corridor walls contain large, translucent borrowed lights that helped brighten the 

Private Spaces, Third Floor walls and floors. 

Once the Northeast Pavilion was completed, the office of the revisor of statutes occupied the space. This arrangement 

occasioned changes in 1916-17 of the rooms at the northwest corner of the East Wing. East of the pavilion another Again, the library was a semi-public space. Stacks were located in the area to the immediate east of the Supreme Court 

statute revisor’s office was accessible from the landing at the top of the north set of secondary stairs and from the light court, as well as along the eastern ends of the north and south sides of the wing. Internal stairs from the third floor 

pavilion by means of a small passage. A receiving room was located east of those offices. library were located near the east end of the wing, rising to points approximately midway along the length of the north 

and south sides. Two motor rooms serving the small elevators were located near the east ends of the internal stairwells. 

A receiving room located at the northwest corner of the library was accessible only through the library. A librarian’s The ceiling area at the east end of the fourth floor featured a large vaulted skylight within a coffered oak frame. 

private office was placed at the southeast corner of the wing, and a much smaller stenographer’s room was located Consistent with the treatment of the third floor library, the fourth floor had a concrete floor with cork floor covering 

adjacent to the librarian’s office, accessible both from the library and from the librarian’s office. Private stairs from the between the library stacks. Mullioned double-hung windows on the fourth floor were smaller than those on lower floors. 

second floor were located along the eastern half of the north and south central walls of the courtroom below. Adjacent Fourth floor radiators were exposed, not enclosed. 

staircases connected the third floor to the fourth. A small toilet room for the library was placed adjacent to the north 

stairs. Near the south stairs there was a small vault. The private elevators along the east wall of the second floor hearing Private Spaces, Fourth Floor 

room enclosure occupied shafts adjacent to the third floor staircases that rose from the second floor. Two offices for the Toilet rooms for both staff and public were located at opposite locations east of the elevators, men’s on the north side 

court reporter and an assistant were placed along the south secondary corridor. Near the landing of the south secondary and women’s on the south. Finishes within the toilet rooms were consistent with those found in toilet rooms on lower 

stairs, there was a men’s public toilet room. floors. One unassigned office space was located east of the women’s toilet room; the remainder of the space on the floor 

was used for library purposes. 

The Post firm had planned wooden shelving for library stacks, but at the request of the Capitol Commission revised the 

plans to include metal shelving.* Cork floor coverings were installed over the concrete between the stacks, while the 

stacks were installed directly on the concrete. Plaster walls of the reading area east of the Supreme Court Hearing Room Modifications Made to the East Wing d 915-1 998) 

enclosure did not receive Class II finishes as proposed; probe work has revealed that there were two colors of paint in Because major occupants of the first through fourth floors never changed, most alterations of spatial arrangement within 

this area, and no decorations. The same is true of the librarian’s office, proposed to receive Class II finishes but the East Wing occurred on the ground floor and basement levels. Documenting early changes is difficult because few 

apparently finished with only three colors of paint, consistent with the adjacent office of the librarian’s assistant. records of building changes have survived. In the case of the very earliest changes—those made before the entire 

Mullioned, double-hung windows were smaller at the third floor level, and featured a slight curve along the top edge. building was completed—the Post firm, the Capitol commission and the original construction contractors may have 

been involved. 

Fourth Floor 

Using classical nomenclature, the fourth floor was called the “attic,” though it was not a storage area. Nonetheless, it was Space use was an ongoing and evolving issue throughout the Design and Construction phases, before the Capitol was 

more simply conceived and appointed than the lower floors. There were marble and stone floors with marble base in the even completed, much less fully occupied. In the East Wing, the ground floor office space on the north side of the wing 

main corridors, but walls and ceilings were of plaster, painted two colors, with a simple cove transition. Quarter-sawn white was planned for the Civil Service Commission, but the commission never occupied it. Instead, the Railroad Commission 

oak door trim at room openings rested on marble plinths. Doors, borrowed light trim and chair rail of quarter-sawn white oak moved into that space. An urgent need for space was made apparent in the circumstances surrounding the move of the 

complete the finishes selected for these spaces. As on lower floors, borrowed lights contain translucent patterned glass. Land Office into the wing prior to its completion. On the second and thid floors renovation occurred at the junction of 
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the East Wing with the Northeast Pavilion during the final stages of construction to accomodate the needs of the ry < a ee | Fe - a z 
ee i ee E 8 Supreme Court. bs ss ae 3 2 

eee 3 

1910-1920s i So fe f z 
i So | Br B 

Although no documents exist to date the alteration, toilet rooms were added in the East Wing at a very early date, | t aa ie er @ z 

possibly just before completion. One was a women’s public toilet room near the second floor court reporter’s office | | es ————— os Ff i ir 2 
ae . . | a i | ae SD 

whose date is evidenced by historic finishes and fixtures. Similarly on the third floor, the statute revisor’s office was : f == — | yl ~ io 

altered to create another women’s public toilet room. fi —————— i. : ? m3 
‘ SS =—_-  eee wae F SP 

In 1927, the platform on which the justices sit behind the Supreme Court bench was lowered by approximately six inches, 6.21 Governor Philip LaFollette’s a aad ee a s “x 

the height of one step up to the platform. At the same time, the bench was relocated nearly three feet behind its original Private Office, 1931 cae. a 4 y ae I 
‘ ; sas ae : j oT = =e I 

placement to gain another row of public seating in the courtroom.” As of 1931, original window shades in a | f é ama ag | 
the governor ’ private office had been ee é 

he original kitch ied ; f the East Wine b Althoush th in theb f replaced with blinds; stenciled borders i ae Re <e 
The original restaurant kitchen occupied a portion of the East Wing basement. ough the restaurant in the basement o} remain, Although decorative sconces | ‘ 

the rotunda was a popular dining place in the years immediately following the opening of the Capitol, it did not remain long remain as moved to accommodate the 

in business. Downtown Madison restaurateurs complained that Capitol restaurant operators did not have to pay expen- Mack, Jenney and Tyler finishes, 

sive downtown rents and enjoyed an unfair competitive advantage. In 1927, state officials yielded to this pressure and to torchieres were in use on either side of : 
i i a Se the governor s desk, presumably to + : 

complaints about odors, and they closed the restaurant and had the kitchen equipment removed from the East Wing. provide supplementary light. 

Beginning 15 December 1928, the Capital Times ran a series of articles exposing unacceptable working conditions in af 

the Capitol, especially because of limited space. The first article noted that since adjournment of the 1927 legislature, A f 2 g 

many state departments had been occupying Senate and Assembly committee hearing rooms. With the impending a A Q 

convening of the 1929 legislature, “every available basement room, every old corridor and storage room is being : a S 

turned into offices.” ia FST ee es 

Pe teote ea be” 3 oe 

Two days later, the series detailed the plight of eleven young women employed by the income tax division of the State ial i ees i Fs : a. 
oeS ee ee ee . y = 

Tax Commission. Upon the legislature’s return, it appeared that the only space available for these women would be the ters : 4 Vii) ar a me 
. aaias €2 te 1 @& ae io 

first floor of the Northeast Pavilion, a circular room with three sets of doors that provides access to the building from the = Ee = =e WV v 7 bag 

large exterior staircase facing East Washington Avenue. This room was an entry lobby; it was unheated, and it was ES een Gk ‘ fo z 
ooh BS \ ae wens = a 

“feared ... very draughty.” A later article confirmed that this move was occurring and that efforts were being made to a be et , rae i 1 
imi lea beeperima | Dees ‘| _ 2 eliminate drafts from the doors. ete | heey 4 We 4 _ hers ———ae 

s ce iE om eee * 4 at bs i] r a ae ale . = 

1930s-1940s : — f ane ee om 7 
Little documentation exists regarding space reorganization and changes in use within the wing during the 1930s and = a & i ee ae 

a rT. 4 ed ea 
1940s. Drawings currently in the files of the Division of Facilities Development (Department of Administration) from [ , 32h = 2 . ape F a 

asad, S c 6.22 Governor Rennebohm’s Private pet H _ 
1935 indicate that repairs were made to the marble floors at ground floor main entrances. However, no spatial Office, 1948 « bf 4 a. 

rearrangement was involved. Historic wall sconces were in place in & ety : f = : = iy " os =: 

1948, but decorative stencils appear 4 a pn cae ay 24 

1950s to have been altered by that time. H Pe oe aa . —— ere a 

By January 1959 when the legislature arrived, it naturally reoccupied designated legislative spaces (its West and South 

Wing chambers and hearing rooms), and it supplanted state employees who had set up temporary workspace in the 

legislative chambers while the legislature was not in session. A state newspaper reported that Governor Gaylord Nelson 

planned to meet with Attorney General John Reynolds, Director of Agriculture Donald McDowell and the superinten- 

dent of the bureau of engineering concerning a solution to an inevitable space crunch with the arrival of the 1959-1960 
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Bi! eee i| a | een 3 legislature. The attorney general’s staff had been operating out of space that the legislature would be using; in previous eee | iM rg & é i Bee | my : . years, the attorneys had moved to the second floor or into corridors. In 1959, however, the staff of attorneys had grown Bee I. | Pe ee 2 ; : : ee a | ; { i ze too large for easy accommodation on the second floor, and desks in the corridors were no longer allowed.2® ae Sa { beet -< 
= oe a 1 ra ! (es | xl = 

eS wee. ae. pie 2 With advances in lighting capability, periodic changes in lighting had been made on a small scale. Beginning in the late es: é bey | = : ‘ q : fe HL ra 5 1950s, studies were undertaken to consider what would ultimately become the project that had the greatest impact on Se TRAE é ‘i i (& . bee ‘ as . . oe ae aa L oor i! 8 the appearance of private spaces within the Capitol: the conversion of the electrical system from DC to AC power. This ot pit OP RRS cee | eens iH : if ; i 7 eu Bd oma oo Be od affected all electrical systems and had an impact on elements as far-ranging as light fixtures and elevators”? lls i Cee 
ee ee 1960s Bee how ta are OL er | ee : : ; 5 : : St Oo Rew 4 “ae In the early 1960s, the Capitol began undergoing a major conversion of electrical systems, from direct current (DC) to 

: oe Pde 4 ade a ise. Eo a alternating current (AC). The project led to drastic alterations within private spaces. Ceilings, especially, were modified Bec) eure a Ne ice ee eT | oe ae ? ea 5 - ‘ : oe ae pee : aS Pees coe ae Ae as conduit was run across historic plaster surfaces. Rather than incur the expense of running the conduit above the 

: Hee re || ae bs ee ee j ceilings, state officials approved plans to merely attach new conduit to existing plaster ceilings, break through the tee | | 2 : : a : + are ge Sees | Seva Peco Bee a ee laster where necessary to make connections and then install metal ceiling grids for acoustical ceiling tile and fluores- es ee ae | P re aS oe eH Pate ei bet ae | cent lay-in light fixtures. The majority of private offices were altered in this way. 

a ets pL oS ae mes A ep oe PE Aoaiieeeh oc 0gAee oe z i 5 eae ss “ . Ba ae : c Sie t ; Ae Ss ia Sth eo ee Major alterations to public elevators throughout the building were carried out during the DC-AC power conversion. At Me ee Ne eh A ae ee ie f ae i i eee ath ctx epee NS? me that time, the historic elevator cars and ornamental grilles at each floor were replaced with cars of contemporary 
eal eT es ee i te es ee coe lg aes: 2S eae materials. All ornamental and functional grillwork was removed and replaced with solid metal elements in an antiqued 

ae pe | le 8 oA oe See aes satin bronze finish. Athens stone and marble floors, elements of the historic cars, were also removed and replaced with 
ey ELEN ieiee ed va ie Sige eee ae linoleum-type flooring over a sturdy wood floor atop the steel frame of the car. Steel structure of the cars was clad on 
a ee eS ee or Tees the interior in a wood-look plastic laminate. Lighting was concealed within each car in a small soffit at the top of the 
A I A \eew is i - pee walls, uplighting the curved transition between the walls and ceiling. This use of contemporary materials departed eer (| oa NS a gaat ene : Ne - ano e/ te LP Bee. oe ae Ba | 6.23 Architectural drawing, state project 6309-13 Sea from the Fer epi aiaice of the elevator cars Bs well as ie elevator See at each ie The only 
Bere Ss A Be Bee eee hae Her aed (detail), 1964 small private elevators in the building—the two in the East Wing—received new cars similar to the public elevators ek Oa a he ee : ae ae y as i —— —SS—S_CsCé raawings by the Department of Administration, Bureau throughout the building. 

oe ek Ne bs ss BO ss i ie ae of Engineering depict alterations to space on the north 
eee di ee ee side of the ground floor, including the installation o yf , , ‘ : ‘ Pos eS eo o a. cai nica saat i ea) edi hea aoe PH OneTD ie divide origin as emis Plans from 1964 illustrate minor changes to the ground floor of the East Wing. They involved the installation of movable 

2S Nee See into smaller spaces. metal partitions with doors to subdivide existing offices into smaller spaces. Partitions were installed in offices on the 
south side of the wing. On the north side of the wing, the northeast corner room was left intact and designated as a 

eee Le 2 conference room, but the four offices west of that room were divided. A partition was also installed in the lobby, 
ee separating the area near the east-facing window from the remainder of the space. Also as a part of this remodeling, anew ley Oe el ae Ee 8 P P P s La [io aoe 5 clay tile and plaster wall was built, apparently almost recreating the original division of space at the original vault/ 

| Ly 4 i, ae ee 2, storage locations; it has not been possible to learn when and why the vault had been subdivided earlier. This north- 
ve a a ae Z south wall spanned the enclosed area between the main corridor and the north minor corridor at the location of the 

Ce oe) ee & elevator shaft in that room.>? ai ae i os eae > 
Wee Roe ie ee See 8 6.24 Second floor, 1999 ie pee aa : h bi A i} ge) es ake & ee a * Between 1964 and 1968, original ceilings and the tops of Soa aon Ee throughout the 1960s. Between 1964 and 1968, Chief Justice George Currie requested that 
An | =e fa saa Ee fe oe u © many windows were obscured with the installation of suspended grid ceilings of acoustical tile and fluorescent light fixtures be installed throughout the justices’ chambers. 

a & aes ag a j Bs | ecoustical tile ceilings and fluorescent light fixtures ina The lowered ceilings obscured the tops of windows. The Supreme Court considered installing sill-mounted air condi- E i — suspended grid. Although Supreme Court justices tioning units at this time, but decided against it. Eventually, though, justices and their staffs did resort to room air crane | | eae initially decided against air conditioning in the 1960s ae Ries ‘ di j= i EMRRER project, eventually the decision was made to install conditioners. Also at this time, the marble floors of the second floor north, east and south private corridors were 
Se - window-mounted units. carpeted; tack strips applied to hold the carpet in place effectively destroyed the marble. (Currie also had the top surface 

eae te Se CaS osha 
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of the wood table in the Supreme Court Consultation Room covered with a plastic laminate.)>! Re |) SE = a aE 

A comparison of original floor plans with the Floor Plan Guide to Offices in the Wisconsin State Capitol, published by <2 ee me 
the Wisconsin Legislative Council in 1965, reveals that four historic toilet rooms had been removed from the wing and eS = Ss <a —— |) Z 

the space converted to office use. In addition, more office space had been created on the ground floor by subdividing SS - NESE: ‘ Lo “= sone ae ‘ 

large offices and by converting vault and storage space for office use. Se Fi ' Se ee: oy a ay y { BS e 

The trend toward domination of building space by legislators and their burgeoning staffs continued with various c : } : ' a ‘ere 

schemes and suggestions appearing in print throughout the 1960s. A 1967 plan proposed by the Joint Committee on i | | | | sh ii - i tT : ; 1 

Legislative Organization suggested that the Capitol eventually house only the legislature and four constitutional 6.25 Executive Chamber, 1917 George Post designed i, i EE i i ( j 

officers. Among the occupants targeted for removal from the building were the Supreme Court, the attorney general’s the Executive Chamber as a unique space within the i y 74 ie i ap 
: a é c . Capitol, highly finished in the manner of the Venetian be) Pe department and the law library. That plan was not implemented; the Supreme Court and library remained in the Renaissanee. a J | 

building, but the attorney general’s staff was transferred from the Capitol to the Loraine Hotel building in 1968.3 Nee Ct | am 16 re a on 

In 1963-64 and in 1967, construction projects transformed the Northeast Pavilion ground-floor entrance into a more efficient 

service entrance and significantly altered the pavilion’s exterior appearance. In 1963-64, a replacement service elevator was aS 2. sors 2 

installed, running between the pavilion and the basement. In 1967, a loading dock and accessible ramp were installed. Ss : Bt. SS ay ae . a 

During the administration of Governor Warren Knowles (1965-1971), one of the projects most controversial to later A E Saar ap i = = = = Bae 2 
preservationists was undertaken in the Executive Chamber. What began in 1967 as a request for new window treatments, fs | 2 | Pat: oe ss ae : SB 

initiated by the governor’s wife, Dorothy, who ran an interior design business, became a total overhaul of the space in = ba Le Gi is hae Meet =f i Z Lal z 
1968. A special subcommittee of the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board (SCERB) surveyed the principal if i 4 | o bi a a ‘| Ay B 

rooms of the Capitol in December 1967 and concluded that all except the Executive Chamber should be retained as they a | | i : 4 e iis iwc = 
were. About that room the members said: “It is the committee’s opinion that this interior design is of a much lower order 6.26 Executive Chamber, circa 1965 a Em — im eee 2 
than that of any of the rooms just considered; and that since justifiable reasons have been given for redoing this room By the mid-1960s the Executive Chamber was deemed {| eg a a Ls fi eS : 
; . i by many to be in need of updating. During this time of fi | oe : 
it should be redecorated.” Although the gold-leaf accents were retained, the cherry wood and plaster, which were “modernization” in the| Capitol the room may have Re ogo e 

finished with a dark red paint throughout the room, were painted a creamy white. This alteration, although primarily seemed antiquated in appearance. It can be noted that \ ] — 

cosmetic, resulted in a drastic departure from the architect’s design intent. It was at this time that the room began to be non-original draperies were in place at this time. ee ~ 
known as the Governor’s Conference Room.*° 

1970s j esi z 
A significant change in the late 1960s or early 1970s involved the remodeling of the loading dock office near the % : Ss de ‘ g 
Northeast Pavilion. (It appears that the project was approved in the 1960s but not accomplished until 1970 or 1971.) A " Se ati SOR oe 
window was removed, stone cut away beneath it and a new exterior door installed to provide direct loading-dock a 1 = RE Ft ‘ i Ls! & soe z 
access.*° Possibly at the same time, although not clear from the plans, historic doors were removed and/or altered, \ 8 * | * . ee ae I 2 
probably because of increased dock activity, concern for the historic materials and concern for making the space more 1 4 A ; = a) nee | z 

accessible. Exterior quarter-sawn white oak doors were removed; two openings were filled with plywood, and the third : ie is ie a 
was fitted with an aluminum-framed, automatic-opening, fully-glazed sliding door. The two easternmost pairs of interior a — . ae aS ie e : f 5 

doors remained in place but unused, while the opening for the third pair was altered to accommodate a single quarter- wie . F | bcd a S38 : ae: 

sawn white oak door with a push-button device that opened the door automatically. 6.27 Governor’s Conference Room, 1969 2 es Ly eee e 5 
As aresult of a 1968 effort initiated by Dorothy \ may = 

Inside the building, the office of the lieutenant governor was established in the East Wing in 1971. A 17 June Capital Knowles, the original deep red surfaces of the walls and : :  £ 
A ; : i ‘ ss é 4 ceiling were painted off-white, imparting a dramatic Fi 

Times article that year describes Lieutenant Governor Martin Schreiber’s “restoration” of his new office space in the departure from the historic appearance of the room. : ae 
southeast corner of the ground floor. Under Schreiber’s supervision, the space was recarpeted, the suspended ceiling New carpet and window treatments were also installed. . Fe 
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nissan z removed, ceiling plaster was repaired and the decorative cove restored. Historic wall sconces were installed, as well as 
:  ¢€ eee 2 a chandelier found in storage that originally had illuminated the governor’s private office on the floor above. A small 

: s oN ee : private toilet room was constructed in the northeast corner of the former vault. Schreiber gathered historic furniture from 
ee eee \ ee so 5 various storage locations throughout the building for use in his office. Schreiber’s efforts, mainly cosmetic, signify an 
ae Fen be fe . early attempt to reclaim some of the historic character of the Capitol. 

eee ee : oes eget Also in 1971, the Green Bay Press Gazette reported that although the space allotment for the executive department had 
gee he e e Be 2 remained unchanged for many years, it had recently expanded by three offices.>” The article stated that the offices were 

4 a << wre = going to be occupied by staff members working on Governor Patrick Lucey’s cable TV study and volunteers who 
¥ ea pie - il = : ees = assisted with tasks in the executive office. Discussions concerning space issues occurred almost annually throughout 

ee as = o a8 3s any Ee the 1970s, and the press treated the subject with a degree of skepticism. Typical press comments concerned the manner 
a re on ee : : ji pr : in which space was being used, and by whom. The Green Bay Press Gazette of | January 1975 pointed out that the 
a Osan s te 2 3 Capitol had housed for “four or five decades . . . a big slice of state government. Today, it has the thinnest occupancy 
We : Bains Pe rate of any major government building in the state.” 

oy ue a / ie od oA Modifications to the governor’s spaces on the ground and first floors of the East Wing were carried out in the early 
pees ee BS mi | 1980s. Drawings dated 1982 show minor shifts in wall locations to provide more and larger chases for upgraded 
4 ay : | ane eas =. telephone, electrical and HVAC systems.** “Electrical rooms” were created near the wall of the Southeast Pavilion on 
! pee a ee ) y a rd ae the first floor and beneath the stairs on ground floor. The original wall between the two ground floor vaults on the 

SED : NG 2 oreere i south side of the wing was removed and rebuilt, using clay tile and plaster, approximately three feet west of the 
eee ae Ps XK AM ] previous location. Files were moved into the former vault space from the first floor space in the governor’s quarters 
wee } 4 ig eo ! above. A ceiling-mounted operable curtain wall was installed in the former vault space on the first floor to provide a 
i — on: 2 ~~ @ new private meeting space. This space was called the “Briefing Room” on the plans. The governor’s private office 

> pe ba . was redecorated at this time. 

{ In the 1980s, as the space crunch escalated, the need for a plan to direct space use and finishing of the entire Capitol became 
= apparent. This movement gained the necessary support, and the legislature directed that such a plan be formulated. The 

aS ; 2 Capitol Master Plan, coauthored by Senator Fred Risser and Speaker Tom Loftus, was approved in 1987. 

1A 1990s 
- Throughout the late 1980s and the 1990s, preservation, restoration and renovation work took place. The first project 

THE REVOLVING cating fon fd nostalgic touch and seems 1o bolance the’ old. brass involved the North Wing (1989-92), followed by the West Wing (1993-95), the South Wing (1996-98) and the Restoration 
chandelier. The State Historical Society plans to display President Teddy Roosevelt's pres- and Rehabilitation of the Central Portion (1996-98). During this time, no significant projects were undertaken in the East idential china in the cabinet on the far wall. The large conference table is oak and the i i 
surrounding matching chairs have the original red leather backs. Over the desk hangs the Wing, as it was understood that it would represent the final phase of the project. state seal, loaned by the Historical Society. } 

i i il % ie ° ° eye ° De eta atte caepies gr leeeolotes lated ities Existing Conditions in 1998 
governor's “restoration” of his new ground floor office space. Schreiber claimed Because of the relatively few changes in occupancy of the East Wing, a great deal of historic fabric remained at the time 
several unused pieces of Capitol furniture, as well as the original chandelier for of survey in 1998. As in the previously rehabilitated wings, public spaces remained more intact than private spaces. The 
the governor ‘ private office, all items he found stored in the building. hierarchy of spaces originally established by the Post firm and reinforced by Mack, Jenney and Tyler in decorative 

finishes also remained largely intact in public spaces. However, much of the original decorative painting in private 

spaces had been obscured or modified substantially over the years. Stenciled areas and panel paintings had been 

obscured, and some areas of ornamental painting had been overpainted or simplified. Extensive 1998 probe work 
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uncovered original decorative stencils and paint colors at numerous locations, including first floor offices in the attor- : ee ee, eee z 

ney general’s and executive departments, second floor justices’ chambers and Consultation Room, pavilion rooms and nue ft Eo : = : Sg 2 a : 

other locations. Se Dees eee yy 

Within the private spaces over the years, other changes also obscured original decorative finishes and the implied Bors Se ee a ie 2 oo ap 

hierarchy of space. Original cove ceilings, one aspect of design and decoration, were damaged and hidden when oe ee eas ee Sie oe => 2 

dropped ceilings and fluorescent light fixtures were installed. That process damaged the quarter-sawn white oak used ee oe a se ” ee 1 " 

for windows, radiator enclosures, chair rails, wainscot, doors and base. Installing upgraded electrical, data and commu- rn oS oe 5 é — ei : i i 

nication wires and cables often resulted in damaged floors, walls, wood base, wainscot and radiator enclosures. Drilling a : Be a i : yy 

holes in walls and floors for wire and cables, then stapling the wire and cables along the perimeter of rooms resulted in & = : ¥ y i & { i 

more damage. And by 1998, the wooden toilet stall doors had been replaced with modern metal ones. ee es sin al a of 

Basement een ve 
In 1998, the basement of the East Wing bore almost no resemblance to its original configuration. Post’s plans show a et $ f —" Real 

very large open space, punctuated by a regular grid of structural columns, with few enclosed rooms. In 1998, the spatial =| 

arrangement included a large number of individual rooms created between columns. These rooms were arranged loosely peer a El Ae i 

around the outside walls of the wing and along the center, with corridor spaces between exterior blocks of rooms and Pe 0 : f 

center blocks of rooms. No public spaces existed in the basement as of 1998. Some of these rooms were offices, some eM al ” = oe 4 

housed mechanical systems, and many were devoted to various aspects of building maintenance. A change in level ee EN aS ees % : 

within the basement was accommodated by a ramp in the northern portion of the wing, as well as by two steps near the 2 s ae = ee ee 7a . ce 

easternmost rooms. Elevators remained in the original placements near the outer rows of structural columns. . SS mee so aoe 2 es ce 

A toilet room remained in the location of the original toilet rooms near the Southeast Pavilion; however, where two small 6.29 (above) Governor’s private office, 1982 

rooms initially had been built for women and for kitchen help, one larger men’s room remained instead. A locker room, A remodeling project completed in 1982 resulted in z 

part of the entry sequence to the toilet room, was lined on three walls with lockers for the building staff. The locker room — sallaantonh ee 7 oe ae : =a 3 

had an acoustical grid ceiling system and vinyl composition tile over the concrete floor. on the walls and ceiling had, by 1982, been greatly hice ae Ma 3 

simplified from the original. The original chandelier | 3 ee “4 Ce 2 

Spaces in the basement had been created as needed over the years, beginning with the construction of a blueprint had been replaced, although historic wall sconces Bie er 4 di af aa) ce 2 

room in 1911, before the wing was completed. By 1998 most of the materials and finishes in the basement, including rele teen 2 ee ea i Sg eet rae * 

floors, ceilings, doors and light fixtures, were modern, and possibly the basement’s most significant aspect involved eee as iF ‘ag ee : 

building systems. Demand for upgraded electrical capacity and modern mechanical systems had had a visible impact eee b % rae ‘ i = ; < 

on basement spaces, impinging on ceiling heights and clearances. In 1998, the main electrical switchgear for the entire Es aa = sy, : : 2 = 

Capitol occupied much of the original kitchen area, with remnants of the original kitchen’s ceramic tile walls and floors eee: Rey as 

still in place. = 4 ae , s 
oe eS Seal 

Since basement space, with the exception of the kitchen, was not of historical significance, the recommendation for this —— i i Sie — 

space involved Rehabilitation and Adaptive Reuse. New and upgraded mechanical systems needed to be housed safely — é i oe : | 

in the basement. The 1987 Capitol Master Plan recommended installing air conditioning throughout the building, and 6.30 (right) Paint probe, governor's open office area, eeeee | j a eo 

air-conditioning equipment with the attendant ductwork would require accommodation in the basement. pues ihe Selective Removal phase of the East Wind es =n . 3 ; a) 

Restoration and Rehabilitation, paint probes were ieee a ae mS “4s : 

Ground Floor performed m selected locations throughout the wing to i oS ue a rh yf ; : : 

The basic original configuration of the ground floor remained intact in 1998. Within the public spaces, the main entry determine historic colors and patterns of decorative Poa : é : pane a 

sequence and corridor progression remained unchanged. Post’s original, highly designed finishes were in place, as were sow) cape icin det sk Some 1 rs} 

the original light fixtures. The exception was the Northeast Pavilion, which in 1998 was functioning as a loading dock attorney general ’ open office areas. 
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Lo hig Ui ya AN SS ae eS : z and service entrance to the Capitol. As for private spaces, however, alterations to the ground floor constituted the bulk ae Re SS iia Wee e ; - : 5 
Si ‘ i cS i j ee SZ Ye 3 = g of the reconfigurations made throughout the entire wing prior to 1998. Most of these changes evolved out of the need 

AA a | ee S—aeee N SN i os — : : for increased office space, coupled with the decreased need for the sort of vault and storage space originally provided. 
S iy Af Premagcee 8 fe Eee | he SSS oe EF 

Gi WA —— = Zi 4 SSS 5 Public Spaces, Ground Floor 
r 4 i SS ae AMY. YP: re Bh hid > K 
tae YEN fe fli AEE s\ Wwiay FY Me z Within the Northeast Pavilion, the original Kasota stone walls and marble floor and base were in place, and the loading- 

Eg a / ge ee a Ei a fle — J i am: dock, accessible-entry conditions remained in 1998. The original plaster ceiling remained, including decorative painting; 

. a s c { : ~ S : E it was, however, cracked and damaged in some places. 
i 4 ae mare 7 : i a aro 

= 2. Ee er re - Ss 
: EE E | ie ea i oe Private Spaces, Ground Floor 

Bars ey ; é pS a On the north side of the wing, the original men’s toilet and coatroom had been removed and an office created. Four 
Pee Vy ee ae 

: 

- i a oe veto rooms had been made from what were formerly two large rooms. The minor corridor extended through the former vault 

e 4 pe 2 ae oe : space to connect directly to what originally had been a departmental lobby. The original large vault south of the minor 
we A \ Pre corridor was divided into four rooms, and the smaller vault was converted into a storage space. 

ae oo ae!) a ~ bie > Verte Modifications also had been made to the south side of the ground floor. The original south lobby had been expanded Bes eae al : a J ‘a ae ie} , ‘ ae - 3 
ice: le ) Pe. eine — into the space occupied by the original vault, creating a large open office space for the lieutenant governor’s staff. A 

ama 3 = Sarco : rivate toilet room occupied the northeast corner of the original vault space; this space contained neither historic nor PI iP. ig Pi P' 
6.31 Basement, 1999 historically compatible finishes. Constructed in 1971, the toilet room was fitted with ceramic tile on the floor and a wood 
At the time of survey in 1998, the East Wing was in need of updated systems as well as better sink cabinet, which had a plastic laminate countertop 

conditions for accommodating those systems. Throughout the basement, exposed pipes and : i 

electrical conduit were handled in a haphazard fashion. 

Elsewhere on the south side, the original coat room and men’s toilet room south of the private corridor were removed to 

ee eee y cf create an office. Consequently, that office displayed an interesting combination of finishes. Although carpeted like 

: RRs a as ees eat meer most of the office space on this floor, marble floors remained in place under the carpet; the marble base throughout the 
_ SS avoue ese, & room provided the clue to the existence of the marble floor. An acoustical ceiling in a suspended metal grid with = oe oe P ig P 2 

eee ee Oi es ni ‘ori 
ZW Se ee ee fluorescent drop-in light fixtures obscured the original plaster. 

Pee oe ae x be a Finishes in the private spaces on the ground floor were considerably altered from the original. Marble floors remained 
Boe ena ies nee gee | ae f F ae ‘i an 1 Re ; Se Rese Tee i Ee ea ee Stag z in the north and south private corridors but were covered by carpet. A number of original elements remained within these 

Poe. oo ae be OBR es ere 2 a 2 corridors, however, including original marble base and plinths, plaster walls, quarter-sawn white oak chair rail, painted 

Pe oe ro en teremamame i  Ateamas Se ee pee 

ae Cae 8 =—C (att ; oe ee Generally, offices in the former vault spaces north and south of the main corridor contained acoustical tile ceilings ina 
i es ae a oe - : eos : Sas suspended metal grid with fluorescent drop-in light fixtures, while offices along both the north and south exterior walls 
Pe eee as toe a et . ae fe contained coved plaster ceilings. However, exceptions did occur, including two spaces within the former north vault that 

ee i — contained plaster ceilings, as well as three rooms on the south exterior wall with suspended acoustical tile ceilings below 
] ; Re tees Taras | ee Goa the original plaster. The original departmental lobby south of the main lobby had been merged with the former vault 

| Hoos ee al eee ie space, and finished with a continuous suspended acoustical tile ceiling. Floors throughout this story were carpeted, 
i ae rae te . I re 3 sls . ‘ i . | ; ; rl Se Be St a with the original wood, cork or concrete beneath the carpeting. Historic wood base and door casings had sustained | = Se Boe een 

ee : i Saat ; le ae heavy damage in many private office areas. 

vee ee as Gud control af dkesss 10 sober ina manne that The lieutenant governor’s private office, located in the southeast corner of the wing, had been redone with historical 

departed from George Posts original design. Installation of these partitions caused damage to precedents in mind at the time of remodeling in 1971. This space contained a coved plaster ceiling, painted pine picture 

surfaces of walls and woodwork. rail and carpet over the original wood floors. Chair rail, base, radiator enclosures and window and door casings were of 
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quarter-sawn white oak. This room contained a historic light fixture originally installed in the governor’s private office, ares eee ae dS 
as well as a non-original ceiling fan. BN toa ee ee Hye ice ee ae es ea ae 2 

Ro. ase cin oe BRO. I ae ues 9 2 
: See ae SAS, 12 

Like the ground floor, the first floor retained the basic arrangement of space created by the architect. Grand and a « a a fa ae E i is J i 
i : : : ! ae pas ee | eee eee ae a ee ee ee ie F secondary stairs and corridors, both public and private, remained as initially configured. Marble wall panels, patterned es / > | ooo | es me oe AL ae i a ns = 

ee ¥ « * 4 A ¥ ae rig h See cere ON ge ue fae 

floors, wall sconces and other components of the original high level of finish remained in place. Changes in spatial Ae Po te i eS ooo all ee | | ie it % = 
: f “ if a sy fst [| (ORY, Ge ee eee opens 7 AON Bec ecea ee NS. 

arrangement were confined to private spaces and therefore not readily evident to the public. However, the Governor’s He | : e H Le hes oe ee i ec is . 
Conference Room centered at the eastern end of the wing, although not spatially rearranged, had been drastically altered bho to | Be t 4 ee. ‘ ba A. | Fi a Pall fe 5 

from its original condition by the off-white paint covering the walls and ceiling since 1968. The Conference Room also LD 2 i a Hh ge SS Te : eee is CC | ie bie H 5 . 
Pee pAgLs Da POs eee Nee By Pelee oN Sa BA Dy 

contained off-white carpets over the parquet floor and dated window treatments, both of which were clearly incompat- ae . nd a F ay c el eh Be i by gy a 
ible with the original design intent. ae ie Ce Cee Be ee / * 

eam Beare oct eet NR Ng BP tabs BLS etane Beat 9 ocd 4 

: See tp choses Tee ate i 4 BSE st eet Sgt 
Private Spaces, First Floor uate 2309S BRR eon co VOD Gu Aah 

On the north side of the first floor a men’s toilet and coatroom had been removed and the space converted to an office. a ea e ‘ Oo eee ae a ee eae 2 

The room’s origin as a toilet room was evidenced by some remnants of marble base existing in combination with quarter- oe s ie es oe ‘ os - Sg 3 OG) teed S 2 : ie 

sawn white oak base. Although a marble floor may have existed at one time, only concrete was found under the carpet bee a oe: a 

in 1998. The room contained a plaster ceiling as well as quarter-sawn white oak chair rail, radiator enclosure and window 04 

and door casings. A similar condition occurred on the south side of the wing, where a former toilet room and a coatroom 6.33 Architectural Drawing A3.3, Restoration and Rehabilitation of the East Wing, 1998 

were removed to create office space. Quarter-sawn white oak chair rail, doors and door casings, window and borrowed In preparation for the restoration of the Governor s Conference Room, the entire room was 
7 r ‘ ‘i i photographed. The images were assembled, scaled and keyed to guide craftsmen through 
light casings were in place. In this room, however, a marble floor survived beneath the carpet, and marble base and the Selective Removal and New Construction phases of the project. 

plinths remained throughout. 

On the north side of the first floor, the original partition that had formed a lobby in the attorney general’s business office oe Se 7  —_— : Se ee eee S 
: $ 2 . i ‘ eee od Se eee 

was no longer in existence. Instead, the entry from the main corridor opened directly into a large, open office space. The a e ei es a _ See pare ee i 

marble base beneath the wainscot in the entry area, however, indicated the existence of original marble floor at this entry. oe Sot ee 2 
The marble floor was in place beneath the carpet east and south of the first paneled column. The remainder of the open — ’ s Pr al | eo z 

3 : : Bes ‘ ee sed ae = office area and the private offices on the north side of the wing were carpeted over concrete. In addition to having = ce bag By re ae & 
. . . “ 4 is Sag fae bt a 

painted pine picture rail, the open office area and the primary offices in the attorney general’s department had quarter- ee . ai : ie LAty | hs aS i 
sawn white oak wainscoting, base, windows, doors and door casings, window cornices and sidelight casings. Original pe ee BS i ib cgureioes 3 

; : Bee a at a Re ee Pee a Ee 
quarter-sawn white oak paneling remained on the two structural columns in the open office portion of the department. te ee a wu be 5 

Decorative painted motifs were obscured in these areas. In addition, the spaces within the department had acoustical be xe € ae Nh a : 

panel ceilings in suspended metal grids and fluorescent drop-in light fixtures installed beneath the original plaster Sk A 
ceilings and decorative coves. In the open office area, this ceiling treatment was installed within the ornamental spaces al ibohnnnakenmicentnl 

formed by the intersection of plaster bulkheads between the structural columns, so that the original decorative intent i oie a] at 

was greatly diminished. However, the three offices occupied by executive department staff on the north side of the wing NIE 1  — 

retained their original plaster ceilings. ae, ene 
Sa 1) 

; eee y ; a | , eee ed 
The storage vault west of the attorney general’s open office area contained historic metal filing cabinets, floor to ceiling, Hy) teas 

on all four walls. Rolling metal ladders mounted on rails at the tops of the cabinets provided access to the upper 

cabinets. Vinyl composition tile was glued over the concrete floor in the room. 6.34 Lieutenant Governor's office, ground floor, 1998 
The appearance of the lieutenant governor ’ office at the end of the twentieth century was 

bi i : 2 similar to that of the space when newly finished in 1971. Occupant comfort was handled, in a 
A small original entrance area into the attorney general’s private office had been enclosed to form a vestibule that manner similar to that employed throughout the building, with the installation of a window- 
provided access to a marble-floored corridor that led to a closet and a small private toilet room. A private elevator, whose mounted air conditioning unit some time between 1971 and the 1990s. 
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Se j S a EY Ge Se _ 3 z car had been replaced in the 1960s, remained in the original location off the small corridor. The original marble remained 

ae Po D oo ve a in the toilet room, including floor, base, wall panels to the height of seven feet and sink top. The built-in cabinet outside 

j a i 2 Fe 4 ¥ 7 3 the toilet room was fitted with mirrored quarter-sawn white oak double doors. 

- ir, \..: 
ee | Re eo =e The three private offices of the attorney general’s suite, including the attorney general’s office, occupied the northeast 

ae \ ae / a Bl 7 ee 3 corner of the East Wing in 1998 just as they did initially. These rooms retained most of their original quarter-sawn white 

ee 2 \ i Wa ee =e a oak elements, including base, door and window casings, radiator enclosures and borrowed light casings. The room in 

: ad fe ai ag f fe E the northeast corner and the attorney general’s private office both contained quarter-sawn white oak wainscoting. In 

aT i | Hal: g| oak addition, both of those rooms displayed evidence that wooden cornices originally surmounted the windows; no cor- 

ae ; ae | iH y EA a nices were found in 1998. Also, the ceilings in all three of these rooms consisted of suspended-grid acoustical tile with 

eee Sa al [ Ee i | 3 i drop-in fluorescent light fixtures. Original decorative finishes no longer existed. 

Feel The executive department offices on the south side of the wing appeared much the same as the corresponding space on 

ee 4 | F y the north side, including the quarter-sawn white oak cornices over the two south windows and the two fully paneled 

= | ee fs columns. Decorative painting on the pilasters and panel borders above the wainscoting was obscured. Unlike the open 

i a iS = 6.35 Firstfioer, 1999 office ee a the north side of the wing, plaster ceilings were x Pe between the Sea in the south open office 
B By, os a sae meee have alike orient uevetved space. Within the former south vault, however, a suspended grid ceiling had been installed in what was then known as 

| Sh P proj : : " 

Slee | ie removal of much of the 1960s “modernization” the briefing room, and a curtain wall separated that part of the room from the open stairwell to the ground floor. 

a Bee! ee i 2 i work, including ceiling grids and fluorescent light 

e o MB a Fixtures. Some plaster ceilings were relatively intact The governor’s private office, at the southeast corner of the wing, contained the original mahogany elements, including 
4 cS above Saeed den laying ony gece base, wainscot, window casings and radiator enclosures, as well as the original wood corni bove the windows. The 

2) damage from installation of the grids. 7 ? 8 . os ee ee 
room was carpeted over the concrete floor. Although ornate plasterwork was extant, decorative painting had been 

oe = altered from the original Mack, Jenney and Tyler scheme. Stenciled panel borders were obliterated, and the painted frieze 

i a | = g was simplified. Similar conditions prevailed in the adjacent office of the chief of staff, located between the governor’s 

: i \ i) a g private office and the Governor’s Conference Room. 

‘ e The Northeast Pavilion, on the first floor, provided a grand entry space. Although it apparently had been used for office 

; é space in the distant past, in 1998 the area was again functioning as a lobby with no evident change from its original form. 
iy > 

EZ Second Floor 
i 5 Alterations to second floor spatial configuration were confined to private spaces. The main stairs and stair galleries, as 

well as the secondary stairs and corridors, retained the original arrangement and high level of decorative finish. As was 

i ; : the case initially, the grand stair ascent from first floor to second provided a lofty composition of lavish finishes and 

ee | | paar eee ; : ae ornate details. The Supreme Court Hearing Room skylight had undergone repairs and replacements over the years, so 
f j | | | | that in 1998 the skylight contained some panels of inappropriate glass. 

" ee 

: i Ke Private Spaces, Second Floor 

= ke | ‘ The Supreme Court justices and their support staff were housed on the second floor of the East Wing, as had been the 

= y a | x Lee case initially. Within the justices’ chambers and spaces occupied by staff members, very little spatial rearrangement had 

ao Bille Ue aaa id occurred. The finishing of those spaces was another matter. One very visible alteration from the original was red 

pe ae ite carpeting installed over marble floors in the north, east and south private corridors; marble base remained in place. Tack 
G6 intl stor eee var amie) ceneral® husthese department 1909 strips used to lay the carpet resulted in heavy damage to us oa Dle perder ee Offices throughout the spaces had 

Historic metal file cabinets with movable access ladders remained in original locations within the vault prior carpet over concrete floors; where cork may have been laid originally in the justices’ chambers, none remained. The 
to Selective Removal. offices contained quarter-sawn white oak base, chair rail, doors and door casings, window and borrowed light casings 
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and radiator enclosures. Skylights over the internal stairs to the third floor had been closed, so that natural light no ae n a i Z 

longer brightened the stairwells. Windows on the second floor are tall, double-hung and mullioned with arched top a 3 ie i i. g 

sections; in 1998, acoustical tile ceilings and fluorescent drop-in light fixtures mounted in suspended metal grids een ; 4 : | : 3 
obscured the tops of the windows. Electrical cords and cables mounted along the wood base in these rooms caused cere aS tee | Byes 3 F 
considerable damage to the base and the radiator enclosures. Original stenciled borders and friezes in the chambers and i | : is 
secretaries’ rooms were no longer visible, obscured under coats of paint. ap ~ a : 

' a 
The two private elevators, as found in 1998, were in their original locations. Unlike the public elevators, the private el x! me | ~= E 
elevators operated within a plaster-finished shaft. The cars’ solid metal domed ceilings each contained one light fixture. & ro. a = - : ae = i E 
The frames of the cars were steel; the sturdy wood floor was linoleum-covered. Each car contained a gate and a , on i ie ge 3 aes ; - ag in 

mechanism that prevented the car from operating if the gate was not closed. : area 3 Sie tet : 2 i 

On the second floor, the Northeast Pavilion was partitioned to form an entrance area, two offices and two small storage : fa : / 
areas. This partitioning, however, appears to be no different than the divisions shown on an early space assignment b 4 > 
plan.” A marble floor was found beneath the carpet at the entrance; marble base, quarter-sawn white oak chair rail, — at 
doors, door and sidelight casings and plaster ceiling completed the finishes in the foyer. Small storage areas, opposite ‘ ki : poss a 
one another on either side of the foyer, contained concrete floors and plaster walls behind quarter-sawn white oak doors. [ = Nis Se an a 
Most of the space, however, was occupied by two offices reached from the foyer through separate side-by-side doors. Pe SS ‘4 

Both offices had carpet over a concrete floor, plaster walls and ceilings, painted picture rail, and quarter-sawn white oak A = . = F s : = : 4 
base, chair rail, door and window casings and radiator enclosures. An internal doorway and door that appeared to be ‘ BS, sh lls 

historic connected the two offices. Pes : 

: : 3 ¥ F a ia r 6.37 Surface-mounted cables, 1999 
An office occupied the place of a previous toilet room on the north side of the wing adjacent to the pavilion; in 1998, a The need for upgraded electrical and data systems was as apparent on upper floors as it was in the 
sink on a cabinetry base filled the southwest corner of this room. Carpet covered a concrete floor; wood elements were basement. Many offices contained a great deal of surface-mounted wiring that resulted in tremendous 
painted pine picture rail and quarter-sawn white oak base, chair rail, doors and door casings, window and window damage to wood base and window casings. 

casings and the radiator enclosure. 

The most significant spatial rearrangement on the second floor was the creation of a large open office on the south side 

of the wing, near the Southeast Pavilion. The men’s toilet room had been removed and the space merged with the clerk 

of court’s office, a private corridor and a portion of the original Attorney’s Room. (A small office was created from the 

remaining portion of that room.) The portion of the open office that originally had been a corridor retained its marble 

floor and base, although carpet obscured the marble. The remainder of the space contained vinyl composition tile over 

concrete, with carpet squares applied over the tiles. An acoustical tile ceiling in a suspended grid contained fluorescent 

drop-in light fixtures. This ceiling obscured the tops of two windows. Power conduits or poles ran from the ceiling to 

outlets on the north wall. The room contained quarter-sawn white oak doors, door casings, window casings and one 

radiator enclosure, as well as painted pine picture rail on the north, east and south walls. Some of this woodwork was 

patched together and not original. At the entrance to this space, just south of the Supreme Court Hearing Room lobby, 

a transaction counter in combination with an electric strike half-door limited access to the remainder of the room. 

In the southeast corner of the second floor, the Supreme Court Conference Room (originally called the Consultation 

Room) continued to occupy its original position, but there were some modifications in original finish. The room 

contained seven-inch mahogany base, mahogany window casings and radiator enclosures; large bookcases covered 

most of the wall surface. The decorative painting in the room, however, had been largely painted over or repainted in 

modern colors. Gold leaf remained in its original locations, though some had been refreshed over the years.“ 
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ae a eee ea Third Floor ey = oe ee ee ee : eee oe : ; a Ss Fore pees Ee eee | CL ae g Only minor modifications to the original spatial arrangement occurred on the third floor. The Northeast Pavilion was eke ee epee rea otc BE eee SE eee eal 3 ah : Z J y ; Es Bei oe bese eA ae eee ee ee Bai Eee A Seren divided into two rooms, one occupying approximately one-third of the space and the other approximately two-thirds. On Bea a ee ak emp ee ee) Ree o, ; Bu bgast 2 pete i 2 i eee i Sue ye eet the north side of the wing, the women’s public toilet room and the adjacent janitor’s closet had been removed and an ESE Bee Sega aceite er ‘ pt ses A : a : : : : LION ESE Se Seen ee a a vc 3 E eS Boe: 5 office created in that space. A partition built across the south secondary corridor effectively closed access to the library re ose: URNS eee emeeee ys 1g % pee ee : ae ae ; Tsar es te 2 : a 3 Pace et from the south secondary stair. It also left limited access to the original court reporter’s office from the library, as the 
: i A sy fil a i pao mea at & room could be reached from the library only through a connecting door from the adjacent office. These rooms originall . a Peel } ee ee B ry only ig 1} g) ly 

the Be | ae wae i ee See Ec had been designated for the court reporter and an assistant. ie etal Hay GP ' 5 ign Pp 
He pi my ea od re y 
ie Liat Ou (eae lt! f 3 Se =» He ny | L ae a | y) 7 ; Although spatial rearrangements on the third floor were minor, a great deal of “modernization” had been performed 

eit a ey) 4 ee fa Be | A throughout both public and private spaces. Fluorescent fixtures suspended from the ceiling were added throughout the i ; i | , ie A Ae : , ‘ oe (i i : } _ y { library. Marble base remained in place in the area immediately inside and between the two sets of double doors from the 
coy el Oe a ta north and south groin-vaulted stair galleries, but carpet covered the marble floor. Bookshelves filled the former en' eo] |e 7 Sa srt ge : gre gi 

t | as i = =< —— — —— corridor. The entire space, library and private offices, was carpeted; in areas where there had been cork flooring, some 
S| Le rae Bese oe cork remained beneath the carpet. Electrical conduit, switches and receptacles were surface-mounted on bookshelves Rs Sn i (ieee ce fi eee oi : é eicues : sa ee (ee ae =a He Boe < yokes and walls. The two original small elevators, discussed together with the second floor, remained in place on the third floor. 

6.38 Suspended ceiling and electrical accommodations, second floor, 1999 The rooms in the Northeast Pavilion contained the original quarter-sawn white oak wood elements, including base, chair 
Since electrical conduit had been installed above suspended ceilings, power was provided to some rail, door and window casings. A suspended acoustical tile ceiling within a metal grid obscured the original plaster 
locations by means of vertical poles mounted on or just in front of walls at those locations. These poles ceiling. The original lighting had been replaced with fluorescent fixtures. 
carried wiring from the ceiling to outlets installed at the desired heights along the poles. 

Fourth Floor 
‘ a Se, > he eas ee si : ‘anil 2 The only spatial rearrangement on the fourth floor occurred on the north side of the wing. Consistent with previous iret i, ARMM NS 8 a age) 2) Beate 8 : 2 . suey bes mo Se Nee PS Ore = remodeling throughout the wing, the north side men’s public toilet room was removed and the space converted to office 

HEMP s ae ee = s f << a use. The original oak-trimmed and coffered skylight remained in place at the eastern end of the floor (open library space), 
oo HLS ana ape fam i eee ao : oe as paar ‘ 
Pree err ee ee ate = E but it was covered and unused. The original plaster ceiling was still in place. Fluorescent light fixtures were suspended 
eae: he = eee ee ee & at regular intervals beneath and around the skylight. As was the case on the third floor, electrical conduit, switches and Pierre es fe ae ae Ree a pee ie ge eG meV ae receptacles were mounted on bookshelves and walls. Se ee ee BO 

2 a 5 
E e 4 a Current Conditions, 2001 

eee Ty = ie SS In 1980 the state Department of Administration issue a document entitled Guidelines for Restoration. It had resulted 
ry [i gl OS iF ea a from a building review conducted by the Division of Facilities Management in consultation with Shinji Yamamoto, who AtGheR Ribena create i a i is z eases > ioe s y 8 y Om ieee UE oti BH | si bel ot Pe a 1 | ze was the state architect. The document made clear distinctions in establishing a hierarchy of spaces, based upon their 

sie enna AH Essa bese BL || ue fe . i | public or private use. Further work was undertaken, including a study of air conditioning in 1985 and another of electrical 
= \ Eien ett i | Hy A i power capacity in 1986; ultimately, policymakers understood the need for a comprehensive plan for the Capitol. In 1987, 
_ De i 7 aa a oe the Capitol Master Plan’ was issued. It distinguished between spaces that had been intended for public use (major 

ee y i eo — corridors, the Governor’s Conference Room, the Supreme Court Hearing Room, lobby areas, etc.) and private areas, such 
: i a Aw TE “a re asta as offices, minor corridors and toilet rooms. Among others things, it recommended that public areas be preserved or 

; omer ae ae : ai restored to approximate their original state, that all renovation and rehabilitation be compatible with the building’s 
6.39 Supreme Court Conference Room, 1999 themes, and that there be as little disruption as possible to the work of building occupants. The Master Plan sought to 
Although the historic ceiling fixture remained in place, decorative painting in the Conference Room b Enna : sexe alance the needs of a historic structure with those of a modern functioning seat of government. (originally called the Consultation Room) had been greatly altered and simplified by the time of the 1998 s eae 
Existing Conditions Survey. Evidence of need for more sophisticated wiring is apparent from the cords 

dangling in front of bookshelves in the room. In the Preservation Plan issued in October of 1998 by East Wing Architects, recommendations were set forth relative to 
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mS j sia nn 2 6.42 (near right) Third floor = rE : Bf | P a 
] : WS eee ESS 5 | Bo: : 8 library, small elevator, 1999 ae PF Oe Ha = 

it oN as : : | ee 5 Small private elevators for use by z p a tN : 2 ae > 

ii " he = | Soe : re the Supreme Court were photo- - 2 = eel i 2 

| i if | F graphed prior to Selective Removal | ae g ON Mid oe aces egg a eg 
i : oe es : Ba | z in 1999. The elevator cars had re : = & See me me bf = 
7 , iF At skid eC < been replaced, but the historic cra a ait ts ii x , az ee . i: 
; Sj] aN tr g doors and gates remained. 4 | po $ Seti) a PE: 
it ee i. TSIEN WY es He , £ : ( Bee Td Ie iy: 
1 | <h) Se ey ‘ ie £ a a = = ie ell ba? 
ii. Sieg || tie =| aie | 3 5 6.43 (far right) Fourth floor Poe ee Va 5 |) tent ES iter ibe: zi | 0 

' ye / b u F "I i} = c i a 4 ite aoe : library, 1999 & : : 1 i is ia 2 ae HH Wu =) a lz eas 
ie) tt | (| ai ital te ieee a 28 i i Beneath the framework of the ] ie | |” 4 ] He a 
| Ee pememtamemenreny _! 12d | Mesa es. HH 4 oat a aemag original fourth floor skylight, “| vk f , A : : ae 8 «| ee 8! : | aN | 

| a tel A eS asi | pe aan cee suspended fluorescent light fixtures k si | wa e fa F 
Pit ce J % ere ae provided light for library users. t ‘of te i 2 

aed ae | @ se The need for upgraded electrical ‘ aM 2 i * b 
" El sees fee es ae systems is apparent in the existence r H 

‘ ea | \ . of surface-mounted electrical he sg Vi | } ci 

ip | P ea conduit suspended from the ceiling ia | L 
| 4 ee and mounted on the surface of ia ir } ; 

| f | i | [es oe Via bookshelves. ry ‘ih 
¥ of / Pip eek stad) ee Ses eS rat 

ze 2 ie gest aa a 2 x a ea Bes ae ee ee pee mee a % 8 
ieee Nae Nase sk aici een : 5 
Ree ae ars Ee ame aia tn ae Se ahaa t g 6.40 Third floor library entrance corridor, 1999 & pe eee ee ee ig he eee ss . z 
PPS a ue a a eae arden rec Ses E ace A aie oe ee eae a 

Library book stacks filled every available space on the third floor, including the entrance corridor. es ee ae ee pee Soo et ag < 
Ee ei ee we a ae eee eeaeees 4 e 
PUSS pete Ge sree] oe 7 yaks cgi errata a nea : a 
eS Se 3 a 

a : : = Pee » ee eee é ae 2 GSS Bee paso 5-8 ‘ q % q ee z ence gee ee oe Ces Nears eae ee eae ates A ti = 
eS So | 4 = BSS 3 eres ee Fi ee ame We : > 
2 Ee | ES ia fe ay es ee sre a : | 3 £ 

vy 5 ee & ——— se : | wm eta Fr enters or a | | 
reek a Fr Weer gt ak — | a ie eC EEL ASL EY ae eee a 

aT pee Ss [ae a hi = ee Fae BN ii 94a ad | 
Psi es | | ie hy a oe ii F Ey ‘ Be] i = De Reece : aS ay 

i a et eet # Le ‘ a 1 ye Sh | W { ces a cd hesteente 
Aatas og : il : E By re ee] ; mee ft) fe st 2 Ae cceeueere 7 4a 1 ei ae 2 hice ob): | lee peer ey a7 | 2B | Jeers are 4 Bia hig Bis Eee a ihee i: | } fe of =a! La ae : | BO Si Ok eR Hie i a 

Yl ei oi —— ; Tea | Be 4 \ 4 / mom | i ieee cee Ma | i} ih a | 

I SS — || ES a avaiern Me (Pe - es aa a eo ee alg lal ile | aa 
4 a LE . ae | Bee is] : a | ie aL Hot tA i = | Hil ri j ee ‘ ieee a oe a } pote | ~ i 

i.) gq : patie. «bie E abe | = Cl a 
aw 3 meen BS. sa = fe \ | ae Pe | / lea | i t 

J SS | j i a Ee 

Z Cree P Had F t | | OF 
ee - Pury es “a Fas | a ee : S — ae De) eee ee y pS we Se | | i aes | os i F 

Sr Cee aT ang 6.44 Fourth floor library, 1999 
6.41 Third floor library, stairs to fourth floor, 1999 Although the plaster ceilings of the fourth floor were intact, a number of surface-mounted light fixtures had been installed to 

Historic stairs to the fourth floor library coexisted in 1998 with original library stacks and suspended supplement the meager amount of natural light from the small windows. The historic character of the staircase from the third 

fluorescent light fixtures. floor was intact at the time of survey. 
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ue ee ae ee ine er. ae . 2 yee ee ass z the level of preservation treatment (Preservation, Restoration, Rehabilitation or Renovation) appropriate to the spaces 

ie a i oh RG Ee Sais a eee ae 2 in the wing. As design work proceeded, however, decisions were made that affected changes to the recommendations 

ss See & Le i As construction proceeded, those responsible for resolving issues about interior finishes had to decide to what degree 

i Cag & a GS es eae J eg x to impose decorative finishes in a manner sympathetic to the original Mack, Jenney and Tyler class distinctions, 

| P | ee es a particularly in spaces where the original finishes had been obscured. In some cases, original decorative finishes were 

Be re : : Hes a E recreated as revealed by probe work. In heavily rehabilitated or renovated areas where space use had been dramatically 

2 3 ; : ig i altered, decorative finish treatments were created using Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s class system as a basis. The executive 

re ¥ | J : eh department business office on the first floor is an example of the first type of space, and the new Joint Committee on 

yi ee a Finance office suites and hearing room on the third and fourth floors are examples of the latter. On the second floor, 

: probe work had confirmed that the justices’ chambers had received a lower level of finish than proposed by Mack, 

a Rees , Ere Se Jenney and Tyler, so a higher level of finish was applied in their chambers than in the restored, adjoining staff offices. 

ee ee ee eee Sees Some departure from historic precedent also occurred in relation to window treatments. Correspondence reveals that, 

PS ae Beas i a : =. with the exception of the Executive Chamber, windows initially received only simple roller shades, not curtains or 

ae ge = ee eee Sen See draperies.” Doubtless this was because occupants depended more on natural light than artificial electric light when the 

og ae a eee I a building was erected and occupied; designers kept windows as open to light as possible. Photographic evidence 

2 er Se ee ies = - s ae he 3 indicates that roller shades eventually were replaced with blinds, but not draperies. The only draperies originally 

oe ae oe ail = ES se = eee eS ordered for the wing were for the three windows of the Executive Chamber, now called the Governor’s Conference Room. 

eee ee ee SD However, as of 2001, draperies resembling the historic window treatments in the Executive Chamber have been installed 

=. So en in significant spaces throughout the wing, including the office suites of the governor, lieutenant governor and attorne; 
ee a Ce y eo e 8 ; ei . 

general and the chambers of the Supreme Court justices. Draperies also have been installed in somewhat less significant 

6.45 Under-floor electrical ductwork, fourth floor, 2 001 ee : : spaces, including the open office areas of the attorney general and executive departments, Supreme Court staff offices, 
Architects and engineers have planned for future power and communications needs to the greatest possible extent. Electrical % pe ; _ 

ductwork installed beneath the floor is designed to meet all future needs were anticipated as of 2001. the third and fourth floor pavilion rooms and all Joint Finance spaces along the east wall of the wing. 

To accommodate predictable future needs, state-of-the-art electrical and mechanical systems were installed and inte- 

grated into the wing’s historic context. Data and communications connections were provided with maximum predictable 

capacity, and wiring was upgraded and placed in an under-floor grid to provide for unforeseen future needs. Elevators 

have been upgraded, and the passenger elevator car on the south side of the wing has been renovated so that its internal 

appearance is compatible with the historic building. 

Interior walls in the private areas of the wing have been restored, rebuilt or constructed using the original construction 

techniques and materials. This work has been done sensitively and in a manner consistent with George Post’s under- 

standing of the inevitable need for alterations in space use and configuration. As a result, divisions of the private 

spaces, while not recreated exactly to Post’s original allocations, remain within the spirit of original design. Ina manner 

consistent throughout the building, new interior partition walls in the wing were constructed of four-inch terra cotta 

blocks, or clay tiles, with an inch of plaster on each side. George Post’s original sturdy but lightweight wall system 

(common for its day in substantial buildings) remains functional in 2001. While spaces on the first and second floors 

were reconfigured only slightly, the ground floor was altered more substantially, and the basement, third and fourth 

floors even more substantially. Throughout the wing, renovated and rehabilitated private spaces have been finished in 

a manner consistent with the historic character of the building. This means that quarter-sawn white oak has been used 

for doors and door casings, window casings, radiator enclosures, base and chair rails. New wood elements, such as 

trash enclosures and fire extinguisher cabinets located in secondary corridors, are also made of quarter-sawn white oak. 

jc i cc i el a i ccc 
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Where marble floors have been installed or reinstalled, marble base is used in conjunction with plinths at door openings. rae Wee. eh) Pa 7 Pa... ake, ? - ‘ er. ad z 

Walls and ceilings are plaster, with radial coves at the juncture. Most private offices are carpeted using patterns that cementite ania 2 i ham ae 

correspond with those chosen for the parts of the building renovated previously. ee eee 3 a: 

- ee E 
Consistent with the recommendations set forth in the 1987 Capitol Master Plan, libraries on the third and fourth floors on —— : Gf Feces : 

have been rehabilitated from their original, more public uses to both private and public spaces. The third floor office muniinaiig So | re Le x 

suites and conference rooms are completely new in 2001, but have been constructed and finished in a manner consistent NOR mmm cca it ! a 

with historic finishes throughout the Capitol. On the fourth floor, the new and public Joint Finance Hearing Room was a = Sine ll E 

designed as a state-of-the-art videoconferencing facility; acoustical requirements dictated many decisions about finish, SS. SS ne 
but wherever possible historical references have been integrated. Particulars include quarter-sawn white oak wood sac . a 

base, window casings, radiator enclosures and wainscoting, as well as lighting fixtures manufactured as replicas of pa 

those original to the building. pe Zoe 

Basement ae a 
Very little of the basement space in the wing fits the definition of public space. The vast majority of the space is Pays os i 4 : a 

dedicated either to building maintenance or storage, and the public has virtually no access to it. : ee ees ee Poe 5 wnat a 

Basement space has been arranged in a more orderly manner than in 1998. The location of the original kitchen, at the bes = ~ : a4 ie : 

center of the west portion of the wing and adjacent to a new vending area, is designed as a food service area. Provision “ = 2a 

has been made for utilities, but they have not been fully installed or implemented. Implementation awaits governmental ia | ae fo : 

decisions about the space. it 2 

Corridors to the north and south of that area connect the Rotunda basement to the wing. Elevators remain in the original os Me s a : 
locations at either end of the cross corridor east of the prospective food service area. North of the food service area, file ae ae: » = por 

servers for the computers used by building occupants take up an entire room. The basement of the Northeast Pavilion | ~ 

contains storage for materials used for special events. Mechanical systems for the East Wing occupy the center of the aS 

wing’s basement. The steam tunnel receiving room remains in the historic location on the north side of the wing; the : 

electrical substation and adjacent electrical room occupy the adjoining space on the north side. Large storage areas for 

lighting are located across the corridor from the electrical rooms. The east end of the wing is occupied by, from north to : 

south, a lighting shop, mechanics shop, plumbing and steamfitters shop and, at the south end of the wing, a corridor to ce a 

the new underground Southeast Stair addition. Along the south side of the wing, a workroom for lampers, mechanics, Ee Ae 

plumbers and steamfitters is located adjoining the plumbing/steamfitters shop. There is no corridor on the south side of a 

the wing. The central portion of the south side of the wing is dedicated for use by the governor’s staff. That portion eos 

includes a copy room, a clipping room (where articles are clipped from newspapers) and a mailroom, and it is connected a 

to the governor’s first floor staff area via an internal stair. A storage area for the lieutenant governor’s staff is located 6.46 Basement, 2001 ‘ y . 

Ce ihe governor’s mailroom, behind the south elevator enclosure. There are no restrooms in the basement of the a i ee tite 
East Wing in 2001. visible prior to installation of the ceiling, are typical of those in place throughout the 

restored and rehabilitated wing. 

Ground Floor 

Alterations in spatial arrangement of the ground floor are not visible in the public spaces. The main corridors and main 

and secondary stairs remain as originally constructed and finished, as do the components of the entry sequence and 

lobby. Therefore, public spaces on the ground floor exist in the original form and retain their original high level of finish. 

Private spaces, however, have been altered in spatial arrangement, use and appearance. 
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S g z a é Bea is ee ae z Public Spaces, Ground Floor 

i a oe ce iH i The ground floor level of the Northeast Pavilion has been restored to its original appearance. Removal of the semi- 

5 of — : A enclosed wood structure from the pavilion and the replacement of historic doors, together with restoration of the 

ae Eee ph =o | ; e decorative ceiling painting, have resulted in a restored space consistent with the other three pavilions. The loading dock 

cd = iS a : Ke ee ie = has been relocated from the Capitol to the new Justice Center building on Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, with a 

oy : ‘ eta oe) 2 | te | ‘ : tunnel for transport between the two buildings. The tunnel stretches under the boulevard, crosses Main Street and 

nla Y a a id % Saha a connects with the Capitol near the underground Southeast Stair spaces, which were new in 2001. This change made 

-=4 es E 4 Hi BY ‘ 4 ze a i | E possible the restoration of the Northeast Pavilion, which is now more useful for pedestrian entry and more attractive 

rr | fest 1 pos a E | | than it was as a loading dock. 

: | | i =] ; ‘ / | i Private Spaces, Ground Floor 

Ay = ga i Members of the Supreme Court staff now occupy the entire north side of the ground floor. The lobby and north 

4 | = | Alt secondary corridor sequence remains unchanged from its configuration in 1965; that is, the private corridor extends west 

at a ie to a junction with the north secondary stair hall. A new reception area for the Supreme Court occupies the former 

ee z a - P ee departmental lobby space on this side of the wing. The reception area has been given a higher level of finish than 

. ae — i prescribed in the original design. A new marble floor visually dominates the space. The design consists of circles and 

F fl 4 diamonds set into rectangles and squares and derives from design motifs in historic marble floors elsewhere in the 

E S ay. building. The marbles include varieties also used elsewhere in the building. A stenciled border adorns the walls above 

— : : the oak chair rail. 

x : North of the secondary corridor, a new kitchen near the Northeast Pavilion opens off a very small lobby, and a single 

‘ eee ae : =o toilet room adjoins the kitchen and lobby to the north. The kitchen contains a new marble floor and oak cabinetry with 

- = : S s Se = ru = solid-surface acrylic countertops. The toilet room, although not historic, contains the same finishes as the wing’s 

se = =, i ee ae original toilet rooms, including marble floors, sink tops and partitions. Both the kitchen and the toilet room are for the 

Se eed ee eee Supreme Court staff. To the east, two offices for the Supreme Court staff are accessible from the short section of the 

6.47 Supreme Court reception room, ground floor, 2001 6.48 Ground floor office, 2001 corridor located behind the elevator. Additional offices for the Supreme Court staff have been positioned along the 
lame air ee Aoi hen mee nee S; . ae ee north exterior wall. Original maple floors were retained in offices along the north wall; plaster coves have been restored, 

manner higher than the recommended original finish treatment. _ finishes to match the historic. Unique wood floors on the north and oak elements (base, window and door casings, radiator enclosures and chair rail) have been restored if possible and 
Diane Al Shihabi Historic Restoration, Inc. designed a new side of the ground floor have been preserved. replaced if necessary. 
marble floor for the room, indicative of the elevated importance 

oy He spake as deca oh area JO) the Supreine Cours Former vault and storage spaces on the south side of the secondary corridor have been converted to other uses for the 

Supreme Court. In sequence west from the lobby, the first series of spaces is for storage. Anew reading room and small 

reference library for the court occupies the majority of the space on the south side of the minor corridor. A small copy 

room opens off the corridor and is carved out of the reading room space, rendering the copy room a small shallow space 

and the reading room symmetrical, long and narrow with two separate entrance vestibules on either side of the copy 

room. These entrances are wide and feature quarter-sawn white oak double doors with translucent patterned glazing. 

Sidelights of the same materials flank each door. Inside both entrances, wall-mounted, quarter-sawn white oak reading 

desks, formerly positioned on the columns of the State Law Library, have been mounted. New carpet is installed over the 

concrete floor. Wall sconces and ceiling fixtures—replications of fixtures originally found in the building—have been 

installed on the new plaster walls and in a simple curved-cove ceiling. Oak base and chair rail, along with painted pine 

picture rail, complete the room. 

In the southeast corner of the wing, the lieutenant governor and staff retain the same space allocated since 1971. A large, 

open staff area is located in the areas originally occupied by the lobby and storage vault. A very small kitchen and 
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6 E: 4 6.51 Supreme Court reading room, ground floor, 2001 

ae ; i The Supreme Court reading room is a new space, carved out of the former vault spaces on the north side of the 

e 4 ‘i : | Fe. 4 ground floor. Although not a historic space, the room has been finished in a manner sympathetic to historic 

eS 3 | 3 spaces elsewhere in the wing. Metal book shelves, formerly located in the State Law Library on the third and 
os t fourth floors, have been incorporated into this room. 

eciee i “= 2 2 2 

- es. i a = 3 8 

Ea Ping aetna eee 2 2 
6.49 New Supreme Court kitchen, ground floor, 2001 6.50 New toilet room, ground floor, 2001 Beene han ae ie 1 eat = . 

The former shipping and receiving room contains acompletely _A new toilet room adjacent to the kitchen is a completely non- acre ws ee A oe ite e ps ; 3 

new kitchen for use of the Supreme Court. All quarter-sawn historic space; however, finishes and fixtures are consistent vs ae oe z 3 : = 

white oak cabinetry is new, as is the marble floor. Finishes with historic elements throughout the building. = a PG * 

have been chosen for compatibility with the historic character iO ee teY s ae z — Eyre = 3 

Nae eat > & = a oe 

af 
ied iy : 1" 3 an 

i | ee 

ia a S 

6.52 Lieutenant governor’s office, ground floor, 2001 6.53 Executive department, ground floor, 2001 

When the office for the lieutenant governor was created in The governor s staff occupies the bulk of the space on the south 

1971, it occupied the same space on the south side of the wing side of the ground floor. A new internal stair connects ground 

that it does in 2001. It is finished in a manner consistent with level offices to departmental space in the basement as well as to 

historic spaces throughout the wing. offices on the first floor. 
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ce: SE eee een : C5 Seen 2 rivate toilet have been constructed in the northeast corner of the original vault, where a toilet room had been located 
"i pre ee ed 6 : BOS aa peel, = 6 Pp 8 Sere ss ee me 8 . cy aed ih a tae ge Os ; : c ey ; é van 
Riecomeeur entre ONieeem e eerenneee 2 Reta. eo SO ss enteN, Sea 2 previously. Although not consistent with the original design, marble floors and base have been installed in this room. 

Se ieee 2 ep. eee foe Soe ae 2 A private corridor divides the south side of the wing, leading from a doorway to the lieutenant governor’s department to 
i es ENON ere? ee aim a ee css 2 : ; é : 

OE BEY oe one P a doorway that connects the area adjacent to the south secondary stair at the west end of the wing. The governor’s staff 
SY Pee HE ROA am ye taal 5 eee - A . 5 % % 
BR eit 5 af 9 an ee a i occupies the rooms along the corridor, and the corridor does not extend into the lieutenant governor’s area. 

xs x + ET See ara 7 | Nc canines a Gubernatorial or executive department spaces on the first and ground floors and the basement are connected internally 
ber ae <n s ag ea Sheed adalat va fat ee | a: a % ‘s 5 ‘ ‘ a . . 
eet TaVack es E ga Be | Fae aes fe by a new interior stairway north of the secondary corridor. On the ground floor, this new stair (featuring banisters and 

Car < 1 Seo fenx J . / Obie railings based on original building designs) opens into an area for the governor’s policy staff and policy staffinterns. An 
ah : Se aes rete ee bs uk | : at te : : ‘ R 

fe ie ica een we 5 = cog 3 Ss adjoining conference room occupies the area north of the new stair. Another office (for the governor’s policy staff) is 
. ‘ oe eecarenaceeen eine = mn ia H " : Pe A i . 
z ae Se ay ee A b located at the west end north of the corridor; this office has an adjoining full kitchen. South of the minor corridor are four 

BS ieee Gee as e yt o by Pa 3 ee 5 2 "i 

if hime ag ie bee . more offices for the governor’s policy director and the remainder of the policy staff. Each office has one window; the 

iI rein 4 Fs 2 ; - finishes correspond to those in similar offices throughout the wing. A small vestibule serving two public toilet rooms is 

HI Be 4 Ef ‘ : : oe located outside the private corridor and opens to the secondary public corridor. The larger of these toilet rooms is 

Ee ; ae ‘F 4 ws ey Ga located east of the vestibule, while a smaller, unisex, ADA-compliant toilet room is located to the south. 
e eer f } 

6.54 Artist at work in Governor’s Conference Room, 2000 ° : ae La | a First Floor 

Molded and carved wood wall and ceiling elements in the s eit oi al F pee ey Public S First Fl 
Governor s Conference Room were painstakingly restored to ee : = ublic Spaces, First Floor 

the original dark red color, and gold leaf reapplied where 4 The first floor closely retains its original spatial arrangement. Configuration and finishes within the public spaces are the 

needed. During this work, mural paintings were protected to a same as at the time of initial occupation. The Governor’s Conference Room, by design a lavish and highly symbolic 

Gibid amaze. space, has been restored to its original color palette. The off-white paint applied to the paneled walls and plaster in the 
1960s was removed from the walls but left on the ceiling. The walls then were painted a rich, dark red—the original color 

eS = ae z a as determined by probe work and mixed by hand. Paint of the same color was applied to the appropriate areas of the Ne eee g y Pp ba PP. pprop 
( eS 2 8 ceiling. Gold-leafed areas of finish have been refreshed or restored, including the gold-leafed areas of the fireplace 

be yi, y e ee) Corer ae : CO eee mae ee i entablature. Although the fireplace retained its historic location and appearance, the upper stories of the chimney were 
| Toe yom nel The original lavish appearance of the historic chamber has 2 B ne : 
: ae ai F been restored as a result of the Restoration and Rehabilitation removed in order to proceed with renovations; therefore, it is no longer a functional fireplace. The parquet floor was 

ee tcc es i ica 5 of the East Wing. At the same time, electrical and other systems refinished, lighting refurbished and restored, and draperies were made to match the originals. The Hugo Ballin murals 
ge | : SS ae : ee : s. . cose eae c > have been upgraded. have been cleaned and newly varnished, one has been restored, and extensive surveys and recommendations for 

~ Petgeie fe : treatment have been made. 
| pee | + ‘ 

= | E 1 eT ome ip a 3 es i i | ole ere a 3 Private Spaces, First Floor 
om os ll Pe GN ) naa oa, rt { “ ee ae Alterations to the first floor are especially evident in the former vault locations north and south of the main public 

os 2 =) ee s “3 " q PY eet, : = os 
me ee Nees 2 : i i ae of . hh oe a corridor and adjacent to the staff areas of the attorney general and governor, respectively. The attorney general and his " i Pe eH bab Ae Ae : ; ; ; 

a i= Sea | i 4 he ae fai ic Be staff originally occupied the entire north side of the wing, but members of the governor’s staff now occupy the rooms 

j i \ Ne Sool) 14 1 4] f i ¥ a a) / a served by the north private corridor. South of the private corridor, copy rooms and an executive department intern room 

Es | 5 ie | : igs 4, Pas are located in the space that originally contained the attorney general’s storage vault. These areas connect to the ji i i rae 1 ginally y gi 8 
Hi eS | i fiec corridor through a small vestibule. Some of the historic floor-to-ceiling filing cabinets that were in the original vault have 

| E , been relocated to the interns’ space. The corridor, with doors at either end, connects the attorney general’s open office 

rE area to the landing at the public secondary stair. A portion of the original vault space now functions as a copy room, 

= ? accessible from the open office, and a kitchen has been constructed east of the open office. The toilet room near the 

6.56 Governor's open office area, first floor, 2001 6.57 Main corridor, first floor, 2001 attorney general’s private office has been slightly relocated to the east, so that it is now entered from the vestibule that 
The original appearance of the governor s open office area Historic finishes within the main corridor have been carefully . 

; seas : ‘ ; . serves the private office. 
was restored in a historically sympathetic manner. Carpeting preserved, including marble wall panels and sconces. A new 

in custom patterns installed throughout the spaces is similar to police desk allows an officer to control access to the depart- 

that used in previously restored wings of the building. ments as well to monitor several closed-circuit camera screens. The east end of the wing remains basically unchanged from its original configuration. The Governor’s Conference Room 
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and its lobby. oceupy the Space assigned them originally. North of them, the Btonicy general’s private office continues = ee E a é 

to occupy its original location, as do two other attorney general staff offices in the northeast corner of the wing. South 3 a= ee 8 ee a 

of the Governor’s Conference Room and connected to them by two doors on either side of the mural, original executive be 2 eee 5 2a : 4 

department offices remain mostly as originally configured. The office for the governor’s chief of staff occupies the same = ve zg pe iz 

space as the governor’s secretary’s office did in 1917, with one minor change: a small original vestibule connecting the oe ~ 2 : iz a oe jz 

room to the corridor from the lobby has been eliminated. That space and two closets in it have now been opened to the See . BPS aay A - pe Stee 
: ; sere ‘ : 3 Roos ee & ee. eee 

corridor, a change that provides improved accessibility to the closets without disruption to the chief of staff. This slight jae oy RES es a4 g = = pent 1 i 
a a a Se 5 : eee 

reconfiguration is the only change in the original plan for this area. One other minor alteration involves the private toilet j ie 8 9 Ee Aa, a e Bee ee OG 

room in this suite of offices. A single-step change in floor level from the corridor has been eliminated and the marble floor x a 43 nae | ales ius a2 = Fed = B re ae eee : 

reinstalled at a level flush with the corridor floor. The governor’s private office remains in the southeast corner of the eee | i iE 7 a % eo 

wing, with three connecting doors to the chief of staff’s office, the corridor to the lobby and the open staff area on the 2 | / ; a se = ee eg == 

south side of the wing. aaa / | Poe Nee [ea 
5S Bs i $ ioe A Mlle 

Saks ea = 
The private offices of the governor and the chief of staff have been restored to their original appearance. This includes ae i 

the refinishing of original mahogany wood elements, unique to this part of the wing. In addition to door and window Le : i ws 20 bg F ( 

casing, base, wainscoting and radiator enclosures, these rooms have wood cornices above their windows. Original » § I Ss se 4 as ae v 
~ 3 es . ak: 

sconces and ceiling fixtures have been refurbished and reinstalled, including the chandelier original to the governor’s = eee “ — 

office. Ornate draperies, similar to those original to the Governor’s Conference Room, adorn the windows in both offices. a” ctr “mas “in 
i ee — 

Probe studies of painted walls and ceilings in 1998 revealed decorative stencil borders and panels originally applied by eat 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler throughout the room. The probes also revealed relatively more ornate painting at the plaster 6.58 Attorney general’s private office, first floor, 6.59 Governor’s intern office, first floor, 2001 

frieze and ornamental cove. These decorations were restored to their original appearance. 2001 Originally one large space, the attorney general's vault 

Historic finishes restored in this office include leather space has been renovated to form three new spaces, two 

South of the main public corridor, alterations in spatial arrangement are equally minor. Members of the governor’s staff doors, wall sconces and decorative painting. New copy rooms and an intern room. The intern room, for 
t aes . i ‘ , ie ep < x pau carpeting and draperies complete the space. use of the executive department, contains a portion of the 

occupy this area. Original finishes, including decorative painting, have been restored in this area, including replication historic filing cabinets original to the space. 

of stenciled borders and pilaster panel paintings that paint probe work uncovered. Once again, the most significant 

changes have occurred in the area of the original vault between the main corridor and the south private corridor. What ie os i 

was once vault space has been divided into four quadrants, two larger and two smaller. A large combination copy room S ee g 

and kitchen occupies the northeast quadrant, and a smaller storage area adjoins the copy room in the northwest esa. i oe <a : 5 

quadrant. In the southeast quadrant, a new internal stair connects the open office area to the governor’s space on the ei a sais S i ; _— ee sae . 
; ‘ eee |e ee 2 

ground and basement levels. A large conference room is located in the southwest quadrant of the former vault. Three ee eee i = << z 
ae eine pegs eas a 

offices are located south of the corridor for members of the governor’s staff. They are finished in a manner typical of ee E dt ae i es sees E 
a 3 a Be. ae ae 5 

private offices, both historic and new; that is, carpet covers concrete floors, walls and ceilings are plaster, and wood See ee ae ie = 

elements, including base, door and window casings, radiator enclosures and chair rails, are of quarter-sawn white oak. Jiggs Hees oe [saan 4 | tes 2 = = ey — g 

: ry thas ‘ , t \] 7 = 
Second Floor z | 254 5 sy. ec Nel 

Public Spaces, Second Floor eae | | a | poi eeea 
Like the first floor, the general spatial arrangement of the second floor is essentially unchanged from the architect’s 6.60 Governor's private office, first ; HN a = = 
ce : : : 2 : 2001 t : | 

original intent. The Supreme Court Hearing Room and | remain very highly finished spaces occupyi Gs eT | mt ce - 
: 8 A nie uA c e ape eee ty highly f P py ing the a Mahogany wainscoting, base and 4 ead a 4 parece 

position within the wing. Private corridors bound these grand public spaces on all sides but the west, as they did window Ghd a oOn eo ices have Le 

originally, providing access to the Supreme Court justices’ chambers. The main stairs and galleries, the primary public been restored, as have leather doors 5 

spaces, retain their original configuration and opulent finishes. Secondary stairs are located and finished as they were and decorative painting on walls a 
ras : ‘i ‘ : ‘ . Fe and ceiling. The original ceiling 3 = 

originally. Decorative stencils at the secondary stairs were recreated. Decorative finishes in the ceilings of the Supreme ee : 
i é ‘ : . fixture, located for a time in the ‘ 

Court lobby, the Supreme Court Hearing Room and the main stair galleries were painstakingly restored, as were the lieutenant governor ’ office, has 2 

murals in the Supreme Court Hearing Room. Plaster surfaces of the upper walls and ceiling were repainted to colors been reinstalled. : 3 
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Ses a EE. > PZ. f z matching those that Mack, Jenney and Tyler applied after the murals were installed, and gold-leaf ornamentation was 
Pe memes aa a Se i 8 i igi i i i eg e. Es ee ee 8 be eer nana, uae : restored to its original appearance. The murals were cleaned, repaired and revarnished as spelled out in the survey of 

Bere a a 2 ce | ’ “ see Pt A i i : 

g Sos pe vee ; . < Ew eg ae them. Ornamental lamp standards were refurbished and reinstalled. The finish of the Supreme Court bench was restored, 
ss oe Te Oe op ; a “3 ee : y ; cites os 

: eae e 2 ge: modern electrical and electronic outlets were installed on the back of the bench for each justice, and the existing carpet 

ee z ; Poe Pe L = replaced with new carpeting. 
Lo : é i aes & 
cet z . *@ 
Se } a pe ae a Private Spaces, Second Floor 

m ‘ : z ‘ 2 3 os. E Within the private spaces, modifications have occurred primarily on the south side of the wing. Where originally there 

aS pete © sans ee me d io ae ae bs ye had been an attorney’s room near the Southeast Pavilion, there is now an accessible public restroom at the secondary 

nce een 2 cenmemen eee os ae stair landing. A private toilet room, part of new chambers for a justice at that location, is incorporated into the remaining 
Perms Weg. Ro SY Ba eas Pee i 2 es a e é . : 
ee i ores a Te ee ar fy e a : ! portion of the original attorney’s room, including the exterior wall and window. The former vault space on the south side 
eee ey ae ee ivided i ? i i i i ee 8 S = ’ * ea, 3 has been divided into a law clerk’s office (accessible through the suite west of it) and a copy room opening from the 

g : > & : $ =i Pe south corridor. 
Lt ~ 

it Sl are oe = ] Private corridors bordering the courtroom on the north, east and south remain as originally designed, including stairs to 

i | ; the third floor on the north and south and the four-step change in level at either end of the east corridor. Damage from 

; le - tack strips installed in 1968 had left the original marble corridor border tiles beyond repair, so new marble tiles and steps 

a have been installed. Two doors, located behind the north and south ends of the bench, provide access to the hearing 

ERIE Aaa ese a f room from the east corridor. The corridor level lies two steps above the level of the bench as originally designed, which 

A ee ia in turn is two steps up from the courtroom floor, thus accommodating the four-step difference in the floor level of the east 

F a Be corridor. Although the two private elevators have been removed along the east corridor, original bronze-plated steel 

doors have been reinstalled at the historic locations. 

6.61 Artist at work, Supreme Court vestibule, 2000 6.62 Supreme Court staff office, second floor, 2001 
Artists painstakingly restored decorative painting throughout Supreme Court staff offices within the justices’ suites have been The seven suites of Supreme Court justices’ chambers (one suite for each justice) consist of four or five rooms each: a 
the wing, including the ceiling of the vestibule outside the restored to their original appearance, including plaster ceilings private study, a judicial assistant’s office, a law clerk’s office, a private toilet room and in some cases a small entry 

Supreme Court Hearing Room, located on the second floor. and decorative stenciled borders. In the justices’ private : A ae ; 7 
5 : : | vestibule. One of these suites occupies the Northeast Pavilion and a room in the north side of the wing. Two more such 

chambers, enhanced decorative stencil borders in the spirit of : 2 - F Riis ie et ‘ 
the original Mack, Jenney and Tyler proposal have been suites are located on the north side of the wing. Another suite (that of the chief justice) is located in the northeast corner, 

Bey 2 x : : 4 - 3 
> installed. one is housed entirely along the east wall and the final two suites are arranged on the south side of the wing. 

i | i: Although Mack, Jenney and Tyler proposed that all seven of the justices’ private chambers receive Class II finishes, the 

é 4 : - os Bef F firm in fact finished those rooms more simply and in a manner consistent with the Class III treatments of the adjacent 

ee ied Fis fe] secretaries’ rooms. During the 1998-2001 project, a hierarchy of finishes, intended to represent an accurate interpretation pe Bie iS proj Yy P Tp! 
BREE oes as : fe z of the 1914 proposal, was applied and installed. The justices’ chambers accordingly are ornamented with more ornate 

Rep  y fie gilded and stenciled borders than before, while the original Greek key motif (that had been over-painted) has been 

ees at z | eg: restored in staff areas. Draperies, custom-made in the style of the original window treatments for the Executive Chamber, 
= tay Of j y have been installed throughout the justices’ chambers. As was the case originally, justices’ private chambers are 

j finished with quarter-sawn white oak wainscoting, while the adjacent offices of their staff members are not. 

Soitarteny — The Supreme Court Conference Room, located in the southeast corner of the wing, was originally referred to as the 

—= fitaldae caR Consultation Room. Mack, Jenney and Tyler had proposed Class II finishes for the Consultation Room and for all seven 

of the justices’ private chambers. In reality, the Consultation Room was the only space on the second floor of the East 

ee Sei Cau eaucrenice Maou Secane (leur 700 Wing that actually received Class II ornamentation, and the elaborate plaster frieze and decorative painting and gilding 
Decorative ceiling painting in this room had been drastically altered; ets Poe , : 

: ‘ Vhisiiae Fudnred iniie 2001 work ulistoric bookeases nave been on the ceiling and upper walls have been restored to their original look. Although this room has been wired for wall 

i : restored and new draperies installed, as well. sconces in case the occupants ever desire them, sconces have not been installed. Instead, historic bookshelves have 
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been reinstalled around the room. New indirect lighting has been added at the tops of the shelving; it illuminates the oe ha ee ae a z eee pe me z 

decorative ceiling and improves light levels in the room. Because of the shelves, little base is visible in this room, but ” es am g Boyd 3 

typical plain-sawn mahogany wood base is installed in the one small area where it can be seen. Like the governor’s a 5 2 ae ; : 

private office on the first floor, wood trim throughout this room is mahogany, including door and window casings and - F ; co E 

radiator enclosures. The double entry doors feature mahogany on their room sides and quarter-saw white oak on their EN 3 meme Sse = 2 

corridor sides, so that each side maintains a consistent appearance with the finishes around it. Ornate fringed draperies, 4 wv. 5 aa si = a 

similar to those throughout the wing, have been created for this room. oo - i —— z 

‘Third Floor eg! v — j 
Spatial arrangement of the third floor departs dramatically from the original library plan, with its rows of stacks and an ES | v a | eS 

open reading room at the east end of the floor. As of 2001, the arrangement of space is entirely new. When the decision 7 : aa is 1 ; ed 

was made during the planning stages to move the State Law Library from the Capitol into the Risser Justice Center on | | z = 

West Main Street, the entire space became available for rehabilitation. a Po Tt 
4 6.65 Demilune transom, third floor, 2001 

Public Spaces, Third Floor Hite umm arpicticaiaracnc ml 
Public spaces on the third floor consist of the original secondary stairs, the groin-vaulted main stair galleries and the library entrances have been preserved at the original 

corridors near the pavilions that connect these spaces to the other wings. Like public spaces on the lower floors, these locations. The transoms appear over the sets of quarter- 

have been preserved. Decorative ceiling paintings within the groin vaults have been restored to their original appear- ease e doors a: the enlaces fpamthe 

ance. Historic half-round or demilune windows over the double doors into the original library space have been retained, 
- : : * i 2 6.64 Groin vaults, third floor gallery, 2001 
including the lettering designating them as entrances into the State Law Library. The theme of these lech decoraiire hisiorie cellines 

is attributes of character; these decorations, in 

From the north and south main stair galleries, double doors of quarter-sawn white oak open into a new marble-floored, gallery spaces overlooking the barrel vault, have 

north-south corridor. This space had been used for years for library stacks, but has been rehabilitated as a somewhat been restored to their original appearance. 

public connection between the north and south private corridors. Despite its somewhat private location behind the 

double doors, this corridor presents a more public appearance due to its width and the marble floor, installed in a pattern “ = SS, ; . . ES & ei z 

at each opening. ee 2 - = | Bees 

i i 
| — te 3, 

Private Spaces, Third Floor | Sor 

Almost all of the private space on the third floor has been rehabilitated. Public toilets occupy original locations adjacent et | Pe eS 

to the Northeast and Southeast Pavilions at the secondary stair landings. These toilet rooms are finished like toilet a a | no a a = 

rooms throughout the wing. fs a : Bl [ i a 

As of 2001, all space east of the toilet rooms houses private offices. They are connected by corridors that surround the ; Pj ie 

upper walls of the two-story Supreme Court Hearing Room on the second floor. Private corridors divide the space on the ' Es. 

north and south sides of the wing approximately in half lengthwise. The wide, new, marble-floored corridor on the west ‘ pupeg / } aos 

connects the north and south corridors. On the east, the corridor completing the rectangular circuit around the upper = L Re. 

portion of the hearing room divides the space into large rooms along the exterior wall of the building and a series of very Fs af ae 

small spaces along the interior. ee a BS 

Ls i 4 

Seven relatively uniform-sized offices located along both the north and south exterior walls of the wing are oriented so j / 

that each room contains one window. On the north side of the wing, these offices house, from west to east, lieutenant Li 

Boyemoris staff, gubempiorial staff, assert ange and staff (two office suites) and the sath ob the Joint Commit- 6.66 Third floor corridor, 2001 

tee on Finance co-chairs. On the south side of the wing, there are three two-room assembly suites, with a staff office for Once part of the law library, the new marble-floored corridor immediately east of the barrel vault 

the Joint Committee on Finance co-chairs in the southeast corner. Co-chairs and their staffs have four offices on the east serves as circulation space connecting offices on the north and south side of the third floor. 
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pS z exterior wall, with a conference room for the committee at the center. 

+> 8 The small internal rooms along the north and south upper walls of the Supreme Court Hearing Room are for the Supreme 

ee F Court staff, primarily interns. On the interior side of the east corridor, openings at the north and south ends provide 

3 access to internal stairs from the second floor. Three rooms between the stair openings contain storage rooms for the 

aan — od z Joint Committee on Finance and the Assembly. A final opening at the south end of the east corridor provides access to 

ee | fa f asmall limited-use, limited-access elevator (LULA) to the fourth floor. This lift is intended for exclusive use by members 

e ch i & of the Joint Committee on Finance. 

oT aa i | | 
a | en j Uniform finishes, consistent with those historically implemented throughout the building, have been installed in corri- 

Bf 2 i a 1 h i ; dors, offices and the new conference room for the Joint Committee on Finance at the center of the east corridor. The 
. ke - a : . wa concrete floors are carpeted, and plaster walls and ceilings are adorned with a curved cove. Wood elements, including 

base, chair rail, radiator enclosures and casings of doors, windows, transoms and sidelights, are made of quarter-sawn 

white oak, and the picture rail is made of painted pine. Although all of the private spaces on the third and fourth floors 

: are new, not historic, the finishes for them were determined by referring to the historic Mack, Jenney and Tyler decorative 

finish scheme of 1914. A hierarchy of spaces was established and is communicated through the finishes imposed, 

including the number of paint colors applied in each room. In addition, ornamentation in these rooms is of a higher level. 

6.67 Typical office, third floor, 2001 It consists of decorative borders similar to those found in the second-floor private spaces; they somewhat compromise 

Although entirely non-historic spaces, third floor offices have been finished in a manner consistent between Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s Class II and Class III finishes. Window treatments include drapery valances based 

OO fT i on the historic examples designed for the Governor’s Conference Room. 

“ " Be Z i z The Northeast Pavilion now houses an assembly hearing room. This room is finished with typical wood trim, including 

~~ ee — 3 7 cE quarter-sawn white oak doors and door casings, sidelights, base, chair rail, window casings and radiator enclosures. 

= a oa ; 2 : a a Typical plaster walls and ceilings are found in the room, along with carpeting over the concrete floor. Mack, Jenney and 
: " ot = ee into * forecast } ‘ 5 F Tyler originally had proposed Class III finishes for the pavilion; those installed in 2001 are similar to Class III. The room 

ie : 5 oe — :. ae = a S - i has stenciled borders, but they do not contain gold leaf. Elaborate draperies (modeled after the Governor’s Conference 

a ne: 3 2 Ss eS 2 ee : De Room examples) are installed. 

= é os | - 4 z aE Fourth Floor 

2 = ss 2 a Like the third floor, the spatial arrangement on the fourth floor has been greatly altered from the original. Structural 

~. yaaa = elements divide the space on the fourth level. The skylight area over the barrel vault and the adjacent mechanical 

a se - ae . space form a large internal rectangle in the center of the wing. The public corridors, not as grand as main corridors on 

BF | é the lower floors, run parallel to the long walls of the rectangle formed by the skylight area and are illuminated by 

= a borrowed lights in the inner walls. Another area, almost square in shape, is occupied by the light court over the 

A Ae eae Supreme Court Hearing Room. A narrow north-south corridor divides these two areas and connects with the public 

y fe corridors at the elevators and stairs. 
Fee ee 

Pcniabe ss Se k Public Spaces, Fourth Floor 

6.68 Supreme Court intern room, third floor, 2001 The fourth floor is smaller in square footage than any other floor by virtue of the fact that the north and south exterior 

Narrow rooms providing workstations for Supreme Court interns have been created adjacent to walls are set back twenty feet from the exterior walls of the lower levels, forming the “attic” story of the building. The 

Wi aie ie Co es se Be wieder ho et setback from the outer walls is such that the north and south secondary stairs are located at the exterior walls; on lower 

indore rocwa floors there is an entire room in the space between the secondary stairs and the exterior walls. No main stairs lead to 

either the third or fourth floors; the secondary stairs and elevators provide the only access to each floor. Elevators are 

located east of the stair landings. At both the north and south exterior walls, doors located opposite the head of the 
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stairs near the Northeast and Southeast Pavilions provide access to the portion of the roof at that level. There is a level OS GG are eevee ieee Beene 

change of two steps in the main corridors at the location roughly corresponding to the end of the barrel vault, immedi- ‘ Soo ee ep eet 

ately east of the elevators. In order to provide accessibility, ADA-compliant ramps have been designed in a historically bags eee rc ce Sees a 

sympathetic appearance and installed along the barrel vault walls in both the north and south corridors. These ramps J. = 7 e 

have marble floors and metal railings capped by a cherry handrail. The metal railings are fabricated with an open grillwork we Ss ay Sree EY y iz 
SN Sa) ee) Sees gears Bereed ates eee ol 

pattern similar to that of the original secondary stair railings. Toilet rooms are located east of the change in level along yas fe 2 i ‘ee tae Oe 4 
[es ae Ga eee See Bes as aa = the exterior walls at corresponding locations. ys BS Se Soe a eae ‘ g 

pao a Be | 1 2 

fovea ee A a fy ° 
Although the public corridors are marble-floored, they are considerably less impressive than those on the ground Ve eat eg a) { 

through third floors. In keeping with the original finishes, walls and ceilings are plastered and painted three colors, with y BS ge eS a ee 

no decorative painting and a simple curved cove at the transition from wall to ceiling. Base is marble, with marble plinths ae Be et eo 

at door openings. Quarter-sawn white oak doors and door casings, as well as borrowed light casings, complete the 4 —— 

finishes. Double doors at the east terminus of the public corridors provide access to the private space on the fourth . 

floor, for use by the Joint Committee on Finance and the Legislative Fiscal Bureau. ‘ 

Private Spaces, Fourth Floor 

The north and south private corridors run adjacent to the walls of the Supreme Court light court; natural light is provided 

to the corridors by borrowed lights from the skylight area. Rooms for use by the Legislative Fiscal Bureau open off both 6.69 Glass block floor, fourth floor, 2001 ks : : F 
id Th Hhcid tai iwvateonotti dal taff office: th isideth fe Light wells had originally penetrated the attic roof to illuminate the private stairs connecting the 

SOEAOTS SOR SIGE CONIIDS a PHVELe OPE ene le mee See CEICe ye SOUNT SIGE Houses a cok Sr SR Ee HOOM: Supreme Court spaces on the second floor with the third floor law library. With the rehabilitation 
Both north and south private corridors terminate at the east with new double doors opening into an entirely new space, of the fourth floor, light wells were removed to provide meeting space for the Joint Committee on 
the hearing room for the Joint Committee on Finance. A doorway opens into this room from the east wall of the Finance. The locations of the former light wells, however, were filled with glass block in order to 
Legislative Fiscal Bureau staff room on the north side. Opposite that opening, on the south side of the wing, a ea ae Le cee vate Sane: 
corresponding doorway provides access to a private corridor. This corridor contains openings into three spaces: the 

limited-use, limited-access (LULA) elevator from the third floor, the Legislative Fiscal Bureau space on the south side 2 
g 

and the audio-video control booth for the hearing room. 8 
5 

Two glass-block floor grids, one in the open staff office on the north and the other in the small corridor in front of the a  — E 
LULA, provide light to the internal Supreme Court stairs below. These floor grids occupy the location of the historic : Pris gn = 
light shafts above the stairs. The skylights over these shafts had been blocked; as of 2001, the skylights have been , —— #8 «| os ee ; z 

s bees ‘ 5 Pee a Sere .orObees £ 
restored and the glass blocks installed to admit light in the way the original architect intended. Sashes were rebuilt to fit 2 Has ae eee 5 

i e ee $ 
the skylights. S Be ee 7 || FE 

Bal a ee oan j 
oes : : : : ; = 4) a! FF d | 

Finishes throughout the fourth floor offices are typical new office finishes, including quarter-sawn white oak elements, : J i ] | | 

plaster walls and ceiling, and carpeting. Quarter-sawn white oak radiator enclosures are new on the fourth floor, where t. 2 bse | | H j 

cast-iron exposed radiators originally had been exposed. The Legislative Fiscal Bureau conference room on the south ae | 1 | tae 
es Ul " 

exterior wall contains a kitchenette complete with sink in a solid surface acrylic countertop, quarter-sawn white oak . i i= | 

upper and lower cabinets, an under-counter refrigerator and space for a microwave oven and a coffee maker. de ’ e | 

> 1 

Although the renovated new hearing room for the Joint Committee on Finance functions as a public space from time to "| 

time, for the purposes of definition in this report it constitutes a private space because the committee opens the room to . . 

the public at its discretion. The room is unavailable to the general public on a walk-in basis. Despite its having been 6.70 Conference room, fourth floor, 2001 

renovated, the room retains historic elements such as original windows and the skylight. Acoustical panels, carefully The confer CNC ET COM Pr “ovided on the south side of the four th floor. for use of the Legislative Fiscal 

selected for how they will look on television as well acoustical function, are installed on the ceiling and the majority of a ae go cea eee ce cao) LEE 

wall surfaces. Soffits at the north and south sides of the room, as well as the north and south window walls, are plastered 
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= aoe i \ AN \ es z and painted. The wood-cased arch on the east wall was a historic feature of the room; it has been retained at the back 

> ONS \ ce 8 of the dais. A new niche on the west wall was constructed as the housing for a retractable projection screen, echoing the 

. ‘<a —_ 3 Be eS nS NG : g arched contours and quarter-sawn white oak trim of the historic feature. In addition, quarter-sawn white oak is used 

: LE a Re a \ aN \ ‘ 2 throughout the room for base, chair rail and radiator enclosures and in construction of the dais. Two structural columns, 

_ : ‘ NG By . —— 3 clad in clay tile and plastered, are located near the ends of the dais. The entire room is carpeted. 

. me WS “@ 2 oS : < a The oak-coffered skylight that originally dominated the center of the fourth-floor library has been altered in function, 

S a s ww : Ne = \ \ E although the original oak elements have been preserved. As of 2001, the exterior glass skylight panels have been 

» = esse S&S a SN Ss m, removed and replaced with solid panels, so that the skylight is closed. The interior oak skylight had been glazed with 

SS — er " SN SS \ patterned glass, and the original oak sashes have been removed and stored. Fluorescent light fixtures have been 

= > > NS , S ~ eS. eS 2 installed above the frame, suspended from the roof structure to hang above the openings in the coffered oak frame. Each 

“ “AAS as rcs opening in the frame is fitted with a directional parabolic element for lighting control; the exception is the center opening, 
“SN SS x A ~~ . S ee \ \ which contains projection equipment. Although windows at the fourth level are smaller than on lower floors, natural 

; a i YEN light brightens the room from two sets of double windows on each of the north and south walls. Motorized room- 

~ VAAN. mY darkening shades at each window are connected to the electronic system so that they are automatically lowered when 

War ~~ \ 2 4 as video equipment is activated. 

et a ie = The new hearing room is fitted with state-of-the-art audio-video and communications equipment to provide 

sl videoconferencing capability. The predominant feature of the room is the dais for committee members located in front of 

a eee the east wall. Atop the dais stands a custom-made desk with seventeen seating positions, one for each of the sixteen 

[3 é members of the Joint Committee on Finance and another for the chairing member’s committee clerk. The front of this 

large piece of furniture is paneled with quarter-sawn white oak and designed with a radially curved front edge so that 

6.71 New lighting, fourth floor, 2001 committee tama have sight lines to one ‘enue The dais is twelve inches oe the floor of the ee it and the desk 

The framework of the historic fourth floor library skylight has been preserved, although the windows have been removed and can be reached either by two steps or by a ramp in the northeast corner of the wing. The platform is large enough to 

stored and a new lighting system installed in the openings. Not yet installed as of this photograph, an electronically controlled accommodate a staff member behind each committee member seated on the dais; when a hearing is in session, these staff 

projector system lowers from the center opening. members occupy chairs with swing-up writing surfaces. Data ports are installed at each of the positions on the dais for 

use by these staff members; chairs can be removed when desired. A three-person testimony table is placed directly in 

front of the dais; its front edge aligns with the outermost corners of the dais. This placement preserves sight lines for all 

speakers and presiding members. At each side of the dais, two similar tables are placed at an angle facing the center of 

the dais. (During hearings, Legislative Fiscal Bureau staff members occupy the north table; members of the Executive 

Budget Office staff, the south table.) All three of these tables, seating a total of nine people, can be moved. Audience 

seating for hearings is placed in rows behind the testimony table, facing the dais, and at the north and south sides of the 

room, facing the center. 

Videoconferencing equipment is installed in this room. Each seating position on the dais has a microphone and data 

port, as do each seating position at the mobile testimony table and the two mobile seating stations. A flat plasma-screen 

monitor and camera are built into the cabinetry at the front of the dais, so that they face the testimony table. A very large, 

motorized retractable screen is installed in a wood-trimmed niche on the west wall of the room; provision has been made 

for two other monitors, angled toward the north and south seating sections of the room, to hang from the ceiling near the 

structural columns. Speakers and cameras are positioned in the west wall of the room. 

Another retractable monitor screen lowers from the east edge of the oak-coffered skylight so that it is positioned just 

above the previously mentioned monitor in the front of the committee where members of the audience behind the 

testimony table can view it. An electronically controlled projector system lowers from the center coffer of the skylight 
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to project onto the large screen on the west wall. Although a similar room in the South Wing features a double-image a... ————— SSS ae 
jecti tem, this system is for single-image projection , == F— =< => a rojection sys 5 o s eee — <a Pe y y elem oe Eee Se 

eis ‘ A : 3 i Sa il — g An audiovisual equipment room occupies the southeast corner of the wing; it has a door that provides access from the Sa STS o 
west. An opening north of this space, from the dais, provides access to equipment stacked there. The control booth for { is ae 2 

a 
videoconferencing equipment is located out of sight of the hearing room ina small room adjacent to the LULA elevator A = 
along the south exterior wall of the wing. a 

5 
The space created for the Joint Committee of Finance is completely contemporary in function and features as of 2001, for Pa ic 
a purpose George Post could only imagine. Constructed with traditional materials and finishes and incorporating the : 5 ea a le £ 
latest technology, its appearance cannot be original because it is a new space. Yet in the creation of the fourth floor eee } ieee is ——e | a i 
hearing room and surrounding spaces, care has been taken to maintain sensitivity in choice of materials and finishes so —— Sa = 2 == rear SS 
that these spaces are part of the unified whole that is the restored and rehabilitated East Wing. = - ete. Do re =e fails . fie ee oot ee 

eo fe 

Bee Ss 8 cea eae SS ee 
eS ee 

6.72 Fourth floor hearing room, facing east, 2001 

The new hearing room is a state-of-the-art videoconferencing facility for use of the Joint Committee on 

Finance. The room is provided with seating on the dais for committee members and their staff assistants. 
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6.73 Fourth floor hearing room, facing west, 2001 

A large new video projection screen occupies the west wall of the room within a niche created to echo the 

shape of the arch on the east wall. 
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Endnotes with an order placed by Porter on 30 December 1916 and concludes with a draft for payment on 7 May 1917. 

' This opinion, dated February 1927, can be found in the library of the Legislative Reference Bureau, call number 

328.19z. 'S Basement Floor Plan Assignment, 2 May 1914, drawing 518-3100, Capitol Archives. 

2 Telephone conversation with Michael Keane of the Legislative Reference Bureau, 27 March 2001. Keane is prepar- '6 Plans and Elevations of Elevators, drawing 518-1686, undated; Elevator Grilles, dated 30 April 1908 and revised 21 

ing a brief study of the development of continuous legislative sessions. November 1910 and 12 January 1915, drawing 518-1633, both in the Capitol Archives. See also the elevator section in 

Chapter Eight, “Building Systems.” 

3 Drawing 518-601, dated 24 July 1908, revised 24 May 1915, Capitol Archives. The early drawing shows the ground 

floor vault as one large space. The revised drawing shows the ground floor vault divided into two spaces, perhaps '7See the occupancy section of Chapter Three, page 3-28. 

for Land Office records. 
'8 Ground Floor Plan Assignment, 13 March 1909, revised 17 May 1914, drawing 518-3101, Capitol Archives. 

4Lew Porter to Gimbel Brothers, 13 July 1910, in folder 6, box 10, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833, Archives 

Division, Wisconsin Historical Society, hereinafter referred to as Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. The letter '° Garland Guild, Inc., Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes East Wing, Wisconsin State Capitol (2 vols., Indianapo- 

authorizes the purchase and installation of window shades “in the East Wing on the same basis that they furnished lis, 1999), 1:34. 

the Shades for the West Wing.” The letter confirms that the ninety shades for the West Wing cost $184.12. A much 

later letter from Gimbels, dated 12 June 1916 (in folder 6, box 42, ibid.) conveys concern over the growing scarcity of 201 ew F. Porter, monthly reports to the Capitol Commission, 7 February and 15 March 1910, folder 6, box 2, Capitol 

the fabric, King’s Holland, in the color the writer called Capitol Drab, that was used for the window shades in the improvement and supply records, ser. 138, Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Society. 

other three wings of the building. The writer was concerned that the Capitol Commission secure the fabric for the 

North Wing shades while it was still available. 21 Specification for the Plumbing Work for the East Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol. . .in Accordance with the 

Drawings Prepared by George B. Post & Sons. . . (New York: Martin B. Brown Co., n.d.), 23, in box39, Capitol 

5 East Wing Architects, East Wing Preservation Plan (Madison: East Wing Architects, 1998), appendix 2. Commission records, ser. 833. 

© This corridor technically is not part of the East Wing, which, when constructed, terminated at the foot of the grand 22 First Floor Plan, 24 July and 7 October 1908, drawing 518-602, Capitol Archives. 

staircase. Because the corridor between the foot of the stairs and the first set of columns in the Central Portion 

appears to be a part of the wing, occasional references will be made to this space in this report. 23 A letter from Justice Siebecker to Lew Porter, dated 3 February 1909 (folder 16, box 23, Capitol Commission records, 
ser. 833), states that the court wanted “rugs in their rooms instead of carpets” and that the floors be covered with 

7 Drawing 518-3105, dated 13 March 1909, revised 12 May 1914, Capitol Archives. cork. In a similar communication to Porter on 31 January 1910, Justice Barnes states his preference for a cork carpet 

and a rug (folder 17, box 23). However, a 16 September 1910 letter from Lew Porter (in loose reports in box 1a) states 

8 Garland Guild, Inc., Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes, East Wing, Wisconsin State Capitol (Indianapolis, that “a strange thing” had happened and the justices had concluded that their offices and the consultation room 

March 1999). should all be carpeted alike with the same brown carpet that had been chosen for the governor’s private office. 

° Drawing 518-600, dated 24 July 1908, revised 6 April 1909, Capitol Archives. 24 Lew F. Porter memorandum or report, 7 April 1910, box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

ie ii wis oe sae to ae isiais re : Rose isl aed = ae East Wing gape 25 “Diagram Showing Relocation and Alterations of Furniture, Supreme Court Room,” Arthur Peabody, architect, 
employed this letter in research that formed the basis for “Rotunda Basement Development” issued as a report ‘ A 

on 30 October 1998. The report was intended to assess the feasibility of four different eet for the historic fae arr 12 Reptomier 1927, Capitol Anhives. 

room located in the Capitol basement rotunda. In addition to conducting research, the design team met with Division sole h es ae } i aaa 

of Building and Police and reviewed two previous studies; a 1987 master plan for the Capitol by the Department of Capitol Café is long gone, but memories linger on. . .,” Capital Times, 25 November 1972. A copy of this article is 

Administration and a 1992 study about the kitchen undertaken by Stewart Design Associates, Inc. The intent of the on file in the Legislative Reference Bureau, call number 336.45 W7z. See also Chapter Three. 
study “Rotunda Basement Development” was to provide information for use by the Department of Workforce 

Development, Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Business Enterprise Program, Capitol Police, Wisconsin State 27“Capital (sic) Employes Are Working Under Unsanitary Conditions,” Capital Times, 15 Dec 1928. Copies of the 

Supreme Court, Governor’s Office, Wisconsin State Assembly and the Wisconsin State Senate. series are on file in the Legislative Reference Bureau, call number 336.45 W7z. 

"| Lew F. Porter to Paul Morgenthaler, 27 November 1916, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
28 “State Office Space Tops ‘Need’ List,” Milwaukee Sentinel, 16 January 1959. A copy of this article is on file in the 

2 Porter to Geo. B. Post & Sons, 12 December 1916, ibid. Legislative Reference Bureau, call number 335.45 W7z. 

3 Drawing 518-1654, dated 8 December 1908, revised 18 August 1910, Capitol Archives. See also Chapter Seven. 2° The AC-DC conversion of the Capitol was a very large project that took place between 1961 and 1965. The 

'4 Correspondence in boxes 78 and 18, Capitol Commisssion records, ser. 833, between Porter and H. Neidner & Co. of Pe: et eeeienaere Preah of Busineering produced drmeings pee smning sbout 1960 and pa a 

Milwaukee concerns the order, shipping and installation of tile in the basement kitchen. This correspondence began Several years candnis conversion ro}ecunumyer oa); 
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30 State Capitol Remodeling, state project number 6309-13, drawings (dated 1964) by the Department of 

Administration’s Bureau of Engineering, Capitol Archives. 

31 Nathan Heffernan, telephone conversation with John O. Holzhueter, 12 February 2001, notes in Capitol Archives. 

32] egislature’s Expansion in Capitol Eyed,” Milwaukee Journal, 15 March 1967. A copy of this article is on file in 

the Legislative Reference Bureau, call number 335.45 W7z. 

33 “Attorney General Staff Transfer to Hotel Approved,” Wisconsin State Journal, 21 November 1968. A copy of this 

article is on file in the Legislative Reference Bureau, call number 335.45 W7z. 

34 Drawings for Loading Dock & Ramp Addition, state project number 6701-31, dated 1967, and drawings and 

documents related to Capitol Freight Elevator, state project number 5533, dated 1963, both Capitol Archives. 

35 Report of subcommittee meeting of 20 December 1967 attached to 27 February 1968 minutes of the State Capitol and 

Executive Residence Board, Capitol Archives. 

36 Architectural drawing, state project 6910-12, September 1970, State Capitol Dock Office Remodeling, Bureau of 

Engineering, Department of Administration, Capitol Archives. 

37 “Inside the Capitol: More Space for State Headquarters,” Green Bay Press Gazette, 28 November 1971. A copy of 

this article can be found in the Legislative Reference Bureau, call number 336.45 W7z. 

38 Architectural drawing, state project 7912-03, September 1982, Remodeling of Governor’s Area, Division of Facilities 

Development, Department of Administration, Capitol Archives. 

3° Second Floor Plan Assignment, revised 12 May 1913, drawing 518-3103, Capitol Archives. 

4 Garland Guild, Inc., Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes East Wing, Wisconsin State Capitol (2 vols., India- 

napolis, 1999), 2: leaves for survey room 235. 

“| Capitol Master Plan (Joint Committee on Legislative Organization, State of Wisconsin, 4 June 1987). 

2 Lew F. Porter to F. C. Everts of Gimbel Brothers in Milwaukee, 13 July 1910, folder 6, box 10, Capitol Commission 

records, ser. 833. The letter authorizes Gimbel Brothers to furnish and put up shades in the East Wing. Porter also 

refers to the Gimbel proposal for hangings for the offices of the governor and attorney general, and he states that the 

commission did not intend to purchase the hangings. 
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\ a ial | BUILDING SURVEYS 
4 i lr 

J Lo ag" : 

ee. KS CEE Cgx 

’ S | fe SS : “i —- Se a a he Existing Conditions Survey of the East Wing interior began officially on 16 May 1998. The intent was to 

Frage Se = 2) ee = AG ~ “ 3 document the different types of architectural and decorative components located in the wing and assess their 

s Pi : Jes ae Pod ao a J ciel ge = condition. Many of the subcontractors and specialists who eventually would be responsible for the repair, 

oS = < 4 Pa lage aN ae 2 eo 3 restoration or replacement of the components conducted the surveys. Windows, doors and their frames and hardware, 

= = =] ss ea. E : 3 a oS a S <Bips decorative DiasieD painted surfaces, light mutes, marble and artwork pete agentes bY. type and then inspected for 

= ee Pan ie oo e Se = > “a ag va in a damage. SS was Sued for crate and eis made us repair Ds replace it. This process allowed for docu- 

os Yr a Be — te A SS menting the wing at a very detailed level prior to the architectural intervention that followed. 

| : ‘ [as a Fan TSS tog — The East Wing survey represented a new approach based upon the experience of the Architectural and Engineering (A/ 

en ol! SON COE age eee eg Daaree: tis 
sy | ; - Came TAN SS SANS , = a oe i E) team that had worked together for years on the larger building project. For the West Wing and South Wing the A/E 

Sg a , WES tne e RAe/a =| = << team performed the building surveys. For the Central Portion project, the A/E team provided preliminary findings, which 

th 4 = ‘ i es =f < x _ Tex | —— were limited because of the inherent challenge of surveying building and finish components, as well as large-scale 

] ps — E = Se oe — j ~<a = complex artwork, ina largely inaccessible space. After scaffolding was erected in the Central Portion and Rotunda so that 

~~ be all Cf f zz Ye Lot E Restoration and Rehabilitation could occur, the assorted artisans and members of trades occupied the space simulta- 

3) pa Be iF ‘ yo Aa, ae cae fT) os neously, analyzing conditions and then undertaking the repairs and restoration required. With the overriding objective 

g ae ee 2 = ‘ ie xy Be of expediency, the East Wing Survey was conducted in a manner similar to the work that had been undertaken in the 

— fee — ar y a 4 ah . Central Portion. J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. of Janesville, was awarded the contract for managing the subcontractors on the 

’ 7 i — ts Be = project, separate from its work as General Contractor. Cullen then let contracts to the respective subcontractors who 

Cee : SE So ery om nee ce assumed responsibility for the actual surveys. East Wing Architects managed the data resulting from the survey and 

Us saa ' | oversaw its entry into the project database. The subcontractors had prior experience with the overall Capitol project, 

4 i - and that background provided them with a keenly developed sensitivity to the material they were assessing. The 

i surveys were completed within a rigorous six-month time frame. In most cases, the survey resulted in budget numbers, 

. and the ensuing work was competitively bid. In many instances the subcontractors who performed the survey were 

: awarded the contract for the actual work, but in other cases, the subcontractors who performed the survey were not 

awarded the contract for work. In only very few instances, subcontractors advanced directly from survey to actual 

execution of the work. 

Many of the building components surveyed were removed from the building for repair and restoration elsewhere, others 

were repaired in place, while still others were identified for disposal. The locations of items being removed and intended 

for reinstallation were carefully documented so that they could be returned to their exact placements when possible or 

if desirable. For instance, as a part of the Door Hardware Survey, component pieces were documented and damage 

7.1 Supreme Court Hearing Room, 1998 ai ; noted. Then all the hardware was removed, coded for reinstallation, repaired and, when possible, reinstalled. In all of the 

2 eds e ee Aacaey een deh nee a ee neiee 6 if surveys, distinctions were made between elements original to the wing and those inconsistent with the historic fabric. 

decorative finishes included careful removal of layers of paint in order to reveal original colors, decorations, Many of the cosmetic changes that had taken place over the years resulted in numerous architectural and finish 

stencils and types of finish. components that were inappropriate to the overall objectives of the 1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation. Specific 
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: pa os z recommendations for removing and disposing of non-historic and inappropriate building elements, such as acoustical 
Fa : a tile ceilings and drop-in fluorescent light fixtures, resulted from the building survey. 
ix 4 s 

oe F The East Wing building survey was more efficient than in any of the previous projects, and it provided excellent data. 
5 . a3 3 These data then were employed in numerous parts of the East Wing project including general planning and contract 

pa ct z development, design in relation to space planning, mechanical and electrical improvements, furnishings and finishes. 
a S| i The efficiency and expediency of the survey provided a successful kickoff to the larger project and set the momentum 

‘ . for an equally rigorous design and construction schedule. 

+ —— ’ Grille Survey 
: Scope of Survey 

eae Custom Metals, Incorporated of Madison undertook an intensive survey of the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion’s 
Tl existing grilles in 1998. Each grille from the basement to the fourth floor was examined for location, service, condition, 

tas dimensions, material and configuration, then tagged with an identifying number. Other information about the grilles was 
t # gathered depending on each grille’s type of service. Custom Metals identified convector grilles (grilles that cover 
— _* a a b f radiator enclosures) by type of cabinet, either sill or floor, and measured the dimensions of the cabinets. For wall and 

ceiling grilles (grilles placed over air supplies and returns), the firm recorded perforation height and width. Damages 7.2 The survey process, 1998 
‘ is ; - z i 5 Height and width of grilles were measured with electronic tape measures, and the grilles were were noted for every type of grille and an estimate given of the number of hours required to repair each grille. Frame size 

tagged for identification. This information, along with grille type and any damage, was recorded and material were noted for the few grilles with frames, and surveyors’ marks were recorded for unique items. The 
on ee and subsequently entered into a database for ease of manipulation and finished survey was entered into a Microsoft Access database, along with a digital photograph of each grille. retrieval. 

9 

| t | ! & Types of Grilles Surveyed 
cay 5 The grilles were divided into three service types: plumbing, convector, and wall and ceiling. Within each type, variations 

| corr 2 occur in size as well as in the shape and material of individual grilles. 
| a 

qe ian AA é Plumbing Grilles 
T | Ip : g Plumbing grilles average 8% inches high by 13*/s inches wide and are made of brass. The typical plumbing grille has a 

h I 8 frame, and the grid is in a brass weave pattern. These grilles vent and provide access to the plumbing systems for the 
| dency ! E East Wing’s drinking fountains. Because these grilles are used in conjunction with drinking fountains, they appear only 

| ! z i in public spaces, such as corridors. 

Sg oD 
As Zu. \A_®) Convector Grilles 
(es Bais Convector grilles are located over radiator cabinets, floor enclosures and, in a few cases, wall units. This type of grille 

L Pe 7 Lo a Le is made of either brass or cast iron. Convector grilles placed over sill cabinets or on the face of freestanding cabinets are 
ee em —— a cast iron, and grilles over floor enclosures are brass. The sill cabinet and floor cabinet units are always paired and were 

Yy Los ee ees designed to harmonize with the windows. A single exception to this is a stamped steel sill grille in one office on the 
i / : 7.3 Drawing A8.1-SR (detail), radiator second floor. While all convector grilles are rectangular, some are curved to follow the arc of a wall. Their heights vary 

Sel and convector grille, 1998 from 7 to 14 inches; widths, from 26 to 74 inches. Convector grilles are in private offices with the exception of wall units 
ee ae Sill and floor cabinets fit into spaces in the circular first floor room of the Northeast Pavilion. 

beneath windows in the East Wing. Cast 

iron grilles are installed in the sill 
5 cabinets, and brass floor grilles are Wall and Ceiling Grilles 

= found in the floor cabinets. Wall and ceiling grilles are placed over the air supply and return ducts in offices and corridors. The historic grilles are 
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made only of cast iron, but other non-historic grilles made of sheet metal, punched steel and plastic also were found in z 

the wing and pavilion. Most of the grilles are rectangular, some of them curved to match the arc of a pavilion wall, but 2 

there are round grilles, too. Measurements range from 6 to 26 inches high by 13 to 50 inches wide, with a few measuring 3 

more than 60 sixty inches wide. The grid pattern in some grilles is decorative and not just a simple square pattern. A small F 

number of wall grilles are simply ornamental and do not connect to ductwork. = 

z 
Types of Damage to Grilles i 

The survey found that both the historic and non-historic grilles were in fair condition. Warping, cracks and perforations E 

were the main types of damage noted; poorly executed repairs, made prior to the survey, also were noted. The report also j 

estimated the amount of time needed to repair the grilles. Often, a grille was missing from its intended location, and the 

area was either filled in or suspended ceilings obscured the hole. 

2E-20A1 
Condition of Grilles A&B 

Almost 500 grilles were surveyed in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion, including 11 plumbing grilles, 181 convector 

grilles and 245 wall and ceiling grilles. In addition, spaces for one plumbing grille, 10 convector grilles and 39 wall and ; 

ceiling grilles also were located during the survey; these spaces contained no grilles at the time of survey. Grilles unique - a : 

in size and appearance for the wing were noted on almost every floor. However, not every room in the wing and pavilion 

was found to contain a grille. Most often, corridors, closets and mechanical equipment rooms lacked grilles. 

7.4 Damaged grille, second floor, 1998 

Basement Broken grids were one type of damage encountered during the grille survey; other damage 

Twenty-five grilles were surveyed in the basement, all of them wall and ceiling grilles that were found in a few storage included warping, cracks and perforations. In some instances, poorly executed repairs 

rooms, mechanical maintenance rooms, a corridor, a locker room and a men’s toilet. Five holes that originally had grilles caused damage. 

were noted. Two grilles were round, and 8 of the 25 were made of sheet metal. 
: =e Beh ar Bi € ! z 

Ground Floor | ee / 3 
All three types of grilles were found on the ground floor. The surveyors recorded four plumbing grilles below the four i ae es ee aS ie es 

drinking fountains on the floor. Their condition was noted as fair. Thirty-two convector grilles were surveyed in private / ee ae oS i a 

office areas: 16 cast iron grilles on sill cabinets, 2 cast iron grilles on freestanding cabinets and 14 brass grilles over floor i 4 = e 

cabinets. Forty-nine wall and ceiling grilles were surveyed in offices, a men’s toilet room, corridors and the Northeast = — é . 

Pavilion room. All wall and ceiling grilles are made of cast iron except for two punched steel grilles in offices and three 1 = ee ; 2 oo “ed : 

sheet metal grilles in the toilet room. Two round grilles, both in private corridors, had holes in their borders and 1 = mila = al ! im Ec 

perforations. Three of the four wall grilles in the Northeast Pavilion room are curved, as are four of the eight in the | Het ayy - di = iL u 4 

entrance corridor on the wing’s east fagade. All eight grilles in the entry corridor are decorative and listed on the survey HT = 7 =a ra =I 

as unique within the wing to the main entryway. , easly F 

First Floor 

Four plumbing grilles were noted in the corridors on the first floor. The survey noted that one was damaged and bowed 

but nonetheless repairable. Forty-six convector grilles were found in the Governor’s Conference Room, the Northeast 

Pavilion room and in private offices. Nineteen cast iron grilles sit in sill cabinets paired with eighteen brass floor cabinet 

grilles and one cast iron face grille, all in private offices. The governor’s private office contains a set of brass floor 

cabinet and cast iron sill cabinet grilles with large head fasteners. The governor’s open office also has a set of brass and 

cast iron grilles with large head fasteners, differing somewhat from the first type. The Governor’s Conference Room 7.5 Wall grille, ground floor, 1998 

contains three sets of unique floor and sill cabinet grilles, both types made of brass. The three sill cabinet grilles measure The ornamental wall grille found in the east entry is like others in the north, south and west 

9 by 54 inches, and three floor cabinet grilles measure 14 by 54 inches. Four curved, cast iron convector grilles are entrances. Eight decorative wall and ceiling grilles were surveyed in the main entry corridor. 
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; aes ° z located in the marble walls of the Northeast Pavilion entrance, and four more, one of which is curved, in the round 

. en 4 a pavilion room. Notes in the survey reveal that one of the grilles in the pavilion room was damaged, while another was 

. crea 2 warped and had been badly repaired earlier. 

> A Ky n ty 4 eas i 2 Forty-seven wall and ceiling grilles were surveyed. Eight openings were found that had at one time contained grilles. 

oh « es : ae Fan) 1 z The lobby of the Governor’s Conference Room has a historic light fixture with air return, but without a grille. One round 

> AS Be = soy ra zi a cast iron grille, with holes in the border and perforations, was noted in an office; at least two cast iron rectangular grilles 

a; E : : Sa ; E were in most of the private offices. A number of non-historic grilles were noted; they included sheet metal, punched steel 

[ ‘ aN eR Kee ; Re | 4 ae and plastic grills in four toilet rooms, three punched steel grilles in the governor’s open office, and three sheet metal 

a i a &. ies e 8 £] ee grilles in a conference room. Two grilles unique to the wing and measuring 9 inches by 44 inches were located in the 

is baw ies ty tee A 1S > iy Be (iS 4 ve, soffit of a public corridor. Other singular wall and ceiling grilles were surveyed in the governor’s private office and 
f H oo : : ASE Sar ft, pe ; i @ Governor’s Conference Room. Two interlocking cast iron grilles and another cast iron grille set into wood molding were 

. Be ae Se lee : 4 ay noted in the governor’s private office. Another grille is located in the wood panel below the dolphin fountain in the 

s 3 a 4 bie 4 = Se i | koe ‘ z os : lobby of the Governor’s Conference Room. Inthe Governor’s Conference Room itself are five painted cast iron grilles set 

ve . hes iy ' a a a. 4 A : Saat into wooden frames. 

hee oe oh 
ea a er) ae a ey \| os We No plumbing grilles were found on the second floor, as there are no public drinking fountains. Thirty-seven convector 

z 7 of ea ot een m i a eat grilles were surveyed. Sixteen are cast iron sill cabinet grilles matched with sixteen brass floor cabinet grilles in the 
ae ae i oe eS ; oh 1 private offices and conference room. A seventeenth brass floor cabinet grille is paired with a stamped steel sill cabinet 
| ee a Ee Ee ee ea. a aay grille in one office. A few of the grilles in the offices had broken or missing corners and splits in the perforation border. 
a : es is : Pe ie ie : es 8 : a ' , Decree a = , | One grille was severely damaged and the survey estimated it would require six to eight hours of repair time. Fifty wall and 
i a g ; Te : i 4 i i - | “ oe yl i er ve : a e ae | / ceiling grilles were surveyed. All but one are made of cast iron; the exception is sheet metal. Similarly, all but one of the 

a ie : 4 i ae oo | ei oe eal grilles are rectangular, with one round grille found in another private office. Two separate private offices had gold- 
P : fe i | : 4 : a ie He io = Ay ; \ 26 W? grille, Governor's Conference ea grilles. The only eames noted were holes in the borders and perforations of fourteen ee Two recHnea 

Bey Ae pe {i} Room, 2000 grilles in the Supreme Court Hearing Room lobby appear to be curved. Both are painted and unique to the lobby. Eight 

Hi Le i i ee ee we : = 4 The two ornate grilles above the closet doors other decorative grilles are unique to the Supreme Court Hearing Room; four were found to be active grilles and four, 

— 3 PL sh | aay ear the entrance to the Governor s Confer- inactive. All eight are painted “appliqué.” There are also four Roseal marble grilles in the Supreme Court Hearing Room; 
f » ence Room are curved to match the curve of : E ; . 

i ee es the walls that surround them. The grilles they are included in the survey of interior stonework. 

1 F a bee ae feature an elaborate “W” central to the 
Rr ne ait = scrollwork design. Third Floor 

Only one plumbing grille was found and surveyed on the third floor. A marble cover had been placed over another grille’s 

= intended location at a second drinking fountain. Almost seventy convector grilles were surveyed in the offices and 

: 5 3 open space of the library. Twenty-eight cast iron sill cabinet grilles were paired with twenty-eight brass floor cabinet 

—y 7 a ] g grilles. Another five cast iron sill cabinet grilles were paired with cast iron face grilles on freestanding cabinets. Many 

| =} 2 S bag = Ny ‘ ‘ a z of the grilles had multiple cracks and missing or broken corners, but were deemed repairable. Thirty-seven cast iron 

eee oe £3 au: cs Wee ceiling and wall grilles were surveyed in offices and library areas, eighteen of which were round. Three sheet metal grilles 

i| : . ASD, = pee; | > were found and surveyed in the men’s toilet room. A small amount of damage was noted on the round grilles, with 

: aa a fasteners and holes in the borders and perforations. 
. -_ es fc 

es ° 7.7 Decorative grille, Supreme Court Hearing Room, Fourth Floor 

me Piaborele cast iron grilles wilh painted anpiique Two Has plumbing grilles were surveyed on the fourth floor. They were made of brass like the other Bee weave 

i punctuate the four walls of the Supreme Court Hearing plumbing grilles. The survey found no convector grilles on the fourth floor, but thirty-three wall and ceiling grilles were 

Room. recorded. All were cast iron except for three sheet metal grilles in an office and toilet room. One curved grille was 
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surveyed in the Northeast Pavilion room and five round grilles were noted in offices and the library area. Two grilles with A, ty Fy arse a a z 

patterns unlike other grilles in the Capitol were surveyed in two mechanical rooms. he raipe Were gas Rep irets Pre Ce g 

4 5 3 raat eee ecenwcomes: arpeng eS S - & 
re mimemianiten = a. ee 

i are” es PS Eke F 
Results of the Grille Survey isa MeL j rans eeh | Bee PS i 

The survey resulted in a complete record of the types and condition of grilles in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. us See j v & 4 eee z 

After the survey, the grilles were removed and stored during Selective Removal and New Construction from 1999 to 2001. S| =F Pi , aE CS F e ths F E 

Affiliated Engineers, Incorporated of Madison used the survey information to create a grille schedule. The schedule is et | Dua LS . = iy = 

similar to the survey as it records the tracking number, service, type, dimensions and material of each grille. New grilles, Sy LOT 7s § f as ‘ oF Sy ci 

both those installed for new service and replacements for badly damaged original pieces, are included in the schedule. Wa Bs 3 | ihe ii ey 

The schedule also includes a very small number of historic grilles, in storage and previously located in other areas of the s MS = ; q 3 e ‘ 

Capitol, that were installed during work and so were included in the grille schedule. v ee ‘ : } gee 

se ee ~ ere 
Coes eee 

i 
he fa ifaw Ee Oe 

Doors and Casings Survey Rh) eevee es 
7.8 Roseal marble grilles, Supreme Court Hearing Room, 1998 = s Sonoma 

Scope of Survey ee apres s PSS oes 
if { f : The four identical marble grilles in the Supreme Court Hearing iy = : 

LaForce, Inc. of Madison and Lange Bros. Woodwork Co., Inc. of Milwaukee conducted an intensive survey of the Room are unique to the East Wing. Because they are marble, these coca oor SS eeabitae 

doors and casings in 1998. LaForce surveyed the hollow metal doors in the basement while Lange Bros. concentrated large grilles were included in the 1998 marble survey. * “ 

on the wood doors on the ground through fourth floors of the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. The goal of the survey 

was to record the types, styles, dimensions and condition of the doors and casings. 9 
poor GOTO |B 

e 

The firms created two types of forms for the survey. One form contained spaces where location, type, style and 5 + : # oe es 2 

condition were noted with an alphabetical code. The other form contained a drawing of the push and hinge sides of a [Gost : ie 

specific door type. The location, style and condition were noted on the bottom of the second form and the specific areas e 

of damage were marked on drawings of doors on that sheet. : : 

3 

Types of Doors and Casings Surveyed te 5 

There are four types of doors—wood, leather, cast iron and metal—in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. These four ~|34 ie 

types of doors are found in almost twenty different styles. A detailed description of types of doors and their construc- ; { : ay { 

tion can be found in the Historic Structure Report, Book IV, for the South Wing. There are four general styles of casings 4 ) 3 , 

that are used in combination with the doors, although, as is the case with the doors, anomalies exist. ( 4 ( 

Nae, | ia ).'L vant ( 

Wood Doors wee soe rust? SIDE 

Nine styles of wood doors exist in the East Wing. The primary differences among them are in the number of raised panels : 

and the presence of glass lights or metal grilles. The first three wood styles are almost identical in appearance but one eae es ee a 

has a wood bottom panel and glass top panel, another has a wood top panel and metal grille in the bottom panel, while =e a ee 

the third has wood top and bottom panels. The door with the grille is rarely found in the wing; the other two styles are eee eae ee ee 

the most prevalent. The fourth wood style has a long panel in the middle that is either solid wood or glass. The pocket : [am — 9p} 

doors of the Supreme Court Hearing Room are of this solid style. The fifth and sixth styles are similar with two wood : Revision Date 
‘ DOOR SURVEY rewing Date 

pane set below a glass op panel. However, the glass panel we one type ba smaller and aes on top. The seventh ee i FAST WING a eee 

is solid wood with three raised panels and a curved top. The eighth and ninth styles are similar. One style has four raised 7-9 Docu COnilign survey SRE 1727 ‘RCHITECTS FESTORATENAND FEHABLTATON crx cr scctet 

panels, while the other contains three. The historic wood doors typically are made of quarter-sawn white oak, though OE ade cone au naiiiar Sunvey Sheets Jay, each Ai eee EMRCe oF Pe aoe 
\ aes ‘ i = type of door in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. like @ savy Foon 

other historic doors are made of mahogany, pine, plain-sawn red oak, cherry, and flat-sawn oak. Doors made from special Location, material, dimensions and conditions for each 

types of wood generally mark the entrances to important spaces. door were noted on them. s 24 
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eee z Leather Doors 
i Le e ‘ 2 There are two styles of wood-core doors upholstered in leather. The first has an oval glass panel near the top of the door. 

Se — = F 3 The second has a rectangular glass panel in the upper half of the door. Both styles of doors have decorative brass tacks 

. 2 Sa sasccoosiamet | HL F surrounding the glass light and perimeter of the door. The doors operate on pivot hinges, and brass kickplates are : : : = eit 5 mounted along the lower edges of both sides of the doors. 

res SS | a a Cast Iron 
| bee 5 Two cast iron doors are paired together at the second floor entrance to the vestibule of the Supreme Court Hearing 

. eee } bg Room. These original gates, just over eight feet tall, are cast in the same ornate curvilinear pattern as the gates to the 
= cet = | pieSe Senate and Assembly chambers and the North Hearing Room. Glass panels are placed behind the gates to muffle sound. 

eo ; : a2 a The panels are hinged and can be opened for cleaning and ventilation. 

2 = eae Metal 

= a ee A large number of metal doors were surveyed in the basement and a small number on other floors in the East Wing. The 

ee cay doors were primarily hollow metal, although a few wood core, metal-wrapped doors were surveyed. Metal doors are 

tear typically found in the basement or in the entrances to mechanical rooms. 

amg Ee 
Pea Non-Historic Doors 

e Few non-historic doors were found in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion, with the exception of some metal doors in the 

LE oo basement. However, a large number of toilet stall doors on the ground through fourth floors were non-historic laminate. 

ee Casings 
Le The first of the four casing styles was listed as “typical East Wing door casing” in the survey. The second and third 

Sate styles were similar; both were listed as typical East Wing door casing in public corridors. Two of these styles have 
7.10 Typical East Wing door casing, 1999 ' ‘ 4 f tices r P z : 
A Gpical eae Wing dock ravine tide bul relarvelyamole The wideniny of tle top portion of the easing adds-vivual mitered extensions out to the sides near the top, effectively widening the upper portion of the casing and adding visual 

weight to the upper portion of the doorway. The innermost and outermost portions of the casing are mitered, while the weight to the top of the door opening. The fourth style is a simplified version of the first style and is found on closet 
center portion features a straight joint. doors in the East Wing. The casings are primarily quarter-sawn white oak, though mahogany, cherry and pine casings 

are paired with doors of those materials. 

Types of Damage to Doors and Casings 
An alphanumeric key was used on the survey sheets to denote types of damage. Damage was noted on almost every 

door and most often in combinations of two or more types. Common damage included cracks, gouges, chips, cracked 

and loose veneers, loose joints, holes from missing hardware, rotten cores and water damage. 

Condition of Doors and Casings 
The conditions of doors and the conditions of casings were noted differently on the survey. The survey listed damage 

found on doors. An alphabetic grading system was used for the doors in the basement and casings on all the floors. 

Pieces in “A” condition were in excellent condition relative to age, “B” condition pieces were reusable with additional 

work beyond stripping and refinishing and “C” condition pieces had structural flaws or serious damage. The majority 

of the casings were considered to be either “A” or “B” condition, and few doors had serious damages that prevented 

continued use. 

Basement 

The majority of doors in the basement were hollow metal. Two laminate doors appeared in a toilet room, and a small 
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number of historic wood doors were located in the basement. The historic doors are quarter-sawn white oak, one style : ~ er is Xi Be z 

with wood top and bottom panels and the other style with a wood top panel and bottom grille panel. One non-historic £ f F| ki [38 3 

birch door was also surveyed. Cracks, gouges, scalloped edges, cracked and splintering veneer, and hardware holes . i @ A Sa 4 

were noted on the various doors. = ee | i ie a F 

ee 2051 =z 
= Sa See i’ 1g ialaearecetls WE Ze 

Typical East Wing public corridor casings without upper corner extensions were paired with the wood doors in the ‘i = ee ‘ Me | z 

basement. Other casing styles include two-inch hollow metal casings, a closet casing, a typical East Wing door casing : mot i. i : a 

and one steel-wrapped wood casing. The casings were generally in good to fair condition. 5 “HH Mh E 

Ground Floor tL 

A larger number of doors in more types and styles were enumerated on the ground floor. The lobby of the Northeast 

Pavilion contains three pairs of exterior wood doors with two raised panels and a curved top with glass panel. The curve 7.11 Wood door damage, 1999 

in the doors creates an arched effect in the doorway when the doors are paired. Simple doors with a long glass panel in During ninety years of use, original Les 

the center are found on the interior side of the lobby, opening into the pavilion. These doors are curved to follow the arc i i dae Meet 
of the pavilion. Both styles of doors are made of quarter-sawn white oak. The entrance doors on the wing’s east fagade and loose joints. 

are also curved along the top, and each of the three pairs creates an arched effect in its respective doorway. Quarter- 

sawn white oak doors with wood top and bottom panels and others with glass top panels are the predominant doors on SEs : SRE 

the ground floor. Four of the doors with upper glass panels are part of the revolving door at the east fagade entrance. A See ; i eae ae 8 

small number of the glass top panel doors are made of plain-sawn red oak. Two leather doors with square lights, four ets ee s : Se = 5 

laminate toilet stall doors, a painted pine door and a flush mahogany door are the other types and styles of doors on the 2 a 

ground floor. Almost every type of damage was recorded on the ground floor, though not on every door. z 

: é 

Typical East Wing casings were surveyed in the Northeast Pavilion lobby while casings unique to the wing and pavilion g 

were found on the doors to the pavilion room. Both types are made of quarter-sawn white oak, as are the typical East 3 

Wing casings in the other rooms of the wing and in the public corridors. A small number of typical East Wing door 5 

casings are flat-sawn oak. The condition of the casings was noted as good to fair in the survey. 

First Floor 

The first floor contains the most diversity of types and styles. The interior pavilion doors are identical to the ones on the 

ground floor, but the exterior lobby doors are quarter-sawn white oak with two raised lower panels and a rectangular 

upper glass panel. There are three pairs of interior and exterior doors. As on the ground floor, the largest numbers of 

wood doors are either doors containing two wood panels or those with wood lower panel and a glass upper panel. Most i 4 

of these doors are quarter-sawn white oak, but a number in the governor’s private office and surrounding offices are | i ' i 

mahogany. One door in a corridor near the governor’s private office is mahogany on one side and quarter-sawn white i 

oak on the other. Two doors in the Governor’s Conference Room are similar, with cherry on one side and pine on the E | 4 ; } 

other. The other types and styles of doors on the first floor include a small number of leather doors with rectangular ay H i 

lights as well as laminate toilet stall doors. Similar to the ground floor, almost every type of damage was recorded for the Me ; 1. | | : K ; 

doors on the floor. # : roi | | ‘ i 
, | 

All four styles of casings were surveyed on the first floor. Typical East Wing door casings in quarter-sawn white oak are 7.12 Typical East Wing casing in corridors, ee 

the most numerous. Mahogany casings were matched with mahogany doors. Other casings include cherry casings in 1999 

the Governor’s Conference Room and a typical East Wing public corridor casing without mitered corner extensions, in Oia ae aoe cumaan canine leh ihnoagtiaut 
oe fi - ae the wing features extensions, similar to the casing : 

cherry. The majority of the casings on the first floor were in good condition. found in many private spaces throughout the 

wing. 
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ae | i aa | z z Second Floor 
} eT ret 1 g = = ae SS 2 = Se 2 Only three wood door styles were found on the second floor. The majority of the doors are the quarter-sawn white oak 

a i i S | - snseoparenaneosersmstasehganeanewoarirentemen mreennce 2 wood panel doors, both with and without an upper glass panel. The two double wood panel doors in the doorways to 
| a : ae | E ca F s hy the Supreme Court Conference Room are mahogany on the inside and oak on the outside. Four mahogany pocket doors 

a Hh a zi a a | 2 ss A with one long inset panel are on the front entrances to the Supreme Court Hearing Room, two at the center and one at 

Lil | ee a i Sy Wie SE ees 2: each side of the west wall. Four leather doors with round lights are also located on the front entrances, within the same 
I : i eee UG si 1 — a ae E a openings as the pocket doors; the leather doors are inside the hearing room, while the pocket doors face the vestibule. 

| b 4 ; i : 7) 24 ba ae E : : E E Two ornate cast iron gates are paired at the entrance to the Supreme Court Vestibule. The gates are unique within the 

; e 4 i : | Hl iS q es i a Hh : = : a wing but replicated in other wings. The only el type of ay found in the wing was the laminate toilet stall door used 

ee Bile li ; : | iC 1 ay i a pe in the justices’ private toilet rooms. The condition of the iron gates was not recorded on the survey. However, almost 
ars pia i; | perees lo eet YH - NT Be ee i ee if a | Pee i | — BS every type of door damage was recorded on the floor. 

ae ea i i ie i | a 4 Be | He The casings on the second floor are the typical quarter-sawn white oak East Wing door and closet casings in the office 

| a | ae | rE : a «ey Governor Cinferbiios maa aed won tae one a ead in the public areas. herdogn casing on the inside oF ite SE ee 

ee 41% Flanking the main entrance doors, the two cherry (outside) and pine s mahogany like the doors to the room. The majority of casings were recorded in fair condition, while 

eee i A Gq (inside) closet doors are curved to match the arc of the wall. In 2001, a small number of the casings were in good condition. 
3 5 i Al the swing of these doors has been reversed so that they swing out into 

i a the room and not into the closet. Third Floor 

e714 (above) Typical East Wing casing without extensions, public Quarter-sawn white oak doors with and without upper glass panels were found at the entrances to almost all spaces on 

corridors, 1999 the third floor. A single wood door with a grille in the lower panel was also noted. Two original metal doors, faux-painted 

Another style of corridor casing features the same molding profiles as to resemble wood, were found on the third floor at the top of the internal staircases from the second floor. The only other 

the fi ststyle, Dut is wettioul extensions (0 Hee en ao cn ier type of door on the third floor was the laminate door found on toilet stalls. Gouges and scalloped edges, cracks, 

splintering, delaminating and loose veneers, hardware holes and water damage were noted on the survey. 

beg - a " iis Seneca ae : 2 A small number of steel casings were noted on the survey, but the majority of the casings were typical quarter-sawn 

pee 4 2 oa 3 white oak casings. Two typical East Wing public corridor casings, also in quarter-sawn white oak, were surveyed. The 

i oe 2 arn 3 general condition of the casings was fair to good. 

ae - ve g 3 Fourth Floor 

' ' We || of oH Pe z : Diverse types of wood doors were surveyed on the fourth floor. Besides the typical two-paneled door, both with and 

| 1 a | ‘ ! (I & E without a glass upper panel and grille in the lower panel, there are five other styles. A plain access door, a four-paneled 

a | ES ! } bet 2 ie i Sein oe ee door and a three-paneled door are all made of quarter-sawn white oak. Two metal gates were found to have an 

eae | | unidentified, painted wood frame screen. Three laminated slab doors were also noted in the survey. Typical damages to 

| ll the doors included*cracks, gouges, scalloped edges, cracked and splintering veneer and hardware holes. 

E : ia 7.15 (left) Pocket door, Supreme Court Hearing Room, 1999 The casings on the fourth floor are the typical East Wing door and closet casings in quarter-sawn white oak. Two typical 

EB ad ” Four mahogany pocket doors are placed at the front (west) entrances public corridor casings without mitered upper corner extensions were also noted in the survey. The overall condition of 

I Bia “in — aus ie bi Maen the casings was good, though missing pieces and a phone jack drilled into one casing were recorded during the survey. 

Bae 25 contains a swinging leather door inside the hearing room. 
Loree | Bey Results of the Doors and Casings Survey 

Lesa o 7.16 (above) Typical East Wing closet casing, 1999 The door survey produced extensive documentation of the doors and casings in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. 

pe sae fe sbige eee pense Identifying numbers were given to the doors so those that were to be removed during Selective Removal and New 

4 to those used elsewhere; this casing, however, is narrower than casings Construction from 1999-2001 could be tracked. While most of the doors were reused in the wing and pavilion, they were 

used around passage doors. not always replaced at their original locations. 
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Two reports were produced with the collected data. The drawing marked with damages was examined, and a new drawing 2 

with repair instruction was created for each door. The new drawing sheets were paired with the old and divided into styles i 

of doors, yielding two volumes for door repairs. Information from the other form was entered into a Microsoft Access E 
database to increase accessibility to the records. That information was also combined with the number of new doors and Survey Form ~ Hardware Information : 
casings needed for the wing to produce the door and hardware schedule. Wood doors were repaired as necessary and reaaaarey Bebe , Bald a ed a ASE “sau (OSC Z 
refinished. Two metal doors on the third floor, faux-painted to resemble wood, were touched up and varnished. Verified oe Sanpetacate OE 

Door Hand (Circle one) LH LHR RH RHR > 

‘ oiunalicine We sar neta ee ESS t > = 
Width ‘Height Thickness £ 

Door Hardware [__Type __|__Size__[ runconsnon [necminicoatin | unewrransin [Notes] |S 

somneake ae aga ee ee Two firms cooperated in an intensive survey of the door hardware. Custom Metals, Inc. of Madison (which also ei eee mene ee Gs ee 

surveyed grilles) surveyed the historic hardware on the ground through fifth floors, while LaForce, Inc. of Madison wan f+} 

surveyed the metal door hardware in the basement of the wing and pavilion. The purpose of this extensive and carefully [NS FC eee ol ne is Lee ciiihe Gaal an Coeur h - Saiabi kn Gi 

conducted survey was to record location, style, composition and condition notes for each piece of hardware. pees of — esse SSA ee 

[ais ol lee eed Sieh al Sided oe 
The individual pieces surveyed include locksets, cylinders, weather strips, thresholds, doorknobs, escutcheon plates, ee 

door stops, mail slots, hinges, kickplates, door closures, flush bolts, push plates, pull plates, push bar sets and surface [Ae ne stg a en Te aol a we [a al oad 
bolts. The hardware was surveyed door by door. The firms used a hardware survey form specially created for recording |} re tt 

room number, door number, door hand, and hardware used on the door. For each piece of hardware the type, size, finish $a ee Le Oe Nae Preaek busca 
condition, mechanical condition and unique function were recorded, along with other relevant notes. Only size and |} ren et ff} ——_f 4 —__f 
finish condition of brass tacks were noted. An alphanumeric coding system was created to denote differences within the [er + | 

types of hardware, and an alphabetic grading system was used to rate the condition of pieces. The form included spaces i rr Mme ie toto sic wh ke Gye a od 

to note mismatched hardware and specialty door descriptions. Data from the completed forms, entered into a Microsoft ag S$} ff 

Access database, increased accessibility to the compiled information and allowed easy manipulation of the data. [So TUES Res bt meer ereetanee ee ONAN ale G [ho a Lk Lemna Ce aio) coed aah Oea| 

Types of Hardware Surveyed 
The types of historic hardware surveyed for the East Wing are identical to the types and pieces used throughout the 717 Hardware Survey SOT 798 Waa pe ; ; 

E : aie : r A coding system was created to distinguish differences among the types of hardware, and an alphabetic grading system was used 
Capitol. Certain styles within the types, such as the Wisconsin escutcheon plates used on the Supreme Court pocket for rating the condition of pieces. Damage was also noted on the survey form. 

doors, are found only in the East Wing. For detailed descriptions of the historic hardware, refer to the Historic Structure 

Report, Book IV, Wisconsin State Capitol, South Wing, Southeast and Southwest Pavilions. 

Escutcheon Plates 

Three types of historic escutcheon plates are used in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. One type, referred to as the 

Wisconsin escutcheon plate, is a decorative bronze plate cast with the state’s coat of arms. The second type of plate, 

referred to in the survey as the Rockford model, has a flat face, chamfered edges and either a bronze or chrome finish. 

The third type is circular and made only in brass. (The Rockford model is referred to as “Russwin” in the Historic 

Structure Report for the South Wing.) 

There are eleven styles of historic Wisconsin escutcheon plates. The styles differ mainly in size, with further distinc- 

tions determined by a doorknob or lockset, or by the plates’ use. Three styles of plates, all measuring | foot % inches by 

3% inches, appear with a doorknob, knob and keyed lock or with a knob, keyed lock and thumbturn lock. Plates 

measuring | foot 1’ inches by 3% inches have decorative borders and either a doorknob or a keyed lock. Decorative 

borders also appear on two styles of plates measuring | foot 27/sinches by 3% inches. The push and pull plates differ; 

pull plates have a handle and push plates do not, but either can have a keyed lock. The pocket door escutcheon plates 
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measure | foot % inches by 3% inches with a decorative indentation and appear both with and without a keyed lock. Kickplates 

Only one type of historic kickplate was found. It is made of brass and comes in a variety of sizes; heights range from 4 

The historic Rockford plates, although plain, come in three different styles. Like the Wisconsin plates, they differ in size ¥% inches to 12 inches and widths range from 26's inches to 38 inches. Where necessary, some are curved to match the 

and placement of components. Two styles differ in height by one-eighth of an inch and one has a place for a lock curve of a door. 

cylinder as well as a knob. Both styles appear in bronze or chrome finish. Another style, rectangular with a doorknob but 

no lock cylinder, is found in various sizes in both bronze and chrome. Miscellaneous Hardware 

There are five types of miscellaneous hardware in the wing and pavilion: mail slots, “push” and “pull” plates, strike 

Doorknobs and Handles plates, push bars and bolts. Mail slots are rectangular and made of brass with a flat side and flap facing the corridor and 

Two types of doorknobs were used with the three types of escutcheon plates. The first type is the Wisconsin doorknob a hooded counterpart on the office side. Small “push” and “pull” plaques cast in bronze with raised lettering constitute 

that was manufactured only in bronze and has “Wisconsin” engraved along the upper face with a grain-like pattern the second miscellaneous category. Three styles of strike plates (metal plates set in a door jamb to receive a bolt or lock) 

engraved along the bottom. The other type, the Rockford knob, is plain like the Rockford escutcheon plate and appears appear. The first, found on leather doors, measures either 2% inches by % inches or 3% inches by % inches. The more 

in either bronze or chrome. typical strike plate is seven inches tall and made of brass. Push bars appear in two styles, a single bar with no 

escutcheon plate and a double bar in combination with an escutcheon. There are two styles of bolts, surface and flush. 

Two types of historic handles are used in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. The first type is a “C” shaped handle A surface bolt is a long bar mechanism with a round knob on one end and a square stop on the bottom that, when 

that is attached to a pull plate, and is used in conjunction with a Wisconsin escutcheon plate. The other type is a lever engaged, touches the floor. Two styles of historic flush bolts are in the wing, and all are found as a set of two including 

handle for the Supreme Court iron doors. the strike. The first style of flush bolt is historic with a figure-eight-shaped cutout and grooved tongue. The second 

style is similar to the first but with a curved face. 

Hinges 

Three types of historic hinges appear in both bronze and nickel composition metal. The first type is a 5-inch-by-5-inch Weather strips and thresholds were also included on the survey. Wooden astragals, narrow convex moldings often in 

heavyweight hinge with an ''/1c-inch pin. The second type is a lighter weight version with a °/1c-inch pin. The third the form of beading, are the most common weather strips used on the wooden doors. Historic thresholds are made of 

historic hinge is a pivot hinge that appears only in bronze and consists of two separate plates. The plate for the top of bronze, marble or wood. 

the door is 1 foot '*/is inches by 4% inches; the bottom plate is 5 by 5 inches. Hinges are generally installed in sets of 

three, called 1% pair, anchoring the door to the frame at the upper, middle and lower portions. However, many doors have Non-Historic Hardware 

only top and bottom hinges, referred to as one pair. Each type of historic hardware has its non-historic counterpart in the wing and pavilion. Reproductions of the Wiscon- 

sin and Rockford escutcheon plates and doorknobs are found on the doors, as are as other non-typical pieces, such as 

Locksets an escutcheon plate with a rosette pattern, skeleton keyhole or painted steel and aluminum circular plates. Non-historic 

The survey found two primary types of locksets—keyed cylinder locks and deadbolts. Each type appears as inverted doorknobs appear in stainless steel, modern brass, aluminum and ceramic. 

or standard. One feature of the inverted lockset is a toggle switch or button mechanism incorporated in the side of the 

door near the locking bolt; this permits locking and unlocking the lock without a key. Thumbturn locks, single and Non-historic, 5-inch-by-5-inch bronze hinges are similar in appearance to the historic hinges; however, small chrome 

double, can be found with both inverted and standard deadbolt sets. hinges on doors to toilet stalls are unlike any of the historic hinges or other modern bronze and stainless steel non- 

historic hinges. Hasps and padlocks are other examples of non-historic locks. Non-historic closers are made of steel, 

Door Stops covered in plastic or are “Corbin” brand. One type of non-historic doorstop is similar in appearance to the historic flip- 

The typical historic stop contains a plunger that is both engaged and released by pressure applied to a toe-lever. This down stop, but other steel and brass stops are not similar. Steel kickplates and a flat-tongued flush bolt are examples of 

historic stop appears in both bronze and nickel composition metal. Two other historic stops were recorded, one a flip- miscellaneous non-historic hardware. Non-historic thresholds in the wing are made of aluminum. 

down stop and the other a wall-mounted unit that contains a rubber stop to protect the wall from the door and an 

eyehook that attaches to a small eye on the door to hold it open. Two other types of historic wall protection units are also 

found in the wing. One is a wall-mounted, rubber-tipped peg; the other, a floor-mounted unit with a circular base, small Types of Damage to Door Hardware 

central stem and a cube-shaped top. The survey found that the amount of damage varied among individual pieces, but that many of the same types of damage 

were spotted consistently on different kinds of hardware. Scratches were found on almost all types of hardware, as were 

Door Closers dents, gouges, and tarnished areas. Other types of damage were specific to certain types of hardware. For example, 

Five types of historic door closers were identified by brand name on the survey. Two types of Russwin closers, one some doorknobs did not turn or were loose. Many nickel-plated escutcheon plates were worn through to brass. Door 

slightly smaller, appear in bronze or nickel composition metal. Two types of Norton closers, Norton 78 B-F and the closures were rusty, dirty and missing either arms or the closure itself. Flush bolts were bent or their levers stuck. 

heavier Norton M48, appear only in bronze. A Rockford closer, consisting of an inverted T-shaped closer attached to a Doorstops were bent or eyehooks were missing. Hinges were missing ball tips and pins or had the wrong type of pin, 

plate, appears in both bronze and nickel composition. and hinge barrels were dented, flared, misaligned and scraped. 
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Condition of Door Hardware ? 
Historically, the type and style of door hardware indicated the importance of the space where they were used. For MISCELLANEOUS i 
example, the Wisconsin escutcheon plates appear in public areas and on the doors of important rooms. When a 1 5 
Wisconsin plate is paired with a Rockford plate on either side of a door, the Wisconsin plate is installed on the more a ro = IEE a 
public side of the door, facing the corridor or other public space. This pairing is found on the ground through fifth floors M1 ~f ee Me e 
in the wing and pavilion. The same pairing criterion exists for styles within each type. A plate with a keyed lock and noone Se iver : 
doorknob is paired with a plate containing only a knob. Public areas also retain more of the historic pieces than private di eae M-3 M-4 M-5 g 

office areas, due to remodeling and heavy use within the private spaces. — i i 

5 
Not every door was outfitted with all the types of hardware. Hinges are found on every door, while surface bolts are b= f 
found only ona few. Also, there is a large amount of door hardware in the wing and pavilion, and the types and styles 

of pieces used differ on each floor. Survey results revealed the existence of non-historic chrome toilet room hardware, SHENG TAPES pene * Gem, 
including handles, locks and hinges, on each floor that contained a toilet room. On all floors, the finish of the usual INAUOING STRIKE SCLUDNG STRIKE NCLUONG STRIKE 
seven-inch strike plates was noted to be in poor condition, but the plates themselves were in good mechanical condition. we ee ws Me Be 

Basement 

The basement of the wing and pavilion contained the largest volume of non-historic door hardware. Only various styles : (Hi if 
of Rockford plates, including reproductions, were located. Almost half of the escutcheon plates surveyed were non- 

historic, including one type with a rosette pattern. Rockford and other non-historic doorknobs in bronze, chrome or men ie andi ak aah 
nickel and other materials were found in combination with the Rockford plates. While primarily non-historic hinges were ah eo! aes a 
noted, a number of historic heavy bronze and lightweight bronze and chrome or nickel pieces also appeared on the 

survey. A small number of historic plunger and flip-down doorstops were found in the basement, all in poor condition. cccaReysinn Pats 
The majority of the doorstops were non-historic, bar-type stops. Padlocks and hasps were recorded together with a Drowing Dote 

ae iette : vsti ae 2 EAST WING WISCONSN STATE CAPITOL. OCTOBER 26, 1999 
small number of historic standard locks. A pair of historic Norton 78 B-F closers was recorded, but the majority of closers 7.18 Miscellaneous hardware survey sheet, ARCHITECTS RESTORATION AND REHABILITATION Br ee: 
were modern, including LCN 4010 and LCN 4010 1+ KPD series closers. Historic kickplates were noted as well as a few 1999 : : ame CEE OMG OF PACLITES DOVEL MENT _ i in i a Hie s Aside from standard pieces, numerous miscella- ries MADIGON, WIECH MADISON, WISCONSH cracked marble thresholds. Only the seven-inch strike plates were noted as historic while the remaining miscellaneous neous hardware types were noted on the survey. 

hardware, including flush bolts and surface bolts, were noted as non-historic. 

age 2 
Ground Floor re h< = 3 

More door hardware was found on the ground floor than on any other floor in the wing and pavilion. Almost every type gy | << 5 
and every style of historic hardware is represented. Nine of the eleven styles of Wisconsin escutcheon plates were re : a Fe ¥ we rm 
noted, including reproductions; only the plates for pocket doors were not used on the floor. Four styles of the Rockford aay ek Ea on, E 
escutcheon plates were recorded in both bronze and nickel composition metal. Non-historic plates, such as round a : oo ; Lid & 
aluminum plates, were also noted. The Wisconsin and Rockford doorknobs were in fair to poor condition with scratches, A, ae ees oe g 
gouges, dents and worn and tarnished areas. C-shaped bronze handles were noted on entrance doors to the pavilion. ee it ; ie ese? 3 
Hinges noted on the top, middle and bottom of doors appeared in almost every style available, including both bronze ae “% me -, 5 
and chrome or nickel (in the historic heavyweight hinge), and non-historic brass hinges. The hinges were in poor rs } net alts 2 z 
condition with dented, scraped and flared barrels, and worn and tarnished parts. All types of doorstops, historic and eo : : : hae He a, 
non-historic, were noted with the plunger type appearing in both bronze and nickel. A historic flip-down stop was paired ’ el , ak: ie, 
with a historic, floor-mounted wall protector on one door. The overall condition of the doorstops was good, although 4 | ee 
dents, scratches, and tarnished areas were noted. 7.19 Scratched escutcheon plate, 1998 ate 4 O 5 2 if ; 

Scratches were recorded on most hardware 4 a ; 
: ; ; pieces, including escutcheon plates. Other types , el ade ds Both keyed and deadbolt locks, inverted and standard, appeared. Their condition was graded as medium to poor on the of damage reported were dents, gouges and : — 

survey but overall their mechanical condition was good with only a few having buttons that stuck or did not work. Both tarnished areas. = 
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the small and large Russwin closers and the two types of Norton closers were recorded. Other types of openers included although some were rusty. A few kickplates were noted on leather doors. Ten mail slots, all in fairly good condition, were 

modern, plastic-covered examples, the Corbin brand and a handicapped opener at the pavilion entrance. Four curved found, although only the spring-loaded side remained on one. One push plate and three, regular, historic flush bolts 

kickplates were found on the doors of the pavilion, while four non-historic, painted steel plates were used on the wooden were noted. The strike plates were typically the seven-inch style with other sidebolt and electric strikes. 

doors near the loading dock to protect the wood from carts and other freight. Eight thin metal kickplates were used on the 

revolving doors at the wing’s entrance on the east facade. All types of miscellaneous hardware, with the exception of pull Third Floor 

plates, were noted as well. Thirteen mail slots, the largest number on any one floor, were in good condition with only a few The third floor had half the number of doors found on the second floor and half the amount of hardware. The same types 

dents noted. A push plate was noted in the Northeast Pavilion entrance as well as double push bar sets with escutcheons. of escutcheon plates and doorknobs, both Wisconsin and Rockford, were found on the third floor as were on the 

Double push bar sets were also noted on the revolving doors at the wing’s east fagade. All styles of flush bolts, historic and second. A non-historic escutcheon plate with rosettes and a pair of six-sided chrome doorknobs were noted on the 

non-historic, were used on double doors within the wing and pavilion. At the wing’s facade, one historic surface bolt in fair survey. The condition of the plates and knobs was good overall with a few of the chrome-plated items worn through to 

condition was recorded. Three non-historic bolts unique to the revolving doors appeared on those doors. While most of the brass. Five of the six styles of hinges were present. Only pivot hinges were not noted on this floor. Non-historic 

the strike plates were the typical seven-inch plates, others included sidebolt and deadbolt strikes. hinges were barrel hinges. Similar to the second floor, five styles of doorstops, including the wall protectors, were 

recorded; only the stop with the eyehook was not found. Four of the five styles of locksets were noted on the floor with 

First Floor only the standard deadbolt not used. Both styles of Russwin and Norton closers as well as both bronze and nickel 

Compared to the ground floor, the first floor has a slightly smaller number of doors and hardware, but the types and Rockford closers were noted. Their condition was noted as good to fair. Only two doors on the floor had kickplates. 

styles of hardware are almost identical. The same nine styles of Wisconsin escutcheon plates were noted. The 97/s-inch- Three of the four mail slots were dented and the fourth had a broken spring. Regular historic flush bolts as well as two 

high Rockford plate was found in both bronze and nickel composition, as were Wisconsin and Rockford doorknobs. As push plates and two pull plates were found on two doors, one in the library and one between an office and the public 

was the case on ground floor, C-shaped handles (rather than knobs) were used on the entrance doors to the pavilion. A corridor. A number of typical strike plates were used; a few other strike plates of different sizes were noted. 

few doorknobs were mismatched with their counterparts on the opposite side of the door, as were some escutcheon 

plates. All six styles of hinges were noted on the tops and bottoms of various doors; the middle hinges were identified Fourth Floor 

in both heavyweight and lightweight bronze, as well as nickel composition, non-historic and other types. All styles of Unlike any other floor, the quantity of Rockford escutcheon plates found on the fourth floor exceeded the quantity of 

doorstops and wall protectors were noted, historic as well as a few modern pieces. Some doorstops were paired with Wisconsin plates. One entry in the survey noted a single Wisconsin plate (12% inches by 3% inches) with no lock 

either a floor-mounted or wall-mounted protector. In a few cases, a historic stop was paired with a non-historic stop on cylinder; two decorative border plates with cylinder locks also were found. The majority of the plates were Rockford 

opposite sides of the same door. Inverted locks were the most commonly found style of lock, though every style was bronze with cylinder lock, though other Rockford plates were noted, plus the polished nickel-composition bathroom 

represented at least once. The condition of the finish on inverted locks was usually poor while their mechanical hardware. Rockford bronze doorknobs dominated in number. Lightweight historic hinges were the type most commonly 

condition was usually good. Both styles of Russwin and Norton closers were noted as well as both bronze and nickel found. The other hinges were made of brass and steel as well as chrome or nickel. Toilet stall hinges were also surveyed. 

Rockford closers. Curved kickplates were recorded on a number of the pavilion doors while other kickplates were As for doorstops, only plunger, flip-down and non-historic flip-down types were noted. Standard locks were the 

located on both sides of leather doors in the wing. Ten mail slots were used on the first floor, while one “push” plaque common lockset used, though inverted locks and other padlocks were found. The small Russwin, Norton 78 B-F, and 

appeared in the Northeast Pavilion and one “pull” plaque appeared on the door of the governor’s open office area. both nickel and bronze Rockford closers were located. The only other types of hardware on the fourth floor were regular 

Double push bars with escutcheons were noted on the interior pavilion doors. Only historic flush bolts, both regular historic flush bolts and seven-inch strike plates. 

and curved face, were noted. However, the surveyors recorded only non-historic chrome surface bolts. 

Results of the Door Hardware Survey 
Second Floor The door hardware survey resulted in a thorough understanding of the range of hardware in the wing as well as its 

The survey shows the same door count on the second floor as on the first. The number of hardware types noted was condition. During Selective Removal and New Construction from 1999-2001, each piece was removed from its door, 

slightly smaller, as was the number of styles represented. Nine styles of Wisconsin escutcheon plates were noted on the given the identifying number of the door, and stored. The amount of hardware that was available for reuse was 

second floor, including the pocket-door plates used in the Supreme Court Hearing Room. The same styles of Rockford determined, based on the survey data. That information, plus the survey information and data about new doors and 

plates were noted, but more Wisconsin plates were found. Bronze handles were noted on the Supreme Court’s cast iron hardware needed, were combined into a document called the Door and Hardware Schedule. The Door and Hardware 

doors facing the public corridor. While unique within the wing, the handles are identical to those on the identical Schedule contains a page for each door, original and new, for the wing after Restoration and Rehabilitation as well as the 

ornamental doors in the similar locations in the other wings. Both heavyweight and lightweight historic hinges as well hardware used on the door, including new electronic and security hardware. Historic hardware, depending on condition, 

as modern brass hinges, pivot hinges and toilet stall hinges were noted. Generally, all the hinges were in good condition, has been reused in the wing, though not necessarily on the same door or on the same floor where it resided originally. 

though the bottom sets on each door were usually in the poorest condition. Of the types of doorstops, only the historic 

doorstop with eyehook was not represented on the second floor. The other types of stops, including wall protectors, Locksets throughout the wing have been equipped with new locking mechanisms. The exception occurs in the exterior 

were noted. Non-historic, flip-down stops were found in brass and cast iron. No standard locks were located, though doors; those doors have been equipped with refurbished original locksets with refurbished locking cylinders. New 

all the other styles were represented, including pocket locks and double thumbturns. The larger Russwin model, the locks have been used on interior doors in combination with both historic and replicated door hardware. 

Norton 78B-F, and the Rockford bronze and nickel closers were all located in the wing. They were in good condition, 
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Windows and Casings Survey oe aa yz 
; a ae. 5 Scope of Survey ee | 3 

No specific survey was performed for the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion windows. Between 1992 and 1995, Kahler = 3 

Slater Architects, a Milwaukee firm that held contracts for earlier work on the Capitol, developed a survey form for West 5 

Wing windows preceding restoration of the wing. Experience gained from this survey was taken into account when the = é 
time came to restore and rehabilitate the South Wing (1996-1998), and a similar course of action was taken with respect 8 Dad , = 

g 

to its windows. Based on these previous experiences, windows for the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion were simply iii ad a 

removed and repaired in the same manner as the West Wing and South Wing windows. The historic structure report for r : a - E 

the South Wing contains a history of Capitol window maintenance and repair, as well as a description of Kahler Slater’s a “, ee 

survey system. 
a \ Sawn ae 

fi 0 Se 

The interior window casings were surveyed as part of the J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. interior finishes survey in 1998. The | & 4 at ee. 

casings were surveyed—floor by floor and room by room—for type, material and condition. Though not all the windows , j ie Ba 

surveyed had casings, the existing frames were all original to the building 7.20 Supreme Court iron door handles, 1998 M a a: a 
The handles on the Supreme Court entrance gates are unique within ; 

x the East Wing, although similar handles appear on decorative iron . 
Types of Windows and Frames doors in the other three wings. q ‘ 

There are sixteen types of windows in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. Nearly all types appear in other wings and 

correspond to the floor on which they are found in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. All the windows are double 5 pEEEmurrmnsaas F 
hung and constructed of quarter-sawn black cherry wood (confirmed by the Forest Products Laboratory in Madison). Se eee 

eee 3 
Window variations occur in the number of glass panes and in height and width. Pavilion windows are generally narrower i Fe oe Ja : g fey Pee pF 

than those in the wing. General measurements given below are taken from the 1982 restoration plans and specified for #4 ae ee Bese nS 3 

window openings, including both sashes and opening. / / =| Be ey pe a 

ee ee ee 
Typical casings, one type per floor, were noted on the survey. The typical casing for any floor is made of quarter-sawn Be gt oe eee ae Bie g 

white oak. Exceptions to this are mahogany casings, usually found in important rooms and indicative of a high level of | Ay!) I| Pye ee pe ee ee et 
: sey j | Pear ven Cec tC reo: oo 

finish within a space. es | ie | . a ie ee 5 

1 | roe Ae lee aes Miah | a . 7 eae OS : 
VT arn} eee | Ce 

Ground Floor JR i HY ie ee Ce Pies 

Three types of windows are on the ground floor of the wing and pavilion. The first type measures 5 feet 3 inches by 3 ea a F g | oe ek ( 

feet 6 inches. This window is 3 feet 3 inches from the floor and 1 foot 6 inches from the ceiling. The sashes are six panes Fe hh ————— eo ee 

over six; the lower portion of the top rail and the upper row of glass panes in the upper sash are curved (segmental Ons ey : iW : of eo & ; 
! : Beer 

arches). Four of these windows are located on the east fagade. | i he ees ee LS 

— ea Sh lc ee 
The second type of window is identical to the first but measures 7 feet 1 inch by 4 feet 10 inches. These windows are fb] | ioe eo aS eo : 

only 1 foot 6 inches from the floor and 4 feet 5 inches from the ceiling. The upper row of panes and the top rail are formed ia } Wig bee ee oe es 

into a segmental arch, but the radius is less pronounced than for the first type. The floor has fourteen of these windows, Sei Bp Se 

seven on the north facade and seven on the south. | oe SS 
Puree See er core ere eS | 

The third type of window is identical to the second type except that it is narrower, measuring 4 feet 2 inches wide. Only & ee 
/ tee ee 

one window of this third type existed in the wing in 1998, under the first floor deck of the Southeast Pavilion. Where Soe ee e 

there was originally another of this type on the north side of the wing, near the Northeast Pavilion entrance, an : m eS ae 

accessible sliding door was in place in 1998. 2 
7.21 Electromagnetic card reader, 2000 

In addition to refurbished or replicated historic hardware, new card readers are used on some doors, primarily in the executive 

The casings on the ground floor were typical ground floor casings in quarter-sawn white oak. One exception was noted and Supreme Court office areas. 
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“psa ee eesiee 42 of oo J z in the toilet room where a small wood sill was placed on top of a marble sill. 
*S) ee A eT a Pe ty 2 

eg gees 2 i oR oe ee g First Floor 
te ee es e The first floor of the wing and pavilion also have three types of windows, all with six-over-six sashes. All the types have 
eT eee = horizontal, not arched, top rails, unlike the ground floor windows. The first type measures 9 feet 7 inches by 4 feet 6 mo ar = A . A 24° ‘ A eB : | = inches; these windows nearly touch the floor, and are 3 feet 6 inches from the ceiling. Three of these windows open 

: = J ee a towards the street from the Governor’s Conference Room on the wing’s east fagade and one more is located in each of 
a ecm ee E the two rooms immediately north and south of the conference room. i rr : Ch ee 

Be a eee ( : a: : oe ee The second type measures 7 feet 9 inches by 4 feet 4 inches. This window is 1 foot 4 inches from the floor and 4 feet 4 inches ena i (as eee ok 2 . . . . Bees ea ee a from the ceiling. As with the ground floor, there are fourteen windows of this type, seven on each side of the wing. 

Br | é = The third variety appears twice, once on each side of the wing next to the first floor entrances of the respective pavilions. 
ir ie [i These windows measure 7 feet 8 inches by 4 feet 2 inches. They are the same distance from the floor as the previous type 

p a : ee ys e of window, but only 2 feet 10 inches from the ceiling. 
Pe 6h LM arr 

erin re Sh The typical first floor window casing is made of quarter-sawn white oak. Exceptions were noted on the survey in the 

Governor’s Conference Room, the governor’s private office and the chief of staff’s office between the preceding two 

7.22 Typical ground floor window and casing, 1999 rooms. The casings in the Governor’s Conference Room are painted cherry while the casings in the other two offices are 
Typical ground floor windows are six panes over six, with a slightly curved top rail. Window compo- made of mahogany. 
nents, including rails, stiles and muntins, are quarter-sawn black cherry; casings and other trim, 

including radiat losures below the windows, are typicall) rter-sawn white oak. inc IZ ‘or enclo, le win typically qua ite oa Secundioen 

The second floor of the wing and pavilion has four different types of windows that are not found on the lower floors. The first 
he 55 ee, i et ee ees 5 type measures 10 feet 7 inches by 5 feet 10 inches, and is only 9 inches from the floor and 1 foot 8 inches from the ceiling. The 

Berge Lo ee 8 upper and lower sashes are nearly square, with curved muntins that create the effect of a segmented arch. The lower sash has . Se bee eee z 
‘ ; - — cue eS See 4 seven panes of glass; the upper, ten panes. Two of the upper sash panes are simply small triangles created by the curved 

we pee eet si : mame ee ea os es oe F muntins in the rectangular sash. There are fourteen of these windows, seven on each side of the wing. 

nS Ot:t:*s: a — = 2 pe a z The second type of window, found on the east facade, is unique to the wing. Because of the raised ceiling of the 
oo BEBE Ee ee 3U — g Governor’s Conference Room on the floor below, these five windows are shorter than the street-end windows of the ne be ae i fe a 3 : aWasi tg i . ‘ S ei py | e 5 other wings even though they are similar in appearance. The East Wing street-end windows measure 10 feet 11 inches 
Bs ae eee i“ - q | y by 5 feet 7 inches and are 6 inches from the floor and 2 inches from the plaster ceiling. The lower sash contains seven coed ete What PS f < P e , 5 ey Meee a ee | ae f panes of glass but the upper sash has eight, not including the two triangles in the upper corners. 

a ll | sone eH i os wis ie Raeaes ‘Two more windows of another type (the third) are found on the sides of the wing, one on each side nearest the pavilions. These 
ie} : . . . . . . 5 :. sy: a a a windows are 10 feet 7 inches in height and 4 feet 2 inches in width, 8 inches from the floor and 1 foot 8 inches from the ceiling. 
—=—= The lower sash contains seven panes of glass while the upper sash contains eight, similar to the windows used on the sides 

BS =) of the wing on this floor. However, there are triangular wooden panels instead of glass panes in the upper sash. 

a es ee, 5 e. The fourth and final type of second floor window appears in the pavilion and is similar to the other three types, but differs eRe ieee : > ee : ; : : . ” in more than size. The pavilion windows are 10 feet 11 inches by 5 feet 10 inches, and are 6 inches from the floor and 8 inches 
7.23 Typical first floor window and casing, 1999 i i : from the ceiling. The bottom sash contains seven glass panes while the upper sash contains eight glass panes and fixed The typical first floor window casing is of quarter-sawn white oak. The largest number of nontypical casings pe ; . = : Pat A is found on the first floor, with cherry in the Governor s Conference Room and mahogany in the two executive wooden panels (similar to the third type of window) instead of triangular panes of glass, similar to the third type. These 
offices to the south. The radiator enclosure beneath the window is specific to this window type and casing. windows are curved to match the radius of the pavilion walls, and there are three of them in the pavilion. 

a 
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As on the ground and first floors, the typical casing on the second floor is made of quarter-sawn white oak. The survey ee. ss z | : A a I z 

noted one office and two rooms in the Northeast Pavilion as exceptions. Only the side casings were present and tied into Po Rees are dea ee 2 . s ‘| \ 2 
Pe oy q ere GB S| Co 2 

the picture rail while two of the casings in the pavilion room were noted as having quarter-sawn white oak sills. The \e= vo ~ a: 7 a x < 
4 . n ad \ 4 aS  # oe in =n gs 

survey also showed that the Supreme Court Conference Room contained window casings made of mahogany. ye ~~ & eee | q ee | A g 

Third Floor S 2) eo Ry ced | — x 
Four more types of windows appear on the third floor of the wing and pavilion, all with rectangular glass panes. The first = “NG BB eae ee 8 “AS es eee a ie | per eS = g 

type has two-over-two sash, measuring 4 feet 2 inches by 2 feet 10 inches, 1 foot 4 inches from the floor and 3 feet 10 i | * See Ee ee Ee ie F E 
a GX Te ig Pes Re ies artes eer 4 i — 

inches from the ceiling. This type of window appears in pairs with a wood panel, surrounded by molding, separating ih ee alee Ss bees a eo eee ba is . a 

each pair. There are fourteen pairs, or twenty-eight windows, seven pairs on each side of the wing. | | eh pea be oe eee eh oe st 3 a4 eae ta Pi Pi ig. ) a peaks ( bose SN om : | Ps iy fog See PMT pea (ES Ee Speen: ee | 
| eee | eS ea =| | eons a S 

The second type appears twice. They are two-over-two windows, one on each side of the wing next to the pavilion, and . eee ke | Pe wee i ra : é in 

measure 4 feet 2 inches by 3 feet 4 inches. These windows appear singly, not in pairs. The third type appears on the east : | eh + i ene] = 

facade, in five pairs, and separated by wood panels similar to the panels that separate the first type. This type, with four- i= | a - | a a (bs eas) 

over-four sashes, measures 6 feet 8 inches by 2 feet 8 inches. The fourth type of window on the third floor is in the = : L a 

pavilion room where there are three such windows, each measuring 4 feet 2 inches by 3 feet 2 inches. Like the pavilion 7.24 Typical second floor window and casing 7.25. Typical second floor pavilion window and casing, 1999 

windows on the second floor, the third floor windows are curved to match the radius of the wall; third floor windows, (east), 1999 Second floor pavilion windows are set within a recess so there is 
Occupancy damage to many of the windows included minimal casing around the windows. Rather than containing full glass, however, have three panes over three. 1g ig full gi 
scratches and gouges from window air conditioners. the window frames are arched at the top, creating the effect of an arched 

Wires were taped to the casings and window frames, window despite the fact the opening is rectangular. 
Typical third floor window casings are quarter-sawn white oak. One exception was noted in an office on the north side often leaving glue residue. Suspended ceilings 

of the wing next to the pavilion, where an unspecified type of casing in quarter-sawn white oak was identified. obscured the tops of windows in many rooms on the 
second floor. 

Fourth Floor 

Only two types of windows, both containing rectangular glass panes, are found on the fourth floor, one type in the wing Z19 

and one in the pavilion. The first type of window is found on both sides of the wing. This window measures 4 feet 8 mle 

inches by 2 feet 10 inches and each is 2 feet 6 inches from the floor and 1 foot 4 inches from the ceiling. The windows are 8 

paired like those on the third floor and there are twelve pairs, six per side. Because of the pediment, there are no windows slant a 

on the east facade of the wing. The pavilion windows measure 5 feet 8 inches by 2 feet 8 inches and are 4 feet from the . ES, Oo.) & 

floor and 1 foot 4 inches from the ceiling. The seven windows curve to match the pavilion walls. : i ea een z 

Eas : 
A Ue bes 3 z Peer a owe 2 

Typical window casings in quarter-sawn white oak were noted on the fourth floor. The survey found no exceptions. | | Q io & 
caste to 4 & 

et Le gs z 

FLOOR / aC) Ss ‘4 é es : zo 3 
Types of Damage to Windows and Casings INTE RIOR ELEVATION 5 

Because no comprehensive survey was made, nor were types of damage indicated on the drawings for the East Wing Sees ee aS eae 
; : re : ' wee : ; WINDOW CURVES IN FLAN APPROX. 

project, the specific condition of each window prior to the project is unknown. Typical damages to the South Wing VIN 3 2" WiIpT> 

windows included scratches, gouges, nail holes, faded and peeling varnish, water stains, cracks, dents and missing or 

damaged hardware. It is likely that the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion windows suffered the same kinds of damage. 

Types of damage to the window casings were minimal and rarely recorded but included scratches and gouges. Some 7.26 Third floor pavilion window with three-over-three panes, 1982 

pieces also needed refinishing. Small three-over-three windows in the third floor pavilion curve slightly 

to conform to the shape of the room, as shown in this 1982 drawing. 

@ 2 i = The survey notes that the windows curve approximately one inch across 
Remedial Efforts During Selective Removal and New Construction her a ae g 

The repair and restoration process involved careful removal of each window. Upon removal, an identifying number was 
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Pp) ee oe z assigned to each window. Hardware was removed but remained untouched. The windows were sent to Lake City Glass 

aS ee | g of Madison, where the glass and glazing compound were removed. Klein-Dickert Co., Inc. of Madison cleaned and 
ee & repaired the frames and sent them back to Lake City Glass for reglazing. The windows were then returned to the Capitol 

ae ee i Window eae were either removed and refinished or left protected in place during Selective Removal and New 

5 Sipeietoe cee ee Ce aS 

c= | —_— Stonework 
— | cy Scope of Survey 

; 3 Se The marble and stone used in the Wisconsin State Capitol are among its most beautiful and costly features. In 1998, 

— Monona Masonry, Inc. of Madison undertook two separate surveys of the stonework in the East Wing and Northeast 

Ps yt a Fy ; Pavilion. The goal of both was to note the presence of marble and stone components in the wing and pavilion, ascertain 

as yn AA i Le ee their condition and make recommendations for removal and repair during Restoration and Rehabilitation, as well as to 

BS a r es) i : : : ‘ establish a budget for restoration work. The marble and stone components surveyed included base, wall panels, door 

Pre yj ] ue Ty ae A one Bee eae cee re i jambs, wall panel molding, marble plinths, lavatories, sink bases, toilet bases, floor tiles, border tiles, thresholds and 
A « j r The windows on the sides of the wing are paired on both the third i i ae a i 

a and fourth floors. The third floor casing contains a wooden panel drinking fountains. Overall, very few pieces in the wing and pavilion required replacement, and even damaged pieces, 

oy between the two windows; a radiator enclosure, obscured in this such as scratched floor tiles, were recycled by removing them, repairing them or turning them over, and replacing them 

photo, runs the width of the paired windows. in their original location. 

FES 2 The first survey consisted of two parts, the first focusing on the marble components in the toilet rooms and janitors’ 

1 a 3 closets and the second covering the marble components in corridors, offices, storage areas and the marble drinking 

El oe 28 Fl ge E fountains. Floor plans and elevations compiled for each toilet room and janitor’s closet were used to note dimensions of 

: . os . oe t i 14 : the rooms and fixtures, condition of the marble components and, in many cases, type of marble used. Dimensions, 

B B aaa : a oa pe | i | 2 marble and stone types, and condition of the marble in corridors, offices and storage areas were recorded on large floor 

sass oo Oe plans for the basement through fifth floors. Public corridors on the ground and first floors and the stones in the walls 
S E | ta ew a cS : were not surveyed, as they were to remain in place and protected during the New Construction Phase. The marble 

i oe a a ee 5 q 3 | j i q é drinking fountains were surveyed along with the corridors and offices but were recorded on separate sheets that were 

5 | | 3 = | - ey Pe fe 2 iB placed with the survey documents for the toilet rooms and janitors’ closets. Marble components of door casings, such 

_ — 2 a co La ‘ ii Bi as thresholds and plinths, were also recorded and those records stored with the toilet room and janitors’ closets survey 

a , pa : P en st ay sheets. Hite Sey process included survey and inventory of ee Ce a stone that had been removed 

: ao = | eed a from previous wings. Every effort was made to utilize as much original building fabric as possible. 

as 3 E re = : _ = | | ) : i The second survey focused only on the condition of the marble in the Supreme Court Hearing Room. A cursory survey 

2 G is a): ie es 8 | | aa of the marble in the vestibule of the hearing room proved it was in good condition, and an intensive survey was 

i a as ge. zp >. 4 unnecessary. Identification of the marble in the hearing room was unnecessary because the types were already known 

ao ] , i and replacement of any damaged pieces was not possible because of the marbles’ rarity and high monetary value. Some 

| ee ™ = 5 ‘ floor tiles in the Supreme Court Hearing Room were removed in order to install conduit underneath, but the tiles were 

i ie i Ss replaced in their original locations. 

7} a. ae 7.28 Typical fourth ing, 1999 
i he an eo deep window sills are made of ee et atarple and: Sane Snrecyed 

ig | bit Bey . guarter-sawn White oak with no exceptions noted in the survey, At least eighteen different types of marble and stone were identified in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. Pink 

1 if | Fourth floor windows are recessed, so the casings are small. Tennessee, Meadow Gray, Napoleon, Verde Antique, White Rutland and Hauteville marbles, Athens limestone and an 
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unidentified type of red marble with graining (called, for practical purposes in the Selective Removal Phase, Deep Pink Sine eee ce hgh amie a soll f 
Tennessee marble with grain) were types most frequently noted on the surveys. Not identified on the survey but also af eet 2 
located in the East Wing are several varieties of Siena in the lobby of the Governor’s Conference Room, Botticino and = ¢ [ters Eh ml | 5 
Champville marbles in the fireplace of the Governor’s Conference Room, and Botticino, Siena, Breche Coraline, Benou, Ls eae 8 
Hagerston, Roseal and Formosa marbles in the Supreme Court Hearing Room. Ea CaN a : ee fee oll 

Types of Damage to Stonework ee i a E 
Thirteen types of damages were noted on the stone and marble components in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion: : SA A aie See no atone 5 
stains, cracks, chips, missing pieces, heavily worn areas, bad grout lines, loose pieces, patches, gouges/holes, scratches, i Ne : z es : i 7.29 Survey sheet, second floor toilet raised flooring, pitting and pieces out of alignment. Certain types of damage were more prevalent than others, but all room, 1998 
appeared in the wing and pavilion. Cracks, gouges/holes, scratches and loose pieces were the most often noted Floor plans and elevations of toilet rooms ae 
conditions, while only rarely were pieces noted as missing. Certain types of damages often were associated with specific and janitors’ closets were used to record fas rere ASSO ofa marble and stone components; for example, bad grout lines turned up with respect to floor tiles and border tiles. the type and condition of the marble and 1Et ce ae 

stone in these areas. - 

Condition of Stonework Z 
Toilet Rooms rae é fA z 

Fifteen toilet rooms, both public and private, and ten janitors’ closets were surveyed in the wing from the basement to the ( ee Fe a 
fourth floor. These rooms contained only marble and no stone. Generally the marble was in good condition, and most St -e e ys feel 2 
of the pieces were reused in their original location or salvaged for use in another toilet room. po a : ae ye A g 

Of the fifteen toilet rooms surveyed, four are public and eleven are private. The largest amount of damaged marble was age re i Zoey Sava | zg 
recorded in the public toilet rooms on the ground, first, third and fourth floors and most likely resulted from heavy use. Fb ig eS te pea a A eal a 
Pink Tennessee wall panels, base, floor tiles, border tiles, toilet bases, sink bases and lavatories appear most in the toilet : ay 4 ; Ss oa ae A rae 
rooms, with only a few exceptions. The first floor women’s toilet room has Napoleon and Meadow Gray base as well as é ac oie - os ‘ ig = if ; f Heel 
Napoleon plinths. In the third floor men’s toilet room, two Napoleon plinths flank a storage room doorway. Meadow : 2 | 4 C a. a ee 
Gray floor tiles and lavatories were recorded in the fourth floor women’s toilet room. The damages noted in the rooms : <t pf a ba La ms VOR L: 
were similar, with cracks and chips observed in the floor and border tiles, base, wall panels and lavatories. Lavatories fs it ye iw ae . is Ait ps | 
were stained and pitted, and floor tiles were raised, stained and contained bad grout lines in various rooms. Cracked sink A iN | ; oo oe a Oe Tae ei ; | 
bases were found in both the third floor and fourth floor toilet rooms. A need to review conditions with the owner was os | a, . bie 3 ¥ tr ‘Ti ' | 
indicated on the survey sheets for the ground floor men’s toilet room, indicating the surveyor’s concern about condition i ie a et = A A 1 | 
of the stone. i | ee Bf Sa he , i z| 

i 4 ee PAVE 3 Ht 
The eleven private toilet rooms are located on the basement, ground, first and second floors of the East Wing, with the i ; ‘a : =z i ¢ 
largest number on the second floor. Unlike the public toilet rooms where the types and varieties of marble were fairly i e : a i 
uniform, the types of marble used in these spaces were not. The only marble in the basement men’s toilet room is a Pink : ‘ i |, 
Tennessee wall panel. The sink is porcelain and the floor is ceramic tile. A probe in three areas of the floor indicated no : : ea) : 
marble underneath the ceramic tile. The ground floor private toilet room contains only a marble threshold and two marble ema | i a 
plinths in the doorway. According to the survey, this was atypical. Two private toilet rooms are located on the first floor, th IF 
one in the attorney general’s office suite and one adjacent to the governor’s office. Pink Tennessee base, floor tiles, 7.30 Dolphin fountain, lobby of Governor’s Conference Room, 2000 a ee cece 
border tiles, wall panels, doorjambs, toilet bases and sculpted sink bases are in these areas. The attorney general’s toilet Expensive and ornately carved marble pieces, such as the Siena eee ae 
room also had a small entryway with marble floor and border. Were fixtures to be moved in the this room during Selective ash iity ne aR oo. : 
Removal and New Construction, it was estimated that twenty new holes would have to be made in the various marble the various pieces was minimal, and replacement would have been 
components of the room. There were open vertical joints throughout the private toilet room in the governor’s area; prohibitively expensive. : 

a ee eS 
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; z otherwise, the marble was in good condition, as was the marble in the attorney general’s toilet room. 

Slater g There are seven, small, private toilet rooms on the second floor within the Supreme Court justices’ chambers. They are 

g very similar to one another, containing one toilet stall and a sink. Pink Tennessee is the dominant marble in all the rooms, 

z with floor tiles, border tiles, base, wall panels, lavatories, toilet bases and sink bases all of this material. Damage varied 

= from room to room, but the main problems included stained and pitted lavatories; loose, stained, cracked, patched and 

. fl gouged wall panels; and floor tiles, border tiles, thresholds, and plinths that were loose, cracked or raised. Eight bumper 

E stickers found on the marble surfaces of one toilet room were expected to leave glue residue. 

Ak Mm Janitors’ Closets 

a , be The ten janitors’ closets, two per floor on the ground through fourth floors, are identical in layout. Each contains a 

r ON i ” faucet attached to the wall, a janitor’s sink and drain built into the floor beneath the faucet, a sculpted floor panel near the 

sink and an electrical panel on one of the walls. An exception was found on the first floor where the sink and faucet had 

ea enn } PAN been removed and the plumbing holes and drain patched. Meadow Gray and Pink Tennessee marbles are in all the 
P| . closets, typically with the wall panels in Meadow Gray and the floor in Pink Tennessee. Exceptions are one janitor’s 

a7 y closet on the second floor and both closets on the third floor, where all the marble is Meadow Gray, and one closet on the 

Rd a ‘ , fourth floor where all the marble is Pink Tennessee. The first floor janitor’s closet that had been altered was not found 

ay wi . Re ee A ied to have a marble panel on the west wall. Stains and scratches, usually found on the floor, in the sink and on the wall 

eal sick, Ny panel below the faucet, were the most typical kind of damage noted in almost every closet. Other types of damage 

a a recorded were cracked and chipped thresholds, cracked floor tiles and wall panels, and bad grout lines on some wall 
ics fe — ong panels. 

C = i : ; 

ee : Corridors 

P i spe t FAS t Private corridors (those connecting the offices within the wing) were surveyed from the basement to the fourth floor 

Hie ee on 7 Ak SNE ee, while only the public corridors on the second, third and fourth floors together with the fifth floor landing were surveyed. 

75] Soest Sak. fairs ser fekdtors ilbes 1098 en PENG pear te Floors and borders Pele the Poaed of this part of the survey; Kasota stone walls in the public corridors were not 

Nine of the ten anions ‘closets in the East Wing contained a janitor s sink. The sculpted floor panel to the right of the sink is found surveyed. Marble drinking fountains located in the corridors on the ground through fourth floors were surveyed, as well 
inall ten of the closets. as the marble and stone on the stairs, in the offices and other rooms off the corridors. The survey was prompted by a 

need to note damage to the marble and stone fixtures. However, another aspect of this survey was to simply locate 

marble and stone underneath carpeting so its existence and condition could be recorded. 

Only five types of marble and stone are used in the private corridors of the East Wing. No marble appears in the 

basement corridors, but Athens limestone floor tiles constitute the large majority of the flooring in the ground through 

fourth floor corridors. However, the north corridor on the ground floor contains a number of Pink Tennessee marble floor 

tiles. An unidentified red-grained marble is used for border tiles on the ground and first floors. The border tiles on the 

second, third and fourth floors are of Pink Tennessee. Napoleon base is found on the ground floor, while Meadow Gray 

base is on the second, third and fourth floors. The surveyors found that occupant abuse caused the marble damage. 

Normal use resulted in small chips, stains and scratches as well as missing grout. However, hauling freight from the 

loading dock through north corridor of the ground floor to the freight elevator caused major cracks and scratches in the 

floor and border tiles. Also, carpet in the ground, first and second floor private corridors not only made locating marble 

difficult during the survey, but the tack strips left holes in the marble and carpet glue left residue and stains on the floor 

and border tiles. Carpet tack strips heavily damaged the border tiles on the east corridor of the second floor. 

The public corridors surveyed on the second, third, fourth and fifth floors all have Athens limestone floor tiles and Pink 
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Tennessee border tiles. Meadow Gray border tiles are also mixed with the Pink Tennessee on the fifth floor landing. The z 

marble in the base varies between the floors, with Meadow Gray on the second and fourth floors, a mix of Meadow Gray, 2 

Pink Tennessee and Hauteville on the third floor, and Pink Tennessee on the fifth floor landing. Damage to these areas 3 

included cracked, stained, chipped, loose and raised floor and border tiles as well as chipped bases. The survey recom- F 

mended one area of loose and raised floor and border tiles in the south corridor of the fourth floor for additional review. i 

z 
Drinking Fountains fl 

The marble drinking fountains in the East Wing appear in two forms. The first appears only on the ground and first floors E 

of the wing. These fountains, two per floor, are recessed into the wall next to each of the public elevators. These were 

not surveyed because they were to remain untouched and protected during the Selective Removal and New Construc- 

tion phases, similar to the public corridors in these areas. 

es er treet ns STRAT tof eR RES 
The second type consists of a marble wall panel with a marble basin protruding from the wall panel. A small brass weave we 7 oo . ! Biases abe. ones Pi “+ ib: aes ees ~ ~ , : pinion iy x 

grille is located in the marble wall panel below the bowl of each fountain and, because the bowls of the basins are shallow, “a Pe ce ee 7 ert cipal aan es aoe Pen oe as | 

a splashguard surrounds the faucet. The ground, first and fourth floors each had two fountains of this type, which was Be ges ei at ies ph ‘ J hee steer eo 3 

never found on the second floor. The two on the third floor were not surveyed. This second fountain type appears in Ne x mee pop ae ms i g “ bipcsrsaaet 44 ms } iat cae one ies 

two types of marble, Pink Tennessee and Meadow Gray. The ground floor has one Meadow Gray and one Pink Mo aise ne ee i eye ye . ty yh, sitieaaae a eae “d ; Teed cA 

Tennessee fountain. Of the other four fountains, one of the first floor’s fountains is identified as Meadow Gray as is one f ae Bieta: sy et ct Sea eet eects Neate ate cee entire ase le eae 

on the fourth floor. The damage on all the fountains was similar: scratched, pitted and stained basins. One of the first ieee e are ) a fei nae fT, i de ‘ne ce toon ae vey be aaa ee 

floor fountains had cracks in the wall panel around the bowl. Pee Ce ae eR Sats Sa ay eve Nie ter eet) Se ay Laie oy Pe eh 

ois e Se Laie eet ut 2» ve uy pea: ; ne , “3 ‘ ts a is as 

A small stair from the ground to the first floor and the two separate internal stairs from the second floor to the third and ys Page eat 4 SP Aas s ob oes Bc et anne sae IM ae oe foie i ie ae a 

fourth floors were surveyed. The first connected offices on the ground and first floors and had loose and scratched hes ea Hi ae fe eee Ba Cite gents fio Ae Oy ts Wie trate ee a : l 

treads and a raised floor panel at the top landing. The other two stairways between the second, third and fourth floors eeete st wit Miia Basie i eee yoeavged Eee 
were in relatively good condition except for cracks and small chips in various risers. One section of one of the staircases . i 

between the second and third floors was carpeted; there tack strips had been nailed on the risers and the back of each ae Borde Dur Haar Soule corer 1 . : 
; Cracks in the marble border tile were noted in front of the public elevator. There were also stains and gouges in the stone floor. 

tread, and the marble had light glue damage. 

Although they are not full staircases, there are two sets of four steps located where the north and south private corridors 

meet the east corridor behind the Supreme Court Hearing Room. In addition, there are two more sets of steps between 

the hearing room and the east corridor. None of these steps were surveyed at the time survey work was performed; 

rather, they were surveyed during construction. It should be noted that these steps, like the corridors they were 

connected to, were carpeted and therefore severely damaged by the installation of tack strips. 

Interior Spaces 

Marble and other stone, especially the rare and expensive types, were reserved for the public spaces in the East Wing 

and Northeast Pavilion. The mere fact of their use, and the types of marble and other stone used, typically signified that 

spaces they appeared in were important and that important activities occurred in them. As in the private corridors, carpet 

tack strips and glue were the main causes of damage to marble and other stone in almost all the interior spaces. The 

survey also noted other scratches, chips and loose panels caused by age and normal use. 

The appearance of marble in some office spaces indicates that their original intended use had high status, or else that a 

toilet room had historically occupied the space. For example, a basement room, originally connecting the kitchen to the 
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? Pe z restaurant, contains Meadow Gray and Pink Tennessee floor tiles and stairs. On the ground floor, two offices and a 

ee c 8 closet contain marble elements. The closet (originally a men’s toilet room and coatroom on the north side of the wing) 

ee A 3 and one of the offices have Pink Tennessee border tiles, Pink Tennessee and Meadow Gray floor tiles, and Pink 

ie ge wi F Tennessee and Napoleon marble base. The other ground floor office, originally meant for the adjutant general on the 

iS Ge eS ow : south side of the wing, has Pink Tennessee floor tiles, unidentified red-grained border tiles, a marble windowsill and wall 

i E = Bs 4 _ ae i 3 panel below. There was evidence that the floor tile pattern had been modified; the survey found glue residue and anchor 

i E i a i i | 3 g holes where floor coverings had been installed. A mechanical room on the second floor was formerly a toilet room, and 

Y ee ' : 3 A ee E a toilet-mounting ring still sits on the floor though the plumbing hole is plugged; this floor contains Pink Tennessee floor 

we 4 By * > | tiles, border tiles, threshold and base. Other marble on the second floor exists in the entryways of eight offices, including 

aa one in the Northeast Pavilion. The pavilion room, originally assigned to the court reporter and assistant, contains a 

: : a Meadow Gray base, plinths and thresholds. At the entrances to the justices’ chambers, there are Athens limestone floor 

tiles, Pink Tennessee border tiles, and Meadow Gray base; the survey anticipated carpet glue and tack strip holes in 

these materials. Two offices on the fourth floor included marble elements; one office, originally a men’s toilet room on the 

: north side of the wing, contained Pink Tennessee floor tiles, border tiles, base and a marble windowsill. The other office 

on the south side of the wing contained Meadow Gray plinths at the door and a Meadow Gray threshold and base. 

: However, no marble floor or border tiles were found under the carpet. 
7.33 (left) Cracked niche, Supreme Court Hearing Room, 

; ‘Sigel inarhile nicher in ihe Supreme Caae Hent enecrn The first floor houses three interior spaces that still retain their original importance. The attorney general’s open office 

contain ornamental electric candelabra. Cracks in the curved contains a greater variety of marble than was found in the other interior spaces from the basement to the fourth floor. The 

panels were noted at the time of survey. surveyors were unable to survey the entire area but noted Pink Tennessee floor tiles with Meadow Gray bands under a 

a ‘ carpet at the entrance to the space. Three-inch bands of border tile, thought to be Verde Antique, and pieces of White 
7.34 (below) Cracked trim, Supreme Court Hearing Room, 
1999 Rutland marble were also present. : 

Damage commonly noted in the Supreme Court Hearing Room 

included cracking of the marble. Two rooms on the first floor, the Governor’s Conference Room and vestibule, contain an even greater and more expen- 

! sive array of marble decoration than the attorney general’s open office. The marble niche in the vestibule that contains 

er pene z a gilt cast iron dolphin fountain was found to have suffered minor stains below the bowl, a horizontal crack in the left 

eee : a eg “a phe nae ee _ 5 jamb and two horizontal cack in the esa: The lower peled Panel and right middle pane! were also cracked and the 

eee og eat ee rt 3 bowl was plugged at the drain. Twenty linear feet of grout repair was estimated for the fountain. The marble fireplace and 
a , Sashes na } ‘2 2 ale é 

pee, i eet a ee a hearth in the Governor’s Conference Room were also surveyed for damage, which included a loose wall panel to the right 

OSs = ss se as : i e of the wreath above the mantle, stains on the firebox, holes and gouges in the border tile, cracks in the flooring and chips 

ee ae me eh one s > i > and stains on the columns. The fireplace was estimated to require one hundred linear feet of grout repair. 

Vine fe as Bee ae ai TEE Foote ae c Supreme Court Hearing Room 

Geng ee <— ca ee a oe - The survey of the Supreme Court Hearing Room relied upon photographic elevations of the walls to note damages, 

ee . Soe ——————— sa which were recorded using the same system and key that were used in other areas. Most of the recorded damage 

Bc ee iS consisted of cracks and stains in the various marbles throughout the hearing room. Since the room is finished almost 

: Fz ee at 5, eee $ 3 Ree Ste, Pesos ———— a entirely with costly and some rare marble panels, the replacement of any damaged pieces was considered unfeasible. 

ete Sa SET en eae fad The general condition of the marble was found to be good, though horizontal surfaces throughout the room were dirty 

es Ne Te Ge aoe and some were permanently stained. 

a eereaTs Th fic Lee eee 

mee ee : = ES es Z s ce The only difference in appearance between the north and south walls of the Supreme Court Hearing Room is in the two 

: a Sera Sa oe Pog, pice: oy ee, at —~ - OR "AW Ee te different mural paintings that are installed on them. Marble niches for candelabra-style light fixtures are positioned on 

Tne, gra a \ fA ‘ ‘Gan cs] SS =F he Et os either side of the murals. Below the murals are three book-matched panels of Formosa marble. A Roseal marble grille is 

: PRM GE PED TOI AT ae SRY ATAS 2 NPI positioned on either side of the panels, directly under the niches. The marble in all four niches was cracked and two of 
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the four, one on each wall, had patched veins. Wall panels surrounding the murals on both walls were loose, as was one =e Soe a . a z 

book-matched Formosa panel on the north wall. The molding below the north wall’s left niche was also cracked and out Si . s : “a | 2 

of alignment. Again on the north wall, joints were found to be out of alignment; the survey noted that stress might have Ke ° | 3 

been the cause. : : . | i 

The east and west walls differ in more than mural themes. Niches with candelabra-style light fixtures, similar to the niches 3 Be sta eee ; > 2 i 

and fixtures on the north and south walls, are on either side of the murals. These niches contained cracks and patched 2 ek of Reece : s Ee 

veins. The survey noted structural stress as the probable cause of the cracks. Loose wall panels and trim were also : ee = e od EN 3 

found around both murals. The exception to this was the solid panel above the east wall mural, one of the few solid : . 5 ee “a z 

panels in the room. The lower halves of the walls, below the murals, differ in appearance. The lower section of the east é ee ee: te 7 

wall contains eight Benou marble columns directly underneath the mural. Two doors, one under each candelabra niche, - oe 
lead from the justices’ private corridor into the hearing room. There are eight Benou marble columns behind the justices’ oe 

bench, and they were undamaged, but the wall panels between the columns were loose, and the vertical stiles on both ; 

doors were cracked and loose. Below the west wall mural are three public entry doors. Viewed from inside the hearing - s xs “ ie 

room, the marble around the left door contained cracks at the columns while loose panels surrounded the door, including - ” we nee 

one of the large Formosa book-matched panels. Scratches ran along the entire base of the wall and the surveyor s ; ° 

speculated that a former wire installation caused the damage. : eee. = ce : S 

Results of the Stonework Survey Eee ee 
The stonework survey identified areas of marble and stone to be repaired and/or replaced during the Selective Removal aes SE : CR SS a : pee Se S 5 = oe a pS Q ore 

and New Construction Phases. During Selective Removal, marble in toilet rooms and janitors’ closets and heavily : He se HES : — eS ae _ a Sa a See pee 
damaged marble in corridors were tagged, removed and stored for reuse, if possible. Any pieces damaged by the Ppt nae ae : : Ge eee oer Go ae Pea 4 cos ee 

contractors had to be reported. The marble remaining in place was protected. A large amount of marble was removed i 
es : : 5 E Pay. : 7.35 Marble damage from carpet tacks, 2000 

from public toilet rooms to enlarge stalls in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. The pieces that were Marble border tiles in the Supreme Court north, south and east private corridors, as well as marble steps in the east private 
removed were recycled to replace other damaged pieces. In corridors where marble was heavily damaged, it was repaired corridor, were heavily damaged as a result of the installation of broadloom carpet over the marble floor in the 1960s. In many 

and replaced. Two such examples occurred on the ground and second floors. The ground floor corridor was damaged areas there was also a heavy glue residue where carpet padding had been glued directly to the marble. 

due to heavy loading dock and freight elevator use. Carpet tack strips and glue damaged the border tile and floor tiles 

in private corridors on the second floor. In both cases, damaged marble was removed and replaced. 

Decorative Finishes and Artwork 
Art conservators undertook seven separate surveys of decorative finishes and artwork (murals) in the East Wing and 

Northeast Pavilion. A major survey of decorative finishes determined the colors of walls and ceilings as originally 

painted and the patterns of ornamental stencil work and freehand painting applied. Near the end of Restoration and 

Rehabilitation, the paint on the cornices of the Supreme Court Hearing Room received a special cross-section analysis. 

Four separate and sometimes conflicting surveys of the murals in the Governor’s Conference Room were conducted, 

with the last one being supplemented by microscopic cross-section analysis. An examination and condition analysis of 

the murals in the Supreme Court Hearing Room rounded out the effort to examine decorative finishes and art work 

undertaken as part of the comprehensive survey of the building. 

Garland Guild, Inc. of Indianapolis, Indiana conducted the major decorative finish survey. Entries in the firm’s logbook 

indicate work began on 12 November and concluded 10 December 1998. The survey resulted in a two-volume, heavily 

illustrated report, Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes East Wing, Wisconsin State Capitol, that is dated March 1999. 

In April 2001 Richard Wolbers of the conservation division of the Winterthur Museum in Winterthur, Delaware per- 
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Ee eo ae See RS ae Be — z formed the cross-section study of the finishes on the Supreme Court Hearing Room cornices, and it resulted in applica- 

: ee ee 5 Eo Se { | . tion of glazes to most of the ceiling’s plasterwork. Garland Guild later became the contractor for restoring decorative 

yrs So ee a ee ZA ee i | 2 finishes in the East Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project. In 1988, the Governor’s Conference Room murals were 
a c - Be fe e ae Se Lee G u ; Ul 2 analyzed by Anton Rajer who found them in “relatively good condition.” Another conservation study of the Governor’s 

= S 1 - : SS ee oe e) O : : P= Fy Conference Room murals, coupled with a study of the Supreme Court Hearing Room murals, was undertaken by Constance 

pS = = ae 2 Se : 2 S. Silver, Preservar, Inc. of New York, in September and October 1998. Two reports resulted, Supreme Court of the State 

eo 2 \ eS fl / a S of Wisconsin: Examination of the Mural Paintings and Recommendations for Conservation Treatment and Examina- 

28 Bo } ' fe] peel Ll : \ Ee A tion of the Mural Paintings of the Governor's Conference Room, Wisconsin State Capitol, both dated October 1998. 
: : Bee sso ; oe = . T a a Constance Silver was later hired as the contractor for the conservation of the murals in the Supreme Court Hearing Room. 

iS EA cs te i Ue : [ ; Te 7 ) A third critical survey of the murals in the Governor’s Conference Room was conducted by Cunningham-Adams Fine 

ee | 4 i ! i : i a a ; oo = Arts Painting Conservation (C. Cunningham-Adams and G. W. Adams), Sandy Hook, Connecticut from 14 through 17 

es — a Oe 5 i | is} : e ’ cw ’ = October 1999. They issued their report, Conservation Examination Report: Hugo Ballin Murals, Executive Chamber 
et Hla E | RB tL fee : cas a : « . snes j aS Vi il ' ' [ E \ a HE f State Capitol Building Madison, Wisconsin on 5 November 1999. Because the three evaluations of the paintings in the 

ao giaer Zi cS tt | iB 1 a fe = i Governor’s Conference Room differed considerably in their findings and recommendations, J. P. Cullen & Sons, the 

ls ; a | fee ae a) i ia general contractor, requested a follow-up study by Constance Silver, which she conducted in late 1999 and early 2000, 
he ea HH ie waa . . . 

El eee 3 | iD } A i i i after which she was awarded a contract to conserve one of the paintings and to clean, inpaint test areas and revarnish 
Bele Oo a a ‘| - ks 3 . 
o| Gees | ‘fa 8 8 I (-) a ; the others. Copies of all the surveys are currently in the Capitol Archives. 
| ir = =i ft te { Le 1s, | 
4 ee ee Ey Vh eS | : 
Pio Lay VE aes qi j he os ass i 4 | i al Si ae Decorative Finishes 
28 : iS ¢ 3 is BI ie as r fae. aa . Garland Guild, Inc. in its survey of decorative finishes, examined the painted surfaces in the East Wing and Northeast 

4 1h 4 = i i; t y ql L : ; Pavilion except for the basement, which had no public spaces originally and no significant private spaces apart from a 

ou Ne Va | i {| cmt Uy kitchen that had been completely removed. Garland Guild assigned 229 numbers to rooms and areas in the wing and 
Ee. mF | | 2 iu Lapa ss if nee ee Shao : és pelle 
1s A x | o 5 iB | a—i' a i pavilion that the firm intended for survey, and it included floor plans indicating this numerical system in its report. In 

2s Lf | oe \ i q A ie feat doing its work, Garland Guild completed a series of paint probes, a process that involves removing layers of paint to 
A : ae) ES {| a | y aa air ; x , cay : : 
ie ee fl ee i i | ESR ae expose the original finishes and designs. The survey team specifically looked for the original decorative finishes 

ae 5 1) Ff i: @ & ci po : approved by the architect—in this case designs and colors applied by Mack, Jenney and Tyler, the New York firm that 
ee ee 1? i | eae | - y y aoe S . A | i U ——e : a = i | decorated the Capitol between 1914 and 1917, plus slightly earlier painting and decorative designs applied by the Conrad 

Sut f YY =) «@ SX c ce ee Schmitt firm of Milwaukee before Mack, Jenney and Tyler was awarded the contract for the entire building. Garland Guild 
Pans ; he eae | a reo ey 
P a oa =F a & Ler lI eae opened the probe areas by using commercial paint strippers, sometimes using spray varnish “to saturate the color for 
| I ; jee ; Vi ing.” 

E ne Ma | . i aa} fj ' Fi i accurate matching. 

a te | Loa pic 
. | : | g = gj iE | ay —— 1 | The survey team matched and recorded original colors, and team members traced the historic stencil decorations. Paint 

3 if H & i | EES 8.8 ig al t : ! colors were matched (1) to currently available paint chips from the commercial paint manufacturer Pratt and Lambert, (2) 

| : | e a G z. f to colors known to have been used previously in the Capitol and (3) to artist oils and acrylics that the survey team 

4 pal he Cc : a——= i members mixed during the course of the survey to replicate original colors as closely as possible. During this process, 

Ps a ee | —= fl : ji bl i J Garland Guild identified more than 190 colors, in addition to gold leaf. Many colors were used infrequently or only once 
E- soa Ae al t i : q y 
s 4 i | \ i | i v / adi in special decorations or stencils. Garland Guild prepared a series of record sheets or pages for each room where it 

SS iq i. i . . * . . e hog Id : | conducted probes. These sheets present paint analysis (in color), stencil and decorative patterns, color schemes and 

Be Ld microscopic analysis (in color) when appropriate. 

i ; Microscopic testing was also undertaken of representative areas for layers (cross sections) of finish in the wing. The 

ree cone Sere a od enerne yen ae A oh firm sent samples for cross-section analysis to Richard Wolbers, a conservator with the Winterthur Museum in Dela- 
Garland Guild assigned its own numbers to all spaces in the wing and pavilion, from ground through < : 4 i : ‘ : E 
fourth floors, including all corridors. These numbers are essential for identifying locations where the ware. Such analysis provides information concerning the historic layers of finish, from plaster through the last applica- 

firm conducted its paint probes. tion of paint. The samples sent to Wolbers were taken from locations throughout the building. 
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The paint schemes in the Governor’s Conference Room, Supreme Court Hearing Room and its vestibule, and the shellac)” that was applied to elements in certain areas “to emphasize or pick them out,” and a medium gray in the central 

Supreme Court Conference Room received the most significant attention. About the Governor’s Conference Room, square recesses of the coffers. 

penciled notations on the survey sheets read, “Walls are cherry (wood) . . . with a tinted varnish. The final effect was 

matched to 2014 Brandywine [by Pratt and Lambert]... .” A full account of the gilded or gold-leafed portions of the The Garland Guild survey established two significant conclusions. First, the original color scheme varied from the north 

ceiling and fireplace also was provided on the survey sheets—an unusual circumstance in the report. For the Supreme side of the wing to the south side, the south having a cool green-based palette, the north having warmer brown and 

Court Conference Room, the most generously described space in the entire two volumes, Garland Guild uncovered the yellow tones. This color selection accommodated the prevailing quantities of sunlight. Palettes related to prevailing 

rich variety of original stencils and freehand work on the ceiling that, for the most part, had been covered by later paint light have not been observed in the other wings, and no record has been uncovered to explain why Mack, Jenney and 

applications. Twenty-four shades of paint were identified for the walls, ceilings and plaster enrichments, apart from the Tyler made these decisions, though it is easy to speculate that the importance of the wing’s occupants may have had 

special colors in the stencils, which were mostly in blues and greens. The ceiling area of the Supreme Court Hearing something to do with them. Secondly, the probes disclosed lower levels of finish in some areas—especially in the 

Room and lobby also received extensive attention, especially with respect to the paint layers. More cross-section justices’ chambers and the library spaces on third and fourth floors—than Mack, Jenney and Tyler had initially recom- 

analysis of paint chips occurred for it than for any other area of the wing. Richard Wolbers, the cross-section specialist, mended. This overturns a widely held assumption that Mack, Jenney and Tyler had adhered slavishly to the proposal 

conducted a final survey on 16-17 April 2001 to resolve the question of whether glazes had been used by Mack, Jenney they submitted when implementing the actual work. 

and Tyler on the hearing room ceiling. He analyzed twenty-eight more samples, and his findings were used to restore the 

original colors and glazes: a tan base paint “bound in a casein/resin binder,” “‘salmon’ or reddish-orange glaze (oil/ 

: g z 12 2 

PART VESTICATION DATA SHEET i 2 eee : ; 
2 z ona © © £ 8 Wisconsin State Capitol 2 a Sere 2 a & 

East Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation a & ree 4 & & 
Decorative Finish Probe Survey 2 : Peet : : 

Projet #91926 g, 2, = g 
2 2 8 a: ‘ 2 
a e Titles soe el Wd B nr = 

.. ee as 3 ; 5 ee BUDCOOBIOOCi 5 ee ee a 9 
2 ginal iption _Gaveene Eximnnes ofbiee eo 2 SS a ee aye : ee Bi 2 ie ee g 

ee = i. DOU -MOODpnooOooeeA = = Bio ae = 

nS oe eee 
1 apr | SOROS eoe Reno 

ca OO DEUS ORL SONGS Oe 
per. peers WOOL SUL OO ae 

eae = oi ORS OSS ALS Be ST See 

Q ee a Me SOS CITI Oe On ae 
Qo} i eae sab vag ies ae S sees ae 

je ees oe 4 ” 4 aa 7. 7; c Le Cirle Fs = : F Sh Binney 2 = ere es pry ge 

November, 1998 - February, 1999 } 
‘GARLAND GUILD, INC. / 711 DORMAN STREET / INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46202 i 

7.37 Paint investigation data sheet, 1998 7.38 Data sheet, complex paint scheme (detail), 1998 7.39 Stencil data sheets, 1998 7.40 Microscopic studies of paint samples, 1998 

For every room surveyed, Garland Guild prepared a paint When stencils appeared, color photographs were included with Garland Guild drew stencil patterns as they appeared and The services of Richard Wolbers of the Winterthur Museum in 

investigation data sheet. The sheets included lines indicating the data sheets and more extensive notations provided. established color keys for each. Frequently, more than one Delaware were secured to perform microscopic analysis of paint 

base, chair rail and picture rail, as well as ceiling cove profile. stencil was identified within aroom. The paint colors originally chips taken from several areas in the building. Color photographs 

Notations indicate the paint color or combination of colors that used for the stencils and for the base coats are provided in their included in the report indicate different layers of paint in cross- 
originally covered the walls. report. section; by using different lighting techniques, Wolbers identified 

paint composition as well as color. 
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i [ale a ee SEE E Governor’s Conference Room Murals 
¥, i a aa ap 8 Bk t ae he 2 Ses | 8 The first evaluation of the murals in the Governor’s Conference Room was conducted by Anton Rajer in 1988, who 

és lO FURR SE ger boy oN igiee 3 ot A 2 i ; K 
(s ie : Pea ee UT oe a PS | | & concluded that they had suffered only “minor wear and tear” and recommended cleaning and removal of old varnish, e Lele Baar & | by | ee <3  R = y y 

4 tee “Uehiro k) aa Stee weg t Late gS i. ea - * : 
Vth ti 4 i : = pa oe 3 ee OY ieee ey ‘|e then inpainting where needed and applying new varnish. Ten years later, Constance S. Silver of Preservar, Inc. surveyed 

ed : Ng eee i ae . sae : ee u a A 3 the murals. Her report includes individual photographs with measurements of the twenty-nine paintings in the room, 
4 1. BOER GIR SI a AR See gt. # TE Bae & ; 5 E ie ‘ . 

a, ce oe aa od ak ges ae & Ve he even those devoted only to lettering. Silver had been instructed to “collect data [to] . . . provide an overview of the 

Gi Be oe ie as Sh a eee Ss | 1 current condition of the mural paintings; provide analysis and justification for the probable parameters of conservation 
| | SSCS SUR SIS MNS ree oes ode ae ve z 

Yel | a oe pe es bea: oe treatment; determine if the murals on the east wall [could] . . . be removed so that mechanical systems [could] . . . be 
ra a =|] [seem R St ae Snes SR Re ica SC ae ert ‘ ; : ‘ 
aa j Ba] fakes ppp Cr A ae ee implemented; and ascertain general costs of conservation treatment.” 
a ft 36 | eee Ee mnt vhae Co on P 8 

Cj : = (neha Veet Cea canarerT at || far 7.41 Cleaning test, Governor’s Conference 
ef | hag | ae oe ae i aerenah eaten ee : ff / we i a ; 

a ag 3 rsp os posited aa oom, 148 d Silver writes that the paintings had become “dull and dark from deposition of grime and applications of coatings that i P 8 Pp aN es . i : ee i As part of her survey of the murals in the : ; ou : 
Gi 4 | eS nee : i Governor s Conference Room, Constance have discolored” the rich hues of the works as they had appeared originally. She confirmed her findings by removing 

yi ; ay i] i ‘Silver of Preservar, Inc. removed a molding temporarily the molding at the edge of one painting to discover the quality of the original color and varnish underneath. 

A SS nn el | at the left side of “The Four Seasons” mural She identified the texture and weave of the canvas and determined the painting techniques used. The canvases 
ee Leer sia ve Gee 4 to reveal original colors. She then cleaned : : A 3 : . ie 3 a ! A 
4. ee § EM the area indicated by the arrow. sometimes were thinly painted, sometimes thickly painted (“considerable impasto”). She examined only the wall paint- 

ings available from the floor, as she had no access to the ceiling paintings. She recommended restoring the entire room 

to its original appearance, including removing “the obfuscating coatings from the paintings.” 
oe =a 9 

ee App. B Page i 
. = ae eee 5 8 Silver’s report states that she found the paintings in good structural condition, with no flaking or unstable paint, 

Pe 5 although she had located “strong evidence of abrasion of the original paint from previous restoration efforts.” She also 

S a documented poor repaints “exacerbated by deposition of ambient grime.” According to Silver, at least two previous 

E : sa 2 attempts to clean and varnish the murals had taken place resulting in the varnish having darkened and having trapped 

ee ee ee a oe € dirt, thus compromising the esthetics of the paintings as Ballin created them. She performed varnish removal tests on the 

i oe pee” ee Be @ panels, “Colonel Joseph Bailey,” “Unity, “The Spirit of the Civil War” and “Four Seasons and Signs of the Zodiac.” 
Die ON ey Opera ss ZY = nae ‘ ‘ aa : A ‘ 

: Pa rs : a. Lae Se - 2 Finding the layers of varnish “extremely difficult to remove,” Silver used the solvent dimethylformamide with xylene, and 

ae a OO Me Le Pos Stee a eo eS ag that combination affected “the more sensitive colors, such as the reds.” Nevertheless, “the rich colors bec[a]me evident 

re a goes ‘ ue a for the first time.” She recommended an extensive conservation treatment, including removal of varnish and grime, 

eae, e Bs Ly . = Oi a inpainting, and application of “a stable and reversible varnish.” As for removing murals for construction purposes, she 
Bo ZI Ng Scheer a * . « . - 
soa pe 1 : 2 7 a believed it would be difficult, but that it could be done safely if proper precautions were taken. 
Ni Te Oe tees 

2. PY ae af | \ ; The second report on the Governor’s Conference Room murals, prepared by Cunningham-Adams, provided a nine-page 
See OR eee kN A * See . rae : . - A : : 
tS: ee . he =, '; Se ee) ) raphic study of two paintings, “Nicolet Meeting Wisconsin Indians” and “Colonel Joseph Bailey,” and seven pages of <2 Vee (eae | grap ry Pi 8 is p! y; pag 
Rae ea pa s* a "5 both full-scale photographs of the paintings and details from them. The firm had been directed to: “Inspect art work, 

G\ ey es 2.27, oa a aa document the condition of the original, identify layers of overpaint and other non-original modifications, identify non- 
AIRPORT Sy ig a I an ea oe 5 zs . ects ais 
Gas ae a Peed ey onal compatible coatings, and outline proposed methods of conservation.” Cunningham-Adams focused on “Nicolet Meet- 

ing Wisconsin Indians” and “Colonel Joseph Bailey” and examined “Red Bird” and “Civil War” in less detail. The firm 

also tested the solubility of the varnish. 
SUPPORT CONDITION 7.42 Cunningham-Adams data sheet, 1999 

Cunningham-Adams created a color survey ‘ ae 4 ee . . 
Bidens Rivet Ghin inaiOaPd cllke teenies Gnd dents In con to eoneence Silver, Cunningham-Adams ud ene paintings in Eood condition, with no evidence of 

Bb Canvas detached from mortar in the canvases in the Governor's Conference retouching or repainting by past restorers. The canvas was identified as burlap-like, “loosely woven of 16 threads per 

HE Dent in canvas and mortar Room. The lines in the top center show cuts; the inch” with frequent slubs. “The paint was applied in one to five layers to create a variety of effects that lend texture and 

— fois at se . ae ws solid depth to the imagery.” However, the report offered that “recent cleaning tests carried out by others” had removed some 
ot Just below the center shows a dent in the ie ws . . : : : : . 

CUNNINGHAM-ADAMS |||” FINE /AE TS AINE ING CONSERVATION eee and “mortar” or plaster behind the of Ballin’s original paint along with discolored varnish. Cunningham-Adams found no evidence of retouching or 

painting. repainting and concluded instead that Ballin himself had reworked some of the canvases. Historic documentation 
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reveals that Ballin had, in fact, been requested by the Capitol Commission to repaint several canvases following their Pe aa bar Ee z 

installation. In repainting, Ballin may have attempted further adjustment of the “value balance” of the colors because ie Aa ie : ay Al : fs g 

lighting conditions varied between his studio and the conference room. The firm analyzed Ballin’s overpainting and the = ee Ss ee } 1 ee i & 

variations in the signatures on the paintings, concluding that he actually had done the work and that no other individual oe ae : b oer ef : a : a te 9 

had interfered by over-painting or signing the works. Sa ce a Be be t rs : ra i 2 

Cunningham-Adams found that the paintings “had been cleaned in the past” resulting in “minor local paint losses on = a3 anes a Ate es mS 

the fabric nubs throughout” and noted that the paintings were coated with a “polyurethane or similar varnish” that had Ee os = v 4 ee i : se te ee 2 j 

yellowed. According to the report, the “varnish darkens and distorts the original colors somewhat, particularly the eon Rae ance fi oe 

blues, and slightly flattens the intended impression of depth.” But the varnish “does not cause physical risk to the . 

paintings.” Because the varnish would be difficult to remove, Cunningham-Adams stated, “The aesthetic benefits of 7.43 Photographs of cleaning tests, Governor’s AE 2 

removing this varnish do not at present justify the risk of damage to the original paint layer.” Conference Room, 1999 4 ee mo 
Cunningham-Adams took color images (reproduced P e: a ES 

The lack of dirt on the paintings and “minor local paint losses on the fabric nubs” led Cunningham-Adams to believe that i as 96 f 4 Maer ga he peanie z e ‘ ‘ b. eee % : kor 

the paintings had been cleaned at least once previously. Like Silver, Cunningham-Adams removed temporarily an edge 

molding on the Nicolet painting and found that “the usually hidden paint layer was identical in character to that of the gua) re ae sce spams canaries: 

rest of the mural surface.” The firm recommended “lightly cleaning the surface, and applying a new layer of a modern 3 es if ae Oe oe y a & 

synthetic varnish on top of the existing varnish.” The report states that “removal of the polyurethane varnish is | 5 =e ae ae ee a : 

possible but difficult to accomplish without endangering the underlying original paint layer. The slight aesthetic IF Se i a = B Gans Boies a a 

modifications imposed by the discolored polyurethane varnish, moreover, do not amount to severe alteration of the [2 | 2 Mee oe : Hts q 

paintings’ original aesthetic character . . . . The limited paint losses caused in the previous cleaning are hardly noticeable see) | aes es iS ae s 

and need not be retouched.” The report states that damage caused by recent cleaning tests would require inpainting to Reo j : | : lee oy ne : 5 

camouflage it. 5S ti One a 
35) ee 

Because of the discrepancy between the Silver and Cunningham-Adams reports, the general contractor invited Silver to dd Clotming ise agree (Me lease 1008 Bes) } pea 8 = = oe 

reevaluate the murals. She returned to Madison in October 1999 with Richard Wolbers. They conducted cleaning tests The cleaned area is visible in the right half of pees) | ERS 2 oo coo 

and took paint samples for laboratory analysis from “Unity” and “Winnebago War.” The analyses revealed that acrylic Constance Silver's photograph showing the results of ese ‘ : Sree ee ee ae 

paints had been used to overpaint the murals at some date, probably after 1970 when acrylics came into limited use in fine her test on “The Appeal of the Legionary to Caesar oe | i : Se | 
arts studios and fourteen years after Hugo Ballin’s death. The stratigraphic or cross-section analyses showed layers of Agustustorn the Supreme Cou Learn Room, ee a —— 

original paint, then an original varnish, then overpaintings and several new layers of varnishes. They also proved that 

at least some of the paintings had been cleaned vigorously over time, and that they were in “various states of preserva- tr a ‘ el Re S z 

tion.” “Some appeared to have survived in generally good condition” with the exception of now-discolored coats of . Ss “a & pe Ps eon? ss 2 

varnish, including polyurethane. “Other murals have suffered varying degrees of damage and overpainting from past a en 3 iy , ss ; ae 4 2 

treatments.” In consultation with the contractor and the Department of Administration, one of the ceiling paintings was mb igi’ ee if oy ; ao ae gE 2 
selected for pilot conservation, “Spirit of the Arts,” which had been overpainted. Silver, Wolbers and Henry Pospieszalski Bi Fi oai/ Es ee on ON ag oe 3 
did the work of removing the polyurethane varnish and overpainting with solvents. They inpainted and reconstructed sy RES ME . er a aa ro SG ‘| ; 4 3 = 

the painting using a 1913 photograph of it as a guide and Goldens MS restoration paints as materials. Then they : ae i j i ue : Js a ne 

varnished the painting. In addition, Silver’s team removed surface grime from all the murals in the room, inpainted the nS ey felt # a Be age ; : 

areas where cleaning tests had been conducted, and varnished them “with a combination of gloss and matte Windsor os Fe He a A ’ 

and Newton ConservArt varnish.” 4 Hele is : fe | 

7.45 Abrasion, Supreme Court mural, 1998 a é rae o a g i é : 
Supreme Court Hearing Room Murals Silver found abraded areas on the murals in the : ie ages fe Es | j 4 A 

Constance Silver’s report on the murals in the Supreme Court Hearing Room states that they were in good structural Be Ste On oe see re 4 ae 5 : NM. = 
oe 2 is 3 = areas of the coat worn by the figure at the center and Ki ea ee ee 

condition, adhered to the wall, and with stable paint, but she also found that they were “in poor aesthetic condition, the right. Sais Po ea : is. 
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is a a ee ee aaa result of damage from past ill-advised efforts at restoration.” She believed “at least two previous attempts at cleaning 

a SAORI NESE ee erat ae zx te Wf & P | 3 and varnishing” were made, but that “removal of surface grime was incomplete and uneven.” The report indicates that 
Eee a : a Ee Seay am a 5 a - i tee a >) ae 4 . a} a the removal of dirt had abraded original paint, a condition particularly evident in the dark colors and red tones. Addition- 
= eae: e | a 2 per A : a ees | , { ® | a ally, a natural resin varnish had been applied, but it adhered differently in different places resulting in a “patchy and 

Leeeet. i ee 3 Peal cney 2 jad i BE CE aE Og: B eS ¥ | |# uneven appearance.” According to the report, a second cleaning occurred, followed by more varnish, which also 

Cea Fe aoe | S = Co i ; | ao | Beet a : e G6  ecle eae | z discolored. Also, the paintings exhibited “many areas of old and discolored overpaint.” The painting depicting the 
afer : : eae oe sen : a = : , eS i i S g signing of the Constitution over the justices’ bench inexplicably presented “extreme transparency of the painting 

de ae I en i Fe s (eel. L — a . y i 4 z resulting in the visibility of the underdrawing.” 

pe HORSE Trsaer se Ue ae ak So GUE i 
ne ee = 4 pa : zy ae nes : i = a ree ¥ ' = ¥ Bay Silver examined each painting from a scaffold and reported on them individually. She also conducted selective cleaning 

ee oS or a Perce ae ce al =) 5 na ® A ee > tests but no laboratory studies. Silver believed that the techniques used by the artist, Albert Herter, contributed to the 
Lae i. . 1 a Ber: i ae 7 eco ; ange difficulties. He used “quite dynamic brushwork and [a] marked tendency to change the painting technique” from one 

| Sallis pe i i eeay ee | whe & yy ae area to another, depending on the composition. Some were painted thinly, others with “considerable layering and 

Pa EC a { a Sea yo? =| [ ey Hl ; | I 8 impasto.” This variety of course had led to difficulties in the previous cleanings, during which these variations seem not 
| S f 4. ace = Ise ¥ ji q Ne TL to have been taken into account. Silver recommended complete conservation of all the paintings: removal of varnish, 

Lj ideas. iat seme rel eee esi So OF ee e ao ue” removal of embedded grime, removal or masking of over-paint by inpainting, the inpainting of abraded areas, application 
Le [peed a) ee Y TT ew wl ; eee sitet iti ide | eS ae 1) =e ba 1 + Ee 6 A o ne x of cone to faacd areas with an airbrush to reconstitute original surface qualities, and application of a stable and 

|. WE esr eg) a ce Oe eal |e ee (So ae reversible varnish. 

PMR eer TL dbs i ° Gap O “Se 
cha e(lltatese =a ee a i dated . SED sutne z es 
Peres ee ik i dey ¥e Be seemed Lighting Survey 
= Fae & yet A 4) sous Scope of Survey 
FB be A | | P| Pas i ° nd | | ‘| Faw at as eS Unlike the intensive surveys completed for the doors, door hardware, grilles and interior stonework, the lighting survey 

ee eee erie eon me ee Se ren ie fe an in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion was not conducted at the item-by-item level. Affiliated Engineers Incorporated 

— — of Madison originally surveyed these light fixtures together with all other lighting in the Capitol as part of Restoration 

7.46 George B. Post & Sons drawing 518-1654, Schedule and Electric Fixtures, 1914 and Rehabilitation of the North Wing that began in 1990. Later a comprehensive survey was done for the West Wing, 
The original lighting plan and schedule for the Capitol was invaluable in identifying remaining electrical fixtures, types specific to room by room and fixture by fixture. Because the information in these two surveys could be generalized to all parts of 
the East Wing and the types and locations of missing fixtures. 4 ‘ ‘ ge , 

the Capitol, it was judged that another detailed survey of lighting was unnecessary for the East Wing and Northeast 

Pavilion. Consequently, and similar to the process undertaken with the windows in this wing and pavilion, no compre- 

hensive lighting survey was undertaken. The electrical contractors, H & H Electric Co., Inc. of Madison, went through 

the wing, identified both the historic and non-historic fixtures, removed the non-historic fixtures and either carefully 

treated the historic fixtures in place or removed them to be reinstalled at the end of Restoration and Rehabilitation. 

Even though no detailed lighting survey was sought, H & H Electric did identify fixture types in the wing and pavilion 

by working with the original architectural drawings. Drawing 518-1654, “Schedule and Electric Fixtures” in the Capitol 

Archives, depicts not only the types and numbers of fixtures found in each room in the entire Capitol but also has 

drawings of the fixtures themselves. Each fixture in the drawing is assigned a letter designation, and H & H Electric in 

1998 classified the remaining original fixtures by using the historic designation. The drawing enabled H & H Electric not 

only to identify the surviving original fixtures but also to determine what fixtures were supposed to have been in spaces 

that lacked historic fixtures. 

Types of Lighting 

Originally, more than forty different styles of lighting fixtures were installed at the entrances and inside the East Wing 

and Northeast Pavilion. In 1998, examples of only thirty styles remained, and a large number of non-historic fluorescent 
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and other types of fixtures had been installed. All the historic fixtures are made of cast brass, and most of the fixtures, ee A aa Pe k €] z 

especially those in public areas, are identical to ones used in the other wings and pavilions. Six types of fixtures were pe | at eA Se 2 2s UA 2 

created only for the East Wing. The types of lights that are similar to those used in other areas of the Capitol fall into four _ ) CS smn — a ey me 
a! ey oe Rawr CPR 

broad categories: standards, surface mounted, wall sconces and pendants. The unique fixtures for the East Wing are Ww Lk Wx ht pe SNe Ky Eg 

variations on those four categories. See Chapter Five of the Historic Structure Report, Book IV, for the South Wing for m6 OS hay ul i) fie. xe eer co Sok = 

an extensive description of historic lighting fixtures in the South Wing and Southeast Pavilion that are used as well ons cl ah | pale SU _s flea pe LN ae 

throughout the Capitol, including the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. eee sei Gs eo] i es , yf Be 

7.47 Type 3EAG fixture, Governor’s Conference ee | Cx 13 of Tih. Se” 5 Rs e ol = 

ise ene ENR AIS” oe eee > 
i 2 ie i « * ‘ er ye eT ater ly a | I Be 

A standard is a light fixture that is a freestanding object affixed to the floor or a specifically built base. Four types of A ceiling fixture, unique to the Governor s Conference hy Sean's ey ES Me: | iy ’ 
i ithi i es SLA POO kes, oil RO 

standards appeared inside and outside the wing and pavilion in 1998. Types A, Y and FF fixtures in the East Wing and oe seer me ian Gut au onal neces EE ed RN Ke a “ / toma 
. ioe f : of prism-like ribs around a center receptacle. A ring of S rare enr E ie 

Type XA in the Northeast Pavilion also are used in other spaces throughout the Capitol. Type EAO standards, found in bulbs runs around the receptacle behind the sunburst. ws Bhd Meta y Sees haps { 

the Supreme Court Hearing Room, are unique to the East Wing. This candelabra-style fixture has four lion’s paw feet, The gold-painted recess behind the fixture reflects the ti a, a (29a s ge Es 

one at each corner of a rectangular base. The base narrows at the top and at each corner is enriched with carved light, enhancing illumination. uM . 4 

representations of ox skulls (bukrania, in the classical language of architecture), with garland swags between the 

bukrania. A tapered shaft between the base and candelabra-style arms is fluted with leaves adorning the base end. The cn I I NY : z 

four arms have a leaf decoration, as do the small stems that elevate a fifth “candle” above the arms. Ph Pee » ais tality ome 3 

: a ieee . 
Surface-Mounted and Recessed MET Oa Yr, B 

J Preece isntaa od ud Sh tea Pe 2 
A surface-mounted fixture is attached directly to a junction box contained within the ceiling. Recessed fixtures are I a a NO z 

mounted within openings created in the ceiling. H & H Electric found ten different types of surface-mounted and two LY ay = Mil Mints Ay" Ze 2 ia TO, > 
= a RT ot ee am (S. 

types of recessed fixtures in the wing and pavilion. Types B, C, D, F, N, P, T, V, EE and EAI were noted. Two of these Pa | YE is Ba aN eat Hy wine = 

fixtures, Types F and EE, could be considered pendants as the stem that connects the surface-mounted base to the globe KS 2 ee a) ey 2 qj Hh 5 

is not solid but contains one chain link. All of these surface-mounted fixtures were found in the other wings and NS : Fen ate BLO ft 7: 

pavilions. The two recessed fixtures, |EAG and 3EAG, were found only in the Governor’s Conference Room and its 7.48 Type 1EAG fixture, Governor’s Conference CS —————————E——EEeEe He ANG 

lobby. Types 1EAG and 3EAG are both octagonal fixtures that differ from each other only in size. The 3EAG lights are Room, 1998 OO AI she Sa 
fecth 1 while th AG li 1 aan on Th ale istot aa Type 1EAG fixtures, found only in the Governor s : = ow See eee 

perfectly octagonal while the 1E. ights are elongated in shape. These simple fixtures consist of a round base Conference Roam are anilanrerie tne SEG) J \ 

decorated with either oak or acanthus leaves around the receptacle. Prism-like sunburst ribs of French crystal radiate out fixtures but elongated in shape and with a larger DEORE LTT” PROT OTT ( _ REM ee ee 

from the base of each fixture above an exposed bulb. Above the crystal ribs, a ring of light bulbs provides further oval of bulbs behind the sunburst. as 

illumination so that the crystal sparkles when lit. These crystal fixtures are placed within gold-painted recesses in the 

plaster ceilings. soe z 

oe in 3 
Wall Sconces a € a ~ 2 

ae ; fae : ) ye : 
Sconces are bracketed fixtures attached to a junction box mounted within a wall. They are decorative as well as fee : i en ear : 

functional. Wall sconces were the second most prevalent style of fixture documented in the wing and pavilion, second ee ee ee Ses eves 

only to surface-mounted fixtures. Nine types were found, and seven of those nine, Types E, G, O, Q, S, W, and BB, are Efea sean See a ia @ cae no eae > 
Me Succ ki ak eee ea re seees prs 

used throughout the Capitol. The two that appeared only in the East Wing were EAA and EAH. Type EAA sconces are ee caine ieee es = 

candlestick-style fixtures with three arms curving out from the base on the wall. The arms rise out of leaves and a tulip- : ies __ i ao IC 2 
a ——_ 713 e- = 

style base just as the light bulbs rise out of leaves on top of the arms. Type EAH sconces are also candlestick-styles ~ ey a ae 6 
ie at ieee 

fixtures with three arms. These fixtures are plainer than the EAA type but the arms contain long extensions into which 7.49 Non-historic chandelier, governor’s private | i \j / j | | et | ht see iD 

the bulbs are attached, creating the look of candles; these sconces were used only in the Governor’s Conference Room. office, 1998 re Pole I eee 
This ornate chandelier was placed in the governor's OM TMT 

x private office after 1963. This fixture, previously 7 aa ee a Be a 
Pendants and Chandeliers located in the Loraine Building, is more elaborate than ein oy ee oe a 

Pendants are surface-mounted ceiling fixtures with the lamp portion suspended by a chain. Chandeliers are suspended, the one original to the room. i i cae 
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\ gael : es | " pe 2 branched multiple-light fixtures that are usually ornate. The pendants in the East Wing, Types U Special and GG, are 

\- ree ees] ) a | 8 types used in other areas of the Capitol. The Type EAB chandelier fixture, however, was found to be unique to the East 

a BAS ore [pre aL oe & Wing. At the ceiling there is an elaborate, flower-shaped mounting base from which a stem extends downward to 
| iam a er faze g : : : : 

j ey oT ‘5 ee ao ae - S P connect with a finial. From the finial, four equal-length chains support the drum-shaped body of the fixture. Ten arms 

: aay h oe as Me z 2 branch out from the drum to the ten globes of the chandelier; these are decorated with an acanthus leaf motif. The 
3 pea > | vv Ea e anh : ae * 

a i. an Bt) Poe > bottom of the drum, visible from below, is elaborately decorated, but minimal decorations appear on the top of the drum. 

Se } y >. E Non-Historic Fixtures 
af =—li(<‘(C; NS () eee 7.50 Type EAB fixture, lieutenant The non-historic fixtures included different types of fluorescent lighting that replaced most of the original fixtures to 

ee f y Y Pi iB Pp bs 

pee , ae el “ governor's office, 1998 provide more light, primarily in private areas such as offices and toilet rooms. The types of fluorescent lighting fixtures 
ES Figs a ss ete ’ Originally installed in the governors 5 a fey 2 ae i 

ao fia? : 3 A AS were surface-mounted or pendant lights attached to original ceilings or recessed lights laid into suspended-grid acous- sl 7 private office, this ceiling fixture had i r a erin. é z . . ‘ pA. BSG mee fe ie been removed and replaced with the tical tile ceilings. One non-historic incandescent light was found in the governor’s private office. This ornate chandelier 

cg ea fixture in illustration 7.49. In 1971, was previously located in the Loraine Building at 123 W. Washington Avenue and was apparently installed in the 

s a F Li Pore cue ia ae - i governor’s office sometime between 1963 and 1971. It consists of numerous slender branches, each with a candle-type 
v a 3 chreiber joun e Ol ixture in ne . . : i i A ij " Pate ind bad dineied ines shaft containing a flame shaped lamp. These branches extend from a central urn form with a bottom finial. The fixture is 

aN a newly remodeled office on the ground more ornate than the original. 
# a ’ mi tg floor where it was still in place at the 
Paei\ie fay eal : 5 5 
eee 3 ie Ofte Damage to Light Fixtures 

Because there was no intensive survey of the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion light fixtures, documentation of damage 

‘ yy et st a “RY ii Sarre 2 at the item level does not exist. Overall, the condition of the remaining historic fixtures was considered first-rate; only 
H D as Zs a) Sore amt, 8 ; f : ; : 

‘ < y : : vi YT. itn pele minor nicks and scratches were noted. One exception was the crystal sunburst ribs on the fixtures in the Governor’s 

ae SS a 4 cs ii, X oat 8 Conference Room. Most of the ribs were in good condition, but others had repaired cracks. In general, the small screws 

ee Ba lll. « ne, ee that held globes on fixtures were often missing or replaced, and the globes on some lights also had been replaced, 

7 ~ —e Be Ee o z sometimes with plastic globes instead of glass. Another notable substitution involved the replacement of the original 

by a? 4 2 ea - mate eo 7 pe OP = DC receptacles in the historic fixtures with newer AC receptacles; this occurred when the Capitol was converted from DC 
e 4 : a" RW ze STON ‘ (ism = current to AC in the 1960s. v iy SNL CML fe 

a) \ Ney, np: AN Condition of Light Fixtures 
Ae ie, rs tk, . 8 oe aay 2 yl) A an as The conditions of both historic and non-historic fixtures in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion were noted on the 

oe) e a : sateen this 

4 Mises 1) genes" ies in Selective Rem i i ilitation. istori i Li x by nOTAN ‘“ eee as Frm 7.51 Type EAB fixture detail, el iv oval drawings for een and Rehabilitation. each histone fixture was marked with a keyed symbol in 

Ste ae tata “ie ow (ean Ce ; Ceca ls Md lieutenant governor's office, 1998 addition to the architect’s classification. A number on the drawings indicated the quantity of each fixture type per floor. 

: Nee REM HP SD) ae Mis =S«sThe Type EAB chandelier was 
oy Po a = j Fe ‘ eee My ==——SS—séirriginaally placed only in the Basement 

A ee ei ees 8 pri . Th ae : Py a 
ee 1 ee ey eee a SOE a Me office, The Originally, Types J and K fixtures were used in the basement of the Northeast Pavilion. No original examples were found 

mee. ERIE ed aan = ' ee lighting contractor has suggested that i : ‘ : eens . 

cee y AM arin ee = we the fixture originally was to have in the pavilion basement in 1998. In the basement of the East Wing, Types I, J and K fixtures were used initially. Similar 
Ne ; ae Aik ‘as : ‘ : oe 

’ od aa a Se ee — been gilded, as its finish is dark and to the pavilion, by 1998 only surface-mounted, pendant and a few lay-in fluorescent lights in acoustical tile suspended- 
a : ween a ee é age ns : ’ nO ese cers dull. grid ceilings were used and no original fixtures remained. 

Ground Floor 

Only one historic light fixture, Type D, existed in 1998 on the ground floor of the Northeast Pavilion. Originally, Types 

D, K, U and M were used inside the pavilion and outside in the porte cochere and the storage area under the exterior 

staircase to the first floor. In the East Wing, the public areas, such as the entrance, lobby, main corridors and stairs 

contained original lighting in 1998. Type A standards were found outside the east entrance while Types B, C, D, E, F, G, 

Nand Q were found in ground floor public areas. Most of the private office spaces originally contained Types H, I, J and 
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K fixtures. In 1998, these spaces contained surface-mounted, pendant, or lay-in fluorescent fixtures in acoustical tile é oe i: z kt z 

suspended-grid ceilings. Two offices retained original fixtures, although possibly not those that had been installed Pog ! a : oe 4 EA ye ry f a 

originally. The lieutenant governor’s office had Type BB wall sconces while another office had Type W wall sconces. ee we GF 3 a if eg | Md : 3 

The appearance of the BB and W fixtures might have occurred in an attempted restoration in 1971. The appearance of alll, tll, eli g 3 - 3 F 
a Type EAB chandelier in the lieutenant governor’s office on the south side of the wing was the result of an partial fe ul = ie , 2p es a z 
attempted restoration in 1971. oN >» Jul z 5 ase es : : 5 

“pe g i T ar s F 

First Floor ee, E Sth el ‘et E 

Original fixtures, Types P and T, were found in the Northeast Pavilion room and vestibule on this floor as well as Type XA VW We a 2 co -aeae e 

standards on the exterior stairs. In the wing, public areas contained historic light fixtures, as on the ground floor. Types G, F } a N\ e } 

O, P,Q, S, T, and Y were found in the first floor corridors and stairways. Atypically for the wing and the Capitol in general, : yf : - Xs “fg 

a substantial number of original fixtures remained in use in private spaces on this floor. The reason so many survived, it is yo : aed : : Z 

usually said, is their location in important areas, such as the governor’s private office, the Governor’s Conference Room and Se F 

its lobby areas. The governor’s private office had Type EAA wall sconces, while a corridor leading to the antechamber of 7.52 Type EAA fixture, governor's 7.53 Type EAH fixture, Governor's 

the Governor’s Conference Room retained Type S wall sconces. One Type V surface-mounted fixture was located in the DIGS aIICe, a os ; Conference Ragm: pee Although the original chandelier had Type EAH sconces are unique to the East Wing 

area outside the governor’s private office. The Governor’s Conference Room lobby contained a Type P surface-mounted been replaced, the historic Type EAA and found only in the Governor s Conference 

fixture and Type S sconces. One Type 3EAG surface-mounted fixture and seven Type EAI wall sconces were found there sconces remained in the governor's Room. They are mounted on the walls as part 

as well. The Governor’s Conference Room itself contained its original three 1EAG and four 3EAG surface-mounted fixtures DUI CALLEN yee aes GSE eA 

as well as fourteen Type EAH wall sconces. The rest of the private spaces should have included original Types J, K, M, V, 

W, AA, BB, EAE and EAF fixtures as well as a Type EAB fixture in the governor’s private office. Except for the Type EAB z : Fs * z 

fixture, surface-mounted, pendant or recessed fluorescent lights replaced the others in the private spaces. The EAB fixture ee g d aT es 8 

had been replaced with a non-historic chandelier at an unknown date. of : 2 a eee — ce : 

; Bias | | | y Le qe E 
Second Floor == —— 2 Bey ' - wt r | \é 

Types I, M and W were used originally in the second floor Northeast Pavilion room. However, only fluorescent fixtures 2-8 ee z a 4 ee gl { ot z 

were found there in 1998. The second floor of the East Wing fared better than the pavilion, having original fixtures, se & Ag = a on : _ i { : i a ie g 

Types D, O, T and FF, in the public corridors and stairways. Original Type GG pendants remained in the lobby of the F = A = 5 —— eligi ee F 

Supreme Court Hearing Room. Types J, K, L, M, O, T, V, W, AA, BB, CC, EAM and EAL originally were installed in “ 3S. ee: = s | SS aa = = as 

justices’ chambers and toilet rooms, and in aides’ offices, but only surface, pendant or lay-in fluorescent lights in é 3! = iE a 4 ] e a La Eo ad Faso eg Ties 

acoustical-tile suspended ceilings were found in these areas. 5 ei ’ 5 a : rm ‘ tee Ua =< 

Third Floor ae ia 2 ela he 
Fluorescent fixtures were in the third floor Northeast Pavilion room in 1998 with no trace of the original Type W fixtures me | Bu = |= ce Eg & = a : ga = = acbosoaks : 

remaining. As with the ground, first and second floors, public corridors and stairways contained historic fixtures—Types a 2 Pa LS : i= re = | ek 

U Special and EE fixtures. In 1998, the upper portion of the Supreme Court Hearing Room, listed on the third floor in the . | = =) : 3 | 5 =. ina \ = het tar 

original light fixture schedule, contained the eight Type EAO fixtures in 1998 that the architect had originally assigned. Re Pe — _ os ca re 

Other original fixtures scheduled by the architect included Types H, I, J and T for the Law Library, toilet rooms and offices. " i as a4 Poe : ales Le 
These were replaced with surface-mounted or suspended fluorescent fixtures before Restoration and Rehabilitation. bie Be 5 ae 

| ee a - ae Ve 

Fourth Floor 7.54 Type EAO fixture, Supreme Court 7.55 Fluorescent light fixtures, fourth floor, 1998 
Type I fixtures were used initially in the Northeast Pavilion room on this floor. However, like the pavilion rooms on the second Hearing Room, 1998 Non-historic suspended fluorescent light fixtures were 

and third floors, only fluorescent fixtures were noted in 1998. Similar to the pavilion, the East Wing’s fourth floor had not Eight candelabra-style light standards are the only light sources on the fourth floor in 1998. 
retained any historic fixtures. According to the architect’s schedule, Types I, J, M and O were to have been used on this floor. eet ps iarhalig vag ue. fac puctniossinieh tte ee vii Mel 

: only in the East Wing. found on every floor at the time of survey. 
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'z Results of the Lighting Survey 

cele marreesy coho — a The review of os light ee by H & H Electric in 18 resulted ina aan plan for the fixtures in ne East Wing and 

aes ae = Sy 5 Crease Pavilion. As mentioned before, ie Selective Rees plans contained ro about existing fixtures and 

rs 3 instructions for the treatment of them during the construction process. The electrical contractor followed procedures 

io" | = : q ee z about fixtures that had been established by the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board (SCERB) and also adhered 

Hh | z to actions taken during Restoration and Rehabilitation of the North Wing from 1987-1992. In the corridors, both public 

fife | f z and private, either original fixtures were reinstalled in appropriate places or, if necessary, reproductions were made using 

DECORATIVE BANDING 4 : - es Ae rer F the original architect’s specifications. Private offices were provided with new fixtures adapted from original drawings 

DAMAGED - REPLACE i ‘ s with one exception—the Type EAB chandelier, found in the lieutenant governor’s office in 1998, that originally hung in 

pee | \ 2 the governor’s private office. It was removed from the lieutenant governor’s office and restored to its original location 

\ a5 pe ae eas E during the 1999-2001 Selective Removal and New Construction phases in the East Wing. 

REPLACE CASTORS——i i ee . 
PATCH REQSRED CN It should be noted that a new fixture based on the spirit of the historic prototype was developed for private offices 4 

FRONT END POSTO : : during South Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation. The new fixture satisfied contemporary office lighting requirements, 

: s : 8 which dictate indirect, fluorescent lighting. The resulting fixture is a bowl-shaped glass shade within a frame of ornate 

FRONT ELEVATION : a = cast leaves, suspended by rods from the ceiling and a surface-mounted base. This fixture has been used in the East 

° "ARM CHAIR, TYPE : Wing, with one modification: rather than rods, the fixture is suspended by chains from a surface-mounted pendant. 

3 ge:C-41 : 
oe Furniture Survey 

Scope of Survey 

a fas Den BA Tipe G presence eScmIWine mane soniards served as Approximately six hundred pieces of furniture, original to the Wisconsin State Capitol, were restored during the Restora- 

the basis for East Wing restoration specifications and procedures. tion and Rehabilitation of the East Wing. Since the schedule allowed only two years to plan, design, restore, and deliver 

historic furniture and furnishings to the Capitol, it was determined to forgo the formal survey and to conduct informal 

MENS SS ‘ oe alma os surveys in stages as the furniture was removed from the building. The emphasis was placed on detailed specifications, 

a So ti Le APS g approvals by the designer during construction, and photographically documenting repairs as they were completed. The 

Eo —— = — ee za i informal surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2001 by interior designer Diane Al Shihabi, ASID, of Diane Al Shihabi 

a i ee Ses = 4 3 Historic Restoration, Inc. (DASHR) of Madison, and restoration contractor James Dieter of James Dieter Antiques, Deco- 

= = qe 2 : : : rative Arts and Design (JDADAD) of Milwaukee. Furniture items included, but were not limited to, bookcases, desks, 

= eg ; ON Si Ae z tables, cabinets, clothes trees, wardrobes, chairs, daybeds, rockers, umbrella stands and wastebaskets. 

. 5 > 

arse : : a In combining an analysis of the historic pieces with their removal from the building, the East Wing Furniture Survey met 

| | fe s 3 3 z the condensed schedule while facilitating the contractors’ efforts to achieve exceptional quality and longevity. The 

:  & process also expedited the documentation of repairs and provided an accurate historical record. A larger goal of the 

3 furniture restoration was to facilitate a return to the integrated design concept of the East Wing as envisioned by George 

fa £ B. Post & Sons, the building’s architect, in which architectural elements, furniture and furnishings, decorative finishes, 

/ , e | g artwork and lighting were treated as elements of the comprehensive design. 

es In managing the evaluation of furniture as it was retrieved from the building, DASHR coordinated the removal of the 
oS historic pieces with each occupant’s relocation, thus allowing Selective Removal to begin immediately. With the 

restoration contractor under contract prior to relocation, work began at once. Since the furniture was not available for 

7.57 Damaged trim on a Type C-41 chair, before restoration, 1999 survey prior to the occupants’ moves, JDADAD based the repair estimates on the preliminary inventory list, dimensions 
Contract documents required damaged trim to be rebuilt on Type C chairs, ‘ - ete ee : ‘ . : 
desks Hopkeake Wand tables tothe mash severe distress occurred oniiype C and photo documentation provided by Al Shihabi and on the standards and specifications previously established for 

chairs. South Wing furniture. Occupants managed the acquisition of temporary replacement furniture. 
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An important aspect of the strategy was to provide adequate time for the contractor to develop the necessary finishes, Es ad ee os z 

hand carving and new construction while meeting the project schedule. Methodologies included the selection of a target pes us ee 7] 3 

stain hue and finish application for both the new and restoration furniture contractors within the first few months of the L SR eee é 

project; preparing a long lead item list so that specialty components, veneers and hardware could be ordered in advance, me . i : : ce if ; 

and revising the traditional survey so that the contractor could begin the restoration process immediately after taking ae eo ae 2 ass 3 ry a 

possession of the furniture. Specifications prepared by the designer detailed all repair requirements for furniture types. The a aay eae & 

contractor was required to notify the designer at various stages of production for review and approval prior to proceeding. a ~a - ss 4 i 

Types of Furniture Se ee a 
Identifying the locations of original furniture within the wing, preparing an inventory of historic furniture available for Se : : 

restoration and retrieving the historic furniture from agencies located outside the Capitol were coordinated with the 7.58 Repaired trim detail on a Type C-41 chair, prior to : 

overall East Wing schedule. An antique appraiser was hired to establish the dollar values of the antiques for insurance I LT RUD ; 9 
meer ms This level of rebuilding of the mahogany trim on a Type C 2. 

purposes prior to transport. As part of the larger effort, legislation was prepared that gave the Department of Adminis- chair was found to be acceptable. i 5 

tration ownership of the original Capitol furniture in the state’s possession. The Joint Committee on Legislative 

Organization (JCLO) facilitated this legislation and controls placement of historically significant furniture. ; a 
FF z 

Much of the historic furniture had been previously identified by Diane Al Shihabi and others in the “Wisconsin State se E 

Capitol Original Furniture Research and Survey,” completed in 1995. The purpose of the survey was to identify, BSS a ae 5 

document and photograph all existing original furniture with the intent to reuse and restore as many pieces as possible WN ! 63 qe z 

in the restoration project. At that time, Capitol Commission files at the Wisconsin Historical Society (including con- ‘J \ oe z 

tracts, correspondence, specifications and financial data) were researched. George Post’s original linen blueprints were . ‘ if y 24 > 

photocopied and scanned for conversion to electronic files. Actual furniture pieces were compared to original drawings a Ne ar i 3 

to verify authenticity. Photographs were taken of all original pieces and cross-referenced with original item numbers. aie oY ae : a g 

Original locations, current locations, wood types, dimensions and quantities were documented. For the sake of consis- ? : : ee ae = 3 : 

tency, the research was assembled according to Post & Sons’ ten furniture categories. Type A furniture was designed red ig eco OP ee dee arte, Le ae q z 

for staff, Type B for assistants to departments, Type C for chiefs of departments, Type D for the governor and attorney Reel were afen cut off or shortened to reduce the height of SORE: ya 2 z 

general’s staffs, Type E for the governor’s private office, Type F for the Law Library, Type G for the Senate and Assembly desks. The specifications required the contractor to rebuild ee gies ae at. g 

Parlors, Type H for the Governor’s Conference Room, Type J for the Supreme Court Hearing Room and Type K for the all missing components, including the feet. ne al 

Senate and Assembly Chambers. The 1995 four-volume survey served as a basis for the development of the East Wing 

project, as original furniture was slated to return to its place of origin. All furniture types were represented in the East | | & € z 

Wing with the exception of types G and K. i a \ a nH 3 
i \ e 

i Al i 
Agencies possessing original furniture did not have budgets to fund replacement pieces or were of the opinion that the | eee g 

historic furniture belonged to the agency, rather than the Capitol, necessitating legislation to retrieve the original furniture and | é 

to provide a funding source for its replacement. DASHR worked with the Senate Chief Clerk Don Schneider, Senate President | ee aS Z 

Fred Risser, Assembly Chief Clerk Charlie Sanders, Assembly Representative Steve Freese, Capitol project manager Daniel i a es : 

Stephans and the members of the JCLO to draft legislation that would be acceptable to all Capitol occupants, giving the HS : iy g 

Department of Administration ownership of, and authority to retrieve, furniture identified as original or with historic signifi- ’ a — ohm g 

cance. The major challenge was to determine a distribution of the original furniture that would be historically accurate for the 7.60 Rebuilding the roll top on the governor's desk, 2000 . = ees ; < E 

building and acceptable to both the Senate and Assembly. The legislation provided funding for replacements to all agencies The original roll top was removed decades prior to = z 

returning original furniture. JCLO, with statutory authority over placement of historically significant furniture, agreed on the restoration. Interior designer Diane Al Shihabi studied 

suggested distribution of the original furniture and passed “1999 Wisconsin Act 4” of the 1999-2000 session laws. Inn effort — ERT aL Is nH Griginal drawined bejOre reese ning the 
to expedite the retrieval, agencies were required to find their own replacement furniture by scheduled dates. Receipts for 

purchases were then submitted to the Department of Administration for reimbursement. 
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a 6 1 . j | z Prior to removing furniture from the Capitol and from the offices of agencies located outside of the Capitol, Cobb- 

a a 2 a 8 Strecker-Dunphy and Zimmerman of Madison insured these antique pieces for a value of $10,000,000 for the period of 

i ee ad Seed - § transportation, restoration and storage. 

| SB ee : 
eg AaB Des Beak ope 4 Types of Damage to Furniture 

eee re a petite ee 8 The types of damage sustained by the original Capitol furniture were varied. Typical damage noted on desks and tables 

aes - Lhe aes E included legs with the feet cut off; eroded wood at the knee spaces, exterior legs and feet; missing or eroded trim; loose 

si ‘ joints; veneered work surfaces replaced with composite material and missing hardware. Bookcases often lacked their 

ae } ie aaa 3 ie g original sliding doors and door tracks. Sofas, daybeds and chairs lacked original upholstery, casters and leather 

ee os ee Pr oe E : | : cushions. Solid wood seats were often split. Umbrella stands were missing their original copper trays. The mirrors of 

ae 3 er. = 3 wardrobes frequently required resilvering. The specifications required the contractor to document repairs by means of 

ia tee 3 cet eae zg digital photography and to reference photographs with original item numbers. The specifications required complete 

en PT  ’ $ photo documentation of premier antiques such as the elaborately carved French walnut pieces from the Governor’s 

: Conference Room and the justices’ chairs from the Supreme Court Hearing Room. Typical repairs on each style of chair, 

ep 4 : desk, bookcase, etc. were also documented. Additional funding was provided for this level of documentation, as it is not 

ae - oie a typical requirement in a furniture restoration contract. The process, however, was considered more expeditious and 

ee ee accurate than preparation of shop drawings. 

se Results of the Furniture Survey 
7.61 Rebuilding the interior compartments of the governor's roll top, 2000 The original furniture of the Capitol was generally in an extremely poor condition from years of storage or placement in 

Interior components matched the historic original desk us size and cuts of wood. Ribbon facilities that lacked climate control. In addition to environments with inconsistent temperatures, frequent moves contrib- 
mahogany was used for the drawer faces to match existing components of the desk. 

uted to the deterioration of historic pieces. Non-professional movers had difficulty maneuvering pieces weighing several 

STN s Be Re iN ad a hundred pounds and often damaged legs or gouged components in the process. Furniture was most intact in the Supreme 

m | fe oR SS ee ay g Court and Law Library areas as relocation of pieces from there occurred less frequently than in the other offices of the 

. : ae a 4 es RL, & . g Capitol. Lack of understanding of the history of the building and its furniture also contributed to the neglect. For the most 

pnt Oetee ok = —_ Be, ; ae ; part occupants did not know what furniture was original to the Capitol and hence made no effort to preserve it. 

: —— — a i 
Se — g Remedial Efforts 

Socargee PN Soar a ee oe : > A final goal of the project was to maintain the historic integrity of the building through placement of original furniture in 

Ss % a as B i locations of origin, as specified by George Post circa 1910, and through an accurate representation of original finishes 

Sey 9 and materials. For example: Type E furniture was retrieved from the Assembly, lieutenant governor’s office and storage 

ay facilities and was returned to the governor’s private office; Type B and C mahogany roll-top desks were retrieved from 

[ i z the Wisconsin Historical Society and returned to Supreme Court justices’ chambers; Type B bookcases were retrieved 

| sees g from Supreme Court Commissioner’s offices in the Tenney Building and returned to the attorney general’s quarters; 

— ad z Type D furniture was retrieved from the secretary of state’s office and returned to the governor’s staff. All furniture was 
oo ee P Sd ea #2 F restored with original components, provided they were intact. 

Re ay eae 
pe ee Jute fabrics such as webbing and burlap, which degrade over time, were replaced with a synthetic product. However, the South 

ee = ” Bien ane oiieaE. hair used during the original upholstery process was reinstated. ae parses pi longevity, leather was replicated 

Pe ae ie Sg eS ee in mottling and hue but was dyed throughout, as opposed to the surface dying on the original leather. Upholstery tacks and 

pe gt ae ea buttons were replicated, as was the custom hardware. Castings were made of door and drawer pulls, bookcase shelf supports 
7.62 Letting in wood on a damaged Type D chalr leg, 2000 and tracks and glides for legs. Wood hues and finishes were matched to those identified as being original. 

The specifications permitted the letting in of wood on badly damaged surfaces and required the 

plugging of original caster holes with solid wood stock. The general scope of work for the repair and restoration of the Capitol furniture included repair and/or replacement of 
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damaged existing or missing wood; removal of non-original components; disassembly and regluing of joints; stripping, Ss : z : SEG OBEN Be iene z 
, ’ é ey : eS ASG. 

sanding and refinishing of wood components; repair, restoration and/or replacement of hardware; reupholstering of ~~ 8 : a Sa ek. es 3 
b 4 3 5 VS 3 Tice ap tae pry nae Bettis 2 

chair seats and backs; replacement of leather coverings; transport and protection of furniture from owner storage to i \ s eT is er ena Be pa, & 
i : 5 % a een =a aN _——— sd St ciara en Se es | 

workshops; storage as necessary; delivery and installation on site. Additionally, the restoration included the replace- 2 )} a rae 2 zits fee ee te 8 pone 
5 A 3 ee seh ed 

ment of drawer dividers and repair to existing tambours on desks; the fabrication of missing wood-framed glass doors cee A ( 3) = " Reg Sees. pa > 

and wood shelves for bookcases; the resilvering of mirrors for wardrobes, and upholstery detailing as per the original e oS 2 ae is — ae SE 
nn OQ = se NE eo cal = 

furniture drawings and as per dimensioning provided by the designer for chairs, rockers, sofas and daybeds. Recaning oo rf Pt. = eS ih a = 

of seats was required if deemed part of the original design. i fA s\ | fe. . : a 

ae. 7 a z 5 

a es a SS 
24 Be ‘sities. 
Wh a ZA 
\ 5 ee 7.64 Detail of restored original carvings, 2000 

y = i r After furniture was repaired, it was meticulously refinished and 

, = \ reupholstered in hues that match the original. Wood repairs were 

. ss : = , highly visible before refinishing. 
% es oa = ae 3 <2 4 ANG 

, a : : i Te | a 

= hg are fe ) , \ \ } i r < 
, fa ee 4 | | 3 ™ for! . F F \ 5 

re i . | 3 

val i <> \ z 
7.63 Reconstruction detail of damaged original carvings, Lf x y 3 

2000 S| , ‘ 2 
Specifications required the replacement of missing or \ * ‘ 8 

damaged wood components. The finisher was required to Y , | aS 

match new and historic woods. a } 2 
Nee 
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7.65 Restored governor’s sofa chair, 2000 

Upholstery tufting patterns were reinstated per the architects 
intent and as noted on Post's original drawings. The chair stands 

on a carpet border that was developed by the interior designer to 

mimic the original border. 
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e. i BUILDING SYSTEMS 
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: : ' 3 his chapter describes the original mechanical and electrical systems installed in the East Wing, modifications to 
-~ 7% those systems over the years, the systems as they existed in 1998 and as reinstalled during the 1998- 

. eS : waar as 2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation. These include heating, ventilating and air conditioning, plumbing, fire 
ee . ee protection, electrical, communications, elevators, lighting and central vacuum. The information included in this section 

4 ‘Sai s.« 4 has been obtained by field survey, review of photographs, original correspondence and both original and subsequent 
ipa =e 2 * construction drawings. ye ts S j 

» ae a 3 a ss es a While most of the systems originally installed in the East Wing had been replaced or upgraded, the single-zone, central- 
- a Z ee : supply air system was still in use at the beginning of the 1998-2001 project. Other major projects prior to 1998 addressed 
ee eS eee the renovation of plumbing systems and fire protection piping. The plumbing replacement in 1968 included replacement ae . 7. PR ee 8 Sy: piping, Pp ig Tep: 
See = eos = i of historic fixtures and faucets. An extensive overhaul of the electrical service from 1958 through 1963 involved the ey <2 ea Cee aq . E ‘i 3 3 Dei s 
oe ee See a. conversion of the entire Capitol from direct current (DC) to alternating current (AC) power. New AC power distribution aS ae Se P 8 P ese 4 oe equipment was installed at that time and fixtures were altered to accommodate alternating current. The Capitol Heat and eS ae Pe eee ae 8 : ie ee | 2ae oS Power Plant, located at 624 East Main Street, provided steam and chilled water services to the building through a service 
eS gos Seiad pene ae tunnel into the East Wing. Steam and chilled water were rerouted within the basement in 1989 to accommodate future toe | a eee : 

= Se eo i ee 2S renovation projects. This required lowering part of the East Wing’s perimeter basement floor area by 2 feet and 
She ee) os ve he constructing an underground service tunnel. It was necessary to lower another portion of the basement floor as part of 
2G ee the 1998-2001 restoration. 

: pee a es Restoration and Rehabilitation introduced new technology to provide for building systems needs for the present and 
ae foreseeable future. Original lighting fixtures were refurbished and rewired while new fixtures were fabricated to resemble 

the originals; at the same time, electrical, electronic and communications systems were upgraded to accommodate 

maximum predictable use. The installation of systems employing state-of-the-art technology has effectively created a 

fully functioning contemporary office building encased within a preserved historic structure. 

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning 
Historically, the general ventilation of the building was delivered by means of a mechanical system, which was designed 

| \A to improve room air circulation and control space temperature. The combination of a mechanical ventilation air system 

with traditional perimeter room radiator heating was state-of the-art in 1908. 
8.1 Sturtevant fans, 1992 

The B. F. Sturtevant Company of Boston, Massachusetts originally supplied four ventilation fans for the The steam heating systems extending from the Capitol Heat and Power Plant provided the Capitol with the source of heat East Wing. Two single-intake centrifugal fans, located in the basement, brought in outside air from the d for its HVAC syst Th heath i ised'ot f i tI 
Observation Deck through two large vertical masonry shafis. Steam lines at the top of the photo served ane pepcuionts ays es ee scouted one eye) a es OnE HSe gr may COMPOre nts, One be ane at low 
the ventilation unit s tempering coils. The valve for the coils was at a serviceable height for maintenance. pressure and the other at higher pressure. The variation was intended to meet the demands of both comfort and process 
These fans were replaced during the 1998-2001 Restoration and Rehabilitation. applications. Low pressure steam served the room temperature aspect of the system through cast iron radiators and a 
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ee PAS ° a oe i] a oe ! yp ag . Hie 3h ae =e in re LS es Scam Se : f I : : ‘ 4 7 Le i Ee oo 

se a ie <S cot a (=) so ee ae - eee ct i ae oe . X \ st or I pe per wieceterreu af, ee peeve Ea i 1 muotsaw ween! Bae : rb i 12) felt“ f i some tafe Pei “Ya As eee oer } 1 518-619.> 
a alan oncparcctee er eed ii] i Me a eae A rif vi wi ne 5 . BassmenrPLae” tf! Set cuecemr ee es elie Mee as : FED sty Se ae LED eee ees ed HBATINGoa(BNTHATICN: <>, f: : a fn EG Tg oe IR ELST CS mm t,t | 8.2 Post drawing 518-619, Basement ie _ eee Ea Sane ig | et : aw {| elea i ea ees ct , (ya : = ae Diy ee atts Plan Heating and Ventilation, 1908 paige aU at ‘| | Bees TF i oat: aeons pe Pei), HIM eee SS Necks RAH! At the turn of the century, public a 2 ee |i - Ht pide tes RS er. pay a Bah pape Kon (Retry lh OR) ep LewmaenvatneuupebeniL bes brttiade Set | TE TSE ee : . sale. etter Hace eats ipaere =i y See Bitte csope ee ais) = Sa ies eS peer | Ye TS Be ia Sal eta a lee siege %%| buildings were not commonly ventilated. 
eee aa sues ceamaiine wisn SSS eae eter Srna a Rees ee ey repo ee Tie Biant covrataeanpineed yeoman ee - kas pe The Capitol ’s system was state-of-the- 'e Pe oe i. joe pee abel AG ecg 4 roe ik Leo eee Ge eee Lae art for its time and unusual in the Welelecg ess «pe nema sepsis pall ie th aaa (ho ey eT eae Sage Lisamarie oe Bee me ix inte  y -me ees q ‘i Vai ee REE OE ee ELLIO SSNS OE Sa OTN GN Se TEP PSE nat ae Ebb ett SEE pe ae complexity of its scope. 
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tempered mechanical ventilation air system. High pressure steam powered the process equipment such as pumps, Re z 
GROUND Figo: Oye. = et : : ie ETL: z humidifiers, kitchen services and the domestic hot water drum. A common return piping served the low pressure and TELE: ileus gM 3 

high pressure steam systems to recover condensed steam and return the condensate back to central boilers at Capitol Rog si S AE are i 3 

Heat and Power plant. pees orca an Ie i : i 2 
ene i" Be tea rene. 19 

: 1 a ap 4 > 9): 2 
Ventilation System 34 ee { ik es HE. [2 

eae Pa i A es eppd — —e a Original Conditions 8.3 Post drawing 518-619, Basement Plan Heating and y eh et | = - & 

Downey & Kruse Company of Milwaukee installed both the ventilation and the heating systems. The contract for the Ventilation (detail), 1908 ae S i So Estes Bl. ey” - 2 

amount of $29,150 was signed 14 October 1908. The project was completed the week of 10 March 1911.! The intake fans were a top-discharge arrangement serving the duct ies fae we Be 2. ae 
system running across the basement ceiling. This arrangement Pew A gia geet Ea esse Ey 

a woe f | . : 2 maximized the ceiling height so the basement could be utilized as ect Ae eh " 
The original ventilation system was a constant-volume air system that drew in fresh supply air and delivered it to all fully as possible. | COREG HOGI GOOLE 

occupied areas of the East Wing. Outside air was drawn into the Capitol through louvers located at the base of the dome 

and was filtered, heated and humidified before being distributed throughout the East Wing by two motor-driven supply opp ae eit 

fans discharging into a system of distribution ductwork. In conjunction with the ventilation system, an exhaust system ee a eee ee 
: Se be) eee N le 

also served occupied areas. The exhaust system operated by means of a constant volume fan that pulled building air B= A \ > aaa 8 

i ; ‘ ei aiatetts ae) A\ Ne) a PMI | TS 
through a manifold duct system that was exhausted on the roof. In warm weather, the outside air was naturally cooled Lea Re aN g 
and dehumidified in the basement tunnels. Air flow was generated by both the fans and by hot air being exhausted Ee 1 agi siz hte </ |) 3 

through open skylights in the upper areas of the wings, as well as through open windows in the lantern on top of the Ftc sag ee ee x Ea oS 
dome. This system allowed the Capitol to stay comfortably cool on all but the hottest and most humid days. The kitchen Ha ro Ts : fab Se ken cn g 

; hats : SST oe Kea Et] § 
hood was supplemented by a separate constant-volume fan located in the basement and was tied into the main system.” my Tey ag Moy eee | pe eal s Bi” 

we >: wiferi tue): ach es > h aemeiiccatbe A2yt A, 
EET 2espam GW te Ee ferreres eee Bey Res aaah a seelie ee Pee 
Sa ARR Sho oA Pe ee 1 F 

Original components of the ventilation system included centrifugal fans, filters, tempering coils, humidifiers, ductwork Z BY Ip At ll coe a He abeay 

and dampers. The B. F. Sturtevant Company of Boston supplied four centrifugal fans. Two single-intake fans supplied ‘ +e y | i i i ae rh a af i ah : Tit 

tempered air throughout the building. One double-inlet fan located in the attic exhausted air from the building while ce veut Gas eae lan eae ne ar HES I i ao ae a Bye a Kt 
: : ‘ : 5 oi : : SAS cae ela ea ana gs Le 

another single-inlet fan exhausted air from the kitchen area, originally located in the basement.’ The ventilation exhaust fan, located in the attic (fourth floor), pulled eet ie pe eee he 
air from the individual offices in the wing and exhausted it through ae eo 

The tempering coils served the heating component of the ventilation system. The coils were comprised of two batteries the roof via exhaust louvers in the elevator machine rooms. st oat SO SR i 

of coil banks connecting to the two supply fans located in the basement. The coils were cast iron sections manufactured 

by the American Radiator Company of New York City. The required total capacity of the coils was specified as 2,560 Re te ee er ae et sa NN i 9 

i i A . Be ple oe bee astas selec F ART? i fr] z 
square feet of heating surface. The filter system consisted of a structural steel frame supporting a copper wire netting ee el es ae : tay bs ft ; i [+] & 

covered with cheesecloth. The air filter chamber configuration was designed to filter particles, dust, debris and other of s Teles Lh { a eee eS eee : | i | i 3 
¢ : : palaces ‘ i Cf debe Els vt ro reat oa We : & 

foreign matter from the fresh air. For winter humidification purposes, water in an open tank was heated by steam coils S 2 fpr porcneee eee Te : Z Ele 
ose heder dot hebs 7 SS TTT rerene ® Wie 4 9 

and evaporated into the air stream. The amount of moisture added to the air stream was controlled by a sensing ie ee ey ee oe od 4, re al | £ See a T gots 4 x 2 
humidistat regulating steam flow to the immersion coils.* +> Bessie i ie eet ee VA) feed A |e 

et RR ST eps yal 1 UE 
: diheetiyte Pepe a eed iP wee er" | Y |e 

The ductwork system connecting the ventilation equipment to the various rooms in the building was fabricated using 8.5 Post drawing 518-619, bak 7 ng tee fis ae = oe x Pe =e S| 
galvanized iron sheet material. Supply ducts were covered with either asbestos air cell insulation or magnesia blocks, Basement Plan Heating and Sarma gegen FPS SEs oaeeensssssus ees pao e0-- eee 

or ge ° Ste ee ash Gps eee SSS + - P= —4 EEE] a 

wired in place and covered with canvas. Fire dampers held open by fusible links were installed in supply and exhaust Ventilation (detail), 1908 | ae nasi A! Seep a YA) Lene hae TT 
due ceerin cet It th Greet ond d fl H Fresh air was pulled in from se pea Wain Pigzerng. § Seas vay [aca d 

Perineal ean taaneue eyse gee rete eee the Observation Deck area by Pa ee {ag ee me i iW s ee wir, i 
two fans and circulated to the ib ape bedee ty Sige eer. obey ort / ES SSA ee H 

(eer pees o.. = bes ENN soe 
Existing Conditions in 1998 basement. The air flowed kok tap eee aa bagi | — ae 

A Le eee = Let ee ae ch, { SReesume TAN 

Affiliated Engineers, Inc. (AEI) of Madison conducted an extensive survey of mechanical spaces. Most of the original i. ue oon ae — 2 Vit ‘SY iit bys was eM See fat x eae 
pe eae ‘ 3 4 ‘ 2 4 en was humidified, heated an Tyan Seats Sears : 7 t 

ventilation system was still in use in 1998. The centrifugal fans, tempering coils and most of the main ductwork remained distributed throughout the wing rar He E Pes i= | | beige! 17 {+4} 

in service. The significant change to the fans involved replacement of the DC motors with AC motors (part of the 1958- via a manifold duct system. eee A trie wz : be L 
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Sosre= | ae ae rer z z 1963 DC/AC conversion). Major air-handling components that had been replaced were the filtering arrangement, the Utes eS 2 nae ne F : pe de NS LS 2 2 humidifiers and the temperature control systems. The original filters were replaced with automatic roll filters manufac- SS ee Pa 5 Pp y' g P 
= a =e me E 2 a 2 tured by the American Air Filter Company. The evaporative humidifiers were replaced with steam-injection-type units. 
pS oe EE aT : 4 _ z The original duct covering in the basement had been removed. The kitchen area was abandoned and the equipment pot Bie ce Bare 4 ¥ e 3 A ss ‘ | yoely 7 a PEs > ? pe ea < 5 removed. A supply fan located in the basement was installed to provide makeup air from the basement to ventilate the 

eo a eee Le St, 2 i So ape Ee utility tunnel from the Capitol to the Capitol Heat and Power Plant. cnt | 4 4g “ a 7 elas a & iP Pp 

aig ati a ' ee ae —- & eo The most significant modification to the ventilation system over the years was the implementation of the 1979 Energy 
rie F | 464 i ae) =z ts Conservation Project, which modified existing controls and operation. By adding economizer control and return ductwor! | ale = Be a ) is ry gs 

se ac ace ¢ a ‘s A ff aE: =a ‘ 4 outside air requirements and energy usage were greatly reduced during cold weather months. As part of this project, a 
| oe ee yen | large return air duct was installed through the barrel vault (above the fourth floor ceiling), connecting to the fresh air 

6.6 Exiscing temperature controls tn basement 1999 87 Toilet room exhaust fan, 1992 intake oa ue recirculate a large portion of return air. As seasonal conditions permit, the economizer cycle fully utilizes 

HVAC controls served the air-handling unit, heating, cooling A fan on each side of the lower roof exhausted air from all the the outside air. 
and filtration. The controls regulated temperature of the public and private toilet rooms in the wing. These fans were 
heating coil, humidity levels, and movement of the roll filter. replaced at the same locations during the 1998-2001 project. AEI also conducted an extensive survey of occupied areas. The State Law Library, Supreme Court and Governor’s 
These non-original controls were probably added in the 1979 3 ‘ , eetial . 5 i ° Sigs echne csieni reaver Conference Room remained intact in their original locations with only cosmetic alterations. Remodeling in the Supreme 

Court area as part of the 1968 plumbing renovation included the rerouting of the toilet exhaust system and the addition 
aueS Besa , i of individual toilet exhaust fans. The governor’s vault areas on ground and first floors had been converted to support 

a E ae 5 i g spaces with extension of original ductwork serving those areas. In the 1980s, convectors were added to window radiator 
: 4 ae | j | a enclosures in the governor’s private office and support spaces for cooling purposes. A refrigeration system using city 

Cou : en | peel : water was installed in the basement area along with piping to window convectors. : . 5 { ue \ 2, 
4 : 3 i: ie 5 a e 
F s - ; ) A Eee 2 Current conditions, 2001 

: hj € fesse oe ees a Air conditioning was installed throughout the East Wing as part of Restoration and Rehabilitation. The air conditioning 
4 ‘ 2 oa ES eae ASS 2 helps preserve the decorative finishes and artwork by controlling temperature and humidity fluctuations. The heating, 

) me i 5 Ay eee : agi e ie ze ae 5 ventilating and air conditioning system consists of a constant-volume, reheat air-distribution system and a hot water 

; i" / Agi x pe ee perimeter heating system. 

: ae eer ee 
: lek Le ae ee ae . New air-handling equipment was installed in the basement. Reheat coils were installed in the supply-air ductwork. The 

us sisiaiaie epee system placed the reheat coils in the basement, allowing maintenance to be performed with minimal disruption to normal Do ee, aN vee g P p ee a RE a OE See oe ee : operation. Lowering the basement floor maximized the usefulness of this area because the mechanical utilities do not 
Before Restoration and Rehabilitation, only the governor s area ee El CE gg \ encroach on headroom. In the upper levels of the building, each office has independent temperature control, as do the at t , ee ae PP! 8. Pp Pp 

ne, pane he A small system in ee: East Wing basement Lage ae ee hearing rooms, conference rooms and open office areas. Ventilated air is transferred from the public corridors into the 5 privat t st A OLN ig ea : : 
Se regan ac gree eno ee pa toilet rooms and exhausted through a dedicated ducted exhaust system. 

: Ee so eae 

In addition to the air system, a hot water perimeter heating system was provided to warm rooms with exterior exposures. 

Eee The perimeter heating units consist of convector coils installed in the original wood radiator enclosures located below 
See ‘ : a . alata a m— e each window. The system is designed to counteract the substantial heat loss at the windows. The distribution piping i” ign 

8.9 New supply fan, 2001 for this system was installed in the existing exterior wall chases where the original piping had existed. al of 

Four supply fans were installed during the renovation the building was accomplished through the central air distribution system by central steam injection humidifiers located 
to serve the air-handling equipment. Two fans supply in the air-handling units. 
each side of the wing, pulling fresh air from vents on 
the Observation Deck and forcing the air through 

tempering equipment. Supply fans 1 and 2 (SF-1 and 

SF-2) serve the south side of the East Wing. 
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Steam Distribution . — Lt N les, oe z 
Original conditions ea 7. — oe Ray cc 4 a 

The Capitol Heat and Power Plant was built in 1908-09 to furnish steam, electricity and service water to the new building. ( : P Da ah ed | | a / a 
: G MAY Gi i | AS The power plant is connected to the Capitol through a service tunnel that runs under East Washington Avenue and enters °y i 1 — a A a 

: : . : vi Fi ee eo eT lat a 
through the East Wing basement. J. W. Mitchell of Madison was awarded a contract for $42,500 to build the service tunnel ae all a Go wer. | ie e 
and demolish the East Wing of the old capitol (final cost $51,270.72). Mitchell completed construction of the tunnel in 1909. : » j i Ue Se i if} ii is a: 

High- and low-pressure steam and condensate return lines were installed to serve the Capitol heating system. A 12-inch hy a pata Ny SN aa ar Ne cco eee | 3 
Ww) fen | nial \ hy s a. 

water main was also placed in the tunnel. Steam service from the power plant to the Capitol began in 1911.° rE E | He i rj | \ kel ec a? 
te 3 | lid |} | Ea ] 

The 14-inch low-pressure steam line from the tunnel entrance served the East Wing with a 10-inch branch for the North 0 ag 4 a lle 

and West Wings and an 8-inch branch for the South Wing. All rooms in the building were heated with direct radiation We | 2 ld MK | 
to 70 degrees Fahrenheit and all corridors to 60 degrees in zero-degree weather. The American Radiator Company 8.10 New air-handling unit, 2000 4 | | [ b ! 4 | 
manufactured the cast iron column-section radiators. Registers and screens for the radiator enclosures were stamped A new air-handling unit was installed in the i Be. , 

steel-plated bronze. A thermostatic valve controlled the heat from each radiator. Low-pressure steam also served the basement of the wing during Restoration and =| | 28 

plumbing hot water tank and the kitchen hot water tank.” eee . 2 

<7 Rt SS ee Bea or = 
A ea es Barc RRS Qe & 

5 seauennEeey co: gamma SRS AT. ay 5 z bare ps eT = ee : ‘ raed: 

— tae ; ee es eee ee 4 u ‘ § “ “ ies Rn LE — ee ee 
f es | | eae see Semone g is. 3 rs Rat i ee ee re i 3, iced eee a lk les a 

. — 2S eee See F eee AE Sea ee SSS 2 “ NS AY peer ee ae . 
ai am é oi eS ee ee : 

: z pe pe i re oe 

g en ee +e ¥ } fe ~ 
E 

fi cay os os ae 4 eae : ‘ 

8.11 Piping distribution in basement ceiling, | a a a aes emees 
2000 : r eee Be ces a ee Bee | 
Reheat coils in the basement ceiling heat offices oY coe e ae pees a aE 

fj and corridors in the wing. The reheat coils are ey Fp mV Gee Ae Seri ete 128 Ea 
covered by aluminum foil insulation. Sf te WM Ses ee Bee Eee 

Ree ar ate 
ac PRUNE ee a ae gt A Vf eo g 

: 7 " cme mea cas s F AZ ee Soak ed ; ee ied ee SEE, La OE 

Be es : vane” > ee 

ee a “ wa — 5 eee aen Ae, hae Ss kn eee oe - OOS SES See a ee e PY" \ : Cee, 

8.13 Hot water convector in window radiator enclosure, ground floor, 2000 7 “6 = EES at eo ww 
New hot water convectors were installed during the 1998-2001 work to provide heating to perimeter rooms. A digital temperature 8.12 New fourth floor duct work, 1999 j ieee “38 ee z F ee ee sensor within each room operates the convectors. This sensor controls the pneumatic control valve when heating is required. The The return fan on the fourth floor discharges ~,% ay on See ae 
convectors are served by the perimeter hot water system from the basement piping distribution. A manual air vent line extends into a manifold duct system, which either returns # Pest a ae re 
JSrom the convector to the top of the architectural enclosure. air to supply fans or exhausts it. ea i Ge ae 
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— : ] | ee _ LO mes ST ; z The 6-inch high-pressure steam line from the tunnel entrance served the East Wing with a 4-inch branch for the North 

— aa ee pial saa 2 and West Wings and a 3-inch branch for the South Wing. Branches were also provided for the vacuum pump, the 

en EI Ce 2a y ye : a eet 2 pressure-reducing valves for the heating and ventilation system and to all other fixtures requiring live steam connec- 

. ieee “ em , Ay Pe = E tions. Sound transmission and vibration controls were incorporated into design layout. All valves on the high-pressure 

: fe ; Pes asta) up : 3 steam pipes, feed lines and exhaust mains of 6-inches in diameter or more were to be supplied by the Crane Company.® 

’ : oe * ee @ be ee a The condensate serving the steam systems was a double-line vacuum system. The advantage of this type of system 

r oe ] Pe ie ie B was the rapid return of condensed steam (condensate) to the pump and a greater pressure differential between the low- 

i e E 2 - | Eee oe ee = oe pressure steam mains and condensate returns. The steam pump maintained the vacuum in the condensate return main 

Scie wt 1 cetera eto aacemiea tia and pumped the condensate to the boiler plant. The specifications called for an 8’2-inch-by-5-inch-by- 10-inch, direct- 

/ a : os E 4 3 acting, single-cylinder wet vacuum pump made by the American Steam Pump Company. The steam pump was installed 

a E ns ft in a pit in the East Wing basement.’ 

ger a ee Existing Conditions in 1998 and Current Conditions, 2001 

Re: ee : ‘ The Capitol Heat and Power Plant still furnishes steam, power and lake water to the Capitol. Services are provided 

= through a tunnel running underneath East Washington Avenue into the Capitol; the tunnel continues under Martin 

. ae Luther King, Jr. Boulevard to Wilson Street. Chilled water was added in the 1990s to serve future renovation projects in 

nee | eT | Siar addition to serving the Capitol. The utility services in the tunnel have all been replaced to accommodate the expansion 

8.14 HVAC labeled pipes in basement, 1999 of the power plant to serve several newer buildings, including the Monona Terrace Convention Center (1997) and the 

This piping configuration is typical of existing conditions in 1998. Pipes were labeled to indicate services, Risser Justice Center (2001). The tunnel has been modified or extended to provide new services. 

including condensate return, low-pressure steam, chilled water supply and lake water. 

Most of the original low-pressure steam distribution system is still in service. Low-pressure steam remains in its original 

: Be A ¥ ES. L cs 4 ny B. EE f am be : ie z configuration. Major changes to the steam system coincided with the service life and rising maintenance cost of existing 

: e t oe ss Fs kl ike al 3 puoee Steam oo valves and Sa have Beco replaced Be new FE EUS, The enn De steam 

as : re Siaee I spec g line and branch connections were replaced with equipment that did not require steam power, including steam pumps, 

peer! : Ea is | i : 3 evaporative humidifiers and a hot water drum. The condensate return system connecting all radiators has changed 

; oe re 2 2 significantly over the years due to pipe leakage of the vacuum system. During a 1979 heating system project steam 

& i 4 og > valves and traps were replaced throughout the East Wing at each radiator and entryway radiator. 

at see, fc HVAC System (thermostat, humidistat, air compressors) 

_ eee 3 Original Conditions 

sp é The Johnson Service Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, (now Johnson Controls, Inc.) manufactured the temperature 

— a eS san and humidity control system originally installed in the Capitol. The pneumatic system used compressed air distributed 

a ; J j 4 ed ef Sie ae through copper tubing to operate control sensors and to position control valves and dampers. Fifty-three thermostats 

| fh a ie ae ee ee a controlled seventy-seven of the heat sources, and two humidistats controlled the two heat-tempering coils in the 

E nis fae el AR =a \ basement. Direct-acting pneumatic room thermostats controlled the radiators in the private areas through a diaphragm 

a ee a ee < s gaan : i valve on the steam end of the radiator. A drop in room temperature automatically opened the valves to increase steam 

ae a ae ae ae flow to the radiators in thatroom. An adjustable humidistat operated the steam and return valves on the humidifier coils 

f. y E ey ee pee ee to maintain an average water temperature in the tank, evaporating the required amount of water to maintain relative 

ee ee te ee aa humidity at 65 to 70 percent."° 

ee ee ee o. se built in the basement floor around the Existing Conditions in 1998 

perimeter of the East Wing to connect with tunnels in the other three wings. Primary utilities including The HVAC system was still served by a pneumatic central system in 1998, although the original diaphragm valves 

chilled and hot water were brought in from the South Wing. operating existing radiators had been replaced. The Energy Conservation Project in 1979 added an economizer cycle that 

sisi cis Lai iit saiLas 
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3 ie z operates control dampers in the return and outside air ducts serving the ventilating unit. Air compressors had been 

eB 2 2 removed from the East Wing basement, and service for the entire building was provided until 1997 by air compressors 

Barat 2 in the South Wing basement. At that time new air compressors serving the entire Capitol were installed in the Northeast 

4 oe : F Pavilion basement. 

ee o =e = 

Be 1 : : 5 Current Conditions, 2001 

xan” : a The temperature control system currently consists of a computer-based direct digital-control system that monitors 

es gee. ) is c Mie E and regulates all elements of the heating, ventilating and air conditioning system. It is an extension of the Johnson 

seca! | ae: ie Controls system that had been recently rehabilitated. All sensing, adjusting and monitoring is done digitally. This 

E 2 eo > ad ay ges ‘ea system allows accurate temperature and humidity sensing and processing with rapid-response actuators. Actual 

er) oa a ag Cy eo positioning of valves and dampers is done pneumatically. All status and control information is available at a central 

fat 2 a a ’ ~ 4 . terminal for analysis and adjustment. 

Se ee | . , 

7 a ee Plumbing 
8.17 Center tunnel in basement for plumbing, 1999 The original plumbing systems included domestic water, sanitary drainage, rainwater drainage, fire suppression, ice 

. — i ee, Se phe eit water for drinking and pipes for the central vacuum system. Lake water was used for the domestic and fire suppression 

basement floor. The tunnel was retained in the 1998-2001 renovation. systems, and well water supplied the drinking water system. The contractor for the East Wing interior plumbing was H. 

Kelly & Co. of Minneapolis. The original contract was signed 11 September 1908 for $20,700. The amount actually paid 

was $20,918.72, including $218.72 for additional work. The East Wing specifications stated that the plumbing work 

Te 5 See a =a =a) should be completed by 1 July 1909; however, the work continued until 1 July 1910, when construction was deemed 

Qs y 2 pee tet é “practically completed” except for adjusting and cleaning of plumbing and heating fixtures. Because Wisconsin had not 

: 15% 14" f a z oe 2 ee ee eee 2 adopted formal plumbing codes until the late 1920s, Post & Sons most likely designed the plumbing systems in accor- 

Ss 5 som i : dance with the code of the Building Department and Examining Board of Plumbers of New York." 

< S20 1g" so REE Eee er fe ON Se raw g 
26. ao : se ope oe . Domestic Water 

So ee - : a = Original Conditions 

ee ox ae ae i iy As part of the original design, the domestic water system used lake water to provide hot and cold water to all plumbing 

rare ee 2 a Oo : ae aoa drinking fountains. The main water supply for the East Wing was a 10-inch line from the power plant, 

; 7 : Lh 4 ; which was installed under an earlier contract and capped in the tunnel below the basement floor. The plumbing 

; HoT WATER. | : xX | # | x, i ie ro Her wits contractor was required to connect to the 10-inch main with an 8-inch pipe that branched to a 6-inch line for domestic 

‘ i TAME . 1A ioe a ee supply and 4-inch lines that supplied the fire suppression system and the “hot water drum” (water heater). The hot 

\ x eee ey ape amas water drum, located in a mechanical room in the basement, was a steam-fired shell-and-tube design thirty inches in 

a Hot water thermostatic valves! 2 z eee Dea se ies diameter and eight feet long (about 300 gallons). The hot and cold water bulk mains were installed at the ceiling of the 

: ee ee ee a a == basement and supplied the risers that fed the toilet rooms and the service sinks on the upper floors. The hot water was 

Vis : oe e ee aaah ok ib re circulated to maintain its temperature and to minimize the wait for hot water delivery to fixtures.'? 

i Cae et 

ie F y 4 z Fences int pass ies ya, All of the domestic water mains and risers were galvanized wrought iron pipes with threaded joints and fittings. Piping 

; Fou eo % & " Eee? installed below the wash basins and exposed to view was heavy, nickel-plated, polished brass. All of the water piping, 

| =f 7 A Ser cae except the piping exposed beneath the wash basins, was insulated with one inch of 85 percent magnesia sectional 

ki Teal Eee ; i ie covering and a jacket of No. 10 cotton duck, sewed and painted. The water heater was covered in a similar manner by 

8.18 Post drawing 518-619, Basement Plan Heating and Ventilation (detail), 1908 ioreney Mate, ee peal § Soe 

The original water heating equipment was located near column 50 in the basement. This equipment provided hot water 

for domestic plumbing fixtures such as lavatories, janitors’ closets and the kitchen. The domestic water system was filtered by a “Roberts Style O Double Cylinder Water Filter” located in the basement. 
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Plumbing fixtures served by the domestic water system included water closets, urinals, janitors’ sinks and wash basins : 2 
manufactured by J. L. Mott Iron Works of New York City, or approved equal.'* : x : : 

Existing Conditions in 1998 [oes ee i : : 8 
In 1968, all wings of the Capitol underwent a major renovation of the plumbing systems. The existing wrought iron Hey aes as : : ; : 
domestic water piping was removed and replaced with copper piping. A new water heater and water softener were Il Dest Vi OW... Se ae Atesp, oN 2. up g 
installed in the North Wing, which supplied the entire Capitol. All existing plumbing fixtures and faucets were replaced I il . ak | To" ervom, |: Floz | é 
with modern fixtures. Possibly at this time, the plumbing systems were altered so that all water used in the building was | AS Ve UP INTO CLy, oa : SIA" Hw, pee a 
city water. The 1968 system was in operation when Restoration and Rehabilitation began in 1998. H 'seo 2 BELOW eum lte Lyd. Ware AM On: | 

a “Tea . Current Conditions, 2001 Hatt | —We-/ . =) 
As part of Restoration and Rehabilitation, existing domestic water piping was removed and replaced with new copper il 4 ates Be || oF —1N e LG, - ee 
piping with lead-free soldered joints. Public toilet rooms were reconfigured to accommodate the Americans with Disabili- OP SNR We le iv 3/4" oe 
ties Act (ADA) guidelines, necessitating the relocation of some fixtures. All plumbing fixtures, with the exception of the | 4 IF ; a : 

janitors’ sinks, were replaced with new water-conserving fixtures and faucets. eel 11 J = iC 
l ¥ pail Bey ; ‘ " : y eer ss i oS ~ Wes on-o'vp—f fe | = , Fen-cont see V6" Original Conditions Yo" bes Du FN ) SPUN TiS SHEET A sanitary drainage system was provided to serve the toilet rooms, drinking fountains, janitors’ closets, floor drains and p P fi [Sas eHerV.0e ————t 

other devices that require drainage. Sanitary waste was conveyed from the East Wing to the city sanitary sewer system. ct : : : : 
The sanitary drainage system was appropriately vented to the atmosphere to balance system pressure and facilitate = cae = { flag é ‘ 

gravity flow. Below-ground amalary piping was extra-heavy cast iron with lead and spun oakum joints. Above-floor ere Haile fee J e ae : e s # 
piping was galvanized wrought iron with extra-heavy cast iron threaded fittings. iki : L_| 

: anes samp a Dee - 

Existing Conditions in 1998 é EXISTING, FouN'TAIN eae. 
In 1968, all wings of the Capitol underwent a major renovation of the plumbing systems. All existing sanitary waste and ~ Furnish & INSTALL NEW DRAIN, STRAINER 4 
vent piping was removed and replaced with new piping. During the removal of the existing piping, it was noted that bie say INSTAL EXISTING ; 
deterioration of the wrought iron pipe seemed unusually severe. The decision was made to replace above-floor sanitary : 
waste and vent pipe with Type L copper in lieu of the more traditional cast iron pipe in order to extend the life of the pipe. ‘ 
The underfloor piping was, however, replaced with cast iron. The above-floor waste and vent piping was insulated with = ge 
one inch of rigid fiberglass insulation to minimize the deterioration of the pipe due to condensation and to reduce noise 8.19 Plumbing renovation detail, first floor, 1968 
transmission to the occupied spaces. This is an unusual treatment for sanitary drainage systems. This system remained In 1968 the plumbing system was renovated. A detail from the plans shows the attorney general's toilet room and the decorative 
in operation in 1998. fountain in the Governor s Conference Room lobby. The plans indicate piping that was replaced, such as hot water, cold water, 

soil pipe, waste and vent. 

Current Conditions, 2001 

All existing waste and vent piping was removed and replaced as part of Restoration and Rehabilitation in order to 
accommodate the new configuration of renovated toilet rooms. New piping is Type L copper, insulated with one inch of 

rigid fiberglass for reasons established during the 1968 renovation. 

Storm Drainage Systems 

Original Conditions 

The original storm sewer system consisted of roof drains and gutters and the piping required for collection of rainwater 
from the roofs and conveyance away from the building. Below-ground sanitary piping was extra-heavy cast iron with 

lead and spun oakum joints. Above-floor piping was galvanized wrought iron with extra-heavy cast iron threaded 

Sa eeepc rapa where arene aceasta 
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: a 47) z fittings. The storm drainage system apparently was not connected to the city storm sewer at the time of construction. ay Le : According to the original specification, the storm water pipes were carried two feet outside the building wall and left 
a ter g ready for future continuation.'® 

els Existing Conditions in 1998 
’ a a | | | c i if = In 1968, all wings of the Capitol underwent a major renovation of the plumbing systems. All existing storm drainage 
a - |) te EES z piping was removed and replaced with new piping. During the removal of the existing piping, it was noted that 

4 | a # E deterioration of the wrought iron pipe seemed unusually severe. In order to extend the life of the piping, the 
; ¥ ; } a a traditional above-floor storm drainage pipes were replaced with Type L copper pipes. It is customary for horizontal 

5 We i te fa a interior roof drain piping to be insulated. The vertical portions of the storm system were insulated as well, primarily 
: ee Vi Ee | | to minimize the transmission of water flow noise to work spaces. The storm drainage system, as installed in 1968, 
oa GF Be a poy! remained in place in 1998. 
a == ~=—C—tir]h 
a Yr a i j Current Conditions, 2001 

oad i } } 8.20 (lefi) Existing copper waste and vent, 1999 Renovation of the existing storm drainage system during Restoration and Rehabilitation was minimal. Some of the 
ae a. | ; Copper replaced most wrought iron drainage pipe in the 1 968 horizontal piping on the third and fourth floors was relocated or raised to accommodate higher ceilings or to avoid 
pe a | ey. P an ae refovatig in, Waste and vent piping shared space with conflict with new ductwork. Existing vertical downspouts were left in place, as were the mains located at the Ef Ceseelectrical conduit in some areas. 

ae basement ceiling. 
ea E 8.21 (below) Insulated copper pipe, second floor toilet room, 2000 
ie E The sanitary drainage system was insulated during the 1968 plumbing Drinking Water System Me Py renovation and again in the 1998-2001 project. Insulation served two os ae 
es : ig 4 “Toss: the reduction of sound transmission and prevention of Original Conditions 

condensation formation on pipes. A drinking water piping system (separate from the domestic water system) was provided to supply chilled water to the 
drinking fountains in the Capitol. The source of potable water for the entire building was an artesian well located 

ses hg beneath the South Wing; water was pumped from the well to a tank in the South Wing, and from there distributed 
‘ail: throughout the building. Water chilling equipment to serve both the East and West Wings was installed in the West 

5 4 : 2 i Wing under that contract. An ice tank in the West Wing supplied drinking water to the East Wing by means of a 
mt circulating pump, located in the basement of the East Wing, that was connected to the suction outlet of the ice tank. The 

: S , | i : 4 ; a i pump delivered drinking water to the fountains via a 1-inch riser “carried from the basement pump ... across the attic 
| | ey e Ge & floor and down the other line, with a loop to the fount [sic] in the lobby, the return of which shall connect with the cooling 

: Bir z coil in the ice tank, which is located in the West Wing about 200 feet from the pump,” according to the original 
a é j } 5 bs a a & specification. From this loop, a %-inch branch supplied each fountain. The piping was galvanized wrought iron pipe 

I | 2) i ae BY 5 with threaded fittings and was “tin lined in the very best manner, including all couplings, fittings, etc.,” according to the 
lee original specification.!” 

J q { ; pe 

Se age Existing Conditions in 1998 
fi TSE ram a Pe — a Somegsoaa i Ae Z e In 1968, all wings of the Capitol underwent a major renovation of the plumbing systems. The existing tin-lined wrought 

7 ame | 8 ; “2 BB e eo iron piping was removed and replaced with Type K copper with soldered joints, the traditional contemporary material for 
a 8 he water piping. The existing water chiller was removed and replaced with a new chiller located in the North Wing 

q d ——— ae mechanical area. At this time or possibly earlier, use of the well was discontinued and drinking water obtained from the 
Bs AE J fi 4 eo 4 City of Madison water main. Systems installed in 1968 remained in place at the time of initiation of work in 1998. 

eee Current Conditions, 2001 
= eee . As part of the Restoration and Renovation of the North, West and South Wings during the early and mid 1990s, drinking 

a OEE : eee water lines were removed and replaced in utility tunnels constructed at that time. During the South Wing project, 
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drinking water supply and return lines were capped in the tunnel adjacent to the East Wing; these lines were extended = a i 5 z 

into the East Wing as part of the current work. All drinking fountains were re-piped with new chilled drinking water ! Se = 3 

piping, Type K copper with lead-free joints insulated in the same manner as the domestic water piping. | a 3 ce 2 

-_ z 

Fire Protection System \ ee Be i 
Original Conditions | J i a 

H. Kelly & Co. of Minneapolis installed the fire protection system as part of its plumbing contract. The system consisted | ‘es Goan Gagan A 

of fire department standpipes with decorative “badger” hose racks located on each floor. The interior iron contractor, A | a E 

Duffin Iron Works of Chicago, supplied the hose racks and the plumbing contractor installed them. Each rack contained ' @ f ce 

a 2¥%-inch brass hose outlet valve and 100 feet of 22-inch white linen fire hose. The standpipes were tied together at the 8.22 Sink and cabinet, second floor, 1999 e |: poke \ 

ceiling of the basement and were supplied by a water line located in the tunnel. The piping was wrought iron with Modifications to the wing were made as requested by building occupants and = ee ig PP iy piping iS o at. “ 
threaded fittings.'® were often not consistent with the historic character of the building. This sink Be 2 ad | 

and base cabinet were added in the Supreme Court area during the 1968 | aay) 
plumbing renovation. = 

Existing Conditions in 1998 

Original badger fire hose racks were replaced with bronze hose cabinets in the 1950s and 1960s. In 1968, all wings of the enna 3 
ememmamaieMils., 77a * eameereeapeemre ei g 

Capitol were subjected to major renovation of the plumbing systems. All existing wrought iron fire lines were removed fee eet ae: =e ~ g 
< ee is 5 A Fi + fea, bt so Pe : 8 

and replaced with Schedule 40 black steel with joint types appropriate for the pipe size. A new fire pump provided in the — s} “fe | eee a 

North Wing serves the entire Capitol. Partial automatic sprinkler systems were added in the basements of the South and si : 
rae Mn KE oS s 

East Wings. This system remained in place in 1998. =f eee F 

Current Conditions, 2001 eat 2 see cet s ; = 

During Restoration and Rehabilitation all existing basement sprinkler systems and fire mains were removed. The existing ‘ ee Ss 7 g 

6-inch standpipes that supply the fire hose calmness were left in place. The existing bo cabinets have been retained; £23 Basement fire hosebuc 1999 De : 5 

however, the fire hoses are no longer required and have been removed. New 2 '4-inch fire department valves were Bronze or red-painted fire hose cabinets Sul hepa i. 

provided in the existing cabinets. Some of the cabinets were slightly relocated to accommodate renovations. New fire replaced the original badger hose racks in the es : 

mains were installed at the basement ceiling to serve the standpipes, and a new automatic sprinkler system was provided 1950s and 60s. Cabinets were relocated ee 
jake during renovation to accommodate * 

in the basement. reconfiguration of the basement space. 

Valves inside the cabinets were replaced at : Pern 

that time. eae 

Electrical aa ee cements 3 
Original Conditions ee re Rei 2 —: 

George B. Post & Sons prepared the electrical plans for the East Wing in 1908. Their plans addressed the power eG ee 3 

distribution system, receptacle locations, lighting circuiting, and heating and ventilating equipment connections. The i ee & iGo oe z 
specifications for the electric work covered boxes, conduits, voltage drop, floor outlets, fuses, drop lights, service a ; lee fo ae i 2 Bo eae z 
feeders, panelboards, branch wiring and a switchboard. The electrical contractor would complete the contractual Pe fj RR > 

| “ okt eas z 
agreements. Harloff-Pence was eventually paid $17,747 for the work. E. E. Slater (location of business unknown) may ’ ee | | boo oh eee z 

a | | ° Rp Se arse 8 

have been a subcontractor to Harloff-Pence. A 7 April 1910 Lew F. Porter memorandum or report approves payment to i ae fe 3 re 

Sater for “successful completion of work” involving electric wiring in the East Wing and at the Capitol Power Plant.’ ay SH , So cae 8 

ly PS 
The electrical contractor was responsible for installing drop lights where specified on plans and a Frink reflector in a 8.24 Domestic water and fire mains, 1999 : - : = 3 

planned lecture room on the fourth floor. All other lighting (with the exception of one special fixture in the Executive Fire and domestic water supplies for the wing ee * Shae : : : is ies 
Chamber) was covered under two separate contracts awarded to the Mitchell- Vance Company of New York for a total of ere Weeaiea aie basetpem Cie end 0) th = | oa 

i i wing. The piping was relocated to the 3) a 
$30,607. The American Surety Company of New York provided a $5,000 surety bond to guarantee that the contract for underground perimeter tunnel during the mete ad 

electric lighting fixtures of special design would be completed.” 1998-2001 renovation . ee ee ae 
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ye a Rn TS u ST} light fixtures, telephones and clocks. 
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The mechanical space in the basement consisted of a switchboard, heating and ventilating equipment, plumbing pumps 2 ee e 8 z | z 

and four distribution boxes (electrical panels) for power. A few general receptacles were located in mechanical spaces. | | : i a as j Ee i s Z 

Receptacle installation throughout the wing was minimal and consisted of one wall receptacle in smaller offices; the larger | 3 4 : a ; | ation a B oy Pe & 

business offices contained two wall receptacles along with flush floor receptacles placed where needed throughout.”! Pe), . ar = Roe al Pie | ee E ee / Pe 2 

The General Electric Company supplied the switches, bus bar, fuses and fuse cutouts for construction of the new a an | est 2 ; | ee ee e . Peg a: A 0 z 

switchboard. The original electric power system consisted of four sets of feeders with three 1.8-million CM lighting a Vit i) 7 = P | ae Pi a £ gs Sl e Pe a 

feeders, two 2-million CM power feeders, three #4 B & S feeders for watchman lights, and four #12 B & S feeders for BC | i Sales cl CN 8 

battery wires (CM and B & S are both measurements for wire diameter). The feeders served the switchboard located near 4 Ae i | eee : re ea Z 4 as) iS 

the north stairs in the basement. This switchboard included a light bus bar, a power bus bar and a watchman’s light bus a ve \ ce ee ee = | = oe] 

bar. The switchboard power bus bar served two 15-horse-power air compressors, a 2-horse-power drinking water pump, be IN ea @ F yo iF oe | | : = [ eT a 

a25-horse-power vacuum sweeping motor, two 50-horse-power elevators, a 2-horse-power dishwasher and distribution ' ack sat z 2 j | i e oy | a oe = g F\) +e 27 eo 

boxes (electrical panels) all in the basement. Four vertical risers from the switchboard power bus bar served electrical 2 ah iy AN a : L i h \ | : 2 eee “9 A ie 

panels on each respective floor plus two 25-horse-power elevators and a 45-horse-power ventilating fan on the fourth ; a ned INS é | ae. | fe — oe AS OY bs) 

floor. On the ground through fourth floors, there were four distribution boxes (electrical panels) for power. There were 4 2. ‘OA 5 os a ‘ — as ee | Bs ee ae! 6 4 fe = 

no electrical outlets in public spaces.” 
ay a | : | } Zs ‘ eee gS i i ' ia 

Apneumatic master clock made by the Hahl Automatic Clock Co. of Chicago stood near column 39 in the basement. The 4 A Yi ea) y 0 : a = = ca ‘ | iE ee i | | ial ; 

master clock operated 170 secondary clocks in the wing by pushing air through piping throughout the wing to advance } 4 el ie = aah 2 ae a J a 5 ihe 

the hands of the clocks every minute.” { a as : : 1 ey 4 : e 

Existing Conditions in 1998 i" Pa = | Vite.  & ' 
The original bus-bar and knife-switch style switchboard was replaced in 1934 with a new 120/208 V, three-phase, four- Y : | ee : Lt en ae me i 

wire, 300-K VA substation. : a 

System renovations were carried out in the latter half of the twentieth century. The conversion from direct current (DC) Ba 

to alternating current (AC) power was started in 1958 and continued through May 1963. This included replacing existing 8.26 Systems risers, 1999 8.27 Hahl pneumatic master clock, 2001 

DC motors and branch panelboards on each floor. In 1985 a new power feeder was installed. There were six branch Electrical systems risers were installed in 1985 for future use. The Hahl pneumatic master clock controlled all the 

electrical panels for power located on each floor. There were no receptacles located in public spaces on the ground and Risers were designated for the fire alarm, sound, cable TV and “slave” clocks in the entire Capitol. The clock, originally 

. lgaeens : ; ‘ a isolated ground systems. These systems were actually installed located in the East Wing basement near column 39, is now 

first floors. This new distribution system included a new 4-inch riser from the substation in the basement to a new during a 1989 electrical project. out of service and is permanently displayed in the Capitol s 

electrical closet on each floor. Each new electrical closet contained a new branch electrical panel, isolated ground panel sixth level museum. 

and power junction box. This project increased the capacity of the distribution system to meet the increased power 

demand in the office environment of the 1980s. 

In July 1989, a renovation and repair of the primary and emergency secondary distribution system included new high 

voltage feeders from the Capitol Heat and Power plant to new high voltage switches in the East Wing. From the high 

voltage switches new feeders were run to each wing and new substations were installed. The previous East Wing 

substation was replaced at this time. The new switchboard served heating and ventilating motors, distribution and 

branch panelboards, elevators and the clock system. 

As of 1998, the mechanical/electrical space in the basement included a substation/switchboard, a secondary switchboard, 

heating and ventilating equipment, air compressors, domestic water pumps and branch electrical panels for power. 

General receptacles were located in mechanical spaces. The switchboards served branch panelboards in the basement 

and risers feeding branch panelboards on each floor, elevators, ventilating fans, air compressors and a return-air 

iia arrindeaeciaaeneanieaceeiemanietieian aimee 
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cs z ventilating fan on the fourth floor. All private and staff offices had four or five wall receptacles. Floor receptacles were 

oe 2 supplied by the underfloor duct system on the south side of the first floor. The library area on the third and fourth floors 

a 3 had surface-mounted receptacles mounted on the ends of the bookstacks. 

“ a E 
ei Current Conditions, 2001 

sas 1 z During Restoration and Rehabilitation all electrical risers were replaced with new panels and feeders, and all receptacles 

oral a were removed and replaced. A complete fire alarm system was installed, consisting of smoke detectors, horns, and 

: ‘ E strobe lights. Historic Post-era brass clock rings were refurbished and new period-style clock faces were installed. A 

z 4 3 newly implemented security system consists of card readers and electric strike plates at selected doors. Those doors 

5 ! at include a door-positioning switch and a request-to-exit device. A limited number of security cameras were installed in the 

i Ec - governor’s area. 

| | A sound-paging system was installed in 2001 to serve private corridors as well as private offices so building occupants 

i can monitor legislative proceedings. Each office is wired for cable TV. A complete underfloor duct system for power and 

oS 5 aes | communication feeds the floor boxes at each desk except the portions of the ground floor where the floors are wood. 

: see = Each floor box contains two duplex receptacles (one standard and one isolated grounding type) as well as two data jacks 

ad and one telephone jack. 

5 8.28 Electrical substation, 

a ae was installed 

s dee 1989 renovation of the Communications 

___ primary and emergency secondary Original Conditions 

; electr ical distribution system. At The Harloff-Pence Company of Madison installed the original communication system as part of the electrical contract. 

Aegina va deiie oa Me The system consisted of telephone, messenger call, call bell, master/secondary clock and watchman’s clock and key 

equipment. station systems. Three public telephone booths were installed in a corridor adjacent to the Supreme Court Hearing 

Room. Three pairs of telegraph wires were also provided following the same lines as the telephone conduits. The central 

ake eae aa 2 telephone exchange was in the West Wing. 

iid pa ee ue " 2 In addition to these communication systems, the Supreme Court used a vacuum pneumatic tube system that ran between 

: ic . po i Le 3 the justices’ chambers and Consultation Room on the second floor and the librarian’s desk in the third floor library. The 

beh, sf j = 1 © z tube system was 24-inch drawn steel and was installed by the Lamson Consolidated Store Service Company of Boston 

: a. | ee f é ata cost of $1,058. 

ec Ae : 3 2 e The pneumatic master clock, located in the basement near column 39, was made by the Hahl Automatic Clock Company 

ee ae 4 of Chicago. The master clock operated secondary clocks in offices throughout the Capitol. Also in the basement and 

Ke ee noe oy ; located near the Hahl master clock, the watchman’s clock system included a recording dial. Key stations associated with 

= — ee Be : aoe Sige oe this system were located on each floor. The watchman stopped at every key station as he conducted his rounds, and the 

a a We system recorded his nightly progress.” 

Poe Vy ae a 4 he = ——e s oe Existing Conditions in 1998 

~ Ae le —— ee 4 . ‘ a ce See It was evident in 1998 that the East Wing communications system evolved throughout the life of the building to keep 

Bi eee sie i ORES aes es aes pace with an ever-increasing demand for services to building occupants, including computer network access and 

8.29 Underfloor raceway, first floor, 1999 telephone. However, the system was continually hampered by lack of equipment space and cabling pathways, resulting 

New multi-cell, underfloor raceways, installed during Restoration and Rehabilitation, bring electric in makeshift solutions that detracted from the appearance of the rooms they served. Senate and assembly members with 

power, voice and data services to East Wing offices. offices on the ground floor were able to hear the legislative proceedings via speakers, often called “squawk boxes,” in 
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each office. A pay phone had been installed in the law library to replace an “attorney’s phone” that had once been z sain Oe anil romper ee z 

available for use free of charge. The public telephones on the ground floor and near the Supreme Court Hearing Room ; ns 2 reef i : Tg Lie Lo a x 2 

had been removed, leaving no public telephones in the East Wing. The pneumatic tube system used by the Supreme —— nit ody ies oh: 3 ieee SSS A cine ciao 3 

Court had been removed. The watchman’s clock system was no longer in use, although some key stations remained in a cee aa ee ——— ssininasiciteee F 
the walls. The Hahl pneumatic clock system had been replaced by an electric Simplex master clock that controlled all the Sage es Stes iets tesco 2 ) pe BSS | ge i 

clocks in the East Wing. t a y t ef cy TEE: et aes 2 Y ae | = 
{ Galas Ee Sele bles Si: fee e 

Current Conditions, 2001 ead oe ag? ae a fea : E : “ie E 

The equipment rooms in the East Wing are connected via copper and fiber optic cabling to the main telephone and data Me i ats if fe b i ‘ tl eB : ‘Be 1 - "e 
: : : ; ; ; ee ee a. a eee re 

equipment room located in the basement of the West Wing. This allows East Wing occupants to communicate with all = pect © > ed eee AS : 
; : é b wee 2 Ceo efor. Sete, ee eer Ay EN Lai 

other occupants in the Capitol, as well as with those outside the building who are connected to various State of \ re A ae ri 

Wisconsin computer networks. Telephone and data equipment rooms are provided on both sides of each floor and are Ni a | | 

connected to a cellular deck system with runs in the floor slabs. This provides equipment space and cable pathways to : | ee 

support the communications services. High-speed data, full-featured telephone and video services are provided from 

these equipment rooms to a variety of different user groups. 8.31 Existing electrical and sound systems, basement, 1999 
of Prior to Restoration and Rehabilitation, sound, phone and data systems in the 

basement were a haphazard installation of wires and cable. 

Lighting 
Original Conditi 

a : — z 

. Z me : ae ‘ : A 8.30 Existing telecommunications, basement, tt 2 
The Mitchell Vance Company of New York furnished all of the light fixtures throughout the wing with the exception of 1999 2 

those covered under the electrical contract and one special fixture in the Governor’s Conference Room. The public Existing telephone punch downs for the wing 3 

corridors of the East Wing were furnished with fixtures identical to those that had been installed in the West Wing. A were located in the basement. The majority of on F 

copy of the schedule of West Wing fixtures was used to order the same fixtures for the East Wing. The total amount for Se Te ppetaf Ct Hg = 
3 i , the governor & office phones. That phone a 

this fixture package was $21,255.50, including a 10 percent rebate per contract agreement. A memorandum of fixtures circuitry was located in a separate, air- a =r z 

installed in the East Wing dated 20 March 1911 gives a total price of $32,408.50. conditioned room. During the 1998-2001 work, Ree een, 8 
punch down blocks were installed in two rooms x a | ame 4 ie) | ie 

‘ ‘ F S 4 oneach floor instead of in one central location. o eee a a 
This figure included a $9,351.50 contract, dated 12 October 1909, for specially designed fixtures for some of the private Gee oe i z es 

: ; ; ——e s a 
offices. On the first floor, these fixtures were restricted to the governor’s private office, private secretary’s office and j Eno = see | LES 

| Gao ee Tie 
lobby, a toilet room, the Executive Chamber (now known as the Governor’s Conference Room) and lobby. On the second a. i Eo i | l | Pe 

floor, the eight bronze candelabra standards within the niches of the Supreme Court Hearing Room and desk lights for 1 - cee age a He 

the Supreme Court bench were provided as part of the contract. The Supreme Court Consultation Room chandelier and fccy 1 eee aeeree 1) Ee | i 

wall brackets were also included. On the third floor the chandeliers and wall brackets for the reading room located within a on eer eoritt pikes | | i 

the State Law Library were included. The finishes of all the fixtures were to be vernis gilt, bronze or brass except in the : Ei pene soe | | . 

Executive Chamber, where they were finished with gold. The glassware of the sunburst fixtures in the Executive Chamber See 7h Pr a 4 

was heavy French crystal with ground, cut and polished surfaces. All other glassware was specified to be alabaster or 1 z , | i = 

crystal with ground interior surfaces. A special fixture for the table of the Executive Chamber was ordered from the = ] | q i : 

Sterling Bronze Company of New York in July 1914. The fixture, costing $600, was an electric bronze standard with an | sg / | t 4 

alabaster bowl.?” = = ss = Mi L 

Most of the private offices were originally fitted with Type I three-lamp wall brackets and companion Type H five lamp i a aa pa | 
pendants with reflectors. The attorney general and executive department stenographers’ offices, as well as the Supreme 8.32 (right) New communications equipment ; a 

Court secretaries’ offices, were originally fitted with Type W three-lamp wall brackets and Type V five-lamp pendants. rooney! ates : 
aioe ale oan i ; There are two communications equipment E | 

Lighting for the Supreme Court justices’ chambers consisted of Type BB three-lamp wall brackets and Type AA six-lamp rooms on each floor of the wing providing ne 

pendants. The support staff areas for the Supreme Court, including the clerk of court’s office, received Type W two-lamp service for telephone, sound and data systems. 
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ef asap & a is & eS 7 z wall brackets and Type X four-lamp pendants. This deliberate hierarchy of fixture types and finishes is indicative of the 

ree Oe “ S) " ny fl yr : architect’s approach to all finishes applied in the East Wing private office areas.”* 

: ae i 
CTS ® © ® ® ® © ate 2 Existing Conditions in 1998 

| i © 3 In 1998, the majority of original fixtures remained in use in the main corridors, lobby and vestibule areas. In private office 

d| wy : 7 a i eae ic 3 areas, all original fixtures of special design were still in use; however, lamps had been changed to more contemporary 

a Ser ai ee a eS y 5 types with brighter filaments and frosted treatments. The main portions of the original Mitchell Vance Company’s 

ieee S “supplementary lighting” package for the office areas in particular had vanished in favor of general overhead luminous 

cry es ® ® ®@ Ou oe ® oO ecaee ® ceiling treatment involving fluorescent strip lights used in combination with a suspended-grid ceiling. Other private 

ae a office areas were fitted with single-lamp, white opal-glass pendants (referred to as “schoolhouse” pendants by the 

we i t y : electrical engineers) in place of original multi-lamp pendants. Most of the wall bracket fixtures had been removed, and 

oe : the existing boxes fitted with blank cover plates. Where existing fixtures were still in use, lamps had been replaced with 

© @ Gere © © modern 120-volt AC versions of the original low-voltage DC fixtures. Secondary corridors had been retrofitted with 

, fo Onan suspended white opal-glass “schoolhouse” type globes with incandescent lamps. 

ae a se = : rey 
ce 1 eS Wy nea, Ke ost of the private offices on the ground floor were illuminated by means of three 12-foot rows of suspended, parallel- 

eee ® Ny | ® ¥ 6 iS & blade, direct/indirect linear fluorescent pendant fixtures. This same lighting scheme was used in some office areas on the 

gp ANAT rd first, second, third and fourth floors as well. Lighting in the third floor library was provided by continuous rows of 

‘ee . OF : yl ; @ fluorescent “stack lights” above the corridors between shelves. 
j ie HL be os a vt 

x = _A Peels —& : 2 y : Current Conditions, 2001 

i= at eat | S : Existing original fixtures have been rewired and refurbished according to specifications and reinstalled at original 
ee é | & ¥! e locations. Modern replicas of some original fixtures, specifically Type W wall brackets, were fabricated by the Brass 

& At aK i 4 ie or 77 Light Company of Milwaukee. Other replicas, as well as parts for some of the existing incomplete fixtures, were 

lenceah ts! b : aS reproduced by Frank Boesel of Experi-Metals, also of Milwaukee. Many of these replicas contain compact fluorescent 

® e@ e ® @ o— 6 ® one eo a. lamps with either 2,700 Kelvin or 3,000 Kelvin color temperature lamps for an appearance compatible with existing 

¥ i —- ere ¥ incandescent fixtures. Original fixture types O, M and U were taken from the brass room storage and placed in secondary 

6 8 Sor 8 U stair halls of the fourth floor. Although documentation does not place these fixtures at this location, it was the consensus 

/\ Oe é aoe @ eo of the design team, together with building occupants, that the fixtures be located in this manner. 

@ Hal @ yy Kg AGS © 

Sr 8 “4 ry Es A, fege ae Most private offices were fitted with Type W replica wall brackets and new, high-lumen output, compact fluorescent 

S . lee j e 8 pendants manufactured by Manning Lighting of Sheboygan. These fixtures are wired for dual lighting levels for both 

Hi A i al ©. GED (@) wescgrirge energy conservation and visual requirement flexibility. The Manning fixtures are mounted in locations of the original 
Mn eA =i f ca eiaenl i Ge 2) 5bB 1654 . fixtures and bear a “timeless aesthetic” antique-brass-like finish. They also have removable lamp/ballast trays that will 

We We? : Hi a scHpUe 4. encourage new light source substitutions in the future without replacement of the entire fixture. 

* © . pean 
oH ee Scab Senge na HELE: Workrooms, copier rooms and similar areas of common use have been fitted with recessed and surface linear T8 

: ‘ aD a ore aoa: ee fluorescent and compact fluorescent fixtures. 

foot a (eee coos 

atiew® tren T 6 Elevators 
8.33 Post drawing 518-1654, Schedule and Electric Fixtures, 1908 oe none Lica 
George B. Post designed the original light fixtures to be used throughout the Capitol and specified each one’s location. In In early 1908 the Capitol Commission was faced with deciding whether to install hydraulic plunger or electric elevators in the 
addition to providing illumination, the fixture selection reinforced the hierarchy of spaces intended by the design. new building. Hydraulic passenger elevators had been in use since the late 1870s. The Otis Elevator Company introduced 
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: : ‘ f peruse ~ 2 
the first gearless traction electric elevator in 1903. Kaestner & Co. (Kaestner & Hecht) of Chicago was awarded the contract ae aU Fe g 

to install electric elevators in the East Wing (the company eventually installed the elevators in all four wings of the Capitol). = se x = a 

The East Wing contained two public passenger elevators traveling from the basement to the attic, as did all the wings; in ee a [ae ee: a, 3 

addition, the wing contained two private elevators used by the Supreme Court and the attorney general. Kaestner’s ee a , F 
A 3 ae < Be eh p 

contract for $15,174 was signed 11 September 1908.” The East Wing elevator specifications direct the contractor to supply, one sb al = t 3 

install and connect complete elevator equipment including foundation, sub-bases, anchor bolts, direct connected electric eS Ae Be Wee: : Pe 

hoisting machines, cables, chains, guide posts, guides, sheave beams, supporting beams, sheave hangers, sheaves, oY pee ek Ss fou : 
7 Gree athe me r= 0 i mee * 

platforms, cars, counterweights and electric connections. Kaestner was to supply and erect steel beams and channels to capita Ayo, ee SS ieee fo 4 e 

support the overhead machinery except the two 15 inch beams over the passenger elevators.*® é 3 1 oe 6 Ge i? 

rs pie 
Machinery for the two passenger elevators was located in the basement adjacent to the bottom of the shafts, while (wie. ¥ ¢ -, 

machinery for the two private elevators was placed on the attic (fourth) floor above the shafts. The machinery for all four mummies ee: —. 

elevators was traction type; each elevator was equipped with an electric motor and winding drum mounted on an iron 8.37 Schoolhouse pendant light, 1999 Pe, aoe 
* x S ‘ Single-lamp, white opal-glass pendants, ; ve 

base.3!_ The Northern Electric Company of Madison may have built the motors.2_ The motors were 220 volts direct referred to by the engineers as x as ‘i 

current and were required to be capable of a temporary overload of 50 percent. The private elevator motors were 25- “schoolhouse” style, had replaced : ge | 

horse-power and the passenger motors were 50-horse-power. The connections of the motor and operating devices were original multi-lamp pendant fixtures in : : 
‘ 33 some private offices. 

to consume current only when the elevator was in use. 

The capacity of the passenger elevators was 2,500 pounds at a minimum speed of 300 feet per minute, with one of them, : i ze 
j : 8 i 8 

= Al 2 
= 2 es 3 & ‘i Hy Pex] is 

8 8 Bees ~ Pere. | Walste ue 
8 8 St 8 

ry deca aes ee ' a 

3 3 , 3 a 4 <j} Lg Cee ell i 

SSS 2 & 4 % 7 4 “is on iy i £ oct. La | 

\ ema z ie y 3 , a ee a E Il yi a, Re 
NS 8 ie ee ce ae } iL Pd ee vA 
BS mi co aa : wm Roce fo ‘a [ { =o Ss itsaset ai) eo 

pe oo ae mt re MS Aes ee a i nog iS ———_> Sa ui at 

ate rs (gm Ye Pe: He al qi | —_ . 
VA : a ' ee ae) g ee 3 baa g 4 i BS a Bs ie fae ' , a i 

eRe AY : oS Sa ae SN > em | a ee , ale dp Apes 7) am or ave 

eae ail : BO ee” ee ae e S| Sa Rail) te 3) mel 

nee | = > ee aa ry Ta fay WA te A 
er SL ae Ea Sree tT | ara I} PU ieaechy cial bel Teenie 

é EE lee Ee ae || ttt hi ee Te imiel al oe ni 

= ee Ca lu P|) ma |e a 
a a ee a | 5 aie | 14 iH rap een 

ws) \ 7 3 i — fee al 5 ec le = ~~ Gat Hea eek | Pa ee 
;  _—/_ aii FR ie i Pret ae | 7] ions. i 

8.34 Type O light fixture, exploded, 1996 8.35 Type N light fixture, exploded, 8.36 Fluorescent lights, ground floor, @ lass — ee | Sie SA 

In 1996 Affiliated Engineers, Inc. surveyed 1993 1999 peti eee; eS a: 

the Capitol’s brass room, where unused Original fixtures were cataloged and Several types of fluorescent lights, 1 _ % Laohe oe Teta ee), 

original brass pieces are stored. Fixtures cleaned, then reused when possible. often used in conjunction with lowered 8.38 Fluorescent lights, third floor, 1999 eo Eke ee eae | 

were photographed whole, then disassembled The “G-3” label corresponds to the acoustical tile ceilings, had replaced Original lighting in the third floor library had been ee Se : ] tia 

and photographed in the “exploded” state catalog system used by Affiliated many original light fixtures. replaced with fluorescent light fixtures. Both pendant- ere i z 2 6 

and cataloged. Engineers, Inc., not the original Post style and ceiling-mounted fixtures were in use prior to [ oi 

schedule. Restoration and Rehabilitation. | eae 
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loi 2 the safe-lifting elevator, capable of lifting 6,000 pounds at a slower speed. The private elevators lifted 1,200 pounds at 

Vy. & aminimum speed of 300 feet per minute. The safe-lifting elevator had four, %-inch hoisting cables and %-inch counter- 

| a weight cables with a minimum breaking strain of 19,400 pounds. The three other elevators had four, */s-inch hoisting and 

ee 5 counterweight cables with a minimum breaking strain of 10,000 pounds.** 
DoX a 

: As shown on Post drawing 518-600 (basement plan), the elevator shafts for the passenger cars measured 11 feet 9% 

z inches by 6 feet 3% inches, with 9-inch-thick brick walls. The walls of the cars were grillwork backed by plate glass; 

5 therefore, for reasons of appearance, the shafts were lined with white, dull-finish enameled bricks measuring 2 inches 

5 by 8% inches by 4 inches.*° 

Oa Ip ae \ ag 8.39 Prototype Manning fixture, 1995 Each elevator was operated by an electric lever switch in the car, placed within reach of the operator when opening the 

co hein allt laa, A new light fixture was developed, during the South Wing Restoration and shaft door. The switch was attached to a cable controlling the switches on the switchboard at the machine. An electric 

eee Rehabilitation, to provide lighting. Sor ‘private offices. The appearance of this pushbutton signal and an annunciator were installed in each car. The switch to control the light fixture in the car was on 

~ il A Jixture was modified slightly for use in the East Wing; chains were substituted the annunciator panel. Kaestner installed a dial-type indicator above the doors of the two passenger elevators that ~ I ; Z for the brass rods used fe the original prototype. The Sixture has a custom FMI oatie floor location ofthe car within the shaft 6 

v ey cast brass ring and provides indirect fluorescent lighting. Manning Lighting to 
manufactured the new light fixtures installed in many private offices in 2001. 

The cars for the two private elevators measured 4 feet 2 inches by 4 feet 8 inches. The shafts were concrete finished with 

’ (2 2 plaster. The motor rooms for both elevators were on the attic floor above the shafts (Post drawing 518-605).*” The cars 

A were probably made by Brown Bros. Manufacturing Co. of Chicago in 1910.%8 

. si _—, oa ee E at Hj Z 2: Modifications and xirine Conditions in 1908 : : 

ae es Bares, ak SS Th] 2: The paeiuel elevator cars and ornate iron Books of all eight passenger elevators in the Capitol were replaced im the early 

eee ad Lil “e ~ i re: = 1960s. Otis Elevator Co. manufactured and installed the new elevator system. Steel-framed cars made of furniture steel 

a Seen oe sa) ee eos | Le z of varying gauges replaced the original cars. The modern elevator cars were installed in the existing shafts. The white 

= - bs a pee TS | |e 3 i enameled brick lining the shafts was left in place. The passenger car, on the south side of the wing, measures 6 feet 8 

= a as: See ; i ca A> inches wide by 7 feet 6'/2inches high by 4 feet 2 inches deep. The door opening is 44 inches wide by 84 inches high. The 

ae ey -—— ce | Eo eo E passenger elevator travels 200 feet per minute and has a capacity of 3,000 pounds. The elevator on the north side of the 

4 pete ee suede sa pers ori Fen 5 wing, used for freight only, also travels 200 feet per minute but has a capacity of 3,500 pounds.*” 

ee ee 
1 ae as oo a8 Snead — ff! The original elevator machinery was also replaced during the 1960s project. The Capitol’s electrical system was con- 
y = iS ‘ ; eae Zz ae see rel coe i verted from direct current to alternating current between 1958 and 1963. In 1964, according to a Wisconsin State Journal 

if i = ae pai gm eee = article, there were still four of the old elevators plus the two private ones that had not yet been replaced and were still 

a were ||| ame using direct current. The Capitol Heat and Power Plant still had two DC generators at that time, so a rectifier was installed 

a : : ean Ee » F at a in the Capitol basement to convert the AC power to DC to operate those six elevators. The new elevators were geared 

Wot Are 7 ws gs traction elevators. Because a DC motor enables the smoothest stop, an AC motor was installed to drive the DC generator 

one ’ oake'| 5 a : : ‘ oe e ; 4 Bi to power the elevator machinery. The freight elevator was powered via an AC motor.”° 

is 5 . = x a id pean 8.40 White enamel brick inside elevator shaft, In 1966 specifications were prepared to replace both private elevators in the existing hoistways. These specs were 

pes ES wa wag eh 4 PB, subsequently amended to replace only the north elevator and abandon the other. The power supply for the new elevator 

+ ae it : a Hees ae Ae lee ek was 208 volt, 60-cycle AC. The motors were two-speed AC, with load capacity to be 1,000 pounds at 100 feet per minute. oa : shafts were visible through the glass-lined iron > y' 1 > IP 2U00 pi Pp 

% a grillwork of the original elevator cars, the shafts The elevator was to travel approximately thirty feet with three stops. The machinery was located above the shaft over 
ee oe hte bias | abi: — i the hoistway, mounted on structural steel beams furnished in place. The contractor furnished and installed a source of 

ae he k seca ie bea ie He ior ed ie roi direct current for the operation of the machine braker and the controller switches. The car and frame were specified as 

a ae . replaced in the 1960s. steel with a tri-pass door measuring 2 feet wide by 7 feet high. The 2-foot-10-inch by 3-foot-4-inch platform was to be 
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built of a steel frame with wood subflooring.*! J ea Zz 
8 aia ‘g at 6 

In 1963 a hydraulic freight elevator and hoistway enclosure were installed on the loading dock at the Northeast Pavilion, ncmegnca ae oa 5 | 3 

within the ground floor porte-cochere. The elevator was a Dover brand “Oildraulic” installed by Northwestern Elevator acme NS ) Ls z 

Company of Milwaukee. It replaced an existing sidewalk elevator. The car measured 8 feet deep, 7 feet 8 inches wide and > a oe a ae A Z 

11 feet 7 inches high. The car platform was 4 feet wide and 6 feet deep; the existing hoistway was 5 feet wide and 6 feet z sh eee eae : “a iN : 2 

4 inches deep. The capacity was 1,500 pounds with a speed of 25 feet per minute. The elevator traversed approximately Ds XS y i = 4 a gs 3 

9 feet between the loading dock and the basement. The 5 horse-power, 208-220-440-volt motor was made by Robbins 2) 3 ae : . 

and Myers, Inc. of Dayton, Ohio. A 208-volt, three-phase fused disconnect and a single-phase 120-volt outlet in the @41 Private elevator i. <a : 

hoistway were to be provided by others but this service wasn’t available until February 1964, presumably after the DC machine room, 1998 JES, y. pe / 2 

to AC power conversion project was completed. The pump was a Roper 1949. The machinery for the Mi es! IMD eee aG@eE 
two private elevators = gt SN ad 
was located on the attic 4 >) 2 ; CSS oy | ! : <E 

Current Conditions (fourth) floor. The SSS eee Pe 

The East Wing passenger elevator installed in the 1960s continues in service as of 2001. As part of East Wing Restora- original direct current i ie ig! oe ii pe 3 J = 

tion and Rehabilitation, the interior of the elevator car was remodeled and the machinery upgraded. The controls es Sor the a : ae < ae = . aS re oe : 
wr remained in i a , Bl es ay Setces : 

installed in the 1960s were replaced with solid state controls. The generator sets that were used to convert AC to DC weit i pos although nie. . ot" : << 

power for the drive motors have been replaced with AC motor drives that are controlled by variable frequency drives. the elevator was = ian Sey 7? Fe y 2 : of 

New communication and safety devices were installed and the elevators brought into compliance with federal ADA abandoned after 1966. ’ Meee Ne : ¥: a 4 

(Americans with Disabilities Act) guidelines. The elevator on the north side of the wing continues to be used for freight 

with limited access (Capitol maintenance staff only) and was modified to accommodate larger loads. z 

Both private elevators in the East Wing were removed during the 1998-2001 work. Two of the historic elevator doors have g 

been installed for ornamental purposes at the original locations in the second floor corridor behind the Supreme Court. The ; Be. JS e 

former openings contain black glass for opacity, and the original private elevator shafts are now used for ductwork. Pp xe | Les Q i = z 
a A <p ee Sa ees ae 

The dock freight elevator was removed upon completion of the new Risser Justice Center in 2001. The justice building’s ; 7 3 ‘ et [ eB “eal ew 

dock serves the Capitol via a tunnel that was constructed beneath Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard during Restoration :G ; { ; 5 a Bees s 

and Rehabilitation. | ae ee El i 
peo. ee 

A limited use, limited access (LULA) elevator was installed on the south side of the wing during the East Wing project. é H oe cee —— cee 

The hydraulic lift runs from third floor to fourth and will be used by the co-chairs of the legislature’s Joint Committee on eo Ei Se : Peg 

Finance. The new shaft for the elevator is constructed of concrete block. The LULA was manufactured by Concord | Be! ; 

Elevator, Inc. of Brampton, Ontario and was installed by Braun Elevator Corporation of Madison. The equipment room 3 H 

is next to the lift on the third floor. The car measures 80 inches high, 45'/2inches wide and 59 % inches deep. The capacity 4  f j : 

is 1,400 pounds at a speed of 30 feet per minute, and distance traveled is 198 inches. The LULA operates on a 208-volt, ' : oe : 

three-phase power supply. i i Sees a : 

e as E ee 

Vacuum System Haid Pa 
Original Conditions | Ay cst Nig 

A central vacuum cleaning system was installed for housekeeping service in the new Capitol. Secretary Lew F. Porter 8.42 Dock freight elevator, 1999 i inl 

and Chairman Magnus Swenson of the Capitol Commission consulted a Mr. Worden, chief engineer of the Prescott AD ag LENE ETE ECLA ECE TE 
: é i Northeast Pavilion in 1963. The elevator was installed in an 

Steam Pump Company, for his recommendation of the best pump vacuum cleaner system available at the time. Upon existing hoistway, and operated between the dock level and the 

Worden’s advice, Palm Vacuum Cleaner Company of Detroit and Spencer Turbine Company of Windsor, Connecticut basement. The freight elevator was removed in 2001. 
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: 75" ; 2 each installed their systems on a trial basis in one wing of the building, Spencer in the East Wing and Palm in the West. 

PII . | + {8 A 14 February 1914 letter to Porter from B. H. Seals, chief electrician for the state, compared the test results of the two 

ea aye ! _ 2 systems. Palm was ultimately awarded the contract for the entire building.” 

OVERALL CAB | g 
5/8” LENGTH S ver 9 : : ; i : 

” RUNNING - As : The East Wing plumbing contractor installed all of the risers and vacuum outlets on the floors and connected the risers 

Sener aan a - | 2 to the mains at the basement ceiling. The piping was standard galvanized wrought iron with “Durham fittings with 

2 pes : 8 recessed hubs screwed on to the pipe in such a manner that there will be no inequality of the inside bore,” according to 

BOL UEG the original specification.*° 
Ran BRACKET 

sack 

. a ae oe yar Existing conditions in 1998 

: = p y 7 5 The existing vacuum cleaning systems had been abandoned, and for the most part the equipment and piping removed. 

3 LLL MUMLLLULLMUMIL . LINLMLLLLM ALLL RL LA “Ly 
1 Ce ee eg 4 ol Current conditions, 2001 

Y : Pea yy All that remains of the vacuum cleaning system are the brass inlet covers that were left in place for reasons of historic 

WY) ST : appearance and reference to original conditions. 

cre | ooo oe ce Nocual Gets Entrance Sy | 
= 5 Elovatae Carcdractae 
ae cS uw 

ez s a as < : wz Baa 3ox S42 
2 Bae Dp AC oe? 

2 38 LOWER cs 
e = LANDI i , 

. ; H | x CA 

rs) U, fey 

Flee = Y paar | V7" 

| | Ae AZ. 
322 air 

38 pri 
Deses 4 Entrees by owns! | | atic 

See “Entronces" im 

8.43 Braun elevator LULA plan (detail), 2000 

A limited use, limited access lift (LULA) was installed in 2001 for use by members of the Joint Committee on Finance. The lift 

operates between the third and fourth floors on the south side of the wing. 
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. 2 4 : ag Os ZL a Woe ; 5 | | onstruction of the Wisconsin State Capitol began before the state adopted any set of code requirements. At 

ow ee fa fs ve = that time, it was incumbent upon the architect to employ good sense in designing safe and functional 
2a BN SS ee = Ae a et | buildings; both the architect’s training and his experience played significant roles in his ability to meet this 

se eS nn A md Es 4 ae i : : : 
a és) ee ete | 3 expectation. The Capitol’s architect, George B. Post & Sons, had vast experience with structural design and the use | =i te pec __ Fang ane ae P P 8 8 
S| 5 ech a ee ie 5 of advanced construction practices, rendering the firm highly qualified to provide the Capitol Commission with a NY | Pg | P g ghly q P P' 

P cs ; —— ‘ ee | design that was fire-safe, structurally advanced and highly functional. The Post firm stood at the forefront of a iC E 7 en - : | 8 ‘ ee 
a me LESS QS A es =| p A architectural technology on the East Coast in the later years of the nineteenth century. Its design for the Capitol 

fe] | cates! Beale 3 p pa : 2 : 
' a ! : ed 4] 7] incorporated accepted contemporary standards of design and construction with the latest technology and modern 

~ TAYY ok 0 BSS ag | oes | fireproof construction. 
reece \e ee | =| 

ke eters ik ae ee 
SS aa =| 

a ae a ea History of Codes Relating to the Capitol 
rs SS as Eat ie I 4 Original Fire Safety Codes 

las ¢ | -— fe eo | . . * : . . . Ee = | | ae | i | By the late 1800s, the use of iron, steel and poured concrete in buildings allowed designers and builders to fabricate 
exe| y b i ie them at a much larger scale than previously possible. Construction materials used in the Capitol included tile and 
== | | plaster walls, steel columns and beams with flat clay tile arches that supported concrete floors above and plaster 

4 | y, = e . le ceilings below. Post used these materials purposefully because they were fire-resistant and light in weight, thus 

= Mf =: Be i meeting the fire safety standards that the Capitol Commission required.' 
cad VA ad — chr a 

Sua 7 fe 
‘ieee 2 i —— | = Since the Post firm was based in New York, and since Wisconsin had no governing code, it is likely that Post used 

P rs i : * eee zi : . : eae) — gf OE Eases New York City code in designing the Wisconsin State Capitol. Although New York code was a work in progress at that ol PR ng ell i eon ‘ . ‘ ; ‘ ee ae Scere Ao — ans 45a a en ne .— time, code restrictions were clearly in place in that city. The Library of Congress catalog includes a citation for a New 

aa ss - og pe | te Pa York City building code enacted in 1899,? as well as an entry for the building code of New York City with amendments 
ee pee: aS re) ey to 12 April 1906.* The mere existence of these codes in published form indicates that the Post firm would have been 

a sr Bee Cone i. ys well accustomed to governance by building code from the very beginning of the century. Under New York City code, 

: see - a i : the Capitol would have been considered a Class I fireproof structure, meaning that all the structural members and 

as ee Pee support walls had to be constructed of noncombustible material or an assemblage of noncombustible materials. The 

New York City code required a minimum four-hour rating for exterior walls and the use of noncombustible materials in 
9.1 Barrel vault from first floor Rotunda, circa 1915 : a 2 : me : se cea - i Grand open spaces and the penetration of space, typified by the connection of the East Wing construction of permanent interior partitions. The code placed no limitations on height or area. 

barrel vault to the Rotunda, are essential to the historic character of the building. Under 

contemporary building codes, such spaces are not allowed. In order to retain the integrity of Origin al HVAC Codes 

bistore building fabric, special legislation created an exemption of the Capitol from the The New York codes may have provided some guidelines for minimum space temperature and ventilation standards Wisconsin Building Code that allowed upgrading the building without full code compliance. é i 5 ; : 
It is important to note, however, that equivalent safety was achieved by alternative methods; despite the absence of any governing Wisconsin code. In 1914, near the end of the Capitol’s eleven-year construc- 

ublic safety was never compromised. tion process, Wisconsin created the Industrial Commission and gave it the power to establish building codes to Pi Ip P’ g P gs 
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= re Bo es be ae \ a: provide for safety and other minimum standards in the work environment. At that point, some Wisconsin require- 

Eas aes ee seems a 5 i Ce a. 2 ments became effective, but since the Capitol was already under construction, new code would not have applied.* 

<< E\ psn oe’ z Sy a os f | : 4 iF Pay i i F Original Egress Patterns 
te i | aa i e re 3 The Post firm appears to have considered circulation and egress patterns carefully in its design. Primary exit occurs 

Be! a bE Oa ie) ee a } Pe So z through two sets of stairs in each wing. In the East Wing, the grand stairs connect the ground and second floors, and 

Hee | ame ane EL a eee a: secondary stairwells connect the basement to the fourth floor, with nearby stairways in the central portion connecting 

nn oe Supapscnaaie —— So ae ce es eo S the fourth and fifth floors. Each of these stairways was also designed to provide access to the stair corridors or galleries 
; : a 4 ao : Z - | | a me S i adjoining the sonra corridor. These stair corridors and galleries, in turn, lead to entrance doors on the ground and first 

| i i Be - ae : : at : | (| ; i | ae SRC SS Although floors vary as to the number wi Gas paths prods to the primary ot secondary oe exits are provided ee 

\ a a rr ara ie i Li be es oo : each level. In general, rooms were provided with an exit into a secondary corridor or lobby that in turn leads to a main 

\ ‘ \ \ \ ; 7 Y oy } i yi rs | Reta. corridor. Very few instances occur in which the only exit from a room leads to another room; when this does occur the 

i se awa | ‘it a | iy So | ES Pe rn : connected rooms serve only a single building occupant or office. 

er 4\ ' i | q - \ “ _ : Original Structural Codes 
ee A. Sa, Ha oe Be re i ESS | eas i George B. Post was educated as a civil engineer prior to receiving his architectural training.’ It is evident that he was 

9.2 Fourth floor Selective Removal, 1999 knowledgeable about structural design requirements and loads. He knew how to integrate engineering requirements 

Removal of plaster from the upper portion of the wall reveals the clay tile wall structure. This wall with architectural design criteria involving then-current building technologies for steel, concrete, masonry, clay tile 

system is lightweight and inherently fire-resistant. arches, fireproofing and steel. Post’s specifications for the Capitol indicate stringent material strength properties for 

steel and also extensive testing of steel used for beams and columns.® The specifications also required visual inspection 

: 9 of the subsoil under the footings by the architect.’ 

Vil : 3 : Rha 
PAIE RES Se RS i Capitol Exemption in 1989 

= By the late 1980s, when the scope of the impending restoration and rehabilitation work began to emerge, the need for a 

a Bier ide ‘ — and modern in every respect with the usual equipment and ; master plan to direct this work became apparent, particularly with regard to compliance with state building codes. A 

Bleviltore should be lscated vadiecear tie tte aii aia Genuic Icheciers and Suprene z conflict emerged between full code compliance and a quality restoration and rehabilitation project. This conflict became 

Court Room, and private staircases should also be provided. 2 an issue when the Division of Facilities Development submitted plans for the North Wing to the Department of Industry, 

There are to be provided for departments, where so designated, cloak and toilet rooms for a Labor and Human Relations (DILHR) for state plan approval. 

both men and women. In addition to these there shall be public toilet rooms on the ground, 8 

second and third stories as scheduled. These shall be of ample size for men and women. 

It is the judgment of the Commission that the new dome be in outline similar to the pres- A preliminary building code study was performed in 1988 detailing measures that would be required for the Capitol to 

ent one, but in scalé with the new building. : come into compliance with the 1986-87 Wisconsin Administrative Code, including the current editions of the Existing 

Building Code, the Historic Building Code and the Building Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Code.* The 

study concluded that major renovations, were they made under the guidance of current code, would have required major 

alterations to the building.’ 

7 28 

Major alterations to the building would have affected public spaces particularly, because current codes did not allow the 

types of open spaces found in the Rotunda and main corridors. The impact of the modifications that would have been 

9.3 Capitol Commission Program, page 28, 1906 Uys i required to the highly decorated surfaces of the building to bring it into full compliance would have been devastating to 

i bea sh sli Bie : aA oe : pgm aa pace its historic integrity. A greater problem, however, was the life safety issue presented by the lack of exits from the wing 

the 1906 Program suggests that the 1904 fire had quickened the commission's awareness of fire- ends at upper floors. In 1989, in order to avoid destruction of and modifications to significant historic fabric of the 

resistance as a priority in the new design. Capitol, the legislature adopted a special bill that created an exemption for the building from the all Wisconsin building 
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codes and regulations; however, federal rules and codes remained applicable. In practice this legislation has allowed the Southwest Pavilions.'' In summary, although the Capitol is exempt from state building codes, an interest in compliance 

planning to proceed without addressing specific violations of the code provided that equivalent degrees of safety and with the previously listed codes has obligated architects to examine each space. Corrections and adjustments that could 

protection are devised and implemented. Provision for safety of building occupants and contents has governed the be made without detriment to the historic nature and function of the building were implemented wherever possible. For 

planning and design of the preservation, restoration and rehabilitation efforts. The exemption allows for the use of example, many doors were altered to swing outward along the path of egress; this change is not detectable from the 

innovative means to provide for safety without necessitating extensive and damaging alterations to the building fabric aspect of historic appearance, but it provides function in compliance with current code. 

or physical appearance." The law effectively allows the Division of Facilities Development to maintain safety without 

oversight by the Division of Safety and Buildings. Historic Building Code 

Chapter 70, the “Historic Building Code” of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, also could have applied to the Capitol. 

The Capitol exemption of 1989 allowed the implementation of the Capitol Master Plan issued by the Joint Committee on The intent of Chapter 70 was: 

Legislative Organization on 4 June 1987. The Capitol Master Plan has informed and guided all aspects of the preserva- 

tion, restoration and rehabilitation efforts that have been undertaken since. e To provide alternative building standards for preserving or restoring buildings or structures designated as historic 

buildings; 

e To facilitate the restoration of historic buildings so as to preserve their original or restored architectural elements 

Current Wisconsin State Building Code and features; 
The building code for Wisconsin consists of portions of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, specifically the New e To encourage energy conservation; 

Building Code, the Historic Building Code and the Existing Building Code for structures prior to 1914. The New e To permit a cost-effective approach to historic preservation and restoration; 

Building Code became effective in 1914; periodic additions and revisions have been made to it since then, the most e To provide for the health, safety and welfare of occupants and visitors in qualified historic buildings; 

recent in 2000. The Historic Building Code, which became applicable in 1955 with subsequent amendments, primarily e To provide a process for the granting of variances in order to permit the proper preservation or restoration of 

governs the preservation and restoration of buildings and has undergone periodic updates since its inception. The qualified historic buildings; 

Existing Building Code became effective in 1914 and, like the other two codes, has been modified throughout the years. e To provide a reasonable means of access to historic buildings for people with physical disabilities. 

The Industrial Commission was responsible for administering the relevant codes from 1914 through 1969. Legislation The intent of ILHR Chapter 70 as administered in 1995 by the Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations was 

introduced in 1967 and enacted in 1969 (Chapter 276, Laws of 1969), part of a broad reorganization of state government the same as that of Chapter Comm 70 in 2001, as administered by the Department of Commerce. 

at that time, renamed the commission as Industry, Labor and Human Relations. ILHR remained a commission for ten 

years, then in 1979 became the Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations, headed by a secretary rather than Although the Wisconsin legislature has exempted the Capitol from all state building codes so that its historic elements 

acommissioner. In effect, although the original Industrial Commission was renamed and restructured by these changes, and features can be maintained, efforts have been made to provide energy-conservation and cost-effective measures 

it remained the governing body for matters of building code. whenever feasible. Efforts also have been made to address the health, safety and welfare of occupants and visitors. By 

addressing the ADA guidelines, planners and designers have provided the maximum accessibility possible throughout 

A significant change in responsibility for the Wisconsin Administrative Code occurred in 1996. At that time, respon- for people with physical disabilities while at the same time maintaining the historic fabric and character of the building. 

sibility for code administration was shifted from the Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations to the Because ADA is a federal civil rights act, the Capitol is subject to the requirements of ADA. 

Department of Commerce. Therefore, the preliminary code study of 1987 was performed with reference to the ILHR 

chapters, as was the code analysis for the South Wing in 1995. When the East Wing project was undertaken in 1998, Existing Building Code for Structures Prior to 1914 

no significant changes in regard to intent of relevant chapters had occurred, but those ILHR chapters had been The Existing Building Code as it could have applied to the Capitol consists of two parts, ILHR Chapters 75 and 76 prior 

renamed as “Chapters Comm.” to 1998, which now are Chapters Comm 75 and 76. (Prior to June 1995, these chapters were called Chapter Ind 160 and 

Chapter Ind 161.) Chapter Comm 75, “General Requirements,” is concerned with types of buildings affected, fire- 

New Building Code resistive construction, combustible decorations, standard exit doors, fire extinguishers and fire alarm systems. Chapter 

The New Building Code could have governed the Capitol Master Plan had the Capitol not been made exempt in 1989. Comm 76, “Office Requirements,” addresses guidelines for floor loads, fire alarm systems, automatic sprinklers, standpipes 

Relevant chapters in the New Building Code were ILHR Chapters 51, 52, 54 and 69; after 1998, these chapters became and extinguishers, lighting and passageways. The Existing Building Code does not impose the addition of any 

Chapters Comm 51, 52, 54 and 69. Chapter Comm 51 provides definitions and standards for new buildings; Chapter provisions to those requirements in the New Building Code and is actually less stringent. 

Comm 52 addresses general requirements for new buildings; Chapter Comm 54 pertains to new factory, office and 

mercantile buildings; and Chapter Comm 69 sets forth requirements for barrier-free environments for structures built 

after 1994. The State of Wisconsin used the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) federal guidelines of 1991 to create 

Chapter Comm 69. Discussion of the New Building Code as it related to the Capitol in 1995 can be found in the “Code 

Analysis” chapter of the Historic Structure Report, Book IV, Wisconsin State Capitol: South Wing, Southeast and 
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g Architectural Approach for Compliance 
eae eas ae te a Evaluation of the East Wing for Compliance 
senor ee 3 Prior to the preservation, restoration and rehabilitation work in the South Wing beginning in 1996, an exhaustive code 

Pace ene B compliance study was performed involving each space within the wing. The information gathered was assembled in 
oo eee ek er tables documenting existing (1995) code compliance issues within each space and indicating steps to be taken that 

er cca cians Pi ee | would bring the areas into compliance.'? 

= pa ge be When planning began for the East Wing work, the persons involved realized that it was not necessary to prepare such a 
Ce % La ere een ene E comprehensive body of work in advance of architectural intervention. Rather, due to enormous similarities in initial design 

Bele Se 3 and construction, plus the fact that only minor changes had been made in the Wisconsin Administrative Code between 1995 
Ea : | ee Es and 1998, information gathered about the South Wing could serve as a guide to the work in the East Wing. Thus, a great 

: we 7 number of East Wing design decisions regarding code and ADA compliance were informed by information gathered and 
: ee ae decisions made during the South Wing phase of work. This allowed the architects and contractors to work very efficiently. 

: Tos | we 7 Fatah on pach ieee ems | Fares cal ae a 

fe The Capitol is constructed of a steel infrastructure and masonry bearing walls. The steel structure supports clay tile 

arches with cast-in-place concrete floors and is clad in a granite-over-brick exterior. Interior walls are composed of clay 

tile and plaster. Thus, the building shell is inherently fire resistant. Over the years, however, numerous alterations to the 

building had threatened the integrity of the original clay tile and plaster barriers around the steel structure, exposing the 
9.4 Code compliance chart, South Wing Historic Structure Report, 1995 steel and rendering it vulnerable to fire. Original fire-resistance of the structural steel columns was provided by the clay 
Preparation of Historic Structure Report, Book IV, Wisconsin State Capitol: South Wing. Southeast tile and plaster barriers; these barriers, when repaired and intact, were deemed sufficient fire protection for the columns. 

and Southwest Pavilions occasioned extensive evaluation of the wing under relevant chapters of the In the attic, or fourth level, steel in the roof was not protected because fire resistance was not considered necessary at 
a ne eee ifensive sbidy that that level; this remains true and allowable by Wisconsin code in 2001. Although there was very little damage to the 

plaster barriers in the East Wing, there was damage on the interior surfaces of the exterior two-inch clay tile walls. This 
Y damage was especially evident in areas where the third and fourth floor walls had been subjected to possibily greater 
g than anticipated stress from the weight of the fourth floor library stacks. Damage to the clay tile and plaster walls was 

y A repaired during Restoration and Rehabilitation. Also, there were areas on the second, third and fourth floors where the 
Sy 2 original interior clay tile walls did not extend to structure; this situation posed a fire hazard and was rectified in the 

" ce f "2 renovation. 
\ | es a : i 

\ a ’ PT 3 | z In order to meet contemporary standards of fire resistance, shafts and openings with two-hour ratings were constructed 
pe dof ’ ai in the wing. Fire department access was created into the basement level of the East Wing at the new underground 

x a | af BP, 5 Southeast Stair construction (2001) and additional fire extinguishers were added to comply with the minimum, 75-foot- 
: a A spacing code requirement. Also, smoke divisions were created between the central portion and the wing, except at the 

; Pe basement and fourth floors. 
ie 

Io 7 An example of the approach to compliance with safety requirements occurs on the south side of the ground floor where 
aoe’ ee 9.5, Repair of clay tile and plaster barriers, 2000 a unique eT condition oe A onan leather-clad, SO eee door is ee between that room, now part of the 
pee aos The inherent fire-resistance of clay tile and plaster governor’s area, and the public corridor; however, that set of doors is located in a smoke wall, and the leather doors do 

| barriers was deemed adequate fire protection for not meet fire-rating requirements for that type of wall. In order to preserve the doors and still maintain the necessary fire 
boar structural steel columns, so repairs were made te resistance, a new set of oak doors was installed in the interior of the room, while the historic doors were retained in the 

Ue vate ae public corridor. As presently used, both sets of doors are locked and unused for reasons of furniture placement. They 
plaster fire protection of steel, spray-on fire proofing are not necessary for egress, as an egress route exists without them. 
material was used. 

a a 
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gress oo = bo Oe a “EB 
, Bae , : ate NR gos Se ea \ es 2 

Contemporary codes require that floors and office spaces of buildings the size of the Capitol have a minimum of two se Wee ea I ie 2 
: eeceece. Se OS ae CO 3 

separated ways to exit from the space in an emergency. This requirement was clearly not in effect at the time the Capitol | oA <3 Fe  * pS . Ye . 

5 ‘ : i : ~ Ea Bee Ce Mt? £5 3 a 

was designed and constructed because, with the exception of the ground floor, there is no means of exit at the ends of ae | ee we a. rN SE 

the wings. Contemporary codes would require enclosed fire-rated stairways at the end of each wing exiting directly to ae SS eae os SS ee 2 
; a ‘ : z : pat 4 pe a OS Bas DM ES 4 of 

exterior grade. This requirement was the primary reason for exemption of the Capitol from the Wisconsin building code. ee “ ee ae : BS Re ; : = COS os = a 

With the previously noted exception of the ground floor, all exiting presently requires visitors and occupants to move SSS oe . OS a A 

toward the Rotunda at the center of the building, where numerous stairs descend to the first floor for exit at the pavilions i Noy Hy] i ee ~ eS Sine LB > E 
’ 4 ~ Bre i ee a 

or to the ground floor for exit at either the pavilions or the ends of the wings. ee Bs 9s a Se ZB be 
L en , i gore “ 
oe ee =. yee 

ansehen RES eee CO EZ 
Egress patterns in the following analysis are based on exiting the basement and ground floors at the ground floor level, oe ee ees... > Sean — oe 

and exiting first through fourth floors at the first floor level. Equivalent safety conditions are provided on upper levels Soe Bee Re. Ty = se 

to provide for safety of occupants who are unable to exit the building when elevators are not in operation. Areas of ae Ree TOSS ae 5S os ome ee a 

rescue, called “islands of safety,” have been provided at the first through fourth floors. These islands of safety are Poe fe ee eee a as a t 

constructed as fire-resistant spaces where persons can congregate for rescue in case of a fire. Fire dampers, fire doors ee. ee ae SG es cee ae 

and two-hour-rated smoke walls protect these rooms, which will be evacuated by the fire department in the event ofa fire. peo oe es ae ae 3 oe ee 

The location of these rooms was determined in conjunction with the Madison Fire Department. Berna lone ee ee LAS = ‘ 0 SSE ca ee ad a 

9.6 Fourth floor Selective Removal, 1999 

The basement of the East Wing has an acceptable egress pattern. When portions of the fourth floor ceilings were removed, the steel structure of the roof was exposed. It is not 

required, either by original codes or those in force in 2001, that steel in the roof be protected by any sort of barrier 

io y i oy system. Therefore, steel in the roof remains in the state seen here. : 

The ground floor has an acceptable egress pattern, with exiting options at the east end of the wing and at each pavilion. 

Most rooms exit directly into a corridor. 2 
¢ & 

There is an acceptable egress pattern on the first floor. Within the governor’s suite of offices, a new stair has been eee 

constructed that allows egress through the first floor rooms directly below or through the southeast basement area. | = Ae & 

This stair is not ADA accessible, but is a means of egress. (The purpose of the new stair is to provide a means for the | ae See | = a : 

governor to exit the building privately.) The route to the island of safety located on the north side of the wing is ne ———— |e 
Ee | | = 

accessible. 
: ee | 1 

L ie 2 
be Oo le 

The Supreme Court Hearing Room and justices’ chambers are located on the second floor. This floor has an acceptable ay ry \ io | | ,o 

. : 3 ‘ ; eed] eG a i 

egress pattern, as the corridors continuously surround the courtroom with no resulting dead ends. However, there is a - : | | 

change in level of four steps at the junctions of the side and back corridors, making this an inaccessible route. The route o gh j | | ‘i | 

to the island of safety is an accessible route. Most rooms on the second floor exit directly into a corridor. = A a | 1 

The third floor, originally designed as a library and used as quarters for the State Law Library until 2000, has been | 

rehabilitated into office suites. An acceptable egress pattern is found on the third floor, with rooms exiting directly into 

acorridor. The route to the island of safety on the north side of the wing is an accessible route. ae 
9.7 Historic leather doors, 2001 , 

It was desirable to preserve the historic leather doors 

A new Joint Finance Committee hearing room has been installed on the fourth floor; when that room is unlocked, the that originally provided access to the ground floor main 

egress pattern is acceptable. The room contains a great deal of electronic equipment, and may be locked when not in use. corridor. In order to meet smoke-wall rating 

When the room is locked, the corridors on the north and south sides of the wing become dead-end corridors and the requirements) qUaHED-SCHTAWHiTe GalRC OO Wer 
i installed behind the leather doors, thus allowing 

egress pattern is unacceptable. preservation of the historic appearance of the corridor 
while maintaining the smoke barrier. 
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aa vy a ig 3 | z Door swings throughout the wing have been altered to comply with code requirements. Signage throughout the wing 

a Hl af | t oh 2 is being brought into compliance with code. The number and placement of exits is not in full compliance, and will not be 

a ge | ‘a 3 so by legislative decree in order to preserve the historic character of the Capitol. In order to exit the upper floors, it is 

~~ : 7 a =r / : necessary to move toward the Rotunda at the center of the building; compensation for this deviation is provided with 

: . ir a4 mg i i) iE é the construction of islands of safety. 

oe ar } f | 4 g 

| : i i i ‘ g The Northeast Pavilion consists of exits on the ground and first floors, and its second, third, and fourth floors have 

ea ey | : | i e egress patterns associated with the floors of the East Wing and the North Wing. 

of i Americans with Disabilities Act 
Zz oF BMF EE 0.8 Corridor, second floor, 2001 Effective 26 January 1992, the federal government put into effect a civil rights act, the Americans with Disabilities Act- 

4 ———————. \ The private corridor east of the Supreme Court Hearing Room is four Title III Public Accommodations and Services Section (ADA). The scope of the Restoration and Rehabilitation project 

a] paces a ae steps above ee Rn north and ae yen ee this area and the technical requirements involved dictated that the Capitol fall within Section 4.1.7—“Accessible Buildings: 
ais Fo a RN is not accessible, it has been preserved in its historic configuration ° . mealhe sy rk 

. = Jee oe because of the importance Gee architectural space . it. Lowering a aot aie zesietal Tile stairs! 

A the corridor, or the rooms opening off it to the east, could not be 
: i 1 a accomplished without reducing the ceiling height of the Governor's Alterations to a qualified historic building or facility shall comply with 4.1.6 Accessible Buildings: 

Pe a se oe = Conference Room. Ramps can be installed at this location should the need Alterations, the applicable technical specifications of 4.2 through 4.35 and the applicable special 
Misses ee eee arise for full accessibility to the corridor. Rude : ae ‘i z : i: 

application Sections 5 through 10 UNLESS it is determined in accordance with the procedures in 

4.1.7(2) that compliance with the requirements for accessible routes, ramps, entrances or toilets would 

4 eas a oe ie z threaten or destroy the historic significance of the building or facility in which case the alternative 

& i a ? i requirements in 4.1.7(3) may be used for the feature. 

eee Loan eee 
LS oe gees Baie ey : Because the Capitol is listed on the National Register of Historic Places and has been designated a National Historic 

ae : a 4 gee oe a Be ve 2 Landmark, requirements for ADA are less stringent than for a contemporary building. Throughout this section the 

ae ey fae 7 a i z Americans with Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommodations and Services Section will be referred toas ADA. 

— Ze é I e ADA Requirements 
— a MW 7 | 4.2 Space Allowance and Reach Ranges 

i s — a ; | | | Section 4.2 establishes the minimum space for the passage of one wheelchair, passing of two wheelchairs and turning of 

) ~ sy | | wheelchairs within areas on the accessible route, and the clearance around and the approach to objects within the 

ij | | accessible route. Prior to construction, each floor was in compliance with the single width passage of 36 inches, but 

rs 1 H ; | there were areas within most floors that did not provide the minimum width of 60 inches for two passing wheelchairs. 

| The requirement for a minimum 60 inches turning diameter was not being met in most staff offices, the library and storage 

aie areas due to overcrowding, layout of furniture and use of staff space for storage. The public corridors did provide 

i i y | Re adequate turning opportunities within the minimum required 200 feet. The approaches to features such as drinking 

Lil wee ay fountains, telephones and fire extinguishers varied. At the conclusion of Restoration and Rehabilitation, the wing is in 

cE poe compliance with this section in public spaces and private areas. 

= } % 

Bee ™ ip oe 9.9 Third floor library entrance, 1999 4.3 Accessible Route 
‘ Ss Xa leas es Historic marble drinking fountains, like one located in the Section 4.3 is concerned with minimum standards for accessible routes and provision of an area of rescue in an 

 —= = original third floor library in 1999, are protruding objects by emergency. The first concern includes meeting minimum standards for floor surface treatments, proper slope, doors, 

uN | - PEOE OED Rune ee Cause OF te SCOT ; headroom and level changes. All of these are further discussed in sections that follow. The second concern regards 
TaN B ignificance of these drinking fountains, they have been retained 

Bors at many original locations. Where they have been retained, new providing an area of rescue in which disabled individuals may congregate for rescue in case of an emergency. Areas 

ADA-compliant drinking fountains have been added nearby. of rescue, situated on the north side of the wing at a location selected in conjunction with the fire department, have 
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Bae i Maw Bee er ga eames td = 
been created on every level within the East Wing. es a ASG Ngee eee So aM Ol 

SSS iF gee soe | oe 
Justices’ chambers located along the corridor at the east end of the wing are not accessible because of the steps at either a0, 2 = atl ; a i ae S a8 I xe oy : BR ee ‘ ee b S 

end of that corridor. These steps are part of the historic fabric of the building, and the change in level is driven by the E : go i es Ae a i ss es ese pis set Lice Eo . : Be 7 8 eS Z 

ceiling height of the Governor’s Conference Room located directly below; therefore, the steps and the change in level by Be # = r = ( ‘ eS Ye ve i on ey : 8 J i a 4 ig. ig! ar 2 ee Be 

have been retained. Thus, the east corridor is not an accessible route, but the corridors on the north and south sides of Be | Ue ai - i ¥ 4 : F A : a ek 7 oa i S 1 4 iF €t i Pes es 

the Supreme Court Hearing Room are accessible. e 4 ih at s Fa ’ ] = 3 at e : i ; “Hl 4 5 : Ld ; = 

4.4 Protruding Objects # 3 = fei feos | ee - ll ig ; 4 = + oe 

Section 4.4 focuses on objects that protrude into the accessible route, especially with regard to how they might affect & Pee ¢ f ge f af == f oT f= e ge 4 ra i] ee i uk a 

a visually impaired individual, although the safety of mobility impaired persons is also considered. The intent of this  . n> mee : =F fe <a = ' ‘3 . bes é ot 3. 7 > ie : 

section is to guarantee that an individual will not encounter obstacles when traversing the accessible route; therefore, é. = | e a oe: i a Ls he Pp Bboy os A i | H t Be 

objects protruding from walls with their leading edges between 27 inches and 80 inches above the finished floor may not eo = | ae ie / if rr 3 Py i & 1 ee | T I a 8 ; 

protrude more than 4 inches into the route. In addition, protruding objects may not diminish the minimum clear width of 3 fe E 1 r ZA ly 2 Be: 4 “iid = a = a Bs 4s Fe | ae oe i 

an accessible route or maneuvering space. Prior to the recent work, protruding objects in the wing that were not in —_—_ eS cee tore ee — ——— : r 

compliance with this portion of ADA included fire extinguishers and marble drinking fountains in private corridors. The s . a mad : aa f a 

scope of the recently completed Renovation and Rehabilitation has included compliant built-in cabinets to house fire extin- 5 = : Ee 

guishers. Although the original marble drinking fountains are protruding objects by definition, any alterations would result " i sees : i : 3 

in destruction of historic appearance and character; therefore original marble drinking fountains remain non-compliant. 5 ane aaa 4 

4.5 Ground and Floor Surfaces : Rear "a 

Section 4.5 pCneerns ground and floor See along accessible routes and in gocesSiple spaces, including cle Freatinn Mughal th O. Cu a “oF Urge MC Gchucdn Coan &. y Sarees? yh as 
walks, ramps, stairs and curb ramps, and requires that these surfaces be stable, firm, slip-resistant and level. Changes in i 

level up to a quarter of an inch may be vertical and may have no edge treatment; changes in level between a quarter inch % 

and a half inch must be beveled with a slope no greater than 1:2; and changes in level greater than half an inch must be 9.10 Supreme Court bench, 1923 
accomplished by means of a ramp that complies with 4.7. The raised platform beneath the justices ‘bench contributes to the courtroom s historic character. Issues of accessibility were 

considered during development of plans in 1998, but this is another instance where alterations would have been detrimental to the 

historic fabric of the Capitol. Therefore, the bench platform has been preserved. 
Some areas of marble threshold have been of concern under this section, especially where shifting or settling has 

occurred. Changes in level due to carpet height also fall under this section. Every possible effort has been made to make 

level changes compliant. 

In the second floor Supreme Court Hearing Room, a non-compliant change in level occurs at the justices’ bench. The 

bench sits on a seventeen-inch-high dais with no ramp provided, rendering it inaccessible to a wheelchair-dependent 

individual and difficult for any mobility-impaired person to access. During design development, the inaccessibility of 

the bench to disabled persons was discussed. Sketches were made that explored ways in which one portion of the bench 

could be made accessible. Because of the drastic destruction to the historic fabric of the bench the implementation of the 

plan would entail, the decision was made to retain the historic character of the Supreme Court bench. The sketches are 

available should the need for an accessible bench arise. 

4.6 Parking and Passenger Loading Zones 

Section 4.6 sets forth the number and locations of required parking spaces for disabled persons, as well as the width and 

vertical clearances required for those spaces and the signage required to designate them. This portion of the require- 

ment was first addressed prior to adoption of ADA in a 1967 remodeling project that added a handicapped ramp and 

loading dock at the Northeast Pavilion, rendering the ground floor accessible through the East Wing as set forth in 4.1.7, 
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“Accessible Buildings: Historic Preservation.” Although the actual loading dock has been relocated, the recent work 4.11 Lifts 

retains this accessibility. Section 4.11 addresses accessibility of platform lifts. There are no platform lifts in the wing; therefore this section is not 

applicable. 

4.7 Curb Ramps 

Section 4.7 provides specifications for location, slope, width, surface and sides of accessible curb ramps. The 1967 4.12 Windows 

project provided curb ramps, still in existence, in compliance with ADA guidelines. Section 4.12 has not been written for ADA compliance. 

4.8 Ramps 4.13 Doors 

Any portion of an accessible route with a slope greater than 1:20 is considered a ramp and so must comply with Section Section 4.13 sets forth guidelines for doors located along an accessible route. Revolving doors and turnstiles are not 

4.8. The requirements set forth in this section specify the maximum slope and rise for any ramp, as well as the minimum allowable as the only means of passage along an accessible route. The bulk of the section deals with clear opening 

clear width, minimum landing parameters, handrail requirements and cross slope, surface and edge protection specifica- widths, maneuvering and approach clearances, space requirements for two doors in series, threshold heights, door 

tions. In 1967 two ramps were constructed at the change in level on the fourth floor of the wing, in order to provide an hardware, door closers, maximum force requirements for opening doors and standards for automatic doors and power- 

accessible route throughout the floor. These ramps were probably compliant with ADA guidelines at the time of assisted doors. 

construction. At the time of Restoration and Rehabilitation, however, the freestanding center handrail on the ramps was 

not compliant. During the 1999-200 1work, the ramps were rebuilt to bring them into compliance. The existing ramps There are exterior revolving doors at the ground floor entrance to the wing, but they are not the only means of entrance; 

(2001) were designed in a manner more sympathetic to the Capitol’s historic character. exterior double-leaf doors flank the revolving doors on either side. Historic interior double-leaf doors exist throughout 

the wing on the ground, first, second and fourth floors. All historic double-leaf doors now swing out to meet exiting 

4.9 Stairs requirements, and all are now wired for future power-opening capabilities, although most have not been enabled. 

Section 4.9 addresses accessibility requirements for stairs. Included are specifications for uniform riser heights and Hardware throughout the wing is historic, either original or replicated, and is not in full compliance. Door widths, 

tread widths, minimum tread widths, curvature and projection of nosings, handrail requirements and protection of clearances, and approaches along accessible routes have been brought into compliance as fully as possible. Where 

outdoor stair conditions. Stairs in this wing have uniform riser heights and tread widths, but alterations to any of the approaches are not compliant, pneumatic door openers have been installed to provide full access. 

stairs would significantly alter the historic character of the building; therefore, this section is one of those where 

exceptions are made in deference to historic integrity. The new stair in the governor’s suite is not, however, compliant 4.14 Entrances 

as an exit stair; rather, it is intended for use by the governor and his staff. Section 4.14 sets forth minimum requirements for accessible entrances. Entrances required to be accessible are those 

‘ along an accessible route; such entrances must be connected by accessible routes to public transportation stops, to 

4.10 Elevators accessible parking and passenger loading zones and to public streets or sidewalks, as well as to all accessible spaces or 

Section 4.10 addresses the accessibility of elevators to disabled persons, and requires that accessible elevators be elements within the building. Accessible entrances, equipped with pneumatic openers, are located at both the Northeast 

located on an accessible route and be in compliance with this section and with ASME Standard A17.1-1996, Safety and Southeast Pavilions. 

Code for Elevators and Escalators. Specific concerns include: the approach to the elevator, the reaching distance to 

the call button, the audio and visual signal detecting the location of the car within the shaft and the arrival of the car, 4.15 Drinking Fountains and Water Coolers 

automatic leveling of the car floor with the floor of the building, Braille and raised lettering on the elevator jambs Section 4.15 states that drinking fountains or water coolers along accessible routes are required to have a spout height 

indicating the floor and the size of the elevator car.'* of no more than 36 inches above the floor, a water flow at the front of the unit, controls mounted near or on the front of 

the unit according to 4.27, and clearances either at the knee space or on the sides. The original marble drinking fountains 

Within the wing, elevators have been modified to comply, as fully as possible, with all aspects of the guidelines. The size were not compliant with this portion of ADA. Although the original fountains have been retained, new compliant 

of the elevator cars cannot be modified due to structural restrictions; therefore the elevator cars are very slightly short fixtures were added on each floor of the building. 

of guideline requirements in both length and width. 

4.16 Water Closets 

One small lift exists in the wing, designed for limited use and limited access, in the area redesigned for the Joint Finance The term “water closets” refers to the actual toilet fixture; this section of the code addresses requirements for the fixture, 

Committee on the third and fourth floors. It is a key-operated lift intended for the use of a very few individuals associated the space around the fixture and the range of motion required for using the fixture. The East Wing differs from other 

with the committee, and is not available for public use. It is, by design, not accessible; because very few people have a wings because it contains a number of private toilet rooms as well as public restrooms. Prior to the 1998-2001 Restoration 

key for this lift, its use is extremely limited and the lift is not required to meet ADA guidelines. and Rehabilitation, none of the water closets, public or private, were in full code compliance. Following the work, public 

toilet facilities are in compliance; please see Section 4.17. 
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4.17 Toilet Stalls 2 
Section 4.17 concerns the accessibility of toilet stalls; fixtures located within the stalls must meet the requirements set zs wits B g 

forth in Section 4.16. Size and arrangement of the stall, including front, side and toe clearances, door size, swing and ie ae e 3 

configuration, and size and positioning of grab bars are addressed in this section. Following the Restoration and fe f oe ree 7 - F 

Rehabilitation, all public restrooms have been provided with accessible toilet stalls. a ee ge - S ‘ ae Al ‘ : 5 

eee = uh, ee 
4.18 Urinals QM 2 1S es 

Section 4.18 sets forth requirements for accessible urinals, including height of the fixture, clear floor space in front of the « ae : as F ‘ es ee " a 
fixture, and height and operation of flush controls. Private toilet rooms in the wing are not equipped with urinals. The 4 i. = : Ee] so Bb oy 

exception is a toilet for use by the Supreme Court staff, with the provision that it be made available for the private use of ? yi aaa : & as bo a 

a disabled justice, should the occasion arise. All urinals in the public spaces comply with the ADA guidelines. len nes ties ee ae, a4 

4.19 Lavatories and Mirrors a : ee a ae ai 

Section 4.19 addresses guidelines for lavatory fixtures, vanities, and built-in vanities, including height, knee space a Se ae | . wee * 

clearances, clear floor space, exposed pipes and surfaces, faucet types and mirror heights. Prior to the recent work, Ei A Se et & fe FE i 2 

public restrooms were not in full compliance with these guidelines, but they are now in compliance wherever possible. = : Lg oy A 

Private toilet rooms are not in compliance, with the exception of the new accessible private toilet room in the justice’s : z Z : fh. i 
suite on the north side of the second floor. GAT ‘Supreme Court Hearing Room, facing the back (west), 1999 s Fi ve oe Cty 

Seating in the Supreme Court Hearing Room is not fixed, but rather , J Y 
consists of movable chairs and seats. Because seating is not fixed in place, Ae gi | > 1 

4.20 Bathtubs and 4.21 Shower Stalls this area of assembly is compliant with ADA requirements for wheelchair > 

Sections 4.20 and 4.21 address the requirements for bathtubs and shower stalls; none exist in the wing. locations. hin 

4.22 Toilet Rooms 

Section 4.22 concerns the guidelines for accessible toilet rooms, which include door size and swing, clear floor space, 4.27 Controls and Operating Mechanisms 

water closet and urinal types, lavatories, mirrors, controls and dispensers as addressed in Sections 4.16-4.19. Private Section 4.27 specifies the clear floor space, height, means of operation and force required for operation of controls and 

toilet rooms, with the exception of a new facility on the north side of the second floor, have not been made accessible. operating mechanisms. Examples of these include most types of dispensers and receptacles in the East Wing. Public 

This new facility, is intended to serve any justice who is or becomes disabled while serving on the court. The historic restrooms have been brought into compliance as fully as possible with this portion of ADA. 

integrity of the other private toilet rooms, including their small size and a one-step change in floor level from the 

adjoining room, has been retained, with the exception of the private toilet serving the governor; at that location the step 4.28 Alarms 

has been removed. Section 4.28 addresses requirements for audible, visual and auxiliary alarms in restrooms and any other general usage 

areas, hallways, lobbies and any other common use areas. The wing has been brought into full compliance with this 

4.23 Bathrooms, Bathing Facilities, Shower Rooms section. 

There are no bathrooms, bathing facilities or shower rooms as addressed in Section 4.23. 

4.29 Detectable Warnings 

4.24 Sinks Section 4.29 deals with detectable warnings on walking surfaces and at locations of hazardous vehicular ways; no 

Section 4.24 sets forth guidelines for sinks, including height, knee clearance, depth, clear floor space, exposed pipes, applicable areas exist within the wing. 

surfaces and faucets. Other than the lavatories already discussed, the wing has no sinks that are required to meet these guidelines. 

4.30 Signage 

4.25 Storage Section 4.30 sets forth requirements for signage that is required to be accessible. Included are requirements for character 

There are no storage areas that are required to be accessible according to the guidelines set forth in Section 4.25. height and proportion, raised and brailled characters and pictorial symbol signs, finish and contrast, mounting location 

and height, symbols of accessibility and illumination levels. Signage in the wing, as of 2001, is an evolving issue. Way- 

4.26 Handrails, Grab Bars, Tub and Shower Seats finding signage has been implemented to direct building occupants to public toilet facilities. It is extremely difficult to 

Handrails and grab bars, provided in the accessible toilet stalls, have been installed in compliance with the guidelines set bring all signage into full compliance while maintaining the historic integrity of the wing; efforts have been made to 

forth in section 4.26. comply where possible. 
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i ag . | 2 ; eS 3 zl z 4.31 Telephones 

eee il Te Lslsoram a There are no public telephones in the wing. 

Tee ae 
Be be be j je A(aa a ane * P 4,32 Fixed or Built-in Seating and Tables 

eos eee 5 we | a JMU PUGET Gg Esseaa caidas © 0! o : 3 aes z etek ‘ 
eh ty all i Nir pa i eo aL naga © Section 4.32 addresses requirements for fixed or built-in seating and tables; although there is historic fixed-bench 

B i Eyam | Rae a ae a: eaaG Med eee u 5 ‘i ss aa x 2 4 
| F i rt be E i i ea Haliet titi Bie ete = seating in the lobby of the Governor’s Conference Room, this seating does not meet the definition of this section, which 

Fé f} PSR Here et ose ee ee ree IBEN EN) . < . 

FF | | Fa rH i mio (ssi aida te ete. i is concerned with seating at fixed tables or counters. 

ee i ea 
HEE ‘CU «6a ad see ae en © 

EiBE 4 [ | | H lb B. uttititiitiae iisuunaend 9.12 Fourth floor library, 1999 4.33 Assembly Areas 
“e | SHEL es MLNS isi een eeee te bi A Specs : si sty r e , 5 

FF ra rae i fet ee ea HTH Eee ~ re Prior to the recent rehabilitation of the fourth floor, Section 4.33 sets forth requirements for provision of wheelchair locations in areas of assembly (according to the 

: DR i Pesee) Fe ed Re | pereprepererpere wie: < wl the major portion of the space was part of the State numbers directed in Section 4.1), including numbers of spaces required, size and locations of the spaces, floor surface 
mF be ecu ia Prrrrreettr rig Seen = Law Library. Thousands of volumes were housed { : i - : 

LF pees ERE on the fourth floor, a significant load accommodated requirements, access to performance areas and placement and types of listening systems. Areas of public assembly in 

BI a aa Srourbenret en by the wing's structural elements. the East Wing include the Supreme Court Hearing Room and the Joint Finance Hearing Room; both of these spaces are 

fitted with non-fixed furnishings, so access to them is available. Access to the Supreme Court bench has been previ- 

a RITES TX Coram cme Ys ONE eh ously discussed; the platform in the Joint Finance Hearing Room is accessible. 
& 8 ge eae 

io oh i Se eee a oe te 3 4.34 Automated Teller Machines 
Budisci aa Se eee ney eS i A : 

a Sis Ce a Be a ee | <a a ie A 2 There are no automated teller machines in the wing. 

pa as Ba cc On eS ; sis 
> Aes ia > 4.35 Dressing and Fitting Rooms 

wm Be aah ee | a2 There are no dressing and fitting rooms in the wing. 

zi) IN eee = 

ie t | { ] oc er oe Structural Compliance 
: = rh 3 ( i 3 See 1 = a eee 7 Like the South and West Wings, the East Wing exceeds structural code requirements. The clay tile arches spanning the 

Dv en Ue: ral oe = [ saw x ae steel beams have a minimum live load capacity in excess of 400 pounds per square foot, exceeding the requirements 

fi } il} J =i Bi ES ee | ; Le aa Ca - a specified in the Wisconsin Administrative Code for minimum design loads. The live load capacity of the floor beams and 

ular it 7] i ‘| res : al al ie / columns is approximately 100 pounds per square foot, which meets Wisconsin Administrative Code requirements for 
Ha) Po} alee Db ds IR ree ic au : 

f UU sl So al ce Se ee | Be minimum design loads. 
wie eal ge Sa AR AS Mt 

i pes Ct i 7 aka oe SK Ne - There has been one documented instance where building loads may have exceeded the capacity of the structure. The 
Hi 3575  } £zx§aSs eo a : : : ; i MESS alg 7g Poa rae Al i oe State Law Library, housed on the third floor of the wing, was also assigned space on the fourth floor (the architect had 
Dae | pi) S ~ ht & : . 99" . ‘ p . . 

| { ‘oli a ieee oe Spe: oe called it the “attic floor”). During design, it was expected that wood shelving would be used for the library stacks. The 
oi a oe ie = <e P 8 ve 

Hi ae ma im 3 | ae ee Ea decision to substitute metal shelving for wood, made by the Capitol Commission in April of 1910, is possibly a contrib- 

A | ee SLL eee Ne = uting factor to the excess stress that likely occurred.'* During early work on the East Wing project, it was discovered that 

tt rt as ay, Bo ee PRS the weight of the stacks may have caused deflection of the structure evident in the ceiling below, but also may have 

ko el Ge meeuiaiae =a c ae caused actual damage to the north and south walls of the wing. Structural experts theorize that the shift caused by the 

VY, MN fgg ihe J es eae - pe er excess weight occurred very soon after installation of the stacks, probably prior to occupancy and before the Capitol 
LESS Jif J i pre % ses pin 
VSSSJL ium , 9.13 Original fourth floor library shelving, 1999 was fully completed. There has been no subsequent shifting for many years. However, plaster expansion joints were 

ttf iy j Ne Although the George Post firm intended the fourth installed to compensate for any further slight movement within the building. '’ During the East Wing Restoration and 

ADU fi WN floor for library use, the decision by the Capitol Rehabilitation, the library was removed from the East Wing; however, this move was the result of program requirements 
f | Commission to substitute metal shelving for the 

fi " a ; ; . and not structural concerns. 
a 5 originally specified wood shelving resulted in an 

ae f increase in the weight of the library stacks, thus a 

a heavier structural load. Safety glazing, as addressed in Chapter Comm 51.14 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, was an issue in the wing. 
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The code requires installation of safety glazing, instead of plate glass, at any location defined as hazardous by the code. | Ee porate, | see e J peat fox ee Gia “i ; ; (Ve z 

Such locations include glazed panels in interior or exterior doors; therefore, original patterned glass door panels were Pay | x bee tag ee be i fs “y i : 4 : Le aay, ay 5 

replaced with new tempered patterned safety glass. ae a ; od | : : a | Free my y my / dj ' rl yi ib S . g 

Due to the many alterations and additions carried out over the years, concern was expressed prior to the recent work ce | ae Ty Cy ee ey Saye za Vo ae | Be 3 
about the lack of integrity of the clay tile and plaster barriers originally surrounding the steel structure and providing fire j | . sre { : th ba Va e/ 4 eae Pe z 
protection. The work included re-covering the structural steel in order to provide protection in the event ofa fire. Clay oe seats A 3 a Sl eee, cleh 4 as : ae | Po a 

tile and brick encasements have been repaired. Cementitious fireproofing specified to meet Wisconsin Administrative er ot i Sa Ses a eae io Pe 5 
Code requirements has been applied over exposed steel wherever necessary to comply with code requirements. ee ‘ : a Be 

Engineering Approach for Code Compliance Ce [ 

The plumbing systems in the wing, as in the rest of the building, consist of sanitary waste and vent, domestic cold and epi é : a 2 ee | 

hot water, chilled drinking water and storm drainage. These systems are covered by the Wisconsin Administrative Code, RN oe ee 
and are in compliance with the code. ; ; i ee 

bmitcicsgsesa (0 See ni” oe 
Requirements for automatic sprinklers and fire standpipe risers are governed by Wisconsin Administrative Code Chap- PO ase Pssst o ‘ een 
ters Comm 51, 52 and 54. Chapter Comm 52.01 requires every building more than 60 feet in height, built after 2 July 1974, ey : . ; se a s a ee 
to have a complete automatic sprinkler system. Fire department standpipes are required by Chapter Comm 54.15(2) for SNe: ieee # ‘e Sete Ee cee < Bee AT 
all buildings over 60 feet in height. use er a ; e RO 

9.14 Third floor, soffit at exterior wall, 2000. 
Since the Capitol was built prior to 1974, the requirement for a complete automatic sprinkler system does not apply. With Large cracks in the third floor plaster were possibly the direct result of greater-than-anticipated load on the structure from the 

the expectation that water from a sprinkler system would cause more damage to the building than a fire, the design fourth floor above. This likely occurred shortly after completion of the wing and prior to full occupancy of the building. In 2000, 

approach during Restoration and Rehabilitation was to provide sprinklers in designated areas in the basement only, as : ee pe ee Be ea oper cee saatls acd floor walls, ever thoust project architects dna enzigeers da yor 

determined by final occupancy. The existing fire standpipe system continues to serve the building, including the East 

Wing. Although the Capitol, because of its age, is exempt from compliance with the code requirements for automatic 

sprinkler systems for new buildings, the fire department standpipe system, in combination with the compartmentaliza- 

tion of the building for smoke separation meets the requirements of the current code. 

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning 

The Wisconsin Administrative Code Chapters Comm 63 and 64 are the main governing codes for heating, ventilating and 

air conditioning for buildings throughout Wisconsin. The National Fire Protection Association issues standards for fire 

prevention and safety. NFPA 90 applies and generally provides requirements for fire and smoke control.'* The American 

Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc. also issues standards for construction of this 

type. ASHRAE 62 provides guidelines for ventilation for indoor air quality assurance.'7 The processes and systems 

considered in the planning of the South Wing work and used as a model for the East Wing are discussed comprehen- 

sively in the Historic Structure Report, Book IV, Wisconsin State Capitol: South Wing, Southeast and Southwest 

Pavilions, pages 479-80. Experience and information gained from the North and West Wing projects were optimized in 

determining the best approach for the South Wing, and the systems implemented in the East Wing are the result of this 

cumulative knowledge and experience. Systems are in compliance with relevant codes. 

It is important to note that fire dampers are provided in the ground floor as a separation between the basement and 
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ground floor. Smoke dampers, as required by NFPA 90, have been provided to isolate the air-handling equipment from Endnotes 

the remainder of the ventilation distribution systems. Smoke detectors are provided in the air and return-air plenums to ' Wisconsin State Capitol Commission, Program Containing Instructions To and Information For Architects Submit- 

stop fans and close smoke dampers if smoke is detected, as required by code. ting Competitive Plans Preliminary to the Election of an Architect for the State Capitol Building (1906), 28. 

Fire and smoke barriers are not provided on upper floors; therefore, a room on the north side of each floor has been * City of New York, The Building Code of. Ne eve York City, Providing for All Matters Concerning, Affe cting or Relating to the 
Z 5 é Construction, Alteration or Removal of Buildings or Structures Erected or To Be Erected in the City of New York (1899). 

designated as an island of safety. Smoke walls surround these rooms, and fire dampers are located on each duct serving 

these rooms. The rooms are accessible to fire department ladder trucks for evacuation. 3 Bureau of Buildings, Borough of Manhattan, The Building Code of the City of New York, with Amendments to April 12, 
1906 (1906). 

Automatically closing fire doors are located at each island of safety area, at all smoke walls, and at the division between 
the public and private areas of the wing. * Wisconsin Industrial Commission, Building Code, 1915. 

A ° Sarah Bradford Landau, George B. Post, Architect: Picturesque Designer and Determined Realist (New York: The 
Life Safety : 

f i 5 Monacelli Press, 1998), 10. 
National Fire Protection Association Standard 101 sets forth the requirements for life safety, primarily in relation to a fire 

in the building. This code provides guidelines for emergency egress, including emergency lighting and emergency 6 Specification for Structural Steel Work for the East Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol. . .in Accordance with the 

power, and also for fire detection and annunciation. Each of these systems has been designed in accordance with this Drawings Prepared by George B. Post & Sons. . New York: Martin B. Brown Co., n.d.), 11, in box 39, Capitol Commis- 

code. Smoke detectors are located in each room; alarm horns and strobe lights have been located throughout the wing, sion records, ser. 833, Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Society, hereinafter Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

generally in corridors. The “island of safety” rooms, previously mentioned, are protected by fire dampers and desig- i : j ; ; : : 4 j ‘ 

nated as places where building occupants can find protection if they are unable to exit the building safely. These rooms Specification for Excavation and Concrete Foundations for the East Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol. . .in 
u " 2 fi Accordance with the Drawings Prepared by George B. Post & Sons. . (New York: Martin B. Brown Co., n.d.), 11-12, in 

are accessible from fire department ladder trucks for rescue, and a green strobe light above the door identifies these ao Ed 
10x 39, ibid. 

rooms for occupants. Because of the potential for misuse, pull-type fire alarms are not provided in the Capitol. A public : 

address system allows security personnel to provide instructions to occupants in case of an emergency. 8 Wisconsin Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations, Wisconsin Administrative Code (1986). 

Electrical ° Charles J. Quagliana, Building Code Study, State Capitol, Wisconsin Department of Administration, Division of 

The National Electrical Code (N.E.C.; NFPA 70) and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standard 101— Facilities Management (1988). 

Code for Safety to Life from Fire in Buildings and Structures govern the electrical design approach with respect to code z i 
i : 4 i By each es ! Wisconsin Statute 13.48 (13) (c). 

compliance. The N.E.C. provides requirements for electrical power distribution and wiring methods, and governs most 

of the electrical work in the East Wing.'* Full compliance with these codes was the goal in working toward the design "| Wisconsin Department of Administration, Division of Facilities Development, et al., Historic Structure Report, Book 
solution for Restoration and Renovation; some exceptions occur due to conflicts between code requirements and IV, Wisconsin State Capitol: South Wing, Southeast and Southwest Pavilions (Madison, 1995). 
retention of historic building fabric, especially where space constraints occur. For example, some electrical closets are 

too small to be fully compliant and require extra care on the part of the technician working in them. ” Historic Structure Report, Book IV, 491-557. 

: '’ The ASME code was published by the organization in New York in 1996. 

'* Lew F. Porter memorandum or report, 7 April 1910, folder in box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

'S East Wing Architects, LLC, Construction Bulletin 26, for distribution to J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. and the Division of 

Facilities Development (23 February 2000), Capitol Archives. 

'© National Fire Protection Association, NFPA Standards (Quincy, MA: 1997). 

'7 American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc., ANSI/ASHRAE 62-1999 Ventilation 

for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality (Atlanta, GA: 1999). 

'8 NFPA Standards. 
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> ee 2 Se ee RECOMMENDATIONS 
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ees eee ee OUT ete lee ete CA . f 

1 2 Ce eae Os Zwie g he 4 7 . . . - . : 
Be ot coe. ee : eee j MN ere OEE Tne 4 n 16 October 1998, East Wing Architects issued the Preservation Plan for the East Wing. A full discussion ee | a ; as i € 
ee ieee al FS oem ONES oe of the process by which spaces were evaluated for preservation treatment can be found in that document, 

pacers 3 a eee Oey ae P ht cae a Re which also addresses the directives and precedents that informed the work. As part of completing the 
| He H aie jee (ecole H eel i i g Te Preservation Plan, the team prepared three sets of plans indicating original building conditions, existing conditions in 
| | Pa eee a een aaa ; ea i eto ae ‘ 

kL File ; Sa i i | a P ” ae hi f =e 1998 and a recommended preservation treatment. A disposition list for building components was included, as were the = he ‘ ee i ee a) ue - 5 : ‘ Dal a een Se ae | Fa laa at) oF ae 1987 Master Plan drawings for the wing. This chapter will summarize the processes used to complete the work and the 
| tee oc ‘| E yt | fe as x 5 ; A i 5 

i: @ ——— iE i : | ae Is definitions that informed it. The extent to which the recommendations were actually implemented will also be explored. 

a 2 E #& | \ pores eer om merrerens ti ; exch see . _ Ee \j ——s The process referred to as the “Evaluation of Significance” represents the key transitional step between collecting data 
fies SS i L . . ‘ * oe 2 See ace Hh Ai agi | Hy and developing a preservation plan. The East Wing “Evaluation of Significance” occurred on 5 October 1998, scheduled 

—y s : age ics neeemanaale to coincide with survey results and research materials having been largely compiled. After review of preliminary 

findings, the team of professionals assembled (representing a variety of disciplines) acknowledged that the East Wing 

= - had maintained a great deal of historic fabric as more of its original walls remained in place than was the case in any of 

+ : the other three wings. The team worked through the evaluation process, space by space, for the entire wing. Each space 

3 > was rated with the use of a numerical value, reflective of the treatment deemed appropriate for that space and based on 

> a “good, better, best” scale. A “best” rating indicated that a space should be saved and subject to preservation 

treatment; “better” indicated that a space should be saved if possible; a “good” rating meant that the space should be 
10.1 Governor’s Conference Room, 2001 fi chu tl i 

Preservation Recommendations were based upon the careful analysis of each space using National Park Service criteria, which saved if the building program allowed it. 

include architectural significance, historical significance, architectural integrity and architectural context. Spaces that received a 

very high rating were recommended for preservation. The Governor s Conference Room, originally called the Executive 

Chamber, was an example of space that received a high rating; this space has been preserved. Evalu ation Criteria 

Analysis, leading to the numerical designation, was based on four independent criteria—architectural significance, 

historical significance, architectural integrity and architectural context. Each criterion was assessed a predetermined 

range of points, and the ratings for each space were added to produce a composite score. 

Architectural Signficance 

In analyzing architectural significance, the team considered the manner in which spatial configuration, materials, finishes 

and details were implemented to make a space distinctive. Although the focus remained on the interior, structural and 

mechanical components contributing to the uniqueness of each space were discussed as appropriate. The decorative 

finish scheme implemented by Mack, Jenney and Tyler was significant to this portion of the analysis, because this 

scheme, as represented in plan, provided a key to the relative importance of spaces as was determined in collaboration 

with architects, George B. Post & Sons of New York. 
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Historical Significance Restoration 
The analysis of historical significance considered the historical importance of events or individuals associated with a Restoration is the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features and character of a space as they appeared at 
given space. Clearly, areas such as the Supreme Court Hearing Room and Governor’s Conference Room generated high a particular period of time by means of removal of features from other periods in its history and reconstructing missing 
ratings for having been the location of the establishment of important state policy. Specific offices, if associated with a features from the period established for Restoration. 
particularly important individual, also were given a high rating. 

Rehabilitation 
Architectural Integrity Rehabilitation is the act or process of making possible an efficient contemporary use through repair, alterations, and 

Ratings for architectural integrity were based on consideration of the historic and transitional building fabric, relative to additions while preserving those portions or features that convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values. 
the remaining original finishes of the interior. Building fabric was defined to include paint, decorative finishes, plaster, 

wood trim, windows, doors, marble and light fixtures. The re-created Post plans, when compared with the plans illustrating Renovation 
Existing Conditions, provided the team with useful information concerning original and existing floors, walls, and the Renovation is the act or process of removing the original form or features and replacing those materials and features with 
configuration of individual spaces. This procedure assisted in determining where architectural integrity remained intact new fabric and materials that are contemporary in nature. Specific considerations include (1) using the space as it was 
and, conversely, where it had been lost. historically and/or giving new use that reflects the space’s utilitarian needs; and (2) providing the space with the support 

systems required to incorporate contemporary technology in the structure. 
Architectural Context 

In evaluating architectural context, the team considered the significance each space held in relation to its original setting, 

especially the degree to which it had been modified in design or function. A guiding determinant was to imagine the Recommendations and Implementation of the Preservation Plan 
response of one of the original building occupants to the contemporary configuration. Would such an individual The Preservation Plan was intended to represent the team’s interpretation of national preservation standards as applied 
recognize this space within the Capitol? A high degree of recognition by an imaginary “original occupant” resulted in a to the East Wing, set forth at the outset of the design process. The intent of the Preservation Plan was to, as objectively 
high rating for architectural context. as possible, assess existing historic fabric and present recommendations that were consistent with the guidelines 

established by the National Park Service. The Preservation Plan was not intended to be definitive in its directives but 
; Composite Ratings rather to present the collective sensibilities of a diverse group of professionals in analyzing the wing. As it represents 

Following this process, the composite rating assigned to each space was used to determine the level of recommended an approach to the East Wing that places architectural and historical merit above all other considerations, the team 
preservation treatment, and floor plans were developed to reflect that assessment. With a range of scores spanning from recognized that its recommendations would be subject to compromise in implementation. It also realized their conclusions 
7 to 39 for the individual spaces, a breakdown relative to preservation treatment was established. Areas with a ranking would be subject to the programmatic needs of the building occupants, the requirements necessitated by the upgrade of 
between 29 and 39 points were recommended for Preservation; between 20 and 28 points, Restoration; between 12 and mechanical, electrical and communication systems and, to some extent, the personal tastes and preferences of the 
19 points, Rehabilitation; between 7 and 11, Renovation. The floor plans presented were hatched to illustrate these occupant groups. Implementation occasioned deviations from the Preservation Plan, but they occurred primarily in the 
general recommendations concerning proposed Preservation, Restoration, Rehabilitation or Renovation of the East office areas of the wing and on the third and fourth floors, where building use was substantially altered by the relocation 
Wing spaces. of the State Law Library. 

: Ground Floor 
Definitions of Preservation Treatment Recommendation for Preservation 

Definitions of preservation treatment adapted for this project have been articulated in both the South Wing and Central As is typical of most of the public and ceremonial spaces in the building, the entry lobby/corridor sequence, including 
Portion Historic Structure Reports and draw from those established by the National Park Service. Using these criteria, main and secondary stair galleries and Northeast Pavilion entrance was slated for Preservation. 
the design team defined the concepts of “Preservation,” “Restoration,” “Rehabilitation” and “Renovation” as follows. 

Preservation Implementation 
Preservation The entry lobby/main corridor, main and secondary stair galleries are all fully preserved. The loading dock function has 

Preservation is the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing form, integrity and/or materials been removed and the Northeast Pavilion fully restored. 
of the building or space. This work generally focuses upon the stabilization and repair of historic materials and features 

as well as ongoing maintenance. Limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical and other code-required work Recommendation for Restoration 
to make the building or space functional is appropriate. Those spaces recommended for Restoration included the large room (the office originally intended for the Civil Service 

Commission) on the north exterior wall at the west end of the wing. Restoration of the sequence of four offices on the 
south exterior wall was also recommended. These spaces remained in their original configuration in 1998. 
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Restoration Implementation to the basement and to the first floor, was installed necessitating the move of the secondary corridor to the south. This 

The ground floor spaces recommended for Restoration were largely rehabilitated. The large room on the north side of stair replaces an original internal stair, which was smaller and oriented differently. 

the wing is divided into two new offices for Supreme Court staff, a private toilet room and a vestibule. The southeast 

corner room, which since 1971 has been the office of the lieutenant governor, is restored although an existing wood floor First Floor 

was replaced with concrete and carpeted. Three rooms on the south exterior wall were rehabilitated as smaller offices. Recommendation for Preservation 

The partition walls between the rooms are placed approximately in their original locations, but the secondary corridor to With little change having occurred in use or occupancy of the first floor, most original walls remained in place, which, in 

the north was shifted south from its original position to the other side of the structural columns that had originally combination with the historical significance of the space, resulted in much of the first floor being rated for either 

determined its placement. The relocation of the wall modified the rooms south of the corridor, reducing them in size by Preservation or Restoration. Areas recommended for preservation included the grand stairs, secondary stairs, stair 

the width of the corridor. Also, because the Northeast Pavilion had been altered from use as a loading dock, restoration galleries, primary corridors and the Northeast Pavilion. The ceremonial spaces at the east end of the wing, the Governor’s 

was required and implemented. Conference Room, its lobby and the spaces north and south of it were also indicated for preservation, as were the 

governor’s private office and that of his chief of staff (on the south) and the private offices in the attorney general’s 

Recommendation for Rehabilitation suite, including an office for the deputy attorney general (on the north). Preservation was also recommended for an 

The spaces recommended for Rehabilitation included, on the north side of the wing, the original departmental lobby office immediately west of the governor’s open office area, based in part on its original “Class II” designation in the 

north of the principal entrance, the secondary corridor and the five easternmost office spaces, none of which contained Mack, Jenney and Tyler scheme. 

original partition walls. The original departmental lobby south of the principal entrance, which was combined during 

earlier renovations with a storage vault, and the large public toilet room in the southwest corner of the wing were also Preservation Implementation 

identified for Rehabilitation. As recommended, Preservation was implemented in the areas of the grand stairs, secondary stairs, stair galleries, primary 

corridors and the Northeast Pavilion. Although the Governor’s Conference Room, its lobby and the spaces north and 

Rehabilitation Implementation south of it were preserved, there was some restoration involved in the reapplication of decorative finishes. Throughout 

The former departmental lobby on the north is rehabilitated as a reception area for the Supreme Court, although a higher the private offices, decorative stencils, borders and panels were recreated in the manner of the historic Mack, Jenney and 

level of finish than was originally specified for the space has been implemented. On the south side of the wing, the Tyler work. The wood and plaster surfaces in the Governor’s Conference Room were restored to their original dark red 

departmental lobby was rehabilitated as the reception area for the lieutenant governor’s department. The reception area tone, a dramatic change from the off-white surfaces that had been in place since 1968. A minor spatial rearrangement 

extends into an open staff workspace. The toilet room at the southwest corner of the wing was converted into two occurred in the office of the governor’s chief of staff. The entrance leading to this space from the private corridor was 

separate toilet rooms, one an accessible unisex toilet room and the other a public men’s room; both may be accessed from moved to the east making two storage closets that formerly had been inside the room accessible from the corridor 

the secondary stair hall. As is the case for all new toilet rooms in the East Wing, these rooms are finished with historically outside the office. Additionally, the private legal office of the executive department immediately west of the open office 

sympathetic materials. area was preserved, except for a portion of its west wall. 

Recommendation for Renovation Recommendation for Restoration 

The spaces recommended for Renovation included the three small rooms—an office and two storage areas—in the Restoration treatment was recommended for both the large historic business offices that were dedicated to the staff of 

northwest corner of the wing, near the Northeast Pavilion. These spaces had been substantially remodeled from their the attorney general on the north and the governor on the south. These spaces had retained their original partition walls 

original use as a men’s toilet room and a coatroom. Additionally, the former vault spaces on both the north and south and configuration, although a partial wall or transaction counter dividing the attorney general’s business office into a 

sides of the principal corridor and the westernmost office on the south side of the wing, also designed by Post & Sons foyer and a staff area had been removed. Restoration was also indicated for the private toilets in the attorney general’s 

as a men’s toilet and a coatroom, were indicated for Renovation. Additional storage spaces beneath the main stairs and and executive departments, within the private offices at the east end, together with the secondary corridors along which 

adjacent to the pavilion were similarly designated. they were located. The north and south secondary corridors, positioned at the west end of the wing, in addition to three 

offices on the north and one on the south were recommended for Restoration. 

Renovation Implementation 

The space on the north side of the ground floor is allocated to the Supreme Court staff. Consistent with the Restoration Implementation 

recommendation for renovation, a kitchen and a private toilet room now occupy the small northwest corner rooms. The Restoration of the former business offices occurred, although the counter on the north side was not reinstated. The 

north vault space was altered to accommodate a large reading room with adjacent utility space that includes storage and reapplication of original paint colors and decorative finish patterns was carried out in these spaces. The private toilet in 

acopy room. On the south side of the wing, the small private toilet room inside the lieutenant governor’s reception area the governor’s area was restored to its original condition, although the original step up from the corridor was removed. 

was modified to include a kitchenette. Rooms west of the lieutenant governor’s space on the south side of the ground The private toilet and corridor on the north side of the wing, within the attorney general’s suite, however, are rehabilitated. 

floor are occupied by executive department staff; they have been rehabilitated with materials and finishes consistent A small elevator was removed and the chase used for mechanical systems. A private toilet room was created as part of 

with those used historically in these spaces. The two former vaults are renovated to form office space for the executive the attorney general’s private office, with a small kitchen, acessible to the open office, installed in the remaining original 

department. The space includes an open office, conference room, a private office and a kitchen. A new stair, connecting toilet room space. The three offices and the secondary corridor on the north and the secondary corridor and single office 
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on the south were restored to an appearance similar to the original. installed that is more consistent with Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s original proposal than finishes installed in 1915. At that 

time the proposal was revised in execution, and the decorators imparted to the spaces a Class III instead of Class I finish 

Recommendation for Rehabilitaion scheme. Decorative borders and paint treatments are now in place that distinguish the justices’ offices and those of 

Spaces recommended for rehabilitation included the large original storage vault for use of the attorney general’s department, judicial department staff. 

located on the north side of the wing, west of the business office. In 1998, this room still contained historic floor-to- 

ceiling filing cabinets, accessible by rolling ladder. A public toilet room in the southwest corner of the wing was also Recommendation for Restoration 

recommended for rehabilitation. Restoration was proposed for the Northeast Pavilion and all seven of the offices designated historically for the justices’ 

assistants and the toilet rooms contained in those spaces, each of which are adjacent to the Supreme Court justices’ 

Rehabilitation Implementation studies. Additionally, the private corridors located to the north, south and east of the Supreme Court Hearing Room and 

The public toilet room in the southwest comer of the wing was rehabilitated as a new toilet room with historic appearance. a small office on the south exterior wall that was originally designated as the “Deputy Office” were recommended for 

Rather than rehabilitation, attorney general’s storage vault received Renovation. Restoration. The secondary corridors, where marble had been badly damaged as a result of the installation of broadloom 

carpeting with glue and nails at the tack strips in the 1960s, were also slated for restoration. 

Recommendation for Renovation 

Three spaces recommended for Renovation included an office in the northwest corner of the wing that once had been Restoration Implementation 

two distinct spaces, one used as a men’s toilet and the other as a coat and locker room. The space historically used as Determined impossible to restore, the damaged marble tile, as well as the stone on the steps connecting the east corridor 

a vault, adjacent to the governor’s business office, and a public toilet room in the southwest corner of the wing were also to the north and south corridors, was replaced. In the toilet rooms, plumbing and fixtures were upgraded and historic 

indicated for Renovation. marble finishes reinstalled. The Northeast Pavilion, subdivided into offices very early in its history, retained this 

configuration and was provided with decorative finishes consistent with those of the typical chamber/staff office 

; Renovation Implementation configuration, as that became the space use established during Restoration and Rehabilitation. 

The northwest corner was renovated to include a public toilet room and an office for the executive department. The 

south vault space is divided into three rooms for the use of the governor’s staff and includes a large copy room/ Recommendation for Rehabilitation 

kitchenette, a conference room and a storage room; a new internal stair to the ground floor has been installed. The vault Spaces recommended for Rehabilitation were clustered in the southwest corner of the wing and, as historically designed, 

in the attorney general’s department is renovated to form three distinct rooms, including two copy rooms and an intern included a storage vault, a minor corridor, two offices and a large public toilet room. By 1998, the toilet room between the 

office. A marble-floored vestibule provides entry into the new suite. Some of the original filing equipment was relocated offices had been removed and one of the spaces enlarged. 

to the intern office; floors, walls, ceilings and wood trim evocative of the historic treatments were installed in the two 

rooms dedicated to the activities of the executive department. The northwest and southwest corner rooms, both original Rehabilitation Implementation 

toilet rooms, were renovated as toilet rooms with historic appearance. As part of Restoration and Rehabilitation, a new justice’s suite was positioned in the significantly enlarged space that 

resulted from the reconfiguration of the former corridor and office spaces in the southwest corner. The typical suite 

Second Floor arrangement was applied with the larger justice’s chamber having taken over the minor corridor that was still in place in 
Recommendation for Preservation 1998. Instead of the private toilet room being located in the office of the judicial assistant, it was placed in the 

The second floor has been the designated location of the Supreme Court since initial occupancy. With use of the area westernmost bay, adjacent to the justice’s private office. A second accessible public toilet opens onto the secondary 

having remained constant over the years, the original configuration of the space remained largely intact. Similar in stair hall. The space formerly used as vault storage was converted into two rooms, a copy room and a law clerk’s office 

circumstance to the first floor, much of the second floor was recommended for Preservation, including the grand stairs, that opens into the newly created justice’s suite. 

the main corridor and main and secondary stair galleries, the Supreme Court Hearing Room and vestibule, the Supreme 

Court Conference Room in the southeast corner of the wing (originally called the Consultation Room) as well as four Recommendation for Renovation 

offices along the north exterior wall, two on the east wall and one on the south. The distinction made between the offices Three relatively small spaces on the second floor were recommended for Renovation. They included the office and 

relative to recommended treatment had much to do with the original assignment of the space to a Supreme Court justice storage area adjacent to the pavilion in the northeast corner of the wing and a storage space adjacent to the Southeast 

or a justice’s assistant. The “justices’ studies,” as they were originally called, were larger spaces than the assistants’ Pavilion. 

rooms, each of which typically accommodated a toilet room within its perimeter. 

Renovation Implementation 

Preservation Implementation The two storage areas have retained that function and have been altered only slightly. The office has been converted 

Preservation was effected in the second floor spaces as recommended, although the centrally positioned office of a to a judicial assistant’s office with a private toilet room as part of the Supreme Court justice’s suite located in the 

Supreme Court law clerk, on the north side of the wing is designated as an area of rescue for fire safety; thus smoke Northeast Pavilion. 

barrier provisions have been implemented there. Throughout the justices’ suites, a level of decorative finish has been 
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Third and Fourth Floors Rehabilitation Implementation 

The third and fourth floors of the East Wing were designed for the Wisconsin State Law Library and had been occupied Both the third and fourth floors were largely rehabilitated to accommodate their new uses. The Joint Committee on 

by it from the time construction was completed in 1910 until its relocation in 1999. Due in part to the historical Finance became the principal occupant of the third floor, which also provided newly created offices for the staffs of the 

significance of this institution and the architectural context and integrity of the building fabric that remained in place, the lieutenant governor, the governor, the assembly and the Supreme Court. The rehabilitation of the space involved the 

recommendation established in the Preservation Plan was for the Preservation and Restoration of these spaces. Even placement of offices on all three exterior walls, serviced by secondary corridors. In the area of the former reading room, 

with plans in place to rehabilitate/renovate the space to accommodate the Joint Committee on Finance, the high rankings aminor corridor with rooms for copiers and storage on the west and four offices and a centrally placed conference room 

established for these floors in the Preservation Plan reflected the historic value intrinsic to the space as it existed in on the east exterior wall are the newly designated facilities for the Joint Committee on Finance. The interior partition 

1998. As was anticipated, programmatic needs directed the redesign of these spaces but in a manner highly sensitive to walls defining the new office spaces and conference room are aligned with the pilasters and colonnade of the exterior 

the overall historic scheme in place for the wing and the building. wall. The seven offices on the north side of the wing were also created as part of Rehabilitation. Offices are similarly 

placed along the north and south exterior walls, with private corridors providing access to them. Staff offices for the 

Recommendation for Preservation governor, lieutenant governor and Assembly are in the area located along the north exterior wall and an office for 

On the third floor, spaces designated for Preservation included the library reading room, the main corridors and the Supreme Court interns across the hallway. On the south exterior wall, seven new offices were installed that have been 

barrel-vaulted main stair galleries adjacent to the north and south library entrances. Virtually all of the open areas and delegated to the Assembly with additional space for Supreme Court interns and storage on the other side of the 

corridors on the fourth floor, including the library stacks and reading areas, were also recommended for Preservation. secondary corridor. Finishes in the offices of the Joint Committee on Finance, on the east end of the wing, have been 

implemented to approximate a historic Mack, Jenney and Tyler Class II finish, while the offices elsewhere on the third 

Preservation Implementation floor have been painted less elaborately. 

The public spaces on third floor, the corridors and stair galleries, were preserved, including the elaborate decorative 

painting on the barrel vaults of the main corridors. On the fourth floor, the main corridors were the only areas where the Those areas slated for Rehabilitation on the fourth floor, the private office in the northeast corner, a second office on the 

original historic fabric was preserved. south exterior wall and the fan room were rehabilitated along with the balance of the former library space. While the fan 

room continued in use as a mechanical area, the rest of the space was converted to a hearing room for the Joint 

Recommendation for Restoration Committee on Finance. Incorporating the latest in videoconferencing technology, the new hearing room has retained the 

With the exception of the public spaces, nearly the entire balance of the third floor library, including private offices for semi-public nature of the historic library space and has been finished in a historically sympathetic manner. 

library staff, was recommended for Restoration, as was the Northeast Pavilion. Within the library, this included the area 

used for the stacks, four offices—a larger southeast corner office and three smaller offices on the south exterior wall— Recommendation for Renovation 

and a minor corridor in this area. On the fourth floor, a public toilet room on the south side of the wing was slated for Only a single space on the third floor was targeted for Renovation: an original toilet room in the northwest corner of the 

Restoration, as was the Northeast Pavilion at this level. wing that had been converted to an office early in its history. The fourth floor janitors’ closets on the north and south 

sides of the wing, just west of the elevator shafts, were also recommended for renovation. 

Restoration Implementation 

Areas in which Restoration was implemented on the third floor include the Northeast Pavilion and an original north- Renovation Implementation 

south corridor that connects the north and south library entrances. An office in the southeast corner, formerly the The toilet room in the northwest corner of the third floor of the wing has been restored to its original function as a toilet 

librarian’s office, was retained essentially in its historic configuration, although interior surfaces were largely rehabilitated. room. Although all fixtures and finishes are new, they are historically compatible in appearance with the original room. 

On the fourth floor, the pavilion, which had been divided into two rooms, was restored to a single space to be used by The fourth floor janitors’ closets continue in that use. 

the Assembly as a hearing room. The public toilet room was retained in its original configuration but was modified for E 

ADA accessibility. 

Conclusion 
Recommendation for Rehabilitation An important directive of the 1987 Master Plan was that the building continue in service as a fully functioning seat of 

Although in plan consistent with its original configuration as a receiving room, the office in the northeast corner of the state government and that both Restoration and Rehabilitation/Renovation procedures be undertaken, although these 

third floor had been recommended for Rehabilitation largely because of its original utilitarian function. On the fourth would be compatible with the building’s historic themes. Additionally, the Master Plan called for the integration of 

floor, a private office in the northeast corner of the library that had been converted from a toilet room was recommended technology “to the fullest extent possible.” The work in the East Wing has satisfied these directives and it has also 

for Rehabilitation, as were a large office on the south exterior wall and the space that operated as the fan room. satisfied the spirit of the recommendations of the Preservation Plan. Although many of the office spaces and much of 

the third and fourth floors have been rehabilitated, the public spaces and the principal rooms of the East Wing—the 

Governor’s Conference Room, the Supreme Court Hearing Room and the Supreme Court Conference Room—have been 

preserved in the highest manner possible. George B. Post had designed the building in such a way that the offices could 

be reconfigured to accommodate the changing needs of the occupants. In working through the process of developing 
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a preservation plan for the East Wing, information concerning the historical and architectural integrity of the wing was 
shared, providing a forum for the assimilation of preservation-related issues as related to Wisconsin’s premier landmark. 
Although the Preservation Plan served only as something of a backdrop for the design and construction that took 
place, it laid a small part of the foundation for the decisions that ensued. It informed the sensitive interpretation of Post’s 
original design intent, which was carefully incorporated with the needs of the building occupants and with technologies 
that Post could have only imagined. The careful balance of these demands has resulted in the ongoing usefulness and 
the enduring majesty and beauty of the Wisconsin State Capitol, as it advances proudly into the 21* century. 
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